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1. A Revision ol tlie I' hiKuinioiiid Genera Lnh/tini and

Fceciloo'f/ptus. By Rowland E. Turner and James

WATERSTON.

[Received November 14, 1919: Read Ft'l)ruary 10, 1920.]

(Text-tigures 1-11.)

Genus Labium Brulle.

Labium Bridle, Hist. Nat. Insect. Hymen, iv. p. .316 (1846).

The genus Lahiutn, though the typical species was described
from New Guinea, is really characteristic of the southern half of

Australia. No specimens are in the British Museum from the
northern half of Australia, and we may certainly assume that the
genus does not occur in the north-eastern coast regions, unless at

liigh elev^ations wdiere little collecting has been done. In the
extreme south of Australia and in Tasmania vaiious species of

tlie genus are exceedingly common, swarming on the blossom of

Leptospermum. It is most remarkable that so little work should
have been done on a genus so conspicuous and so plentiful as this,

and tliat nothing should be known of its life-history. Before
Brulie defined the genus Erichson had already described a
Tasmfinian species as Ichneumon pet itoriiis, but the genus was not
again recognised till Canieron described L. ferrugineum in 1901.
Morley later (1915) adding another species, L. davicorne. The
genus is extremely isolated among the Ichneumonidje, the most
striking characters being the long exserted labrum, the more or
less clavate antennfe, the large ungues and enjpodiunj of the hind

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1920, No. I. 1
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tarsi, and the strongly bent recurrent nervure. In one or two
aberrant species one or more of these characters may be only

feebly developed, but the long labrum is always present. The
best account of the genus is given by Cameron, but his description

of the generic characters is founded on a single species, and one

or two charactei's given are merely specific. Thus the petiolar

area and areola are usually separated, not confluent, an(l the

nervulus is often more or less postfnrcal, as noticed by Morley.

Cameron is inclined to place the genus in the Ichveumoniiice, as

a separate tribe; the great objection to this placing is in the

position of the spiracles on the petiole only a little behind the

middle, and much neai'er to each other than to the apex of

the segment. • It seems, however, on the whole, a more natural

position tlian either among the Tryphonince, which it was

placed by Brulle, or near Bancliiis^ where Morley is inclined to

Text-figure 1.

Labium moiitivaytim Turn. & W'tr^t. Thorax, proitudt oii, aiici ja-tiole

ill p.olile.

place it. We give a full account of the sculpture of the median
segment (text-figs. 1, 3, and 10), as far as it is common to all the

species : carina between the short ba,sal ai-ea and areola usually

indicated by short lateral stumps ; areola and petiolar area- some-
times confluent

;
pleural and juxta-coxal area? confluent anterioi-ly,

but separated up to | or beyond posteriorly. The surface of the

basal area and areola is smooth, more or less rugulose round the

sides ; of the external area smooth or finely })imctui-ed : the an-

terior part of the spiraculai- area is also punctured, generally rathei*

strongly so. The othei- areie vary in scul[iture, the juxta-coxal

always showing some strong ridges, indicated at least anteriorly.

Sculpture of the niale usually coarser than in the female. The
sculpture of the are?e is liable to considerable individual variation

in intensity.

Species of Thynnidie of the genera E'lronc and Tachi/iwiiii/la
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bear a strong .superficial resemblance to species of this genus.

T. ahdomiiialis Gaer. and Eirone celsissima Turn., both of which
look like Labium, occur on Mt. Wellington at a considerable ele-

vation, where Labium montivagwm is very plentiful. E. celsissima

even has the apical antennal joints yellow, a most abnormal
coloration for one of the Thynnidie.

Kei/ to the ^Species of Labium.

1. Aiiteniia3 not more than 30-jointed 2.

Autennie more than SO-jointed 4.

2. Second recurrent nervure only feebly bent in the

middle ; nervellus straight, discoidella want-
in^: ; head, thorax, and median segment black

with 3'ellovv markings L. ivalkeri, sp. n., Si P- 4.

Second recurrent nervure sharply angulate in

the middle, nervellus angulate, discoidella not

wholly wanting
;

head, thorax, and median
segment fulvo-terruginous, with yellow mark-
ings 3.

3. Discoidella reduced to a short slump, originating

halfway between the submediella and the

middle of the nervellus ; median segment
yellow apically L. centrale, sp. n., p. 6.

Discoidella complete, originating much nearer to

the middle of the nervellus than to the sub-

mediella; median segment entirely fulvo-fer-

riiginous L. brevicoriie, sp. n., p. 6.

4. Face and clypeus fused, in the same plane, the
dividing-line obsolete ; more or less pilose 5.

Face and clypeus not entirely fused or in the
same plane ; scarcely pilose 6.

5. Strongl.y pilose ; hind femora and median seg-

ment black L. pilosmn, sp. n., p. 10.

Feebly pilose; hind femora and median segment
fulvo-ferrugiuous L. subpUosuliim, sp. n., p. 11.

6. Hind empodia small, not more than one-third of

the length of the tarsal ungues; mesonotum
with a l)road black fascia on each side L. bivittatum, sp. n., p. 8,

Hind empodia elongate, at least two-thirds of the
length of the tarsal ungues ; mesonotum with-
out black lateral fasciai 7.

7. Mesonotum opaque, closely and coarsely punc-
tured

;
dentiparal area produced into a broad

well-developed tooth 8.

Mesonotum shining, smooth or finely punctured;
dentiparal area unarmed, or at most with an
inconspicuous tooth 9.

8. Scutellum and postscutellum yellow L. petitorium Erichs., p. 7.

Scutellum and postscutellam ferruginous X. petitot'inm, subsp. con-

9. Flagellum of the antennai wholly black above, [color, subsp. n., p. 8
without pale apical joints ... 10.

Flagellum, if black above, then always with
fceveral of the apical joints conspicuously fer-

ruginous or ochraceous 11.

10. Mandibles very long and straight, vertical ;

dentiparal area with a small, but distinct

tooth at the external apical angle L. vasseaniim, sp. n., J, p. 13
Mandibles normal, not elongate

;
dentiparal area

unarmed L.ferrujiueum Cam., p. 19.

11. External area of the median segment more
coarsely sculptured than the dentiparal area

;

external subopaque, finely and closely punc-
tured, dentiparal smooth and shining 12.

1*
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Dentiparal area move coarsely sculptured than
the external or both smooth and shining 13.

12. Antennae from 50- to 55-jointed ; hind tarsi fer-

rnginous, median segment with a transverse

yellow fascia L. multiarticidatum, sp. n.,

Antennte 45- to 46-jointed ; hmd tarsi black [p. 23.

from before the apex of the metatarsus, median
segment without a yellow fascia L. fulvicorne, sp. n., p. 22.

13. Hind femora black, very narrowly yellow at the

apex L. scidpturatum, sp. n., $,
Hind femora ferruginous, at most narrowly black [p. 14.

at the base and apex 14.

14. Antennae more than 40-jointed 15.

Antenna? less than 40-jointed 18.

15. Mandibles bidentate ; basal tergites narrowly
margined with yellow L. Jwhartense, sp. n., p. 20.

Mandibles simple 16.

16. Dentii)ar:il area unarmed, areola, external area,

and dentiparal area? smooth i. longicorne, sp. n., $ , p. 23.

Dentiparal area armed, the carina? strongly raised

forming small teeth at the outer angles 17.

17. Antenna? 47-jointed ; face yellow, closely and
evenly punctured Z,. app^'oxiinatuvi, \\., ^

,

Antenna? 43-iointed : face ferruginous, margined [p. 21.

with yellow laterally, centrally rugulose Z,. spiiiiferum, sp. n., p. 12.

18. Third and "^burth antennal joints subequal 19.

Third antennal joint much longer than the

fourth
_ 20.

19. Mandibles strongly bidentate ; hind femora
shining, with large and rather sparse punctures. L. occidentale, sp. n., p. 16.

Mandiljles very obscurely bidentate ; hind femora
subopaque, very closely covered with miimte
l)unctures L. subcequale, sp. n., p. 15.

20. Distance between the recurrent and second trans-

verse cubital nervures not equal to more than
one-third of the length of the latter nervure;

nervulus very distinctly postfureal L. clavicorne Mori., p. 19.

Distil nee between the recurrent nervure and the

si'c-ond tran'^verse cubital nervure equal to at

least halt the length of the latter nervure ;

nervulus interstitial or very slightlv post-

turcal 21.

21. Petiole ])lack, except at the apex
;
mesopleurae

extensively black superiorly L. montimgum, sp. n., p. 16.

Petiole nniinly ferruginous
;

mesopleura; with

very little black L. associatum, sp. n., p. 20.

Labium hicolor Brulle is not included in the Key, as we have not seen a

specimen. It is described from a male, and has the hind femora black as in

X. sculpturatum, to which, from the description, it appears to be related.

Labium walkeri, sp. n, (Text-fig. 2.)

S . Ni,i>er
;
manrHbulis, apice brunneis, labro, cl^^peo, facie,

fronteque lateribus, genis, orbitis externis, sciitello, basi anguste
nigro, postsciitello, tegulis, mesoplenris maciilis duabus, epimeris,

pedibiis anticis intermediisque, tarsis intermediis brimnescentibus,

coxis posticis apice, trochanteribus posticis, geniibus, tibiisque

posticis dimidio basali, basi aiigustissime briinneo annulatis,

flavis ; antennis subtus rufescentibus ; femoribus posticis medio
late rufescentibus, basi atque apicem versus nigrescentibns

;

calcaribiis paJlidis ; alis sul^hyalinis, veois fuscis
;

})etiolo apice
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in medio late testaceo, tergitis 2-5 brimneo-ferrugiiieis, apice

anguste flavo-limbatis
;
tergitis apicalibus fuscis ; sternitis quarto

sequentibusque flavo-testaceis.

Long. 6 mm.
(5" . Mandibles simple

;
clypeus distinctly separated from tlie

face, convex; face smooth, subquadrate ; vertex amd temples

smooth and shining. Antennae 28-jointed, third and fourth

joints subequal, joints five to eight diminishing gradually, in the

funicle the first fifteen joints are cylindrical. Thorax shining,

epimeral furrows crenulate throughout. Median segment with

the apical carina of the basal area complete, areola and external

are?e smooth
;
petiolar and adjacent areje, the apical two-thirds

of the spiracular arese, and the dentiparal are?e subrugulose

;

pleural arese smooth, anteriorly crenulate, with five or six strong

Labium tvalheri Tuva. & Wtrst. Wings.

rugae in front of the coxa. Petiole without a subbasai tooth, but

the spiracular area prominent
;
spiracles well behind the middle ;

abdomen shining, smooth. Areolet (text-fig. 2) pentagonal, second

abscissa of the radius shorter than either of the transverse cubital

nervures, distance between the recurrent nervure and the second

transverse cubital nervure equal to nearly half the length of the

latter nervure ; second recurrent nervure only feebly bent in the

middle, not abruptly angled as in other species of the genus.

Discoidella missing; nervellns straight, not angled.

Hah. Hobart, Tasmania; summer, 1891 {J. J. Walker).

Yery distinct in the neuration from the larger species of the

genus. Probably this will eventually prove to be generically

distinct, but in the present state of our knowledge it is hardly

necessary to divide the genus.
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Labium centrale, sp. n.

2 . Fulvo-ferruginea
;
mandibiiHs, apice nigris, labro, clypeo,

facie, fronte, scapo, pedicello, pi-oplenris antice, mesonoto lateri-

bus anguste, scutello, sulco basali lateribusqne nigris, postscii-

tello, mesopleuris supra fasciaque infra, segmento mediano fascia

lata postica, coxis anticis intermediisqne, tibiisqne posticis

dimidio basali flavis ; tarsis posticis articulo apicali, tibiisque

posticis dimidio apicali iiitus fusco-ferrngineis ; alis hyalinis,

venis brunneis
;
stigmate brnnneo, macula basali flava.

Long. 6 mm.

2 . Mandibles simple ; line between the clypeus and face

distinct, less so in the middle than at the sides, the face and
clypeus sparsely, but not very finely punctured, face broader

than long; eyes rather strongly emarginate above the base of the

antennae; vertex and front smooth. Antennge 27-jointed, third

joint only a little longer than the fourth, twelfth funicular joint

quadrate, thirteenth transverse. Notauli short; middle lobe of

mesonotum not prominent, rather coarsely punctured, the lateral

lobes very sparsely [lunctured ; the sharp anterior edge of the

mesopleurse is rather short, extending about halfway towai-ds the

spiracle and just extending a little beyond the first longitudinal

hollow; epimeral sulcus creuulate throughout. Prepectus antero-

ventrally crenulate. Median segment with the apical carina of

the basal area only indistinctly indicated laterally; areola very
broad, not clearly separated from the petiolar area, smooth,
punctured near the sicles ; external area subrugulose, dentiparal

and spiracular a.rere a little more rugulose, the spiracular ai'ea tend-

ing to be punctured anteriorly
;
pleural area distinctly separated

from the juxta-coxal on the posterior two-thirds, the carina

obsolete anteriorly. Petiole with the lateral teeth between the

spiracles and the base well developed. Hind coxae and femora
smooth, with a few scattered punctures. Nervulus postfurcal

;

areolet pentagonal, distance between the recurrent nervure and
second transverse cubital nervure equal to half the length of that

nervure, second abscissa of the radius shorter than the second

transverse cubital nervure; nervellus angled far below the middle
(at about three-fourths), discoidella represented only by a, short

stump at that point, entirely obsolete beyond the stump, without
a vena spuria..

Ilah. Killalpanima, 100 miles E. of Lake Eyre (B. J. Hillier).

Labium brevicorne, sp. n.

5 . Fulvo-ferruginea
;
mandibulis, apice excepto, labro, clypeo,

facie, scapo, pedicello subtus. fronte lateribus, scutello, post-

scutello, mesopleuris maculis sub alis, tegulis, linea vertieali supra
coxa.s anticas, pedibusque anticis intermediisque, illius tarsorum
articulo apicali excepto, flavis ; antennis sujira infuscatis usque
ad articulum vicesimum, subtus omnino articulisque septem
apicalihus ferrugineis ; scutello fovea basali et lateribus, pro-
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pleuris antice, segmeiito mediano area juxta-coxali, tibiis posticis

dimidio npicali, tarsisque posticis articulo apicali nigris.

Long. 7 mm.

5 . Mandibles simple ; face and clypeus shining, very finely

and sparsely pnnctured, the line between the clypeus and face

distinct. Antennae 28- to 29-jointed, the third joint less than
half as long again as the fourth, which is slightly longer than the

fifth, the basal twelve joints of the funicle cylindrical. Vertex
and front smooth and shining. Notauli shallow and short,

middle lobe of the mesonotum not prominent anteriorly, smooth
;

mesopleur^e shining, epimeral sulcus crenulated throughout.

Median segment with the basal area very short, scarcely

extending beyond the posterior edge of the sulcus separating

the postscutellum and median segment, the apical carina only

indicated laterally; areola broad and smooth, sparsely punctured
towards the sides, not distinctly separated from the petiolar

area, which with the a.djacent are?? is longitudinally rugulose
;

external area smooth
;
dentiparal area shining, but with a, more

uneven surface ; spiracula.r a.rea anteriorly moderately and
posteriorly coarsely punctured

;
pleural area smooth, with a

few scattered punctures, juxta-coxal area rugose. Petiole with
a well-developed tooth between the spiracles and the base

;

spiracles prominent, the petiole rathei- abruptly widened behind
the spiracles; abdomen shining. Hind coxae smooth, with at

most a few scattei-ed punctures beneath. Second abscissa of the

i-a,dius shorter than the second transverse cubital nervui-e,

distance between the recurrent nervure and the second trans-

verse cubital nervure equal to about three-eighths of the length

of the latter nervure ; nervulus slightly postfureal.

Ilah. Swan River [Du, Boiday)
;

Yallingup, S.W. Australia,

Noveniber, 1913 {Turner).

Labium petitorium Erichs. (Text-figs. 3 and 7 c.)

Ichneumon petitorh(s Erichs. Arch, f. Naturges. p. 255 (1842).

Hah. Eagleliawk Neck, S.E. Tasmania; February {Tftryer).

Common.
This is distinguished from other species of the genus by the

opaque, strongly and very closely punctured mesonotum and meso-
pleurje and the strongly developed teeth (text-fig. 3) of the denti-

paral arepe. The division between the clypeus and face is well

marked, both clypeus and face closely punctured ; antennae of the

female 42-jointed ; median segment with the apical carina of the
basal area interrupted in the middle, external area smooth, denti-

paral area coarsely and irregularly longitudinally striate, spiracular

area rugose, juxta-coxal and pleural arere rugose-striate, postero-

intermedial and postero-external ai-ese transversely striate, areola

shining with a few large punctures, petiola.r area indistinctly and
irregularly transversely striated. Second abscissa of the radius

and first transverse cubital nervure subequal, second transverse
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cubital nervnre slightly longer, the distance (text-fig. 7, c) between
the recurrent nervure and the second transverse cubital nervnre
equal to more than half of the length of the latter nervure.

Antennae 42-jointed.

Subspecies concoloi\ subsp. n.

5 . Differs from the typical Tasmanian form in having the

scutellum and postscutellum feri-uginous, only very slightly paler

than the rest of the thorax, not yellow as in the typical form.

The second abscissa of the radius is somewhat shorter than in

the typical form and the two transverse cubital nervures sub-

equal. Antenn?e with three or four joints less than in the typical

foi^m

.

Hah. Yallingup, S.W.Australia; October-December

Text-figure 3.

Lcfbinm pefiforinm Evichs. Propodeon. (a) dorsal
;
(&)protile; (c.r) coxa

of liiud leg
;

(jot) petiole.

To show outlines of the arese. Sculpture of areae not detailed fully.

LABIUiVI BIVITTATUM, sp. n. (Text-fig. 4, 6.)

$. Ochracea; labro, clypeo, facie lateribus, macula lineari

sub alis, scutello postscutelloque fiavis
; vertice late, propleuris

dimidio inferiore, mesonoto fascia lata longitudinali utrinque,
tergito primo apice, coxis posticis macula magna dorsali apicali,

femoribus posticis basi et apice, tibiisque posticis dimidio apicali

nigris ; ^ilis hyalinis, venis fuscis ; antennis fuscis, infra ferru-

gineis, articulis 9 apicalibus fulvo-ochraceis.

(S . Femin?e sinjilis
; antennis articulis 7 apicalibus fulvo-

ochraceis ; tibiis posticis parte basal i minus late ochraceis quam
in femina.

Loug., 2 10-11 mm., <S 8-10 mm.
$ . Labrum and clypeus rather deeply but not very closel}^

pvmctured, the face mucli more closely and finely punctured,
face broader than loug. Antennae 42-jointed, the third joint as
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long as the fourth and fifth combined, the fourth very little

longer than the fifth. Front and occiput microscopically punc-
tured, the space between the eyes and the ocelli almost smooth.

Thorax shining, mesonotum sparsely and finely punctured on
the black fascite, more closely anteiiorly on the very prominent
median lobe ; notauli distinct, extending backwards beyond the

black lateral fasciae ; scutellum smooth and shining, with a few
small scattered punctures, postscutellum a little more closely

punctured. Median segment with the basal area smooth, short,

and separated from the areola only by lateral indications of a

carina; areola hexagonal, smooth, with, a few scattered punctures,

narrowed posteriorly, the carina separating it from the dentiparal

area broadly obsolete behind the middle
;
dentiparal area smooth

and shining ; external area shining, microscopically punctured ;

spiracular area smooth, divided into three arepe by two sharply

marked carinse, both of which nearly touch the spiracle. Hind

Text-figure 4.

Hind tarsal ungues and empodia of Labium (a) monfivaffnm Turn. & Wtvst.;

(b) bivittatum Turn. & Wtrst.

coxae elongate, as long as the first tergite, nearly smooth dorsally,

but laterally and venti'ally distinctly and rather closely punctured
;

hind femora closely and finely punctured. First transverse cubital

nervure strongly oblique, second abscissa of the radius very little

shorter than the second transverse cubital nervure, second
recurrent nervure separated from the second transverse cubital

nervure by a distance equal to about half the length of that ner-

vure. Ungues (text-fig. 4, b) of the hind tarsi much less robust

than is usual in the genus ; hind empodium very small, not elon-

gate, only about one-third of the length of the unguis.

Hah. Yallingup, S.W. Australia; September 14-October 31,

1913 [Turner). A good series taken.

Very distinct from other species of the genus in tlie small

empodium, less robust hind tarsal ungues, prominent median lobe

of the mesonotum, and black markings. The antennae are also

less strongly thickened to the apex than in most species of the

genus. The groove between the face and clypeus is strongly

marked.
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Labium pilosum, sp. n. (Text-fig. 5.)

2 . Ferrnginea, fiilvo-pilosa ; antennis, scapo articuloque tertio

Rubtiis iiavis, occipite, macula circa ocello, propleuris, scutello

lateribns snlcoqiie Ijasali, segmento mediano, femoribiis posticis,

tibiisqne posticis apice nigris ; tarsis posticis infuscatis
;
capite,

mesopleuris, scutello, postscutello, pedibusque flavo-ochraceis ; alis

sordide hyalinis, venis fuscis.

Long. 9 mm.

$ . The whole insect, except the dorsal surface of the median
segment, sparsely clothed with pale fulvous hairs, which are

denser on the pleurae, legs, the sternites, and the vertex than else-

where. Labrum, clypeus, and face shining and sparsely punctured,

Text-figure 5.

Lah turn pilosum Turn. & Wtrst. In tlie front view the mandihles are partly

concealed hy the labrum. In the profile the chsetotaxy of vertex and

antenna is not shown.

the clypeus quite smooth apically; face (text-fig. 5) much broader

than long, the groove separating it from the clypeus obsolete

(i. e., clypeus and face in the same plane). Occiput more closely

and strongly punctured, front almost smooth. Antennje stout,

,32-jointed, scarcely as long as the head, thorax, and median
segment combined, the third joint as long as the fourth and fifth

combined, the fourth distinctly longer than the fifth. Mesonotum
shining, finely punctured, rather closely on the median lobe, much
more sparsely posteriorly and laterally; the notauli very short, only

visible anteriorly, a very faint indication of a longitudinal carina
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between the notauli. Scatellmn and postscutellum smooth,

almost impunctate
;

mesopleurae rather coarsely and not very

sparsely punctured on the anterior two-thirds, smoother pos-

teriorly ; vertical groove between the episternite and epimeron
crenulate on upper half, smooth ventrally. Basal aiea of median
segment broad and very short, the carina separating it from the

a.reola only indicated laterally, surface smooth ; areola, veiy

broad, not distinctly separated from the petiolar area, smooth,

with indications of transverse rugae posteriorly and with a few-

scattered punctures; external area smooth, with a few in<listinct

punctures
;
dentiparal area coarsely, but rather sparsely, punc-

tured
;

spiracular area and juxta-co^al area with numerous
punctures, not quite as coarse as those on the dentiparal area

;

arete bounding the petiolar area rugose next to the bounding
carina?. Petiole apically very broad, a little raised medially on

the basal half; all the tergites shining, with numerous minute
piliferous punctures ; second tergite fully twice as broad as long,

third tergite fully three times as broad as long. Areolet long,

second abscissa of the i-adius longer than the second transverse

cubital nervure; distance between the second recurrent and second

transverse cubital nervure equal to less than half the length of

the latter nervure.

Hah. S. Australia.

This is very distinct in the pilosity of the whole insect, the

robust and broad abdomen, and the black and rather short

antennae.

Labium subpilosulum, sp. n.

Fulvo-ferruginea
; a.ntennis omnino, mandibulisque a.piee

nigris; capite, propleuris supra., tegulis, mesoplenris macula
magna sub alis anticis, scutello, postscutello, coxisque anticis

intermediisque flavis; tibiis posticis apice tarsisque posticis articulo

apicali infuscatis ; alis hyalinis, iridescentibus, venis fuscis.

Long. 7 mm.

5 . Mandibles simple : clypeus and face fused, without a
dividing-line, sparsely punctured, with fine hairs springing from
the punctures. Antennae 37-jointed, third joint distinctly shorter
than the fourth and fifth combined, the joints becoming ti-ans-

verse about the tw^elfth. The emargination of the eyes is almost
obsolete ; front and vertex smooth and shining. Mesonotum
shining, with a few sparse and very small punctures, the median
lobe rather more closely punctured, not prominent ; notauli short
and shallow. Mesopleur?e anteriorly sparsely punctured on the
upper half, closely punctured rugulose on the lower half, smooth
posteriorly ; the epimeral sulcus crenulated on the upper half

only. Median segment with the apical carina, of the basal

area broadly interrupted in the middle ; areola and petiolar area
finely rugulose, not distinctly divided ; external area smooth and
shining; dentiparal aren^ rugulose, without spines; spiracular
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and pleural arese finely punctured. Petiole with the basal teeth

blunt and not very prominent, spiracles only feebly prominent.
Hind coxte and femora sparsely punctured. Apical tergites with
sparse hairs. Second abscissa of the radius very little shorter

than the second transverse cubital nervure, distance between the

recurrent and second cubital nervures not quite equal to half

the length of the latter nervure.

Victoria {C. French). 1 $ .

In the fused condition of the face and clypeus this resembles

pilosum, but is much less pilose, very different in colour and in

the number of antenna! joints. The antennse are very feebly

thickened to the aj^ex, but are not as stout in this species as in

pilosum.

Labium spinib^erum, sp. n.

5 . Fulvo-ferruginea ; antennis 43-articulatis, articulis 20 basa-

libus fulvo-ferrugineis, 21-34 infuscatis, 35-43 ochraceis ; labro

facieque marginibus, orbitis internis, genubus, mesonoto antice

la.teribus angustissime, propleuris antice, coxis anticis, tegulis,

macula sub alis aiiticis, macula parva sub alis posticis, mesopleuris

macula magna mediana, macula magna, ante coxas intermedias,

mesonoto angnlis posticis anguste, scutello, postscutello, sulco

epimerali, segm entoque mediano fascia lata transversa apicali,

areaque pleurali flavis ; alis leviter infuscatis, venis fuscis.

Long. 10 mm.

5 . Clypeus and face rather strongly punctured, the face in

the middle rugulose longitudinally ; labrum very long, distinctly

longer than the clypeus, more finely punctured ; mandibles
simple. Eyes distinctly, but shallowly emarginate a little above

the base of the antennje ; third antennal joint fully as long as

the fourth and fifth combined, the eight basal joints of the funicle

cylindrical. Front and vertex finely punctured ; mesonotum
shining, finely and evenly punctured, the median lobe promi-

nent ; notauli well developed, not very short; pleurae shining,

almost smooth, the epimeral furrow crenulated on the upper
half ; scutellum and postscutellum almost smooth. Median seg-

ment with the basal area not closed apically, the apical carina

being obsolete; areola almost smooth, distinctly divided from the

i Qgulose petiolar area ; external and dentiparal are?e finely and
sparsely punctured, each produced into a small tooth at the external

apical angle, that of the external area being stouter and less

acute than that of the dentiparal
;
spiracular area finely punctured-

rugulose
;

pleural area finely punctured, with larger punctures

intermingled. vSpiracles of the petiole prominent, a very feebly

developed tooth on each side between the spiracles and the base.

Hind coxfB finely punctured above, closely punctured-rugulose on
the outer side and beneath. Second abscissa of the radius a little

shorter than the second transverse cubital nervure ; the distance

between the recurrent an<l second transverse cul)ital nervures
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equal to slightly more than half the length of the latter

nerviire.

Hah. Yallingnp, S.W. Australia ; October (Turner), 1

Distinguished from other species by the minute, but distinct,

teeth on the median segment.

Labium vasseanum, sp. n, (Text-fig. 6, a, e.)

d . Fulvo-ferrugineus
;
mandibulis, apice nigris, labro, clypeo

facie, scapo subtus, pronoto macula parva latei-ali, mesopleuris

macula magna, macula sub alis anticis, macula parva sub alls

posticis, macula ante coxas intermedias, scutello, postscutello,

segmento mediano macula magna apicali, areaque juxta-coxali

flavis ; antennis nigris, apice baud ferrugineis ; alis subhyalinis,

venis fuscis.

Long. 9 mm.
Text-figure 6.

(a) Labium vasseanum Turn. & Wtrst. Head, profile,

(h) Labium Iwbartense „ „ Mandible.

(c) Ljahium occidentale ,, „ „
(d) Labium subcequale

,, „ ,,

(e) Labium vasseanum „ „ „

cT . Mandibles elongate, acute (text-fig. 6, e) at the apex ; labrum
very long. Clypeus and face (text-fig. 6, a) shining, sparsely punc-
tured, the face longitudinally rugulose in the middle. Antennae
36-jointed, third joint more than half as long again as the fourth,
the fifth distinctly shorter than the fourth. Mesonotum shining,
very sparsely and finely punctured, the median lobe rather promi-
nent anteriorly and more closely punctured, notauli very short

;

mesopleurje shining, with a few scattered punctures
;

epimeral
sulcus crenulated on the upper half. Median segment with the
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apical carina of the basal area broadly interi upted in the middle
;

areola smooth, the carina dividing it from the petiolar area com-
plete

;
petiolar area smooth

;
postero-intermedial area with a few

longitudinal striae ; external area with a few minute punctures
;

dentiparal area smooth in the middle, with a few punctures on
the sides and a minute tooth at the external apical angle

;
spiia-

cular area finely punctured-i-ugulose
;

pleural and juxta-coxal

areie not divided, smooth. Petiole narrow at the apex, without

teeth between the base and the spiracles. Hind empodia not very

long, not more than two-thirds of the length of the tarsal unguis.

Both transverse cubital nervures somewhat oblique a,nd longer

than the second abscissa of the radius, the distance between the

recurrent nervure and the second transverse cubital nervure less

than half as great as the length of that nervure,

llah. Yallingup, S.W. Australia; October, 1913 (iM'tier).

Nearly allied to L. spiniferum , of which it may be the male,

but the colour of the antennae and the number of antennal joints

difter much, also the spines on the dentiparal and externa] areae

are much more distinct in sphiiferum. The elongate mandibles
are common to both.

Labium sculpturatum, sp. n. (Text-fig. 7, a.)

S . Niger; mandibulis, labro, clypeo, facie, scaposubtus, orbitis,

pronoto lateribus anguste, linea. supra tegulas, mesopleuris macula
magna mediana, fascia sub alis anticis, sulco epimerali, scutello,

postscutello, segmento mediano fascia apicali, petiolo fascia api-

cali, pedibusque anticis intermediisque flavis
;
tergitis secundo

sequentib usque, tibiisque trochanteribusque* posticis rufo-ferru-

gineis ; antennis supra nigris, subtus rufescentibus, articulis

13 apicalibus ferrugineis ; alis subhyalinis, venis nigris.

Long. 1 1 mm.
Text-jfigure 7.

Aveolet (riglit wing) :—(a) Labium sculjjturatum'im-w. &y^iv&i. (b) Labium

ferrugineum C&va. (c) Labium jpetitorium ^v'ui\\s.

(5 . Face much broader than long, face and clypeus sparsely

but not very finely punctured. Antennae 42-jointed, third joint

more than half as long again as the fourth, the fifth distinctly

shorter than the fourth, the joints as far as the sixteenth longer

than broad, those beyond transverse. Mesonotum with the middle

lobe prominent ; notauli short, but deep and crenidate ; the

median lobe densely punctured anteriorly, sparsely posteriorly

;
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lateral lobe.s and the scutellum sparsely punctured
;
niesopleura?

antero-ventrally closely and rather strongly punctured, smoother

elsewhere; the epimeral sulcus coarsely crenulate throughout.

Median segment with the basal area and areola confluent ; areola

smooth, with a few punctures, posteriorly rugulose
;
petiolar area

separated, transversely rugose, as also are the adjacent arece; ex-

ternal area smooth, very bluntly raised at the external apical

angle
;
dentiparal area coarsely rugulose, with a small tootli at the

external apical angle
;
spiracular area coarsely punctured ante-

riorly, rugose posteriorly
;
pleural and juxta-coxal arese strongly

striate, with a few punctures between the striae. Hind coxaB

externally coarsely, hind femora much more closely and finely

punctured. Second abscissa (text-fig. 7, a) of the radius barely

longer than the second transverse cubital nervure ; the distance

between the recurrent nervure and the second transverse cubital

nervure more than half of the length of the latter nervure.

Petiole without a tooth between the base and spiracles, the latter

very prominent ; a carina beginning near the base aiid almost

reaching the apex, the central raised area strongly marked,

bearing throughout its length two parallel grooves.

Bab. Yahingup, 8.W. Australia
;
November, 1913 {Ttirner).

1 6.
Distinct in the strong sculpture, also in the black colour of

the thorax, petiole, and hind femora.

Labium sub.5:quale, sp. n. (Text-fig. 6, d.)

$ . Fulvo-ferruginea ; antennis nigris, articulis 10 apicalibus

ochraceis
;
scapo subtus, mandibulis, labro, clypeo, facie, fronte

lateribus, orbitis externis, genis, scutello, macula sub alls anticis,

coxis anticis intermediisque, tibiis intermediis apice, tarsisqiie

anticis intermediisque, articulo apicali excepto, flavis
;
pronoto

antice, tegulis, area juxta-coxali, tarsisque posticis articulo apicali

nigrescentibus ; alis subhyalinis, venis fuscis.

Long. 9 mm.

5 . Mandibles (text-fig. 6, cZ) obscurely bidentate, blunt, the second

tooth indicated by an external sulcus; clypens and face sparsely

punctured, the line of division between them ^listinct, but not

strong. Antennae 36-jointed, the third and fourth joints sub-

equal, the third seen in profile slightly shorter than the fourth.

Mesonotum smooth, with scattered punctures, the notauli rather

long; propleur^iB strongly crenulate in front; mesopleura^ shining,

closely and very finely punctured on the lower half
; epimera,!

sulcus crenulate throughout, the lower crenulations more strongly

developed than usual. Median segment with the apical carina

of the basal area interrupted in the middle ; areola smooth,
slightly rugulose at the sides ; external area smooth

;
dentiparal

area rugulose
;

spiracular area coarsely punctured anteriorly,

rugulose posteriorly ; pleural area striate-i'ugulose, separated from
the juxta coxal area by a carina reaching to one-half, the latter
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area rugose. Petiole with the Jateral teeth between the spiracles

and the base well devek)ped
;
spiracles prominent, obscurely striate

between the spiracles, the remainder of the segment smooth and
convex ; before the spiracles the raised area is distinct. Hind
coxse closely and rather finely punctured, femora very finely

punctured. Second abscissa of the radius about equal to the

second transverse cubital nervure, the latter fully twice as long

as the distance between it and the recurrent nervure.

Hah, Yallingup, S.W. Australia ; October and November,
1913 {Turner).

Labium occidentale, sp. n. (Text-fig. 6, c.)

5 . Fulvo-ferruginea ; antennis infra obscure ferrugineis, supra

nigrescentibus, articulis 13 apicalibus rufo-ferrugineis
;

scapo

subtus, mandibulis, apice nigris, labro, clypeo, facie, orbitis

externis, scutello, postscutello, macula ante tegulas, mesopleuris

maculis duabus, macula sub alis posticis, macula, supra coxas

intermedias, segmento mediano fascia transversa obscura post

medium, coxisque trochanteribusque anticis intermediisque flavis;

fronte in medio, propleuris antice, mesopleuris antice et intei-

maculas flavas, scutello postscutelloque lateribus, petiolo dimidio

basa.li, area juxta-coxali, tibiis posticis apice supra, tarsisque

posticis articulo a|)icali nigrescentibus ; alis subhyalinis.

Long. 10 mm.
J . DifFert occipite, temporibus, mesopleuris, segmento mediano,

notaulis, mesonoto lateribus, petiolo, apice excepto, coxis posticis

basi et apice supra, femoribus tibiisque posticis apice, nigrescen-

tibus ; tarsis posticis infuscatis
;
pedibus anticis intermediisque

omnino flavis.

$ . Difiers from suhceqaale in the strongly bidentate (text-

fig. 6 c) mandibles, the upper toor-h much shorter than the lower,

in the much more strongly punctured face, in the generally

stronger puncturation, and in the sculpture of the hind coxas and
femora, which are shining, with large punctures in occidentals,

whereas in stibwquale the hind femora are subopaque and vei-y

closely covered with minute punctures.

Ilab. Yallingup, S.W.Australia; October {Tar uei").

Labium montivagum, sp. n. (Text-figs. 1, 4 «, 8, 9, and 1] a.)

. Niger
;

mandibulis, apice excepto, labro, clypeo, facie,

orbitis anguste, callis humeralibus, linea sub alis anticis, meso-
pleuris macula parva mediana, macula parva sub alis posticis,

scutello, postscutello macula mediana, pedibusque anticis inter-

mediisque flavis; segmentis abdominalibus secundo sequenti-

busque, femoribus posticis, apice nigris, tibiis posticis, apice

nigris, tarsisque posticis articulis quatuor basalibus rufo-ferrugi-

neis ; antennis subtus (articulis tribus basalibus exceptis) ai-ti-

culisque 11 apicalibus supra, ochraceis ; alis liyalinis, venis fuscis.
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2 . DifFert scapo subtus flavo ; thorace ferrugineo, flavo-

maculato, propleuris infra, mesopleuris antice, scutelloque sulco

basali nigris; segmento mediano, coxis posticis, femoribusqiie

posticis ferrugineis, apice nigro-maculatis
;

pedibus anticis

intermediisque fulvo-ferriigineis.

Long. 5 (S 9-10 mm.

Text-figure 8.

Wings :— (a) PcecilocrypUis nigromacnlatus Cam. (b) Labium monthagtim
Turn. & Wtrst.

2 . Labrum, clypeus, and face rather sparsely, but not finely

punctured ; the dividing line between the face and clypeus rather
indistinct, the face broader than long ; mandibles simple.

Antennae from 32- to 36-jointed, usually 35 or 36 ; third joint

equal to the two following. Front shining, sparsely and finely

punctured at the sides, rather more strongly below the ocelli,

occiput finely and closely punctured. Thorax shining; the meso-
notum sparsely punctured, more closely on the median lobe

;

notauli very distinct, but short, more or less crenulate; scutellum
and postscutellum smooth and impunctate

; propleurse anteriorly
rugulose, posteriorly crenulate, centrally slightly raised and
rather sparsely punctured

;
mesopleurfe ventrally rather closely

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1920, No. II 2
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and not finely punctured, posteriorly smooth, the smooth area
narrowing ventre ily

;
epimeral sulcus entirely crenulate, with

one or two large fove^e at its ventral extremity. Sternum shining,

moderately closely punctured, one or two large foveje outside the
intermediate coxae close to the extremity of the epimeral sulcus.

Median segment coarsely sculptured
; apical carina of the basal

area broadly interrupted in the middle, the basal area smooth
and shining ; areola and petiolar area fully separated, the former
smooth, with one or two large punctures and rugulose towards
the sides, especially posteriorly, petiolar area transversely rugu-
lose ; external areie nearly smooth, dentiparal and other dorsal

arese rugulose, except the anterior portion of the spiracular area,

which is coarsely punctured
;
pleural (text-Hg. 1) and juxta-coxal

arese rugulose above, and towards the coxte with strongly marked

Text- figure 9.

Lahium montivagum Turn. & Wtrst. genitalia, (a) Stipes and in profile.

(b) Entire apparatus—right stipes removed—dorsal view, (c) Apex of

volsella.

i-idges, so that anteriorly this area is crenulate. Spiracles of the

petiole just behind the middle, much nearer to each other than

to the apex of the segment, a well-defined tooth (text-fig. 1 1 , on
each side of the petiole, nearer to the base than to the spiracle

;

the central dorsal portion of the petiole basally distinctly raised,

with a sulcus near each spiracle
;
gastrocoeli distinct, finely punc-

tured, abdomen otherwise smooth. Second abscissa of the radius

a little shorter than the second transverse cubital nervure,

distance between the recurrent nervure and the second transverse

cubital nervure more than half as great as the length of the latter

nervure. Externally the hind coxa? and femora are sparsely but

rather deeply punctured. Tarsal unguis etc., text-fig. 4, a.

Hah. Mt. Wellington, Tasmania
;
January and February, 1913

{Turner). A long series.
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The male has the face ahnost square, the sculpture is somewha,t

coarser, especially on the median segment. The sculpture of the

areola in the male shows considerable variation ; in some speci-

mens there are coarse transverse laigpe, whicli are only rather

feebly indicated in others. The teeth on the sides of the petiole

are remarkable, also the sexual colour differences.

The female is the type.

Labium clavicorne Mori.

Lahi'itm clavicorne Mori, llevis. Ichneum, iv. p. 151 (1915).

This species is allied to montivagujm in liaving a distinct tooth

on each side of the petiole between the spiracles and the base

and also in the sculpture, but differs in the almost entirely

fulvous antennae, in the ferruginous colour of the front, vertex

and propleurje, and in the position of the second recuirent ner-

vure which is received close to the apex of the areolet.

This is very doubtfully distinct from ferrugineum Cam., but

differs in the colour of the antenn?e. The other differences given

Text-figure 10.

Lah'mmferriigimum Cam. Propodeon ; dorsal view.

by Morley either fall within the range of individual variation or

ii.re taken from one or other of the three males marked by him
iis co-types, one of which is certainly specifically distinct, not at

all nearly related to the other two, in which the thorax is mostly
black, having only the mesonotum and a patch on the meso-
pleurie ferruginous. Tliese are probably the true males of

clavicorne, which species probably takes the place of montivaij inn

on the mainland.

Hah. Victoria [French).

Labium ferrugineum Cam. (Text-figs. 7 h and 10.)

Labium ferrugineum Cam. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) vii.

p. 530 (1901).

This species seems to differ from clavicor'iie Mori, only in the

colour of the antennae, which are black above and brownish on
the apical half beneath ; the scape is yellow beneath in both
forms. Cameron's type is in a dirty condition.

2*
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The locality given is Australia,

The nervulus is distinctly postfiircal, not differing appreciably

from clavicorne in this respect, in spite of Morley's statement to

the contrary.

Labium hobartense, sp. n. (Text-fig. 6, h.)

5 . Fulvo-ferrnginea ; antennis supra nigro infuscatis, articulis

13 apicalibus ferrugineis ; mandibulis dimidio basali, labro,

clypeo, facie, fronte lateribus, coxis trochanteribusque anticis

intermediisque, maculis duabus sub alis anticis, macula sub alis

posticis, macula supra coxas intermedias, sulco epimerali, scutello,

postscutello, segmento mediano fascia transversa post medium
coxam posticam attingente, tergitisque fascia apicali angustissima

flavis
;

petiolo, area juxta-coxali, tarsisque posticis articulo

apicali nigrescentihus ; alis subhyalinis, venis nigris,

Long. 11 mm.

5 . Mandibles bidentate (text-fig. 6, 6), rather short ; face

shining, sparsely and finely punctured, broader than long. An-
tenna3 42-3ointed, third joint a little shorter than the fourth and
fifth combined.

Very similar to niontivagum in other respects
;

differing in the

yellow band on the median segment, in the yellow apical bands,

of the tergites, and the less prominent basal teeth of the petiole.

Hah. Hoba.rt, Tasmania; summer 1891 {J. J. Walker).

Might easily be mistaken for montivagimi, but the structural

diflerences in the mandibles and antennse distinguish it at once.

Labium associatum, sp. n.

$ . Fulvo-ferruginea
;

mandibulis, apice nigris, labro, clypeo,

facie, scapo subtus, orbitis, scutello, macula sub alis anticis,

mesopleuris antice' macula., coxisque trochanteribusque anticis

intermediisque flavis ; scutello sulco basali, tibiis posticis apice

supra, tarsisque posticis, basi anguste feirugineis, nigris ; alis^

liyalinis, iridescentibus, venis nigris.

Long. 8 mm. i
:

.

5 . Clypeus and face shining, very sparsely punctured, face

much broader than long ; mandibles simple. Antennae 36-jointed,

fulvous, somewhat infuscate above to beyond the middle, the

third joint about half as long again as the fourth, the fifth

distinctly shorter than the fourth. Eyes very feebly sinuate

opposite the base of the antennae ; front and vertex shining,

almost smooth, with a few minute punctures, Mesonotum shining,

almost smooth, the median lobe sparsel}^ punctured anteriorly ;^

notauli rather short; mesopleurje smooth on the upper half,

sparsely and finely punctured on the lower half
;
epimeral sulcus,

finely crenulate throughout. Median segment with the apical

cirina of the basal area broadly interrupted in the middle; areola

not separated from the petiolar area, the dividing carina only

feebly indicated at the sides, areola smooth in the middle, finely
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rugulose at the sides, petiolar area with the same sculpture as

the areola ; the nveve adjacent to the petiolar area rugulose
;

external area smooth, dentipai'al area subrugulose, a minute
tooth at tlie external apical angle of both the external and
dentiparal areaj

;
spiracular area strongly rugulose, anteriorly

punctured-rugulose
;
pleural area superiorly rugulose with a few

deep punctures, ventrally with three or four large complete rugse,

which merge with those of the juxta-coxal area, the carina

dividing the two arese well defined to about one-half. Petiole

with a well-developed tooth on each side between the base and
the spiracles; the petiole with a rather stronger sculpture than is

usual in the genus, behind the spiracles the surface in the middle

subrugulose, before the spiracles the raised median area, is very

distinct. Hind coxse and femora smooth on the outside, with

large irregular punctures. Second abscissa of the i-adius a little

shorter than the distance between the recurrent nervure and the

second transverse cubital nervure, and only a little more than
half as long as the latter nervure.

B^dh. Mundaring Weir, W. Australia; March 18, 1914
(^Turner).

Labium approximatum, sp. n.

(S . Fulvo-ferrugineus
;
mandibulis, apice nigris, labro, clypeo,

facie, froute lateribus, scapo subtus, scutello, postscutello, meso-
pleuris maculis duabus, macula sub alis posticis, macula supra

coxas intermetlias, segmento mediano fascia dorsali transversa

post medium, macula supra coxas posticas, coxisque trochanteri-

busque anticis intermediisque llavis ; a.ntennis fei-rugineis, supra
nigris, articulis 15 apicalibus fulvo-ochraceis ; coxis posticis apice

supra, mesopleuris macula post coxas anticas, area juxta-coxali,

petioloque ante spiracula infuscatis.
, /

Long. 12 mm.

c?. Mandibles simple; clypeus and face closely, evenly, and
rather strongly punctured, the line between the face and clypeus

very distinct ; malar space short, only half as broad as the base

of the mandible. Front smooth, with sparse punctures. Antennae
47-jointed, third joint almost as long as the fourth and fifth

combined, the joints becoming transverse at about the 22nd or

23rd. Mesonotum shining, finely and rather closely punctured,
the InedianJobe prominent aud more closely punctured ; notauli

long. Scutellum and postscutellum shining, finely punctured
;

propleurpe rather strongly punctured; mesopleurse punctured on
the lower half, the epimeral sulcus strongly crenulate. Median
segment with the apical ca:i-ina of the ba,sa;l Segment broadly
interrupted in the middle ; areola shining, v^ith a few lateral

punctures, its apical keel well defined ; exteriial area finely and
closely punctured

;
dentiparal area rugulose, both the external

and dentiparal arese with a small tooth at the external apical

angle, and a minute tooth also at the inner apical angle of the
dentiparal area; spiracular area anteriorly finely and closely
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punctured, posteriorly rugulose
;

pleural area rugulose-punctato
;

juxta-coxal area with six or seven strong striae. Basal tooth of

petiole blunt, not prominent, spiracles prominent ; basal area

of petiole indistinct. Hind coxje and femora shining, externally

closely and finely punctured. Second abscissa of the radius con-

siderably longer than the second transverse cubital nervure

;

distance between the recurrent nervure and the second transverse

cubital nervure equal to more than half the length of the latter

nervure.

Hah. Victoria {C. French). 1 S -

This is one of the ma.les selected by Morley as a co-type of his

Z. clavicorne, to which it is not at all nearly allied.

Labium fulvicorne, sp. n.

$ . Fulvo-ferruginea ; antennis articulis apicalibus fulvo-ochra-

ceis
;

mandibulis, apice excepto, labro, clypeo, facie lateribus,

mesonoto margine laterali anguste, scutello, postscutello, propleuris

infra, macuhi horizontali sub alis anticis
;
sulcoque epimerali flavis

;

tarsis posticis nigris, metataivso apice solum nigro ; alis sordide

hyalinis, venis nigris, stigmate fusco-ferrugineo.

Long. 10-12 mm.

5 . Clypeus and labrum sparsely, face more closely punctured
;

clypeus not on the same plane with the face, divided from it by a
distinct groove, the face broader than long ; front smooth, occiput

with a few small punctures. Antennae 46-jointed, more than
three-quarters of the length of the whole insect ; third joint fully

as long as the fourth and fifth combined. Thorax shining and
almost smooth, the median lobe of the mesonotum alone distinctly

punctured ; notauli short, only distinct anteriorly. Epimeral
groove very finely crenulated above, smooth below. Arese of the

median segment smooth and shining, the external, pleural, and
spiracular areae very finely punctured ; petiolar area with a few
scattered punctures

; basal area very short, the carina separating

it from the areola narrowly broken in the middle, the areola

completely divided from the petiolar and dentipara.l arose. Hind
coxae shining, very sparsely punctured, reaching as far as the apex
of the petiole. Second abscissa of the radius longer than the

second and nearly as long as the first transverse cubital nervure,

the distance between the second recurrent nervure and the second

transverse cubital nervure a little less than half as great as the

length of the latter nervure.

Hah. Yallingup, S.W. Australia; October and November, 1913

(
Turner).

In this and some closely-allied species the external area of the

median segment is more distinctly sculptured than the dentiparal

area, the reverse being the usual condition in the genus. The
probable male of this species has the pleurae and fore legs

almost entirely yellow, also a broad transverse band at the apex
of the median segment and the pleural arese. The number of

joints in the antennae is 41-44. These males are much smaller
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than the female, measuring from seven to nine millimetres, and
the hind tarsi are not black.

Labium multiarttculatum, sp. n.

5. Fulvo-ferruginea
;

jflagello supra fusco, articulis 13 api-

caliljus ochraceis, infra ochraceo
;
scapo subtus flavo

;
mandibulis,

labro, clypeo, facie, propleuris antice, fascia sub alis, mesopleuris

fascia lata maculaque arcuata supra coxas intermedias, scutello,

postscutello, mesonoto fascia apicali 'areaque pleurali, coxisque

anticis intermediisque flavis ; alis subhyalinis, venis fuscis, stig-

mate fusco-ferrugineo.

(S . Feminse similis
;
flagello articulis 10 apicalibus solum supra

ochraceis ; mesonoto lateribus flavo-marginatis, mesopleuris fere

omnino flavis, trochanteribusque anticis intermediisque flavis.

Long. 2 10-11 mm.

$ . Labrum long, rather narrowly rounded at the apex ; face

distinctly broader than long, face and clypeus shining, sparsely,

but rather deeply punctured. Antennae usually from 51- to

53-jointed (51 in the type 2 ), sometimes with one or two joints

more or less ; third joint a little shoi'ter than the fourth and fifth

combined ; front and vertex shining, almost smooth. Mesonotum
shining, finely punctured, rather closely on the median, very

sparsely on the lateral lobes, the median lobe not prominent,

notauli short
;
mesopleurse shining, sparsely and finely punctured,

more closely on the lower than on the upper half
;
epimeral sulcus

crenulate on the upper half only, the stria? oblique. Median
segment with the apical carina of the basal area obsolete, except

a,t the sides ; areola shining, sparsely and finely punctured, the

basal carina of the petiolar area well defined ; external dveve finely

punctured, dentiparal are?e smooth and shining
;
s^^iracular area

punctured
;
pleural area very sparsely punctured, not separated

from the smooth juxta-coxal area
;
petiolar and adjacent arese

punctured. Petiole without any clearly-defined lateral teeth

between the spiracles and the base, spiracles not prominent.
Second abscissa of the radius very slightly longer than the second
transverse cubital nervure ; the distance between the recurrent

and the second transverse cubital nervure equal to about half the

length of the latter nervure.

Rab. Yallingup, S.W. Australia; October and November, 1913

Near fulvicorne, but may be distinguished by the greater

number of antennal joints. The third antenna! joint is distinctly

shorter than in fulvicorne and the antennae less clavate. The
male of the present species is generally larger and more robust
than that oi fulvicorne.

Labium longicorne, sp. n.

S . Fulvo-ferrugineus
;
mandibulis, apice nigris, labro, clypeo,

facie, scapo subtus, scutello, postscutello, propleuris antice, pro-

sterno, mesopleuris maculis duabus sub alis anticis, sulco epimerali,
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coxisque troclianteribusque anticis flavis
; antennis ferrugineis,

scapo pedicelloque supra leniter infuscatis ; alis hyalinis, venis

fuscis.

Long. 9 mm. ;
antennarum long. 7 mm.

c^* . Very near L. multiarticulatum, but differs in the colour of

the antennjB, in the absence of a yellow apical band on the median
segment, in the distinctly shorter third antennal joint (in multi-

articulatum this joint is twice as long as broad, in the present

species rather less than half as long again as broad), and in the

smooth external area of the median segment. The antennae

are 49-jointed.

Hah. Swan River, W. Australia [Du Boulay).

Labium bicolor Brulle.

Labium hicolor Brulle, Hist. Nat. Insect. Hymen, iv. p. 316

(1846). 6.

Hah. New Guinea.

This species, the type of the genus, is unknown to us.

Genus PcECiLOCRYPTUS Cam.

PcEcilocryptus Cam. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) vii. p. 527 (1901).

Cameron's description of this genus is good, and he is probably

correct in connecting the genus with the Phygadeuonini, though,

as he remarks, it has no near relationship with any other genus.

Cameron only gives Australia as the locality for his species,

which, however, we can now record from Tasmania, together

with a new species described below.

PCECILOCRYPTUS NIGRIPECTUS, Sp. n.

$ . Flava ; mandibulis apice extremo, antennis, articulis sex

basalibus subtus flavis, fronte sapra antennas, area circa ocellos,

occipite, mesonoto fascia longitudinali lata antice, usque ad
medium attingente, lateribus et margine postico late, mesosterno,

scutello basi, segmento mediano basi, lateribus late, supra augus-
tissime, tergito tertio, apice extremo excepto, tergito sexto,

valvulis terebrfe, femoribus posticis macula magna extus intusque,

tibiisque posticis apice nigris ; alis hyalinis, iridescentibus, venis

fuscis.

Long. 5'5 mm. ; terebrse long. 2*5 mm.
5 . Antennae 22-jointed, the basal joints very slender, the

apical joints strongly thickened, the last seven broader than
long, the five basal joints of the flagellum long and slender, joints

6 to 9 slightly thickened, from the tenth more abruptly

thickened, attaining the greatest breadth at the fifteenth. Face
longer than broad by at least one-third, with a short narrow
sulcus, which is medially enlarged and extends downwards to the

middle of the face. Clypeus and face smooth and shining. Eyes
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Text-figure 11.

(a) Lahiuni montivagtim Turn. &Wtvst. (b) Poecilocryptus nigro-

maculatus Cam.
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separated from the base of the mandibles by less than the breadth
of the mandible. Front concave, the concave area extending as

far back as the anterior ocellus, vertex smooth and shining.

Thorax smooth and shining, notauli indistinct. Median segment
ver}*- feebly punctured, rather dull, spiracles very small, oval

;

basal area very small, transverse ; areola quadrate, a little

longer than broad, longer than the petiolar area
;
dentiparal area

subquadrate and about as large as the areola : external area

transverse
;
spiracular area divided by a keel arising from the

side of the basal area just before the apex, and continued out-

ward, touching the spiracle posteriorly ; of the two arese so formed
the anterior one (containing the spiracle) is pentagonal, the

posterior one is quadrate, about a third longer than broad ; both

the postero-intermedial and the postero-external arese appear to

be defined ; the confluent pleural and juxta-coxal arese form a

hexagon. Spiracles of the petiole before tlie middle ; the base

of the petiole with a raised median space bounded by definite

edges, and extending backwards to the highest part of the petiole
;

second tergite with tlie gastrocoili distinct, the segment rather

longer thaii wide ; sutures 2-5 rather deep and distinct. Surface

of the abdomen dull to the middle of the second tergite, shining

apically. Hind coxae and femora distinctly intumescent. Areolet

pentagonal, longer than high, the radial side equal to the inner

and almost equal to the outer, but shorter than the two lower

sides ; second recurrent nerA^ure strongly oblique.

Hob. Mt. Wellington, Tasmania, 2300 ft., March 12-21, 1913
{Turne'r).

The areolet is much shorter on the radius than in nigro-

maculatvs Cam,, the face is much narrower and differently sculp-

tured ; there is no tooth at the apex of the dentiparal area, the

basal area is much shorter, and in nigromaculatus the carina

between the spiracular and pleural arese is anteriorly obsolete
;

in nigripect'ics the spiracles of the petiole are nearer to the base

than in nigromaculatus.

PcECiLOCRYPTUs NIGROMACULATUS Cam. (Text-figs. 8 a and
11 b.)

Poicilocryptus nigromaculatus Cam. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist.

(7) vii. p. 528 (1901).

The locality given for the type is merely Australia. Two
females in the British Museum are from S. Tasmania, Mt. Wel-
lington, January 15-February 6, 1913 {Turner), and Eaglehawk
Neck, February 12-March 3, 1913 {Turner).

Unless indication to the contrary is given the types of the

species described in this paper are females, and all are deposited

in the British Museum.
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2. Description of the Larynx and (Esophagus of a Comnion

Macaque [Macacus fascicularis) exhibiting several Ab-

normal Characters. By C. F. 80NNTAG, M.D., Gh.B.,

F.Z.S., Anatomist to the Society.

[Received January 10, 1920 : Read February 10, 1920.]

(Text-figures 1-5.)

The specimen which forms the subject of the present com-
munication was preserved among a series of tongues in the

Society's Prosectorium. When a dissection was made, the rare

conditions shown in text-fig. 2 were revealed, and the normal
state is illustrated in text-fig, 1 for comparison. One of the

Text-figure 2.

— A.

^ 'I ^

Text-fig. 1.—The normal tongue, larynx, and cesophagus, A. Ridge of mucous
membrane, C. Posterior surface of larynx clothed with mucous membrane.
E. Recess.

Text-fig. 2.—The abnormal tongue, larynx, and oesophagus. B. Posterior car-
tilaginous plate. A, C, E as in text-fig. 1.
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conditions is unique, and raises problems for solution by the
embryologist and physiologist. The soft palate and the posterior

wall of the pharynx were divided in a A^ertical direction, but the

posterior wall of the oesophagus was only divided from behind
forwards and above downwards till the mucous membrane
appeared. I did not divide any more, as I considered that it

was better to preserve the abnormality of the oesophagus entire.

In the normal state, however, the posterior wall of the oesophagus

was divided completely and the two halves thrown outwards.

By that means an uninterrupted view of the tongue, larynx,

pharynx, and oesophagus is obtained.

In the normal state the epiglottis has a notched border and a

median fissure running vertically down the inner surface, so that

the cartilage appears to be composed of two symmetrical halves.

It slants upwards and forwards, and the upper aperture of the

larynx is small. The aryteno-epiglottidean folds, with their

contained cartilages of Wrisberg, are small, and appear globular.

The posterior surface of the larynx is smooth.

In the abnormal specimen the epiglottic border is devoid of a

notch, and the cartilage stands up vertically, so that very little

of its inner surface is visible. There is no vertical median
fissure on that surface, so that it appears like an arc of a circle.

The aperture of the larynx is capacious, and the aryteno-epiglottic

folds with their cartilages are oval
;
they are more prominent

than in the normal condition. Indeed, the whole larynx appears

larger. Its postero-lateral aspects exhibit a number of ridges

and sulci running horizontally round the upper part and ter-

minating on a strong vertical median ridge.

The (jesophagus of the normal specimen appears as a wide space

behind the larynx. Its walls are ridged verticallv, and an unin-

terrupted view of the back of the lai-ynx, invested by transparent

mucous membrane, is obtained.

In the abnormal specimen a broad cartilaginous plate covers

up the whole of the larjaix below the pitcher-beak produced
by the arytenoid cartilages. It in turn is, with the exception of

its upper end, concealed by a vertical partition of mucous mem-
brane. It measures 1'5 cm, long, 1 mm. thick, and '75 cm. in

vertical height at its mid point, but it tapers towards its extre-

mities. It is convex backwards on its outer surface, and concave
backwards on its inner one. Its left extremity runs into the

end of a plate on the posterior surface of the larynx, but its right

end fuses with the posterior surface of the larynx beyond the

right extremity of the latter plate. As the anterior plate

is convex backwards, the two pLates fit into one another, and the

orifice of the oesophagus is curved (text-fig. 3) ; it is tightly

closed. The anterior plate is not so high as the posterior one,

but extends further down the oesophagus, and is firmly adherent

to the cricoid cartilage.

In text-fig. 5 a sagittal section has been made of the normal
neck, and the simplicity of the structures can be seen. It
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contrasts greatly with tlie nbnormal state which is depicted in

text-fig. 4. In the latter one sees the mucous membrane (A)

reflected on to the posterior cartilaginous plate (B). Then comes

the oesophageal opening. Before it are the anterior cartila-

ginous plate (D), a small groove, and the posterior surface of the

larynx (C).

The folds of mucous membrane (A) merit attention. In the

normal condition a vertical ridge runs down the lateral walls of

the pharynx and oesophagus, beginning at the posterior faucial

pillar at the level of the upper border of the tonsillar pit, and
ending at the level of the middle of the larynx. At the level of

the most expanded part of the larynx, several horizontal folds

run round the entire circumference of the pharynx and oeso-

phagus. The vertical ridge, the posterior pillars of the fauces,

and the side of the larynx enclose a small triangular recess.

Text-figure 3. Text-figure 4. Text-figure 5.

Text-tig. 3.—The cesopliageal opening. Text-fig. 4.—Sagittal section of

abnormal specimen. Text-fig. 5.—Sagittal section of normal specimen.

In these D is the anterior cartilaginous plate, and A, 1^, C are the same

as in text-figs. 1 and 2.

In the abnormal specimen a ridge runs horizontally round the

oesophagus, beginning at the angles of the epiglottis, and it

bounds a deep recess on each side of the larynx. The mucous
membrane is reflected on to the posterior cartilaginous plate

(text-fig. 4), thereby forming a small pocket. From the ridge

horizontal folds turn out and run round the oesophagus.

The special points which arise from a consideration of the

above abnormality are :

—

1. The origin of the cartilaginous riug.

2. The manner in which it aftects the normal mechanism of

deglutition.

The great rarity of this condition, and the absence of specimens
showing gradations between th.e normal and the cartilaginous

ring described above, make all opinions as to its nature purely

hypothetical. My own opinion is that the development of the

cricoid cartilage has gone wrong, and the halves, or one of them,
which fuse to close in the posterior part of the laryngeal cavity,

have or has sent processes backwards; these have joined behind
to form the catilaginous plate (text-fig. 2, B), or one has grown
round and rejoined the cartilage again. The anterior plate

(text-fig. 2, D) is immovably fixed to the back of the cricoid
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cartilage, and the entire ring is internal to the mucous lining of

the oesophagus. The structure round the oesophagus seems to

have broken into it from the cricoid cartilage.

If the tongue and larynx are moved by the observer as they
do naturally when the animal swallows, the posterior part of the

larynx comes up against the posterior plate (text-fig. 2, B) and
obstructs the oesophagus. Of course, that probably does not occur

in life. Again, the semilunar mouth of the oesophagus is firmly

closed by the cartilaginous plates, and one gets the appearance

of a sphincter. The specimen had been preserved too long to

permit of a dissection of muscles which might move the posterior

plate, so I must leave the problem of how this animal swallowed

unsolved.

Both the specimens described in this communication are now
preserved in the Museum of the Boyal College of Surgeons,

London.
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3. Some Australian Opiliones.

By H. R. Hogg, M.A., F.Z.S.

[Received December 27, 1919 : Read February 10, 1920.J

(Plates I.-III.*)

1 am indebted to Dr. Charles Cliilton of Canterbury College,

Ohristchurcli, New Zealand, for a large collection of Spiders and

their allied orders, gathered over a series of years from most

parts of New Zealand. Amongst them are a number of Opiliones,

and these with a few others I am now recording.

Of the three suborders Palpatores, Laniatores, and Cypho-
phthalmi, the two former only are represented—Palpatores by the

genera Mac7'opsalis Sor. and Fantopsalis Sim. of the family

Phalangiidse Thorell, and Laniatores by the families Triseno-

nychidie Sor. and Trijenobunidfe Pocock.

Only three species of the genus Macroj^salis have been recorded

—

the type M. serritarsis Scir.f from Sydney, N.S. Wales ; one

collected by myself at Macedon, Victoria, described under my
name by Mr. R. I. Pocock J; and 31. chilto7ii§ from Stewart

Island, N.Z., described by myself.

The New Zealand specimens of this genus sent to me at

various times have all come from Stewart Island, the southern-

most remnant of the now broken land, and none from the Main
Islands, whereas Pantopsalis is widely distributed over both the

North and South Islands. Macropsalis was generally supposed to

be an Australian form, and as Stewart Island lies in the belt of

westerly winds which blow all the year round, and the genus has

not been recorded from any other part of New Zealand, it may
have been originally introduced from Austialia after the sepa-

ration of the islands. In the Stewart Island examples of this

species {M. chiltoni) the well-known apophysis at the distal end
of the palpal patella varies in size individually, but the banding of

the palp in yellow and white is always the same, and I look on
the specimens as constituting but one species.

Of Pantopsalis probably ten species ma}^ be taken as established.

The curious difference in the length and shape of the man-
dibles among the specimens of this genus is remarkable, and it

has been a matter of uncertainty whether this difference is

sexual, dimorphic in one sex, or specific. In the whole family

the sexes are not easy to distinguish accurately without spoiling

the specimens, and many of the species have been described from
single examples. Judging from the specimens in this collection,

added to the evidence hitherto available, it would appear that

* For explanation of the Plates see p. 48.

t " Opiliones," W. Sovensen, in Koch & Keyserling, Araclin. Austr., Suppl, p. 55.

X "Some new Harvest Spiders," R. I. Pocock, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1902, vol. ii.

p. 398.

§ " Some New Zealand and Tasmanian Arachnidie," H. R. Hogg, Trans. N.Z.
Inst. vol. xlii. (1910), p. 277.
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the males have the long mandibles and the females the short,

but discrepancies have to be cleared up before this can be
accepted for a certainty. It may be regarded as quite certain

that the difference is not specific, both forms being found in

members of the same species.

White's short description* of the type species P. listeri, and
Simon's note on the original types in the Paris Museum t, show
that the specimens originally described had the long mandibles,

but the sex was not determined. Mr. Pocock, judging from
specimens, said to be females, in the British Museum, records

-P. listeri among those species with the shorter mandibles,

thereby distinguishing it from his P. albipalpis, which had them
long. Therefore, if his determination is correct, there are both
long and short mandibles in that species.

P. trippi Poc. with long mandibles, is a male.

P. ^asmawim Hogg „ a dried specimen, sex undeterminable.

P. nigripalpis Poc. „ „ is a male.

P. tvatjtsi, sp. n. ( from the shape of the genital oper-

F. pococTci, s^.n. " " " X cula I take to be males.

P. coronata Poc. with short mandibles, sex not recorded.

P. halli, sp. n. „ „ „ operculum broader and straighter in

specimens with short mandibles.

Mandibles long in specimens cer-

tainl}' males.

F. groiji, s^. w. „ „ „ operculum broader, female.

On the other hand, Mr. Pocock first described his P. jenningsi

as having short mandibles and as a female, but later found it to

be a male. Here, however, the basal segment of the mandible is

twice as long as the palp, and the second segment six times as

long as wide, which is hardly a short mandible when compared
with that of the females recorded above.

Mr. Pocock gives a synopsis of the species described (Ann. &
Mag. Nat. Hist. May 1903, p. 438), and this I supplement
below :—

, / ^ ;

, 7, • Suborder PALPATORES.

, .
,

Family Phalangiid^.

.: ^ Genus Pantopsalis Simon.

a. Patella, tibia, and distal joint of palpi white or yellowish

white. ••

Mandibles red-brown
;

carapace black
;
eye-tubercle .

smooth listeri White.

a. A group of small spicules on front border ? albipalpis Poc.

8. About half a dozen strongisli spicules in front trippi Poc.

h^. Mandibles pale yellow-brown ; carapace cream-colour,

with dark patch in front of eye-tubercle spiculed

in front
;
eye-tubercles smooth... wattsi, sp. n.

* Adam White, Proc. Zool. Soc. Xond. vol. xvii. (1849), p. 6.

t E. Simon, C.R. Soc. Ent. de Belg. May 2, 1879, p. 16.
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b. Patella, tibia, and distal joint of pali)i dark brown, yellow-

brown or deep yellow.

a^. Eye-tubcrcle denticulated
;
carapace dark brown.

a'. Palpi black brown nicfripalpis Poc. and
subsp. spieidosa Poc.

li-K Palpi pale yellow-brown pococki, sp. u.

h-. Eye-tubercle smootb.

a^. Spiniform tubercles on frontal area
;

palpi uni-

formly black jemiingsi Poc.

b K Carapace wholly smooth.

d'^. A short spine on trochanter i. ;
palpi yellow,

banded with brown
;
carapace tortoise-shell ... grai/i, s]}. n.

¥\ Trochanter i. smooth.

a". Palpi yellow, blotched with grey
;
carapace

dark j-ellow-brown tasmanica Hogg.

6". Palpi reddish brown ; red and giey stripes on
rear segments of al)domen coronata Poc.

6'*'. Palpi orange
;

carapace yellow-grey, with
brown patches

;
legs bright yellow-brown ... halli, \\.

Pantopsalis listeri White.

Proc. Zool. Soc. 1849, p. 6.

Type species.

Pantopsalis nigripalpis Poc.

Pocock, " Some new Harvest S[)i(lers," Proc. Zool. Soc.

Lond. 1902, vol. ii. p. 399; id., " Some new Troi>ical an*!

Southern Opiliones," Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 7, vol. xi.

1903, p. 438.

A specimen with the eye-tubercle and surrounding portion of

the carapace more strongly denticulated, Mr. Pocock has named
as a subspecies of the above, P. spiculosa.

Pantopsalis coronata Poc.

Pocock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist, sujjra, p. 436.

Pantopsalis trippi Poc.

Pocock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist, siijyra, p. 437.

Pantopsalis jenningsi Poc.

Pocock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist, supra, p. 437.

Pantopsalis tasmanica Hogg.

Hofi^g, " Some New Zealand and Tasmanian Arachnidie,"

Trans. N.Z. Inst. vol. xlii. 1910, p. 279.

Pantopsalis wattsi, sp. n. (PI. I. fig. 3 c.)

The cejyhalic area is dark yellow-brown in front over a median
space as far as and including the eye-tubercle. This is bounded
by a wide horseshoe belt of bright cream-colour, beyond which

Proc. Zool. Soc—1920, No. III. 3
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again as far as the side margin it is yellow-brown, but intruding

at intervals into the lighter colour.

The eye-tubercle is smooth, brown and yellow, with the eyes

yellow.

The abdomen is unfortunately partially broken but apparently

brown.
The mandibles are long, pale 3^ellow-brown, strongly- bespiculed

in rather regular bands. The 2)alpi, remarkably long, are brown
on the basal half of the femur, yellow on the distal half, and
pale yellow on the remaining joints. The legs are banded
alternately with brown and yellow, and are also very long.

On the under side the coxve, operculum, and mouth-parts are

yellow-brown, dark in the two former and lighter in the latter.

The space between the eye-tubercle and the front of the carapace

is bespiculed.

The measurements (in millimetres) are as follows :

—

Ceph. li?. 3, lat. 2| in front, 4 behind ; mand. 20; palpus 8^
;

1st leg 37|, 2nd 65, 3rd 37-|, 4th 45|.

This specimen, apparently a male, was collected at Hawei-a, in

the North Island, N.Z,, by Mr. G. S. Watts, and I have named
it after him.

Pantopsalis pococki, sp. n. (PI. I. figs. 3 a-b.)

The cephalic yxtr^ of the carapace is dark brown, the abdo-

minal portion the same in the middle with pale yellow-grey

at the sides, into which the darker colour runs in places. The
posterior segments are grey, with transverse marginal streaks of

blnck-brown.

The mandibles are dark red-brown, long, profusely covered

with rather large spicules, and are moderately thin until the

thickening at the distal end.

The femoral joint of the legs black-brown, the remaining joints

red-brown. The palpi are uniformly yellow-brown till quite at

their distal end, which is yellowish grey.

The carapace, including the eye-tuberclCj is almost wholly

covered with small spicules. The eyes are large and black.

The under side, including the coxal and sternal area, is black-

brown.
The measurements (in millimetres) are as follows :

—

Ceph. Ig. 2|,lat. 3| ; abd. Ig. 2^, lat. 3j ; mand. 23;i
;
palpus 41

;

1st leg 30, 2nd 56, 3rd 26, 4th 37.

This specimen, collected on Mt. Dick, N.Z., by Mr. T. Hall,

I have named after Mr. R. I. Pocock, to whom the students of

the Opiliones are much indebted for his valuable papers.

Pantopsalis halli, sp. n. (PI. I. figs. 4,a-d.)

The sides of the cephalic part are mottled yellow and dark

brown, a broad median area being paler yellow and light brown.

The eye-tubercle is pale yellow-brown, rather darker in the

median longitudinal streak
;
eyes quite black.
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The dorsal abdominal part has a still paler inedian area, light

yellowish grey, narrower in front and broadening posteriorly to

a scolloped pattern near the i-ear end. This is bordered l)y a

dark brown streak on each side, separating the median area from
the bright yellow-brown sides.

The mandibles and palpi are bright yellow, and the legs pale

yellow-brown, except the distal end of femora 3 and 4, which is

darker.

The carapace and abdomen ai-e both quite smooth and destitute

of granulation, as are also the mandibles, which are of the quite

short type, less than the length of the body.

The coxve and under side of the abdomen are pale yellow-

brown, quite smooth, and the segmental divisions almost obliter-

ated, being just indicated by darker transverse streaks.

The patellar joint of the palpi is slightly longer than the tibial,

both joints broadening anteriorly and being profusely covered

with short bristles.

The genital operculum is thick and broad.

The measurements (in millimetres) are as follows:

—

Ceph. Ig. 2, lat. U in front, 2^ behind; abd. Ig. 2^, lat. 3;

mand. 3| ;
palpus 6 fist leg 18, 2nd 42|, 3rd 19^, 4th 29.

Four specimens, much shrivelled and without label, but from
'New Zealand. Three are males with long mandibles and the maJe-

sliaped operculum, and one is a female with seemingly broadtr

and straighter operculum and short mandibles. Also one female,

collected on Mt. Algidus, Rakaia Gorge, South Island, by
Mr. T. Hall, to whom the species is dedicated. It is to his

efforts that this large and valuable collection is mainly due.

PANTOrSALIS GRAYI, Sp. U. (PI. I. figS. 5 a-C.)

The cephalic part of the carapace is bright yellow-brown. The
abdominal part is rather darker biown in the median area, pale

and dark mingled at the sides. The under side is pale yellow from
the front to as far as the base of the genital operculum, brown on
the abdominal segments. The coxse are pale yellow, with a dark
brown band on each at the end nearest to the trochanter.

The legs are yellow, banded with brown. The mandibles pale

yellow, blotched with brown. The palpi yellow, banded with
brown on the femur and patella, more faintly on the tibial and
distal joints.

The mandibles are of the short type, not so long as the body,

and, though covered with short bristles, are otherwise smooth.
The carapace is wholly smooth, but there is a short spine on

trochanter i. The eye-tubercle is nearly in the centre of the

cephalic region. The genital operculum is broad in front.

The measurements (in millimetres, but legs mostly broken)

are as follows :

—

Ceph. Ig. 2| ; abd. Ig. 3| ; mand. 3| ;
palpus 5 ; 1st leg 31.

A single specimen, apparently a female, collected at Hukanui,
Waikaremoana, North Island of N.Z., by Mr. W. R. Caay, after

3*
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whom I have named the species, was found in close proximity to

a male specimen, which agrees closely with M. Simon's description

of the Paris Museum types of P. listeri White; but the two are

very different in coloration.

Suborder LANIATORES.

Family TRi^NOBUNiDiE Poo.

Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1902, vol. ii. p. 400.

Genus Tri^nobunus Sor.

W. Sorensen in Koch & Keys. Die Araclin. Austr.,

Suppl. p. 59 (1886).

Dr. Sorensen desciibed the type species of this genus T. hicari-

natus from Sydney, and Mr. R. I. Pocock 2\ pectinatus from
Tasmania. To these #1 have now to add a New Zealand form
from the collection of Mr. T. Hall. In this the curious structure

of the eye-tubercle is still more elaborated than in the other two,

since it has four pairs of lateral branches. There is, further,

an apical spine, and the horns on each side of the base are

more powerful. The whole creature is profusely bespined and
granulated.

Dr. Sorensen (loc. cit.) merely regarded Tricenohunus as a

second genus in the family Tripenonychidse, but Mr. Pocock very

rightly writes it down as a separate family. The quite different

type of sternum, together with the smaller and weaker palpi,

apart from the very remarkable development of the eye-tubercle,

show that it has proceeded along considerably different lines

from the above-named ioumiXy. The form of the eye-tubercle is a
specialisation of that seen in Eridanus Thor. and Plistobunus Foe.

of M. Simon's family Phalangodidfe.

Synopsis of /Species.

a. Eye-tubercle having two pairs of lateral branches in front of

the eyes.

a^. Two longitudinal rows of spinous tubercles reaching

from the base of the eye-tubercle to the anterior rear

segment hicarinatus Sor.

W. A single median longitudinal row of spinous tubercles

reaching from the base of the eye-tubercles to the

anterior rear segment pectinatus Poc.

h. Eye-tubercle having three pairs of lateral branches in front of

the eyes acuininatus, sp. u.

Tri/ENOBUNUS acuminatus, sp. n. (PI. II. figs. 6 a-d.)

Colour. Upper side greyish yellow all over ; the small tubercles

forming a pattern on the back are rather yellow. The under side

is more yellow all over, with two dark brown patches on each side

of the anal segment. Both joints of the mandibles are so thickly

covered with black network on yellow ground as to appear black.
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The palpi are palish yellow, banded with black ; the legs have the

femur, patella, and tibia darker and greyer, the tarsal joint being

quite light yellow.

One specimen, which I take to be a female, is much lighter and
greyer above than the others, and on the nnder side pale yellow,

without the black bands on the palpi. The genital operculum is

more thickly covered with bristles and the sternum is corrugated,

whereas in the others it is not. The spinous tubercles on the

segments are more in number (about 14). Otherwise there is

not much difference.

As in Mr. Pocock's T. 2)ectinaUi,s from Tasmania, which this

seems to resemble more than Dr. Sorensen's T, hicarinatus from
Sydney, the dorsal carapace is decorated with longitudinal and
transverse rows of small round tubercles, forming ringed areas

smooth in the inside. There are four longitudinal and about five

transverse rows of granules, but no median longitudinal row of

larger £?ranules.

The very remarkal)le eye-bearing tubercle, rising and pointing

upwards and forwards from the front margin, is broadest at the

base, and tapers to a point at the anterior end. The eyes are

situated one on each side, about half-way from base to summit.

Just behind the eyes a pair of long, pointed tubercles jut out one

from each side. These are followed by three more similar pairs,

and the whole is topped by one median tubercle ending in a sharp

point. The intermediate space between these is filled up with

small granular and pointed tubercles. On the front edge of

the carapace on each side of the eye-tubercle are five spinous

tubercles.

Between the last row of small tubercles and the first of the

rear segments is a pair of moderate-sized spinous tubercles rather

wide apart.

On each of the rear segments is a transverse row of long

spinous tubercles, about nine in number in the males, but more
numerous (about 12 or 14)" and not quite so large in the female.

On the under side the coxje of the palpi and first and second

pairs of legs are profusely covered with granular tubercles, but

the 3rd and 4th coxae are granular only along their margins.

Each segment has a row of round tubercles rather larger than
the above.

The soft mouth-parts of the inner end of the palpal coxa foiin

a very distinct upper jaw, divided longitudinally into two parts.

The same parts of the coxa of the first pair of legs similarly form
the lower jaw, each part lying on one side of a soft median lip.

Coxa ii., on the other hand, ends in a flat chitinous piece, which,

turning forwards, clasps the mouth-parts, and would appear to

support and hold them together.

Coxa iii. is similarly hard but black, and the pair seems to

form " arculi genitales " on each side of the genital operculum
and sternum. The end of coxa iv. is a narrow ridge of hard

black substance, a continuation of the sides of the triangular
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sternum. The latter is like the lower end of the sternum in

Tri<«;)iom/x, but without the narrow stem
;

consequently the
operculum is brought much closer to the mouth-parts, as in

genera so far removed as Stylocellus AVestw. The head of the

penis is bliuitly triangular, and its upper and lower sheaths, as

far as can be seen when not extended, are terminated in a
ti-ansverse line.

The mandibles are shorter niid weaker than in Tricenonyx ; the

first joint does not reach as far as the end of the eye-tubercle.

The palpi also are short and weak, and are not longer than the

d orsal ca rapace

.

The legs are fringed the whole distance along the femora,

patellfe, and tibiae with long spines ranged on each side of the

respective joints.

The measurements (in millimetres) are as follows :

—

Ceph. Ig. li, lat. U ; abd. le\ 2|, lat.2| ;
mand. 1

;
palpus ^ ;

1st leg 5, 2nd 8, 3rd 7) J, 4th 8|.

This species differs from T. pectinatas Poc. in having a larger

number of projections along the sides of the eye-tubercle, in

ha ving a larger number of spinous tubercles on the rear segments,
and in being without the median row of larger tubercles on the

dorsal carapace,

I have four specimens, of which thi-ee are certainly males.

They were collected by Mr. T. Hall near the Holliford River,

L. Waka.tipu district in the province of Otago.

Family T R i N o N Y c h i D ^.

Genus Tri^.nonyx Sor.

W. Sorensen in Koch & Keys. Die Arachn. Austr., Suppl. p. 58.

This genus, being now restricted to those species in which the

eye-tubercle is marginal, includes, with new ones that 1 am now
recording, only seven in number. These ma}" be distinguished as

follows :

—

a. Carapace coarsely granulated.

rt^ Transverse row ot granules on carapace, and a pair of

spinous tubercles at posterior end of same T. rapax Sor.

b\ No spinous tubercles on carapace.

a". Carapace cliocolate-brown ; rear segments orna-

mented vvitb round tl;it orange spots, with a

short bristle on each T. cocTcayni, sp. n.

h'^. Carapace deep brown ; a series of low tubercles,

but no bright spots on rear segments.
Of. Distal end of tarsus elongated T. coriacea Poc*
^. Distal end of tarsus nodular T. asfera Poc.

* Mr. Pocock (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. May 1903, p. 415) refers to a species in

this section under the name of T. verrucosa. This I am unable to trace the origin

of, and he allows me to state that he was, he believes, intending to refer to the

species named T. coriacea.
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b. Carapace smooth or finely gvainilated.

a'-K Carapace yellow-brown, with a dark brown rectan-

gular pattern round the margins and a similar

pattern behind the eye-tul)ercle
;
yellow spots in

the posterior area between the two patterns T. variegata, sp. n.

Carapace orange, two black patches on the yellow eye-

tubercle
;
legs verj^ pale yellow ; a row of tine spines

on upper surface of each segment of abdomen T. testaceus Hogg.

c2. Carapace dark yellow-brown, a row of tubercles along
its posterior border in front of first rear segment

;

a longitudinal row of short bristles on the median
line T. stewartius Hogg.

Tri^^onyx rapax Sor.

W. Sorensen in Koch & Keys. Die Araclin. Austr., Suppl.

1886, p. 58.

Locality. Fiji.

TRIiENONYX CORIACEA Poc.

R. I. Pocock, " Some new Harvest Spiders," Proc. Zool. Soc.

Lond. 1902, vol. ii. p. 403.

Locality. Auckland, N.Z.

TrizEnonyx aspera Poc.

Log. cit. sicpra, p. 404.

Mr. Pocock states that this species, only locate<l as Australian,

differs from other species in the formation of the end of the

tarsal joint, which, instead of being elongated, lias the last portion

spherical or nodnlar.

TrianonYx testaceus Hogg.

H. R. Hogg, " Some New Zealand and Tasmanian Arach-
mda3," Trans. N.Z. Inst. vol. xlii. 1910, p. 280.

Locality. New Zealand only.

Tri^nonyx stewartius Hogg.

H. R. Hogg, loc. cit. stc2)ra, p. 281.

Locality. Stewart Island, N.Z.

Tri.*:nonyx cockayni, sp. n. (PI. II. figs. 7 a-d.)

Colo%ir. Male : orange, shaded in patches at the side, and in

the middle line and on the eye-tubercle with brown ; females

browner all over. Transverse lines of round orange spots on the

rear dorsal segments, the ventral segments yellow-brown and
smooth. The mandibles, and more faintly the upper sides of the

palpi, have a brown network pattern ; the legs are yellow, banded
with brown.

The do7'sal surface is coarsely granulated. No raised tubercles

on the segments, but a short bristle on each round spot and no
spines on anterior margin of carapace. The eye-tubercle is

marginal, straight in front, but sloping posteriorl3\ On the
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ventral surface the oral segment of coxa ii. is well developed,

pointing prominently forward, but is flat and does not stand np
from the surface; the mouth-parts, on the other hand, of coxa i.

and the palpal coxa stand up well above the sui face-level.

The mandibles are smooth, the basal segment 1| times as long

as wide, with two small spines on the inner side of the anterior

end. Th.Q palpi robust, the trochanter with three spines under-

neath, in front, on the outer side ; three powerful spines under
the femur ; two small spines under the patella ; three long spines

on each side underneath the tibia ; three small spines on each

side and a large terminal spine on the distal joint.

The extended sheath of the male penis is bilobed, the penis

itself terminated by fine bristles.

The coxae of the anterior three legs are corrugated and
tubercled, that of the 4th pair smooth.

In the female the sternum between the third pair of coxae is

corrugated and narrow.

The measurements (in millimetres) are as follows :

—

Ceph. Ig. 2, lat. 3; abd. Ig. 4, lat. 4
;

palpus 6| ; 1st leg 11,

2nd 14, 3rd 9;i, 4th 13.

One male and four females were collected by Dr. Cockayne
from Kapiti Island, oft' the S.W. coast of the North Island of New
Zealand.

TuiiENONYX VARIEGATA, Sp. n. (PI. II. figS. 8 a-C.)

Colour. Female : pale greyish yellow, w^ith dark brown rect-

angular pattern reaching from the eye-tubercle to the first rear

segment, also a smaller and lighter coloured similar rectangle

reaching from behind the eye-tubercle to the posterior end of the

cephalic part, and transverse rows of yellow spots round on tlie

carapace, oval on the segments ; the under side is pale all over.

Tlie legs are pale yellow, banded with dark gre}^ ; the mandibles,

and femoral and tibial joints of palpi are deep black, speckled

with small yellow spots. The eye-tubercle yellow-grey in the

middle, dark grey at the sides; eyes orange.

The dorsal surface is smooth but coriaceous, the spots thereon

flat, with short bristles, but the segmental spots slightly raised.

The marginal eye-tubercle, lather hi^>h and conical, has a wide
circular base, narrowing to a blunt point anteriorly, but theie is

nothing either spinous or tubercular about it. The eyes are at

the side. There are no spines on any part of the carapace.

The mandibles are smooth, without tubercles, the first segment
about twice as long as wide.

The palpi are rather slight, the usual spines on the under side

little more than low tubercles, and none on the upper side.

The sternum between the 3rd pair of coxa? is wide and corrugated,

in the male, with an upper and lower division, and aVtove this a

rectangular lip between the pi'ominent oral parts of coxa? i. The
oral portions of coxas ii. are hardly formed at all and in no wise

raised.
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The measurements (in millimetres) are as follows :

—

5. Ceph. Ig. U, lat. U; abd. Ig. 2^, lat. 2.4 ; mand. 2i
;

palpus 3^ ; 1st leg~5, 2nd 8, 3rd 5^, 4th 7|.

cT. Ceph. Ig. 1|, lat. li ; abd. Ig. 2|, lat. 2^ ; mand. 1| ;

palpus 3| ; 1st leg 5, 2nd 3rd 4f , 4th 8J.

There are three females from the Holliford River and one
young from Mt. Remarkables, L. Wakatipu. One from Mt.
Oakden ; also six specimens from Paradise, L. Wakatipu, of which
four are apparently males, with more prominent spines on the

p.alpi and without the clear pattern on the back. They were all

gathered by Mr. T. Hall.

The males are, as mentioned by Mr. Pocock, generall}^ more
constricted in the cephalic part of the carapace than the females.

The wide sternum and well-formed lip above it are featiu-es

which might almost be held to be of generic importance, but I

have not made them so in cons^ideration- of other resem.blaiices-

the species shows to the genus Tricenonyxr.

Genus Nuncia Loman..

Nuncia J. C. C. Loman, Zool. JahiHo. Syst. xvr. 11902; p. 214..

Nuncia R. I. Pocock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 7, vol. xi.

May 1903, p. 445.

Following the limitations adopted by Loman and Pocock, we-

may assume that the species to be attributed to this genus have-

the ocula.r tubercle rising at a short distance from the front
margin of the carapace, that it is smooth and rather low and
without any prominence thereon ; the carapace itself smooth, the-

sternum in both sexes narrow, and tlie tarsal cla,w\s of the tliird

and fourth pairs of legs with short side claws springing from
near tlie base of the median claw. On this basis we have the-

following :

—

Nuncia sperata Loman.

Dr. J. C. 0. Loman, loc. cit. supra.

From Stephen's Island on the N. coast of the South Island of

New Zealand.

Nuncia valdiviensis Sor.

Ti-'m)ioiiyx valdiviensis W. Surensen in Koch cfe Keys. Die-

Arachn. Austr.

Nuncia valdiviensis R. I. Pocock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist..

supra.

From Chili.

Nuncia subl.evis Poc.

lYuenonyx suhlcevis R. I. Pocock, Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud.
1902, vol. ii. p. 404.

Nuncia sMvvis R. I. Pocock, Ann. ife Mag. Nat. Hist, supra.

Locality. Otago, S. Island, Now Zealand.
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NUNCIA ENDERBiEI Hoog.

Tricenonyx ende^^had H. R. Hogg, in Dr. Chilton, " Sub-
antarctic Islands of New Zealand," Wellington, N.Z.,

1909.

This species, from the Endei'by and Auckland Islands, clearly

comes into the genus Nuncia.

NuNCiA SMiTHi, sp. n. (PI. II. figs. 9 a-c.)

Colour. Male : carapace rather deep red-brown, mingled with
black patches and streaks, but hardly suggesting much of a

pattern. The edges of the segments are marked in some cases

with bright white transverse lines. The mandibles are dark
brown and the palpi bright yellow, with black network pattern

on the lower portions of the femoral, patellar, and tibial joints.

The under side is paler yellow-brown.

The female is pale yellow with brown markings, and in both
cases the legs are yellow with brown bands.

The eye-tubercle is low (but rather higher in the male than in

the female), slightly removed from the front margin of the cara-

pace. The latter is finely granulated, and the dorsal surface is

without warts or spines. The first joint of the mandibles is about
twice as long as broad, with a bunch of short spines near the base;

the fingers long and fine. On the basal part of the femur of the

2xd2) are one long spine and two short ones, and there is another

half-way up. On the inner side is a row of short blunt tubercles

with a bristle on each, and on the outer side a row of bristles
;

on the tibial joint are two long spines on the inner side and two
warty knobs.

The true maxillary process of coxa ii. is flat, and clasps on each

side the soft white mouth-parts of coxa i., but behind this is a

large prominence standing up from the surface and pointing

rather backwards. At the outer end of coxa iv., just above the

spiracle, are three short tubercles followed by a rather long club-

shaped knob. The tarsal claws of legs iii. and iv. have each a

pair of moderately large side claws springing from the base. The
sternum is narrow, corrugated, with a triangular base and a

spear-headed distal end.

The measurements (in millimetres) are as follows:

—

Oeph. Ig. 1|, lat. 2.| ; abd. Ig. Bf, lat. 3| ; mand. 3| ;
palpus 1|

;

Lst leg 7, 2nd IQi 3rd 7, 4th 10.

I have one male and one female collected by Mr. W. W. Smith
at Hawkes Bay, North Island of N. Zealand, and two males by
Dr. Chilton from Picton at the north of the South Island.

Genus Sorensenella Poc.

R. I. Pocock, " Some new Harvest Spiders," Proc. Zool. Soc.

Lond. 1902, vol. ii. p. 409.

The two species of this genus described by Mr. Pocock have
the eye-tubercle placed shortly behind the front margin of the
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carapace and bearing on its Riiinniife a sliort dentiform tubercle.

Tiie claws of the third and fourth pairs of legs have the side

brandies longer than the median claw in both sexes. I have a

male and female which I am placing in the genus following

(]\[onoxyomm.a), in which this type of claw appears in the male

only, the female having the side claws shorter than the median.

SORENSENELLA PREHENSOR Poc.

K. I. Pocock, loc. cit. supra.

Locality, New Zealand (only).

SORENSENELLA BICORNIS PoC.

R. I. Pocock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 7, vol. xi. May
1903, p. 439.

Male and female from Christchurch, N.Z.

Genus Monoxyomma Poc.

R. I. Pocock, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 7, vol. xi.

May 1903, p. 444.

Mr. Pocock formed this genus for those members of the family

Trisenonychidre in which the ocular tubercle, rising distinctly

behind the anterior margin of the carapace, is protected by a

long suberect spine. He also gives as generic characters a pair

of long spines on or about the third abdominal segment, and the

doi'sal valve or sheath of penis trilabiate.

The pair of dorsal spines is far from being peculiar to tliis genus.

It is present in a median bifurcated form in one case, and wanting
in another, among the species which I am compelled to consider

as belonging to this genus since they otherwise conform to the

type.

The third character suffers under the disability of being a

sexual one ; and it is a matter of considerable difficulty, in the

majority of cases, to ascertain whether it appertains to a par-

ticular species or not.

The following synopsis may help to distinguish the species

below recorded :

—

a. Dorsal carapace roughly granular all over M. tuherculatum, sp. n.

b. Dorsal carapace smooth or small granules onb'.

a^. A pair of spinous tubercles near rear end of
carapace M. spinatum Poc.

h^. No pair of spinous tubercles near rear end of
carapace.

a". A bifurcated spinous tubercle on median
line ; no spines on anterior margin

;
palpi

1^ times as long as body 31. Jiendei, sp. n.

b'^. No spinous tubercles on carapace ; a pair of
short spines, one on each corner of anterior
margin; palpi nearly twice as long as body. M. trailli, s,^. n.
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MONOXYOMMA SPINATUM Poc.

Ann. ct Mag. Nat. Hist. loc. cit. p. 445.

Tlie type species, sent by Dr. Brown from Hill Grove,
N. 8. Waies.

MONOXYOMMA HENDEI, sp. n. (PL III. figS. 10 Cl-d.)

Colour. The cephalic part is yellow-brown smirched with black-

brown, chiefly at the sides. The thoracic part and segments
almost wholly black-brown. The mandibles yellow-brown with a

slight network of black, and the palpi the same but tlie network
heavier. The under side of the carapace is very similar, yellow-

brown and black being mixed up without much semblance of

pattern. On the segments, however, the two colours are in

transverse bands. On the legs the same mixture occurs, the pale

being more in the joints. On the femur and tibia the two colours

appear in longitudinal bands.

The median area of the carapace is slightly convex, this part

being circumscribed by a ridge in front, and at the sides with a

flat streak between it and the margin. The surface is coriaceous,

without spines or tubercles, except as below, either thereon or

projecting from the margin. The eye-tuhercle is situated on tlie

inner side of the ridge above mentioned ; it is conical and rather

tall, with the horn-shaped projection from its highest point bend-

ing slightly forward. This is about the same height as the lower

tubercle, from which it springs. Near the posterior end of the

carapace there is a lai^e bifid tubercle in the middle line, with

two transverse rows of small single ones, each with a bristle in

the middle, between it and the first of the segments.

On each of the three abdominal segments is a row of similar

warty tubercles, rather larger than the above, each with a short

bristle.

The mavdihles and paljn are fairly long and strong. On the

femoral joint of the latter are two longitudinal rows of quite

small spines ; on the tibial and distal joints the usual longer

spines. On the trochanter, femur, patella, and tibia of all legs are

rows of small warty tubercles with short spines, and similar but
smaller on the coxee.

The measui'ements (in millimetres) are as follows :

—

Total lenoth 2|, breadth 2; mand. 2; palpus 4; 1st leg 6|,

2nd 9|, 3rd>, 4th 9|.

One male from Hende's Ferry, Central Westland, N.Z., which
1 have named after Mr. J. W. Hendfe, the collector.

MOXOXYOMMA TUBERCULATUM, Sp. n. (PI. III. figS. 11 a-C.)

Colour. Males : a uniform dark yellow-brown over whole of

carapace. The posterior edge of each rear segment is distinctly

marked out by a pale transverse line ; the mandibles and palpi
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are rather bright yellow. The legs ashy grey. The under side

is yellow from the front as far as the rear coxse ; dark brown
behind this on the sterna, which are bordered with paler edging.

Two specimens, which I take to be females, are ashy grey above

with pale gi'ey spines and almost wholly yellow underneath, being

there grey only at the extreme end ; on the npper side there is a

distinct rhomboidal pattern in pale grey on a dark ground.

The cephalic part of the carapace is thickly covered with coarse

granulations ; it is bounded posteriorly by a distinct depression

separating it from the abdominal portion. The front border has

one long median spine, flanked on each side by five smaller

spines. The eye-tubercle takes its rise at a point well behind

tlie front margin ; it is roughly hemispherical, with the eyes

looking upwards, and a median horn about equal to the height

of the basal part on which it stands. Behind the sulcus above

mentioned the granulations form themselves more into longi-

tudinal and transverse rows, but without achieving any very

definite pattern. About midway between the dividing sulcus

and the rear end are a pair of rather large spinous tubercles, and
behind these four more, of which the middle two are the largest.

The rear segments have regular rows of spinous tubercles,

about ten on front row to four on the back row.

The basal joint of the mandibles is thick and bulges upwards.

On the basal part of the second joint are several spinous

tubercles.

The^JttZpi are thick and powerfully bespined on all joints. In

length they just equal the body. Those of the supposed female

ai-e slighter and less strongly armed.

The legs are covered with spinous granules as far as the tibial

joint, and the spaces between the trochanters of ii. and iii., and
lii. and iv. are armed with three or four spinous tubercles. On
the 4laws of tarsi iii. and iv. are two quite sniall side wings
inserted about the middle of the claw.

I have little doubt about the sexes, but on removing the oper-

culum of one supposed male, there was nothing at the bottom of

a deep hollow but a granular mass.

The measurements (in millimetres) are as follows :

—

Ceph. Ig. 1^, lat. 2| ; abd. Ig. 3^, lat. 3| ; mand. 2| ;
palpus 5

;

1st leg 7], 2nd 144, 3rd 11, 4th 13.

These are three males and two females from Mt. Algidus,

Kaka.ia Gorge, South Island, N.Z.

MONOXYOMMA TRAILLI, sp. n. (PI. III. figs. 12 a-f.)

Colour. Male : a black-brown border along the front edge of

the cai-apace, along the sides, and the same colour over the I'ear

segments; in the median area there is a large yellowish patch.

On the segments large, round faint yellow spots in transverse

rows. The mandibles are yellow, with a black network pattern
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on botli joints. The palpi are orange, with dark blotches on the
femur and inside of tibia. The legs are dingy yellow, ringed with
brown. On the under side the whole of the cephaHc part is

orange, and the segments black-brown. In the female the pale

area of the carapace is paler and more cream-colour than in the

male, and the femur and patella of the palp are more continuously
black-brown, otherwise the coloration is much the same.
The carapace in both sexes is of a dull smoothness without

granulations, and the only spinous tubercles are one at each

front corner at the side of the trochanter of the first leg. The
spots on the segments are slightly raised, with a bristle on each.

The eye-tubercle is clearly removed from the front margin, and
tlie portion between the eyes is produced forward into a peak
about as high as the portion of the tubercle below the eyes.

The 7nandihles are remarkably short, but the first joint bulges

upwards above the base. On the other hand, the pal2n are

nearly twice as long as the whole body, the femoral joint bowed
like the first joint of the mandible, and powerfully bespined both

above and below. The other joints are similarly spined.

The tarsal joint of legs iii. and iv. in the male has the modifi-

cation of the claws which Mr. Pocock considered one of the

points of his genus Sorensenella—viz., the side claws longer than

the median; but in the female the claws are normal, the side

claws being only half the length of the median, but springing

from the base, thus showing that this character is only sexual in

some cases.

The sternum in the male is of the narrow type, triangular at

the base and spear-headed at the distal end, with the oral part

of coxae ii. meeting above it and no visible lip ; but in the female

it is broad, as I have above described it in Triamovyx varie(jata,

with a Avell-defined lip in front. It would appear, therefore, as

if this broad sternum, where it occurs, is a sexual character. I

have re-examined the specimens I believe rightly taken to be

males of T. varieyata (indeed, in one of them the penis is exposed)

;

and, although the sternal depression is still wide, a slightly-

formed narrow sternum is to be seen in the median line, and the

lip is above it.

The measurements (in millimetres) are as follows :

—

Male. Ceph. Ig. 2^, lat. 31 ; abd. Ig. 2f , lat. 4 ; mand. 2 ;
palpus 9

;

1st leg 8i, 2nd 14i,^ 3rd 9, 4th 13.

Mr, W. Traill, after whom I have named them, sent the

specimens, one male and one female, from Stewart Island.

Algidia, gen. nov.

This genus differs from the others in the family in having- the

genital operculum, in both sexes, furnished with denticular

tubercles, each with a short bristle at its apex, extending along

the front margin and to a greater or shorter distance down the
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sides. The eye-tubercle, which is situated the length of its

diameter behind the front margin of the carapace, bears wart-

like protuberances in its median line, varying from one only to a

row of three or four. The mandibles are short and weak. The
palpi rather slight, but tuberculated and strongly bespined. Tlie

rear segments and trochanters are strongly bespined and the

carapace profusely granulated.

Algidia cuspidata, sp. n. (PI. III. figs. 13 a~e.)

Colour. Male : carapace dingy yellow, with two dark, broad,

longitudinal stripes, beginning one each side of the eye-tubercle

and reaching to the level of the fourth trochanter, where it

turns outwards to the margin. The mandibles and palpi are

darker, the latter covered with pale wart-like protuberances and
the former with black network pattern. The legs are yellow
with dark grey rings ; the under side yellow-grey. The female
is paler on the carapace ; the dark stripes not so conspicuous, but
the warty pattern more regular. The legs, mandibles, and palpi

about the same as in the male.

The eye-tubercle is hemispherical ; the median row of warts
three or four in the males, fewer in the females.

The carapace in the male is strongly constricted behind the
cephalic part, the sides straighter in the female. On the front

margin in the male there are seven long spines in front of the
eye-tubercle and three smaller behind each corner. In the female
are three formidable spines in the centre, flanked by two small

ones, and none at the side. The median area and sides of the
carapace are thickly covered with warty pustules, but there are
none on the dai-ker stripes.

On the abdominal portion in the male are four transverse rows
of powerful spines, while in the female there are only a few large

ones near the centre line, and a fewer number of smaller ones at

wide intervals reaching to the sides.

The trochanters of all the legs and the intervals between are
strongly bespined. The legs themselves have small denticu-

lations, with a short bristle on each as far as the distal end of the
tibial joint. The metatarsal joints smooth, the tarsi with short
hairs. The tarsal claws are weak ; those of iii. and iv. with short
side wings springing from about the middle. On the under side

the cox^e are all bordered w^tli rows of warty prominences, the
front margin of coxee i. having a row of sharp pointed black
spines.

The margin of the genital operculum is divided into about
ten or eleven distinct scopulations or pustules, each terminated
with a bristle.

The mandibles are short and weak, and covered with short
black beady pustules.

The ^^rt^yt are about the length of the carapace in the male,
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strongly bespinetl with sliarp bristly points ; those of the

female are longer and rather slimmer, but equally bespinetl.

The measurements (in millimetres) are as follows :

—

Male. Ceph. Ig. li lat. 1| ; abd. Ig. 2, lat. U \ mand. 2^
;

palpus 3J ; 1st leg 4^, 2nd 8, 3rd ^, 4th 8|.

Female. Ceph. Ig. 1], lat. 1^ ; abd. Ig. 2^, lat. 2; mand. 1| ;

palpus 4f ; 1st leg 5|/2nd 9J, 3r(l 8|, 4th rO|.

The males are three from Mt. Algidus, Rakaia Gorge, and one
from Mt. Remarkables, near L. Wakatipu.

The females are one from Mt. Starve-all, near Nelson, and one
fi'om Ca-nterbury. All these localities are in the South Island of

New Zealand.

There can be little doubt that they are all of the same S})ecies

from the similar coloiation of their parts.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate I.

1. Macropsalis cMltoni Hogg. $ with short mandibles. Underside sliovvuig'

inoiith-parts, genital operculum, and coxa;.

2. Macropsalis chiltoni Hogg. Profile of male.

3. Fantopsalis pococJci, i\. (a) Dorsal view
;
(h) profile; (c) Fantopsalis

tvattsi, sp. n., cephalic part of carapace, dorsal view.

4. (a) Fantopsalis Jialli, sp. n., ; (6) ? ;
(c) genitiil operculum of S ;

(«')

genital operculum of ^ turned back showing organ.

5. Fantopsalis grai/i, STp.n. (a) Ventral view ot carapace
;

(h) mandible;
(c) patella and tibia of palp.

Plate II.

Fig. 6. Tricenohunus acuminatns, ?>-p.w., (a) Dorsal view of carapace
; (6) ven-

tral view of carapace; (c) eye-tubercle enlarged; [d) genital opei'ciilum

turned back, showing dorsal and ventral sheaths and organ—distal end
only.

7. Tri(enonyx coclcayni, sp.u. («) Under side of cephalic part of ^ ;
{h) under

side of cephalic part of $ ; (e) genital organ of $ protruded from
operculum— Iront view

; id) ditto—side view.

8. Tncenonyx variegata, sp. n. (a) Dorsal view of ^ ; (6) ventral view of $ ;

{c) ventral view of cephalic part of ^ •

9. Nuncia smith i, sp. n. (a) Dorsal view of carapace of $ ;
(i) ventral view,

anterior portion of carapace; (c) tarsal claw of iv.

Plate III.

Fig. 10. Monoxyomma 1iendei,&\).\\. («) Dorsal view of carapace; (&) ventral

view of carapace ;
(c) profile; (d) tarsal claw of iv.

11. 3Ionoxyo7nma tuberculatum, SY). u. (a) Dorsal view of carapace; (b) ventral

view of carapace
;

(c) eye-tubercle from side.

12. Monoxyomma trailli, sp. n. (a) Dorsal view of ^ ; (6) ventral view of

cephalic part of S ; (<^) ventral view of cepbalic part of $ ;
(d) eye-tubercle

;

(e) iv. tarsal joint showing claws of S ; if) iv. tarsal joint showing claws

of ?.

13. Algidia czispidata, gen. et sp. n. (a) Dorsal aspect of ^ ;
(b) dorsal aspect

of 5 ;
(c) under side of cepbalic part of ^ showing genital oix-rculum

;

(d) under side of cephalic part of ^ showing genital operculum
;

(e) tarsal

joints of iv. leg.
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4. Revision of the English Species of Red Spider (Genera

Tetranijclius and (Jligonycliiis). By Stanley Hirst.

(Published bj' permission of the Trustees of the Britisli Museum.)

[Received December 8, 1919 : Read February 24, 1920.]

(Text -figures 1-5.)

The following note deals with the English species of mites

commonly called Red Spiders, and is almost entirely based on
material collected by the author, the coloration being described

from living specimens. A good deal of confusion still exists in

the classification of this group—for instance, the name Tetra-

nychus telarius is not always used for the same species by recent

authors, and several distinct species {T. t'diarmm. T. llntearms,

T. j^opuli, and Oligonychus quercinus) are wi'ongly considered as

synonyms of that species. Three new species are described in

the present note, but one of them {T. talisice) is undoubtedly an
introduced form.

My best thanks are due to Lieut.-Col. Sir David Prain (Kew
Gardens), Prof. W. Bateson (John Innes Horticultural Station,

Merton), and to the authorities of the Royal Horticultural

Society's Gardens, Regent's Park, for kindly allowing me to

collect material in the gardens under their chai-ge.

The drawings illustrating this note have been made by Mr. Percy
Highley and Mr. A. J. Engel Terzi.

Order PROSTIGMATA.

Superfamily Trombidioidea.

Family T E T R A N y c h i d

The two principal genera Tetyxmychus and Oligonychus can

be readily distinguished from one another by the following

characteristics :
—

Claw of legs always simple and i^nmodilied (never bifurcated nor
furnished with teeth) ; it has a slight protuberance near the base
bearing minute hairs Genus Oligonyclms Berlese.

First claw of male either ending in minute teeth or bifurcated. Claw
of the other legs in both sexes usually either ending in tine hairs or

bifurcated Genus Tetranychus Dufour.

Genus Tetranychus Dufour, 1832.

Key to the species of Tetranychus (males) occurring in

England :

—

fTerminal tinger of palp minute and inconspicuous or

J absent 1.

l^Terminal tinger well developed 4.

fTerminal tinger of palp absent.

1
All the claws of the legs bifurcated Tetranychus schizojyns

l.<j
_

_
rZaciier.

j
Terminal finger present, but minute.

t_Cla\v of first leg alone bifurcated 2.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1920, No. lY. 4
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fPenis stvongl>' curved and furnished with a spine and

2 ^
tubercle at the end T. cratcegi, sp, n.

i^Penis straight or only slightly curved, the end unarmed 3.

fPenis fairly long, the end blunt T. jpopuli C. L. Koch.

3
I

Penis shorter and pointed at the end T. talisice, sp. n,

(introduced species).

i^Penis with barbs at the end 5,

t.
Penis without barbs 6.

rClaw of first leg armed with short teeth or spines T. telarius, L.

l^Claws of both first and second leg with teeth T. lintearius Dufour.

fPenis strongly sinuous. Offshoots of claw of first leg

I

weak T. carpini Oudemans.

I

Penis straighter. Offshoots of claw of first leg stronger,

spiniform T.tiliai'iu7n Hermann.

1. Tetranychus schizopus Zaclier, 1913.

Tetranychus schizopus Zacher, Berlin, Mitt. biol. Anst. 1913,

heft U, 38 & 40, text-fig. 4.

? T. scdicis C. L. Koch, Deiitscb. Crust., Myr., Araclm. 1838,

heft 17, no. 18.

Schizotetranyelms schizojms Tragardh, Stockholm Medd. Cen-
tralanst. Forsoksv. Jordbruksomr. 1915, vol. 109, p. 19.

S . Penis of the same type as in the species found on the

hawthorn {T. cratcegi), being curved when viewed laterally, and
with one of the terminal barbs greatly elongated so as to form a

spine, whilst the other is in the form of a minute inconspicuous

tubercle,

Paljj. Terminal finger or cone of palp apparently absent in the

male of this species. Dorsal sensory finger well develojDed (see

text-fig. 3 1 & 2, for the explanation of these terms).

Claws of all the legs bifurcated, the two branches into which
the first leg is divided being in this sex split again for a short

distance at the tip.

$ . Palp. Terminal finger of palp well developed and fairly

stout, being about as long as or longer than the neighbouring

rod-like setae. Dorsal sensory finger normal in appearance.

The claws of the legs do not end as fine hairs as in the female

of T. telarius (and all othei' species of the genus seen by the

author), being divided to form two prongs or claws as in the

male, but the prongs of the first legs are entire instead of being

split again at the extreme tip as in the male sex.

Colour rather variable, greenish, pale yellow, reddish, and
orange-red specimens being met with. Small dark patches are

sometimes present on the dorsum.

Eggs sometimes pale amber in colour, sometimes reddish.

Length of male (including mandibular plate) 340 /x, of female

350-535 /X.

Host plants. Various species of willows.
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Note.—Tragardh has created a new genus {Schizotetranychus)

for this species, which certainly is veiy peculiar in having all the

claws bifid in both sexes. The penis is, however, very like that

of T. cratcegi. Moreover, the male of 2\ populi has the first leg

shaped like that of T. schizopus. On the whole, I think it is not

necessary to place this species in a separate genus.

Text-figure 1.

a. Lateral view of penis of Tetranychus schizopiis. h. Ditto of T. popidi. c &
Ditto of T. tiliar'mm. d, e,f. Ditto of T. talisice. g. Ditto of T. cratcegi.

h. Ditto of T. carpini. i. Ditto of T. telarius. l\ Ditto of Oligonyclnis

ununguis. I. Ditto of O. qtiercinns. m. Ditto or O. ulmi. n. Ditto of

O. simplex.

2. Tetranychus crat^gi, sp. n.

. Penis very like that of T. schizopus in shape, being strongly

curved and with a long spiniforni process at the end, also a very

minute and inconspicuous tubercle which no doubt represents

the barb of the other side.

Palp. Terminal finger in the form of a very minute and in-

conspicuous cone or tooth. Dorsal sensory finger apparently

variable in length.

Clmo of first leg in this sex distinctly bifid, being divided

into two strong prongs ; one or two frail hairs are pi-esent on

these prongs, and no doubt correspond to the spines present in

2\ tiliarium.

$ . Palp. Terminal finger somewhat short but very wide, being

rather conical in shape; it seems to be a little shorter than the

two rod-like setie near it. Dorsal sensory finger moderately

developed.

Claws of legs ending in long hairs as in T. telay-ius.

Measurements. (S ,
length 340 ; $ , 335-460 ^.

Host plant. Hawthorn hedges in the outskirts of Salisbury,

Wilts.
4*
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3. Tetranychus populi C. L. Kocb, 1838.

Tetranychus populi 0. L. Koch, Deutsch. Crust., Myr., Arachn.
1838, heft 17, no. 14.

T. telarius (ad part.) Canestrini, Prospett. Acarof. Ital. 1890,

p. 434 ;
Berlese, Acari, Myr., etc. in Ital. reperta, 1889, fasc. Ivi.

no. 5.

Text-figure 2.

a. Claws (empodia) of first leg- of Tetranychus schizopus $ , lateral view of same.

h. Ditto. Ventral view. c. Claws of posterior leg' of T. scJdzopus. d. Ditto of

first leg of T. telarius $ . e. Ditto of second leg of T. lintearius $ . f. Ditto

of first leg of T. carpiui g. Ditto of T. tiliarium J. h. Ditto of

T. tiliarium $ .

(5 . Penis rather like that of 7\ tiliarium, feeing only slightly

curved ; it is much longer than in T. tcdisice, sp. n., and also

difiers in having the end bhmt.
Falp. Terminal finger or cone very minute as in T. talisice

;

dorsal sensory finger long.

First claw of male bifurcated exactly as in 7\ schizopus, each
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prong being again split for a short distance at the extreme tip.

Claws of posterior legs, as in T. telarius, ending in hairs.

$ . Palp. Terminal cone rather short but wide.

Claws of legs as in T. telarius.

Eggs whitish.

Measurements.
,
length 320 ^; $ , 380 /x. Strongly chitinised

part of penis about 43 /x in length, but, if the more weakly
chitinised part is included, it measures altogether a.bout 65 /x.

Host plant. Lombardy poplars, Regent's Park, London.

Text-figure 3.

a. Terminal segments of palp of T.crataegi h. Ditto of T.schizopiis $ . c. Ditto

of T. talisice d. Ditto of T. populi Ditto of T. lintearius $

.

f. Ditto of T. telarms g. Ditto of T. tiliarium 1. Terminal finger

or cone. 2. Dorsal sensory finger.

Note.—C. L. Koch described his T. populi from Lombardy
poplars (" italienischen Pappel "), so that there can be little doubt
as to the correctness of my identification of this species. The
Common Red Spider {T, telarius) is sometimes also pi-esent on
Lombardy poplars and also on ordinary poplars, but the males of

the. two species of mites are very unlike one another.
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4. TeTRANYCHUS TALISIiE, Sp, l\.

6 . Penis short and straight, the terminal half slender and
ending in a sharp point ; there is no trace of barb at the end ; it

is very much shorter than that of T. tiliarium or T. populi.

Palp. Terminal finger or cone very minute, but visually longer

than wide, being conical and pointed. Dorsal sensory finger short

and slender, but the width seems to vary in di{Ferent specimens.

Text-figure 4.

a. Terminal segments of palp of T. cratcegi $ . h. Ditto of T. populi $ . c. Ditto

of T. talisice ? . d. Ditto of T. lintearius $ . e. Ditto of T. tiliarium $

.

/. Ditto of T. telarius ? .

Claw of first leg bifid when seen from above ; when viewed
laterally, each fork bears two hairs (one dorsal, the other ventral)

as in T. carpini^ but they are still more inconspicuous and difficult

to see, being very fine. The claws of the three posterior legs end
in haii-s as in T. telarius.

$ . Palp. Terminal finger or cone fairly well developed and
rather stout, being about equal to the length of the neighbouring
rod-like setie. Dorsal sensory finger slightly club-shaped.
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Colour. Body pale yellowish green ; sometimes minute dark

specks, arranged in four small clusters, are pi-esent at the sides

and posterior end of the dorsum.

Measurements. 6 ,
length 220-250 ^ ; $ ,

340-380

Host plant. South American tree (Talisia p7nnceps), growing in

Tropical Greenhouse, Kew Gardens.

5. Tetranychus telarius L.

Acarus telarius (ad part.) Linnaeus, Syst. Nat. 1758, Ed. 10,

p. 616.

Tetranychus telarius C. L. Koch, Deutsch. Crust., Myr., Arachn.

1838, heft 17, no. 12.

T. russeolus C. L. Koch, op. cit. heft 17, no. 15.

T. urticcB C. L. Koch, op. cit. 1835, heft 1, no. 10.

Acai^us telarius Boisduval, Ent. Hort. 1867, pp. 82-84, text-

fig. 4.

A. cucumeris Boisduval, op. cit. p. 84.

A. vitis Boisduval, op. cit. pp. 92-93.

Tetranychus althcece Von Hanstein, Zeitschr. wiss. Zool. 1901,

Ixx. p. 74.

T. telarius Ewing, Ann. Soc. Ent. America, 1913, vi. pp. 455-

457, text- fig. 1.

T. althcece Trag;irdh, Stockholm Medd. Centralanst. Forsoksv.

Jordbruksomr. 1915, vol. 109, pp. 36-40 & 57.

(S . Penis strongly curved near the end, and the tip furnished

with two minute but distinct barbs.

Palj). Terminal finger of moderate length (about as long as the

two rod-like setaB situated near it). Dorsal sensory finger varying
slightly, but usually short and slender (sometimes, however, it is

sonjevvhat club-shaped).

Claw of first leg in this sex with a little dorsal oftshoot, the

rest of the claw being divided into six short slender forks or teeth

(three on each side).

$ . Palp. Terminal finger fairly well developed, but not very
long. Dorsal sensory finger also fairly well developed.

Colour usually pale, being either whitish, greenish, or yellowish

in tint, with dark lateral spots or patches varying in extent,

sometimes quite extensive. More rarely pink or reddish indi-

viduals are met with.

This species occurs on many plants, and was confused by
Linnseus, and later by Hermann, with the form occuiring on the

lime-tree (the latter creates the name tiliariu7n, but says that the

species occurring on the lime-tree is also found on Althcea,

a typical plant host for T. telarius proper). This mistake is

followed by many other authors, including recent authors of great

repute, nnd several other quite distinct species—viz., 2\ lintearius

Dufour (from gorse), T. popuU C. L. Koch (from poplar trees),

and the species living on the oak {Oligonychus querciuus)—have
also wrongly been regarded as synonyms of T. telarius.
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T. telarius is our Common Ked Spider, being found on many
plants, both in the open and in greenhouses, It is especially fond
of hollyhocks (Althcea), but attacks numerous other cultivated

flowers and also weeds. It often infests strawberries, beans, mint,

peaches, cucumbers, and melons (in hothouses), also grape-vines.

The hop-gardens in Kent and elsewhere are often greatly

damaged by this pest. It sometimes attacks bushes and trees

—

for instance, elders, rose-trees, laburnum, poplars, etc.

6. Tetranychus lintearius Duf., 1832.

Tetranychus lintearius L. Dufour, 1832, Ann. Sci. Nat. (1)

XXV. pp. 276-283, pi. ix. figs. 4 & 5.

T, lintea7'ius Lucas, Ann. Soc. Ent. France, 1868, (4) viii.

pp. 741-743.

T. telarius (ad part.) Canestrini, Prospett. Acarof. Ital. 1890,

iv. p. 434.

T. telarius (ad part.) Berlese, Acari etc. in Ital. reperta, 1889,

fasc. Ivi. no. 5.

T. telarius Berlese, Gli Insetti, 1912, ii. p. 95.

(5 . Penis very like that of T. telariits, but wider and shorter.

Palp. Terminal peg-shaped, sensory bristle comparatively short

and of moderate width. Dorsal sensory finger short and club-

shaped.

Legs. Both the first and second legs of the male have the claw

modified so as to form a kind of comb of minute teeth, whereas
in T. telarius the claw of the second leg ends in the usual six

fine hairs.

$ . Palp. Terminal finger rather short and wide, being shorter

than in T. telay^ius. Dorsal sensory fiuger rather short but

not slender.

Measureynents. $ 450-530
Host plant. Gorse (Ulex europoius)

\
many hundreds of speci-

mens collected by the author from infected bushes on Malvern
Hills in 1917 ;

unfortunately only one male example was present

in this material. The masses of white web formed this species

are very obvious, and at once attract attention. Considerable

damage is done to the gorse by this mite in certain areas on the

Malvern Hills, and it is sometimes necessary to fire the bushes to

get rid of it.

7. Tetranychus carpini Oudemans.

S'. Penis very like that of T. tiliarium, but always strongly

sinuous, instead of being practically straight as in that species.

Palp. Terminal finger very like that of T. tiliarium, being long

and slerder. Dorsal sensory finger very slender.

Claiv of first leg bifid ; each of the two prongs consists of a

fairly strong middle tooth or spine, from which spring a dorsal

and a ventral hair or seta (in 2\ tiliarium the dorsal and ventral

offshoots are much stronger, being spiniform like the middle one).
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2 . Palp. Terminal finger very like that of T. tilia7num, beiiag

well developed and of moderate stoutness. Dorsal sensory finger

quite slender.

Colour pale greenish or yellowish, sometimes with dark lateral

spots.

Measurements. 6 ,
length 215 ft ; $ , 340 /x.

Host plant. Hornbeam {Carimius hetidus) ; a number of speci-

mens from a tree of this species growing in London.

8. Tetranychus tiliarium (Herm.), Koch 1838.

Trombidium tiliarium (ad part.) Hermann, Mem. Apt. 1804,

pp. 42, 43, pi. ii. fig. 12.

,, telarius (ad part.) Hermann, op. cit. pp. 40, 41.

,, socium Hermann, op. cit. p. 43, pi. ii. fig. 13.

Tetranychus tiliarium Kocli, Deutsch. Crust., Myr., Ai-achn.

1838, heft 17, no. 12.

,, socius Koch, op. cit. heft 17, no. 16.

,, telarius (ad part.) Canestrini, Prospett. Acarof.
Ital. 1890, iv. p. 434.

„ telarius (ad part.) Berlese, Acari etc. in Ital.

reperta, 1889, fasc. Ivi. no. 5.

,, telarius Von Hanstein, Zeitschr. wiss. Zool. 1901,
Ixx. p. 74.

(S . Penis very long and slender, being in the form of an almost
straight (only slightly sinuous) style.

Palp. Terminal finger long and slender, being more slender

than in the female. Dorsal sensory finger short but slendei'.

Claiv of first leg bifurcated, each fork bearing three minute but
sharp denticles ; claws of the other legs ending, as in T. telarius,

in six fine hairs.

$ . Palp. Terminal finger well developed, being fairly long and
of moderate width. Dorsal sensory finger short and slender.

Colour. Pale green, yellowish, or whitish, with minute dark
markings, chiefly lateral in position, but occasionally there are

one or two minute dark specks in the centre of the dorsum
as well.

Egg whitish.

Measurements. J ,
length 260-305 ft ; $ ,

length 420-490 /x :

penis about 57 ft in length.

Host plant. Lime-tree {Tilia europcea). I have also found
specimens of this mite on a hawthorn and on a willow, also in

abundance on hazels near Exeter.

Note.—Hermann was the first author to use the name tiliarimn

as a specific name, but he mentions it as occurring also on Alcea

[Althcea'] rosea, and his specimens from this plant are probably
referable to T. telarius. Fortunately, C. L. Koch limits the

species to examples from lime-trees only, and there is a good deal

of reason in this, for it occurs on very few other plants.
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Genus Oligonychus* Berlese, 1886.

It is difficult to separate the species of Oligonychus by means
of a key. The principal differences between the species of this

genus are in the structure of the penis and terminal finger of the

palp (see accompanying figures).

1. Oligonychus ulmi C. L. Koch, 1835.

Tetranychus ulmi 0. L. Koch, Deutsch. Crust., Myr., Arachn.
18S5, heft 1, no. 11.

7\ jf;i'7osit6- Canestrini & Fanzago, Atti Soc. Yen. Trent. 1876,

V. pp. 133-134.

T. ulmi Berlese, Acari dann. piant. coltiv, 1886, p. 22.

p27os?ts Berlese, Acari etc. in Ital. reperta, 1889, fasc. Ivi.

no. 6.

Farateiranyclius pilosus Zacher, Berlin Mitt. biol. Anst. 1913,

heft 14, pp. 38-39, text-fig. 1.

P. pilosus Tragardh, Stockholm Medd. Centrala.nst. Forsoksv.

Jordbruksomr. 1915, vol. 109, no. 20, pp. 21-29 etc., text-figs.

(5 . Penis strongly curved, being shaped as figured.

Palp. Terminal finger short, being less than half the length of

the two neighbouring rod-like setai near it. Dorsal sensory tinger

also short.

5 . Pal2y. Terminal finger quite short but very stout, being

much shorter than the rod-like setae near it. t)orsal sensory

finger short and slender.

Another characteristic point is that the hairs of the body in

this species spring from slight tubercles.

Colour. Dorsum dark reddish at the sides, and usually with a

paler reddish central band, the anterior end of the body also pale

red. Yery minute whitish specks arranged in longitudinal

series (one at the base of each hair) are also present on the

dorsum, the hairs themselves being pale ; appendages flavous.

Some specimens are dark (almost blackish), brown, and the central

pale reddish band may be absent.

Eggs reddish.

Measurements, ,
length 260-310 /x

; $, 380-470 /x.

Bost plants, etc. This species is frequently met with on elms

in this country, causing a characteristic discoloration of the

leaves. It is obviously the species described by C. L. Koch
under the name uhni, as being not uncommon on that tree in

Ptegensburg. His figure is quite good and recognisable, and it

is a great pity that the later name pilosus has been used instead

of his name. The species sometimes attacks roses, especially

rambler roses, discolouring the leaves greatly and obviously

weakening the plants. Yarious fruit trees—such as pear-trees,

apple-trees, plum-trees, etc,—are also affected by this species, but

the damage is usually very slight. It also occurs on the service

* The name Paratetranychus has been used by recent authors for this genus,

but, as Banks points out (Ent. News Philad. 1917, vol. xxviii. p. 197), it should

be replaced by the earlier name Oligonychus.
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tree, horse -cliestniit, copper-beecb, Scotcb laburnum (Kevv

Gardens), and American flowering currant. Altbougb usually

found in the open, in one case I discovered acacias (Acacia lon-

gifolia etc.) and a Sapindus saponaria under glass infested with
numerous specimens of this mite.

Text-figure 5.

a. Terminal part of palp of Oligonifchus giievcinus ^. h. Ditto of O. ulmi ^.

c. Ditto of O. simplex $ . d. Ditto of O.unungnis $ . e. Ditto of O. quer-

einiis S . f- Ditto of O. ^lJmi $ . //, Ditto of O. simplex $ . h. ])itto of

O. ununguis $ .

2. Oligonychus ununguis Jacobi, 1905.

(S . Penis very strongly curved, being very like that of 0. ulmi
in shape.

Palp>. Terminal finger small, but much longer than wide ; it

is shorter than the dorsal sensoiy finger.

5 . Palp. Terminal finger very like that of 0. ulmi, being
short but not so wide and almost truncate when viewed laterally,

whereas in 0. ulmi it is somewhat naiTowed or compressed near
the base, the distal half being wider, so that it is knob-shaped.

Colour. This species is deeply pigmented, the abdomen being-

blackish, but there is usually a pale brownish central streak

posteriorly
;
cephalothorax ochraceous or red

;
legs ochraceous.

Measurements. S ,
length 260 /x; ^ ,

"67^ ^jl.

Host plant. Pinus sylvestris
;
Oxshott, Surrey.

3. Oligonyciius quercinus Berlese ?, 1886.

Tetranychus quercinus Berlese, Acari dann. piant. coltiv.,

Padua, 1886, p. 23.

T. telarius Berlese, Acari etc. in Ital. reperta, Ordo Prostig-

mata, p. 58.
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? Tetranychus yothersi McGregor, Ann. Soc. Ent. Amer. 1914,

vii. pp. 355-357, pi. xliii. figs. 1- 8.

S . Penis very like that of 0. simplex Banks (from date-palms),

being small and curved at the end.

Palj^. Terminal finger absent or very minute and inconspicuous.

Dorsal sensory finger short and \QYy slender.

2 . Pal]). Terminal finger not nearly so wide as in 0. ulmi,

being short but only of moderate width ; sometimes it is slightly

clavate. Dorsal sensory finger quite short and slender.

Colour whitish or pale brownish with black markings.
^ggs variable in colour, being either whitish, pale yellow, or

reddish.

Measurements, d ,
length 220 /x

; $ , 270-310 yu.

Host plants. Oak-trees.

Note.—Targioni Tozzetti seems to have been the first to observe

Tetranychus occurring on oak-trees, but he does not give the

species a name.
In his ' Acari dannosi alle piante coltivate ' Berlese copies

Tozzetti's brief descriptions, and gives the name quey^cinus to this

mite, and mentions also the Tetranico verde del leccio " [T. vires-

cens), which is probably the same species. Oligonychus hrevipodus.

also from the evergreen-oak, seems to be another synonym of this

species. Both Canestrini and Berlese in later publications

rega.i'ds this species as a synonym of Tetranychus ielarius. The
specimens found on oa*]<:s in this country (at Wimbledon Common
and Kew) belong, however, to the very distinct species of Parete-

tranychus ( = Oligonychus) described above, which is easily recog-

nised by the structure of the palp.

I take the opportunity' to include the diagnosis of a species of

Oligonychus from date-palms in Mesopotamia :

—

4. Oligonychus simplex Banks?, 1914.

? Tetranychus simplex Banks, J. Ent. Zool. Claremont. Cal.

1914, vi. p. 57.

(S . Penis. Chitinsed part of penis very short, and it terminates

as a very minute curved hook.

Palp. Terminal finger very like that present in 0. ulmi, being

rather short, but it is slightly blunter. Dorsal sensory finger

spindle-shaped, being rather short and slender. Spine on upper
surface of palp borne 9n a distinct angular piojection.

$ . Palp. Terminal finger more slender than in 0. ulmi, but

still it is fairly stout. Dorsal sensory finger fairly long.

Measurements. 6 ,
length 275-290 />t

; $ ,
280-385 /x.

Host plant. Date-palm, Basra., Mesopotamia ; numerous speci-

mens collected by Capt. P. A. Buxton.
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I. Introduction.

The existence of a longitinlinal ligament, evidently closely con-

nected with the aorta, and extending over its entire length, was
first noted by me in the Siluroid fish, Pseadeutropius garua, in

the year 1916. It was not, however, until son^e montlis later,

when Dr. W. N. F. Woodland, who had independently observed the

same ligament in the same fish, and at the same time chanced to

alight upon Mr. Burne's JSTote " On Elastic Mechanisms in Fishes

and a Snake" (Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1909), suggested to me
that the presence of a ligament actually inside the aorta was
sufficiently remarkable to warrant further enquiry, that I seriously

took up the work, and the present paper records my observations

of the dorsal aorta in over 80 species of fishes, both marine and
fresh-water. The short paper by Burne % constitutes the whole
of the literature on the subject known to me, and I have been
unable to discover if any other exists. Burne found that an
elastic ligament exists in the dorsal aorta of Clu'pea alosa, and lie

termed this ligament tlie " ligamentum longitudinale ventrale."

He did not, in his Note, go into any details on the subject, and
only casually mentions its structure and, according to him, its

probable function. His conclusions, however, regarding the

function of the ligament seem to me to be doubtful. I may also

emphasize in this place that this aortic ligament (as I prefer to

call it) is not to be confused with the better known, because more

* Communicated by W. N. F. Woodland, F.Z.S.

f For explanation of the Plates see p. 74.

X Burne. R, H., " On Elastic Mechanisms in Fishes and a Snake," Proc. Zool. Soc.
London, 1909, pp. 201-203.
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conspicuous, dorsal elastic ligament ("ligamentum longitudinale
supei-ius "), which runs longitudinally in the vertebral column at
the bases of the neural spines and above the spinal canal.

Before proceeding further, I wish to ofter my sincere thanks to
Dr. Woodland for suggestions offered during the progress of my
work, and for assistance in the writing up of this paper for

publication, especially in connection with Section Y.

II. The Aortic Ligament in Pseudeutropius garua taken
as a Type.

I have selected the aortic ligament of Pseudeutropius garua as a

type for detailed description because this is well developed in this

species, because this fish is plentiful in the local bazaar, and
because the ossification of the vertebral column in this fish is not
so pronounced as in many other species, and so there is less

hindrance to proper decalcification of the vertebral column for

section-cutting purposes.

1. The Disposition and Attachments of the Ligament,

The aortic ligament in this fish is a comjjact band of highly

elastic tissue running longitudinally inside the dorsal aorta. In
its fully formed condition, it appears to hang down into the

cavity of the aorta, suspended by a fold from the median dorsal

wall of the aorta (Plate II. fig. 7)—in fact, the suspending fold

surrounds the ligament in much the same way as the mesentery
surrounds the gut (text-fig. 4). Anteriorly, the major portion of

the ligament ends beneath the basioccipital bone. The ligament

pierces through the dorsal wall of the aorta, just at the point where
the most posterior efierent branchial vessels meet, and breaks up
into bundles of elastic fibres which become severally attached to

the basioccipital bone and give the whole structure a fan-shaped

appearance (text-fig. 1, a.f.s.). At this place there is generally

a pad of cartilaginous tissue developed. A small portion of the

ligament, however, after perforating the dorsal wall of the aorta,

runs anteriorly close beneath the basioccipital in the median line,

and, after dividing into two, runs beneath the parasphenoid bone
and becomes attached to the vomer by a seiies of branches. The
dissection here had to be done under the binocular microscope as

the branches were exceedingly fine and delicate.

At the posterior end the ligament is attaclied to the hypural

bone, or rather the bone which represents the fused urostyle and

the hypural, close to the point of junction of the latter with the

last vertebra. There is a definite conca vity in the bone here, in

which cartilaginous tissue is developed. The ligament here also

spreads out and breaks up into smaller bundles of fibres, which
acquire a strong attachment with the bone (text-fig. 1, p.f.s.). A
small portion of the ligament runs posteiiorly for a short distance

and becomes attached to the middle region of the hypural bone.
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Text-figure 1.

Peudeutropins gariia (nat. size). The dorsal aorta has been opened from the

ventral side to show the disposition of the ligament,

Vom., vomer
;

lig.a.', the branches of the anterior portion of the ligament which
become attached to the vomer; par., parasphenoid

; lig.a.", the two main
branches of the anterior portion of the ligament

; has., basioccipital
; lig.a.,

the anterior portion of the ligament ly'mg outside the dorsal aorta
; lig.per.,

the place where the ligament perforates through the dorsal wall of the aorta

;

e^.a., efferent branchial vessels
;

a/.s., anterior fan-shaped structure; r.m.c,
round masses of coimective tissue or sub-vertebral masses

;
i.v.c, sub-inter-

vertebral masses of connective tissue ; aortic ligament
; aor., aorta; ver.,

vertebrae
; p.f.s., posterior fan-shaped structure ;• liy., hypural bone.
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Before it. acquires an attachment with the bone, the ligament
pierces through the wall of the aorta close to the junction of the
last vertebra with the urostyle.

The aortic ligament, as already mentioned, has no connection
whatever with the well-known " ligamentum longitudinale supe-
rius" (Hertvvig *) which lies above the spinal cord, is attached
anteriorly to the exoccipital bones and posteriorly to the urostyle,

and is flattened dorso-ventrally (text-fig. 2, D.lig.).

Text-figure 2.

Transverse section tLrougli the caudal region of Entropiichtliys vacha

(X 15).

D-Zi^gf., dorsal ligament
;
sp.c, spinal coi'd ; e.f., connective tissue

;
Zi^,, aortic

ligament; mw.a., cavity of aorta.

2. The Gross Structure and Histology of the Ligament.

Text-figures 3 and 4 will show that in transverse section the
ligament looks more or less oval in shape, being thinner dorso-

ventrally than from side to side. On opening the aorta from the

ventral side and soaking out the blood with pieces of blotting-

paper, the ligament looks like a white fiat sheet of elastic tissue,

^ Dr. 0. Hertwig, ' Handbucli der Entwickelungslelire der Wirbeltiere,' p. 450.
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resting on—or, more correctly, supported ])y—regularly arranged

white round masses of connective tissue (text-fig. 1, lig.). At
first sight these round masses look like adipose tissue, but on

closer inspection they are found to be aggregations of adventitia

tissue which form the outermost layer of the wall of the aorta.

Text-figure 4.

Text-fig-. 3.

—

Fseudeutropius garna (X 15). Transverse section of the aorta through
the sub-vertehral region (A-B) of text-fig. 1.

d.w., dorsal wall of aorta; con., sub-vertebral mass of connective tissue
;

Jig., aortic

ligament; cav., cavity of aorta ; intima.

Text-fig. 4.

—

Fseudeutropius garua (X 15). Transverse section of the aorta through
the sub-intervertebral region (C-D) of text-fig. 1,

d.w., dorsal wall of the aorta ; con.', sub-intervertebral mass of connective tissue

;

n., neck or the thin suspensory fold of the ligament
; lig., ligament.

Each of these round masses of connective tissue occurs beneath
the body of each vertebra and fits into a depression in the

centrum on its ventral side. In certain fishes, as in Laheo rohita

and Catla huchanani, these depressions in the centrum acquire

the form oY deep notches ; and in such cases the masses of con-

nective tissue have to be carefully scooped out from the cavities

Pkoc. ZooL. Soc—1920. No. Y. 5
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in order to take out the aorta intact for histological purposes.

These masses acquire a strong attachment with the connective

tissue of the vertebral column. Each of the big masses of con-

nective tissue lies beneath the body of a vertebra, and I have,

therefore, called it " sub-vertebral mass," in contradistinction to

the thinner layer of adventitia which connects the adjoining big

masses and which I have referred to as sub-intervertebral

mass" because it lies beneath the intervertebral region of * the

adjoining vertebrae (text-tigs. 3 and 4:, con.
^
con.'). These "ver-

tebral masses " of connective tissue are segmentally arranged in

relation to the vertebrje, for they are found beneath each vertebra

from the first to the last. These masses seem to serve as a

cushion or pad for the strong and tough elastic ligament. During
the lateral flexions of the body, in which the aorta also takes

part, the ligament though itself stationary is displaced from its

median position inside the aorta. But it is never allowed to go
beyond the range of these masses, and probabl}^ it never actually

touches the wall of the aorta. Thus the ligament is protected

from undue strain which would result from direct contact with

the vertebral column, since the aorta lies in close contact with

its ventral surface. In the "sub-intervertebral" region the

adventitia layer of the ligament and the dorsal wall of the aorta

*are much thinner (Plate I. fig. 2). But the aorta in this region

is more strongly attached to the connective tissue of the vertebral

column than in the " sub-vertebral " region.

Microscopic examination of the transverse sections (text-fig. 4)

shows that the ligament lies in the middle coat or media of the

dorsal wall of the aorta, the intima being reflected over the pro-

jection of the ligament into the aorta lumen. Muscle-fibres are

practically altogether absent from the dorsal region of the aorta

wall (though smooth muscle-fibres are pi-esent in the lateral and
ventral regions), and it is noteworthy that it is in this position

that the longitudinally-elastic ligament is situated. Outside the

ligamentous layer is the thick and stout adventitia layer, though
in between the two a thin layer of muscular fibres, elastic fibres,

and connective-tissue cells may generally be found (Plate II.

On a more minute examination of thin longitudinal and trans-

verse sections, under high power, the ligament seems to consist of

bundles or groups of elastic fibres (Plate II. fig. 11, hun.), both of

the finer and coarser varieties. The fibres branch and unite and
run longitudinally throughout the length of the aorta. Owing
to their extreme elasticity and to the fact that the fibres are so

thickly clustered as to give the impression that they are running
in definite bundles, they acquire a wavy shape towards the exposed

sides and especially near the cut ends of the ligament (Plate I.

fig. 2, lig.)' In a transverse section the bundles of the elastic

fibres of the ligament may generally be s^en to lie transversely in

the lower or ventral portion of the ligament and more or less

vertically in the upper or dorsal portion of the ligament (Plate II.
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fig. 11, Ug.). This arrangement seems to be fairly constant

tbrougbout the length of the ligament.

III. The Ligament in other Fishes.

The ligament in a transverse section looks either circular (e. g.

in Notopterus chitala, Laheo diplostomus. and Macrones aor) or

oval {e. g. in £utropiichthi/s vacha, Rita huchanani, and Engraulis

telara) or crescent-shaped (e. g. in Chatoessus manminna^ Clupea
sliideiisis Clupea ilisha). The ''suspensory fold of the ligament

consists of a double layer of intiina with a mass of connective

tissue in between. This mass of connective tissue may be very

thick, so as to give rise to round or oval masses—the " sub-

vertebral " masses (e.g. in Pseudeutropius garua, EuLrojnichthys

vacha)., or it may be thin {e. g. in Callichrous macrophthahmis
Gcdlichrous pahda, Barhus sarana). Sometimes the suspending
fold is so thin and elongated that in a transverse section it looks

like the " neck " of the ligament (text-fig. 4, n.). In some cases,

the suspending fold is so deep in the trunk-region that the

ligament comes to lie quite close to the ventral wall of the aorta.

In such cases (text-fig. 3) in the " sub-vertebial " region the

ligament with its suspensory fold and connective tissue fills up
Pxiore than half the cavity of the aorta. The "neck" of the

ligament is thinner in the " sub-intervertebral " region than in

the "sub-vertebral" region (text-fig. 4). In some cases there is

no suspending fold in the "sub-intervertebral" region and the

ligament is developed in the wall of the aorta, and in a transverse

section looks like a small protuberance (e. g. in Rita huchanani^

Plate 1. fig. 4, lig.\ Dorsally to the suspensory fold or the neck
of the ligament there is always either a thinner or more generally

a thicker layer of connective tissue or adventitia. In some cases

(e. g. in Chatoessus manminna and Rita buchanani) a cartilaginous

pad is developed in this layer in the " sub-vertebral " region

(Plate 1. fio. 3).

In the majority of cases the ligament ends in the basioccipital

bone. In some the greater portion of the ligament becomes
attached to the basioccipital bone, but a small branch pierces

through the dorsal wall of the most anterior region of the aorta

and runs forwards to end in the vomer or parasphenoid bone
(e. g. in Etdropiichthys vacha., Fseudeutrojnus garua^ Clupea ilisha,

Silundia gangetica). In others [e. g. in Macrones seenghala and
Catla buchanani) the ligament pierces through the dorsal wall of

the aorta a short distance behind its origin, and is attached to

the ventral side of the fused mass of anterior vertebrae. The
aorta here runs in close contact with and inside a bony groove
formed on the ventral side of tlie fused mass of anterior

vertebrae.

In Wallago attu, in which the ligament is very w^ell developed,

I have worked out in detail botli by dissection under the binocular

microscope and by microtome sections the anterior termination of
5*
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the ligament. Fig. 7 (Plate II.) represents diagrammaticalty the
exact disposition of the ligament in the anterior trunk-region and
beneath the basioccipital bone. Tracing the ligament in the
trunk-region from the posterior to the anterior end, we find that

behind the region of the third vertebra the ligament is well deve-

loped and hangs deep down into the cavity of the aorta (Plate 11.

fig. 14). In the region of the third vertebra the ligament
does not hang so deep down, but gradually ascends towards the
dorsal wall of the aorta, and consequently the suspensory fold

becomes narrower dorso-ventrally, though thicker from side to

side (Plate II. fig. 13). Just beneath the region where the second
vertebra ends, the ligament enters the wall of the aorta (Plate II.

fig. 12). Here, in the outer dorsal wall of the aorta (in the
adventitia layer), a thick mass of cartilaginous tissue is developed

(Plate II. fig. 11, c), which, as I have already said, acts like a pad
or cushion, and is always situated close behind where the ligament
is attached to the bone. Figs. 9, 10, and 11 (Plate II,) show the

ligament running in the wall of the aorta and gradually ascending

till we find that the ligament actually perforates the dorsal wall

of the aorta and becomes attached to the bone (Plate II. figs. 7

and 8, lig.per.). A branch, however, runs through the wall of the
aorta and pierces through its most anterior region (fig. 7, lig.a.')

close to the place whei-e the posterior efferent branchial vessels meet.

It then runs close beneath the basioccipital and is finally attached

to the vomer as in Pseudeutroj^ms garua. In Sihmdia gangetica

( Plate I. fig. 5) the ligament pierces through the dorsal wall of

the aorta a short distance behind its origin. The major portion

of the ligament becomes attached to the basioccipittd bone, and
a branch runs forwards beneath the basioccipital and the para-

sphenoid. Towards its anterior end the ligament breaks up in a
fan-like manner and forms a thin sheet of elastic and connective

tissue (fig. 5, «.). Posteriorly the ligament in all cases ends

either in the last vertebra or in the fused urostyle and hypural

bone.

lY. The Occurrence and Absence of the Ligament in various

Fishes.

The aortic ligament is by no means a sti'ucture of universal

occurrence. It is confined to some of the Teleost fishes alone,

being totally absent from the Cyclostomes, Elasmobranchs,
Amphibians, Reptiles, Birds, and Mammals. In the Teleostomes

it seems to be more of a generic feature than of a family one. The
tabular statement (pp. 70-72) shows that, whereas it is present

in the various species of a genus, it is absent from other genera of

the same family. I have adopted here Goodrich's classification

chiefly, as given in Lankester s ' A Treatise on Zoology,' but I

have also followed in some places Day's system of classification

(' Fauna of British India, Fishes,' vols. i. and ii.).

The ligament is present in all the Clupeidse and Cyprinidse that

I have examined, but in the large family of Siluridas it seems to
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be absent from a few genera, though present and well-developed

in the majority.

V. Some Sit'jgestions concerning the Bole and Belationslii'ps

of the Aortic Ligament.

If a fish possessing an aortic ligament ])e completely stripped

of its muscles, the vei'tebral column (with its dorsal elastic

ligament and the attached aoi'ta) becomes thrown into a series of

serpentine curves. If now the aortic ligament be removed, the

curves disappear. Tliis is proof (1) that the lateral muscles

keep the aortic ligament on the stretch
; (2) that the aortic

ligament, which is not closely adherent along its course to the

vertebral column, is antagonistic in action to the dorsal elastic

ligament, the latter tending to keep straight the vertebral

column, the former tending to curve it
; (3) that the aortic

ligament is more powerful than the dorsal elastic ligament
;

(4) that when the vertebral column becomes flexed by muscular
action, the dorsal elastic ligament becomes stretched and the

aortic ligament slackened. These obvious conclusions, howevei-,

do not assist us much in comprehending the function of the

aortic ligament. What this function can be, it is at present

only possible to guess at. It would seem that it must be difierent

to that of Reissner's fibre in the nerve-cord and of the dorsal

elastic ligament, if only because of its diff'erent situation and
attachments. It would also appear that, in view of the fact that

the aorta in these, as in other fishes, assumes the functions of

a heart (the actual heart being separated from the aorta by the

gill capillary system), the aortic ligament must either act as an
auriculo-ventricular valve or actively assist in the propulsion of

blood along the aorta. Since it is difficult to conceive in what
way any alteration of position or tension of the vertical curtain

of tissue formed by the ligament and its suspensory fold in the

aorta can enforce the contractions of the aortic wall, the only

feasible explanation of the aortic ligament is to suppose that it

acts as a longitudinal valve preventing forward regurgitation of

blood. According to Burne, Stewart suggested that since the

aortic ligament, owing to its stoutness and tension, remains
straight during the lateral flexions of the body, it, with its

suspensory fold, must act as a diagonal curtain which sweeps the

blood posteriorly in the aorta during the swinnning movements
of the fish. The flexions of the body originating anteriorly and
passing posteriorly, successive portions of the aortic ligament
curtain will assume a dias^onal position in the aorta as the flexion

proceeds posteriorly, and this process, it was suggested, may aid

in the propulsion of the blood posteriorly. Since, however, the

fold hangs loosely in the aorta and never completely closes it,

it seems more likely that this diagonal curtain will he of more
use as a valve which to some extent prevents regurgitation of the
blood forwards, than as a mechanism which would have to be of
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powerful construction to be at all effective. For the suspended
ligament to be of any use as a diagonal curtain, it is evident that

the aorta, as part of the body, will have to undergo flexion,

the curtain remaining taut and straight, but, curiously enough,
comparison of the statements in the tables (pp. 70-72) shows that

it is just in those fishes in which, owing to a deep thick body
and envelopment by deeply grooved vertebral and stout hsemal

arches, the aorta cannot experience much lateral flexion, that the

ligament exists.

Text-figure 5.

A diagrammatic representation of the position of the ligament inside

the aorta during the lateral flexions of the body.

aor., aorta; ?/_9'., ligament.

On the other hand, the aortic ligament is absent or but feebly

developed in all, or most of, those fishes in which the body is

slender, and the median (especially the median dorsal) fins

elongated in form, or the caudal region very much elongated

(narrow and tapering), i. e., in just those fishes in which flexion

of the body and therefore of the aorta must be most marked.
This correlation of facts, founded on my examination of over

80 species of fishes, certainly does not appear to favour the
hypothesis as to the mode of action of the aortic ligament
suggested by Professor Stewart.

Since I have no theory of my own to offer concerning the
raison d'etre of the aortic ligament, I will merely add that it is
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evident that though the ligament is well developed in the Siluridae

(a primitive group), yet it cannot be regarded as a primitive

structure, seeing that it is not developed in many other primitive

groups of fishes.

As regards the development of the ligament, I have not been
able to study this for lack of material. It is, however, evident

that the ligament must arise as a special development of the
inner dorsal wall of the aorta (Plate II. figs. 12, 13, 14), the elastic

fi.bres of the middle and inner coats of the aorta becoming
aggregated to form the continuous elastic ligament. This view
is borne out by the fact that in the " sub-intervertebral " regions

of the aorta in Bita huchanani (Plate I. fig. 4), and also at the
anterior and posterior ends of the aorta, the ligament pierces

through its dorsal wall and runs through the middle coat of the

aorta for some distance.

Appendix : Methods of Preparation of Material.

The marine specimens were fixed in 4 per cent, formalin, and
the fresh-water specimens, which were available locally, were
fixed in Potassium bichromate solution. The smaller specimens

were decalcified in a solution of 3 per cent, nitric acid in 70 per

cent, alcohol, which was ciianged every alternate day for from 3-5

weeks. Portions of trunk and tail region were imbedded in hard

wax and sections 8 /x thick were cut. The sections were stained

on the slide, mostly in Delafield's H?ema,toxylin, though I have
also, at times, used Borax Carmine and Picro-indigo- carmine for

diflferential staining with remarkably good results.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate I.

Fig. 1. Dorsal aorta of Glorias magur (X 25). Note the absence of any trace of
a lig-ainentous structure in the dorsal wall of the aorta, c.aor., cavity
of aorta ; d. w.a., dorsal wall of aorta.

Fig. 2. Longitudinal section through the vertebral column and dorsal aorta of
JEutropiiclithys vaclta in the caudal region, showing the relative positions

of the dorsal ligament and the aortic ligament (X 5). The aortic

ligament in the caudal region is more closely attached to the dorsal wall
of the aorta than in the trunk-region, d.lig., dorsal ligament

;
sp.c,

spinal cord ; d.io.a., dorsal wall of aorta
;

lig., aortic ligament
;
v.w.a.,

ventral wall of aorta
;
cav.a., cavitj'^ of aorta

;
s.v.m., sub-vertebral mass

of connective tissue.

Fig. 3. Transverse section through the sub-vertebral region of the dorsal aorta in

Mita huchanani (X 16). car., cartilaginous tissue
;

lig., aortic ligament.
Fig. 4. Transverse section through the sub-intervertebral region of the dorsal aorta

in Rita hticlianani (X 16). liq., aortic ligament.
Fig. 5. Anterior termination of the aortic ligament in Sihmdia gangetica (X i nat.

size), aor., dorsal aorta; lig., aortic ligament; a., anterior position of
aortic ligament which, passing through the dorsal wall of the aorta,

becomes attached to the basioccipital bone ; c, the point of origin of the
anterior branch of the ligament after it perforates the aorta; 6., basi-

occipital; par., parasphenoid ; a.lig., anterior branch of the ligament;
a., the tibres of tlie ligament which spread out to form a thin sheet.

Fig. 6. Ventral view of the skull and anterior vertebrae in Wallago attu (nat.

size), par., parasphenoid; feas.o., basioccipital ; 1st v., first vertebra;
'p.t., post-temporal ; 2nd v. second vertebra.
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Plate II.

Fig. 7. A diagrammatic longitudinal representation of the position of the ligament
inside the dorsal aorta in WalJago attu. The lateral wall of the aorta

has been removed to show the position of the ligament. Ug., aortic

ligament
; stis.f., suspensory fold ; Zrd v., third vertebra ; 2nd v., second

vercebra; 1st v., first vertebra; fto.o., basioccipital
; d.tv.a., dorsal wall

of aorta ;
vAv.a., ventral wall of aorta : lig.'per., the place where the

ligment perforates through the dorsal wall of the aorta and becomes
attached to the bone; rai'.a., cavity of aorta; lig.a.', anterior branch of

the ligament running through the wall of the aorta
;

lig.a." , the place

where the anterior branch of the ligament perforates through the most
anterior dorsal wall of the aorta

;
lig.a.'", the anterior branch of the

ligament after it comes out of the aorta and runs beneath the basioccipital

bone
; eff.a., efferent artei'ies.

Fig. 8. Transverse section through the aorta of Wallago attu in the region where
the ligament perforates through the dorsal wall of the aorta. This section

is supposed to have passed through A-B region of fig. 7 (X 18). c.aor.,

cavity of aorta; d.w.a., dorsal wall of aorta
;

lig.per., the place where the

ligament perforates through the dorsal wall of the aorta and becomes
attached to the bone.

Fig. 9. Transverse section through C-I) region of fig. 7. The ligament (Jig.) here
runs through the upper region of the dorsal wall of the aorta (X 18).

Lettering as in fig. 8.

Fig. 10. Transverse section through E-F region of fig. 7. The ligament here
runs through the lower region of the dorsal wall of the aorta (X 18).

Lettering as in fig. 8.

Fig. 11. Transverse section through G-H region of fig. 7 (X 35). d., adventitia

;

c, cartilaginous tissue ; b., media ; int., intima
;

a., elastic fibres
;

lig.,

ligament
;
bun., bundles of elastic fibres.

Fig. 12. Transverse section through I-J region of fig. 7. A slight proliferation

takes place inside the cavity of the aorta in the region where the ligament
is situated (X 16). car. c, cartilage-cells

; 72_9'., ligament
; 9., dorsal

wall of aorta.

Fig. 13. Transverse section through K-L region of fig. 7. The proliferation of the
dorsal M"all of the aorta containing the ligament grows deeper (X 18).

Lettering as in fig. 8.

Fig. 14. Transverse section through region of fig. 7. The proliferation reaches

nearlj' its maximum and the ligament acquires its characteristic shape.

Posteriorly the ligament flattens out. being narrower dorso-ventrally than
from side to side (X 18). Lettering as in fig. 8.
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6, On some Lizards o£ the Genus Clialcldes.

By E. G. BouLENGER, F.Z.S.

[Received February 4, 1920 : Read February 24, 1920.1

(Text-figures 1-4.)

At a recent meeting of the Society a paper was read by Major
Stevenson-Hamilton in which the subject of the geographical

distribution of the varieties of various African mammals was
touched upon, and it was pointed out that one would be justified

in treating some of the varieties as distinct species were it not

for the existence of intermediate forms. This paper brought to

my mind some notes I had made about ten years ago on the

classification and distribution of the tSkink Chalcides ocellatKS, a

species inhabiting Southern Europe, Northern and IST.-Eastern

Africa, and S.W. Asia, which presents an extraordinar}^ amount
of variation : in fact, the structural difterence between the two
extreme forms is so great that, were it not for the wonderfully

complete manner in which they are connected, they could not

possibly be denied specific rank. I have recently gone over

again the mateiial in the British Museum, and completed my
notes on this subject, which I now have the honour to bring

before the Society.

In papers written nearly 30 years ago my father, dealing with

the matter, came to the conclusion that this species could be

divided into five distinct varieties or subspecies, characterized

mainly by the coloration and by the number of scales round the

body, which was found to vary between 24 and 40—a range of

variation far greater than is to be found in any other lizard *.

The five forms then described were the forma tyiyica^ and the

varieties ragazzii, tiligugu, vittaius, and 'polyle'pis . To these must
be added the var. occidentalis {Ch. simovyi Stdr.).

The position of the nostril has been used as a specific character

in the lizards of the genus Chalcides, the sjDecies viridanus, of the

Canary Islands, and bottegi, of Somaliland, being regarded as

specifically difierent from C. ocellatus, mainly from the fact that

the opening is pierced in advance of the suture between the

rostral and the first labial instead of exactly above it, as is

normally the case in the typical C. ocellatus. C. bottegi was
described from a single specimen preserved in the Genoa Museum,
and was stated to be closely related to C. ocellatus, but differed,

apart from having the nostril pierced in advance of the rostral

and first labial, in the body being much more slender and the

scales of the vertebral rows being more than twice as broad as

*- Bouleuger. Ann. & Mag. N. H. (6), v. 1890, p. 144.

„ Tr. Zool. Soc. xiii. 1891, p. 138, pi. xvii.

„ Ann. Mus. Genova (2) xii. 1891, p. 12.

„ „ xvi. 1896, p. 551.
Anderson. Zool. Egypt, Rept. p. 210 (1898).
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long *. On examination of a large material since received at the
British Museum, I find that this form cannot be accepted as a

distinct species, the nostril being almost as often pierced above
the suture in question as in advance of it ; while in a number of

specimens of the typical (,/. ocellatus the nostril is pierced in

advance of the rostral and the first labial. The body of the form
hottegi is, I find, not always more slender than in the typical

C. ocellatus, in which there is considerable variation in this respect.

The number of scales, however, is less than in the typical

C. ocellatits, being as a rule 24, as in the var. ragazzii, but
dropping sometimes to 22. The degree of enlargement of the

two median rows of dorsal scales varies considerably both in the

form in question and in the typical C. ocellatus. If the position of

the nostril cannot in this genus be regarded as of specific value,

the question arises whether C. viridanus, which apart from this

character agrees so closely with C. ocellatus, must also be only

allowed the rank of a variety to be added to the numerous other

forms which are embraced in the specific conception of C. ocellatus.

I find, however, that the head has a different shape, the snout

being less convex—a difi'erence which finds expression in the

proportions of the upper labials, all or most of wdiich are not

deeper than long.

There are two forms of C. viridanus— the typical, from Tenerife,

Gomera, and Hierro, with the sides and belly black and 26-32

(usually 28) series of scales : and the var. simonyi, from Gran
Canaria, with the belly yellow, greenish white or grey, the head
somewhat larger and better defined than in the preceding, and
28-34 series of scales.

As pointed out by Steindachner, the Chalcides of Fuertaventura

must be regarded as a variety (var. occidentalis) of C. ocellatus'^.

Great individual variation in form "is to be found in the

structure of these lizards, especially in the proportions of the

limbs and body. In the var. hottegi the latter may vary to a very

great extent, namely from 18 to 28 per cent. In the distance

])etween the axilla and groin the variation is also often great.

The variations show that little importance can be attached to the

proportions of the body and limbs, there being an overlap, for

instance, in the length of the limbs between the two species

G. ocellatus and C. hedriagce. The latter lizard was described as

differing specificall}^ from C. ocellatus in the proportions of the

limbs, and in the nostril being pierced in advance of the suture

between the rostral and first labial. It has been shown that

neither of these characters can be regarded as absolute. I have

ascertained, however, that in C. bedriagce the fourth labial

normally takes the place of the subocular, and not the fifth, and

* Boulenger. Ann. Mus. Genova (2) xviii. 1898, p. 719, pi. x. fig. 1, and (3) v.

1912, p. 330.

t Lanzavote and Fuertaventura, waterless and treeless and nearer the African coast,

(litier greatly from tlie other Canary Islands in their fauna, which is nearly identical

with that of the neighbouring Sahara.—Tristram, Brit. Assoc. 1893.
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that therefore it may, provisionally at least, retain its specific

rank.

In the small island of Linosa, between Tunisia and Malta,

lizards similar to, but easily distinguishable from, the typical

C. ocellatus are found, and have been regarded as the young of

the var. tiligugu^ which occurs in Tunisia and Malta, They difier

from the typical form in the small size (the largest specimen
measuring only 80 mm. without the tail), in having the gular

Text-figure 1.

Eeduction in the hiiul limb.

region spotted, and in the under surface being slate-colour. They
are dorsally brown, spotted all over with small black and white
ocelli. An indistinct paler dorso-lateral band is sometimes pre-

sent. The number of scales round the body is 30 in all speci-

mens, the two median rows being enlarged. These lizards are
undoubtedly distinct from all the other forms of the species

ocellatus, and for them I propose the varietal name of linosce.

C. thierryi was originally described as a var. of C. hottegi : it is.
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however, a very distinct species, quite different from the nume-
rous forms of G. ocellatus *. In its shorter not so unequal toes, in

its large ear-opening, and in its long, thick tail, it approaches the
groups including C. lineatus, tridaciylus, guenthein ] and my
father has given it as his opinion, that, although derived from the
same stock as C. ocellatus, it represents one of the pentadactyle
forms from which the more degenerate types referred to above
have been evolved ; whilst a continuous d-egeneration can be traced

i'rom C. ocellatus through C. sepoicles to C. delislii and C. mauri-
tanicus.

In all, therefore, we now have, apart from the typical form,

seven varieties of the lizard C. ocellatus, and it is interesting

from the evolutionary point of view that they are geographically

connected, it being possible to trace every link in the chain from
the short and stout variety with as many as 40 scales from
Morocco, which must be regarded as the most generalized form,

to the long and slender type with only 22 scales round the body
from Abyssinia and Somaliland.

The general reduction in the number of scales takes place

as follows :

—

1. var. 2)olylepis (34-40 scales).

occidentalis (30-32
vittatus

tiligugu

(30-34
(28-34

5. forma typica (26-32

6. var. linosce

7. ,, ragazzii

8. ,,
hottegi

m
(24

(22-24

Morocco.

I. of Fuertaventura.

Tangier.

Sardinia, Sicily, Malta,

S. Italy, Algeria and
Tunisia , N. of the Sahara.

Arabia, Persia, Egypt to

Algerian Sahara, Syria,

Cyprus, Greece, Eritrea.

I. of Linosa.

Assab.

Abyssinia, Somaliland.

The following are definitions of the 8 forms into which

C. ocellatus may be divided :

—

1. Tar. polylepis Blgr. 34-40 scales round the body, the two
median dorsal row^s not enlarged

;
light brown above, with-

out ocelli, but with a round yellowish spot on each scale,

forming regular longitudinal series sometimes separated by

dark lines : young with vertical black-and-white bars on the

sides of the neck. Maximum length from snout to vent

155 mm.

2. Var. occidentalis Stdr. 30-32 scales round the body, the two
median dorsal rows not enlarged ; coloration as in the

preceding, but the yellow spots less numerous. Maximum
length from snout to vent 100 mm.

* Ch. hottegi var. thierryi Tovnier, Arch. f. Nat. 1901, p. 87.

Ch. thierryi O. Neumaiii], Zool. Jahrb., Syst. xxii, 1905, p. 401.

Ch. pulchellus Mocquard, Bull. Mus. 1906, p. 466.
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Text- figure 3.
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3. Yar. vittatus Blgr. 30-34 scales round the body, the two
median dorsal rows not eiilai-ged ; brown above, without
spots or ocelli, with a light dorso-lateral and a dark brown
or black lateral band, both sharply defined. Maximum
length from snout to vent 115 mm.

4. Var. tiligugu Grnel. 28-34 scales round the body, the two
median dorsal rows not or but feebly enlarged ; olive or

brown above, with black and white ocelli and a well-defined

yellowish dorso-lateral band edged with black below. Maxi-
mum length from snout to vent 150 mm.

5. Forma typica Blgr. 26-32 scales round the body, the two
median rows not or but feebly enlarged

;
yellowish or brown

above, with black and white ocelli, sometimes confluent

into irregular transverse bands ; a light dorso-lateral band
sometimes present. Maximum length from snout to vent
140 mm.

6. Var. linosce, n. 30 scales round the body, the two median dorsal

rows not enlarged ; dark brown above, ocellated all over,

with or without a more or less distinct pale dorso-lateral

band
;
belly grey

;
gular region spotted with black. Maxi-

mum length from snout to vent 80 mm.

7. Var. ragazzii Blgr. 24 scales round the body, the two median
dorsal rows feebly enlarged

;
pale greyish brown above, with

an ill-defined paler dorso-lateral band ; no ocellar spots

except on the posterior part of the body, the hind limbs, and
the tail ; crowded black spots form a lateral band from
nostril to above axil, passing through the eye and above the

ear-opening. Maximum length from snout to vent 75 mm.
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Text-figure 4.

Ch. ocellatus, \'Av. polylepis. CJi. ocellatits, var. hottegi.

8. Var. hottegi B\gY. 22-24 scales round the body, the two median
dorsal rows more or less strongly enlarged

;
yellowish or

greyish brown witli black and white ocelli, with a dark, often

black-edged dorsal band along the median rows of scales and
a dark bi-own or black lateral band, the two separated by a

sharply-defined pale area. Maximum length from snout to

vent 130 mm.

The two extreme forms are represented on text-figure 4.

6*
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7. Report on the Deaths in the Gardens in 1919. With
Notes on Avian Enteritis. By Nathaniel S. Lucas,

M.B., F.Z.S., Pathologist to the Society.

[Received February 6, 1920: Read February 24, 1920.]

(With 4 Charts.)

The total deaths in the Gardens for the year 1919 amount
to 926.

The total is composed as follows :

—

Mammals 299
Birds 368
Reptiles, etc 209
Fish 50

In the following table are shown :

—

In colnmn I. animals in Gardens at beginning of year
;

,, II. ,, added during the year

;

III. total of animals in Gardens;
IV. total of deaths

;

Y. percentage of deaths.

I. II. III. IV. V.

Mammals 675 279 954 299 31 7o

Birds 1146 801 1947 368 19 °/o

Reptiles 279 658 937 209 22 °/o

The large percentage of deaths among the mammals is to be
accounted for by the high mortality among the macaques.

The usual table giving the deaths from various diseases is not
given, as no tigures are available this year.

The subject of Enteritis deserves special mention.

The high rate of mortality from this disease is show^n by the

charts for 1919. These emphasize the importance of an attempt
being made to deal with the disease.

Enteritis is the name given to inflammation of the intestine.

It begins as congestion and a consequent catarrh. Tlie mucous
membrane inside is pink, deepening to red, and the contents are

liquid due to an excess of mucus and usually milky.

The congestion deepens and hsemorrhages occur, so that the

whole gut becomes a deep red, and contents become blood-stained

and eventually black from altered blood.

The final siage shows sloughing of the mucous membrane
lining the intestines, so that the walls are thin and the contents

dark and thickened by the destroyed cells.

It can be acute or chronic. The final stage of sloughing is

usually seen in this acute type. Often owing to the weakened
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In these charts the deaths caused by enteritis are shown in a continuous line, those

due to all other causes in an interrupted line.

The birds are grouped according to the food eaten, though in the last group the chief

point is that these birds live mostly in the open and their food is scattered on the

ground and not placed in a receptacle. Enteritis is less prominent in this group,

on the whole, and most prominent in Group II., where the food is of the sort

which forms a good culture medium for bacteria and is almost always put into

receptacles.
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state of the bird bronchitis or pneumonia slips in and finishes

the illness.

The cause of the inflammation is irritation, and this may be
either mechanical or toxic.

The mechanical source would be foreign bodies in the intestine,

e. g. grit. This appears a less likely cause.

The toxic cause may be either bacterial in origin or brought
about by poisons from unsuitable or decomposed food.

Which of these causes is the true one or which the prepond-
erating one is the subject of the investigation which has now
to be made.
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8. An Apodous Amia calva. By Arthur Willky, F.li.S.,

F.Z.S., McGill University, Montreal.

[Received March 13, 1920 : Read April 13, 1920.]

It is knoun that a goorl many interrelated genera of fishes

differ from each other by the presence in one and absence in the

other of ventral fins. Perhaps the classic and primitive example
of this contrasting condition is that of the Crossopterygian fishes,

Polypteras and Calamo ichthys, upon tiie theoretical interest of

which Gegenbaur (1895) laid some stress. Calamoichthys is a

Crossopterygian eel, the Mastacembelida) are Actinopterjgian

eels (Giinther), the Muraenoids are Malacopterygian eels— all

lacking ventral fins. A far-removed contrast of the same kind is

found in the Swordfishes : IJistiophorus with ventral fins, Xiphias
without ; and this may serve as a sample of the rest.

Only in a few species lias the absence of ventral fins been noted

as a rare mutation. Brindley (1891) recorded the capture, in the

River Cam, of a White Bream without ventral fins. Ten years

later, Eigenmann and Cox (1901) described a specimen of the

Yellow Catfish {Amiurus natalis) from Turkey Lake, Indiana,

showing absence of all trace of ventral fins. Some further

references will be found in Gemmill (1912).

Last November (1919) a male Amia calva, which had been
caught in the Richelieu River on the south side of the St. Lawrence
in the province of Quebec, v\as purchased from the market in

Montreal. Its length was twenty inches and it v\'as ni perfect

condition except for one strange defect, the utter absence of the

ventral fins. The specimen is preserved in the Peter Red[)atli

Museum, McGill University. The addition of Amia to the

meagre list of occasional apodous mutants should contribute

towards the ultimate evaluation of the phenomenon. Its rarity

and incidence show that the absence of ventral fins from fishes

which normally possess them is rio ordinary malformation, though
there is at present no means of testing its behaviour as a unit

character experimentally.

Gegenbaur gave reasons pointing to the ventral fins of i-ecent

ganoids and teleosts having lost at least part of their original

function and being consequently in a state of flux and retro-

gression. In most teleostomes they seem to persist because they
have been inherited, rather than for any particular use they may
be to the animal. Accordingly their loss would not react in-

juriously upon the organism, but might be an advantage to it.

Bateson (1894) made no attempt to deal with this remarkable
variation, doubtless through lack of corroborative data. With
the increase of instances it seems likely that it will take its

place as a standard illustration of natural mutation amongst fishes,
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especially since it falls into line with ascertained anatomical

relations.

According to Giinther (1880), fishes living in limited localities

or concealing themselves in mud are apt sometimes to lose their

ventral fins. One of the local names iov Amia is Mudfish, anothei-

is Beaver-fish {jpoisson casioi"), a third is Bowfin. The last of these

may have reference to the rounded arcuate shape of the caudal

fin, like a stretched bow. Wherever it occurs it frequents

marshy places, and its habits resemble in many ways those of the

oriental Tankfish [Oj^hiocephalus striatus), known in Southern
India as the " murrel" and in Ceylon as the "lula." This species

has ventral fins, but the closely-related Paddy-field fish (Channa
orientalis) is without them. The Swordfishes and some other

pelagic and deep-sea fishes show that the presence or absence of

ventral fins does not depend on one class of habits alone.

There are cei-tain other w^avering characters in Teleostean

fishes, which, taken in conjunction with the admitted decadence
of the ventral fins, suggest the hypothesis that the presence or

absence of such deep-seated characters is linked up with their

use or disuse, and that they do not necessarily^ dwindle away
to vanishing point, but may simply drop out of the factorial

system.
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Introduction.

The observations recorded in this paper are based mainly upon
the Platyrhine Monkeys that have died in the Zoological Gardens
during the past ten years* ; and the subject-matter is treated on
the lines adopted in my paper on the Lemurs and Tmsius (P. Z. S.

1918, pp. 19-53). Since I described the hands and feet and the

ears of the Hapalida? in 1917 (Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8) xx.

pp. 247-258), my notes, so far as that family is concerned, are

in the present case restricted for the most part to the externa]

genitalia, the species examined being Hapale jacchus, Mystax
ursidus, midas and mysta,v, CEdipomidas ctdipus, and Leontocehus

rosalia.

Of the Cebida?, I have seen examples of all the admitted genera,

except Pithecia and Brachyteles ; but 1 have not seen both sexes

in all cases, and in many instances immature specimens only have
been available. These defects ai-e regrettable, since the external

genitalia promise to yield valuable diagnostic characters for the

genera.

The immaturity of specimens also makes their specific identity

doubtful. Very little indeed appears to be known of the range
of variation in colour and structure within specific limits. It

is not an uncommon event, for instance, to receive in our
Zoological Gardens immature examples of Ateles exhibiting

characters of at least two admitted species and assuming perhaps
those of a third with growth.

I have examined examples of the following genera. Where the

species are doubtful they are marked with an interrogation,

* I am indebted, however, to Prof. J. P. Hill, F.R.S., for the opportunity to
examine adult examples of Callicehus personatus nigrifrons collected by himself
at Minas Geraes.
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and the better-known text-book names for the genera are put in

brackets :

—

CalUmico goeldii Thos.
;

ad., from the Ma River, Bolivia.

Callicehus {Callithrix) moloch Hoffm. (?); two immature

,, versonatus ; several adults of both sexes (Prof. J. P.

Hill).^

Saimiris {Chrysothrix) schireus Linn. ; and $ ad.

Cacajao {Brachijuriis^ 0imkaria) ruhicundiis Geoffr.
; $ ad.

Aotus {Nyctipithecus) trivirgatus (?) ; 2 ad.

Ceb'us alhifrons (?) and ajjella{^. \ ;
^-^

, $ immature.
LagothrLv lagoU^icha ( = humholdti); 2 ad,: and L. infumata

;

S immature.
Ateles ater Linn. ; S immature: and an immature c5" partaking

of the characters of two or three alleged species.

Alouatta [Mycetes) villosa Gray (?) ; 5 immature, so named
from Elliot because the immature specimen was ail black.

Text-figure L

A. Nostrils oi Leontocehus rosalia.

B. Callimico goeldii.

C. „ Callicehus moloch.

D. Cacajao rubicundus.

E. Side view of muzzle of the same.

F. Nostrils of Ateles.

G. Side view of muzzle of the same.

The Nostrils.

Contrary to the current belief, all the South American Monkeys
are not, strictly speaking, Platyrhine. There is great variation

in the shape and situation of the nostrils. Typically both in the
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Hapalidge and tlie Cebida3 the internarial septum is wide, greatly

surpassing in width the longest diameter of either nostril, and
the nostrils look outwards and slightly forwards, but so slightly

in some CMses as to be only jnst visible when the face is viewed
from the front, as in Cebns, Ateles, Cacajao (Oiiakarla), and Calli-

cehus (text-figs. 1 & 2, A-C). But in two of the genera

—

Aotus,

Text-figure 2.

A. Nostrils of Cehus.
B. „ Lac/oflirix.

C. ,, Saiiiiiris sciurea.

1). Side view of muzzle of AoUis.
E. Half prolile view of the same, enlara,e(l.

F. Nostrils of tlie same.
G. Nostrils of a.

H. The same from above.
I. Side view of muz/.L' of the same.

X h-

as recorded by H. 0. Forljes, and Alouatta—the nostrils are less
lateral, are visible to a great extent from the front, and are
separated by a septum which hardly exceeds the long diameter
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of either. According to H. O. Forbes's account, tlie nostrils of

Brachyteles seem to resemble those of Alouatta. (Text-fig. 2,

The nostrils also vary in shape in a very interesting manner.
In Callicehus they are practically circular, and nearl}^ so in

Cacajao. In Cebus they are longitudinally ovate. In Ateles the

upper edge has an ' S '-like curve, the posterior portion of the

orifice being a narrow slit, owing to the presence of the down-
wardly projecting lobe which constricts the nostril behind. This

lobe is also present in Alouatta, but it is relatively larger in

Aotus than in any member of the Cebidse. In that genus, indeed,

the nostrils with their comparatively narrow septum and w ell-

developed posterior lobe are of a more primitive type, and more
resemble the nostrils of the Strepsirhine Primates (Lemurs) than
do those of any genus of the TIaplorhine Primates, including

even Tarsiiis.

To sum up—the nostrils are typically plat3^rhine in Hapalidge,

Callimico, Callicehus, Saimiris, Cebus, Cacajao, Lagothrix, Ateles;

and stenorhine in Aotus, Alouatta, and, it is alleged, in Brachy-
t4es.

The Ears.

In my paper on the genera of Hapalidte, the ears of Ilapale,

Afystax*
,
Leontocebus, and (Edipoonidas were described, and it

was pointed out that (Edipomidas may be distinguished by the

suppression of the free edge of the pinna from a point just below

the level of the upper portion of the antitragal thickening.

In the Cebidje the pinna of the ear generally resembles that

of the Hapalid{e, showing variations in suppression analogous to

those of that family. In the majority of cases (.lo^zfs, (7«^^/c^?6ziS,

Alouatta, Cacajao, Cebus, and Callimico) the pinna is provided

with a freely projecting laminate margin, which terminates

inferiorly just beneath the antitragal thickening as in all the

Hapalidfe except (Edipomidas.

In the ear of Cebus, which will serve as well as another as

typical of the group, tiie intertragal notch is bordered in front

by a comparatively small tragus and behind by an enlarged,

prominent antitragus, which has a well-developed ridge on its

inner surface and is defined behind b}^ a notch from the strong

ridge of the antihelix, which curves upwards and forwards,

dividing above into two branches—one, less well-defined, passing

forwards and upwards towards the upper edge of the pinna in

front, the other, which runs horizontally forwards, constituting

the well-defined and shelf-like supratragus {plica principalis).

T'he anterior end of the snprati-agns is overlapped and concealed

by the backwardly folded edge of the antero-superior portion of

the pinna ; but this backwardly folded edge is carried only a

* The only example of Hapalidje examined by me since tliat paper was written

was a specimen of Mystax mystax. In this the ear resembles that of M. midas.
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very short distance below the siipratragus, which is set high

above the middle of the ear, there being a long space between
the inferior termination of the backwardly folded edge and the

Text-figure 3.

A B

Ears.

A. Cebus. B. Aohis. C. Sahniris. I). CaJUcehus. E. Callimico. P. Ahniatta.
G. Ateles. H. Ateles (with rim overfolded). I. Lagothrix.

a. Point wlieve free edge of rim ceases.

X h
"

tragus. Between the curved elevation, formed by the antihelix,

and the edge of the pinna there is a semicircular fossa, extending
from the antitragus, where it is deep, up to the fossa above the
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snpratragiis. The upper edge of the pinna is always folded
;

but the posterior edge may be unfolded, partly folded, or folded

throughout its extent. In the latter case the fossa behind the

antihelix is especially well defined. Sometimes the upper edge
of the pinna shows an angular projection, sometimes it is evenly

rounded ; but I have not worked at the variation of the ears

with a view to their possible systematic value in the determination

of species. (Text-fig. 3, A.)

The ear of a specimen of Alouatta resembles that of Cehus^

except that the antitragus is less well developed and the semi-

circular fossa behind the ridge of the antihelix does not extend

so far beneath the antitragus. The entire edge of the pinna is

folded. (Text-fig. 3, F.)

In a specimen of Aotus the shape of the pinna recalls that of

Mystax. The antero-superior portion of the edge is the only

part that is folded. There is no definite fossa behind the ridge

of the antihelix except inferiorly behind the massive antitragal

thickening. The posterior edge is convex below, concave above.

At the summit of the concavity it runs out into a, short, obtusely

angulaT point, above which the edge extends obliquely upwards
and backwards to the rounded top of the ear. (Text-fig. 3, B.)

In Cacajao the ear is very like that of Cebus, but the inferior

portion of the submarginal fossa does not extend so far forwards

below the antitragus. The posterior and inferior edges of the

pinna are unfolded.

There is nothing in the ear of Callimico that calls for particular

notice. The tragus is hardly developed, but the antitragus is

massive ; the superior edge of the pinna is folded to a slight

extent, the posterior edge being flat, and the postero-inferior

portion is not so prominently rounded as in typical members of

the Cebida?. (Text-fig. 3, E.)

In Callicehus and Saimiris the postero-inferior portion of the

pinna is somewhat reduced, its free margin ceasing at a point

below the notch defining the posterior margin of the antitragus,

and the fossa behind the antihelix, which is very shallow in

Sainiiris, falls short of the antitragus inferiorly in both genera,.

This partial suppression of the free margin of the pinna inferiorly

foreshadows, in a measure, the condition seen in the two genera

to be considered next. (Text-fig. 3, C, D.)

The above-mentioned genera have normally formed and nor-

mally developed pithecoid ears; but in A teles n,nd Lagothrioo

the ear is modified in a manner similar to that of Q^dipomidas

in the Hapalida?. In Ateles the upper portion of the pinna is as

well developed as in Cebus, with the anterior edge folded and the

upper and posterior edge folded or fiat ; but the inferior portion

of the pinna has no free margin below a point approximately on

a level with a, line half-way between the supratragus and the

antitragus, there being no postero-inferior laminate lobe and no

fossa impressing the antiti-agus or the area just behind it. For

the rest, the ear is normal, the tragus, antitragus, supratragus,
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and the ridge of the antihelix being well developed. (1'ext-fig, 3

G,H.)
In Lagothrix the ear shows similar suppression of the lower

half of the margin of the pinna; but the upper portion is also

reduced and stands away from the head to a comparatively small
extent, being fleshy and thickly covered with hairs. (Text-

%. 3, I.)

By the structure of the ear, therefore, the genera of Cebidje
fall into two groups:—(1) comprising Ateles and Lagothrix, in

which the inferior portion of the pinna has no freely projecting
laminate margin

; (2) comprising Alouatta, Cacujao, Sahniris,
Callicebits, Cebus, and Callimico, in which the free laminate
margin extends right round the pinna inferiorly to a point below
the intertragal notch.

Dr. Boas (Ohrknorpel etc. der Siiug. 1912, pp. 199-206, pi. 23)
describes and figures the ears of several species of Cebus, of

Alouaita, Ateles, Saimiris, Mystax, and Hajxde. So far as my
observations on these genera extend, they agree completely with
those of Dr. Boas.

The Hands and Feet.

In a paper upon the genera of Hapalidse or Marmozets (Ann.
Mag. Nat. Hist. (8) xx. p. 249) I pointed out that the hands
and feet of Leontocebus differ from those of Hapale, Mystax, and
(Edipomidas in the elongation of the palm and sole, and that the
hand further differs in the presence of webs tying the second
digit to the third, and the third to the fourth, the latter w^eb

being of considerable depth, so that the two digits in question are
only separable from a distance a little on the proximal side of the
joint between the first and second phalanges.

I have since found that this character does not always hold, for

in an example of Mystax mystax, subsequently examined, I found
the third and fourth fingers of the right hand webbed almost to

the same extent as in Leontocebus ; while the left hand hardly
differed in that respect from the hands of examples of other
species of Mystax, and of all specimens of Ihqxde and of (Edipo-

midas examined. In this connection it is interesting to recall

that W. A. Forbes recorded in the case of Pithecia, satanas a
similar abnormal instance of inteidigital webbing, the third and
fourth digits of both hands being tightly tied together to the
bases of the claws (P. Z. S. 1882, p. 442).

The hands and feet of the Hapalid?e differ from thosse of all the
other South American Monkeys, except Callimico, in two partic-

ulars :—(1) The hallux is extremely reduced in size, so that when
it is turned forwards its apex falls short of the distal margin of

the plantar pad
; (2) the nails of all the digits, except the hallux,

are converted into strongly compressed, curved, pointed claws like

those of a Squirrel. The capacity of these claws for n)aintaining

a secure hold on the rough bark of trees compensates for the loss

of grasping power in the foot, due to the feeble development of

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1920, No. Yll. 7
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the hallux. I believe the Marmozets to be specialised Cebidse,

derivable from them by reduction in bodily size, by the loss of

the third molar above and below, and by adaptation of the hands
and feet for holding to the roughnesses of bark in the way
above described.

Text-figure 4.

F -

A. Right hand of Callimico goeldii, adult, approx. mt. size.

B. Right foot of the same.
C. Right hand of Saimiris sciurea, adult. X
D. Right foot of the same. X ^.

E. Right hand of Callicebus muloch, young. X 5.

F. Right foot of the same.

The hands and feet of Callimico need no detailed description,

since they resemble in all important points those of Hapale or

Mystax. (Text-%. 4, A, B.)
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Text-figure 5.

A. Right hand of Cacajao rubicundus, from below.

B. Right foot of the same.

C. Right hand of Aotus, from below.

D. Right foot of the same.

X I
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The hands and feet of the typical Cebid^e while exhibiting an
interesting range in structural variation

—

e, g., in the develop-

ment of the pads, the relative lengths and spacing of the digits as

described below under the different genera—have certain fea.tures

in common, which may be briefly referred to by way of

introduction.

The talons are always narrow and compressed and not infre-

quently acuminate, but are never so strongly compressed, curved,

and pointed at the tip as in the Hapalidse and Callimico. As in

the Hapalidse, the pollex, when present, is a short edition of the

other fingers, and is never truly opposable to them even to the

extent that it is in the Old World Monkeys, being set much
closer than in the latter to the base of the second digit, although

the space between them varies to a certain extent according to

the genera. The hallux is typically well developed, although
somewhat reduced in Ateles. It can be extended at right angles

to the long axis of the foot, and it projects approximately from
the middle of the side of the latter, nearly half-way, that is to

say, between the second digit and the tip of the heel.

The digits of both hands and feet, apart fi'om exceptional cases,

are free from webbing—that is to say, they are separated almost

down to the plantar pad when viewed from the lower side.

Digits 3 and 4 both on the hands and feet are frequently sub-

equal ; and since they are occasionally subequal in Lemurs and
in the Catarliine Monkeys, there is in this respect a complete
gradation between the Lemurs, in which digit 4 typically sur-

passes 3, and the Catarhine Primates, in which digit 3 typically

surpasses 4.

The plantar and digital pads are as a rule not well defined, but
in Aotus they are especially well developed, and they surpass the

average in Saimiris.

In Cebus the palm of the hand is tolerably long and digits 2,

3, 4, and 5 are subequally spaced
;
digit 1 (the pollex) is com-

paratively long, and a little further removed from digit 2 than
the latter is from digit 3. The foot is much longer than the

hand: (Text-fig. 6, A, B.)

The hands and feet of Callicehus do not appear to differ

mateiially from those of Cehus. (Text-fig. 4, E, F.)

Saimiris has the pads better defined than in either of the

preceding, and the palm of the hand is relatively broader.

(Text-fig. 4, C, D.)

In Aotus the hand is also i-elatively bi-oader than in Cebus and
Callicebus, and the pads are exceedingly well developed and
coa.rsely striate. It seems probable that the exceptional develop-

ment of the pads and sensory striae in this genus is an adaptation

to the nocturnal habits of this Monkey, the specialised tactile

sense compensating for imperfect nocturnal vision*. (Text-fig. 5,

C, D.)

* W. Kidd C The StMise of Toucli,' p]). 34-38, 1907) luis fig-uved and described the
hands and feet of Uajpale, Saimiris, and Cebus from the pomt of view of the sensory
ridges.
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In Cacajao the length of the hand as compared with the foot

is about the same as in Gehus ; but in the former genus the

pollex is shorter and the interval between digits 2 and 3 is a

Text -figure 6.

A. Right hand of Cebus, from below.
B. Right foot of the same.
C. Right hand of Lagothri^ infamatus, from l)elow.

D. Right foot of the same, with abnormal basal webbing between digits 2
and 3.

X I approx.

little greater than between 3 and 4 or 4 and 5, thus foreshadow-
ing the more marked inequality in spacing that obtains in

Alouatta and Lagothrix, (Text-fig. 5, A, B.)
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Im Ahuatta and Lagothrix the hand is relatively larger and its

-cligits are longer as compared with the foot than in the genera
previously mentioned, and the space in the hand between digits

2 and 3 is markedly greater than between digits 1 (pollex) and 2

or 3 and 4. The hands are thus in a sense zygodactylous, like

Text-figure 7.

C
A. Right hand of Alouatta villosa, young,

B. Kiglit foot of the same.

C. Extremity of tail of Ateles ater.

the paws of Phascolatxtos and of Cuscics amongst the Marsupials,

tliere being a grasping interval between digits 2 and 3 instead of

between digits 1 and 2 as in Lemurs and Catarhine Monkeys *.

* From a photograph of a living Fitheeia pitJiecia I judge that there is a wide
space between digits 2 and 3 in tliat genus also.
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Both in Alouatta and Lagothrix the pollex is normally developed

for the family, being perhaps a little shorter relatively than in

Cehus but longer than in Cacajao. The hallux is also of normal
length and strength*. (Text-fig. 6, C, D, and text-fig. 7, A, B.)

In Ateles, as is well known, the hand differs from that of other

genera of Oebidse, except Brachrjteles , in having the pollex func-

tionless and at most forming a small excrescence on the side of

the palm ; and it is noticeable that digits 2, 3, 4, and 5 are evenly

spaced as in Cehus, Callicehus, etc., and that there is no grasping

space between digits 2 and 3 as there is in Alouatta and Lago-
thrix. The hand of Ateles is therefore not derivable from the

type of hand seen in Lagothrix, but from the more primitive type
of hand seen in Cehus for example t. (Text-fig. 8, A, B.)

Text-figure 8.

A. Right hand of Ateles po.mscus, from below.

B. Right foot of the same.

The foot of Ateles is characterised by the redaction in the size

of the hallux, which is both shorter and weaker thun in other

genera, the big muscular lobe at the base, representing the
" ball" of the human thumb, being scarcely visibly developed.

* la a specimen of L. infamatus the second and third digits of the foot were
united basallj'^ bj' a short web. Possibly this was an abnormality, since no sucli

variation occurred in an example of L. lagotricha,

t The only genus of Monkeys which resembles Ateles [and Braeliyteles^ in the
suppression of the pollex is the Catarhine Colobus. In the latter, however, the
suppression of the pollex is clearl}' foreshadowed in Pithecus ( = Prenbi/tes = Semno-
pithecus), where it is greatly reduced.
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Setting aside Callimico, which in the strncture of the hands and
feet falls in with the Hapalidse, the genera of Cebidse, so far as

known to me, nmy be arranged as follows by their extremities;

—

a. Follex suppvessed and fuiictioiiless ; hallux short, with basal

muscular lohe scarcely developed ... Ateles [and probably Brachyteles].

a'. Pol lex and hallux normally developed.

h. Feet relatively short as comi>ared with the hands ; a wide
orasping space between digits 2 and 3 of the hand.

Alouatfa, Lagothrix.
h'. Feet long as compared with the hands; digits 2 to 5 of the

hand generally approximateb' evenly spaced, space between
2 and 3 a little wider in Cacajao.

c. Pads exceedingly well developed and coarsely striated Aotns,

c'. Pads not noticeably strongl}' developed and comparatively
weakly striated Cehus, Callicebus, Saimiris, Cacajao.

The hands and feet of Ateles show an interesting resemblance

to those of the Orang Utan [Simia) amongst the Anthropoid Apes.

In the latter the pollex and hallux are both small, the Ape
depending mainl}' for its hold upon the clutch of digits 2 to 5,

which form powerful suspensory hooks. The same applies to

Ateles, which, like the Ape, is no jumper, but climbs by reaching

fi'om bough to bough, commonly in an inverted position, aided by
its prehensile tail.

Lagothrix and Alouatta with comparatively short feet and
highly prehensile tails also climb by reaching instead of by
jumping from branch to branch. The rest of the genera with
rela,tively longer feet jump, so far as my experience goes, to a

certain extent. The species of Cehus indeed, despite their pre-

hensile tails, are tolerably good jumpers, but the only South
American Monkeys which appear to rival in arboreal activity the

more agile Catarhine Monkeys are the Marmozets, which can

cover a surprising distance with a leap.

The Tongue.

As in Lemurs, and some other Mammals, the lower surface of

the tongue in Platyi-liine Monke3's is provided with a lamella—the

freiial la))iella—in close connection with the orifices of the sub-

lingual salivary gland. In all cases observed this lamella ends
distal]}' in a pair of slender juxtaposed processes, and its free

lateral margin runs backwai'ds on each side towards the base of

the tongue*. (Text-%. 9.)

I have not seen a sufficient number of specimens to establish

generic differences in the structure of this frenal lamella. Its

apparent narrowness in some cases and breadth in others may be
due to contraction or expansion in accordance with the mode of

preservation. The greatest variation was noticed in a common
Marmozet {Hapale jacchus), in which the edge of the lamella w^as

denticulated ; and this condition was correlated with somewhat
coarse beading of the edge of the tongue. In this particular

^ This lamella corresponds, I believe, to Wharton's papillae of human anatomists,
and not to the sublingua of the Lemurs.
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specimen the lamella recalled in appearance the sublingiia of the

Lemurs. (Text-fig. 9, A, B.)

Text-figure 9.

A. Lateral view of tongue of JBapale jacchus.
B. Lower view of the same.
C. Lateral view of tongue of Leontocebus vosalia.

D. Lower view of tongue of the same.
E. „ „ Alouatta.
F. „ „ Cacajao.
O. „ „ Saimiris, with frenal lamella turned aside,

H. Tongue of Cebus, with the tip raised to show the relations of the frenal

lamella.

The Anal and Genital Areas of the Female.

In the Marmozets Hajxile jacchus, (Edipomidas oedipus, and
Leontocebus rosalia the orifice of the vulva lies between a pair of

simple labia, and there is no visible external pendulous clitoris.

The most noticeable difi^erence between these species in the
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• Text-figure 10.

C F G
External Generative Organs of female.

A. Leontocehus rosalia, from behind.
B. Hapale jacchtis, from behind.

C. The same, from the front.

D. Aotus, from behind.

E. Saimiris sciurea, from behind,
F. Tip of clitoris of the same, from the front.

^G. Side view of clitoris of the same.

a., anus
;

i., ischial prominence
;

cl., clitoris.
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naked ano-genital area is the presence in H. jacchus of a number
of whitish pustules round the anus, on the perinseum and on the

ischial prominences. These exude under pressure a sebaceous

substance, which may be odoriferous. There is no trace of them
either in L. rosalia, in Mystax, or in (Edipomidas oedipus. (Text-

fig. 10,A-C.)^
In the Cebidse the ano-genital area varies considerably accord-

ing to the genus. In immature and unpaired females the urino-

genital orifice is a longer or shorter slit, above which, but

concealed from view by membrane (the hymen), lie the apertures

of the urethra and of the vagina. (Text-fig, 11, B, D.)

In nearly all cases—that is to say, in Callicebus, Saimiris, Aotus,

Alouatta, and Cehus—the ischial prominences and the area between
the anal and genital orifices and above the anus are naked or

scantily hairy ; but in Lagothrix the hair grows tolerably thickly

and closely round the anus and genital area, covering the ischial

prominences and perinseum.

In an adult, but unpaired, female Aotus the urino-genital

orifice is a very short and narrow slit bounded by small labia, but
there is no visible clitoris, the perinseum and the area to the ri^ht

and left of the labia being somewhat swollen. The condition

observed resembles tolerably closely that of the Hapalid?e. (Text-

fig. 10, D.)

In an adult Callicebus personatas (preserved in alcohol) the

perinaeum is comparatively short and the generative area is piri-

form, broad above, and narrowed below, the orifice being flanked

by thickened labia inferiorly converging upon a small glans-

shaped, grooved clitoris, which is hardly, if at all, pendulous. A
young 0. moloch resembles the last described, but the orifice

is merely a narrow slit, the thickened labia being undeveloped.

(Text-fig. 12, A, B.)

In an immature Alouatta the rima is an elongated slit, wider
above than below and flanked by swollen labia. The clitoris

is short and subconical, with a slightly expanded apex. (Text-

fig. 11, B.)

In an adult female Lagothrix the elongated rima is flanked by
a pair of much swollen labia, forming together an oval area nar-

rower below, where it passes into a short subglobular, ungrooved
clitoris, defined proximally by a constriction *. Lagothrix and
Alouatta resemble one another tolerably closely in the structure

of the female external genitalia. (Text-fig. 11, A.)

In an adult but unpaired female Saimiris the clitoris is long,

slender, pendulous, and grooved practically to the tip, which,
although tapering and not incrassate, has a shield of thickened

integument on its anterior surface. (Text-fig. 10, E-G.)
In Cehus the clitoris is elongated, slender, and grooved, prac-

tically to the apex as in Saimii'is, but it is more penis-like, the

* This specimen of Lagothrix had been injected for anatomical purposes, and
possibly the genitalia were abnormally turgid, owing to the injected preservative.
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tip being iiicrassate and enveloped in a definite preputial fold of

integument. (Text-fig. 11, C, D.)

Text-figure 11.

External Generative Organs of female.

A. Lagothrix. B. Alouatfa. C. Cehus. D. Cebus.

a., anus ; i., ischial prominence
;

cl., tip of clitoris
;

u., orifice of urethra ; and

v., orifice of vagina exposed by cutting away the hymen in D and shown

diagrammatically with the hymen intact in B.
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I have had no opportunity of examining the dead body of a

female Ateles, but in living examples the clitoris attains a quite

vinusual size. It is pink in colour and subcylindrical in shape,

and so greatly exceeds in size and prominence the penis of the

male, that people unacquainted with the facts invariably confuse

the sexes of this genus. This clitoris is apparently ungrooved,

and its apex is truncated and not incrassate.

The Anal and Genital Areas of the Male.

In the Marmozet Hapale jacchus the naked circum-anal in-

tegument, the ischial prominences, the scrotum, and the area

abov^e the scrotum are studded with white glandular pustules,

like those of the female. The penis, which emerges from the

centre of the naked area of pustular skin, the lower half of which
is formed by the anterior sui-face of the scrotum, is subacuminate,
ending distally in a subcylindrical prominence, which lies above
and overhangs the transversely crescentic urino-genital orifice.

(Text-fig. 13, A-D.)
In Leontocehus rosalia the pustules, as in the female, are

absent ; and the penis difi:ers from that of H. jacchus in ending in

a definite heuiispherical glans, cariying on the lower half of its

distal surface the transversely crescentic urino-genital orifice.

(Text-fig. 13, E, F.)

In Mystax ursidas the subcaudal integument is without glan-
dular pustules, and the penis ends in a small hemispherical glans,

which is described in my notes as bilabiate. That epithet might
also be applied to the glans of Leontocehus ; but whereas in the
latter the labia are apparently dorsal and ventral, in Mystax
they appear to be lateral and to close over the small subcentral
orifice of the urethra,.

Fresh material, however, is required to substantiate these
apparent difiTerences in the glans in the genera of Hapalidse.

In the Cebidse the penis differs to a greater or less extent in

the genera examined. In Saimiris it terminates in a somewhat
cordate glans with longitudinally elongated orifice on its under-
side (text-fig. 13, G, H). In Callicebus personatm the generative
area of the male closely resembles that of the female, the scrotum
recalling the labia of the generative orifice and the penis re-

sembling an enlarged clitoris. The penis, which is short, ends in

an ovate glans, with an elongated orifice on its inferior or pos-

terior side as in Saimiris (text-fig. 12, 0-F). In Callimico (text-

fig. 12, G), the penis has a hemispherical glans with terminal
orifice.

In Ateles the penis is subcylindrical from the base to the tip,

which is a little expanded. Its distal extremity is a nearly flat,

subcircular area, the orifice piercing the middle of its lower half
(text-fig. 13, K-M). In an immature example of Lagothrix infu-
matus the penis apparently difters from that of Ateles in having
the orifice in the middle of the terminal field. In neither of
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Text-figure 12.

C F D
External Generative Organs.

A. Callicehtis personahis, ^ ad., from beliind.

B. The same, from tlie side.

C. Callicebus personatus, ,J ad., from behind.

D. The same, from the side.

E. Tip of penis of the same, from the front.

F. The same, from behind.

G. Callimico goeldii, ^ ;
penis and scrotum from behind.

a. J
anus; i., ischial prominence; cL, clitoris

;
L, labium of vulva; p,, penis

s., scrotum.
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Text-figure 13.

External Generative Organs of males.

A. Rear end, with tail raised, of Sajpale jacclms.
B. Tip of penis of the same.

C. Naked area round penis of the same.

T>. Side view of extended penis of the same.

E. Tip of penis of Leontocehus rosalia.

F. Side view of extended penis of the same.

G. Lower view of extended penis of Saimiris.

H. Side view of same with bristle passed through urethra.
J. Lower view of scrotum and extended penis of Cebus.
K. Side view of extended penis of Ateles.

L. Side view of tip of penis of Ateles (another specimen).
M. Tip of the same.

N. Tip of penis of Cebus.

a., anus
;

t., ischial promiucnce
; s., scrotum

; o., orifice of penis.
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these genera is the organ provided with a haculum (os pewits). In
Cebiis, however, the terminal portion of the penis is strengthened

with a baculum as in the Catarhine Monkeys, and the tip of the

baciilum forms a small prominence in the middle of the subcir-

cular terminal area of the penis, thrusting the orifice to the right

of the middle line. For the rest the penis of Cehus differs from
that of A teles in the gradual expansion of its distal portion up to

the truncated tip. (Text-fig. 13, J, N.)

The Tail.

I have no new facts to add to those already recorded about

the tails of South American Monkeys. In the four genera of

HapalidsB (Ilapale, Mystax, OEdipomidas, and Leontocehus) and

in six of the genera of Cebidse (Callifuico, Callicebas, Saimiris,

Pithecia^ Cacajao^ and Aotus) the tail is evenly bushy or hairy

throughout and not prehensile. Only in Cebidae of the genera

Cehus, Lagothrix, Brachyteles, Ateles, and Aloicatta is it prehensile.

Since, therefore, the tail is prehensile in only fifty per cent, of the

genera of South American Monkeys and in a minority even of

the Cebida?, the prevalent idea, derived from the text-books, that

caudal prehensility is characteristic of Platyrhine Primates is

indefensible.

In nearly all the species of Cehus the tail, although prehensile,

is evenly hairy to the tip above and below. Only in the Central

American form (C. capucinus) is the end naked below. In this

genus practically the only modification of the tail is the develop-

ment of the flexor muscles at the expense of the extensors, so

that the organ is normally curled in its distal half. So far, there-

fore, as the tail is concerned, Cehus bridges the interval between

such genera as Saimiris or Aotus, for example, and the genera

Lagothrix, Brachyteles, Ateles, and Alouatta, in which the prehen-

sile power and tactile sensibility of the tail reach a maximum.
In the latter genera the distal portion of the tail is highly mobile

and sensitive, with the skin of its lower side naked and trans-

versely ridged, like the underside of an Elephant's trunk (text-

fig. 7, 0). It serves, indeed, the purpose of an additional hand
not only for climbing, but for grasping objects beyond the reach

of the arms*. I am unable to satisfy myself, however, that this

special modification of the tail is proof or even strong evidence of

afiinity between the genera that exhibit it. Ateles and Bracliy-

teles are probably closely allied ; but Lagothrix and Alouatta

differ from both very markedly in the structure of the hand
;

and Alouatta differs at all events from Lagothrix and Ateles in its

stenorhine nostrils, its ears and cranial characters.

* I have seen a Spider-Moiike}' {Ateles) in the Gardens thrust its tail through tlie

hars of its cage and take food tVoni visitors which it could not reacli with its hand.

Capuchins {Cehus) api)arently never attempt this; but I have seen them use their

tails for carrying paper l)ags and other tilings, very much as the Kat Kangaroo
{Bettoiigia) carries tufts of grass.
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The discovery of Calliviico, with the dentition of the Cebidae

and the hands and feet of the Hapalidse, raises the question as

to the status to be accorded to these two groups. CalUmicOj

hitherto, has-been included in the Cebidte on the strength of the

retention of the last molar. Personally, I should attach more
importance to the extremities, and regard CaUwiico as a primitive

Marmozet. In that case the Callimiconinse will be a subfamily of

Hapalidse.

The genera of Cebidae have been classified in various sub-

families, Elliot admitting :

—

1. Cebinse (Ateles, Br^achyteles^ Lagoihrix^ and Cebus).

2. Alouattinse (Alouatta).

3. Pitheciinae (Pithecia, Cacajao, Saimiris).

4. Aotinse (Aotus).

Without in any particular endorsing this classification, I do not

feel prepared to interfere with it. There appear to me to be no
particular reasons for associating Saimhns with Cacajao or Cebus
with Ateles. Elliot extricated himself from the difficulty of

Callicehus by placing it, quite indefensibly of course, with the

Hapalidse,

pRoc. ZooL. ?rioc.—1920, No. Vlll, 8
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10. The CoHiparative Anatomy of the Tongues of the

Mammalia.— I. General Description of the Ton o ne.

By 0. F. SoNNTAG, M.D., Ch.B., F.Z.S., Anatomist to

the Society.

[Received January 22, 1920 : Read March 16, 1920.]

(Text-figm-es 6-17.)

A coosiderable body of Kterature dealing witli tlie development
and histology of the tongue has appeared in recent years, and a

number of individual tongues and groups hnve been described.

No one has, however, taken the various striictnres and shown
how tliey vary in different animals in exactly the same manner as

I have described here. It is the object of my series of papers to

fill this gap, and show how the tongue is of value for purposes

of classification. In this paper I have indicated the different

directions in wliich the various structuies can be modified, and I

liave defined the terms used in the sncceediug ones.

The tongue is a muscular organ enveloped in mucous membrane
except at the base and the posterior pait of the inferior surface

where the muscles, nerves, vessels, and lymphatics enter and
leave it. On the dorsum and inferior surface tlie mucosa differs,

being firmly adherent in tlie former situation and loosely

attached to the subjacent tissues in the latter. On the dorsum,
lateral border, and, in most cases, on a bounding zone of the

inferior surface it is covered with innumerable papillic which
make these parts rough to the touch. The roughness reaches its

greatest degree of development in the Felidse, in which the

individual papill?e stick into the finger like so many pins. In

the non-papillary part of the inferior surface, the mucosa is

smooth, but it may have ridges and fissures. These do not,

however, affect the smoothness.

Shape.

Mammalian tongues differ greatly in shape, being oval, conical,

spatulate, trianguhir, or vermiform, but these forms are not of

any value for comparative purposes.

Size.

Two sets of measurements must be made—tlie greatest width,

and the length—and the latter is divided into two the lengths

of the oral and pharyngeal parts, in most cases the greatest

width is situated at the attachments of the anterior faucial

pillars to the doreum, but in spatulate tongues it may lie farther

forwards.

The length is measured from the apex to the mid point of the

glosso-epiglottidean fold. The oral part extends from the apex
to the median circumvallate papilla, when there is one, or to

8*
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the point where the lateral rows of papillae would meet the mid
line if produced backwards and inwards ; the pharyngeal or

glandular part stretches from that point to the glosso-epiglottic

fold. Sometimes the smooth mucous fold from the tongue to

the epiglottis is regarded as a third zone (Owen) *.

The relative proportions which these two divisions bear to one

another differs, but the former is always the larger. Of all the

tongues which I examined, the greatest disparity between them
existed in the Indian Fruit Bat, in which the oral part measured
4*7 cm., whereas the pharyngeal part was only •4 cm. long.

The Apex."

The apex may be round, flat, or pointed, and it may be entire

or notched, the latter being small, narrow and deep, or wide and
shallow. It always bears papillae, but these are not always
visible to the naked eye. In the Red-fronted Lemur, the

papillae are conical and connected to a brush-like set of fine

ridges on the inferior surface. In the Californian Sea-Lion, the

long conical papillae lining the broad apical notch are very
noticeable. In the Tantalus Cercopitiieque, the apex is closely

set with prominent fungiform papillae.

Text-figure 6,

INDIAN ABrSSINWN
FRUIT BAT CERCOPITHEgue

. r'^\ r
CALf-^-?V'ri/ BROWN TANTALUS GALEOPITHECUS

LEMUR aRCOFITHEQUE

The different forms exhibited by the ai)3x of the tongue. Note also the median fissure

takinfj the form of a line of separation betv\een two lateral masses of conical

papillae in the Californian Sea- Lion.

In Galeopithecus, and some of the Cetacea, the apex is lobu-

lated, and the lobules are fine in the former^ but large and
prominent in the latter. From the notches between the lobules

in Galeopithecus, fine fissures pass backwards and inwards across

the inferior surface of the tongue. Such an arrangement is of

value for cleaning the posterior surface of the incisor teeth.

It is difiicult to discover the function of the large lobules on the
tongues of the Cetacea, however.

In some tongues

—

e. g.^ the Capromys—-the apex bears numerous
follicular apertures.

When the tongue is protruded in most animals the apex is

seen, but tlie Elephant's apex is bound down to the floor of the

* Sir Tlif;hard Owen, 'The Comparative Anatoni}' of the Vertebrata,' vol. iii.

p. 2U1.

MAfi FOX
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mouth, and a piece of the anterior part of the dorsum appears to

take its place.

Median Fissures and Ridges.

A median fissure may extend backwards over the dorsum for

a variable distance from the apex, and it may be continuous or

interrupted. It may be merely a line of separation between two
lateral masses of conical papillae, as in the Californian Sea Lion,

or it may indent the mucous membrane to a variable depth. In
the Negro Tamarin and the Stoat, the tongue is small, and the

median fissure, which is deep, especially in the former, is a marked
feature.

The median fissure may be restricted to the front, middle,

or back of the tongue, aini it may be narrow throughout,
or widen from before backwards.

In some of the Lemurs, Marmosets, and Carnivora, there may
be a median ridge instead of a sulcus.

Text-figure 7.

/'''^CfloUES SPOTTED C/>Vy MANMROO AYE -AYE

Different foniis of mesial furrows find ridges on the inferior surfoce of the tonsjue.

Fissures are shown in the Macaques and Spotted Cavy, and ridges in the

Kangaroo and Aye-Aye.

The inferior surface, like the dorsum, may possess a median
fissure or ridge, but either is restricted to the free part. The
muscles prevent it going any farther back. It is narrow and deep,

or broad and shallow, a.nd it may end abruptly, or open into a

triangular depression into which the frenum passes (text- fig. 7).

In Galeopithecus^ and the Spotted Cavy, small transverse

fissures pass horizontally out for a variable distance from the

posterior extremity of the median furrow. Again, the tongue of

GaleopithecurS has small lateival fissui-es passing inwards from the

marginal lobulations.

In the Kangaroo, as in other Marsupialia, there is a firm, hard

median ridge passing back from the apex to the frenum, and, in

the Aye -Aye, a mediaii ridge runs along the surface of the

sublingua, but it is not the same as that described above. It

represents the iytta.

Transverse Ridges and, Fissures,

Transverse ridges and fissures are of two kinds—artificial

and real,—the former appearing in preserved specimens as the
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result of contractuie of the muscles. It is necessaiy, therefore,

to examine fresli material if one desires to study these characters

properly. Spenking generally, the real fissures are regular and
symmetrical, or iiearly so. They are complete or incomplete, the

former extending right across the dorsum, and the latter

stretching onh^ from the median fissure to the edges of the

tongue. They m.ay be straight or curved, with their convexities

forwards.

In the Lemurs and Marmosets, they are shallow, broad, and
curved ; there are one or more complete ones behind the apex,

and several incomplete ones behind these on both halves of the

dorsum. In the Stoat, the fissures are narrow and deep, and
they pass in straight lines obliquely forwards and outwards from
the median fissure to the lateral borders of the organ.

The arrangement of the papillae on these fissures and ridges

varies. In the Stoat they are only on the ridges, but in the

Lemurs and Marmosets they aie on either.

Text-figure 8.

LEMUfiS STOAT

iJiffereiit forms of transverse fissures and ridges on the dorsum of the tongue.

Tntermolar Elevation.

In many animals the posterior part of the oral division of the

dorsum is elevated, therel)y pi-oducing the posterior lobule or

intermolar elevation, so-called from its situation. In the Ornitho-

rhynchusit appears as a broad and expanded part of the dorsum,
and it bears two triangular processes, or lingual teeth, on its

anterior border. These are of value to the animal when it

catches its food while swimming in the w^ater, for they direct the

insects into the cheek-pouches, whence they can be removed for

eating when the animal is at leisure.

Tb.e Rodentia have well-developed elevations, wdiich offer a

marked contrast to the iow-lying anterior part of the dorsum.
Each of these divisions has a different function to perform.

The papillose anterior part is gustatory, whereas the posterior

lobule raises the food up to the molar teeth.

The elevations differ in tlie abruptness in which they rise up
from the posterior end of the anterior division.

The Lingual Papillce.

The lingual papillte are of three kinds—circumvallate, fungiform,

and conical. At the sides tliere are a number of fissures and
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intervening laminse termed foliate papillce, or, more properl}^,
lateral organs. In this series of papers they will be described as
such.

The Circumvallate Papillce.

The circumvallate papillje, also known as the fossulate or wall
papillae, or, briefly, vallate papillae, vary in number from one to
twelve, and the numbers may vary in diflferent individuals of the
same species. They are the largest and, in most cases, the fewest
in number of all the papillae. They are usually disposed in a,

single row on each side, but there are two in the Binturong. In
the Capybara they appear as slits and ridges.

Text-figure 9.

r£U/V£ oouifoucouu SLMCK HOWLCe C£RCOPITH£QU£S TREE KANGAROO

MOSKE y

Blf^TURONG CAPYBARA

The different types of arrangement of the circumvallate papillge.

Details in text.

Arrangement.—"When there is only one papilla, it lies in the

mid line ; wdien there are two, there is one on each side, and
they are described as right and left lateral, the tongue being
held with the apex away from the observer. If there are three,

the}^ are grouped in the form of a triangle, and the individuals

are described as the posterior and right and left lateral papillae.

In most cases the apex of the triangle is posterior, but in the
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Tree Kangaroos it is anterior. When there are more than three

papill£e, they are arranged in chains, giving the appearance of the

letter Y, Y, T, orU.
Structure.—Each papilla has a cylindrical or club-shaped body

rising from the bottom of a cylindrical depression, and the space

between the body of the papilla and the wall of the depression is

termed the fossa, the bottom of which is termed the fundus.

The papilla may stand up higher than, be flush with, or

recessed below the surrounding dorsum, and the protruding

Text-figure 10.

\3

The different macroscopic appearances presented by the circumvallate papillae.

Details in text.

form is the commonest. When it is recessed, as in the Mono-
tremata and Marsupialia, the object attained is protection.

Poulton* showed how the vallate papilla of the Ornithorhynchus
consists of a ridge of delicate cells deeply recessed, and the vallum
cm contract over them to shelter them from noxious influences.

These variations are shown in text-fig. 10, nos. 1,2, 3.

The fossa may appear as a mere slit round the papilla, or it

may be patulo'js, especially when the tongue is fresh. In the

Rhesus and Common Macaque Monkeys, the fossae of the two
lateral vallate papillae exhibit recesses at the anterior and
posterior papillary poles (text-fig. 10, no. 4). When the tongue
has been preserved these recesses close up, however.

* Poulton, E. B., Proceeding-.s of tlu' Zoological Soci.etv of London, 1883, p. 599.
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Each fossa may contain one or more papillae (text- fig. 10,

nos. 5-9). When there are two, they appear as separate

cylinders, or as two halves of the same oval. Moreover, the

several cylinders may be the same or of different sizes.

The papilla may be round, oval, or keeled, and its surface may
be smooth, polished, and glistening, or granular. When it is

granular, it may appear finely dotted, or covered with coarse

tubercles. Sometimes there is a central depression or umbilicus

(text-fig. 10, nos. 9-12). The granules may represent secondary

papillae.

The vallum may slope and appear as a mound on which the

papillse ai'e set prominently, but that is not common ; it occurred

in the Indian Muntjac. It usually takes the form of a zone

round the papilla and fossa, and it may be smooth, furrowed,

lobulated, or covered with conical papillae. When it is lobulated,

the divisions may be round, oval, rhomboidal. There may be

two rows—an inner one of round, and an outer one of reniform

elements.

Text-figure 11.

l.L.C.P.

\
The blood-vessels of the vallate papillary region of Ilacaciis rhesus.

L.L.C.P. aiKl R.L.CP., right and left lateral papilla?; P.C.P., posterior vallate

papilte.

The tongue of the Common Badger exhibits an interesting

form of vallate papillary region. It is coloured brown, and the
papillee appear as if they are beneath the surface, and shine
through the mucous membrane, which looks as if it is composed of

transparent mosaics.

The diJBferent forms of vallum are shown in text-fig. 10,

nos. 13-20.

If the tongue is. removed soon after death, the blood-vessels

supplying the vallate papillary region may be seen injected with
blood. In the Rhesus and Common Macaque Monkeys, two
artei-ies pass forwards in the middle line, and, when they reach the

papillary region, they divide into two branches—a mesial and a
lateral one. The mesial branches pass between the posterior

papillae, and the lateral ones pass to the outer sides of their

corresponding papillse. whence they can be traced running out to
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the lateral vallate papillse. When veins are visible, they pursue
the same course as the arteries (text-fig. 11).

The fresh papillae look like delicately tinted glass balls, but the
preserved ones are dead white in colour.

The Fungiform Papillce.

The fungiform papillte, which have a bright red colour in the
fresh tongue, are more numerous than the circumvallate and
fewer than the conical papillfe, and they do not exhibit the same
diversity of types as the other forms. They vary in appearance,
number, and arrangement.

They are small globular bodies lying in depressions of the
mucous membrane, and are sessile or pedunculated. They project

for a variable distance above the surface of the dorsum. In most
cases the projecting part is hemispherical, but the complete
pedunculated papilla is seen in Man, the White-collared Man-
gabey, the Chimpanzee, the White-nosed Coati, and others.

Text-figure 12.

The difteveiit macroscopic appearances presented by the fungiform papillae.

Details in text.

In Man and the Mangabey, the pedunculated papillae lie close to

the attachments of the faucial pillars to the dorsum ; in the

Chimpanzee they are at the back of the tongue, and in the Coati

they take the place of the apical vallate papilla.

The papilla has a smooth, granular, or umbilicated surface, and
the umbilicus may be present in the sessile and pedunculated type
(text-fig. 12.). The different forms are not, however, charac-

teristic of any order of the Mammalia, and transitional types are

to be seen between them and the conical papillae.

Fungiform papillae are present on the dorsum, lateral borders,

and, in many cases, on the bounding papillary zone of the

inferior surface. They are absent in Galeopithecus and the

Arctic Fox. and difficult to see in the Dog.

As a rule they are situated at the apex, lateral parts, and
posterior division of the dorsum, and scanty or absent on the

central part. They are clustered behind the apex ; in the middle
third of the dorsum they are in transverse rows, and, at the
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posterior part of tlie lateral part, tbey are in oblique chains

passing forwards and outwards parallel to the row\s of vallate

papilla?. Those in the middle of the dorsum, in front of the

vallate papillary zone, are arranged in clusters as in Man, the

Macque Monkeys, and some of the Lemurs and Marmosets. In

the White- collared Mangabey, a V-shaped band of fungiform

papillae meets with the lateral organs on each side, and partitions

off the oral division of tlie dorsum from the pharyngeal part

(text-fig. 13).

On the lateral borders of the tongue, the papillae are arranged

in a chain, and they may be prominent or insignificant. On the

inferior surface they may either have no definite arrangement,

or they may be disposed in rows, of which the inner one is of

large, and the outer one of small elements.

Text-figure 13.

MACAQf'ES MAiVGABEY

Tlio arraiigcnieiit of tlie fungiform papillae.

The fungiform papillse may be covered with secondary ones

and possess taste Inids. The histology will be described in the

future papers of this series.

The Conical FajnllcE.

The conical papillfe are the most numerous, and they vary

more than any other group in distribution, size, and form.

In some of the Primates they are restricted to the oral part

of the dorsum, but in most animals they are on both oral and
pharyngeal parts. When they are present on the pharyngeal

part, they are more discrete than those on the oral division.

Moreover, the character of the papillse on the two parts may be

so different that the tongue can at once be referred to the family

to which the animal belongs. In the Felidse, for example, the

large recurved conical paj)ill8e on the oral part of the dorsum are

pathognomonic, but the Canid^e have small and medium-sized
papillae on the oral part, and long and shaggy ones on the

pharyngeal part.

Arrangeme7it.—In most animals the papillfe are aggregated

into clusters behind the apex
;
they are disposed in transverse

rows in the middle thiixl of the dorsum and in oblique rows in

the posterior third. They are, therefore, disposed in the same
manner as the fungiform papillae, but they are dotted over the

whole of the dorsum.
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There are exceptions to the above arrangement, however : in

the Indian Fruit Bat the arrangement in transverse rows is

maintained right up to the apex, and in the Stoat there are no
transverse rows at all : they are oblique ahnost to the apex, and
there is a small cluster of papillae behind it. In the Abyssinian

Cercopitheque the papillae are closely set and not arranged in

rows at all. These various forms are shown in text-fig. 14.

Size.—The papillae behind the apex are small in size, and
their true character can only be made out after magnification.

As a general rule they increase in size from before backwards,

and the central members of the rows are larger than the lateral

ones. In some of the Felidae, and in the Indian Fruit Bat, there

is a central area with large papillae, and a bounding zone con-

taining small ones. In some animals there is a marginal fringe

of long hair-like conical papillae.

Text-figure 14.

The arrangement of the conical papillae.

The papilhe are cornified to a variable extent and confer a

rough feeling on the dorsum. In the Felidae, the roughness is so

marked that the sharp cornified papillae stick into the examining
finger like so many pins ; this arrangement must be of the

greatest value for removing flesh from bones. The roughness
may vary in different species of the same genus. No contrast

could be greater, for example, than that which exists between the

tongues of the Abyssinian and Preuss's Cercopitheque. In the

latter the tongue is comparatively smooth, but in the former it is

very rough, and, when it is examined with the hand lens, the

conical papilla look like a field of long grass.

The shape and size of the papillae, and the number of points,

exhibit many variations, but very few types are characteristic of

any order. The different kinds can be arranged in groups, but

there are transitional forms linking them together.

In the first, or filiform group (text-fig. 15, nos. 1-4), the

papilla is long and coarse, or fine, and a cluster may arise from a

single point. Sometimes the papilla gives off a bundle of hairs

from its trunk, or, as in some of the Marsupialia, they come off

in the form of a ring. These were called cot^onate papillce by
Poulton. The filiform group is linked to the cylindrical (text-
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fig. 15, nos. 6-9) and fusiform types (text-fig. 15, no. 10) by the

papilla shown in text-fig. 10, no. 5. Cylindrical papillae may be

long or short, and bear one or more points (text-fig, 15, nos. 9,

25, 26).

The papillfe may be recurved, and have an entire or divided

apex (text-fig. 15, nos. 11-13), and the base from which it springs

may be smooth or granular ; also the point may be rounded and
umbilicated (text-fig. 15, no. 14).

Text-figure 15,

'3 (4 «5 (6 „

29 30

The different macroscopic appearances presented by the coniciil papillte.

Details in text.

The triangular group may have straight, serrated, or cuFved
sides, and the apex may have one, two, or many points (text-figv

15, nos. 15-18).

The members of the oval group may have plain or pointed
sides, and the most complex form resembles the calyx and corolla

of some flowers (text-fig, 15, nos. 19-23).

In most animals the points of the papillee in the centre of th©

dorsum are directed backwards, and those at the sides look
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backwards and inwards. In many of the Ruminantia, however,
there is an area at the back of the oral part of the dorsum on
which the papillae, which are large, point in all directions.

The papillae on the edges of the tongue give these a serrated

appearance, the points being directed backwards, and the dis-

position is in vertical chains.

On the inferior surface of the tongue the papilljB are small, but
the Banded Mongoose has large discrete ones arranged in trans-

verse rows with the points directed backwards and outwards.

The functions of the papillae are numerous, but taste is not
one of them. They are tactile, retentive, or mechanical, and the
nature of the mechanical action diffei's in difierent animals.

In the Felidae it is rasping, and in the Bats it may be suctorial

in virtue of the action of muscle-fibres near the apex. They are

assisted in their work by the shape of the mouth, the nature and
strength of the lingual muscles, and the co-existence of ridges

and tubercles on the palate. Hard insects can, for example, be
crushed between the cornified papillae and the yialatal tubercles.

The conical papillae may overlap the fungiform and vallate

papillae, or there may be a non-papillary zone between them (text-

fig. 12, nos. 7, 8, 9).

TJte Lateral Organs.

The lateral organs, or foliate pajnllce, consist of a number of

fissures and elevations at the posterior extremity of the free part

of each lateral border of the tongue. In most cases they extend
for a variable distance on to the pharyngeal part of the dorsum
each side. Both organs may be identical, or one may be more
pronounced and exhibit a greater degree of development.

The fissures may be long or short, and they may ])e curved
with the convexity forwards, sinuous, or straight. They may
be described as primary or complete, when they separate two
adjacent ridges, or secondary or incomplete, when they lie in the

middle of a ridge and partially divide it into two. Many tongues

have both foruis. They vary greatly in number, the greatest

which I detected being fifteen in the Spotted Cavy. Both organs

may have the same number of fissures, or there may be more in

one of the two in any animal.

The ridges may not protrude above the surface of the dorsum,

as in the Spotted Cavy, or they may appear as a series of oval

bodies arranged in a straight line or a curve. The linear

arrangement is seen in the Macaque and Cercopitheque Monkeys,
and the curve in the Brown Lemur and some other animals.

Again, the bodies may be grouped in pairs, as in the White-
collared Mangabey and the Bald-headed Ouakari. These modifi-

cations are shown in text-fig. 16.

Sometimes the lateral organs appear as distinct bodies which
are oval, lozenge-shaped, vermiform, or wedge-shaped (text-

fig. 16). Their margins may be serrated or plain, and their
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upper limit may be bordered with conical papillae or lymphoid
nodules. Both organs may be identical in size, but there may be

disparities in size, distinctness, and number of ridges and fissures.

SPOTTED CAVY

BALD-HEADED
OUAKARI

Text-figure 16.

////
RHESUS
MACAQUE

and COMMON
MACAQUE

WHITE-COLLARED
MANGABEY

WHITE-FRONTED
CAPUCHIN

BLACK HOWLER
MONKEY

MOLOCH
TEETEE

RED-FRONTED
LEMUR

RING-TAJLEO
LEMUR

The difterent forms of lateral

NEGRO
TAMARIN

Details in text.

0 0^

TANTALUS
CERCOP.'THEQUE

To sum up, the lateral organs may consist of :

—

A. Fissures and flat Iamina3, as in the Spotted Cavy.

B. Fissures and protruding laminae, as in the Macaques and
Mangabeys.

C. Definite organs, as in the Ring-tailed Lemur, Kabbit, etc.

These organs are richly supplied with taste-buds.

The Lymphoid Tissue and Glands.

Several papers dealing with the glands of the tongue have been

written by J. B. Haller * and others. I will not, therefore, enter

into a description here, but I will refer to it in the systematic

papers. I will only point out here that the orifices of glands are

not visible in all tongues, even when the tongue is examined with

the hand lens.

The Inferior Surface.

The inferior surface presents for examination a papillary

border, a mesial furrow or ridge, a frenum, the openings of the

sublingual glands, and the sublingual plate or its remnant the

plicae fimbriatas.

The papillary border of the tongue may run completely round
it, or it may be broken at the apex. Its antero-posterior length

* Haller, J. B., Archiv fiir Mik. Anat. 1909, p. 368.
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and breadth vary, and the papillae on it are conical alone, or both
conical and fungiform ; but it never bears fungiform papillae

alone. The various arrangements and degrees of aggregation

have already been described, and attention has been paid to the
ridges and furrows.

Wharton's Ducts open at the root of the frenum. In Man and
some of the Anthropoids, they open on the sublingual papillce, or

carunculce sublinguales, which are overlapped by folds of mucosa
or sublingual plicce.

In many monkeys, the ducts open on the apex of a triangular

body (text-fig. 17) which has plain or serrated sides and a bifid

or entire apex. Also, the inferior surface may have small pointed

processes, as in Preuss's Cercopitheque. In the Saki the apex
is rounded and entire, and the body bears lateral lobes ; in the

Squirrel Monkey there is a round entire apex, but the body is

not lobulated ; in the Moloch Teetee the whole body is lobulated
;

and in the Black Howler Monkey the apex is bifid and the

halves are .rounded. The sublingual-duct body is set astride the

frenum.
Text-figure 17.

HOWLER MONHEY TEETEE

The (litFevent forms exhibited by the openings for Wharton's Ducts,

Details in text.

The above body is not to be confounded with the sublingua
which is characteristic of the Lemuroidea, and represented by
the plicae fimbriatae of the Anthropoidea. These folds extend
backwards for a variable distance along the lateral aspect of the

inferior surface from the apex. The sublingua has already been
fully described by Pocock *.

The frenum extends from the posterior end of the free part of

the inferior surface to the floor of the mouth. It originates from
the plane surface of the tongue, or from the bottom of a
triangular depression. It varies greatly in length.

Structures for cleaning the Teeth.

Some animals have s tructures for cleaning the teeth, and
these may be apical, as in Galeophithecus, or lateral as in the

* Pocock, K. I., Proceedings of the Zoological Societj' of London, 1918, p. 19.
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Riiminaiitia. In the Red-fronted Lemur it takes the form of a

number of long apical conical papillae, but in Galeopithecus it

appears as a number of apical lobules. In the Slow Loris it is

on the apex of the sublingua.

Apparatus for Purposes of SuGlion.

In some of the Bats, the apical conical papillae can be arranged

in the form of a suctorial ring by means of muscular contraction.

Pigmentation of the Tongue.

The fresh tongue has a pink colour with fine dark red dots in

most animals, but some animals have peculiar pigmentation, which
may even be so characteristic that the species to which they

belong can be told at once. The Moloch Teetee has a black

tongue ; the Grizzled Spider Monkey has a brown tongue with a

white cross on the dorsum ; the Common Badger has a brown
vallate papillary area ; and the Giraffe and Aurochs have
tongues of a leaden hue.

The disposition of the pigment varies in different members of

the same species, but the differences are not of great value for

comparative work ; in the Moloch Teetee, for example, I have

seen one specimen with a completely black tongue, but another

had a wedge-shaped area devoid of pigment at the base.

The Litta.

On the under surface of the tongue, and sometimes within its

substance, there is a remnant of the glosso-hyal cartilage,

known as the litta, which varies in situation and character.

It lies below the tip of the organ in the Dasyare, but it is

absent in the Phalangers, in which it is replaced by a thickening

of the frenum. It is also apical in the Rhinoceros.

In the Carnivora, it is developed, especially in the Dog, in

which it is termed the uwnn. It is elastic and assists in lapping.

In the Kinkajou, it is large, ligamentous, and ensheatlied, and
in the Aye-Aye it takes the form of a nodulated and hooked
crest on the ventral aspect of the sublingua.

Piioc. ZooL. Soc— 1920, Ko. IX. 9
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11. Notes on East African Lizards collecied 1915-1919,

with Description of a new Genus and Species of

Skink and new Subspecies of Gecko. By Arthur
LOVERIDGE,

[Received March 5, 1920 : Read March 30, 1920.]

(Text-figure 1.)

The following notes are based on a collection of 900 lizards and
chameleons collected by the writer during the campaign in East

Africa, 0\^er a thousand specimens were collected, but one box
containing lizards from Kerogwe, Handeni, etc., and handed to

the S. & T. for transmission to the base, never reached its des-

tination. Another box containing half-a-dozen jars of lizards

and chamseleons was lost en route for England. Besides these

there are a good many specimens in the Nairobi Museum collected

by the writer which were not brought home, and therefore were
not available for study for the present paper.

Representatives of all the families of East African lizards were
taken, more than half the genera and about one-third of the

recorded species. The numbers are distributed as follows :
—

Number of

Family. Genera, Species. si)ecimeus.

Geckonidse 5 12 255
Agamidse 1 5 55

ZonuridcB 1 1 12

Varanidje 1 2 13

Amphisbaenidfe , . 1 1 7

Lacertidie 5 6 69
Gerrhosauridie , 1 2 46
Scincidie 5 12 330
Anelytropidse 1 1 1

Chamieleontid^e.. 2 9 112

Total . . . 900

The most representative collection wa.s made in Ex-German East
Africa, where the writer s})ent two and a half years. Six months
were spent in Portuguese East and one and a half years in British
East Africa. The field-notes are not so extensive as would have
been the case had conditions not been so adverse. For nearly
twelve months all specimens had to be carried on the saddle until
camp was made, and an oppoi-tunity arose to F.end them bajk to
the base on the rebarning supply lorries.

The principal localities mentioned in the following pvges
are :

—

British East Africa : West Mt. Kenia, Mt. Siswa, Mt. Maroaret,
Kedong Yalley, Thika, Nairobi, Kabete, Kagiado, Bissel, Yoi,
Mbunyi, Mombasa.

9*
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Ex-German East Africa : West Mt. Loiigido, Arnsclia, Mosclii,

Kalie, Palms, T.same, Gonya, Mkomasi, Mombo, Kerogwe, Han-
deiii, Lukigiira, Makindu (Msiha River), Ngeri-Ngeri, Mikesse,

Mkuyuni, Matoiubo, Duthumi, Tabora, Dodoino, Koiigwa, Moro-
goi-o, Dar-es-Salaaiii.

Zanzibar.

Portuguese East Africa : Luinbo (on mainland 3 miles from
Mozambique), Delagoa Bay.

The identitication was c iri-ied out at the British Museum at

South Kensington, where I had the advantage of examining the

types of a great many of the species referred to in the following

pages, as well as large series for comparison from many localities.

The notes were afterwards worked up at home.
I should like to take this opportunity of thanking Mr. G. A.

Boulenger for the great kindness which he showed me. Not
merely by according me free access to his papers and the collec-

tions in his care, but at all times so readily giving advice,

examining specimens, or making lengthy translations from the

Germa,n text. Without his kindly oversight 1 should never have
completed these notes, or, if completed, should without doubt
have made many blunders.

It is with the object of showing my appreciation for the help

so freely given that [ have associated Mr. Boulenger's name with
the only new lizard found in the collection, an interesting limb-

less burrowing 8kink described in the following pages.

Only one local race has been given a subspecific name, though
on colour grounds the Mombasa (Frere Town) form of Lygo-
dacti/lus picturatus, the Dodoma specimens of Agama lionotus,

and the Longido specimens of Mahaia brevicollis might be con-

sidered by some as meriting formal names.

Measurements are given to the nearest eighth of an inch,

followed by the exact measurements iii millimetres of the length

of head and body followed by the tail length wlien intact.

I am indebted to Mr. H. A. Baylis for identifying the jDarasitic

worms found in many species of lizards. Some of these are pos-

sibly new, and as the descriptions have not yet been published,

only the generic names are given in the following pages.

G E C K O N I D J5.

Hemidactylits citernii
(
Blgr.).

Blgr. Ann. Mus. Gen. (3) v. 1912, p. 329.

A single male was collected at Nairobi on 3. iv. 15. It was
found beneath a stone on the hillside. Total length 2J inches

(38-35 mm.).
The type locality of this recently described species is in Somali-

land.
,

The type is in the British Museum, and the above speci-

men was identified for me by Mr. Boulenger. This new record

shows the species to l)e widely spread.
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Hemidactylus mabouia (Gray).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. 1885, p. 122.

This is undoubtedly the conimonest of the East African Geckos.

Seventy-one specimens were collected. In British East at Voi
;

in German East at Tsame, Mkomasi, Kerogvve, Lukigina,
Makindu, Amani, Kongwa, Morogoro, J3ar-es-Sa]aam, and J)u-

tiiumi ; in Portuguese East at Lunibo and Delagoa Bay. It is

commonly found in houses and out-buildings, but is almost as

common on trees.

The coloration is very variable. Those taken in the burnt-out

interior of trees were practically black, others hiding in crevices

of Pa.upau-trees were a pale straw-colour ; some of the very

largest were found on trees at Liddgura and Makindu, where
their darkly barred and mottled skins by accentuating the small

tubercles led me to suppose them to be a distinct species. Those
found in houses, particularly whei-e the walls were whitewashed,
were pale flesh-coloiu' or almost transparent. The change of

colour may also be influenced by their feelings apparently, for on
one occasion I witnessed two of them fighting— the victor was
pale grey and the pursued brown-black.

The largest specimens were taken at Morogoro. Both male
and female measured 7| inches (86-102 mm.). It was curious

that both these large specimens should be in the same propor-

tions of head and body to tail, for the tail of the male was a

reproduced one, while that of the female was intact.

An extraordinary percentage of the Morogoro speciniens had
regenerated tails, no fewer than twenty out of the thirty-one

collected. It occurred more frequently in males than in females,

and I attributed this to the combats that take place, which are

presumably amongst the males. In an outhouse I saw a speci-

men with bifid tail, but did not succeed in catching it. At
Kerogwe I caught seventeen specimens without one dropping its

tail; eleven of these had their original tails, five males and one
female had secondary growths. I put one of these Geckos into a

vivarium with an Underlined Sand-Snake {P. suhtceniaUis^\ the

rapidity with which the snake ga ve chase was almost incredible
;

the weather being hot, the snake darted and doubled about the

case. The Gecko dropped its tail, but the snake, undeceived by
the wriggling of the severed tail, shortly after seized the Gecko,

and when the latter became limp from the poison—swallowed it.

The eggs of this species are almost globular except for a

flattening at the point of attachment; they are soft and sticky

when laid, and thus adhere to the bai'k, in whose crevices or

beneath which they are deposited. Two are produced at a time ;

in diameter they are from 10 to 12 mm. ; the shell soon hardens
and becomes very brittle, so that it is difiicult to detach them
from the bark witliout breaking them ; the suiface of the shells

is finely granulate and the colour is opaque or bluish-white.

Eggs were taken on July 29th at Makindu, on March 9th and
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December 20th at Morogoro, on October 16th at Lumbo. The
last-mentioned hatched out the snme day ; the emerged young
one measured just under 2| inches (31 'SI mm.), which is extra-

ordinary when one considers the size of the egg. Two eggs

collected upon some books at Mombasa on November I7th, 1919,

also hatched out within a few days, so that the species probably

breeds at any time of the year.

Flies and spiders are their usual food, but I have also taken
small beetles, and one particularly gorged specimen had a big

brown cockroach 40 mm. long in its stomach.

This species is particularly liable to small red acarine parasites,

which generally are foun<l scattered about the ventral surface.

Hemidactylus squamulatus (Torn.).

Tornier, Tliierw. Ost-Afr. Kept. 1896, p. 10.

Two males only, collected at Morogoro, the first under an ox-

hide on 8. V. 17 measured just under 2-| inches (33'26 mm.), but
the tail was reproduced, the second on 9. iv. 18 was 3| inches

(42'42 mm.).
Compared with specimens in the Biitish Museum from Voi,

Tsavo, Samburu, and Kitui.

Hemidactylus brookii (Gray).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. 1885, p. 128.

Thirty specimens were collected at Morogoro, Duthumi, and
Lumbo ; at the former place they were mostly to be found in

grass-huts and among rubbish heaps, but at the other localities

they were all found on treers.

The largest male measured 3| inches (40'40 mm.) and was from
Lumbo ; the largest femnle measured 3| inches (54-33 mm.),
thougli the tail was reproduced : it was taken at Morogoro.
Female with eggs taken 14.ii. 17.

The types of this species from Borneo and Australia in the

British Museum were examined, as well as the fine series from
African localities. H. brookii has a wonderfully wide distribu-

tion in East Africa from Somaliland to Portuguese East ; it also

occurs on the West Coast.

Hemidactylus ruspolii (Blgr.).

Blgr. Ann. Mus. Gen. (2) xvii. 1896, p. 6.

Seventeen specimens, of which three were from Mbunyi,B.E.A.

;

one from Longido West; twelve from Morogoro; and one from
Duthumi, G.E.A. The Mbunyi and Longido specimens were
taken from fissures and croA^ces of thorn-trees, the Morogoro
ones beneath stones and dug out of an earth-bank, where they

lived in holes.

Six of these were males, of which the largest measured 5 inches

(67*60 mm, regenerated), from Mbunyi. By far the largest of
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the eleven females was from Dutliumi ; this specimen measured

65 inches (77'82 mm.). In both of these the tail was repro-

duced and carrot-shaped ; the female was strikingly so, measuring
17 mm. across at the base and tapering to a point ; the body only

measured 23 mm. across. In life these Geckos have an orange-

colour, much brigliter on the tail ; this was so as I'egards the

Morogoro specimens, but I did not notice it at Mbunyi.
The following is a note from my diary of the colour of a living

Morogoro specimen:—"The head and back are of a very dull

orange-colour; a black stripe passes through the eye; three

pairs of rather indefinite ocelli on the sides are connected by
black saddle-like markings bordered with whitish granules; the

tail is brilliant orange ringed with black, the rings becoming less

distinct on the lower surface
;
throat, belly, and under- surface of

legs transparent white."

Lygodactylus capensis mossambica, subsp. nov.

Blgr. Cat. Liz. 1885, p. 160.

Fifty specimens of a Gecko were collected at Lumbo, P.E.A.,

which agreed Avith the description of L. capensis (Smith) in all

particulars, with the exception of the f-caling on the underside of

the tail. In L. capensis the underside of the tail is covered with
large imbricate scales except in regenerated tails, where occa-

sionally one finds broad transverse scales in a median series. In
all the specimens collected at Lumbo this transversely dilated

median series was a constant feature both in the original and
renewed tails.

There is an exceptionally fine series of Z. capensis in the

British Museum, and specimens were examined from the following

localities:—South Africa.; Transvaal (Zoutpansburg, Rusten-
burg, De Kaap Goldfields); Natal (Lower Unkoniaas River);

Rhodesia (Mazoe) ; Zululand (Indukuduku, Ngoye Hills)
;

Portuguese Gazaland (Jiku, Kurumadzi River)
;

Portuguese
East Africa (Delagoa Bay, Shire Highlands); Mashonaland (Mt.
Chirinda)

;
Tanganyika: French Congo ( Benito River) : Nyassa-

land (Fort Johnson, Zomba)
;
Angola (Chiyaka Di.strict); Ben-

guella (Interior) ; South Somaliland (Lush). x\ll these agree

with the original description.

Specimens from Beira, and Cogano, P.E.A., however, were
intermediate between the typical Z. capensis i\n(] the Liimbo race,

one or two of the Beira specimens being practically indistinguish-

able from those collected at Lumbo. In view of the large series

of specimens collected and the constancy of the character, I

propose to designate this local race as a subspecies under the

name of mossambica.

The largest male measured 2g inches (35-31 mm.), and the

largest female just over 2;^ inches (33*22 mm. regenerated).

These specimens I regard as tlio typrs. The a.vei'age length of

nineteen males av;is (U mm. (3()-31 mm.), and of thirty-one
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females 57 mm. (29*28 mm.) ; a few specimens with regenerated

tails are included in these averages.

Coloration from notes made from the living Gecko, as follows:

—

" Grey or olive-brown above, darker or lighter according to

habitat. Black lateral lines spotted with cream commence at

nostrils and disappear at, or on hind legs. A pair of dorso-

lateral lines bordered on their inner edge by fawn-coloured lines

commence on frontal region and vanish on tail. In some speci-

mens these lines were broken into a series of dots, in others they

were very indistinct. Whole dorsal surface much mottled with

darker and lighter sjjots. Throat pure white, bespeckled in

males; rest of under surface yellowish-white. Regenerated tails

plumbeous."

Eggs two in number, pure white, more bird-shaped than most
Gecko eggs. Measured 7 mm. x 6 mm. Laid in crevices of bark.

Eggs collected on 27. vii, 18 hatched on 16.x. 18. Newly emerged
young measured 24 mm. (13*11 mm.).

Blue-bottle fly, large beetle larva, and small brown beetles were
found in stomach. On one occasion I saw a young Gecko seize a

small staphylinid beetle and drop it quickly, shaking its head
vigorously as does a person after taking a nauseous draught.

The type specimens and others have been given to the British

Museum. Co-types have been donated to the National Museum
of Wales, Manchester Museum, American Museum of Natural
History, Smithsonian Institute, Prof. Barbour at Harvard
University, and Nairobi Museum, British East Africa.

Lygodactylus FiscnERi scHEFFLERi (Sternf.).

Sternfeld, Ergebn. Deutsch. Zentr. Afr. Exp. 1918, iv. 2,

p. 206.

Two males taken on thorn-trees at Mbunyi (15. v. 16). The
larger measures 2| inches (26*30 mm.).

Lygodactylus grotei (Sternf.).

Sternfeld, S.B. Ges. Naturf. Berlin, 1911, iv. p. 245.

Twenty-one specimens in all were collected—nine males, nine
females, and three immature young. Localities—Morogoro,
Msiha, Duthumi. The favourite haunts of this species were the
banana-palms and paupau-trees, on whose stems they disported

themselves in the sunshine
;
occasionally they were found on

shrubs, stumps, or low bushes.

The largest male measured 2| inches (32*38 mm.), the largest

female 2f inches (33*37 mm.). On February 24th, 1917, a pair

were seen iii coitu on a spi-ay of mimosa thorn. It was about
8 A.M., and the sun was causing the heavy dew-drops to glisten.

Lygodactylus picturatus (Peters).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. 1885, p. 161.

Porty specimens available for pi'esent paper
;
large series from
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Kerogwe and Handeni were lost in transit. Seen at Mombasa
Island, Zanzibar, Mombo, Palms, ISTgeri Ngeri. Collected at

Kerogwe, Handeni, Morogoro, and Dar-es-Salaam.

A purely arboreal Gecko living on tree-trunks ; the following

notes were made at various localities :

—

Zanzibar (30. xii. 14). Was disappointed in not securing a

Gecko, whose body was bark-colour but whose head was like a

patch of yellow lichen.

Randeni (26. vi. 16). Caught sight of a small grey Gecko with

a yellow head similar to those seen at Palms a few days ago.

They frequent large trees and come down within a couple of feet

of the ground ; should anyone approach, they glide round to the

opposite side of the trunk and then hasten towards the top. On
two ti'ees tlie yellow heads of these Geckos rendered them con-

spicuous, but on a third, which was ovei'grown with tufts of grey

and yellow lichen, the yellow head broke up their outline and
rendered them inconspicuous ; this seems to be the probable

explanation of their somewhat peculiar coloration. By far the

most interesting thing about them was the tip of the tail, upon
which were transverse lamellae similar to those on digits of most
Geckos. This arrangement serves them as a fifth foot, thus pro-

viding additional grip.

Handeni (27.vi. 16). Hunted most of the likely trees for

Geckos similar to the specimen taken yesterday ; most of them
were too quick for me, save those on one stump not more than
ten feet high. In passing this, I fancied seeing something glide

round, so dodged to and fro until I caught sight of a retreating

tail. Having broken olf all the smaller twigs, I put my arms
around the stump near the ground, then ran them up to a height

of five feet, where I tied a white handkerchief loosely around to

keep them from coming down. Then swarming up, I broke off"

all the remaining branches, raised the kerchief within a foot of

the top, and then captured one by one the male and two female

Geckos which were there. The male was very handsomely
coloured, with a velvety-black throat merging into a bright

yellow stripe along the centre of the belly. The grey and yellow

of the back and head (upper surface) were also much more vivid

than in the specimen taken yesterday. The females possess the

power of changing colour with great rapidit3^, being quite brown
when first sighted, but changing to a dull imitation of the male
when pursued.

Kerogwe (S.vii. 16). The Yellow-headed Geckos are very

abundant hei-e, almost every third tree is inhabited by them.
Several pairs of their hard -shelled eggs were found under the

bark of the trees.

Morogoro (2.iii.l7). Yellow-headed Geckos very abundant
hereon the trunks of the Acacia-trees, which border many of the

roads ; these Geckos are always to be found on the sunny side of

the tree-trunks durinof the morninp's. The male is handsome
blue-grey with a brilliant yellow head, which fades in spirit, so
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that only some longitudinal dark striations or mottlings are to

be seen in the preserved specimen. The chin and throat in adult

males only are velvety black, extending back as far as the fore

legs ; immature specimens have unmarked throats or like those

of females. The rest of the under-surface as far back as the vent

is orange, whilst small yellow patches mark the underside of the

legs. The tail is grey beneath. The throat of the female is

white mottled with a network of black lines ; the upper surface

of the head in adults is pale yellow, barred or mottled with
yellow ; the back is brown or greyish, with indistinct darker
markings. When struck sharply on the back with a cane so as

to be instantly killed, this Gecko frequently falls over backwards,
and remains attached to the tree by the sucker-apparatus of the

tail tip.

Lang, in his field-notes on Lygodactylus pictut'Cttus gutteralis *,

speaking of this tail, writes: "but the really unique feature

distinguishing it from all other Geckos is the adhesive pad on
the tip of the tail "

; this is evidently a slip, as this is a generic

character f.

The largest males taken measured 3| inches (43'43 mm.) and
largest female 3 J inches (38 41 mm.). It is very unusual for this

species to drop its tail, and most of the specimens taken had
intact tails.

At Morogoro (l.i, 17) a pair were seen courting. "After
recent heavy rains the sun came out bright and fresh this

morning, and almost every tree in the avenue had a pair of

Yellow-headed Geckos in brilliant colour on its sunny side. A
pair were courting, the female chasing off the male every time he
approached. He arched his neck in an unusual manner and ex-

posed his throat, presumably to exhibit the velvety-black patch

peculiar to the male."

Eggs were found at Morogoro on 1. ii. 18, at Da,r-es-Salaam on
11. iv.l8 (in one group of three it is just possible that two Geckos
had laid together ; two eggs being the usual number), and at

Kerogwe on 5. vii. 16.

In the ' Catalogue of Lizards ' the colour of L. pichiratus is

given as " head and anterior part of body bright yellow, with

dark brown or black lines and spots At Frere Town,
which is situated on the mainland opposite Mombasa Island,

from which it is only separated by a channel not more than

500 yards across, is a very distinct form which has no yellow

head, nor yellow on any part of the body. When first seen I

thought it was a distinct species, but after a careful examination

I can detect no structural difi^erence between it and picturatus,

which I have seen on Mombasa Is. though never collected. In
the Britisli Museum is a specimen of the Frere Town form,

labelled " Mombasa," and collected by A. Blayney Percival, Esq.,

* Schmidt, Bull. Arner. Mus. of Nat. Hist, xxxix. 1919, p. 465.
_

t Mr. Sclimidt points out to me that tlie lamellae on the tail are not even a

jieneric distinction, as they are also found in Diplodacti/lus palmaius Moni.
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which conceivahly may have been taken on the adjoining main-
land. In the Nairobi Museum are two specimens collected at

Jilore, Giriama, and presented by Mr. T. B. Nair, which are also

the Frere Town form. Unfortunately the colouring of the head

does not remain in presei ved specimens.

The coloration of the Frere Town form in life is as follows :

—

Male : Head lohite, transverse black band across supra-ocular

region, a second in parietal region ; three longitudinal black

lines unite these two to form a gridiron pattern ; a third cross-

band on nape. A double row of large black spots, sometimes
united to form transvei'se bands, on back from nape to base of

tail ; there may be as many as eleven pairs of spots. A black

stripe commencing at nostril passes through eye and over fore-

limb, where it ends above axilla. Very narrow black line

borders tips of upper and lower labials, continues below ear-

opening and on to the fore-limb, where it disappears before

reaching elbow. Nine to twelve vertical black stripes of

irregular shape along each side. Throat black, not extending
beyond an imaginary line drawn from ear to ear, except for two
narrow line-like continuations, only a couple of scales in width,

which extend back to fore- limbs. Belly wdiite, projecting for-

ward into black throat like the arms of the letter " U."
Female as in male, except for white throat, which has an inner

and outer chevron -shaped black marking.

Fourteen specimens were collecte<l, of which the largest male
measui'ed 2J inches (36"36 mm.) and female 3 inches (36"38 mm.).

Platypholis fasciata (Blgr.).

Blgr. P. Z. S. 1890, p. 80.

Two males and a female taken on thorn-trees at Mbunyi.
Largest male 4 inches (64-37 mm.), and female 5 inches(80'45 mm.).
Both specimens had reproduced tails. Two ovules | inch diameter
in females.

The type specinien on which the genus was founded as well as

the species was collected at IMombasa. ; another specimen in the
British Museum which was examined came from Maziwi, which
the label states is between Mombasa and Kagiado, therefore not
very far distant from Mbunyi. Yet another specimen has been
recorded by Boulenger from Upper Ganali, Juba River.

Phelsuma laticauda (Boettg.).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. 1885, p. 215.

Two males taken at Dar-es-Salaam (10. xi. 18) measure
4| inches (59-53 mm.) and 4^ inches (59-60 mm.). I should not
have got these specimens, which dwell in the tops of the lofty

palms, had I not been passing as some natives were cutting

branches for thatching : three specimens were seen but only two
captured. These differ from owe another in several respects :

tlie first has a- median cleft on rostral, absent in the second ; it
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has 9 upper and 8 lower labials. It has three scales between
naso-rostrals, and the dorsal scales are distinctly keeled ; in both
of which points it differs from the other specimen, which has two
scales between the naso-rostrals, and the scales unkeeled on the
dorsal suiface of tail.

Colour-notes in life are: ''Dark green colour, finely freckled

with red on back and base of tail."

It has been previously reported from Nossi Be, Johanna,
Farquhar Is., Zanzibar, Comoro Is., Madagascar, but not from
the mainland of East Africa.

Elasmodactylus triedrus (Blgr.).

Blgr. Rev. Zool. Afr. iii. 1913, p. 104, pi. v. fig. 2.

Two specimens of this rare Gecko were taken—a njale from
Kongwa (21.iv. 17), measures 5| inches (70'67 mm.); and a

female whose locality is somewhat uncertain, though 1 believe it

was taken in the neighbourhood of Morogoro, measures 4| inches

(57-57 mm.).

A G A M I D iE.

Agama colonorum (Gray).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. 1885, p. 356.

Thirty-four specimens were obtained at Thika, Gon3^a, Kongwa,
Morogoro, Mkuyuni, Duthumi, and Lumbo. The largest Morogoro
male measured 9^ inches (1 21"1 1 1 mm., tip of tail missing), largest

Morogoro female 1 1 inches (lOo'l 75 mm.), seventeen specimens were
collected at Morogoro. Of fourteen specimens collected at Lumbo
the largest male measured 13 inches (1 16 213 mm,), and female

12 inches (104*204 mm.).
Coloration was very variable ; the following note was made on

a Lumbo male :
—" Dirty cream or pale grey, with dark brown

vermiculations. Dorsal crest pale blue, particulai-ly bright on
neck. Head dark browai above, vermiculated with same on sides

;

indistinct red stripe from eye to eye
;

irregular line of a fine

brick-red colour originates behind ear and is lost in a lai-ge patch

of same colour just above fore-leg. Chin vermiculated with rich

blue, converging to a blue patch on throat. Belly and under-

surface of tail dirty white."

A female was killed at Morogoro on 14 ii, 17 with 12 eggs in

ovary measuring 15x10 mm. Another was killed on l.iv. 18

with 10 eggs 18x10 mm.
Ants of several species, including the fierce little cock-tail

species, beetles, large cricket, and millipedes were found in

stomachs.

Physaloptera was taken in the stomach of this species.

This species is very arboreal ; if found upon the ground it is

usually not far from a tree, to which it flies for refuge.

A very large specimen was found partly digested in the

stomach of a Hissing Sand-Snake (Psammophis sibilans) at Lumbo
(x. 1918).
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Many specimens are infested with a small acarid {Fterygosoma

agamce) beneath the ventral scales. A new nematode (Oochoristica

agamce)* was found in several.

Agama flavicauda (Werner).

Wern. Zool. Anz. xx. 1897, p. 264.

Agama caudospina Meek, Field Mas. Nat. Hist. vii. 1910,

No. 11, p. 407.

Several specimens in the Nairobi Museum were collected by the

writer at West Kenia (23. xi. 1 5). A large male measures 8| inches

(100"120 mm.). These specimens were taken in the thatch of

a pig-sty, and in an isolated pinnacle of earth where they had
taken up their abode in the holes excavated by Sand-Martins,
as well as in natural crevices. There are also specimens in the

Museum collected by Mr. Allen Turner at Kegamaia, near
Mt. Elgon.

There can be no doubt that Agama caudospina recently

described by Meek from Elementeita, B.E.A., should be relegated

to the synonymy of this species. Werner's description was based
on a single male of unknown locality. Both - names are very
descriptive of this species, wdiich is quite unlike any other Agama
collected.

Agama lionotus (Blgr.).

Blgr. P. Z. S. 1896, p. 214, pi. viii.

Thirteen specimens from Voi, Mbunyi, Longido West, and
Dodoma. Was also seen at Kahe and Kongwa ; there are

specimens in Nairobi Museum collected by the writer near the
Kedong Valley.

The type specimen from S.E. of Lake Rudolph, as well as

specimens from Mt. Kenia and Ngaya (south of Lake Victoria),

B.E.A,, which are in the British Museum, were examined.
Arranging the specimens geographically from the type locality

southwards one finds a marked increase in the scale-rows.

Rudolph.
Voi.

M. Type. 65 scale-rows round mid-body,
M. 17. vi. 16. 73

1)

Mbunyi. M. 15. V. 16. 75
5) 11

Longido. i\r.t I.ii.l6. 80
11 11

Dodoma. M. 8. xii.l8. 75
11 11

jj
F. jj 78

11 11

?j
M. 5? 80

11 11

>•)
F. ?J 82

11 11

j>
M. 1->

87
11 11

I draw attention to this for a purpose. These Dodoma speci-

mens are strikingly different in life to those collected elsewhere.

The throat of the males from other localities was invariably

* Baylis, Parasitology, xi. 1919, p. 409.

t 3 males exaiiuned.
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Rcai-let in the breeding adults. I was at once struck by the hand-
some throats of the Dodoma specimens as they bobbed their heads
up and down upon the rocks wliere they basked in the sun. The
throat of these males has a pear-shaped scarlet patch 14 scales

wide and 30 to 32 scpJes long
; it is surrounded by a rich navy-

blue border 9 scales in width ; outside the posterior part of this

is a semicircle of scarlet commencing narrowly at base of jaws
and widening on the throat. These males are far larger than the
type or any collected elsewhere. Both the largest males measured
11| inches (140-150 mm., tails missing), the largest female
measured 11^ inches (11 2' 173 mm.).

There appear to be no scale characters whereby the Dodoma
specimens can be distinguished

;
they have a far larger number

of scale-rows round mid-body than the type, but as the cross-

country series show an intergradation in this character, it appears
to be a pity to multiply local races by giving them names.
A couple of notes made on Longido specimens are interesting,

as they show something of the chamseleon-like possibilities of this

Agama :— 28. i. 16. " Was successful in shooting one of the scarlet-

headed, blue-bodied Agamas. As soon as it was put in formalin
a,llthe bright colouring departed, and it became a study in browns."
2. ii. 16. "A brown Agama was basking on a rock, and I killed it

very suddenly with a smart blow across the back, causing it to

fall over with a little quiver, its back evidently broken. I placed

it in a black bag, and on my return to camp was surprised to find

its head of a brilliant scarlet and the body bright blue, exactly
the reverse of what occurred with a shot specimen a few days ago.

It appears probable that all the Agamas hereabouts are only
colour variations of the one species." Of a male shot in the
Kedong Valley I wrote, 19. vii. 15 :

" Shot a brilliantly coloured
Agama, head rich brick-red, and the body, more particularly

underneath, a vivid ultramarine blue,"

All the specimens were found upon rocks and tlie same type of

sandy thorn-bush country.

The two Dodoma females contained eggs, the larger having 8
and the smaller 7, measuring 20 x 12 mm. (S.xii. 18).

Agama vaillanti (Blgr.).

Blgr. Ann. Mus. Civ. ser. 2, vol. xv. 1895, p. 12.

Five specimens in all were obtained, two being from Mbunyi
and three from Yoi. One of the Mbunyi specimens measured
85 mm. in body, but the tail was mutilated. The largest Yoi
specimen measured 9J inches (80- 170 mm.). Found on reddish

sandy soil, their colouring rendering them inconspicuous.

Agama atricollis (Smith).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. i. 1885, p. 358.

Specimens in the Nairobi Museum were collected in the neigh-
bourhood, where: it is very common on trees. Two specimens
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collected at Dodomo on thorn-trees appear to belong to this

species. They are very small if so, the largest measuring
9 inches (90*140 mm.). Both are males with vermiculations on
the throat, which has a blue patch on the basal portion.

A female taken at Nairobi (3. iv. 15) had 10 eggs in ovary,

20x10 mm.

Z O N U R I D ^.

ZoNURUS TROPIDOSTERNUM (Cope).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. ii. 1885, p. 252.

A single specimen was taken at Makindu (Msiha River) and
eleven at Morogoi-o. The largest male (Morogoro) measured

7^ inches (90"90 mm., tip of tail missing), the largest female
(Makindu) measured 6| inches (95'75 mm.).

These specimens entirely bear out the remarks made by
Nieden* after an examination of nineteen specimens from many
localities in G.E.A. All the specimens agree with ^. tropido-

sternum in the roughness of the head- scales, and the granular

interstices between the flank-scales. All except two agree with
tropidosternum in that the fronto-nasal scale is in contact with
the rostral. In these two the nasals separate the fronto-nasal

from the rostral, which is the key character for Z. cordylus. No
reliance can be placed on the arrangement of the head-scales in

this genus as a guide to specific character under these circum-

stances. It is rather interesting to note that one of these

specimens in which fronto-nasal and rostral are not in contact

was taken on the same day with a normal male and female, and
not only so, but within a few yards of them, two of the three

were seen to emerge fi'om a hole at the base of a wall ; the third

was killed at the same wall only a short distance from the hole.

Two specimens were found in a half-drowned condition in road-

side gutters, having evidently been washed out of some retreat

by the heavy rains. The favourite haunt appeared to be hollow

trees, into whose interiors they would retreat and from which it

was difficult to get them. The Makindu female was brought into

camp in a hollow log which had been cut for fuel ; she had
remained while it was chopped down. She had four large eggs in

the ovary.

Termites were taken from the stomachs of four of the
specimens.

Parasitic worm (Oocharistica zomiri) proved to be new f.

y A R A N I D .E.

Yaranus xanthematicus albigularis (Daud.).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. ii. 1885, p. 307.

The only specimen of the Wlute-throated Monitor met with

* Nieden, Mitt. Zool. Mus. Berlin, 1913, vii, p. 71.

t Baylis, Parasitology, xi. 1919, p. 406.
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was found preserved in a German house at Morogoro. I do

not believe it was collected in the neighbourhood. Total length

28 inches (300-410 mm.).

Varanus niloticus (Linn.).

Blgr. Oat. Liz. ii. 1885, p. 317.

Met with at Gonya, Msiha, Morogoro, Dar-es-Salaam, Duthumi,
and Lumbo. At the last-mentioned place I did not see it myself,

but heard of it several times, and the probability is that it was
this species and not the white-throated.

The following are the measurements of those obtained :

—

M. Head and body 554 mm. Tail 850 mm. Morogoro. 19.i.l8.

F. „ 460 „ 350 53 8.i.l7.

M. „ 407 „ 607 Dar-es-S'm. 15. vi. 18.

M. „ 337 „ 490 Morogoro. 1. iv. 18.

F. „ 370 „ 572 l.iv. 18.

M. „ 230 375 33 13. ii.l8.

M. „ 153 „ 235 27. iii. 18.

F. „ 142 „ 240 Gonya. 29. V. 16.

M. M 127 „ 190 Morogoro. 10. iv. 17.

M. „ 120 „ 170 1. iv. 18.

? „ 110 „ 170 I.xi.l6.

Ski 11. „ „ 435 „ 651 Msiha. 14. vii. 16.

In some of the foregoing the tail was missing at the tip.

Along the river-bank at Morogoro they were very common,
though more often heard than seen. The first intimation that

one was in the vicinity would be a rush through the undergrowth
followed by a splash. If you were fortunate you might be in

time to see the creature emerge on the opposite bank and crawl

into its hole. At other points along the river where the banks
were high and clifF-like they might be seen basking on some ledge

or drawing themselves up with the aid of their powerful claws.

A good many were captured alive. The usual procedure was for

me to wade down the river, with a native walking through the

undergrowth along either bank a little in advance. On the

Monitor taking to the water, I remained quiet and watching where
it emerged and marked down its hole. We could then dig out

the hole until the creature was located at the terminus. The hole

would then be closed with the shovel till only a small opening
remained, large enough for its head to come through, but not to

let the body pass if it made a rusli. As soon as the head made
an appearance, a widely-forked stick would be placed on it by a

person standing above and the animal held to the ground. The
spade would be pulled away, and a few exciting moments followed

as tlie creature struggled, scratched, and lashed about with its

tail. As soon as a favourable moment occuri'ed the tail would be

seized with one hand, and with the other (wrapped in a cloth for

preference) the Monitor would be securely grasped by the neck

-and transferred to a sack.
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It is a most awkward creature to handle ; not only can it give

a severe bite, but a lash from the tail of even a small specimen is

severe, owing to it turning the dorsal keel over sideways as it

strikes. It makes good use of its clavrs to scratch when seized,

and on this account alone I have dropped Monitors which I had
securely b}*- the neck.

Hearing that a couple of very large Monitors paid a daily visit

to the cook-house, which was situated at the edge of a bank or

slide which sloped steeply down to the river nearly 200 ft. below,

I walked aloug the opposite bank of the river one day, A bell

was rung at 12 p.m. each day, and from 12. .30 to 1.30 p.m. all is

quiet. It is then that the reptiles came up for scraps. Whether
the ringing of the bell had any significance for them it would
be difiicult to say. Whilst walking along the opposite bank I

descried one of the lizards lying just below the top near the cook-

house, but hidden from view from anyone on that bank. After
crossing the river I scrambled up thirty foot or so of the slide,

and found that the Monitor had disappeared. Even as I looked,

however, its head appeared over the top of the bank, and I fired

at it with a '22 Winchester. The bullet caused it to bound over

the bank where it lay quiet, for as it heard the bullet whistle

past, it imagined the danger came from above.

In its new position it exposed its whole length to me, and I put
three bullets into it as fast as I could load ; after each it gave a

jump, but kept under the bank. Someone, hearing the firing,

came to the edo-e of the bank and looked over, thus disturbing:

the Monitor, which fied down the bank like a great dog, disappear-

ing into some bushes on the brink of a cliff that rose sheer from
the river forty feet below. I feared that it had gone over this,

but my boy i-etrieved it from the very edge. It was not in the

least spoilt by the three bullet-holes, and I had to give it a
tremendous dose of chloroform to kill it. The creature was a

male and measured 55 inches over all. Its stomach contained

m.eat from the cook-house and crabs. Crabs' claws on the pai-tly

submerged rocks in the river are generally a sign that Monitors
are in the neighbourhood. In the stomach of another specimen I

have found the remains of a toad. As is well known, they often

come to fowl-houses for the eggs, which seems to be one of their

favom^ite articles of diet.

Ticks are connnonly found about the anal region of Monitors.

A worm, Tanqua tiara (v. Linst), was found in one specimen
at Morogoro (6. iv. 18).

A M P H I S B N I D .E.

MONOPELTIS COLOBURA (BlgT.).

Blgr. Ann. S. Afr. Mus. v. 1910, p. 495.

Of the ten species of Amphisb^enidse found in East Africa this

was the only one met with by the writer. This is its first record

Pkoc. Zool. Soc— 1920, ^s"o. X. 10
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from the East African coast I believe, as it was described from

three specimens collected in Barotseland by the Rev. L. Jalla.

Type in the British Museum.
A male and half-a-dozen females were taken at Lumbo,

P.E.A., between August 20th and October 31st, 1918. The
male measured 15^ inches (346"44 mm.) and the largest female

19 i inches (440-50 mm.).

By Europeans and natives alike this strange creature was
called a snake. It is decidedly more like a tlesh-coloured worm
than a lizard. In life the skin is loose and moves freely over the

body; it is so transparent that one may see the pulsation of blood

in the blood-vessels. The scales, which are almost square in out-

line, are united in rings around the body. Tlie eye is barely

distinguishable as a small black speck. The little Avhite tongue

is continually extruded from the mouth after the manner of

snakes. The mouth is situated on the lower surface as in bur-

rowing snakes [Typhlojys), but not so pronouncedly as in sharks.

Tiie rostral shield is enormously developed and spade-like. The
tail is abruptly truncated, ending in a bone-like knob or shield,

doubtless developed for the same purpose as the terminal shield

characteristic of the Indian burrowing snakes of the family

Uropeltidfe.

Two specimens taken at the end of August contained 4 eggs

each; these measured 35 x 10 mm. and 35x9 mm. respectively.

Another specimen laid 4 eggs either during the night or in the

early morning of September 20th. ISTo two of these eggs were

of the same size : their measurements in millimetres were as

follows :—35 X 8, 32 X 8, 30 x 9, 26 x 9.

No trace of food was found in the stomachs of any of the

specimens.

At 2.15 in the afternoon of September 1st I w\as called to catch

a "snake"; the sun was beating fiercel}^ upon the sand at the

time. The "snake" proved to be one of these lizards, which had
come to the surface and was wriggling about on the scorching

sand. On drawing out the last few inches of the creature which
still remained in the sand, the cause of its appearance upon the

surface at such an uncongenial hour was apparent. Its vent and
tail was smothered in ants of a subtf^rranean species, which I liave

previously noted will eat a dead body from beneath, but appears

to hate the light.

At 3 P.M. on September 20th I obtained another specimen

under precisely similar conditions, though in this case the lizard

was wriggling along the surface of the ground, leaving a trail of

ants behind it, while only a few were still clinging tenaciously to

its tail.

The following morning yet another was brought to me. It had
severe haemorrhage in the intestinal region, and died during the

day. As it was found above ground, I have no doubt that it was
also a victim of the voracious ants.
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L A C E R T I D .E.

Gastropholis vittata (Fischer),

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 7.

Two specimens of this scarce lizard were obtained ; both were

females, and neither specimen had the long tail intact. The larger

was found bottled without data in a German house at Morogoro.

Head and body measured 3;^ inches (83" ? mm.). The smaller was
taken at Lumbo, and measured 2| inches (67- ? mm.) in head and
body. Type from Zanzibar in Brit. Mus.

Lacerta vauereselli (Tornier).

Torn. Zool. Anz. 1902, xxiv. p. 701.

Two specimens were obtained. One was shot at I^^gong high

\ip on a tree-trunk ; as this specimen is in the Nairobi Museum
at time of writing I am unable to give its sex or measurements.
]Ngong Forest edge, 20. ix. 15.

The other is a male caught at Parklands Forest edge on 28. ix. 15.

It measures 6g inches over all (60'96 mm.) The tail is possibly

regenerated. The frontal scale is of equal width along its length,

not broader anteriorly. It has nineteen femoral pores on the

right leg and eighteen on the left.

NUCRAS EMINI (Blgr.).

Blgr. Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) xix. 1907, p. 488.

Three specimens were caught in B.E.A. and G.E.A. In each
case they were running about in sandy paths or places. Their
measurements are as follows :

—

Male. Kagiado, 28. xii. 15. 6 inches (68*80, regenerated).

Female. Bissel, 4. i. 16. 6^ „ (60- 98 mm.).
Female. Longido West, 1. ii. 16. 6| ,, (65.106 mm.).

Latastia longicaudata (Reuss).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 55.

Seven specimens in all. A young one at Yoi, 17.vi. 16.; a
half-grown one from Mbunyi, 15. v. 16; and five adults, of x^hich

four were females, from Dodoma, 8. xii. 18, At no other place

did I see such fine specimens of this handsome lizard as at

Dodoma. All three localities were sandy with scattered thorn-
bush, beneath which the lizards quickly took cover

;
owing to their

i\gility in so doing, only a few specimens were taken, though the
creature was abundant at Dodoma.

The largest male measured almost 12 inches (100 202 mm.)
and the largest female 12| inches (95*220 mm.). The male's tail

appears to be intact. One of the Dodoma females had ten esjgs in

tlie ovaiy. Eemains of beetles were common in their stomachs

;

one had a grasshopper, whilst another had gorged on a false-

spider (Solifugid), and the remains of- a false-spider's jaws were
10*
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found in yet another lizard. How they manage to eat such an
unpleasant moutlifal as a false-spider is difficult to comprehend.

Latastia johxstoni (Blgr.).

Blgr. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) xix. 1907, p. 292.

Sixteen specimens taken in shambas and open patches of waste

ground at Morogoro. As JEremias spekii was found in the same
spots, I had a little difficulty in distinguishing the species when
they were running about. L. johnstoni has a trick, however, of

rushing in one direction and then facing about with a little leap^

so that it is looking in the direction from whence it came. The
tail is also noticeably longer, and has an illusory semi-transparent

pinkish effect which disappears after death. It was not nearly so

common as E. spekii and more difficult to catch.

Colour notes made during life are as follows :
—"Ground-colour

pale brown. Four parallel cream lines comimence at parietals,

the outer pair extending forward along outer border of parietals

to the eyes, posteiiorly they converge to form a single dorsal line

on anterior portion of tail. An upper pure white lateral line

arising in the sub-ocular passes over ear and is lost on tail. A
lower pure white Lateral line commences in upper labial region,

passes through ear and over fore-limb, is interrupted by hind-limb,,

but re-commences after and merges into the white on underside

of tail. tSix or more yellow spots on side between upper and
lower lines whose continuity they may break, alternating black

bars and red blotches on sides. 4th to 8th upper labials yellow.

Throat and underside of body china-white, with a good deal of

.

yellow towards the sides. Limbs mottled and striated."

Largest male 8 inches (64*140 mm.), largest female 7g inches

(fjO-UOmm).

ICHNOTROPIS CAPENSIS (Grray).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 84.

One specimen taken at Delagoa Bay, 24. xii. 14. They were
.not uncommon, darting about the reddish sandy soil among the

thorn-bush.

Eremias spekii (Giinther).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 84.

Forty specimens were collected at Mt. Siswa (19. vii. 15)^

Mt. Margaret (21. vii. 15), Yoi (17. vi. 15), Duthumi (20, ix. 16),

and Morogoro (v. d.).

The coloration of this species was as follows :
—" Ground-colour

pale brown. Two cream lines starting from parietals converge

to form a single dorsal line just behind an imaginary line uniting

the fore-limbs where they join the trunk. This line is lost on the

tail. Single dorso-lateral line commences at posterior border of

eye and merges into the white underside of tail. Single pure white
lateral line originating in.the sub-ocular and upper labial region
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passes through ear and ends at hind-leg ; in some specimens this

line is broken up into short white dashes. Black bars and dashes

unite this parallel series of lines, and are also seen to a lesser

extent on the anterior part of tail. Sides marked with pale

green blotches. Upper and lower labiajs and under surface of

body are china-white.''

On December 13th, 1917, four eggs were found in a female.

A Gerrliosauriis major lizai-d in captivity was seen to seize and
eat one of these Eremias, and while it was so occupied, a Gerrho-

saurus Jiavignlaris in the same case came up and tried to take it

away. Specimens of this lizard were also found in the stomach
of a Harrier [Circus macritrus)^ Morogoro, 28. ii. 18, and in a

Kestrel {Cerchneis tinnunculus)^ Morogoro, 4,xii. 17. In both in-

stances there were also lizards of other families in the stomach.

HoLASPis GUENTHERi (Gray) ?

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 118.

Daring an action at Matombo, 13. ix. 16, I saw what I believe

to be this lizard coming down the trunk of a large tree. It was
a handsome creature with a, blue tail and good deal of blue about
the back. On breaking camp two days later I again passed this

tree, and left the road to inspect. As I rode up I caught sight of

the lizard running up the trunk. As no specimen was collected

I cannot be sure of the species, however.

Gerrhosauridj^.

Gerrhosaurus major (A. Dum.).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 121.

Seven specimens in all were collected ; their variations can best

be shown in the following table :

—

Index
letter.

Sex. Locality.
Measurements
H. & B., Tail.

Colour. Scale characters.

{a) ... M. Lumbo. 240-315 Fulvous brown. Fronto-nasal 7iot in con-

tact witli rostral

ih) ... F. 240-235 „ ,, in contact
with rostral.

{c) ... M. Morogoro. 175-250
)5 5 5 55 J5

(d) ... M. 200-267 Dark brown, not in con-

spotted 3'ellow. tact with rostral.

(e) ... F. 200-260

if)- F. 142-172

iff) ... F. Dodoma. 210-217 55 55 55 55

It will thus be seen that all the specimens with the exception

of "6" and "c" disagree with one of the specific characters of

G. major in that the fronto-nasal scale is not in contact with the

rostral. The Lumbo specimens were taken at almost the same
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spot, and are obviously the same species. All the specimens agree-

in having 10 longitudinal ventral scale-rows, 17-19 longitudinal

dorsal scale-rows, and 34 transverse dorsal scale-rows.

The colour and scale-character key given by Schmidt * breaks
down for the specimen^ (d) to [c/), which, according to the key,

would fall under Gerrhosaurus yrandis (Blgr.) of Zululand,

Both the Lumbo specimens were taken from holes in termite
heaps ; in one instance two mungoose (Ilerpestes ivori) were
occupying the same burrow, all three creatures being found
huddled together at the end of tlie hole. Nearly all the Moro-
goro specimens were taken among the rocks bordering the river

at the south side of the town. The Dodoma specimen was taken
on a rocky kopje in desert country.

The examination of the stomach of one of the Lumbo specimens
revealed small beans and gi-ass with a single leg from a beetle.

As ah^eady mentioned, one captive specimen seized and ate a

lizard {Eremias sj^ekii). From one of the Lumbo specimens five

tapeworms wei-e removed, each about a foot long.

Gerrhosaurus ntgrolineatus (Hallow).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 122.

Specimens possibly belonging to this species, and certainly

referable to it according to the key and descriptions in the
' Catalogue of Lizaixls,' have been placed under G. jiavigidaris

(Gray) for reasons stated below.

Gerrhosaurus flavigularis (Gray).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 122.

A large series of Gerrhosaurus of this group were collected at

Nairobi, Moschi, Morogoro, Mkuyuni, Dar-es-Salaam, and Lumbo.
Also seen at Gonya, Handeni, and Kerogwe.

In his admirable paper on the " Herpetology of the Belgian

Congo," Schmidt t suggests that all South and East African

species of this group should be known 'an JiavigidarisJiavigidaris
;

whilst he proposes to retain the name of nigrolineatus for the

West xVlrican forms which have a preponderance of nigrolineatus

characters, these to be known as Jiavigidaris nigrolineatus. The
key which he applies for the distinguishing of the two races is

as follows :

—

CC. Tympanic shield iiavrow ; a dorso-lateral stripe ; dorsals in

54-64 transverse rows flavigularis.

D. Dorsal scales in a transverse row 20-26, mode 22 (South and
East Africa) subsp. flavigularis.

DD. Dorsal scales 24-28, mode 26 (Angola, Lower Congo).
subsp. nigrolineatus.

In our series of thirty-nine specimens only three have 24 scale-

* Schmidt, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist, xxxix. 1919, p. 519.

t X. c.
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rows, twenty-six specimens have 22 scale-rows, and ten have 20
scale-rows.

This character of Jiavigularis seems, therefore, a good one by
which to differentiate East African forms. In twenty-nine
specimens examined by Nieden he found only three specimens

with more than 24 dorsal scale-rows.

If we apply the relative position of the head-scales to the

present series thus,

Praefrontals in contact forming- a long suture nigrolineatus,

Prsefrontals separated, fronto-nasal touching frontal flavigularis,

we find no less than twenty-nine of the specimens would be

referable to nigrolineatus, only hve to Jiavigularis, whilst five are

intermediate in that the praefrontals are only barely in contact.

As has just been pointed out in the case of Gerrhosaurus major,

the relative position of these head-scales as a specific character is

of but little use in this genus.

If the character of the number of femoral pores be applied,

Femoral pores 14 or more nigrolineatus,

Femoral pores 13 or less Jlavigidar^is,

we shall again find that the large majority of the lizards are

referable to nigrolineatus. Not having had the opportunity of

going into the matter more thoroughly or examining Central and
West African series of these lizards, I do not like to express an
opinion, but where both nigrolineatus and flavigularis are found
overlapping in so many localities it seems a, pity not to unite

them as a single species.

The largest male taken measured 18^ inches (156"31 1 mm.)^
the largest female 17| inches (137"305 mm.).

The coloration of the young specimens w^as generally more
vivid than in the adults. The following colour notes were made
on capturing a 3'oung speciman at Lumbo:-- "Centre of back
occupied by broad chocolate-brown band, bordered on either side

by a black line one scale in width, on the outer side of which
again is a sea-green or yellowish line. Both lines disappear

about half-way along tail. Sides vertically streaked with black

and sea-green, usually two of the former to one of the latter.

Belly white with crea.ni}- tinge. Fore-legs brown, mottled black

and sea-green, hind-limbs spotted with pale yellow. Tail biown,
with indistinct markings except on the basal portion whei-e the

markings of the "back persist." Adult males show a great deal of

red or pink laterally on body and tail ; this disappears usually in

preserved specimens.

At Morogoro (4. i. 17) a female was taken with four white
eggs in ovary ; these measured J inch long. A young male

8| inches in length was taken at tlie same place (19. 1. 17). Of
this specimen a note was made :

—" No gaudy markings ; the

yellow^ lines are pale almost to whiteness and the black marks are

unnoticeable except by close examination/'
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Grasshoppers were the chief article of diet ; there was the one

interesting attempt to take a lizard {Eremias spekii) out of the

mouth of its larger relative {G. major) already noted.

At Morogoro (7.i. 17) an 18-inch specimen was eaten by a

Sand-Snake {Psammophis sibilans). At the same place (28. ii. 18)

a young one was taken from the stomach of a Harrier {Circus

macrurus). At Dar-es-Salaam (24. vi. 18) a Kingfisher {Halcyon

orientalis) was shot, in whose stomach was found a Gerrhosaurus

measuring 91 mm. in length.

S c I N c I D

Mabuia maculilabris (Gray).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 164.

Only four specimens of this lizard were taken. One from

Mombasa, two from Morogoro, and one from Duthumi ; the

latter measured 9J inches (73*178 mm.), whilst the larger Moro-
goro specimen measured 9^ inches (89*152 mm.).

Mabuia brevicollis (Wiegm.).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 169.

Six specimens taken at Kagiado (28. xii. 15) and Longido West
(ii. 16). Of these, the Longido specimens were all young ones,

which 1 caught one by one as they emerged from their refuge in

a termite heap. They measured 44 plus 41 mm., 43 plus 43 mm.,
43 plus 40 mm., 43 phis tail (injured). In these young specimens

the markings are very distinct and the side stripes are continued

across the back, uniting with their fellows on tne opposite flank.

In a half-grown specimen from Kagiado measuring 65 plus 71 mm.
there is an interruption by an unmarked scale-row along the

dorsal median line. In the adult from the same locality the

markings have receded to the flanks, where they are just distin-

guishable. This specimen measures 8| inches (130'83 mm., tip

missing), and is an almost uniform dark brown. Both the

Kagiado specimens were taken on the same termite heap from
whose openings they emerged. The adult is infested with

acarines on the ventral scales.

MyVbuia megalura (Ptrs.).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 195.

A large number were collected at Nairobi, one at Longido
West, and sixteen at Lumbo. Of the latter, the largest male
measured 8 inches (55" 145 mm.) and the largest female just over

]1| inches (65*235 mm.). Colour during life as follows:

—

Above pale bronze. A pair of black zig-zagging lines (caused

by borders of scales being black-edged) commence in scapular

region and end in pelvic region, though faintly persisting on
upper surface of tail in the form of a double row of black specks.

Upper labials white; the white persists in the shape of a narrow
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band along the side : this band is only one scale wide and vanishes

on the tail. Throat and luider surfaces white." One Nairobi $
specimen has longitudinal striations on whole of under surface.

A female taken on September 20th, 1918, at Lumbo held four

eggs 8x6 mm. Another female taken at Parklands, Nairobi, on
22.vii, 15 had four eggs 8 or 9 by 6, irregular in shape and
containing small embryos.

It seems to me that the Lumbo specimens have much longer

tails than the B.E.A. and G.E.A, specimens. The habit of the

latter is much stouter both in body and thickness of tail. Their

colour is much darker also. Unfortunately the series from
Nairobi is not available, with the exception of twelve specimens;

the largest of these measures 80 mm. in head and body and
122 mm. in tail, which is intact. Another 2 55 + 165 mm., d 55

+ 163, 2 55 + 162.

The Lumbo specimens were found rushing about on sandy
ground, which is very sparsely grown with clumps of grass.

Nairobi specimens on the other hand were collected in grass up
to one's knees, either on the plains or near the Parklands
Forest edge. They clambered with great agility about the tops

of the grasses. Possibly the difierent kind of country where
they were obtained explains the differences in appearances and
the relatively shoi'ter tail length of the grassy upland forms.

Spiders, a little grass (probably accidentally introduced), and
parasitic worms were found in the stomach of a male at Lumbo.
The worms have been identified as immature Physaloptera.

Mabuia quinquet^xiata (Licht.).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 198.

Two males only obtained at Dodoma, 8. xii. 18. The larger

measured 8| inches (92-128 mm.) and the smaller just under

8| inches (90'113 mm.). Colour during life :— Pale bluish, with
faint coppery traces of lines on the back. Neck striated with
bright yellow and blackish lines. Preserved specimens do not

show these so well."' Both specimens were living beneath boulders

on rocky kopjes.

Mabuia varia (Peters).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 202.

Twenty-seven specimens collected at Nairobi, Longido West,
Kongwa, Morogoro, Duthumi, Lumbo, and Delagoa Bay. Was
also seen at Mbunyi and Kahe. The largest specimens came
from Nairobi, though Lumbo specimens had longer tails than
either B.E.A. or G.E.A. specimens.

Largest Nairobi. Male 6^ inches (65'90 mm.).

,, ,, Female 6| (68"95 mm.).

„ Lumbo. Male 6| „ (55-102 mm.).
Female 6| „ (63'103 mm.).
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A constant feature in the coloration of the Lumbo specimens
was the black specklings on the lower labials and chin region

which was only fonnd, and then but slightly, in two specimens
(Morogoro) from other localities. The two specimens referred to

were taken on the Ulnguru Mts., 3000 ft. above Morogoro
;
they

differed from the specimens collected elsewhere in the very dark
ventral surface which is usually white.

The colouring of Lumbo specimens noted at the time was as

follows :— Above of a pale or dark bronze, back variegated with
black spots, sometimes tipped with white. In one male three

somewhat indefinite white dorsal lines. White stripe commences
at nostril, unites with white upper labials at end of mouth, passes

beneath eye and through ear, and continues along side, where it is

particularly clear and distinct, as far as hind-leg, where it ends.

Distinct reddish tint in lumbar region and base of tail. The
whole under surface of body and tail pure white. Throat white,

freckled at chin and lower jaw region with jet black spots."

The following notes were made on present females :—

-

21.iv. 17. Kongwa. 7 eggs containing minute embryos,

eggs 8x6 mm.
17. vi. 15, Nairobi. 4 eggs containing large embryos, eggs

12x8 mm. Embryos 1 5 -f 1 0 mm.
11. vii. 18. Lumbo. 5 eggs measuring 9x6 mm.

5 „ „ 10x?mm.
„ 7 ,, „ 10x10 mm. con-

tained large embryos.

Mabuia striata (Peters).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 202.

Twenty-six specimens were collected at Nairobi, Morogoro,
Duthumi, Dar-es Salaam, and Lumbo. This lizard was seen at

almost every place through which we passed, as it is so common
and unmistakable a large series was not collected. It adapts

itself to any situation, arboreal or terrestrial. I have seen a

pregnant female basking on a palm leaf ; the Dar-es-Salaam

specimen was obtained running down a palm-tree trunk. The
grass-huts of natives are a favourite spot, but it adapts itself to

the stone-built dwelling of the white man, emerging from holes

in the masonry to bask on window-sills or on the galvanised-iron

roof. In one house in which the writer lived they used to make
a great racket in the roof-guttering, where they could chase each

other. On jDutting on my slippers on one occasion, I found one
in the toe, where it had evidently retired for the night, as it was
evening. Rockeries and rubbish-tips afford good refuges, and
they fall easy victims when found inside old tins in the latter

situation, which is often the case.

The largest male, 8| inches (97"125 mm.), was taken at Lumbo,
also the largest female, 9| inches (108*130 mm.). The colour varies

a good deal. At Handeni I observed some large specimens basking
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on the I'liins of a hut
;
they were unusually spotted between the

dorsal lines, I marked one down and cauglit it beneath a beam :

to my surprise it had no spots. It was just possible the speci-

men I was originally pursuing had got away and I had captured

another; on the other hand, the blotches may be a sign of healtli

and vigour, and disappear when the lizard is frightened. A
female was taken at Morogoro with a salmon-coloured throat

;

it was also nuich spotted dorsally. At Nairobi (IS.vii. 19), the

weather being very cold, two Skinks were seen upon the wall, the

one having chased the other up ; both fell off the wall and, being-

sluggish, were easily captured. One was a male (85'109 mm.) and
had the throat mottled brown ; the other, whose sex was not

determined, had the throat mottled oranoe.

The following notes were made on pregnant females :

—

28. viii. 15. Nairobi. Ovules small.

26.x. 19. ,, 7 large young, about 2 J incbes

in length.

24. xii. 14. Delagoa Bay. 4 young, 1| to 14 inches, and 1

bud egg.

16. xii. 16. Morogoro. Ovules small.

At Morogoro (23. xii. 16) a striped Skink was seen running
along with a nauseous gaudy grasshopper in its mouth. Bitting-

after sunset one day (27.i. 17.) by the river-bank, a Skink came
out of a hole just beside me, and snapped the head off a millipede

which was also out for an evening stroll. Grasshoppers, a beetle,

and a land-snail's shell were found in the stomach of a Nairobi
specimen (5. ix. 19),

On three occasions specimens of this Skink were found in the
stomach of hawks at Morogoro:— (i,) Kestrel [Cerclweis tinnun-

culus), 4. i. 18
;

(ii,) Harrier (Buter b. rufiventris), 31, i. 18
;

(iii.)

Circus macrurus, 28. ii, 18,

Some cats are very fond of harassing these Skinks. At Nairobi

(5.ix. 19)a cat brought one into the house; twice she released

and recaught it, yet the lizard did not drop its tail, I held the

cat up by the tail until she released the Skink, and, though she

had chewed it, when dropped, it i-an away and escaped into the

garden. Somehow she managed to again find it, and brought it

into the house in a dying state, its tail still intact.

Nematode worms {Oockoristica sp,) were found in the stomach
of the Dar-es-Salaam specimen in large numbers.

Lygosoma suxdevallii (Smith),

Very large numbers of this snake-like Skink were collected.

For the present paper fifteen specimens from Nairobi, Ngari
Mtoni, Moschi, and Morogoro were available, and a seiies of over

fifty specimens collected at Lumbo during July 1918.

A manure-heap is one -of the best collecting-grounds for this
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Skink ; some of the finest specimens were found among the stones

of a camp incinerator which was being demolished ; beneath
stones, especially where there is an ant or termite nest, and in

accumulations of garden rubbish are other spots favoured by the

species.

The tail of this Skink is so often reproduced that it is difficult

to obtain full-grown specimens with the original tail. Some
record lengths were, however, obtained :

—

Tail reproduced.

Tail intact.

„ probably reproduced.

„ intact.

„ probably reproduced.

Average of 50 Lumbo specimens 5J inches (80*61 mm.).
Tails intact and reproduced. The 50 Lumbo specimens consisted

of 23 males and 27 females, so that the proportion of the sexes

is fairly equal ; all were collected in an area under 300 square

yards.

The variability of the coloration of this species almost baffles

description. The tendency in Morogoro specimens w^as to be

heavily spotted with black on a ground-colour of purplish brown,
a very handsome form. The Lumbo specimens inhabiting a

sandy soil were more often of a light brown colour. Notes made
at the time read :

" Very variable. Usually plumbeous above and
dirty white below. Underside of tail as often mottled as not.

Some specimens mottled all over upper surface with black and
white; black spots oblong, white spots round or oval. Others
again are plain above, but mottled on the sides and tail." The
uniform dirty white of the under surface is noticeable in these

Lumbo specimens when compared with those obtained at Moro-
goro, which are generally mottled on the under surface of head
and body as well as tail.

Three females were found with developing eggs :— (i.) 2 eggs

7x6 mm; (ii.) 4 eggs 12x8 mm.; (iii.) 4 eggs 15x8 mm.
All Lumbo (three very young specimens taken) :— (i.) Morogoro,
l.ii. 18, 76 mm.

;
(ii.) Lumbo, vii. 18, 85 mm.

;
(iii.) Morogoro,

1. ii. 17, 91 mm.
Freshly emerged bluebottles were more often found in their

stomachs than any other food
;
specimens from the incinerator

afore-mentioned were particularly well fed on these. Bluebottle

puppe were also found. Pup?e and ordinary flies (Muscidje),

beetle, lizard's tail, lizard's scales. The two specimens found
with lizard remains in their stomach had probably been feeding

on Ahlephm^us wahlhergi, which was abundant in the same patch

of ground.

Natives always kill these inoffensive creatures, supposing from
their snake-like aspect that they are poisonous.

Largest Morogoro. Male ? (140'? mm.).

„ Female ? (132-? mm.).

8 inclies (lOo'lOO mm.),

Lumbo. Male 7 „ ( 97-80 mm.).

7i „ (
95-90 mm.).

Female 7i (106-84 mm.).
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Lygosoma FERRANDII (BlgT.).

Blgr. Ann. Mus. Gen. (2) xviii. 1898, p. 718.

Seven specimens in all ; six of these from Longicio "VYest have
been examined by Mr. Bonlenger and referred to this species.

The measurements are as follows, though almost all the speci-

mens have reproduced tails :

—

Dodoma. Female 91*36 mm. Longido. Male 56*46 mm.
Longido. Male 90*40 mm. ,, 53*50 mm.

,,
62*62 mm. ,, 43*37 mm.

,, ,, 59*59 mm.

The lis mm. specimen was caught under rather unusual

conditions. After a night of heavy rain I was summoned at

6 A.M. to the tent of one of the sergeants to see a small snake
{Lycophidium jacJcsoni) labouring to swallow this Skink. It w^as

the only snake of this species captured. Another man told me
that he had killed a snake with tiny legs in his blankets ; on the

battered remains being produced it proved to be this species.

The other specimens were all obtained under stones. These
Longido specimens are of a uniform nut-brown colour above,

creamy or yellowish beneath.

Ablepharus boutoni var. peroxii (Coct.).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 347.

Seventy-one specimens collected at Mombasa, Dar-es-Salaam,

and Lumbo. This little lizard has adopted a marine life ; it is a

remarkable sight to t>ee it running over the rocks, which a

moment before were washed by waves ; for company it has the

peculiar fish Feriophthalmus and crabs of many species. It flies

before the incoming wave and presuma^bly manages to avoid a

wetting. It seeks refuge when pursued in the many crevices of

the rock. It is extremely agile and difficult to capture.

Measurements of the largest specimens from each locality :

—

Mombasa. Male 3 inches (42*35 mm.). Tail regenerated.

„ Female 4J ,, (43*60 mm.).

Dar-es-Salaam. Male 44 „ (45*70 mm.).

,, Female 4| (47*65 mm.).

Lumbo. Male 4| „ (48*62 mm. ). Tail regenerated.

Female 3| ,, (50*46 mm.). „

Coloration very variable. Some Lumbo specimens, both young
and old, almost black, but underlying markings usually dis-

tinguishable on close examination. Greenish or olive-bronze

;

two light lateral (almost dorsal) stripes start at nostril. Upper
surface of tail marked with white dots in lines

; these were absent

on regenerated tails. The Dar-es-Salaam specimens were much
more brow^n or coppery, and with the markings more distinct

than ill the Lumbo specimens.

Five females collected at Dar-es-Salaam (ll.iv. 18) had each
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two eggs in ovary ; four of tliese batches were in an early stage of

development and almost round, measuring 5 mm., 5 mm., 9 mm.,
and 11 mm. in diameter; in the fifth were developing embryos,

which measured 11x6 mm., and were oval in shape.

Sea-slaters 10 mm. in length were found in the stomach of a

102-mm. specimen
;
sandhoppers 9 mm. in length in the stomach

of a 107-mm. specimen. It seemed extraordinary that the lizards

could swallow such large prey. Flies were found in the stomachs

of a good many.
Tapeworm measuring 32 mm. in length was found along with

the sea-slaters in the stomacli of the 102-mm. specimen just

referred to.

Ablepharus wahlbergii (Smith).

Blgr. Oat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 350.

Eighty specimens were collected at Nairobi, Longido West,
Morogoro, Mkuyuni, and Lumbo. The largest male w^as from
the last locality, measuring 4 inches (40-59 mm.), though another

specimen with renewed tail measured 2 mm. longer in the body.

Largest female was from Mkuyuni and measured 4| inches

(43-67 mm.).
The coloration of Lumbo specimens was as follows :

—" Pale

copper above, reddish tinge on tail. Dark copper band commen-
cing at nostril, passes through eye, above fore-legs, and alongside

to hind-legs, wdiei'e it disappears. A few irregular white lines in

region of ear originating in white upper labials. Belly and under-

side of tail a transparent brick-red." This i-eddish appearance

of tail was only seen in specimens collected after the middle of

September ; it may be a sign of the breeding-season or again

of locality, for most of the specimens collected l>etween July and

September were collected at a different spot. The Nairobi and

Morogoi'O specimens were much darker in colour, bronze i-ather

than copper.

The species frequents grassy places, particularly where there is

much garbage or fallen leaves. They apparently prefer moist

spots beneath trees ;
large numbers were discovered in uprooting

stumps and clearing the ground for making camps.

Two females collected in October 1918 at Lumbo had each

two eggs measuring 6x2 mm. in ovaries. Two females collected

at Mkuyuni (l.ix. 16) and Morogoro (l.ii. 18) had each six eggs

measuring 7x4 mm. and 9x5 mm. respective]3\

Principal food was white aiits ; a liy, beetle larva, and field

cockroa.ch were also taken from the stomachs of specimens.

A specimen caught at Handeni (27.vi. 16, lost in transit) by

the neck whirled its tail round very rapidly, and then making

it suddenly rigid, caused it to break off"; the tail exhibited con-

siderable vitality, wriggling and jumping about for some time.

One of these lizards was found in the stomacli of an Egret

{Biihidculus ibis) at Morogoro (14. xii. 17) ; as already mentioned,
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scales and a tail fragment, probably belonging to this species,

were taken from the stomachs of two Skinks \Lygosoma sunde-

valli). Three were found in the stomach of a snake {Chlorophis

Qieglectus), Nairobi (IT.vii. 18).

ScELOTES EGGELi (Tornier).

Torn. Zool. Anz. xxv. 1902, p. 700.

Eight specimens of this Skink which was described by Tornier

from [Jsambara, G.E.A., were taken at Lumbo in Jnly and Angnst
1918. The coloration during life as noted at the time was as

follows :
—"Copper-coloured above, becoming plumlieous on tail

;

dirty bluish white Ijelow ; the two sepai-ated by a very dark
brown or blackish lateral band, well defined above but merging
into the bluish white below. Throat sometimes spotted,"

Largest male measured 3| inches (63-32 mm,, tail short and
regenerated), largest female 4^ inches (67-38 mm,, also regene-

rated). Smaller specimens with uninjured tails show that the

tail should equal the length of head and bo<ly.

In ovaries of two females taken at Lumbo in July 1918 were
each two eggs measuring 7x5 mm.

Text-figure 1.

Scolecoseps houlengeri.

ScoLECOSEPS, gen. nov.

Among the lizards collected at Lumbo were seven specimens
of a limbless burrowing Skink referable to no known genus.

Generic descrijytion. Characters as in Melanoseps, but nostril

piei-ced in the ver}'' large rostral, with whose posteiior border it is

connected by a horizontal cleft, as in Acoiitias.

Locality. South East Africa.

ScOLECOSEPS EOULEXGERI, Sp. n. (Text-tig. 1.)

Specific diagnosis. Snout conical, strongly projecting, length

of the rostral a little more than one-fifth that of the head.

Internasals 'in contact, sometimes very narrowly, separating

rostral from fronto-nasal, which is twice as broad as long. Frontal

equal to or but little larger than fronto-nasal. Interparietal
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snb-cordiform, notch towards snout, larger than any other head-
shields. Parietals narrow, band-like, narrowly in contact behind
apex of interparietal. Two supra-oculars, no supra-ciliaries.

Five or six upper labials, first largest, third entering the orbit.

Eye distinguishable.

Mental very large, its posterior border corresponding with the
suture between rosti-al and first upper labial.

Scales hexagonal, broader than long, in eighteen longitudinal

rows at mid-body, in thirteen rows at base of tail. Anal divided.

Tail less than half the length of head and body, ending in obtuse
point.

Body fiesh-coloured, with eighteen longitudinal brown stria-

tions corresponding with the scale-rows. Snout paler above and
beneath, more or less free from mottlings. Tail darker by
reason of convergence of thirteen striations, in some specimens
almost blue-black. Reproduced tail-tips flesh-coloured or white
and extraordinarily like snout.

Tyi-)e locality. Site of British camp at Lumbo, which is situated

on the mainland three miles from Mosambique Island, P.E.A.
Measurements of specimens collected :—

-

(rt) Male. 90-16 mm. Type in British Museum.
(6) Female. 65"25 mm. Type in British Museum,
(c) Male. 80-20 mm.
(cZ) Female. 95-41 mm. 4 eggs in ovary, 11. vii. 18.

(e) ,,
95-25 mm.

(/) „ 92-43 mm.
{g) „ 61-24 mm.

A N E L Y T R O P I D iE,

Feylinia CUKRORI (Gray).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 431.

A single specimen of this aberrant Skink was found in a bottle

in a German house at Moro(>oro. It measured 4 inches

(92-10 mm.).

Cham^leontid^.

Chameleon gracilis (Hallow).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1867, p. 448.

A single male from Lougido West (22. ii. 16) measures 7| inches

(100*96 mm.). Colour during life:
—"Pale green, with dark green

saddle-like markings bordered by black spots.'"' Immediately after

death " pale green became dark, dark green became pale, black

spots turned orange." The creature was blind in one eye when
found, having sufl^ered some accident to the eye.

Chameleon dilepis (Leach).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 450.

Collected at Yoi (6. v. 16) and Mbunyi (10. v. 16) in B.E.A.,
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at Gonya (29. v. 17) and Morogoro (1916-1918) in G.E.A., and
Lumbo,(1918) in P.E.A. Specimens which I believe to belong
to this species were taken at Tsame, Handeni, and Msiha in G.E.A.,
but were lost in transit. Over 90 specimens were collected in

all. Many of the Morogoro specimens might be referable to

Gh. dile2)is isahellinus (Glinther), but as there is a good deal of

intergradation, and sub-specificity of isahellimts is somewhat
doubtful, I refer them all to Ch. dilepis.

The following are some of the measurements :

—

Female. Yoi. Snout to tail 7| in. (.142-115 mm.).

9^„ (130-100 mm.).
6yL

,^ (90-80 mm.).

13| (largest of 23 speci-

mens).

11 (138-144 mm., average

of 23 specimens).

14| ,, (largest of 26 speci-

mens).

12| (158-161 mm., average

of 26 specimens).

Hi
,,
(148*153 mm., average

of 50 specimens).

11| ,,
(145-140 mm., average

of 13 S2:>ecimens).

At Morogoro the sexes were very evenly balanced, but at Luml)o
no males Avere taken at all ; thirteen females were taken between
July and October.

The number of eggs produced at a time is enormous. The Yoi
specimen (6. v. 16) contained 44 ; the Mbunyi female (10. v. 16)

28 ; at Morogoro between end of February and early in March
the largest number of eggs found were 48, 44, 43, and 40
respectively. These eggs when nearly ready for laying are

almost spherical, and measure from 9-10 mm, in diameter. On
January 1st, 1917, after very heavy rains, the sun shone out

brightly. I took two very young chameleons on shrubby growths
not more than a foot from the ground and quite half-a-mile away
from each other. These young have a ridiculous appearance, the

head being out of all proportion to the body ; the occipital lobes

are scarcely developed ; their coloration was much brighter than
in the adult. Both measured less than 3 inches ; other very

young ones were taken in February and March. Oviposition

takes place between March and June apparently, which coincides

with the rains; no enlarged ovules were found after April at

Morogoro, or in the thirteen Lumbo females which were collected

between July and October.

The chief diet of the species is grasshoppers ; I have also seen a

captive specimen take a large black field-cricket. The following

have been found in their stomachs :—Cockroaches, a praying

Proc. Zool. Soc—1920, No. XI. 11

Female. Mbunyi.
Male. Gonya.
Male. Morogoro..

Male.

Female. ,,

Female. ,,

Both sexes. ,,

Female. Lumbo.
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mantis, flies, bluebottles, rose-beetles, a fairly large scarab, remains
of many species of smaller beetles, and a millipede. Otli^r finds

which can scarcely be classed as articles of diet include portions

of the chameleon's own cast skin, half a nutshell which was pro-

bably too bulky to pass out, and in a specimen which was found
dying there were four fragments of mica—three pieces measured
8x9 mm. and one 8x 11 mm.; doubtless all had split off from
one piece which had adhered to the chameleon's tongue when it

was feeding. During a shortage of insects I fed strips of Bulbul
flesh to a chameleon ; it took them readily enough, but afterwards

disgorged them again.

I rarely found these chameleons on bushes, but usually met
with them crossing the road ; several of them were taken ascending

the trunks of trees. Their movements are sedate, and each step

appears to be well meditated before being taken. They sway
gently from side to side when walking. When molested or

picked up, it assumes the policy of fi-ightfulness : the occipital

lobes are raised, the mouth gapes widely to show the red interior,

the throat is dilated so that the orange-coloured interstitial skin

is seen between the black scale-rows, and a startlingly sudden
lunge forward is made—sometimes an actual bite if the creature

is sufficiently enraged. Tlie teeth are blunt and conical, and only

once on the many occasions on which I have been bitten have I

known this species to draw blood.

The native has a holy horror of them, and even boys who will

capture and handle the most venomous snakes, cannot bring

themselves to touch an uncanny chameleon. " It spits at you,"

they say, " and cannot you see it has a bad eye ? " This superstition

is shared by the uneducated Dutchiaan. I recollect on one
occasion, when the column halted for ten minutes one day, I picked

up a chameleon, which truly horrified a young Dutchman beside

me : he implored me to put it down. His argument was : They
are poisonous, because if you put some pipe-oil in their mouths
they will die. You can always tell a poisonous snake by this test,

for the harmless species are not afiected by the oil." He told me
he knew of a woman who died from a chameleon bite. I

put my little finger into the chameleon's mouth, and let it chew
vigorously for a few seconds so that its teeth marks could be

plainly seen. He said it was evidently a young one, and was not

the least disturbed in his beliefs.

Their only enemies at Morogoro as far as I know were the

Boomslangs {Dispholidus typus). On four occasions I found or

heard of these snakes falling out of trees with a chameleon ; the

chameleon is evidently an awkward mouthful. I fed chameleons

to captive Boomslangs and the snakes took them, but not before

there was a contest between them ; the chameleons went through
the frightfulness tactics already mentioned, which caused the

snakes to start back. A large brown Boomslang was shot at

Lumbo with a chameleon in its stomach.
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No parasites were found in the stomachs of any of the speci-

mens examined.

Chameleon dilepis isabellinus (Giinth.) ?

Giinther, P. Z. S. 1892, p. 556.

As ah'eady stated, many of the Morogoro specimens might be

referred to this subspecies ; so it is with considerable hesitation I

apply this name to a female from Gulwe (28. iv. 17) measuring

lOl'lOl mm. and a female from Dodoma (8. xii. 18) measuring
105*106 mm., which, while typically isahellinus, I believe might
jfind their counterpart in the long series of seventy specimens

collected at Morogoro.

Chamjeleon bit^niatus (Fisch.).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 452.

Eight specimens were collected at Longido West (ii. 16) and on
the Longido-Moschi trek. Colour in life :

—" Light brown or khaki

;

a light lateral stripe commencing at the eye disappears towards
the base of -the tail; a lower stripe commencing on the upper
labials continues along the side to the hind-leg ; two small

saddle-like markings on anterior part of back were of an ochre

tint, and there were three blotches of the same colour connecting

the upper and lower stripes."

Six of the eight specimens were females, the largest measuring

65 inches (88*78 mm.), largest male 5|- inches (75-68 mm.). Four
of the females contained eggs, from seven to ten in number. The
largest were 7 mm. in diameter. Probably they would be laid in

March.

Cham.elegn hcehxelii (Steind.).

Steind. Sitz. Ak. Wien, 1891, p. 307.

There are several examples in the Nairobi Museum of this

chameleon which were collected by the wHter at Kabete (20. ii. 15)
and West Kenia (23.xi. 15). The largest male from the last-

named locality measures 8| inches (110*100 mm.) and the largest

female 5| inches (73*63 mm.). The size of the casque in these

specimens varies a good deal.

Chameleon jacksoni vauerescec.e (Tornier).

Torn. Zool. Jahrb. Syst. xix. 1903, p. 176.

This is the common Three-horned Chameleon of Nairobi; it

differs from Ch. jacksoni in that the females are three-

horned like the males. A very large series was collected at

Nairobi in 1915 and 1919. Unfortunately these are not avail-

able for the present paper as they are in Nairobi, except four

specimens and some notes made on a few of the others.

11*
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Meek, in his paper on the " Batrachians and Reptiles from
British East Africa," makes reference to this subspecies under
the name of ChamcEleon jacksoiii (Blgr.). He refers fifteen

specimens collected in Lukenya Province to this species, yet

says: " The males ai-e easily distinguished by having the rostral

and two occipital horns of about equal length. These cephalic

projections on the female are short ; the occipital ones are usually

very short, in these specimens never more than half the length of

the rostral horn." This is then followed by a table of measure-
ments in support of the theory. By occipital he means prse-

orbital hoi-ns.

There is nothing to support this in the series collected at

Nairobi, of which measurements were taken. Only the measure-

ments of eleven specimens are given below, as there is no doubt
about the sex of these specimens ; measurements were taken of

twice this number, but not being available for sexing, they are

not taken into account :

—

Kegister Number . 379. 6129. 3534. 238. 6131. 6130. 232. 333. 3809. 3253. 4563,

Sex M. M. M.
Length of head and

body 113 100 91

Length of rostral

horn 17 17 17

Length of pri»-

orbitalhorn ... 18-17 18 18-17

M. M. F. F. F. F. F. F.

90 65 132 118 117 116 100 75

17 7 15 19 19 22 12 5

17 7 6 19 19 25 5-6 I'S

Where two lengths are given for the prie-orbital horns it is

because they are of unequal length, and the measurement of the

right horn is then given first. It will be seen that the greatest

variation is found in the respective horn leugths. In two of the

females the rostral and pra?-orbital horns are of the same length,

as is the case in most males'; in one specimen (3809) the prss-

orbital horns are much longer than the rostral, whilst in another

(4563) the pr?e-orbitals are like tiny thorns only 1-5 mm. long.

One sometimes finds specimens with injured horns apparently

in process of being regenerated. Natives are, I believe, often

responsible for this condition of affairs. They are very afraid of

these reptiles, and so, if a young man has couiage enough to seize

one of the creatures and cut oft' its horns with a knife, it is counted

greatly to his credit. I believe this is done so that the horns

may be j)resented to his lady-love to thread on her necklace as

proof of his devotion.

The largest specimen taken was a female 14^ inches long

(132-128 mm.). This specimen had also the largest number of eggs,

no fewer than forty being found in the ovary ; these measured

20x20 mm. (IT.vii. 19). Thirty-six were found in another
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specimen, whilst tlie lowest number found was eleven measuring

4x4 mm. (10. v. 15).

Most specimens were found during the early rains of March-
April 1915, when the following notes were made of the use of the

horns in fighting, etc. :

—

March 31st, 1915; Nairobi.—I have half-a-dozen live chame-
leons on branches of Eucalyptus, which are tied to the cords of the

electric lights and about five feet from the ground.

Whilst sitting at the table writing, I heard the sound of a moth
flapping its win<>s, and, glancing round, saw a large yellow under-
wing {Mamas ftdlonical), twice as large as the common English

Yellow Underwing, in one of the Eucalyptus branches. Supposing
it to have got caught in a spider's web, I seized a killing-bottle

;

on reaching the spot, however, I found that it was caught by the

right-hind wing by one of the chameleons. Being large and
strong it flapped vigorously : the chameleon, biding its time,

gulped it down in the intervals between its struggles until only

a small portion of the body of the moth remained to view.

Meanwhile, the second chaiueleon on that branch had been
eyeing its companion with evil intent. As soon as it perceived

that the captor was in difficulties, it hurried across the intervening

twigs, and pausing only to take aim, shot out its tongue and caught
•one of the now feebly flapping wings

;
having got this into its

mouth, it commenced a tug-of-war jowl to jowl, and thus succeeded

in wrenching the whole moth from its companion's jaws. The
poor moth's " fur was flying in the air, and the first chameleon's
mouth was woolly with it—this was all the share of the spoils

that it was destined to receive.

There are three electric-light cords with branches tied to them,
and on each are two of these chameleons. More than two are

not tolerated ; introduce a third, and the two original inhabitants

hurry towvards it open-mouthed, striding along faster than on any
other occasion. As a jDreliminary to fighting, the opponents face

one another, swaying their bodies from side to side ; and if the

intruder does not turn tail at this and cast himself to the ground,
as is generally the case, he is at once attacked. One of the
chameleons was very ingenious, placing his chin to the branch,

which was of course vertical, so that his rostral and prse-orbital

horns point directly downwards ; he thus advanced upon the foe

as it were with fixed bayonets : by this means he generally

succeeded in sweeping his opponent off, but sometimes the latter

would seize one of the horns wuth its fore-foot, and a tussle would
begin.

They would bite each other hard, and in one instance the one
chameleon mounted the other's back, and digging its claws in

continued the attack from this vantage point. So strong was its

grip that I had the greatest difficulty in separating the com-
batants. Several times have I seen one seize the other's "arm" in

very human fashion, and then butt in with its armoured head.
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This use of the horns interested me greatl}^, as I had hitherto-

regarded the horns as an extravagant growth such as is common
in beetles.

One chameleon in throwing itself off the branch was injured,,

and lay on its side; the hind- limbs and tail were paralysed.

When put on the branch, it dragged them after it very helplessly..

In one minute from the time of its fall the tail and hind-limbs-

and posterior part of the body were almost white, the rest of the

body being dark green verging on black. As it did not recover

I chloroformed it three minutes later.

April 1st, 1915.—Another of the chameleons fell or threw
itself down and was killed ; the posterior half of the body went
white immmediately, and the creature never stirred again..

Sometimes one will jump down six or more times in a single-

morning, and so I conclude that these two accidents occurred

through the chameleons falling on their backs. When given a

grasshopper one of the chameleons held the kicking fore-legs in

its "hands"
;
another, which was given five ant-lions in succession,

made use of its " hands " in very human fashion for pulling off

the gauzy wings which were flapping about its jaws.

Chameleon mellert (Gray).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 472.

Two specimens of this giant chameleon were taken. A female

at Mkuyuni (31. viii. 17) measured 21 inches (273-261 mm.), and
a male at Morogoro(l. x. 18), tail mutilated, 238 mm. Extruded
tongue measured 17 inches.

My attention was drawn to the female by the horse-guard, wha
found it wandering in the grass ; its colour then was yellow and
green, pale and dark shades of both. Placed under a pot it-

became dark green, and then almost black with wrath. Suspended
by the tail it would turn, and grasping its hind-legs with its fore-

legs, climb up its own tail. Its claws were sharp enough to make
my bare arm bleed as it crawled up to my shoulder.

The second specimen was brought by a boy who caught it in

the hills behind Morogoro ; it lived well enough in a large cage

until a Lemur was introduced into the same cage, which already

contained a 12-ft. Python. During the night the Lemur chewed
the chameleon's tail to a rag; the second night I caught it doing-

the same thing, so chloroformed the chameleon. I was surprised

that a creature like a Lemur could tackle so big a chameleon

whose bite must be pretty severe.

Rhampholeon brevicaudatus (Mats.).

Matschie, Sig. B. Ges. Naturf. 1892, p. 107.

A female was taken at Morogoro (28. xi. 17) measuring-

2| inches (40'16 mm.) over all. It contained five eggs of oblong
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shape measuring 9x5 mm. In captivity it took bluebottles

readily.

Ehampholeon' kerstenii (Peters).

Blgr. Cat. Liz. iii. 1887, p. 175.

Two females, the largest, Yoi (19.vi. 16), measuring 3^ inches

(62'28 mm.). The other, collected at Gonya (29. v. 16), measures
just over 3 inches (51*26 mm.). A third specimfen, probably of

this species, was caught crossing the road at Handeni, but lost in

transit.

The Gonya specimen was caught holding on to the edge of a
fragment of bark with its right side pressed to the bole of

a stump. Every peculiar angle of its head and body seemed to

assist in the deception—the colouring was perfect. Two yards
away a second specimen was found crawling out of the stream,

into which it had evidently been tumbled by natives engaged in

clearing bush and undergrowth. It subsequently escaped.
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12. On Abnormal Features in the Peritoneum o£ a Raccoon.

By C. F. SoNNTAG, M.D., Cb.B., Anatomist to the

Society.

[Received February 6, 1920 : Read February 10, 1920.]

(Text-figures 18 & 19.)

The conditions present in the peritoneum of this particular

Kaccoon are extremely interesting. They consist of :

—

1. Absence of the Foramen of Winslow.
2. The presence of a communication between the greater and

lesser sacs on the inner side of the upper half of the left kidney.

3. Subdivision of the lesser sac of peritoneum by a vertical

gastro-pancreatic sheet. The gastric and hepatic branches of the

coeliac axis artery run to the liver and stomach in this.

4. Subdivision of the lesser sac by transverse peritoneal bands
running from the pancreas to the hilum of the spleen. Through
this the splenic vessels run.

5. The presence of bands connecting the great omentum to the

abdominal viscera.

6. The presence of a bare or non-peritoneal area in front of

the left kidney.

The Lesser Omentum (text-fig. 18, no. 4).

The lesser omentum ran from the inner surface of the lower
end of the cesophagus, the lesser curvature of the stomach, the
upper border of the first part of the duodenum, and the outer
border of the upper half of the second part of the duodenum to

the inferior surface of the liver and the lateral abdominal wall.

It was pJso connected below to the duodenal mesentery. To join

the latter it passed in a slanting direction from the outer to the
inner surface of the duodenum. The line it follows is shown in

text-fig. 18, no. 26.

The attachment to the liver is along a line beginning on the
inferior surface of the cystic lobe to the left of the fundus of the
gall-bladder, and i-uns along the inferior surface of the bladder,

being divided to embrace it, the portal fissure, the ridge on the
inner surface of the inner division of the right lateral lobe, and
the inferior borders of both divisions of the right lobe.

The caudate lobe of the liver (text-fig. 18, no. 2) is seen shining
through the omentum, and the common bile-duct, portal vein

(text-fig. 18, no. 25), hepatic artery, and inferior vena cava (text-

fig. 18, no. 24) are included within its layers. At no point can a

Foramen of Winslow be detected in this region.

The lesser omentum appears, in this case, to be formed of two
layers, which appear Y-shaped on cross- section, and the common
bile-duct (text-fig. 18, no. 3) is placed at the junction of the three
limbs. The two lateral limbs embrace an angle open to the left

(text-fig. 18, no. 5), and the arrow no. A in text-fig. 18 points
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into it. Perhaps there has been some inflammatory process at

work here, for the bands connecting the great omentum, and
described below, are doubtless pathological.

Text-figure 18.

The peritoneum viewed from the front.

The great omentum has been divided along the lines L.S.O. of text-fig. 19, and the

edges of the four layers are shovai above at 7. The left kidney has been

pulled outwards and the transverse meso-colon (18) and descending colon

pulled down." The following figures are not desci-ibed in text. 1. Diaphragm.

19 and 27. Ileum.
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The gastric attachments of the lesser omentum and the gastro-

pancreatic band (text-fig. 18, no. 6, and text-fig. 9, G.P.B.) fuse

on the lesser curvature and fii-st part of the duodenum. The
latter band draws down the lesser curve of the stomach, so the

plane passing through the two curves meets the vertical at an
angle of 45° (text-fig. 19).

The Great Omentum.

The posterior layers of the great omentum (text-fig. 18, no. 10),,

in passing to the transverse colon, cover the pancreas, and have
a sharp free left border, which runs with a concavity to the left,

from the hilum of the spleen (text-fig. 18, no. 11) to the transverse

colon. It overlaps the upper pole of the left kidney, but is '7 cm.
from the hilum of the latter. It is met by a triangular sheet of

peritoneum (text-fig. 18, no. 13), the apex of which is attached

to the anterior surface of the lower half of the left kidney.

There are two pockets between the triangular sheet and the
great omentum, and the arrows 0 and D in text-fig. 18 point into

them. Another sheet of peritoneum (text-fig. 18, no. 12) passes

from the inner border of the left kidney to the posterior parietal

peritoneum.
Between the free edge of the great omentum and the last-

named peritoneal sheet there is an opening through which the
index-finger can easily be passed into the lesser sac, and the arrow
B in text-fig. 18 points into ih. It is bounded in front by the
great omentum, to the outer side by the left kidney, and behind
by the peritoneum of the posterior abdominal wall. It is

bounded above by a. mass of tissue formed by the great omentum,
the gastro-splenic ligament, and the pancreatico-splenic band
(text-fig. 18, no. 8).

The triangular sheet of peritoneum (text-fig. 18, no. 13) also

meets the part of the great omentum forming the transverse

meso-colon on the left side of the latter, and the ileal mesentery
(text-fig. 18, no. 28) meets it on the right at the same level, so a

peritoneal cross is formed. There are two pockets between the
mesentery and the meso-colon, and the arrows E and F in text-

fig. 18 point into them'.

The Peritoneal Connections of the Pancreas.

The right limb of the pancreas lies within the duodenal loop^

and contained between the two layers of its mesentery. The
upper border of the body of the pancreas is connected to the

lesser curvature of the stomach by a gastro-pancreatic sheet (text-

fig. 18, no. 6, and text-fig. 19, G.P.B. ), which passes behind the

posterior surface of the stomach. This sheet is continuous with
the duodenal mesentery on the right and the pancreatico-splenic

band on the left. It subdivides the lesser sac into two compart-
ments, and pulls down the lesser curvature of the stomach.

The coeliac axis artery (text-fig. 18, no. 9) passes into the
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Text-figure 19.

Lateral view of the peritoneum.

G.O. Great omentum ; G.P.B. Gastro-pancreatic sheet; G.S. Greater sac; L.S.A.
Anterior compartment of lesser sac ; L.S.O. Lines across which pieces of peri-

toneum are removed (see text-fi^. 18, no. 7); L.S.P. Posterior compartment
of lesser sac; P. Pancreas; P.P. Parietal peritoneum; P.S. Plane passing
through cui'vatures of stomach ; S.I. Small intestine ; S.O. Lesser omentum

;

T.C. Transverse colon ; T.M.C. Transverse meso-colon ; V.P. Vertical plane.

Arrows :

—

Al, Passing up through lesser sac from ahnormal foramen (arrow B. in text-fig. 18)

;

A 2. In posterior compartment of lesser sac ; A3. In anterior compartment of

lesser sac.

The peritoneum between S.O. and G.P.B. is thickened and represents a fusion of S.O.
and G.P.B.
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pancreas, where it divides into the gastric, hepatic, and splenic

branches, the gastric and splenic veins pass into the pancreas,
and the portal vein is formed at the point where the splenic vein
emerges from the pancreas.

The Lesser Sao of Peritoneum.

The lesser sac of peritoneum extends from the diaphragm
above to the apex of the great omentum below, and it is sub-

divided into two compartments— a small anterior and a large

posterior one by the gastro-pancreatic band (text-fig. 19, L.S.A.
and L.S.P.).

The anterior wall is formed from above down by the peri-

toneum covering the posterior surface of the liver, the gastro-

hepatic omentum, the peritoneum covering the posterior surface

of the stomach, and the posterior of the two anterior layers of the
large omentum. The posterior wall is formed fi'om below,

upwards by the inner of the two posterior layei'S of the great

omentum, the transverse colon, the transverse meso-colon, and
the posterior parietal peritoneum from the pancreas up to the
diaphragm.
The gastro-pancreatic band carries the peritoneum, covering

the pancreas, up to the lesser curvature of the stomach. Below
it lies the small anterior sub-space (text-fig. 19, L.S.A.),and above
it the large posterior one (text-fig. 19, L.S.P.). When the finger

is carried into the sac it can be introduced into either compart-
ment, but to enter the posterior one it must go above or below
the pancreatico-splenic sheet.

The anterior compartment has the following boundaries :

—

1. Above and in front—the posterior surface of the stomach.

2. Beloio and in front—the great omentum.

3. Above and behind—the gastro-pancreatic band.

4. Beloio andj behind—the great omentum, transverse colon,

and transverse meso-colon.

The posterior compartment has the following boundaries :

—

1. Anteinor—the liver, small omentum, stomach, and gastro-

pancreatic band.

2. Posterior—the parietal peritoneum.

In text-fig. 19 the arrow Al i-uns vertically through the lesser

sac, and arrows A2 and A3 point into the two subdivisions.

The Peritoneum round the Left Kidney.

The left kidney has a strong peritoneal capsule (text-fig. 18,

no, 29), which siuTOunds its outer part, and there is a non-

peritoneal bare area in front (text-fig. 18, no. 30), but the capsule

is strong behind. It is connected to the left Fallopian Tube
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(text-fig. 18, no. 15) by a peritoneal sheet (text-fig. 18, no. 16),

and to the posterior parietal peritoneum. On the surface of the

bare area (text-fig. 18, no. 30), the left ovarian vessels cross the

kidney (text-fig. 18, no. 31), and pierce the capsule on its outer

border to reach the ovary.

Omental Adhesions.

The great omentum filled the abdominal cavity, but it has been
shortened for descriptive purposes in text-fig. 18. When it was
gently raised, it was seen that delicate filiform bands connected

it to the abdominal viscera. These are indicated by Roman
numerals in text-fig. 18. Bands 1 and 2 were tight, but all the

others were loose.

The band number 1 ran from the front of the great omentum
across the front of the stomach to the anterior surface of the

small omentum. Bands 2 and 7 ran from the free edge of

the omentum to the inner surface of the liver and the outer

border of the spleen respectively. Bands 3 and 6 ran from the

under surface of the great omentum ; the former ended in the

mesentery of the duodenum, and the latter on the left extremity
of the pancreas. Bands 4 and 5 gradually opened out on the

free edge of the great omentum ; the former terminated in

the mesentery of the ileum, and the latter on a nodule on the

apex of the urinary bladder (text-fig. 18, no. 17). On each side

of the bladder-wall a tortuous ridge, containing an artery, ran
down from the afore-mentioned nodule.

These bands are probably the result of inflammation.

Duodenal Bands,

The outer surface of the duodenum is attached by bands to the

parietal peritoneum (text-fig. 18, no. 22), and the mesentery of

the descending colon (text-fig. 18, no. 20). Between the bands
and the duodenal mesentery is a pocket (text-fig. 18, no. 9).
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13. On Abnormalities of the Abdominal Arteries of a young

Panda. By C. F. Sonntag, M.D., Ch.B., Anatomist

to the Society.

[Received February 20, 1920 : Read March 30, 1920.]

(Text-figure 20.)

The animal in which the peculiarities described below occurred

was born in the Society's menagerie on June 6th, 1919, and died

on December 12th, 1919. The abnormalities involved the coeliac^

superior mesenteric, and renal arteries. The first one was
unique, but the others are occasionally met with.

The Coeliac u'ii^tery.

The coeliac artery was abnormal in its origin, course, termina-

tion, and some of its branches.

It arose from the left side of the abdominal aorta, instead of

from the front, just above the superior mesenteric artery. It

passed upwards and to the left, behind the stomach and above tlie

pancreas, towards the oesopliMgus, describing a wide curve with

its convexity to the left. On reaching the oesophagus it passed

behind it and entered the left pleural cavity through the oeso-

phageal opening in the diaphragm. Within the left pleural sac

it exhibited a free loose part measuring 1'3 cm., and then it

passed into the left lung at its antero-inferior angle. AVithin the

lower lobe of the left lung, to which it is confined, it l uns upwards
parallel to the pulmonary vein, i. e., it described a course which
is curved with the convexity to the left. As it passed through
the left lower lobe it rapidly diminished in calibre till it ended at

the upper border of the lobe as a fine thread.

The vessel had, therefore, two curves with their convexities

to the left—a wide one in the abdomen, and a narrow one
within the lung.

When the roots of the lungs were dissected, it was seen that

the right one received two bronchial arteiies from the thoracic

aorta, but the left one received none at all. Consequently, the

coeliac artery must be regarded as a nutrient vessel to the
pulmonary tissue. It is evident, however, that it does not supply

all the linig for it is confined to the inner part of the left lower

lobe (see text-figure), and the branches which it gives off are very
small. I was unable to detect nutrient vessels to the upper lobe

and the outer part of the lower lobe of the left lung. There was
no trace of an anastomosis between the cceliac and oeso23hageal

arteries wdiich frequently make an arterial network on tlie

surface of the lung.

Branches :—The cceliac artery gave ofi' branches in the abdo-
men and thorax, as follows :

—

1. Pancreatic artery which soon divided into two small twigs.

2. Splenic artery.
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3. Gastric artery which divided into two branches. The upper
one anastomosed with the oesophageal twigs, and the lower one
with the pancreatico-duodenal branch of the superior mesenteric

artery. The two branches diverged at right angles from the

parent trunk, and ran along the anterior surface of the stomach
just below the lesser curvature.

4. (Esophageal artery which supplies the lower end of the gullet.

It broke up into a brushwork of terminal vessels which anasto-

mosed with one another and with the upper branch of the gastric

artery. There was no connection between these vessels and any
within the thorax.

Text-figure 20.

PULMONARY

DIAPHRAGM

OESOPHAGEAL ARTERY.

GASTRIC ARTeRY„..
SPLENIC ARTERY_

COPLIAC ARTERY

-

ABOOf^iNAL AORTA

\:

BR.^^'CH or
SUPERIOR MESENTERIC

ARTERY

The Coeliac Axis Artery.

5. Pulmonary twigs which were given off from both sides of

the vessel within the lower lobe of the left lung. These vessels

were very small and soon divided into two.

No branches were given off from the part between the oeso-

phageal opening in the diaphragm and the point of entrance of

the vessel into the lung, and there was no hepatic branch at all,

and the hepatic blood-su]3ply came from the superior mesenteric

artery instead.

It is difficult to give an explanation of the conditions described
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above, and the source of these abnormalities may be due to an
error of development or a pathological cause. Perhaps the bron-

chial arteries to the left lung have been occluded by reason of

some disease and the coeliac artery has taken their place. If

there were an anastomosis between the bronchial, oesophageal,

and coeliac vessels, and the former had been occluded, the latter

might take their place and pass in from the surface to supply

the lung. In time the latter would enlarge and appear as in this

specimen.

I have referred to many books and papers on comparative
anatomy and embryology, but I have not found any mention of

a similar condition. Chauveau*, after describiug some pecu-

liarities of the gastro-pulmonary anastomoses, says, " There are

other varieties of which it is unnecessary to speak"; but it is

unlikely that he would dismiss such a condition so summarily if

he had seen it.

The Siqyerioy^ Mesenteric Arte?^.

The unusual feature of the superior mesenteric artery wns the

great development of the pyloro-duodenal branch, in order to

take the place of the hepatic branch of the coeliac artery.

This branch passed upwards and to the right to reach the
pyloro-duodenal junction. It passed behind it and then curved
to the left below the liver, giving off branches to the right and
left lobes of the liver, and the gall-bladder. Xone of these vessels

entered the portal fissure of the liver.

The Renal Arteries.

The right renal artery soon divided into two after its origin

from the abdominal aorta, and the left one exhibited a very
tortuous course. These are, however, not abnormalities, but
merely extreme degrees of a condition common among the
Carnivora.

The reader is referred to page 171, where another peculiarity

of the coeliac axis occurs.

* Chauveau, A. ' Tlie Comparative Anatomy of tlie Domesticated Animals,'
page 613.

Proc. Zool. Soc- 1920, No. XII. 12
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14. On the External Characters o£ the Ratcl (Mellivora)

and the Wolverene
(
Gulo) *. Bv U. I. PocoCK, F.R.S.,

F.Z.S.
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(Text-figures 14-18.)
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lutrodiiction.

Writing on Mellivora in 1902 (Zool. of Egypt, Mammalia,

p. 245), de Winton remarked :
—" A glance at the generic names

mentioned in the synonymy of the African species will show that

great uncertainty has existed as to the true relationship of the

animal. Even in the latest text-books it has been placed among
the badgers, while in truth it is nothing but a giant weasel

modified for digging and quite closely related to Ictonyx^
Without admitting the truth of the last proposition, it is

unquestionably the case that the majority of authors, judging

from the structure of the feet and the general form of the body,

follow^ed Gray in classifying Mellivora in the group, family, or

subfamily, as the case may be, typified hy Meles. De Winton, on
the contrary, rejecting the external characters and relying upon
the teeth and skull, placed it in the subfamily Mustelinje, which
comprised the following genera :

—

Mephitis, Conepatus, Galera,

Galictis, Mellivora, Ictonyx, Mustela (now Martes), Putorius (now
Mustela), Pcecilogale^ Lyncodon, and Gulo t- It would have been
ver}^ difiicult to define the Mustelinjie, as thus constituted, and
de Winton, perhaps wisely, made no attempt to do so. That
question does not concern me now. The point to which attention

may be drawn is the placing of Mellivora in the same group as

Gido.

Although no authors appear to be very clear about the precise

position of Gulo, its kinship with Mustela and Maries has been
generally admitted. The latest opinion on the subject is that of

Mr. G. S. Miller, who proposed to make it the type of a distinct

subfamily, Gulonin?e, equivalent to the Mustelinje, Melina?, and
Lutrinae, these four subfamilies comprising the genera of

Mustelidae of Western Europe (Cat. Mamm. Western Europe,

pp. 341 and 432, 1912).

* The facts recorded were based upon the examination of fresh material in the
Societ3''s Prosectorium.

t VVeber (Die Saug. p. 537, 1904) followed de Winton in classifying 3Iellivora
and Gulo in the Mustelina?.

12*
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Text-figure 14.

A. Side view of head of Grdo.

B. Front view of vhinarium of the same.

C. Piece of the pinna of the same, showing the bursa, with its anterior

lamina (a) turned forwards and its posterior lamina (?) turned back-

wards.

I). Side view of head of IlelUvora. .

E. Front view of vhinarium of the same,

All figures, except^C, X h.
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The claim of Gulo to rank as a subfamily may be set aside for

the present, but it appears to me that Miller's guess at the

affinities of the genus with Mellivora, expressed in the following-

passage, is very w^ide of the mark. He wrote (0^7. cit. p. 433) :

—

" The subfamily Guloninte, consisting of the genus Gulo alone,

is well characterised by its peculiarities of skull, teeth, and
external form. Though usually regarded as a near relative of

the Mustelinpe, the genus more probably finds its true affinities

in the African genus Mellivora.'" This means that in Miller's

opinion Gulo is more nearly allied to Mellivora than it is to

Mustela or Ilartes. The main purpose of this paper is to refute

that idea.

Externalform.

Apart from being heavily and powerfully built and provided

with comparatively short tails, the two genera are quite unlike

in shape. Mellivora essentially resembles 37e?es or Taxidea, being-

low on the legs, plantigrade, broad across the back and flat

along the spine, the body being rather depressed than com-
pressed. The form is that of a terrestrial fossorial beast, without

power to leap and with running capacity reduced almost to the

Carnivore minimum. The hair is everywhere short, sleek, and
coarse.

Gulo stands comparatively high on tlie legs, is digitigrade,

comparatively narrow across the back, and arched along the

spine, the body being compressed rather than depressed. The
form is that of a terrestrial and arboreal beast, capable of running
at some speed and of leaping to a moderate extent. The hair is

everywhere, except on the face, soft, furry, and mixed with wool.

The Head.

The top of the head in Mellivora is high and arched ; in Gulo

it is low and flat. (Text-fig. 14, A, D.)

The tufts of facial vihrissce are alike in the two genera

in the sense that they are the same in number and position

as in typical predatory Carnivores like the Canidje, Viverridfe,

Mungotidfe, and most Mustelidse. (Text- fig. 14, A, D.)

The rhinarium of Mellivora recalls that of Meles in having a

well-defined area encircling the nostrils below and laterally,

although this area is considerably shallower than in that genus.

Also it is not continued inferiorly as a j^hiltriim dividing the

upper lip. In Gulo the rhinarium is like that of Canis, being

continued inferiorly as a distinct philtrum dividing the upper
lip, and the nostrils are encircled laterally by an area of naked
moist skin continuous with the philtrum in front. (Text-fig. 14,

B,E.)
The external ear in Mellivora has been described as absent

The truth is that there is no definite laminate pinna standing
away from the head, the cavities of the ear being mei'ely
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surrounded above and behind by a thickening of the integument.
The suiwatragiis {jplica 'princi'palis) is a simple oblique ridge, the
tragus, antitragics, and obher inferior ridges are hardly apparent
and there is no trace of the Imrsa (text-fig. 14, D). In Gulo the

ear is quite normally developed, the pinna standing away from
the head as a mobile lamina. The cavity of the ear is larger than
in Mellivora, the supratragus is a larger ridge with a semiglobular

thickening, the tragus and antitragus and the normal ridges in-

ternal to them are well denned, and the hu7^sa is well developed,

its posterior w^all consisting of a semioval lamina arising behind
the margin of the pinna (text-fig. 14, A, C).

Ths Feet.

The fore foot of MeUivora is provided with long, powerful,

blunt fossorial claws The digits are short and unevenly spaced,

Text-figure 15.

A. Lower side of right hind foot of MeUivora.

B. Lower side of right fore foot of the sarne.

X h

the distance between 1 and 2 being considerably greater than
the distances between the others. Digits 2, 3, and 4 are rather

tightly tied together by webbing, which extends more than half-

way along the digital pads. Digit 5 has more freedom of

movement. The plantar pad is a large, irregularly semicircular

mass, with its four elements ill defined. It is followed by two
carpal pads separated from it by a deep groove. The external

carpal pad is a large mass ; the internal is much smaller and
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differs in its smoothness from the rest of the pads, which are

coriaceous. The whole of the under side of the foot back to and
including the carpal pads is hairless. (Text- fig. 15, B.)

The hind foot, allowing for its greater length, greater narrow-
ness, and short claws, is very similar to the fore foot ; but the
pads of digits 3 and 4 are fused proximally, and there is a
single large metatarsal pad, narrower behind than in front and
extending along the middle line half-way between the plantar
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pad and the heel. Its posterior edge is ill defined and the
integument of the foot behind it is naked and wrinkled. (Text-

fig. 15, A.)

The feet* of Gido are totally different. Except that the fore

foot is shorter and broader and is provided with carpal pads, the

two are very much alike and may be described together. The
digits are longer than in Mellivoj^a, and are tolerably evenly spaced

and widely separable ; the pollex and hallux are relatively less

reduced than in Mellivora and the webs tying the digits together

are wide, and the middle of the edge of each is approximately on
a level with the proximal end of the digital pads, which are well

defined, oval in shape, and, like the plantar pads, coarsely striate.

The claws are alike in size and shape on the two feet, being
moderately long, curved, and sharp. The plantar pads are much
reduced antero-posteriorly. The four so-called interdigital

elements are well defined and connected by narrower strips, the

whole forming an irregularly shaped, curved, transverse band,
the concavity of the curve facing the carpus and tarsus. The
median largest element of this pad has its anterior edge emar-
ginate. Some distance behind the plantar pad on the fore foot

there are two small, reniform, carpal pads, the outer as large as

a bean, the inner as large as a pea. The digital and plantar

pads are to a great extent overlapped by hair and the carpal pads
are entirely concealed ; but there is no trace of a metatarsal

pad on the hind foot. Except for the pads the whole of the

under side of the feet is covered Avith hair, which on the digits

and webs and behind the plantar pad is soft and woolly ; but on
each side of the carpus and along the inner side of the metatarsus

the hairs are coarse and form a stiff bristly brush. (Text-fig. 16,

A, B.)

The Anus and the External Genitalia.

The anus in Mellivora is sunk in the centre of a circular area

of radially corrugated skin which folds over it and conceals it,

the upper and lower margins of this area meeting to form a

transverse rima—the condition very closely resembling that of

the Mungotidte. The two anal glands are of great size, and
discharge copiously a suffocating fluid exactly as in the Skunks
[Mephitis, Conepatus), Zorilles (Ictonyx), Grison [Grisonia), and
Teledu {Mydaus) (text-fig. 17, A, B). In Gulo the anus is super-

ficial and not insunk, being merely surrounded by an area of

naked skin as in Canidae, Felidse, and the majority of Carnivora.

The anal glands are of normal sizef, and discharge a yellow

fluid, the odour of which is musteline, but not so pungent as in

the Polecat [Mustela piUorius).

The anal and genital region in Mellivora is naked or scantily

hairy ; in Gulo it is thickly furred.

* Boas (Zool. Anz. xxxiv. p. 532, 1909) figures the hind foot, stripped of hair, of

<?mZo.

f Gray's statement that they are absent is wrong.
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Text-figure 17.

B

A. Anal area of Mellivora $ , with the root of the tail above, showing the

closed orifice of the anal sack.

B.|The same partly dissected to show tbe anal glands, a.s., anal sack

spread open with a bristle passed through the duct of the anal gland

and emerging at the side of the anus; a.g., anal gla)ids, on the right

side entire, on tbe left side opened to show the reservoir and the

bristle; sc., scrotum.

S'^The penis.—In both the genera the prepuce, as in all Mustelidae,

is situated far in advance of the scrotum, and the penis is pro-

vided with a long stout haculum. In Mellivora the baculum *

This bone was described by Gilbert (Morph. Jahrb. xviii. p. 817, 1892).
I redescribed and figured it in 1918 (Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (9) i, p. 311, figs. i~m
p. 309), The baculum of Giilo was figured and described by Pohl (Jena ZBitschr.

xlv. p. 385, 1909).
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is relatively short and stout, very thick at its proximal end, and
grooved throughout its length below. The apex is sharply

upcurled and transversely expanded into a hollowed, somewhat
basin-shaped disk, the rim of which is interrupted in front by a

channel, which is continued as a groove down the front of the

upcurved termination of the bone. This structure is perfectly

symmetrical in all its parts. (Text-fig. 18, B, E.)

Text-figure 18.

A. Anal and genital area of Gulo
; a., anus with orifice of anal gland

on each side
;

v., vulva.

B. Lateral view of penis of Mellivora.

C. The same of Gulo.

D. Front view of the tip of the baculum of Gulo.

E. The same of Mellivora.

In Gulo the haculum is relatively long and thin, without any
thickening at its proximal end and grooved beneath only at its

distal end, where it is gradually and lightly upcurled and decidedly

compressed. The apex bears a short, moderately high, com-
pressed, longitudinal crest, beneath which is a pair of short,

condyle-like processes separated by a deep cleft continuous with

the groove behind them. These processes are not symmetrical
and the crest is not upright. (Text-fig. 18, C, D.)
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The vulva.—-1 have no notes on the female generative organs
of Mellivora ; but in Gulo the vulva is a naked piriform pro-

minence a little below the anus, from which it is separated by a

band of hair, and the orifice is a vertically elongated slit. (Text-

fig. 18, A.)

Co7iclusio7i.

From the characters above described it is evident that there

is no particular resemblance in any respect between Mellivora

and Gulo. The differences, on the contrary, are profound.

Miller's suggestion, therefore, of kinship between the two genera
must be dismissed, and it appears to me that the evidence on
this head supplied by the skulls confirms that of the external

characters here discussed.

To what genera of Mustelid^e, then, are Gido and Mellivora

related? Gulo, in my opinion, might be described broadly but
with much truth as a gigantic heavily-built Marten (Maries),

I can find nothing in the structure of the skull and teeth opposed
to the view that these two genera are related, and tolerably

closely related *. There are also no difterences of moment
between them in the structure of the ear, of the rhinarium, of

the upper lip, of the anus, and of the external genitalia ; and the
feet of Gulo are little more than broad, short editions of those of

JIariesf, the claws, pads, disposition of the digits, hairiness of

the soles, etc., being strikingly alike in the two animals. Finall^^

it does not appear to me that Gulo differs much more from
Martes than Maries differs from Musiela or Vormela, the three

genera which constitute the subfamily Mustelinse as defined in

Miller's volume. If this be true, the subfamily Gulonin^e can
hardly be considered a defensible group.

Mellivora is much more difficult to classify. The position

assigned to the genus by authors will depend upon their views
regarding the plasticity of the skull and teeth as compared with
the plasticity of the ears, feet, and other extei-nal organs described

in this paper. I cannot agree with de Winton that the genus is

closely related to Ictonyx, and I doubt its near affinity Avith the
South American genus Galera ; and although the feet and
rhinarium and general form are very like those of Meles, and the
pouched anus occurs in both the genera, the structure of the
skull and teeth should, I think, exclude Mellivora from a place

in the Melinae, despite the heterogeneity of that subfamily as

constituted in the current text-books. The best way of dealing
with the genus at present seems to me to follow Gill in making
it the type and sole representative of a special subfamily, the
Mellivorinse.

* The tip of the baculum is also asymmetrical in structure in Martes and
Charronia as it is in Mvstela.

f For figures and descriptions of the feet and ears of Martes martes and
M.foina, see my paper on these two species (Proc. Zool, Soc. 1914, pp. 1062-1068).
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EXHIBITIONS AND NOTICES.

February 10th, 1920.

. Prof. E. W. MacBride, F.R.S., F.Z.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

Mr. R. I. PococK, F.R.S., read the following Report on the

Additions made to the Society's Menagerie during the months of

November and December, 1919 :

—

November.

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the

month of November were 1 70 in number. Of these 83 were
acquired by presentation, 37 were deposited, 11 were exchanged,

35 were purchased, and 4 were born in the Menagerie.

The following may be specially mentioned —
1 Mongolian Wild Horse {Equus prjevalskii), deposited on

November 5th.

1 Lion (Felis leo), from Senegambia, purchased on November 8th.

2 Cape Hyrax {Frocavia ccqyensis), from S. Africa, purchased
on November 10th.

A collection from India, including 1 Axis Deer, 5 Indian
Porphyrios, 1 Sarus, 2 Common Cranes, 3 Burmese Peafowd,

presented by David Ezra, on November 4th.

A collection of Rej^tiles from California, including a Desert
Iguana [Dipsosaurus dorscdis), a Red-Ringed Snake (CoroneUa
zonata), and a AVestern Ring-necked Snake {CoroneUa amabilis),

all new to the Collection, presented b}" Dr. Cecil E. Reynolds.

December.

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during
the month of December were 96 in number. Of these 38 were
acquired by presentation, 36 were deposited, 18 were purchased,

and 4 were born in the Menagerie.

The following may be specially mentioned :

—

2 Tigers (Felis tigris), J 2 ? ^^^^^ one Caracal (Felis cajYccal)^

(S , from India, presented by Alfred Ezra, Esq., Y.P.Z.S., on
December 30th.

1 Spotted-necked Otter (Lutra maculicollis), new to the
Collection, from Sierra Leone, purchased on December 23rd.

4 Migratory Hamsters (Cricetulus migratoi'ius), new to the

Collection, from Kazvin, N. Persia, presented by P. A. Buxton
on December 1st.

6 Mariqua Sun-birds (Cinnyris mariquensis), new to the
Collection, from S. Africa, deposited on December 21st.
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2 Sun-Bitterns {Eurypyga helias), from South America, pur-
chased on December 16th.

1 Matamata Terrapin {Chelys fimhriata), from the Rio Negros,
presented by Dr. A. Bremner.

Mr. A. J. Elwes, F.R.S., communicated a letter relative to

the condition of the herds of Moose in Yellowstone Park.

Mr. D. Seth-Smith, F.Z.S., read a letter from Messrs. Tullis,

Russell & Co., drawing attention to an interesting case of

response of Sparrows to colour, in which the birds appeared to

be peculiarly attracted to a Paper-making machine when paper
of a dark blue tint was being run oflf.

Mr. E. G. BouLE-YGER, F.Z.S., Curator of Reptiles, exhibited

living specimens of a remarkable new Land-Tortoise, Testudo
loveridgii, recently discovered by Mr. A. Loveridge in the neigh-
bourhood of Djdoma, East Africa, and described by Dr. G. A.
Boulenger, F.R.S, This Ti!irtoise differs from all previously

described Lind-Torbois3S in the carapace being quite flat, in the
so-called '"shell" being perfectly soft, and in the complete
absence of ribs, costal and neural bony plates. Mr. Boulenger
stated that quite young examples differed from the specimens
exhibited, their carapace being dome-shaped and possessing ribs

and all other banes present in previously described Tortoises.

In referring to its habits, it was stated that the animal, having
been deprived of the protection of a bony " shell," had taken to

living much after the manner of a Lizard, inhabiting holes in

the rocks, and that, according to Mr. Loveridge, great difficulty

is experienced in extracting the Tortoise from these holes, owing
to its habit of distending itself, and thereby wedging itself firmly

in the rock-cavity.

Mr. F. Martin Duncan, F.Z.S., exhibited and made remarks
on a series of photomicrographs of Acari from the lungs of

Maoctcus rhesus, illustrating the larval, nymph, and adult stage

of the Acarid. He stated that both young and adult Rhesus
Monkeys appeared to be infected, but so far as his observations

had gone, the presence of the Mites in the lungs had in no case

been the cause of death. So far eggs had not been observed in

the vesicles formed by the presence of the Mites, though serial

sectioiis of adult Acarids had shown the egg in an advanced state

of development, pointing to the probability of this stage being

completed within the body of the female.
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Mr. R. H. Bdrne, F.Z.S., exhibited some skeletons of foetal

Mammals prepared by Tadpoles, and drew attention to the
possible advantage of such a method over the more laborious

process by hand.

February 24th, 1920.

A. Smith Woodward, Esq., LL.D., F.R.S., "Vice-President,

in the Chair.

Mr. R. I. PococK, F.R.S., read the following Report on the

Additions made to the Society's Menagerie during the month of

January 1920 :—
The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during

the month of January were 109 in number. Of these 24 wei'e

acquired by presentation, 17 were deposited, 61 were purchased,

5 were received in exchange, and 2 were born in the Menagerie.
The following may be specially mentioned :

—

2 Hybrid Black and Brown Bears (Ursus americanus <S X
U. arctos 5 )j born in the Menagerie on January 5th.

1 Persian Gazelle {Gazella subgnUurosa ^ ), from Mesopotamia,
presented by the 1st Battn, 1st Highland Light Infantry.

5 Bennett's Wallabies {Macropiis hennetti, 3 , 2 $ )
(Tas-

mania), received in exchange on January 31st.

1 Naked-throated Bell-bird [Chasmorhynchus nudicolUs), from
Brazil, purchased on January 1st.

2 Soft-shelled Land-Tortoises (7Wzt<:Zo loveridgii)^ from Dodoma,
E. Africa, presented by Arthur Loveridge, January 26th.

Mr. F. Martin Duncax, F.Z.S., exhibited photomicrograplis

of a female Mole-Flea {Hystrichopsylla tcdpce), and drew attention

to the presence of two spermathecas, a feature in the anatomy of

the genital organs of this flea which appeared to have hitherto

escaped notice. Several specimens had been submitted to him,

and in all the females this characteristic feature was present.

He also pointed out that clinging to the abdomen of the flea, by
means of their sucker-discs, were a number of hypopial nymphs
of one of the Tyroglyphidse. He had not at present been able

to determine to which species they belonged, but it was intei-

esting to note their attachment to the flea inasmuch that it was
occasionally taken in the nests of Wild Bees, and might act as a
dispersal agent of the Acari.
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March 16th, 1920.

Prof. E. W. MacBride, F.R.S., F.Z.S., Yice-President,

in the Chair.

Mr. R. I. PococK, F.H.S., read the following Report on the

Additions to the Society's Menagerie during the month of

February 1920 :—
The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during

the month of Februar}^ were 92 in number. Of these 16 were
acquired by presentation, 19 were deposited, 52 were purchased,

1 was received in exchange, and 4 were born in the Menagerie.
The following may be specially mentioned :

—

2 Golden-crested Penguins {Catarrhactes chrysolophus), from
South Georgia, new to the Collection, purchased on February
10th.

A collection of S. African Reptiles, including 4 White-throated
Monitois (Vai'cmus alhigidaris) and 2 Derbian Zonures {Zonurus
derhianus), purchased on February 25th.

3 Beaver-Rats or Coypus (Ilyocastor coypus), born in the

Menagerie on February 6th.

1 Spotted Cavy [Ccelogeni/s paca), born in the Menagerie on
February 29th.

Mr. E. G. Boulenger, F.Z.S., exhibited and made remarks on
a Frog witii a duplicate foot.

Prof. J. P. Hill, F.R.S., exhibited and made remarks on an
Embryo obtained from a Kangaioo recently living in the Society's

Menagerie.

March 30th, 1920.

A. Smith Woodward, Esq., LL.D., F.R.S., Yice-President,

in the Chair.

Sir Frank Colyer, K.B.E., F.R.C.S., exhibited and made
remarks on a series of photographs of skulls of Macacus rJiesvs,

showing pathological conditions of the teeth.

Prof. H. Maxwell Lefroy, F.Z.S., exhibited photograph.s

attesting the existence of Egret Farms in Sind.
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Mr. E. H. BuRNE, M.A., F.Z.S., exhibited a series of Pigs'

mandibles from the New Hebrides, showing overgrowth of the
lower tusk owing to removal of the maxillary tusk.

April ISth, 1920.

A. Smith Woodward, Esq., LL.D., F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

Mr. R. I. PooocK, F.R.S., exhibited and made remarks on two

specimens of Fournier's Hutia [Ca'promys pilovides)^ now living

in the Society's Menagerie.

Mr. R. I. PococK, F.R.S., gave an exhibition, illustrated by
lantern-slides, to show the difierences in external characters

between the Ratel {Mellivora) and the Wolverene {Gnlo). He
pointed out that Mr. Gerrit Miller's suggestion that the two-

genera were related was unsupported by the facts.

April 27th, 1920.

A. Smith Woodward, Esq., LL.D., F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following Report on the Additions to

the Society's Menagerie during the month of March 1920 :
—

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during
the month of March were 106 in number. Of these 20 were
acquired by presentation, 64 were deposited, 15 were purchased,

3 were received in exchange, and 4 were born in the Menagerie.
The following may be specially mentioned :

—

1 Lion [Felis leo), from Sennar, presented by the 8th Battn.

of the Hampshire Regt., on March 24th.

1 Eland {Taurotragus oryx)^ born in the Menagerie on
March 15th.

2 Barbary Sheep {Ammotragus lervia), from Morocco, presented

by LI.M. The King, on March 16th.

Mr. Arthur Loveridge exhibited and made remarks on a

collection of Snakes which he had obtained in East Africa during
the years 1915-1919.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1920, No. XIII. 13
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Miss L. E. Cheesman, F.E.S., exhibited and described a series

of lantern-slides illustrating the life-history and habits of the

Ichneumon-ily, Rhijssa persuasoy^ia.

Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell, F.R.S., exhibited and made
] emarks on a series of photographs, taken by Sir H. A. Byatt,

K.C.M.G., in German East Africa, of the rare Abbot's Duiker
{Cephcdophus spadix).

Mr. D. Seth-Smith, F.Z.S., exhibited a series of lantern-slides

showing the display of the male Monaul Pheasant [Lopliophorus

impeyanus).

Mr. L. Hogben, M.A,, B.Sc, exhibited a specimen of Anibly-

sto7na, the metamorphosis of which had been brought about hy
one month's feeding with Ox thyroid, and drew special attention

to the precocious transition to the AmMysto7)ia-type of pigmen-
tation during the metamorphosis.
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Ahlepharus hoiitoni, var, peronii, 157.

waldhergii, 158.

Acanthopterygii, 71.

Agama atricolUs, 142.

colonorum, 140.

flavicauda, 141.

lionotns, 141.

vaillanfi, 142.

Agamidce, 140.

Ailia coila, 70.

Algidia, gen. n., 46.

cuspidata, sp. n., 47.

Alouatta, 93, 04, 96, 97, 101, 102, 103,

104, 106, 107, 112, 113.

{Mycetes) villosa, 92.

Amia calva, 89.

Amiurus n atalls, 89.

Am^notragus Icrvia, 193.

Aviphipnoid(B, 71.

A)nphipnous cuchia, 71.

Amphisb(S)iid(S, 145. ^

AnabantidcB, 71.

Anahas scandens, 71.

Anelytropidce, 160.

Angiiilliformes, 71.

.^oi^jis, 93, 94, 96, 100, 101, 106, 112,

113.

{Nyctipithecus) trivirgattts, 92.

Pkoc. Zool. Soc— 199,0.

Ateles, 91, 93, 94, 07, 100, 103, 104,

109, 112, 113,

(iter, 92.

Bagarius yarrdlii, 70.

Balistes erythrodon, 72.

stellnris, 72.

JJalistidcB, 72.

Barbus sarana, 67, 70.

ior, 72.

BarUius hola, 70.

Belone cancile, 71.

• strongyl'ura, 7 1

.

Berycida, 71.

Brachyteles, 91, 94, lO-'!, 104, 112, 113.

Cacajao {Brachyiirus, Oua/caria) rubi-

cmidus, 92.

(O^oArma), 93, 94, 96, 97, 103,

104, 112, 113.

Calamoichthys, 89.

CalUcebus, 93, 94, 96, 97, 100, 104, 106,

112, 113.

{Calli/hrix) moloch, 92.

p)crsonatus, 107, 109.

CalUchrous macrophthalmus, 67, 70.

c
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Ccdlichrons pahda, 67, 70.

Callimico, 91, 96, 97, 98, 100, 104, 109,

112, 113.

goeldii, 92.

Capromys pilorides, 193.

CarangidcB, 72.

Caranx atropus, 72.

gallus, 72.

Catarrhactes clirysolophus (z. s. L.),

192.

Catla huchanani, 65, 67, 70.

Cehus, 93, 94, 96, 97, 100, 103, 104,

106, 107, 112, 113.

alhifrons, 92.

• apella, 92.

Ceplialoplms spadix, 194,

ChcBtodontidce^ 72.

Chalcidcs, 77.

hcdriagcB, 78.

hotUgi, 77, 80, 83.

—— delislii, 80.

gucntlieri, 80.

lii/eatus, 80.

li/wscs, 79, 80, 82.

mauritanicus, 80.

occideutali.^, 80.

ocellaius, 77.

polglepis, 80.

raga^cii, 80, 82.

sepoides, 80.

simonyi, 78.

tiligugu, 80, 82.

tridactylits, 80.

viridamis, 78.

vittatus, 80, 82.

Chamceleon hitcBniatus, 163.

dilcpis, 160.

isahellinus, 163.

gracilis, 160.

hoehnelii, 163.

jacksoni vaucrescccce, 163.

melleri, 166.

Chant(Bleontid<s, 160.

Channa orientalis, 90.

Chasmorhyiichus mulicollis, 191.

Chatoessus chacunda, 71.

manminiia, 67, 71.

Chelys fimhricUa, 190,

CkiroccntridcB, 70.

Chirocentrus dorah, 70.

Cinnyris inariqnensis (z. s. l.), 189.

Cirrhina mrigala, 70.

70.

Clarias magur, 70.

Clapea alosa, 61.

ckapra, 71.

?72s7<a, 67.

sindensis, 67.

ClupeidcB, 71.

CInpeiformes, 70.

Conepatus, 179, 184.

Coronella amahilis, 189.

zonata, 189.

Cricetulus migratorius (z. s. l.), 189.

Cicscus, 102.

Cynoglossus qtcinquelineatns, 72.

Cyprinidce, 70.

Cypriniformes^ 70.

Dipsosaurus dorsalis, 189.

Echciieis naucrates, 72.

Eclieneididce, 72.

Elasmodacti/lus triedrus, 140.

Engraulis malabaricus, 71.

telara, 67, 70.

Ephippiis orbis, 72.

Eqims prjevals/cii, 189.

Eremias spellii, 148.

Esociformes, 71.

Eurypyga helias, 190.

Eutropiiclithys, vacha, 67, 70.

i'e/w caracal, 189.

/eo, 189, 193.

;^89.

Fcylinia currori, 160.

Galeojntheciis, 116.

Galera, 179.

Galiclis, 179.

Gastropholis vittata, 147.

Gazella suhgiitturosa, 191.
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Grazza equulaformis, 72.

Geckonldce, 132.

Gerrcs Ji/amentosus, 72.

GerridcB, 72.

GerrhosauridcB, 149.

Gerrhoscmrus jiavigularis, 150.

major, 149.

nigrolineatus, 150.

GobiidcB, 72.

Gobioides tanms, 72.

Grisonia, 184.

179, 181, 182, 184, 186, 187,

193.

^f/^ja/e >cc7»^s, 91, 97, 98, 104, 105,

106, 109, 112.

Hemidactqlus hrookii, 134.

citernii, 132.

mabouia, 133.

ruspolii, 134.

squamulatus, 134.

Histwphorus, 89,

Holacanthus xcuithiirus, 72.

Holaspis gucnthcri, 1-49.

Hystrichopsijlla tcdpcB, 191.

Ichnotropis capensis, 148.

Ictomjx, 179, 184, 187.

t/«Zis litnaris, 72.

Labeo cai'uleus, 70.

calbasic, 70.

diplostonms, 67, 70.

roAi7«, 65, 70.

Labium approximatum, sp. n.,

21.

associatum, sp. u., 20.

bicolor, 24.

bivittatum, sp. n., 8.

brevicorne, sp. n., 6.

centrale, sp. n., 6.

clavicorne, 19.

Jerrugineitm, 19.— fulvicorne, sp. n., 22.

-— hobartense, sp. n., 20.

I

Labium longicorne, sp. n., 23.

I

montivagum, sp. n., 16.

I

multiarticulatum, sp. v., 23.

occidentale, sp. n,, 16.

petitoriu? Ericlis., 7.

, subsp. concolor, subsp. n.,

8.

pilosum, sp. n., 10.

sculpturatum, sp. n., 14.

spiniferum, sp. n., 12.

subsequale, sp. n. 15.

subpilosulum, sp. n., 11.

vasseanum, sp. n., 13.

walkeri, sp. n., 4.

, Key to the Species of, 3.

Luhrid(S, 72.

Lacerta vauereselli, 147.

Lacertid(B, 147.

Lagothrix, 94, 96, 97, 101, 102, 103,

104, 106, 107, 112, 113.

infumatus, 92, 109.

lagotricha, { — huntboldti), 92.

Laniatores, 36.

Latastia johnstoni, 148.

longicaudata, 147.

Lates calcarifer, 72.

Leontocehtis rosalia, 91, 105, 106, 109,

112.

Lethrinus miniaius, 71.

Lopho2)horus impcyanus, 194.

Lutra uiaculicollis (z. s. l.), 189.

Lygodactylus capensis (Smith),

subsp. n., 135.

fischeri scheffleri, 136.

grotei, 136.

pictiircdus, 136.

Lygosoma fcrrandii, 157.

sundevallii, 155.

Lyiicodon, 179.

Mabuia brevicollis, 152.

maculilabris, 152.

megahira, 152.

quinqtietceniata, 153.

striata, 153.

varia, 153.

Macacus fascicular is, 27.

rhesus, 190 192.
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Macrones aor, 67, 70.

• cavasius, 70.

seenghala, 67, 70.

Macropus hennetti, 191.

Mammalia, tongues of, 115.

Maries, 179, 181, 187.

Mastacemhelidcs, 72.

Mastacemhclus armatus, 72.

Meles, 179, 181.

Mellivora, 179, 181, 182, 184, 185, 187,

193.

Mephitis, 179, 184.

Monoijeltis c'olohura, 145.

Monoxyomma heudei, sp. v., 44.

spinafum, 44.

trailli, sp. n., 45.

tuberculatum, sp. n., 44.

Mugil corsulci, 71.

Mugilidce, 71.

Mugiliformcs, 71.

Murmia macrura, 71.

punctata, 71.

sathete, 7 1

.

tesselloia, 71.

MurcBnida, 71.

JfwsiJc/a, 179, 181, 187.

putor'ms, 184.

Mydaus, 184.

Myocastor coypus, 192.

Myripristis murdjan, 71.

Mystax midas, 91.

^^y^teo^, 91, 96, 97, 98, 106, lU9,

112.

ursidus, 91, 109.

Notopterida, 70,

Notojyterus chitala, 67, 70.

kapirat, 70.

Nucras emini, 147.

Nuncia enderhcei^ 42.

smithi, sp. n., 42.

sperata, 41.

suhlcBvis, 41.

valdiviensis, 41.

CEdipomidas, 96.

ci?(^22J2is, 91, 94, 105, 106, 112.

Oligonychus quercinus, 59.

58.
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Introductiox.

This paper deals with part of the work initiated after a visit

to Australia, wdiere the lack of any means of control of the Sheep
Blow-flies is painfully evident. As some of these probably came
from England, it seemed desirable to study the natural checks

* Communicated hy Prof. Lefeot.
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that keep down the pest here : and the accidental discovery at

the Society's Gardens of three important checks gave the work a

start. In this communication two Hymenopterous parasites are

discussed : other parasites are under investigation.

Acknowledgments are due to tlie Australian Commonwealth
Government for a small grant to assist the work.

H. M. Lefroy.

A Short Account of the Start of the Work.

About the last week in Jnne Prof. Maxwell Lefroy gave the

writer a tin containing approximately 1500 Dipterous puparia

to breed ont. Tliese had been forwarded b}^ Miss Cheesman, the

Society's Assistant Curator of Insects.

The contents of the tin were divided into five lots, and put into

an equal number of jars containing damped soil. Tlie jars were
covered with muslin. (At the outset, it shonld be explained that

occasional damping of soil was necessitated by the fact that the

.soil was kept in sacks in the laboratory, and consequently any
moisture originally in it soon evaporated.)

Adult flies began to emerge a week later, and continued to do

so for a period of six or seven days. They were identified as

Calli'phora erytlirocephala Meig.

The jars containing tlie empty puparia and a large number
of intact puparia were then put aside. They were occasionally

examined, and on 14th July the first jar inspected was found to

contain an active Hymenopteron, which upon closer observation

appeared to be a, female Braconid ; the examination of the other

four jars showed that three of them also contained specimens of

the Braconid. As the remaining jar did not contain any Braconid,

the contents were emptied and carefully examined ; all empty
puparia were separated from those which were still intact, and
six of the latter were opened, with the result that two were found
to contain fully-formed flies which had failed to emerge, another

a shapeless, smelling, moist mass—an atrophied fly-nymph—and
the other three contained Braconids, one in an early pupal state,

the others fully-formed adults apparently ready for emergence,

free of the pupal skin, and wings fully expanded*.
With the appearance of this parasite, breeding experiments

were commenced. The Braconids were released in a muslin-

covered glass cylinder, which was placed in a large tray containing

soil. Food was put in.

Blow-fly larvae and eggs were obtained by exposing meat at the

Zoological Gardens and on the balcony of the Imperial College of

Science, South Kensington, and a test made to ascertain if the

Braconids would parasitize the larvje. The test was satisfactory,

and one female began ovipositing one minute after the admission

of the larvfe, and in 25 minutes five females were at work.

* Both insects crawled out of their opened puparium ; one at once passed the
meconium and discliarge, the other did not : hoth were males. The former lived a
normal period, the latter was dead on the second day.
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Numbers of the parasite were emerging from the jars at this

time, and a lar^^e cac«-e was bronoht into use to contain them. As
it was desirable to obtain as man}^ adults as possible, a search was
made at the Society's Gardens at the spot where the original

material was found, and a further suppl}" of puparia obtained.

Whilst sorting out this material preparatory^ to putting the intact

puparia into jars, a number of Chalcids w^ere observed crawling

about on the soil. Most of these were captured. A closer scrutiny

of the puparia disclosed minute holes in several and Chalcids

emerging from some of them ; it was also noticed that a few
puparia showed that Braconids had emerged from them. In view

of the appearance of this Chalcid, each puparium—they were
of a CalUphora species and presumably erythrocephala, the same
species as the flies—^was placed in a separate tube. Botli para-

,sites continued to emerge from this material daily for a period of

twelve days.

As no Chalcids appeared from the original material, which had
been in the jars for nearly a month, it was evident that they
had carried out their attack after the original material had been
removed ; and as this consisted entirely of puparia, it seemed
reasonable to assume that this Chalcid parasitized the pupal

stage. This supposition proved correct, and will be referred to

later.

A constant supply of blow-fl}^ material for parasitization was
maintained by putting small receptacles containing meat out in

tl>e open and placing it under control as soon as eggs had been
deposited on it. No opportunity occurred at this time to obtain

meat blown by flies of definite species under control; but with
t!iis object in view, small quantities of the larvae from eacli lot of

blovvn material were segregated and allowed to develop into

adults, Ts^hen their species wore determined, and they were then
placed under control in separate cages.

In the hope that the Braconid was still about, and in order to

obtain large numbers of them, receptacles containing soil and
meat were put out in the vicinity of the spot from which the

original material was obtained
;

this, Miss Cheesman kindly

undertook to do, and the receptacles w^ere left in the open until

the blow-fly larva3 had commenced pupation, when the material

was removed to the laboratory to be bi-ed out. It was at once

observed that the large parasite was still about. It was seen

to come to the receptacles and to attack the larvse. Whilst
this was being done, Prof. Lefroy put receptacles out at Heston
to see if the parasites could be obtained in this locality. Only
the Braconid parasite appeared from the latter place.

All lots of material obtained from Ilegent's Park and Heston
were bred out to observe if any parasites other than the Braconid
and Chalcid made their appearance : none did.

By the end of August large numbers of the parasites were in

the cages in the laboratories and extensive bi-eeding operations

in progress, and every effort was made to maintain a constant
14*
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supply of active paivasites so that by tlie end of the year there

would exist a large stock of hibernating material.

It was not until October that the writer took specimens of the

parasites to Mr. J. Waterston at the Natural History Museum
for identification. The Braconid was identified as Alysia mandu-
cator Panz. and the Olialcid as JVasonia hrevicornis Ashm.
Mr. Waterston kindly brought to the writer's notice a paper by
Graham-Smith (1) in which these parasites were referred to. Up
to this time no reference to the Braconid was known, and that

the Chalcid should prove to be Nasonia hrevicoimis was not
anticipated, especially as the illustrations in Australian publica-

tions in the writer's possession depicted a female of this species

walking with an extruded ovipositor, a position which it only

assumes in death.

Breeding Methods.

After the first lots of the parasites had completed their work,

the several species of blowflies, which had been obtained from the

meat exposed in different localities, were segregated.

The species obtained were :

—

Blue Bottle Ccdlvphora erythrocejylicda Meig.

,, vomitoria Linn.

British Sheep Maggot-fly . . . Lucilia sericata Meig.

Green Bottle ,, ccesar Linn.

Green Bottle Phormia yrmnlandica Ztt.

In addition to these, the Common House-fly, Musca domeslica

Linn., which is constantly bred at the College, was available.

Upon Prof. Lefroy's advice as to the best medium in which to

breed the larvae, ox liver was used, and found very satisfactory.

A somewhat important point in this connection was that liver

could be procured easily as it did not fall within the scope of the
•• Meat Rationing Order,"

The liver was cut into small pieces, placed in glass receptacles

and put into the cages containing the diflferent species of " blow-

flies." As soon as it had been blown—that is, eggs deposited on

it—the receptacle was withdrawn and emptied into a glass dish,

in which additional pieces of liver wei'e put when the eggs

hatched. The receptacles were refilled and put back into the

cages when more eggs were required ; this method was continued

as long as larv?e or puparia have been required. The glass dishes

with the newly-hatched lain?e were placed in large trays of

18 inches diameter and 4 inches height, and which contained finely

sifted sand or soil to a depth of 2 to 3 inches. It was found that

the full-grown larv?e invariably crawled out of the glass dishes,

and after roaming about on the sand, proceeded to disappear and
pupate.

This method of breeding the blow-flies was successful with all

species except LucUia sericata\ the original lot of these were
obtained from the fleece of a " struck " sheep. A piece of sheep's

skin was obtained consisting of the tail and the whole of the anal
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arfa with a quantity of feces adhering to it, and was placed on a

piece of liver on fine damped soil in a tray ; artificial heating was
applied, and the species was successfully reared by this means.

Several methods of presenting the larv?e for parasitization were
tried, the original ohject being the attainment of those conditions

in which they would be an easy prey for the Braconid's attack.

It was found that free larvae severely damaged the females, so

that it became necessary to repi'oduce conditions as nearly natural

as possible.

In the case of the Chalcid, host puparia,—in a proportion of

20 per female—were placed in small receptacles in the cages and
left there for ten days for parasitization. The puparia were
obtained from the trays by sifting ; this rough handling did no
appreciable damage.

The breeding operations were in projrress from July to the

end of December : from July to the middle of September all lots

of parasitized material were reared to maintain supplies of parent
generations for the cages ; after this period the parasitized

material was exposed on the balcony of the College to hibernate

and form the necessary stock for shipment.

Life-History and Habits of Alvsia mandl cator Panz.,

AND Hosts.

Introductory.'—Alysia manducator Panz. was selected by
Latreille as the type of his gewwii Alysia, and belongs to the group
Exodontes of the family Braconidae.

It should be noted that the following account is mainly based

upon observations of this insect in captivity; opportunities to

obsei've it under natural conditions were very limited.

The Length of the Life-cycle.—The length of the life-cycle from
egg to adult is, under suitable conditions of temperature, from
33 days and upwards, with a. mean average of 52 days, but varie.i

considerably for some leason even amongst those of the same
parent and under the same conditions. Table I. shows this

extraoidinary variation, and refers to nine lots of material para-

sitized in the laboratory. Graham-Smith (1) records an instance

in which the life-cycle took only 25 days.

The Egg.— The egg (text-fig. 1) is very small, cylindrical,

tapering, and broadly rounded at one extremity, broadest at the

Egg of ^. wa?ic?^tca^^or, from ovary. Size 'GToX'loO mm. X61. Original.

other] with the micropyle narrowly attached and having tlie

appearance of a large protuberance. It is just visible to the

Text- figure 1.
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Table I.—Showing variations in length of life-cycle.

Alysia manclucator

.

Nos. of Jars containing parasitized material and
dates when i^arasitiztd.

Daily
Temp, to

- nearest

No. 9. degree

6/8/19 :
Cent.

* Artificial heating from 23rd Sept.

Thus, contents of No. 1 Jar took to complete cycle 33-58 days ; No. 2, 51-56 days ;
No. 3,

50-57 days: No. 4, 51-56 days; No. 5, 53-55 days : No. 6, 49-55 days ; No. 7, 44-68 days;

No. 8, 45-57 days; No. 9, 40-69 days: giving a general average of 46|-59 days with a mean

average of 52.
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naked eye. It is translucent white, with a smooth glossy surface.

The time required for the egg to hatch varies, and in an investi-

gation into this point active first instai- larvae weie found in the

hosts, which had pupated 66 hours after the eggs were deposited

^

the temperature during this time being 20^ C. But, that the

egg hatches in from 30 to 50 hours generally is obvious from the

condition of the host pupa, which is either in a state of histo-

lysis or an early stage of histogenesis ; and also by the occasional

distorted appearance of the host puparium. The egg is deposited

in any part of the larval host, and this lack of discrimination

accounts for the non-appearance of the parasite on occasions. If,

for instance, the egg was lodged amongst muscles, it would be
crushed by the movements of the host larva ; this point is

mentioned again under Oviposiiio7i.

The Larva.—The first instar larva (text-fig. 2) differs in

appearance from the later instars, pai-ticularly in the shape and
appearance of its head, which is a thickly chitinized brownisii

capsule fitted with a stout pair of mandibles, and has a pair of

small protuberances on the dorsal surface, the antennae. It

Text-figure 2.

First instar larva of A. manducator. Camera -lucida drawing, partlj'^

reconstructed. X4.1. Original.

consists, apparently, of 14 segments including the head; the

abdomen terminates in a " tail "-like appendage, the abdominal

vesicle. A similar organ in Microc/aster, and other endo-parasitic

Hymenoptera, Gatenby (5) concludes is respiratory in function.

That this is the function of this organ in A. manducator appears

very prol^able, and it presumabl}^ functions by means of osmosis.

Since the larva sometimes hatches in the body of its larval

host before histolysis has begun, its head seems well adapted to

enable it to move in the host pupa if it hatciies— as it usually

does—during the process of histolysis or that of histogenesis.

What part of the host forms the food of the various instars

has not been observed, but it must consist of liquid or semi-

liquid, and in the fii st instar would probably be tlie body-fluid

and fat-bodies ; and the later instars would feed on those

systems which have ceased breaking down or building up after

the original attack of the first instar larva. That the larva

sometimes hatches before the host pupates is evidenced by the

fact that a puparium containing the parasite occasionally bears a
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distorted appearance—indicating the severance of a muscle—or is

shrivelled and excessively wrinkled (text-fig. 8).

The first instar larva, with the exception of its brownish head,

is translucent white and glabrous throughout ; the integument is

very soft and easily damaged.
Text-fig. 3 illustrates a larva of the second instar, in which the

capsule head has disappeared and has given place to one the type
of which remains constant in the later instars. The particular

Text-figure 3.

Second instai' larva of A. maiirlucator. Greatl}' magnified. Original.

larva illustrated was removed from a CaUiphora sp. puparium,
and was placed in a watch-glass containing three macerated fly-

nymphs with a few drops of water added to reduce the density,

and with the aid of a microscope it was kept under observation

for more than half-an-hour whilst feeding. The hirva remained
quite motionless during this time, its mouth-parts alone were
constantly working; no movement of the mandibles was observed,

but the extensive lip-like labium was seen to be continually

moving with a "rippling" action whilst the liquid was being

absorbed. The abdominal vesicle has proportionately shortened.

The mid-intestine now shows up clearly, swollen with food and
giving a pale yellow colour to the larva.

The intermediate instars show no superficial diflference from
the second, beyond the shortening of the "tail ''-like abdominal
vesicle and the increase in the size of the larva and corresponding

swellina" of the mid-intestine.

Text-figure 4.

Fnll-grown larva of A. manducator. Greatly magnified.

Length 4"25 mm. Original.

The last instar larva (text-fig 4) difiers from the preceding

instars in tliat —with the exception of the cephalic and posterior
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segments—the integument is covered with fine seta? and scattei-ed

sensory hairs (text-fig. 5). The mouth-parts of this stage are

well defined (text-fig. 6). The posterior appendage has almost

disappeared; easily visible just under the integument and scattered

about in the abdominal region are large white particles. The
spiracles, which are of a very simple structure, number nine pairs,

and appear on the second thoracic and first eight abdominal seg-

ments. There appears, on either side, a small main trachea with

segmental branches.

Text-fig. 5.—SetcT and sensory liairs on portion of integument of full-grown larva

of A. manducator. Greatly magnified. Original.

Text-fig. 6.—Head of full-grown larva, partly reconstructed, camei'a-lucida drawing.

X 25. Original.

During all the larval stages the mid-intestine is closed caudally,

and it is not until the emergence of the adult insect that the

residuar}^ and undigested food-matter is voided.

The last instar larva has, on several occasions, been observed

feeding upon the lirpiid remnants of its host, having at some stage

pushed the trachefe of the host to the sides of the punarium
;

the latter being lined with the fly-nymph's pupal skin. It

seems only reasonable to assume that chitin, represented by the

integument of the fiy pupa, and the main tracheal trunks of

the blow-fly larva which remain constant in histolysis do not

form part of the larval diet. This postulation, if correct, would
exempt the Braconid larva from the necessity of eating its own
cast larval skins.

Before the pro-pupal stage, the final instar larva—which by
this time completely occupies tlie puparium of its host—spins a

silken cocoon, which either adheres (a) to the thick chitinized

walls of the puparium, or {h) to the stretched integument of the

fly pupa, and which generally is caused to adhere to the walls of

the puparium. In {a) the absence of the fly-pupal skin w^ould

be accounted for by the first instar larva, having started its

attack before the host larva had settled down to pupate or

before histogenesis had started, and (6) after histogenesis had
started. So that the texture of this cocoon or lining to the

puparium is not always the same, the external portion of it—that

Text -iigure 5. Text-figure 6.
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which is in contact; with the fly puparium— may be silk or pupal

integument, and in those cases examined the tiacheal system

was visible either outside the silk or between the silk and pupal

integument ; no cast skins however were detected, the search

was not very thorough. Sometimes the cocoon with the fly-

pupal integument shows the outline of the fly-nymph's legs etc,

indicating late hatching of the egg and after histogenesis had
proceeded some time.

The spinning of this cocoon raises an interesting point as to

the means whereby the larva, which appears to till the puparium,

is able to move about within it, to accomplish the task of covering

every part of the inside, and also of absorbing the liquid remains

of the fly-nymph, taking into consideration that its intestine is

now filled with a semi-solid mass of undigested fly-pupa. It has

been observed that the spinning of the cocoon reduces the size of

the larva to some extent, but observation has not definitely

established the means adopted ; some larvae have been found

contracted into a small compass as though able to revolve within

the puparium and thus change their direction, whilst others

appear to be working in the manner connnon amongst silk-

spinning Lepidopterous larva^. The latter method is the most
probable, and is supported by the appearance of the larva.

The lining strengthens the puparium considerably, and is a

sure indication of the presence of the parasite in its last stages.

It is weakest at the anterior end of the host puparium, where the

chitinized mouth-parts of the blow-fly larva form .an obstruction.

The length of larval life in the difl'erent instars appears to vary

considerably, but no details were obtained ; in one instance,

however, a full-grown larva was found in a puparium 18 days

after the egg was deposited. I'his is the shortest period recorded.

On the other hand, some intact puparia, which were from a lot

• parasitized on 6th August, were opened on 26th November,
and 13 were found to contain full-grown healthy larvae, 112 days

after the eggs were deposited. The final instar larva is the stage

where the great variations in the life cycle occurs. The time

taken to pass from this stage to that of tlie pupa varies from a

few days to many months. This point has been observed by

Graham-Smith (1), who also observed in 1915 that from material

parasitized in 1914, the individuals emerging in the spring

were much larger than those which emerged in the autumn."

This and the observations made during the course of this work
have caused the writer to form the opinion that ainong the

factors responsible—beyond the question of food-supply—is that

of the size of the host puparium. The integuiiient of the

puparium of a,n undersized blow-fly larva is much thinner than

that of the full-grown larva, consequently the parasite within the

former is more susceptible to the variations of the temperature,

which alone would retard development.

In size tlie full-grown larvie vary considerably, but this is

naturally dependent upon the size of the host.
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The pro-piipal stage, i. e. after spiiniiiig tlie cocoon, niny last a,

fevv days or several iiioiitlis. In two specific instances observed
the pro-pupa changed to the pupa, the one 2 days after it was
exposed in the puparium, the otlier 5 days after.

Some hibernating larva^ from tlie stock have been observed in

pupai'ium whicli they liad not yet lined, although four months
had elapsed since the date of oviposition.

The Pupa.—Tlie pupa (text-fig. 7) is loose within the cocoon,

and is capable of slight movement. Tlie meconium now appears

to become slightly compressed, due to the process of meta-
morphosis.

Text-figure 7.

. Lateral and ventral as-pect of jmpie of A. luandncdtor. Greatly magnified.

The figure on left a few da^ s older than that on right. Original.

During the whole })upal stage the afore-nientioned large white

particles are visible, at first scattered about in the abdomen and
later can be seen between the tergites and sternites.

The pupa, which is glabrous throughout, is, at first, creamy
white with reddish-brown eyes and ocelli , in a few days the head

and thorax turn grey, gradually becoming black; meanwhile, the

sternites and tergites—widely separated over the distended

abdomen—begin to turn grey, and the eyes and ocelli darken
;

the legs and antenna^ similarly begin to show the coloration of the

adult, likewise the mouth-parts. The last larval skin splits across

the head dorso-ventrally backwards, and then appai-ently slips

back to the apex of the abdomen, from which it is disengaged by
movements of the abdomen and antenme of the male or the

ovipositor of the female. In no instance has the larval exuvium
been found attached to the pupa, but lying in a crumpled mass
beyond the apex of its abdomen.

The length of the pupal stage was, in two specific instances,

found to be 7 and 10 days respectiveh' with a mean temperature
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of 21° C, but lengthens considerably in a low temperature
;

although this will not delay indefinitely the emergence of the

adult, which either emerges upon the slightest increase in the

temperature, or, in the event of a steady and prolonged
decrease, dies within the puparium.

The Adidt.—The adult emerges from the host puparium and its

cocoon by breaking away that part directl}' in contact with the

head (text-h'g. 8). It is furnished with a very powerful pair of

mandibles (text-fig. 9, a) beautifully adapted for the work in

hand. It breaks away the cocoon and puparium by an outward
movement, and does not bite the obstruction. Text-fig. 9, h

illustrates the outline of a section through the centre of a man-
dible, and shovrs its scoop-like appearance ventro-dorsally. In

Text-figure 8. Text-figure 9.

Text-iig. 8.—Slirivellcd and wrinkled pup;iviuin from which A. manducator has

emerged. Greatly raagiiitied. Original.

Text-fig. 9.— (a) Left mandible of adult, (b) Section through centre of mandible

of adult. X 41. Original.

the outward movement of the mandibles a small fracture appears

on the puparium, generally between the second and fourth

segment, gradually increasing in size until the perfect insect has

created an aperture large enough to enable it to escape. Obser-

vation has failed to disclose any use for the mandibles other

than breaking out of the host puparium, which operation, when
in progress by several insects, has been distinctly audible by

putting the ear over the mouth of the jar in which they were

confined. It is worthy of note that the mechanism of the man-

dibles must be diametrically opposed to that of most insects,

but upon consideration it seems obvious that by no other means

could so large a parasite escape from the puparium, which presents

to it a concave surface.
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Tlie aperture made in the puparium is usually just large

euough to allow the insect to extricate its head and antennse,

thorax and legs, and part of the wings and the base of the abdo-

men, when by the pressure exerted against the distended

abdomen, the voiding of the meconium is assisted, and is either

accompanied or followed by a white discharge—the white particles

previously referred to,—which instantly dries an<l has a cement-

like appearance. This substance, upon analysis, has been found

to contain sodium hydroxide, but whether some of this is used

to soften the silk has not been established. The compressed
meconium, Avhich is a deep black-brown rod, is completely

enclosed in a sac of integument, which resists boiling in caustic

potash, giving the impression that it is chitinized and probably

the larval mesenteron, which during metamorphosis has become
closed at the anterior end and compressed.

In some instances the exit-hole is made too large, and the

adult appears with its abdomen still distended ; then by constantly

passing the tarsi of the hinddegs along it, it exerts sufficient

pressure to enable it to void the meconium : this method is not

always successful, and results in one or two days in the death of

the insect. Flight is impossible with the meconium unvoided.

although vaiu efforts to rise have been observed. In some
instances the transverse cut made with the mandibles is extended

so far around the puparium that, on emerging, the insect com-
pletely breaks off the top of the puparium. Emergence generally

takes place from the cephalic end of the puparium, but in se^'eral

instances it has been observed that this was accomplished from
the posterior end.

The wings are always fully extended before the adult attempts

to break out of the puparium. Only in a very few cases has it

been observed that the wings have become damaged and torn by
the jagged edges of the emergence hole; this condition is generally

accompanied by injuries to the soft integument between the

abdominal plates, resulting in the death of the insect in one to

two days.

Examination of intact puparia some time after the emergence of

the parasites has shown that for some reason unascertained—not

due to temperature— a, small number never succeed in escaping,

whilst a few have l)een found with the cocoon-lining too thick to

extricate themselves.

Nothing of the pupal exuvium of those insects, which void the
me,coniuin whilst escaping, can as a rule be seen ; it is generally

])uried under it, whereas the others are usually found with it

attached to the apex of the distended abdomen. Males emerge
liefore the females. The greatest emergence of males is from
3 to 4 days earlier than the females.

The Sexes.—Size:—The size of the adults varies considerably,

but is, of course, relative to the size of the host. The measure-

ment of several discloses a range of from 2| mm. to G| mm. in

length.
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General appearance.—The males (text-fig. 10) are easily

distinguished from the females by their long antennfe, which are

approximately equal to the over-all length of the insect from the

frons to the apex of the wings when in repose, and which extend

beyond the apex of the abdomen. The ovipositor is barely visible

when the insect is looked at from above, but can be seen when in

a lateral aspect. Both sexes are shining black, with rufous legs.

Text- figure 10.

Male A. manducator. Greatly mag'nified. Original.

Courting and Mat/mg.—This takes place very shortly after

emergence, but never occurs unless the meconium has been voided

some time. When seeking a mate (in tlie cage) the male moves
]*apidly along, violently swaying the antennae and vibrating the

wings, which are opened as in flight. Mating lasts about

8 minutes, but was not frequently observed. The sex attraction

is only evident in the male, and when newly-emerged females

were admitted to the ca.ge, males eagerly sought them. The
female evinces little interest in the male aiid can easily repel it.

The males make no distinction between virgin and fertilized

females.

I^Ught.— Both sexes are capable of sustained flight. This has

been observed in the cage, and on fine days it appeared as if all

were "on the wing." Any which escaped from the cages or

when handling were generally instantly out of reach and through
the open skylights. Those observed around baited receptacles

in the open appeared to come from all directions ; this is con-

firmed by Marshall (quoted under Oviposition).
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Ovipositicn.—Females do not begin ovipositing until a clay or

SO after emergence, and irrespective of whether they have mated

or not ; a few ha.ve been observed trying to oviposit before

voiding the meconium.
The ovaries are large and well filled with eggs. A dissection

of the ovaries of 12 females ga.ve an average of 366 eggs per

female. The greatest number counted in a single female was 416.

Graham-Smith (4) records a female witli ovaries containing

"at least 549 eggs." Table IT. gives the details of the count of

the contents of individual ovaries:

—

Table II.—Contents of Ovaries of 1 2 females.

Females.
|

No.
1.

No.
2.

No.
3.

No.
4.

No.
5.

No.
6.

No.
7.

No.
8.

No.
9.

No.
10.

No.
11.

No.
12.

Total. Average.

No. of

eggs. )
412 375 408 368 352 328 363 416 362 325 338 347 4394 366-16

Oviposition takes place in the larva of the blow- fly (text-fig. 11);

half- to full-grown larvae are usually selected. In the cage the

Text-figui-e 11.

Female A. manducator ovipositing in larva of FJiormia grccnJandica.
Greatly magnified. Original.

chemotropic effect of carrion was—when the atmosphere was not
cliarged with the odour—almost instantaneous upon the females •

they became violently agitated, swaying their antennae, and then
might proceed to clean themselves, particularly the antennie
and the abdomen ventrally in the region of the ovipositor, and fly
to the carrion, or reverse the procedure and fly over and around
the receptacle containing it and the larvae, and then alightino- near
by, go through the cleaning process. It is, of course, obvious
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that tlie seDse-organs in the antenna? and the palps of the

ovipositor had suddenly received the odour of the carrion aud
stimulated the insect to oviposit. The males are also attracted

hy carrion—apparently a sexual tropism to enable them to locate

the females. Marshall (3) observes :—" They " (both sexes) " scent

the aroma of carrion at a surprising distance, as I once had
occasion to observe in watching the remains of a dead rook, upon
which they descended in constant succession, apparently from the

sky, like vultures. The males generally alighted on blades of

grass close to the attractive object, as if to wait for their

partners, without interi'upting tliem in their unsavoury occu-

pation."

As soon as the females have alighted, they begin theii- search

for the larvae, and if the initial efibrt to insert the ovipositor is

successful, they remain depositing eggs until they die, either from
exhaustion or because their task is completed. A few have been

observed to leave the larva? and go in search of food and not

return the same day.

Only one egg is deposited in each larva by an individual

female, at least, under conditions wliich are approximately

natural— e., where the larva has means of escape by disappearing

into the meat or earth.

The ovipositor is inserted diagonally under the integument of

the larva when the attack takes place in the thoracic or

abdominal regions. The larva makes every effort to escape,

wriggling and squirming, and frequently damaging the female.

These frantic efforts to escape are put an end to by the effect of a

poison injected with the insertion of the ovipositor. The
immediate effect of the insertion of tlie ovipositor is to cause the

larva to vomit and void. The poison produces a paralyzing

effect, and causes the larva to conti-act and then lie motionless

whilst the egg is deposited. This operation varies in time, and

may take 30 seconds to 5 minutes*— the more exhausted the

female is, the longer it takes.

The "temporary paralysis" of the larva lasts from one to two

minutes, so that when an exhausted femaJe delays the with-

drawal of the ovipositor the larva endeavours to release itself ;

normally though, when the ovipositor is withdravvU, it is still

motionless, and remains so for some seconds. The female then

Rioves off in search of another victim. The first movements of

a larva recovering from the " temporary paralysis" are to extend

itself to its full length, and then, still slightly under the influence

of the poison and the unpleasant ovipositor, it goes through a

series of extraordinary convulsive and constrictive movements,

which ripple the integument either from the cephalic to the

anal end or vice versa, as though it was endowed with intelligence

* One female, which had -.lOt oviposited in more than a dozen larvge, was ol)served

to retain the ovipositor within a larva for 21 minutes, and as the initial dose of

poison did not suffice to keep it motionless, further doses were apparently

administered each time it moved. Needless to say, this larva died.
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and was trying to squeeze and crush the egg*. As soon as this

ceases it hastily disappears into the soil or carrion, apparently

stimulated by its experience to pupate. The foregoing obser-

vation, naturally, only refers to larvae free of the carrion or on

top of it (otherwise they could not have been observed), but those

attacked which are partially buried in it do not appear to behave

in the same manner
;
they are surrounded by food and hidden

from the light-

The first 20 -30 larvte attacked will be " j^aralyzed " instantly,

and then the poison apparently becomes less rapid in its effect

;

whilst it has been noticed that a female which rests for some
time and feeds, seems to renew the effectiveness of its poison.

An individual female—as has been already noted—does not

normally attack the same larva twice. In this connection a

series of experiments were carried out under conditions as nearly

natural as was possible, and by employing one female at a time

it was observed that each larva parasitized, either free of the

carrion or partially embedded in it, made every endeavour to get

into the soil after it had recovered from its " temporary paralysis
"

either directly or through tlie carrion. It appears to be definite

that effective ovi position stimulates the larva to pupate. How-
ever, in cases in which two or more females inject the sa.me larva

—

the second one coming upon it just when it begins to move
or encountering it on its wa,y to escape,—its death ensues within

24 to 48 hours. Its organs appear to disintegrate, the dead

larva gradually darkens until it turns black; dissections disclosed

little else than a thick dirty putrid liquid. In warm weather,

with a temperature of about 22° C, the dead larva dries up
within 6 or 7 days. The majority of these over-parasitized larvsa

never succeed in getting into the soil.

A female does not attack a motionless larva, but may prod it

with the ovipositor, usually causing some movement with

unpleasant results for tlie larva. It is also in this way that a

larva just recovering from "temporary paralysis" becomes

a victim to over-parasitism.

On several occasions the writer has observed a moving larva

stop suddenly and lie motionless upon the approach of a female,

although it may have been touched by no more than one leg of

the latter. This behaviour is obviously due to the larva having

been previously attacked by a female, but whetlier it was attri-

butable to chemotropism, which is most probable, has not been

established. Tlie predominant odour was that of carrion.

Females which have been ovipositing for some time and are in

a filthy condition from the carrion and putrefactive juices, will

endeavour to insert their ovipositor into any object which they

happen to feel moving, with the result that frequently two or

more can be seen together, " jabbing " their ovipositors amongst
each other's legs in a vain effort to get it firmly fixed.

* The writer, as previously stated, is of tlie opinion that nianj' of the eggs are

damaged by this movement, particularly if located in or amongst muscles,

Proc. Zool. Soc—1920, No. XY. 15
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The ovipositor, which is extruded, is inserted in different parts

of the larva's anatomy. Generally, when the larva is free

—

i.e.,

on the surface of tlie carrion, under it, or on the surface of the

soil,—it is inserted about the 1st to 3rd abdominal segments
;
very

small females attack the cephalic end or the anal plate, particu-

larly in the case of full-grown larvfe, probably owing to their

inability to get astride the victim, as is usual with the larger

females. When the larva is moving in the carrion and the

movement is perceptible, the female endeavours to insert the

ovipositor through it into any part of the larva, whilst a female

coming upon a larva disappearing into the soil or carrion will

attack the apex of the abdomen or anal plate, and sometimes is

unable to bring the victim to a standstill before the ovipositor

has disappeared into the cavity
;
whilst, on the other hand, a

larva emerging fi-om the carrion is attacked in the anterior

region

.

Whilst the insect is ovipositing, the palpi or "feelers" (text-

fig. 12), which in repose form lateral sheaths to the poison and

Text-figure 12.

Palp of ovipositor of A. manducator. W.P., wiping-pad. X 61. Original,

piercing-blades, are constantly in use for locating the moving
larva. The ovipositor is withdrawn from a victim w^ith a distinct

jerk in order to disengage the barbs of the piercing-blades, and
by means of the powerful muscles attached to the hinge-like

continuation of the blades, it instantly springs back between the

palpi, the apex of the former alighting at the base of the latter,

so that whilst the sternites are assuming their normal position of

repose, the point of the ovipositor is cleaned by the " wiping-pads "

(text-fig. 12, W.P.) of the receding palpi. These " wiping-pads "

are on the inside of the basal portion of the palpi, extending
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approximately half of the length, and consist of soft dirty white
integument roughly in folds.

Length of Feriocl of Oviposition.—Females, whether freshly

emerged or otherwise, and which had or had not mated, once
allowed to oviposit, wei'e dead the next day if they had been
constantly ovipositing, or when resting and feeding occa^sionally

lasted three to four days ; in one instance a female lived five days
ovipositing in about 50 larvae daily.

Progeny of ISingle Females.—No extensive data were obtained
on this point, but in the laboratory the average was 33'74 per
female. (See Percentage of Parasitization.)

Parthenogenesis.—Unmated females reproduced males ; whether
the latter were fertile was not investigated.o

Proportion of the Sexes.—This appears to be about equal on
the whole in individual lots of material parasitized in the
laboratory, although one sex may considerably predominate.
The figures given under this heading are details of emergence
from three lots of material which were parasitized by free

Braconids in Regent's Park, and give the follow^ing result : 199 (5"

and 294 $ . No other details of emergence from outside material

were compiled. Graham-Smith (4) gives, substantially, the
following details for " Spring " and Autumn " batches which
emerged in 1916 from material parasitized in the autumn of

1915. The sum total for both batches are 2891 S and 749 $,
•clearly indicating arrhenotokie, a proportion, which the writer
ventures to suggest may, in this instance, be due to the immediate
proximity of host-infested carcases when the females of the
autumn batch of 1915 emerged.

Length of Life of Adult.—In the laboratory the length of the
life of adults was not very long. Observations show^ed that, in

the case of two freshly-emerged males which were not permitted
to mate, one lived 25 days, the other 31 days ; two unfertilized

females not allowed to mate or oviposit lived 33 and 38 days
;

two females and two males confined together, the former not
being allow^ed to oviposit, the males lived, the one 18 days, the
other 23 days ; the females, one 25 days, the other 33 days. And
as stated oviposition rapidly ends the female's life. In each of

the foregoing tests ample supplies of food were given, but the

insects were confined in glass jars, which did not give much
opportunity for fiight and the atmosphere was permeated with
the odour of carrion. The length of life in the open or in

unpolluted air would doubtless be longer.

The length of life within the main cage appeared to be much
shorter during the months of November, December, and January
in spite of a mean temperature of 20° C. Activit}^ was always
greatest on fine days, and particularly wdien the sansliine was
directly upon the cage.

Food.—When the breeding operations began, the adults were
fed on sugar diluted with water in a ratio of 1 to 5, but owing to

the " Rationing Uestrictions," honey had to be substituted, and
15*
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diluted in the same proportion proved to be the better food, and
was occasionally varied with water only. Observation in the
open failed to discover any of this species feeding, and in this

connection Marshall (3) only observes " both sexes likewise fre-

quent flowers for the purpose of feeding." It is probable that
" honeydew constitutes a source of food, as is the case with
many Hymenopterons, but was not tested with this species.

Seasonal Abundance.—^From 14th July, 1919, to the end of

January 1920, with a few days' exception, there have been active

adults in the main cage; the breeding, which, to begin with, was
almost a daily occurrence, caused such an overlapping of

generations as to bring about this result. Graham-Smith (4)
observes:—"The parasite, however, is abundant throughout the

season, for it was observed attacking fly larva from 30th May to

1st November, 1916." From the observations of the writer, these

insects were present in large numbers from July to October 1919
in Regent's Park ; and as the original stock bi-ed in the

laboratory appeared on 14tli July, and taking the average period

of the life-cycle as 52 days (see Table I.), this gives 24th May as

the date upon which the parents of this generation wqtq deposit-

ing eggs ; this therefore confirms the above observation.

Details of Emergence.—Accui-ate sex details of the daily emer-
gence from certain lots were kept from 18th August to 20th

September, after which date these had to be abandoned, the

breeding operations at this date occupying all available time.

Details of daily emergence for the period 3rd to 12th September,
corresponding to the period of greatest activity shown in Table I,

and affecting laboratory-bred material from the jars No. 1, No. 2,

No. 3, No. 4, No. 5, k, No. 6 and from No. 7 for one day shown
in Table 1., are given below in Table III. :

—

Table III.—Details of Daily Emergence.

Javs Nos.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

& 6 and 7
for one day.

S 9 s ? c? ? S 9 S ? S ? c? ? c? ? s ? c? ? Totals.

3 3
2

11

3

13
9

17
13

16

38

14 17

42! 34
t

27
81

37
42

Males.

158

Dates.

Sept. • 3rd 4tli 5th 6tli 7th 8th 9th 10th

1

11th 12th

Females.
\

214
i

These figures merely indicate the early appearance of the males.

During the period covered by Table III. the average daily

contents of the main cage was over 300 individuals of both sexes

;

this figure allows for the withdrawal of ovipositing females and
admission of daily emergences from all sources.

Percentage of Farasitization.—Graham-Smith (1), referring to

two lots of material attacked by "free" A. manducator in 1914

and bred out in 1915, states:—"In the former it is 60 per cent..»
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in the latter nearly 90 per cent. That the latter figure is a true

index of the extent of Biaconid infection in the original stock of

pup^e is shown by the fact that 9 per cent, of the pnp?e in the sun
tin were not parasitised."' Of two lots of puparia from which

—

the parasite emerged during 1916, this observer found (4):

—

^' At least 25 per cent, of the puparia" from one lot "and 57 per

cent, of tliose" from the other "were infected with A. mandu-
catory Summarizing his observations on emei'gence of this

parasite in 1915-16-17, he says (4):—"Of the 16,028 puparia

collected in the autumn of 1914-15-16 from sunny and shady
situations 7041 or 43 percent, were infected with A. 7nanducator,

while of the 4787 puparia collected during the summer months
of 1916-17 only 508 or 10 per cent, were infected."

From two lots of material collected from Regent's Park on
27th July, and where parasitization by " free Braconids occurred

under conditions similar to those above, the writer found the

percentage of parasitism to be 23*12 per 3ent. and 52'32 per cent,

respectively. These lots were both brought in at a time when
the larvfe had begun to pupate, they were examined in November,
previous to this time emergence had ceased. The figures given

are derived from the number of puparia from which A. maiidu-
cator had emerged, and from those intact puparia in which dead
adults, dead pup?e, and active and dead larva? of the parasite were
found, as against the total number of puparia in the leceptacles,

including those from which flies had emerged, or failed to

emerge, and those containing atrophied fly-nymphs. It would
be of interest to know the number of females responsible for

these figures. Dead females were always found in the receptacle,

but no reliance can be placed on their number.
In laboratory -bred material, in ten lots, it was found that the

percentage of parasitization i-anged from 15*04 per cent, to 48*99

per cent., the lattei* figure being due to nin-e females. But the

outstanding feature of this examination was, that it took a total

of 39 females to reproduce definitely 1306 individuals exclusive

of over-parasitized larva?—an average of 33*74 each, or only
9*89 per cent, of their average egg-capacity. This result can but
be attributed to confinement and to the bad ventilation of the

cage, also to the fact that the parasite's sense-organs, which are

normally stimulated to bring about the inclination to oviposit,

would have been dulled and deadened by the ever-present odour
of carrion in the laboratory. Under better caging conditions

and when living in an atmosphere unpolluted with the stench of

the putrefactive juices of the carrion, better results would
certainly be obtained.

Hihernation.—A. manducator hibernates as a full-grown larv»..

This was observed under natui-al conditions by Graham-Smith
(1 and 4), and is supported by the condition of the stock material

and by the Refrigerating Experiment.
Attraction to Light.—Artificial light is very attractive, and

caused the insects to crowd on that side of the cage nearest to it.
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Hosts.—The species of larvje used in this work and from which
A. manducator Panz. was successfully bred, are as follows :

—
Lacilia sericata Meig.

ccesar Liun.

Phormia grmnlandica Ztt.

Calli'phora erythrocephala Meig.
vomitoria Linn.

No preference was shown for any individual species, the
odour of the putrefactive juices being the chemotropic stimulation

to oviposit; and therefore it is probable that other carrion-

feeding cyclorhaphous larv?e would he found to be suitable hosts.

In this connection Marshall (3) states:—"They have been
reared from various maggots, as Lucilia ccesar L., Cyrtoneura
stahulans Fall., Hydrotea dentipes Fab."

Life-History and Habits of Xasoxfa BUEvicrmNJS Ashm.,
AND Hosts.

Historical.—Nasonia hrevwornis Ashm. was first described by
Girault and Saunders, 1909 (6). They bred it from the puparia

of the Common House-fly (Musca domestica Linn.) at the Illinois

Entomological Station at Urbana in 1908. It has since been

reported from Chili and India, and was bred in 1911 from the

puparia of C. erythrocephala Mg. by Graham -Smitli (1) at

Cambridge, England. In November 1913 it was bred from the

puparia. of Pycnosoma rufifacies by McCaithy (2) at the Govern-
ment Sheep-fly Experiment Station at Yarrawin in New South
Wales, and a few days later discovered at Longreach, Central

Queeufsland (7). As already stated, page 197, it was first bred

by the writer from the puparia of C. erythrocephala collected

from Regent's Park, London, in July 1919.

Introductory.— In the following account of the life-history and
habits of this insect, the writer freely quotes from the writings

of the previous observers, adding here and there observations of

his own. In doing this the writer desires to put forward as

general and collected an account of this important insect as

possible
;
further, it may be observed that the writer had already

made an independent study of this subject before specimens were
identified and the original description of Girault and Saunders (6)

brought to his notice. Full acknowledgment is made to these

references, which for the sake of the continuity of the account

are mostly signified by reference numbers only.

The Length of the Life-cycle.—This is entirely dependent upon
the temperature, and its influence aff'ects the full-grown larval

stage the most.

The various observers differ as to the period of the life-cycle,

but this can be accounted for by the probable differences in

temperature when the observations were made. Girault and
Saunders (6) give 22^ days as the average in the spring and
15 days in autumn

;
McCarthy (2) 11 days in summer

;
Froggatt
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(7) 11 to 14 clays; Froggatt (8) 15 days. Under laboratory
conditions with a mean temperature of 20° C. it was found to

average 21 days.

The Egg.—The egg is translucent white, with a smooth glossy

surface, cylindncal, slightly tapering to one extremity and
broadly rounded at both ends (text-fig. 13). The newly-deposited
egg measures from -30 to -35 mm. in length and -11 to -14 mm.
wide at broadest part (8). The eggs are placed in clusters under
the shell of the puparium and upon the surface of the pupal
integument of the developing fly, the latter occasionally being
punctured by the ovipositor. They are found in clusters of

Text-figure 13.

Egg of 'N. brevicoruis, 26 lioars old. Size '125 X "350 mm.
X41. Original.

2 to 12 or more or singly, and are situated on any part of the fly-

nymph, but are commonly found in the depression of the

junction of head and thorax, or thorax and abdomen. " The eggs

appear to be coated with a trace of some sticky substance, which
causes them to adhere together, and to the covering integument
of the fly-piip?e (8). The egg undergoes a slight increase in

size as the development of the embryo progresses. The duration

of the egg-stage varies considerably ; those observed ranged from
30 to 74 hours.

The Larva.—Immediately upon hatching, the young larvae start

feeding. They puncture tlie pupal skin of tlie host with their

mandibles, and with these firmly attached to the enveloj)ing skin

of the pupa, proceed to absorb the body-fluids of their host.

They remain about the same position until full-grown. As the

larvae develop, the host is gradually absorbed, and consequently

shrinks inversely to the growth of larvae. " As a rule, the

remains of a parasitised host—the fully-formed pupa—is a flat,

scale-like mass, apparently consisting of the ventral shell of the

pupa and that of the head ; for example, the thecae of the eyes,

legs, and wings are discernible, and the remains are not much
shrunken so far as the original length is concerned. In the

case of Cijnomyia cadaveryiia, in one puparium infested with

21 larvae of the first spring generation the parasites w^ere all

attached to the dorsal surface of the host from the pronotum to

the tip of the abdomen ; these parasitic larvae were nearly full-

grown. But in another puparium of the same host, in which
18 larvae were found, their attachment to the host appeared to

be haphazard, and the host-pupa was considerably shrunken,
especially in width "

(6). No evidence of larval predaceousness is

forthcoming, although dead larvae are frequently found ; thest*
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are sometimes found with living ones, but nsually all are dearl.

The dead larva is always discoloured and appears to have shrunk
to the size of the meconium, so that they are then quite hard.

The number of larval instars have not been worked out, but
the general ap])earance of the larvse is constant. The larva

(text-figure 14) is a typical vermiform hymenopteron, broadest in

the centre and tapering towards the extremities. It consists of

apparently 14 segments. It has nine consecutive pairs of

Text-figure 14.

Full-grown larva of -N". ftret>icor?iJS. X25. Orig-inal.

spiracles, of a very simple structure, on 2nd and 3rd thoracic

and 1st to 7tli a.bdominal segments. The integument is smooth,
glabrous, very thin and easily damaged; it appears to secrete

some sticky fluid which entirely bathes the integument, and
which enables it to "• grip " the surface over which it is moving.
An examination of the larval integument discloses minute pores

scattered about the surface and presumably the source of this

''sticky" fluid. Larvae have been frequently found in a puparium
from wdiich a number of adults have emerged with portions of

pupal exuvia attached, sometimes completely covered with it.

The mid-intestine is closed caudally during the entire larval

development, and the waste matter within it is brown. This
gives the larv-a a dirty white appearance. The slightest puncture
made in an active larva about the centi e of its body will cause the

contents of the intestine to exude instantly, leaving the larva

white. The period of development of the larvse occupies about
7-10 days from the time of hatching, w^ith a pro-pupal stage of

1-3 days.

A few hours before casting its last larval exuvium, the contents

of the mid-intestine is voided. This appears to indicate that the

mesenteron and proctodeum become connected before the pupa is

formed. "The meconial discharges of this parasite, found
scattered through the host puparium, are brownish yellow or

dark olive-green in colour, and consist of small conglomerations of

round pellets, or are sometimes in irregular chains, like some
bacteria, but are never single, solid pieces "

(6).

The length of larval life is very variable.

The Fupa.—After voiding the meconium the larva remains
motionless— unless disturbed by a fellow-occupant of the host
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pupariiim—with its posterior segments siuTor.nded by the me-
conial discharge, winch dries rapidly. So that when the larval

skin bursts and recedes, the pupa (text-fig. 15), which does not

entirely free itself from the larval exiivium, consequently becomes

anchored to the meconium. This has been observed by emptying

the larval contents of a puparium into a small glass tube.

Text-figure 15.

Pupa of K. hrevicoryiis. Groatlj' magnified. Original.

The duration of the pupal stage is variable. "This was
obtained in one case only. A larva pupated during the night" of

Sept.17-18, 1908, Tiie resulting adult female emerged
at 10 A.M. Sept. 23, 1908, making a pupal stage of approximately

5;^ days. The average length of this stage for the first spring

generation (17 cases) was 9 days (May 14-23, 1909)" (6).

Another observer states :
—" The pupal stage occupies about

five days" (8). Those pupje observed by the writer ranged from
8-12 days. " When first formed, the pupse are yellowish white,

the eyes garnet, with some duskiness at the caudal edges of

the abdominal segments soon afterwards; the mandibles, legs,

a,ntenn£e, and wing-pads gradually become dusky, and about
48 hours previous to eclosion, the head, thorax, arid abdomen, in

succession, begin to show dai-k colour, the head and thorax

together becoming a, deep black before the abdomen shows very
much colour, and then, after about 6 hours, the latter tra*ns

gradually but lupidly black. About 20 hours l)efore eclosion the

colour is jet-black, which just pi-eceding emergence changes nearly

to the colour of the mature adult. At eclosion the adults are

fully coloured.'*' (6.)

The pupal exuvium, which is very stiff, is a golden brown, and
does not recede as in the Braconid, but appears to be broken up
in parts; pieces which retain the outline of the antennie are

frequently found loose; similarly, pieces from the head and legs

can be found; the abdominal portion seenis tliinner, and is usually

attached to the apex of it when the insect emerges.
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The Adult.—Ernergence of the Adult.— "In geiiei-al, it may be
stated that the adult parasites emerge from the host puparium
through from 1 to 3 circular holes, situated variously, usually in

the dorsal or dorso-lateral aspect ; and when more than one exit-

hole, the two or three are usually scattered or widely separated.

The manner of emergence does not differ for sex. The exit-hole

varies in diameter from 0*75 to 1'50 mm. ; it is usually larger and
single when the host is Musca or Chrysoinyia and smaller when
Phormia, though this difference may be more apparent than real.

Individual exit-holes may of coui se vary considerably in shape
;

for rarely it may involve the whole of one end of the host

puparium, and is then relatively very large and iriegular. The
margins of the exit-holes are always jagged or serrate, showing
that the adults gnaw their way out In regard to the time

of emergence, the males usually emerge from 2 to 20 hours
earlier than the females, a few emergirig some hours previous to

the simultaneous emergence of the majority, but there is con-

siderable variation in individual cases. Thus some males may be

the last to emerge, but the tendency is for them to emerge earlier

than females." (6.)

In the laboratory the number of exit-holes was not limited

to three, four and five have been seen, and the exit-holes, con-

sequently, dorsal, ventral, or lateral (text-fig. 16).

Text-£gure 16.

Puparium witli two exit-lioles latero-ventrally. N. hrevicornis.

Greatly magnified. Original.

Both sexes emerge with the wings fully expanded.

Larvae have been found in pnparia from which—several weeks
or months previously—adults had emerged. If this takes place

under natural conditions, it would appear that these have very
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little chance of completing their developiueiit, and would probably

be killed by mites or some other enemy.
Many attempts were made to observe the initial process of

making the exit-hole, but without success. However, on one

occasion a female was observed enlarging an exit-hole. A few
days previously this particular puparium had been enclosed in a

glass tube stopped with a cork. The tube was under observation

with the aid of table binoculars to watch the movements of some
adults of both sexes which had emerged. There were two exit-

holes in the puparium, dorsally, with centres about 3 mm. apart,

one being much larger than the other, and through the former

all the large females in the tube must necessarily have escaped.

Suddenly a female's antennae were noticed to issue from the small

exit-hole, and w^ei'e violently agitated. The upper part of the

epicranium could be seen against the inside of tlie pu})arium ; the

head was then moved, as was evident by the changing positions

of the waving antennae
;
eventually, after the scajies had several

times come into contact with the serrated edges of the exit-hole,

they were withdrawn ; the female could then be seen changing
its position. This accomplished, the head began to appear latero-

ventraliy through the hole, the right eye coming up first;

gradually more and more of the head appeared still maintaining
its latero-ventral aspect, until the edge of puparium was slightly

oblique to the junction of the mandibles. The right eye and
gena were then above the suiface of the })uparium, the antennse

still inside. The female now began to bite the puparium, the

right mandil)le coming down on it from the outside, the left

working up on it from inside. This process continued in a leaf-

eating-caberpillar-like movt ment— semicircular foiwards and
backwards— until tlie hole was made large enough to enable the

female to escape. No effort was made to test the size of the

hole; the insect continued to bite until, suddenlv ceasing, it

began changing its position again until it was ventral side up
inside the puparium, then, moving forward an<l bending upwaicls,

the antennfe. head, anterior legs, thorax, middle and posterior

legs, and abdomen appeared successively, until the female was on
the surface of the puparium, erect. It immediately began clean-

ing itself : the apex of the al^domen bore a. portion of the pupal

exuvia, wdiich came awav with a minute white meconial discharge.

A few seconds later the female was found by a male.

In the laboratory, when tlie puparia are unburied in soil, these

discharges can be seen scatteied all over them, aiul appear as

minute white strings.

The Sexes.—Size :—The females ^ ary from 1"0 mm. to 2*30 mm.,
the males from 0 60 mm. to 2'0 mm. (6).

General appearance,.—Both sexes are distinguisliable to the

naked eye. The females have large wings extending beyond tlie

apex of the abdomen, whereas the ma.les (text- fig. 17) are semi-
apterous ; their rudimentary wino-s do not extend farther than
the third abdominal segment.
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"... the female is a rich dark green, the abdomen nearly

black, the head and thorax dorsad, reflecting brassy scintillations,

in some lights entirely brassy ; in the ventral aspect and also the

lateral, the thorax appears bluish ; the antennae dark, the scape

and pedicel a rich brown, the legs mostly brown with darker
femora. On the contrarj^ the males appear a brilliant bright

metallic green, reflecting brassiness, the antennas and legs light

yellowish brown, the wings small, clouded, with a soiled appear-

a,nce ; the ventral aspect is the same, but with slight traces of

metallic bluish. The male is noticeably more brilliant and bright

than the female, which is somewhat sombre." (6.)

Text-figure 17.

Male N. h'evicornis. Greatly magnified. Original.

Variations of the foregoing description of the type species

were observed in the females ; with light brown or yellowish

brown femora, not (hirk or clouded; general colour deep metallic

blue
;
fore-wings not naked in the basal triangle of wings below

the submarginal vein, the costal margin vv'ith more bristles. Of
six such specimens mounted for microscopical examination, no
uniformity was found in the venation. The number of setsB

in basal area of fore win o- varied from 2-5, position also varied.

Bristles on costal margin also varied, as many as 14 were
observed.

Courtmg and Mating.—" Courting in this insect is not a, com-
plex liabit. It foUow^s almost immediately after emergence, at

least in confinement. Where a number of both sexes are

gathered together, all recently emerged, the ma.les and females

are constantly in motion, the former active, seeking the females
;

the antennie of both sexes also constantly in motion, held inclined

upward in the natural position, giving quick, jerky, wav}'' move-
ments. When one individual meets another, the antennie simply
touch whichever portion of the body preserts itse'f first, and the

two turn aside and pass on ; or if they happen to be individuals

of opposite sex and (apparently) the occasion is suitable—wdiich
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is most often tliecase immediately following emergence— the male
hastily climbs upon the back of the female, runs forward, and grasps

her head with the fore-feet, usually at the lateral aspect of the eyes

or sometimes at the clieeks ; the intermediate feet grasp some
portion of the thoracic pleura, usually at the mesothorax, and the

hind-feet take hold along the sides of the abdomen or the edges

of the flat wings. The legs are not stretched out or used for

embracing the body of the female, but the hold is taken by the

feet alone, and the position of the male is not strained, but rather

that of the natural position of rest. His body is parallel with
and above the body of the female and projects beyond (cephalad)

it, so that the head is between -the upturned antennas of the
female and stretched over hers, his abdomen reaching to a point

above the thinl abdominal segment or to a point opposite to the
distal end of the marginal vein of the fore- wings, upon which it

actually rests. Having (juickly attained this position, the male
senses the antennae of the female with his own, and immediately
begins suit in earnest by rubbing his head up and down against

the inner (mesal) surfaces of the flagella of the female, which
are held up in a V-shaped position, at the same time holding
the scapes erect and apart and the flagella back, pointing laterad

at right angles to the scape and at every downward movement
bringing the scapes together ; this movement of the head is

accompanied by a corresponding " petting " movement of the
female flagella against the cheeks of the male. The up aiid

downward movements of the head are regular and continued for

from 5 to 10 seconds, each completed movement occupying
slightly less than a second of time ; and they are alternated with
a period during which the head of the male is motionless and his

antennae sensing those of his mate, either by touching both of

their tips to the tips of her antennie, or else by stroking them up
and down ; the mandibles, maxillie, and labium with both pairs

of palpi are themselves in almost constant motion, but, so far as

observed, they play no part as organs of sensation, witli the possible

exception of the maxillary palpi. Sometimes the male rubs but
one of the flagella of the female, turning the head to one side.

No other movements than these are observable, but there is some
variation in the occurrence of either of the two movements
described, and also in the number of times they are repeated

before sexual union is permitted by the female. The male may
be received coldly ; he may make the movements without
attempting union, or after alternating them three or four times,

he may attempt union without success, and then run forward to

repeat the actions, and this may continue as long as the female
permits, either resulting successfully or unsuccessfully. In the
presence of other females, if received coldly, the male soon tires,

leaves and seeks another mate. In order to attempt union, the
male has to reverse his position, and run back to the tip of

the abdomen of the female, where he usually reaches over the
tips of the wings and senses with the antennae, quickly turning
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and reaching around again with the tip of his abdomen to gain

entrance into the vaginal orifice. Or, on the other hand, he may
simply back quickly to the caudal end of the female and attempt

union. In one c;ise, .... coition lasted for fourteen seconds,

in another for ten seconds. Mating is promiscuous for both

sexes." (6.)

During the breeding operations, when females were scarce

—

being occupied with host puparia,—the writer has frequently

observed an unresponsive female crawling about with several

males upon her, the lower ones holding on dorsally and laterally,

and those above holding on to each other. Sometimes the female

with this load on her would try to climb the side of the cage.

This eftbrt always ended in the whole party falling to the bottom.

On three specific occasions the number of males thus congregated

numbered 10, 7, and 11.

The males have some curious habits. When the puparia from
w^hich adults have commenced to emerge are lying unburied on
soil, a male can be observed to take possession of one, and either

stand on it waiting for a newly-emerged female to appear, or he

will enter it and periodically make an appearance to seek a mate.

Generally the males remain in the immediate vicinity of the

Duparia from which emergence is taking place, and running over

and around these in search of females, they are continually

meeting each other ; then they start to fight. This usually takes

place by means of the antennae and foredegs, resulting frequently

in the loss of a fevv joints of the flagella by one or both antago-

nists. During these scuffles there were sometimes three or four

participants, and then it frequently happened that a puparium
became dislodged, with comical results if it was occupied by a

"domesticated" male: he would sally forth and attack the first

within reach; generally one in no way responsible for his dis-

oomfoi't. From a short distance the whole area occupied by the

males seemed to consist of combatants.

Females only resorted to fighting when disturbed during

oviposition ; seldom did males venture into the dishes containing

host puparia for parasitization.

Flight.—The females, in spite of their large wdngs, are only

capable of flying short distances, in a very jerky manner, about

6 feet at a time at most. Before starting on a flight, they usually

indulge in a few preliminary movements of their wings. Their

most customary method of progress is to crawl.

The males are quite incapable of flight, and the only occasions

on which they have been observed to use their wings are when
courting and fighting.

Oviposition.—This takes place within a host puparium, prefer-

ence being shown for those between 24 to 72 hours old—that is to

say, after histogenesis has started and the developing fly-nymph

is covered in its pupal skin and free of the puparium except

where attached anteriorly and postei'iorly by the tracheae. A
female will not oviposit in a puparium containing an atrophied
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fly-nymph, neither one containing a fnlly-foi-med fly which for

some reason has died or failed to emerge, nor will it oviposit in

an empty puparium from which the occupant or occupants have
emerged, although efibrts to induce some to do so were made by
burying that portion from which emergence took place ; its

behaviour with such puparia is initially the same as with a

healthy puparium, but after examination and possibly an attempt
to insert the ovipositor, it crawls off in searcli of otheis. To
enable it to distinguish between those puparia which contain

sustenance for its progeny and those which do not, the female

must not only possess A-ery delicate sense-organs, but apparently

uses the point of the ovipositor, as will be shown later.

Before attempting to insert the ovipositor, a female spends

some time critically examining the puparium, crawling over and
around it, with her head inclined tow^ards it, constantly waving
the antennse, with which she frequently touches it. Having,
apparently, satisfied herself that it is a fit object for attack, she

bends the abdomen so that the apex touches the puparium, and
then with the tactile hairs upon the palpi and abdomen, and with
the point of the ovipositor, she proceeds to prod it until a position

is located—such as a groove in the contracted integument of the

puparium—through which to make a puncture. The ovipositor

is then held in the minute groove, and the apex of the abdomen
springs back to a position in which it assumes almost its natural

shape, although diagonally opposed to the puparium, and in doing
this the full length of the ovipositor is exposed (text-fig. 18);

Text-figure 18.

Female JN^. hrevicoruis ov\pos\tiug ; 1st position. Greatly mao-ni tied.

Original.

this has hitherto been hidden in its recess along the ventral plates

of the abdomen. The female now endeavours to pierce the
puparium—not always with success, in which case she moves oft'

to another spot and repeats the process,— which she appears to do
with a slight rotatory and up-and-down movement of the ovi-

positor, accompanied with frequent twitching of the antenna?, a
constant movement of the tropin, a slight twitching of the apex
of the abdomen, and a general appearance of slight movements as

if her entire strength was being exerted upon the task. As the
ovipositor gradually disappears into the puparium, the position of
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the hind-legs is sometimes changed, and they are placed farther

apart so as to lower the borly in rhythm. During this movement
the abdomen gradually assumes an extraordinary lateral aspect

until, when the ovipositor is completely inserted, its appearance is

similar to that depicted in text-fig. 19. The flexibility of the

sternites is remarkable. Sometimes, after the ovipositor has

Text-figure 19.

Female N. brevicornis ovipositing; 2ud position. Greatly magnified.

Original.

been inserted its full length, it is partly withdrawn, and appears

to be moving slowly in a circle, giving the impression that at this

time the eggs are being discharged so as to lie together in a

cluster but not on top of each other. E\^entnally, by lifting the

abdomen till it recovers its position as shown in text-fig. 18,

and then lifting the thorax with the hind-legs, it disengages the

ovipositor, which instantly springs back to its normal hidden
position.

Generally a minute drop of clear liquid appears at the point

of insertion of the ovipositor directly it is withdrawn, but the

female moves backwards over the hole until it is located by her

palpi or antennae, and then appears to " suck up " the liquid

The drop of liquid is not always visible, and the nature of it has

not been determined.

One observer says :
—" This liquid is probably used in the first

case as a lubricant by bathing tlie styles as they work on the

sheath while puncturing" (8). Another :
—"The liquid is either

a fluid resembling in its nature a synovial flnid, or else it had
been acting as a lubricant for the styles ; the former is the more
probable "

(7). Another observer says :
—" In many cases it (the

hole) became covered with a white mycelium-like growth the

nature of which we have not determined " (6). That the func-

tion of the liquid is to seal the hole seems probable. Only in

three instances amongst material parasitized in the open have

mites (undetermined) been found inside intact puparia inhabited

by developing Chalcids, and in one case a pupa had been partially

devoured.

The time occupied in ovipositing is variable, ranging from a few

seconds to half-an-hour. A few specific instances are quoted :

—

" The deposition of an egg observed at 9.45 p.m., Sept. 14,

required 16 minutes; the host was Phormia i^egina. Another
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observation made at 10.15 a.m. the same day s])Owed that the act

reqnii'ed 8 minutes ; the host pup;irium was that of Mnsca
domestical .... A female confined at 9.20 a.m., Sept. 10, deposited

into pnparia of the Phonnia at 9.32 A.M. and 1,20 p.m. the same
day. One confined at 10 a.m. tlie same date with two pnparia of

tlie same liost oviposited at once." (6.)

The position of insertion of the ovipositor is very variable.

Any segment laterally, dorsally, or ventrally is attacked, in

captivity.

One female may insei t lier ovipositor more than once in the

same pnparium. One pnpaiinm may be attacked by several

females in turn ; sometimes two will be seen at work at the

same time.

Length of Feriod of Ovvposition.—When amply supplied with

host puparia, the females appear to live from 3-4 weeks. The
first g'eneration from material obtained from Reijent's Paik
were still actively at work, whilst their own progeny were
emerging and had begun attacking hosts.

Time elapsing between Emergence and Prod.uction.—When host

pnpa.ria are available, oviposition takes [)lace within a few hours.

In three specific instances observed by Girault and Saunders
oviposition took place in 24, 10|, and 3 hours after emergence.

Progeny of Single Females.—The number of eggs deposited })y

a female varies. "In three instances one female [)la,ced in a, tube
with fifteen pupa^ parasitized the whole, with t!ie exception of

two pupa3 which ha<l decayed. The total number developing

from the one parasite in the first case was 140, in the second 148,

and the third 96. (The numbers emerging from each pupa varied

from 15 to 1 in these experiments.) "
(8.)

In the case of two females each confined separately with liost

puparia, the first with 130, the second with 86, their respective

progeny numbered 21 males. 57 females, total 78, and 38 males,

65 females, total 103. The first female parasitized 17 puparia,

the second 22 (6).

Fartlienogenesis.—"On September 27th, 1908, 12 virgin females

of hrevicornis, reared separately fiom [)uparia, of Fliorrnia regina

and in no instance accessible to males, were confined separately,

each in a small gelatine capsule with a. single known healthy

pnparium of Phormia; on September 29th at 11.30 a.m., in three

cases females were observed ovipositing ; on October 15th, 1908.

the progeny of two of the virgin females emerged as follows :

—

17 males .... and 15 males Other emergences did not

occur, but in three instances tlie larva3 of the parasites were
found in the host puparia, all dying, however. Hence this

parasite is parthenogenetic." (6.)

Proportion of the Sexes.—Under this heading Girault and
Saunders tabulate the numbers and sexes of 7369 specimens dealt

with by them. In lot No. 3 (of this table) they bred 710 males
and 786 females ; tliese were from puparia collected " from a

single host lot from a decomposecl cadaver, city dumping-

Proc. Zool, Soc — 1920, No. XVI. 16
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grounds." In lot No. 5 they bred 228 males and 116 females

from " host puparia in fsecal matter, miscellaneous." These lots

represent the most complete figures for material parasitized

under natural conditions, and clearly indicate parthenogenetic

reproduction.

Length of Life of Adult.—As previously stated, females kept

amply supplied with liost puparia and a little food lived from
3-4 weeks. The males confined with these females only live

7 or 8 days.

In Australia, under similar conditions and in the cooler

weather, they are stated to live from 4 to 6 weeks (7).

When confined in glass cylinders without food or host puparia,

they were found to live from 4 to 6 days, the males dying

first (6 and 7), and when confined in glass cylinders with food and
no host puparia, they were found to live from 18 to 20 days (7).

" The difterence in the length of the life of the wasps kept in a

confined space, and of those actively at work in the cages, may be

due partly to the direct effects of confinement; but in the writer's

opinion, it is due more to over-copulation of the females in the

confined spaces '*

(7) This may be partly accountable, but the

females appear to be quite capable of resisting the advances of

the males, and the ^vriter suggests that the undetermined drop

of liquid which sometimes exudes from the punctured puparium,
and which all observers agree is generally "sucked up" by the

female, may contain nutriment. This would explain why those

confined with food and host puparia to deposit eggs in, live longer

than those with food and no opportunity to deposit eggs. This

view is further supported by the fact that (under breeding

conditions) the females seldom left the dishes containing host

puparia for food.

It has, however, been ascertained that individuals of both
sexes can live for some time with very little food. In the case

of three females (presumed to have mated) each was confined

separately in tubes within 14 hours of emergence ; and into each

tube a minute drop of food was placed on the glass by the aid of

a needle ; no further supply was given. The first female was
(lead on 15th day, the second on 19th day, the third on the 21st day.

Of three males confined separately in tubes (none of them had
had an opportunity to mate) and given a similar initial drop of

food, one managed to escape on the 7th day through a fissure

in the cork, another died on 14th day, and the last on 22nd day.

No test was made with virgin females.

Food.—In the laboratory the same food as was used for the

braconids and flies was given to these, but very infrequently and
only a very little at a time, otherwise they would get stuck in it

;

and if their wings came in contact with it, they seemed quite

incapable of extiicating themselves. How the semi-apterous

males obtain food under natural conditions is not known ; and
taking into consideration their habit of remaining in the imme-
diate vicinity whence they emerge, it is very probable that mos^
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never obtain any. The females have a better chance with theii

short jerky flight.

Ejfective Parasitism.—Under this term Girault and Saundei-&

refer to an interesting phenomenon, and one which was also

observed by the w^riter. It is, that the attack of lYasonia can be

effective upon the host pupa within 15 to 24 hours prior to the

moment when the adult fly would have emei-ged, the length of

tlie period being ap2)roximately such time as is required for the

depositing, development, and hatching of the egg, and which in

the instances observed by tlie writer would be from 30 to 74 hours.

In a specific instance, and one which must be about the extreme
limit of effectiveness, a-puparium was noticed to be cracked

along the crease at the anterior end, but not sufficiently to have
allowed a fly to emerge ; it vv^as opened, and found to contain

seven lai'vse feeding upon a perfect pupal fly which had cracked

its enveloping skin anteriorly and the puparium, but which had
failed to get any further, its organ of locomotion—the ptilinum—
apparently having lost its efficiency gradually as the larv?e fed.

Percentage of Parasitization.—The writer has no figures rela-

tive to the percentage of parasitization under natural conditions,

and the data relative to laboratory conditions cannot be taken as

a true index of the ca,})acity of Nasonia, as the number of host

puparia presented for attack were woi-ked out on the basis of

20 per female, and the numbers of the latter in the breeding-jars

or main cage were only approxim.ately ascertained.

Upon reference to Girault and Saunders the following is

found :
—" Further, the local abundance of this parasite is indi-

cated by the fact that in at least a portion of the experiment just

mentioned, a portion selected at random, the percentage of

parasitism was as high as 90 per cent. We have evidence to

show, on the other hand, that this percentage of mortality of the

host was by no means general, but was considerably lower on

the average for this season of the year.'" (6.)

Hibernation.—This parasite hibernates as full-grown larvje

within the puparia of its various hosts. It emerges in the spring,

the earliest I'ecorded emergence, in England, being the end of

April (4).

Attraction to Light.—The females are freely attracted to artificial

light, the males very slightly.

Z/osifs.— The difterent species of puparia given to Xasonia
hrevicornis to parasitize, and from which it was successfully bred

are as follows :

—

Musca clomestica Linn.

Calliphora erythrocephala Meig.

vomitoria Linn.

Phorm ia grcenlandica Ztt.

Lucilia ccesar Linn.

,, sericata Meig.

IG*^
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The hosts reported from America bv Giraiilt and Saunders (6)

are :

—

Musca domestica Linn.

Calliphora erythrocejyhala Meig.

Phormia regina Linn.

Lacilia ccesar Linn.

,, sericata Meig.

Chrysomia macellaria Fabr.

Cyitomyia cadaveinnia Desv.

^arcofihaga' species " K " (Spec. nov?i).

The liosts reported from Australia by Fi'oggatt, jun. (7) are as

follows :

—

Fycnosoma rihfifades. " Mostly in tlie field."

,,
vari2)es. " To a lesser extent in the field."

Anastellorhina augur. ^

Pollenia stygia. I

Lucilia sericata. > "In the laboratory."

Calliphora erythrocephala. I

^arcophaga aurifrons. ^

Super-parasitism, or Accidental Secondary Parasitism.

That JSfasonia hreiiicorrds might be a " Hyperparasite " upon
Alysia maiuhicator originally occurred to the writer, when the

second lot of puparia were collected from the spot at E-egent's Park
whence the original Braconid parasitized material was obtained,

and when it was found that this Chalcid was emerging from it.

However, no Braconid lining to the puparia was observed, at the

time, in any from which the Clialcids had emerged ; and as the

initial breeding operations showed that the latter—then undeter-

mined—bred freely from healthy host puparium, it was assumed
that " hyperparasitism " was not the role of JV. hrevicornis ;

although it appeared reasonable to suppose that the Chalcid

might act accidentally as a secondary parasite in the early stages

of development of the Braconid—that is, during the first or

second instar—and when the greater part of the fly-nymph still

existed. That secondary parasitism in this early stage could

take place appears probable ; and it does not require a great

stretch of imagination to conceive the race for life within a

puparium, in the fly-nymph of which an early instar larva of the

Braconid is slowly feeding, when suddenly one by one a dozen,

more or less, Chalcid larvie commence feeding operations from
the outside of, and through the enveloping integument of the fly-

nymph. That the result of such an unequal contest would be
against the Braconid, it seems only reasonable to assume ; and
that the latter would eventually be killed by the Chalcids biting

into it. No efforts were made to investigate this point; it

appeared too obvious a potentiality, and to search the remnants
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of a fly-nymph for evidence of the existence of tlie Braconid of

which the chitinized liead-capsule of the first in star or mandibles

of the second would be the sole initial evidence of its existence,

would require time, which the writer at that time could not

spare.

Later—in October—a reference was found to this subject,

Graham-Smith (1) on pp. 532-4 and on p. 537, in which another

Ohalcid, Melittohia acasta Wlk. (9), is definitely stated to act as a

hyper-parasite* on A. mandiicator^ and a passing reference to

N. hrevicornis occurs and to tlie existence of numbers of then

undetermined Ohalcid larvae in Braconid-lined puparia. Again,

in November, further reference (Graham-8mith) (4) was found to

this subject, and this time referring to the presence of JS^. hrevi-

cornis reared from pupaiia with tlie silk lining of A . manducator.
This observer states :

—" Puparia collected in the autumn of 1916

and kept outside yielded in May 1917 38 males and 36 females.

Some of these autumn pu-paria had been parasitized by ^4. mandu-
cator Some of these autumn puparia i-eniained intact, and
were dissected in March 1918. Of these, 28 were found to

contain living Ohalcid larvfe, and were kept in tubes in a warm
room. Nineteen of tliese 28 showed infection with A. ma)iducator.

Adult iY. hrevicornis, 11 males and 48 females, emerged in May
1918, a year and a half after the puparia were collected."

The writer therefore decided to carry out an investigation into

this important matter ; and as the subject is of considerable

interest, the various experiments are given in detail.

To begin with, it might be mentioned that the point previously

referred to

—

i. e., secondai-y parasitism in the early stages of the

Braconid larvre—was not investigated, for the reason stated.

The following two experiments were made to verify the above
quoted statement :

—

Experiment No. 1.—A large tube 6 inches x 1 inch was used.

Into this was placed—on 25th November—one normal size Calli-

phora puparium, in which a small fracture of the pupal case was
made so as to disclose the Braconid lining, and therefore denoting
the presence of either a full-grown larva,, pro-pupa, or pupa.

Three fertilized and lecently-emerged females of N. hrevicornis

were then released in the tube, and on the inside of it a small

quantity of food was smeared. The tube was kept under occa-

sional observation for four days, during which time none of the

females were seen to oviposit, but could be seen crawling over

the puparium, carrying out the usual critical examination.

After 29th November no further observations were made. On
17th December—-21 days later—the tube was opened ; the three

females were dead, and the puparium was then carefully opened
under binoculars. In it was found one a,ctive full-grown Ohalcid

larva, two dead and dried-up larvse apparentl}^ nearly full-grown,

and two small shrivelled masses of newdy emerged larvse. The

* There appears to have been nothing else in the tins where this occurred except

puparia containing individuals of A. manducator.
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Braconid was found to be in the full-grown larval stage, and was
only partially dried up. In endeavouring to move the active larva,

the integument was punctured by the needle, and its unvoided
waste instantly exuded. This caused the writer to form the

opinion that the four dead larvae of the Chalcid might possibly

have met their death by a similar agency—the setre and sensory

hairs (text-fig. 5) on the integument of the full-grown Braconid
larva.

Experiment No. 2.—Another examination into this point was
therefore carried out. On 30th December four normal-sized

puparia, which when fractured disclosed the Braconid lining, were
placed separately in glass tubes Nos. 1-4, and into each two
fertilized Nasonici females were admitted, and a smear of food

made on the inside of each tube. They were then corked.

On 31st Dec@ml)er—the next day—tube No. 3 was found to

contain an active xi, manducator male. The male was released

in the Braconid cage, the Nasonia females \^ ere replaced by new
ones, and another puparium— a small one—obtained and put into

tube 3. Occasional examination of the tubes was maintained,

and, when necessary, fresh smears of food made. On 9th January
both females in tube No. 2 were dead. On lOtli January, tube
No. 1 was found to contain an active A. manducator female ; the

Nasonia females were still active. A new puparium was put into

the tube, and that from which the Braconid female had emerged
w^as examined. Nothing bearing any resemblance to Chalcid larvae

or eggs was found ; the puparium contained the Braconid larval

exuvium, pupal exuvium, the meconium, and white cement-like

discharge. On 11th February tube No. 4 was found to contain

an active female Braconid ; both Nasonia females were dead. The
puparium was examined, and besides its normal contents, two
small masses were found adhering to the lining but which were
not distinguished. The Nasonia females in tubes Nos. 1 and 3

were observed to be dead. On 10th March the contents of tubes

1, 2, and 3 were examined. No. 1 puparium was opened, and
found to contain a dead and shrivelled larva of A. manducato7\
and attached to it was a dead Chalcid larva, and loose in the

puparium two living Chalcid larvje. No. 2 puparium contained

a dead and shrivelled larva of A. manducator with four dried and
shrivelled Chalcid larv£e—very small ones—and all adhering to

their host. The puparium in No. 3 tube was examined, and
towards the cephalic ventral end of it a slit was observed, through
which part of the head of an adult Braconid could be seen, as

though it had tried to emerge. It was then observed whilst

opening the puparium that, at the point where the writer had
made a fracture mid-dorsally in the first place, this had either

been carelessly done, or the female—for such it was—had extended
it in her efforts to emerge when bringing the necessary pressure to

bear upon the cephalic end in order to get her mandibles into it,

as she would cause the anterior half to bend with her, so that it

acted as if hinged, and thus frustrating her efforts to emerge.

\
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No signs of Chalcid infestation was observed. The female may
have died within a few days of tlie start of the experiment.
The foregoing experiments show that, nnder certain conditions

—and with fractiu'ed puparia

—

JVasouia can snper-parasitize

A. manducator lined and inhabited puparia, and in two
instances three kirvsB reached full growth.

Whilst experiment No. 2 was developing, experiments into

other directions w ere undertaken.
It has been [)reviously stated that blow-fly larva? upon

recovering from "temporary paialyfsis" are stimulated to pupate
and to escape from tlie females of A. manducator. It was there-

fore decided to ascertain to what depth such larva? worked their

way into the soil.

Experiment N^o. 3.—A wooden box with a sliding lid was
requisitioned. One end was removed, and the sliding lid sawn
across into strips an inch wide. Thus when placed upright with
the remaining end as the base of the box, the original base

formed one side and the sliding lid in strips the other, with the

original sides as ends.

This box was then gradually filled with soil which, during the

building up of the requisite depth, was twice subjected to running-

water to damp it. Seven inches of soil wei'e eventually put in.

On the same day—9th January, 1920—pieces of liver upon which
fly-larva? had been feeding were placed on the surface of the soil

in a compact mass. One female A. mandiicator was then caught
in a tube from the main cage. The mouth of the tube was then

held over the liver until the female was stimulated to descend

upon it. As soon as she got on to it, she started examining it for

larvfe. 25 of these, about three-quarters to full grown, were at

hand
;
they were placed near the female, one at a time, so soon

as she had oviposited into each of them. In three instances she

attacked twice, having failed to come in contact with the sub-

stitutes, and in each case the latter Avere withdrawn and given

to her a second time. It took 57 minutes to get the 25 larva^

parasitized. The female was moved back into the tube and
given a smear of food on the cork. She was allowed to rest in

the tube for 20 minutes. In the meanwhile another 25 larvpe

had been collected. The female was noAv released again, and the

same process started, but she only attacked one of these larvie

;

and although others were placed near her, she could not be

induced to attack any more, and after 26 minutes the experi-

ment was given up for the day. The i-emaining 24 larvfe of the

second lot were returned to their breeding dish, and the female

caught and left in the tube with food.

No further action was taken for the next two days. On 12th

January, 1920, the experiment was continued. The above female

was found dying ; another was therefore removed from the cage,

and at 2.30 p.m. it w^as set to work on 25 larvre as before, but

at 3.25 P.M. it suddenly became dark, and the female refused to

oviposit any more. In this time—55 minutes—she had dealt with
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20 larvae. The remainder, five, were returned to their dish, and
the female placed in a tube. The surface of soil was on this date

quite dry.

On 14th January the contents of the box were examined, but

in removing the first inch strip of the "side," some of the dry

soil fell out and the dead larva with it (this is recorded as g"

in the table); greater care was then exercised in removing the

other strips. The result is shown for convenience in Table lY.

Table IY.—Depth of Soil penetrated by parasitized larvae.

Depths
1

"

1 "

2
1" H" li" If" 2"

2i" 2k"
9ii"-4 3" Totals.

Lavvffi 3t - 1 2 7

Puparia 1 1 3 4 6 7 10 3 4 39

Totals 1 1 1 6 4 9 10 3 4 46

* Dead. f 1 dead.

When removing the soil, which was done by gradually scraping-

it off with the edge of a steel rule, it was found that at 2| inches

down the soil was caked and still damp. This coagulation was
no doubt due to running the water into the box on very dry soil.

Seven of the puparia were broken in scraping the soil ofi".

Ex'peri'meiit No. 4.—Another experiment of the above descrip-

tion was carried out, but in this instance the soil was spread out

into a tray and damped before putting it into the box. The
same wooden box was used, and filled with this soil to a depth

of 7 inches. The experiment was started in the morning of

22nd January, 1920. Pieces of liver were placed on the soil,

and one female ^-1. mandacator allowed to emerge from a tube on
to it ; 25 larvae were then given separately for oviposition. The
female effectively dealt with these in 45 minutes ; she was then

removed and another female taken from the cage. The second

female was also given 25 larva', and disposed of these in an hour
and a quarter. Over-parasitization was observed to take place

in one larva in this experiment.

On 27th January, 1920, five days later, the contents of the box
were examined by the same process of scraping the soil off; it

had not coagulated in this case, and only two puparia were broken.

The result of the experiment is given in Table Y.
Table Y. shows that 19 larvae went deeper than any in No. 3

experiment, there being an absence of caked soil.

Both experiments Nos. 3 and 4 showed that the majority of

Braconid parasitized larvae reached 2 inches or more under the

surface of the soil.

Three experiments were made to ascertain the burrowing
capacity of hrevicornis. Nos. 5 and 6 were staited before the
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Table V.—^Depth of Soil penetrated by parasitized larvae.

Depth ... i
1 »'

2 n" ,r 2" 2i-" 9A"
-'-i

3"
3h" 3f" 4" 4r Totals.

Larvae 3-* 3t 1 1 1 1 1 11

Puparia ... 3 2 4 5 4 3 4 7 4 2 1 39

Totals 3 3 1 3 3 4 5 5 4 4 8 4 2 1 50

* 2 dead. + 2 dead.

writer was in possession of the information gained in experi-

ments Nos. 3 and 4.

Eooperiment No. 5.—A cylindrical glass jar was used. It was
filled with 5 inches of damped soil ; on this was placed a piece of

liver with some larvae feeding upon it. They were mostly full

grown. This experiment was started on 20th December, 1919.

On 22nd December it appeared that the larvae had ceased feeding

and had gone into the soil to pupate. The liver was therefore

removed, and under it two puparia were found ; no others were
visible. The liver was replaced. 18 fertilized females of Xasoiiia

hreviconiis were then released in the jai-, which was at once

covered with bolting silk, and this smeared with food. On
1st January, 1920, adult C. erytJirocephala were emerging; no
Chalcids could be seen, so no further supplies of food were given.

The flies were left to die, so that nothing should be disturbed.

Adults continued to emerge up to 5th January ; a, few^ days later

they were all dead. On 10th January, as no living adults could

be seen, neither flies nor parasites, the two puparia on the

surface were removed, and the contents of the jar emptied and
sorted. No attempt was made to .gauge the depth to which the

larvsB liad crawled. The jar was found to contain 47 empty
puparia, and an equal number of dead Hies. 14 intact puparia

were found ; these were opened, and yielded four puparia con-

taining Chalcid larvae ; the remainder consisted of dead fully-

formed flies or atrophied fly-nymphs with no sign of Chalcids.

The two puparia from the surface were filled with Chalcid larvae.

Of the Chalcid females, only 15 were collected ; the other three

were not searched for a second time in the soil.

Experiment No. 6.—This was another burrowing test, in which
20 puparia were placed at various depths ranging from two at

5 inches to seven on the surface, and were situated near tlie glass

side so as to be visible to the observer. The soil used was very dry
and lumpy, with a certain amount of fine dust due to the crumpling
of the lumps. Four females and one male were released in the

jar. Mating was observed. The experiment started on 1st

Januaiyl920; and on 20th February, when the contents were
emptied and the intact puparia opened—there were only four of

these, flies had emerged fj-om the rest,- --none bore any signs
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of Ghalcicls. This experiment, therefore, was a complete failure.

The only point of interest was that the two flies placed at a depth

of 5 inches reached the surface.

Experivmid No. 7.—This was also a burrowing test. It was
started on 30th January, 1920. The same jar was used as in

No. 4. It was filled w^ith 2 inches of damped soil, and on this

93 newly formed puparia were placed ; above the puparia 2 inches

of damped soil was run in. (The w^riter was now in possession of

details of tests 1 and 2.) On the surface of the soil 12 more
puparia were scattered, and a piece of liver upon which larvtie

had been feeding was also put in. The liver covered five of the

surface puparia. The liver was used to reproduce, on a small scale,

natural conditions. 20 fertilized females were released in the jar

on the same day ; it was covered with bolting silk and smeared
with food. The jar was kept under observation. From 31st

January to 9th February some of the females could be seen at

work on the surface puparia. From 10th Februai-y bo 13th they

appeared to be dying. On the latter date C. erytlirocepliala began

to emerge, and continued to do so for several days. On 18th

February all Hies were dead. On 19th February the contents

were examined. The 12 surface puparia were opened, and all

found to contain Ohalcids in advanced or early pupal stage, and
a few as larvc^e. 72 dead Calliphora were found on the surface.

The 93 puparia at a depth of 2 inches below surface were then

turned out, and 72 empty puparia were found ; the remainder,

21, were still intact, and w^ere opened and examined. No signs

of the Ohalcids were found ; the contents of these intact puparia

were dead fiies in various stages and atrophied nymphs.
Experiments Nos. 4 and 6 indicate that female Nasonia, even

when confined in a small space with host puparia covered with

soil loosely run in, are incapable of burrowing to any extent; and
in this connection the following observation of Froggatt (7) is

quoted :
—" It is generally amongst the pupee of Pycnosoma

rufifacies, and to a lesser extent P. varijyes, that this species of

Clialcid wasp is found actually at work in the field. This is

largely due to the habits of the larvse of these two species, which
do not crawl away from a carcase to pupate unless the remains
have been much disturbed, but pupate either just under the edge

of the remains or else aflix themselves to the bones, wool, or other

portions of the carcase, and thus they are more easily found than

the other species, all of which generally crawl a considerable

distance from the carcase, and scatter No definite reason

can yet be assigned to the apparent distaste of the wasps for the

pupse of Opluira nigra and Pycnosoma varipes in the laboratory.

In the field the pupae of the latter species are practically always

found to be parasitized.*'

Further, Nasonia does not bear the appearance of a burrowing
insect ; its head, viewed dorsally, is widei" than any other part

of its body, whereas Melittohia acasta females (specimens of

which Mr. Waterston kindh- gave the writer) have a narrow head
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sloping backwards ventrally, and wbicli is attached to a trapering

thorax, narrowest at the back of the head, and cei tainly better

adapted for burrowing in loose soil.

The last point investigated was an examination of all the

puparia contained in two jars, of parasitized material obtained

in the open. The contents of these jars, it should be explained,

were the result of exposing meat on soil in a glass receptacle at

the Society's Gardens, wath the o])ject of obtaining additional

supplies of the Braconid. Tlie collection of the contents of this

receptacle was delayed until 14th August, and when sorting out

the intact puparia from those from which blow-flies had emei'ged,

the writer came across a few dead female Nasonia as well as dead

female A. mandiicator. It was therefore assumed that a double

infestation had taken })lace. At the time, an attempt was made
to differentiate between the puparium of one or other of the

parasites, but both were in too early a stage to disclose any
difference when subjected to transmitted light. The material

was consecjuently left unsorted, a,nd emptied into two jars to

await developments. Nasonia began to emei-ge on 31st August,
and in order to give these an opportunity of escaping as they

emerged, the linen covers of the jars were replaced by pieces of

mosquito netting, through the mesh of which the females were
able to escape. Both jars were placed inside a large glass cylinder.

This was used as the cage, and in it were put dishes with supplies

of blow-fly puparia for the Chalcids. On 3rd September
A. manducator began to emerge; the Chalcids were still doing so.

This continued until 29th September. This state of afi'fdrs neces-

sitated constant handling of the jars to release the Braconids, so

that the contents became disturbed ; and although it was not

observed at the time, it now transpires that some of the Nasonia
females never left the jars, but proceeded to super-parasitize the

Braconids in their puparia, and, further, some of those—the

progenitors of the above—found dead in the receptacle when
the material was collected probably did the same.
When all the puparia had been collected from the jars, they

were sorted under three headings :—(A) Those from which
A. manducator had emerged, (B) those from which Nasonia had
emerged, and (C) those which were intact. Those from which
blowflies had emerged had already been removed, and the number
is not known. The numbers under the three headings were:—
(A) 195, (B) 50, (C) 506. Those under (A) were put a.side, those

under (B) were dissected for evidence of successful super-para-

sitism, and those under (C) were dissected and classified under
several headings as follows :

—

(1) Atrophied fly-nymphs

(2) Dead fully-formed flies.

(3) ,, Braconid larva?.

(4) „ „ pupffi.
I

(5) ., „ adults, i

(6) Active ,, larva?. J

r-No signs of Chalcid attack.
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(7) Unlined pnparia, with active Chalcicl larvae. (These had,

superficially, Hy-remains.)

(8) Braconid lined pnparia, with dead Chalcid larv?e. (The
Bracoiiids were in all stages, pup?e predominating.)

(9) Braconid lined pnparia, with active Chalcid larvfe. (These
Braconids were in all stages, pupae predominating.)

(10) Braconid lined pnparia, with some dead Chalcid imagines
and larvae. (These consisted, with one exception, of at

least one male.)

The examination of these puparia showed that where super-

parasitism had taken place, with the exception of a very few
instances—the numbers were not noted,—the puparium concerned

was a very small one, about the size of M. domestica, and con-

sequently, in the case of a blow-fly, a puparium with an exception-

ally thin integument. And, further, that the attack of the

Chalcid larvae had taken place in the abdomen of the Braconid
where this was an advanced pupa, the only pa it where soft

integument exists, due to the distention of the abdomen
consequent upon the presence of the meconium (text- fig. 7) : it,

therefore, seems conclusive that a Nasonia female is able to

distinguish between a hard sui'face and one yielding to pressure,

by means of the apex of her ovipositor. It is worthy to note

that Nasonia appeared to be most effective when the Braconid
was a pupa—that is to say, in the identical stage of development
to that of its normal dipterous hosts.

The numbers under the heading (B) were (1) 33 pupa.ria, with

Chalcid exit-holes and unlined by the Braconid, presumed pri-

mary parasitism ; and (2) 17 with Chalcid exit-holes and definite

super-parasitism. In each instance the puparium had been lined

by the Braconid. A feature of these 17 puparia was the position

of the exit-hole : in 3 it was made in or about the middle of the

puparium, in 6 at the apex of the anterior end, and in 8 a.t the

apex of the posterior en.d. In only one instance had two efforts

been made to escape. This occurred in one of the 3 ; a small some-
what elongated aperture had been made in a position diametrically

opposed to the exit hole used. A point of grea,t interest in the

writer's opinion, with regard to the position of the exit-hole in

the above, is that in 6 the Chalcid got out at a point where the

Braconid lining is weakest—that is, where it is run over the pro-

truding chitinized mouth-parts of the late blow-fly larva ; and
in 8 the Chalcid got out at the next weakest point—that is,

where the lining is run over the blow-fly larva's posterior

spiracles.

The figures under heading (C) are not given in detail ; those

for sub-headings (1) to (7) do not materially bear on the subject of

the investigation, but for 1 and 2 they were very high, and mainly
due, in the writer's opinion, to the unshaded position of the glass

receptacle and consequent evaporation of any moisture in the
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soil, which was aided by the delay in removing the contents.

Whereas the figures for (8), (9), and (10) do bear on tlie subject

;

they are as follows :

—

(8) 69 Braconid lined puparia, with dead Chalcid larvae.

(9) 15 ,, ,, with active* Chalcid larv?e.

(10) 23 ,, ,,
with some dead Chalcid ima-

gines and larvae.

The outstanding point in this instance of super-parasitism is

tliat most of it did not take place in the open, so far as (B) (2)

and (C) (8), (9), and (10) are concerned ; it actually took place in

the jars in the laboratory, and in proof of this postulation, the

puparia could not have been lined by the full-grown larvse

by 14th August, or the adults would have emerged before the

3rd September, and further super-parasitized Braconids would
have been in the larval stage if it had taken place in the open,

whereas the contrary was the case.

To conclude : it has been shown in experiments Nos. 1 and 2

that under certain circumstances Xasonia is capable of super-

parasitizing a Braconid larva within its lined puparium ; and in

experiments Nos. 3 and 4 that blow-fly larvae attacked by the

Braconid are stimulated to escape and pupate, and that the

majority of them—76 per cent.—reached 2 inches and more
})elow the surface of the soil; and in experiment No. 5 was
unable to bui-row to the depths reached l)y the majority, 93 per

cent, of the unparasitized blow-fly larvie; and in experiment No. 7

definitel}^ failed to reach any one of 93 puparia 2 inches under
the surface, which is consistent with their behaviour in the field.

And, it must be pointed out, that in each instance of super-

parasitism reported by Graham-Smith (1 and 4) it appears that the

puparia—subsequently ascertained to contain the Braconid
primarily— were collected and moved from a "sun" tin to a
" shade " tin or vice versa ; and in the case reporter! by the

writer, emerging Rasonia remained in the jars containing

Braconid parasitized puparia., which were no doubt dislodged by
the frequent handling of the jars when releasing Bi-aconids. So
that in none of these instances were the conditions even
appi'oach ing n atu ra 1

.

It therefore appears that if super-parasitism takes place in

nature, it is not very frequent and then only accidental, and that

where it does take place in a puparium of a full-grown blow-fly

larva which has been reinforced by a noimal Braconid lining,

it is doubtful whether the small, short, and rectangular mandibles
(text-fig. 20, a, c) of Nasonia will enable it to escape ; whilst

in the case of the female Alelittohia acasta, this is aided by the
distinctly acute mandible (text-fig. 20, d) with its one large outer
tooth.

* A few of these were found singly in tlie puparia, and are the largest Wasonia
larvae seen by the writer.
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Refrigerating Experiment.

In order to ascertain if the parasites would be able to undergo
six weeks—the length of sea voyage to Melbourne—in the re-

frigerator of a ship, a few of the parasites etc. were given a test.

Prof. Blackman was approached, and kindly ^ave the writer

permission to use a small cupboard in a refrigerating machine in

liis department.

Text-figure 20.

Mandibles of Nasonia hrevicornis male : (a) left
;

(b) right
;

(c) riglit, in profile,

outer tootli on top. X 160. Original, (d) Mandible of female Melittohia

acasta
; onb^ females of this species emerge. After Waterston. (d) is not

proportionate with (a), (b), and (c).

As other experiments were going on at the time, it was necessary

to use a burying medium in which no insect life existed, and
clean sand was therefore used.

A large glass jar was used as the receptacle, and sand to a

depth of 3 inches was run into it as a foundation. A few

puparia containing A. manducator, N. hrevicornis, Calliphora

erythroce'phala, and a few larvae of the latter species were each

buried in sand in separate glass tubes left open ; these were then

pushed into the 3-inch foundation of sand to keep them vertical.

The jar and contents were put into the chamber on 28th

November. The constant temperature was reputed to be 2° C.

On 15th January—6 weeks and 6 days later—the jar was
removed to the laboratory and the contents examined.

One Braconid, a male, had emerged, on what date is unknown;
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another Bracoiiid piipariuiia was found with a dead adult half-way

out of it, the remainder were intact ; one of these was opened
and found to contain a living Braconid larva. The Chalcid-

infested puparia were all intact ; one was opened and contained

living larvae. The Callij^Jiora puparia w^ere intact, and as the

outline of advanced fly-pupa could be seen in each, they Avere left

so ; the Callii:)liora larvae w^ere all dead. The contents, except

the latter, were returned to the jar in their respective tubes, and
it was placed about 3 feet from a Bunsen burner. On 16th

January one female Calliphora emerged, and in the next four

days all had emerged. The Chalcids commenced emerging on
30th January, and continued to do so for some days. The balance

of the Braconids began to emerge on 12th Februai-y.

To summarize : both parasites were able to stand the test when
put into the i-efrigerator in their respective full-grown larval

stage—that is, the customary hibernating condition.

Conclusions upon the Economic Importance of
Alysia MANDUCAioii Panz. AND Nasonia bbevicobkis Ashm.

It is obvious that, in discussing this subject, the writer is only

able to treat of it from a theoretical standpoint. But in doing
so he is influenced by a desire to place on recoid some opinions

wliich have been formed during the course of this w^ork, and some
of which gain considerable support from the observations and
writings of those who have dealt with these parasites l>efore him.

It would appear that both parasites working in conjunction
would form an excellent combination, the one attacking the
larval stage, the other the pupal. And between them— it may
be assumed—a beneficial influence would be exei ted in the control

of the Blow-fly.

The occasional and accidental super-parasitism on the part of

hrevicornis is but an assurance of the maintenance of the
"Wave Law"*. It is actually a twofold assurance, because
although Nasonia may kill the Braconid, it may itself die in the
course of development or become entrapped—upon reaching the
imaginal stage—within the silk-lined puparium of the blow-fly

larva.

Individually, Alysia manducato7^ is considerably superior to

Nasonia hrevicornis as an enemy of the Blow-fly. The former is

vastly superior in flight— in both sexes—a most important factor

where artificial distribution is concerned
; and it is also so from

the greater number of hosts it can injure and eliminate in the
course of breeding; the ratio is approximately 40 : 1. Its egg-

capacity is nearly four times greater than the Chalcid, and equal
to and in some cases greater than that of seveial species of blow-
flies. In length of imaginal life it is about equal to the Ohalcid

;

the period of development from egg to imago is longer, and in

individuals of the same parent a considerable variation takes

* Pointed out to the writer by Prof. Lefroy.
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place, but where artificially propagated, this would be a great

advantage in ensuriiig a continual overlapping of generations,

and so obtain the benefit of its activity throughout its season.

On the other hand, the females only of N. hrevicornis are

capable of flight, and which— so far as has been observed—
consists of long jumps of 6 feet or so at a time, its commonest
method of progression being to crawl. The males are semi-

apterous and quite incapable of flight, and although they are of a

domesticated " temperament," remaining in the vicinity whence

they emei'ge, thoy are very liable to ovei-look their natural

functions whilst endeavouring to obtain mastery over rivals, and

consequently the unfertilized females would, parthenogeuetically,

produce a colony of males, possibly isolated and incapable of

finding mates or doing any damage to blow-flies. For these

reasons, it seems obvious that Nasonia cannot prove to be a

decisive factor in blow-fly control unless they are constantly

distributed in large numbers over small areas. Whereas, if they

were artificially propagated and distributed on these constant

refuse-heaps foinid in and around populous areas, and near

dung-heaps in town and countiy stables— whence to be farther,

unwittingly, distributed,— Nasonia would, on account of its

semi-social and " domesticated habits, piove a most important

factor in the control of "The Common House-or Typhoid-fly and

its allies," which are constantl}^ breeding in such stercoraceous

places and where host puparia w^ould l)e within crawling distance

of the Chalcid.

Summary.

(1) The breeding operations and accumulation of supplies of

Alysia maiulvcator Panz. and Nasonia hrevicornis Ashm. com-

menced in July and ceased in December 1919.

(2) Alysia manducator oviposits in the larvae of seveial carrion-

feeding Diptera. Only one parasite emerges from each host

puparia. Over-parasitism kills the larva. The mean average of

the life-cycle is 52 days, and as short as 25. Both sexes are

capable of sustained flight, and lived over a month in captivity.

Average percentage of parasitism over three years was 43 per

cent., observed by Graham-Smith (4). Average contents of

ovaries 366 eggs for 12 females.

(3) Nasonia hrevicornis oviposits in the puparia of several

species of stercoral and carrion-feeding Dipterous larvae. From
one to 62 individuals have been found in single puparia parasi-

tized in captivity. The length of the life-cycle ranges from 11 to

22^ days in different countries. Only the female can fly, and then

onfy very short distances, and can live, whilst ovipositing, from

4 to 6 weeks,but for a considerably less period without host puparia.

The male remains near the vicinity of emergence, where its life

is spent in fighting and mating. Average progeny in the case of

five females—observed by Girault & Saunders and McCarthy

—

was 113 per female, and aflfecting on the average only 16-4 hosts,
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(4) Nasonia can act as an accidental secondaiy parasite upon
A. manducator if and when puparia containing the latter are

within its limited reach.

(5) Both parasites in their hibernating stage

—

i. e., full-grown

larvae—can successfully Withstand over 6 weeks at 2"^' C.

(6) Alysia manducator appears to be a more important parasite

as a natural control for the Blow-fly than Nasonia hrevicornisy

which appears to be itiore effective as a natural control of Diptera

which constantly breed in permanent refuse- and garbage-heaps^

and where hosts w^ould be within crawling distance, such as

primarily the Common House-fly, Musca domesiica.
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IG. A Revision of the Nematode Family Giiathostomids^.
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(Text-figiues 1-40
; Plates I.-VIII.t)

Family GNATHOSTOMID^ ?.

Cheiracantliklea Diesiiig (1861, p. 615).

Gnathostomidm llailliet"(1895, p. 1268).

Oxyuridce (in part) Railliet and Henry (1916, p. 114).

Grathostomiclce Skrjahin (1916, p. 972) [misprint].

Heterakidce (in part) Seurat (1918, p. 25j.

This family of nematodes was founded by Railliet to include

only the genus Giiathostoma Owen, Tiiough the family-nariie

appears constantly in text books on medical and veterinary

helmintliology, a comparative study of the genera and species

which appear naturally to fall into close relationship with
Gnatliostoma spijii(jerum, the t3'pe-species, lias never, to onr
knowledge, been undertaken. Such relationships have, in some
cases, been hinted at by previous writers. The genus Tcmqua
was tentatively referred to the family by Leiper (1908), while

certain species of Echinocephalus have been referi-ed by v. Linsto\^

to Cheiracant/ms, which is a synonym of Giiathostoma. One other

genus, Spiroxys Schneider, 1866, the relationships of which have
never been decided with any precision §, we now propose to

include in this family, an inclusion wdiich appears to necessitate

a division of the family into two subfamilies. Certain other

forms seem, from their existing descriptions, to be closely

related (see p. 305), but in the absence of opportunities for re-

examination of specimens we are obliged to be content with the
mere suggestion of their affinities.

The cliief family characteristic is the possession of a pair of

large, fleshy, trilobed, latjcral lips. Each lip is provided externally

with three papill?e, while internally its cuticle is thickened and

* Communicated by the Secretaky.
t For explanation of tlie Plates see p. 310.

X For fan'iily dia<;nosis, see p. 247.

§ Railliet and Henry (191G) place it among the Oxyuridse, with Labicho'is as its

nearest ally. Seurat (1918) regards it as forming, with Camallanus, a subfamily,

Camallaninse, of tlie family Heterakida^.

17*
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frequently raised into tooth -like prominences in the form of

longitudinal ridges, which either meet or interlock with those

of the other lip.

The oesophagus, in all the genera, is of a simple club-shaped

type, increasing gradually in diameter from before backwards,
muscular throughout, and without specially modified regions such

as a bulb, gizzard, or glandular portion. In some species it is of

considerable length, measuring up to about one-fifth of the total

body-length. The usual valves are present at its opening into

the intestine.

A pair of cervical papillae, usually not prominent, is always
present in both sexes, and the tail of the feinale is provided with
a small pair of lateral papilla?.

The male possesses more or less well-developed caudal al^e, and
two spicules are always present. The latter may be equal, sub-

equal, or markedly unequal in length. In the majority of cases-

they have a characteristic ornamentation.

The species of all the genera are parasitic in the alimentaiy

canal of their hosts, usually in its anterior part, and show a

greater or less tendency to adopt a habit of burrowing in the

tissues. Some of them are not infrequently found buried com-
pletely in the stomach-wall, where tumours tend to be formed
round them at the expense of the host. Others, while not

penetrating to this extent, obtain a very firm hold by burying'

their heads in the mucous membrane. One genus {Gnathostoma)

has been found as a rare, and probably abnormal, parasite of

man, its habitat in this case being the subcutaneous connective

tissue and not the alimentary canal.

As indications of possible affinities outside the family, the
following points are of interest '.—

(1) In Sjyiroxys the caudal ala3 of the male are developed into

a "bursa" closely resembling that of Physalo2Uera, in that it is-

continued anteriorly across the ventral surface of the body.

(2) The genus Hartertia Seurat, 1915, appears, in some respects^

to foi-m a link between Sj>iroxys and such genera as Fhysaloptera

and Hahronema.

(3) In Gnathostoma the ventral surface of the caudal region,

in the male, is partly covered with spinous processes, which may
be compared with the low papilliform processes that cover this-

region in FJiysalo'ptera.

(4) The occurrence, throughout the family, of paired lateral lips

suggests close affinity with the Spiruroidea or Spiruridae (see foot-

note, p. 247).

It may be noted here that Stepliens (in Fantham, Stephens,

and Theobald, 1916) places Gnathostoma, Tanqua, and Rictularia

in this family. Wedl (1862) also placed Rictularia near the

Cheiracanthidea. Hall, however (1916), places it among the

bursate nematodes.
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Family Diagnosis.

Gnathostomid.^; Railliet, 1895.

Spiriiroidea*(?): with two large, trilobed, lateral lips, having

tlie cuticle of their inner surfaces thickened and usually raised

into longitudinal tooth-like ridges which meet or interlock with

those of the other lip. Tail of mile with more or less well-

developed lateral alte and two spicules. The vagina runs forward

from the vulva before giving off the two or four uterine

branches. Eggs with thin shells, ornamented externally with

fine granulations.

Key to Subfamilies of Gnatliostomidse,

A. Cuticle behind the lips distended into a head-bulb.

by four submedian ballonets, a process from each
of which extends into the bod3'-cavity beside the

oesophagus as a cerN'ical sac . GiiatJiosfomince (p. 254-).

B. Head-bulb, ballonets, and cervical sacs a])sent Spirox/jiuce.

SPIROXYIN.E, sul)fam. n.t

These Gnatliostomid?e are without head-bulb, cervical sacs, or

ballonets. Their lips are characteristic. A deep cleft parts from
tlie body the whole thickness of the dorsal and ventral edges of

each, while the pulp of the middle lobe is separated from the

pulps of the adjacent lobes by indentations so deep as to produce
an appearance wdiich has been aptly likened by Schneider (1866,

p. 125) to the club on a playing-card (PI. I., tig. 2, PI. II. fig. 7).

Each lobe carries a papilla, the subdorsal and subventral papillae

having conspicuous and the lateral papillpe inconspicuous termin-

ations. The cuticle supporting the inner surface of each middle

lobe is greatly thickened, and projects anteriorly beyond the edge

of the lip as a sharp tooth-like prominence.
lUie cuticle of the tail in the male is expanded laterally into

ala? aiid ventrally into vesicular swellings, which recall the

ventral fusion of the alje in Physalojjtera. There are eleven pairs

"of caudal papillaB J, of which two pairs are definitely ventral, one
pair lying in front of, the other behind, the cloacal opening; the

other nine are more lateral. Of these lateral papillae Nos. 2

and 5 are situated more venti-ally than the others ; six are post-

anal and three preanal, and in general the distension of the

* Hall (1916) makes Railliet's superfamily Spiruroidea a synonym of Orley's

familj^ SpiruridiB, of the superfamily Filarioidea. If this system of classitication is

followed, there is no group of higher than family rank, embracing nematodes with
paired lateral lips, to which the present famib' can be assigned. We therefore use

the name of the superfamily Spiruroidea in this tsense.

f For subfamily diagnosis, see p. 248.

X Note.—Throughout our descriptions and in our figures we have numbered
the caudal papilbne of the mnle worms consecutivelj^ from the extremitj' of the tail

forwards—the first pair, or " No. 1," being that nearest to the tip.
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cuticle tends to cause their termiuatious to lie at the bottom of

funnel-shaped depressions. Strong oblique ventral muscles occupy
the whole distance between the cloacal opening and the anterior

termination of the ahe, and may depi-ess part of the preanal

surface into the semblance of a sucker. There are two subequal^

delicate, tapering spicules without flanges.

In the female the tail, when seen from the side, has the dorsal

surface convex and the ventral concave, and there is a notch on

its ventral surface just anterior to the tip. The vulva lies near

the middle of the body, whence the muscular vagina runs
anteriorly before dividing into two thinner-walled uteri, the one
running towards the head and the other towards the tail. The
egg-shell is thin, colourless, oval, with fine external stippling,

a clear space separating it from the granular contents.

The worms are found attached to, or buried in, the wall of the

stomach of tortoises" in Europe, Asia, and Africa, and possibly

America.
The subfamily contains only the genus Sjnroxys.

Subfamily Diagnosis.

SPIROXYINiE.

Gnathostomidse : without head-bulb, ballonets, or cervical sacs;

lips wide, with a narrow^ed base and a trefoil-shaped pulp, and
having the internal cuticle of the middle lobe much thickened,

the point of the thickened portion projecting anteriorly as a sharp
tooth ; caudal cuticle of the male expanded into lateral alae and
a preanal vesicular swelling and bearing two pairs of ventral

papilla?, one in front of and one behind the cloacal opening, and
nine pairs of lateral papillae of which six ai-e postanal and three
preanal, and which, by reason of the cuticular distensions, fre-

quently appear to lie at the bottom of funnel-shaped depressions;

spicules delicate, tapering and subequal ; vulva near the middle
of the body ; the vagina running anteriorly ; the two uteri

opposed; ova with thin, colourless, stippled shell, from which the
unsegmented granular contents are separated by a space.

Generic Diagnosis.

SPIROXYS* Schneider, 1866.

Spiroxys Schneider (1866, p. 125).

Spiroxis Schneider (1866, p. 29) [niisprintj.

Spiroptera (in part) Rudolphi (1819, pp. 25 & 242).

%Ascaris{iii part) Rudolphi (1809, p. 193; 1819, pp. 25 & 242).

? PhysalojJtera (in part) Leidy (1856, p. 53 j.

The genus has the characters of the subfamily.

Genotype: Sjnroxys contoria (Rud., 1819).

^ For kejf to species, see p. 249, For measurements, see Table T., p. 253.
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Key to Species of Spiroxys.

A. Lobes of the lips unarmed S. contorta.

B. Each of the three lobes of each lip carries close to

either edge of its inner surface a sharp cuticular tooth. S. gangetica (p. 251).

1. Spiroxys contorta * (Rml., 1819). (Text-%s. 1-3; PI. I.

figs. 1-4; PI. II. fig. 5.)

Spiroptera contorta Rudolphi (1819, pp. 25 &l 242).

Spiroxys contorta Schneider (1866, p. 125).

V. Linstow (1909, p. 58, figs. 22 «, 22 6).

Spiroxys contortus Railliet and Heniy (1916, p. 114).

'I Spiroxys contortus (Rud.) Seurat (1918, p. 28).

"^Ascaris testudinis Rudolphi (1809, p. 193; 1819, pp. 25 &
242).

? Physaloptera contorta Leidy (1856, p. 53).

We have examined two sets of specimens of this nematode
^

belonging to the collection of tlie British Museum (Natural

History), one from Siebold's collection (which had been removed
from the stomach of Eniys orbicularis \E. europmci\ )

small,

without eggs, and presumably immature ; the other mature
and labelled "from a water tortoise." They have no specific

differences.

The worms are much twisted. Schneider describes the body
as being always bent towards the ventral aspect. This appears to

be at least usually the case, many of our specimens having an
elbow-like bend in the neck-region. The head end (PI. I.

figs. 1 & 2) is very slender. Thence the diameter of the body
gradually increases, nor does it again diminish till close to the anus.

Except for characters common to the genus the lips are unarmed.
In dorsal (or ventral) view (PI. I. fig, 1) the tip of the dorsal

(or ventral) lobe, particularly its pulp, is hooked posteriorly,

while its anterior edge is rounded off.

In the male the caudal aire (PI. 1. figs. 3, 4 ; PI. II. fig. 5) are

well-marked ; the amount of their distension, and of that of the

ventral cuticle between them, varies, but there appears to be
regularly a considerable swelling of the latter just before the alse

cease anteriorly (PI. II. fig. 5), The ventral papillae are sessile

(PI. I. fig. 3). The spicules (PI. I. figs. 3, 4; PI. II. fig. 5) are

long, slender, tapering, and transversely striated, have the ap-

pearance of being hollow, and end in a very fine point (text-fig. 1).

They do not carry alse, as was supposed by Schneider.

In the female the ventral caudal notch is relatively coarse

(text-fig. 2). Tlie female organs (text- fig. 3) have the generic

characters.

In introducing the name Spiroptera contorta, Rudolphi (1819)
mentions it as synonymous with Ascaris testudinis. He had

* For specific diagnosis, sees p. 251.
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previously (1809, p. 198) given as liis authority for the latter
name Braun (in Schneider, 1789), but expressly mentions that he
has been unable to obtain the appendix in which this name
appears. We also have failed. Since Stiles and Hassall (1905)
do not mention this name in dealing with this genotype, we have
presumed that it is a nomen nudiwi and have disregarded it.

Text-figure 1.* Text-figure 2.

Text-fig. 1.

—

Spiroxys contorta. Teniiii)al portion of spicule.

Text-fig. 2.

—

Spiroxijs contorta. Tail of female ; lateral view.

Sjpiroxys contorta. Female genital organs. (Mature specimen.)

It is necessary to mention Leidy's (1856, p. 53) Fhysalo'ptera

contorta as a possible synonym. His description is as follows:

—

" Body capillary, most narrowed anteriorly with the posterior

four-fifths spirally contorted
;

white, with the intestine brown.
Lips prominent, constricted from the body, trilobate. Tail short,

conical, acute, in the male with narrow ahi3 each furnished with
five funnel-shaped pores.

* For explanation of lettering, see p. 310.
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'•Length of tlie female six lines to an inch ; l)rea(lth to one

quarter of a line ; male from one-half to three-foiu tlis of the size.

" frequent in tlie stomach of Emys sarrata, Emys reticulata,

Cistudo Carolina, and Kiiiosternitm jjeimsylvanicwm, adhering to

the mucous membrane in the same manner as Fhysalo-ptera

consti^icta" (vide infra, p. 272).

I'iie general appearance, the shape of the lips, the ''funnels''

of the caudal papillfe in the male, and the habitat and hosts all

suggest tliat this species is either identical with or closely allied

to ISpiroxys cantorla, but since the type of Leidy's species cannot

now be traced, the question must remain an open one.

With regard to the SSpiroxys contort as of Seurat (1918),

from the African tortoise, Clemmys leprosa, we find the descrip-

tion of this form somewhat difficult to understand. If our

interpretation of it is correct, Sen rat's worm difters from the

European species in the following points:

—

(1) the presence of an internal tooth on each lobe of each lip;

. (2) the presence of a pair of large papillse on the middle lobe

of each lip, instead of one small papilla;

(3) the presence of an adanal, lateral pair of genital papill£e

in the male

;

(4j the presence of an accessory piece in the male.

Specific Diagnosis.

Spiroxys contorta (Rud,. 1819).

A slender Spiroxys; the' lips without special armature, the tips

of the dorsal and ventral lobes, especially tlieir pulp, hooked
posteriorly; spicules ending in a, very fine point; caudal notch
of female lelatively coarse.

2. Spiroxys gangetica*, sp. n. (Text-figs. 4-6; PI. II.

figs. 6-10.)

We have examineil two batches of nematodes belonging to this

species, the one collected by Mr. Southwell from a host indentified

by him as Trionyx gavgeticus, nnd the other .collected by one of

us (C. L.) from a tortoise killed in the Ganges delta, probably

Trionyx gaiigeticus. The two sets of speciuicns are specidcally

identical.

This worm is stouter than the genotype. The head end tapers

much more gradually than the tail and is usuall}^ bent at an angle.

Close to either edge and near its base each lobe of either lio bears

a cuticular tooth on its inner surface (PI. II. figs. 6 & 7).

Each lip, that is, lias six teeth in addition to that characteristic

of the genus. In dorsal (or ventral) view the inner face of the
dorsal (or ventral) lobe is fiattened against its fellow of the other
lip, the cuticular teeth appearing from beneath near the angles

* For specific diagnosis, see p. 253.
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SO formed (PI. II. fig 6). The male lias well-developed caudal

alse (PI. II. figs. 8 & 9), tlie lateral papilhie being correspond-

ingly buried. The ventral papillae are stalked and cup-shaped

or forked at their ends. The lateral papilhe are more widely

separated than those of the genotype. The spicules are orna-

mented with granulations tending to arrange themselves in

Text-figure 4.

1

Spiroxys gangetica. Tail of female : a, ventral view ;
h, lateral view;

c, lateral view of tip, at a higher magnification, to show the " notch."

Text-figure 5. Text-figure 6.

Text-fig. 5.

—

Spiroxys gavgetica. Female genital organs.

Text-tig. 6.

—

Spiroxgs gangetica. Ovum.

transverse rows, and each has a blunt tip surmounted by a clear

chitinous cap (PI. II. fig. 10).

In the female the tail is relatively more slender than in the

genotype both in later;il and in ventral views, while the notch

near its tip and the hook formed by it are particularly delicate

(text-fig. 4,c). The generative oi'gans (text-fig. 5)and eggs(text-

fig. 6) are of the generic type.
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Specific Diagnosis.

Spikoxys gangetica.

A stoutish Spiroxys; eacli lip carries a special ai-matiire of six

fine sharp teeth, one on either edge of each lobe; the flattene<l

inner surfaces of the dorsal and ventral lobes are applied to those

of the opposite side ; spicules end in a blunt point ; caudal notch
in female very fine.

Table I.—Measurements of the Species of Spiroxys.

(All measurements in millimetres.)

S. contorta. >S'. gangetica.

?. (?. ?.

Length 15-25 20-4-30 39-43 48-50-3

Thickness 0-5-0-7 0-45-0-6 0-75 0-85-0-95

Lips: dorso-ventral diameter 0-1 1-0-13 0-13 0-11-0-13 0-13

Lips: length 0-05-006 0-06-0-07 0-14-0-16 O-lB-0-2

Distance between striations of bodv 0005 0-004 0-0125 0-013-0-0175

Distance from head-end to cervical papillae... 0-65-ro 1-2--1-275 1-125-1-5

„ „ nerve-ring 0-4-0-6 0-5-0-7 0-75-0-825 0-8

„ „ „ end of cesophagus 1-9 -3-6 2-4-3-0 3-9 4 to 4-3

„ „ „ excretory pore ... 0-45-O-75 0-6 0-925-1-15 0-9-1-0

Length of tail 0-3-0-4 0 5-0-55 0-35 0-65

Length of spicules 2-37-3-0 ( R. 21
I L. 2-25

Distance from tip of tail to vulva 8-2-13-6 20-27

„ „ ,, caudal papilla^( ? ) Not seen. 0-32

Size of ova (maximum) 0-07X0-05 0-06X0-04

Table II.—Hosts and Distribution of the Species of Sjnroxys.

Species. Host. Local it;Y. Recorder.

8, contorta. E)u//s [_TestHdo \ orbicularis.

[E. enropcea.^j

JSiiigs [Testudo] orbicularis.

[E. lutaria.~]

Emys [Testtido] orbicularis.

\JE. europcea.j

JEmi/s [^Testudo^] orbicularis.

( Water-Tortoise.' )

Eiuj/s serrata.

Emvs retictdata.

Cisfudo Carolina.

Europe.

5J

35

N. America.

5)

Kudulplii (1819).

Schneider (1866).

V. Linstow (1909).

Baylis & Lane
(presyut paper).

Leid}' (1856).

[Recorded as Pliysa-

loptera contorta .1

3) 3J

Kinosternum pennsi/lva n ic u m

.

S. gangetica. Trionj/.v gangeticus. India. Baylis & Lane
(present paper).
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GNATHOSTOMIN^ *, subfam. n.

The members of this subfamily are characterized by the

possession, immediately behind the lips, of a cuticular swelling,

which we term the " head-bulb."' This head-bulb always con-

tains four subglobular, submedian, inembranous structures, for

which we use the expression ballonets." Each of these is

connected by a narrow neck with one of the four organs which
have been called by several anchors "cervical glands," but which
we prefer to name " cervical sacs." The latter are elongated,

apparently unicellular, thick-walled, hollow, blind organs hang-
ing freely into the body-cavity at the sides of the oesophagus.

Externally tliey are provided with a coat of fibrils show^ing a

spiral arrangement (text-fig. 17) and probably contractile. The
protoplasm lining the sac internally probably secretes a fluid into

the lumen.
The cuticle of the head-bulb may be simply raised into

transverse ridges or pronounced striations with projecting

posterior edges ; or the striations may be beset with rows of

chitinoid hooks, strongly resembling the " rose-thoiii " type of

hooks found in certain Ces^todes, such as Bipylidium. The
hooks are embedded by means of their own roots in the cuticle,

and are not merely outgrowths of the cuticle itself.

The external surface of the head-bulb may be unaffected by
the presence of the ballonets within ; or may be indented

between the ballonets so as to give an external expression of

the internal structure. Between the ballonets, sometimes push-

ing in the ballonet-membranes before them, certain muscles run
up to the lips, crossing the cavity of the head-bulb obliquely in

such a way that when contracted they serve to shorten the

head-bulb in an antero-posterior direction. The function of the

head-bulb is probably to act as a burrowing-organ or holdfast.

The worms presumably first bury their heads in the tissues of

the host while the head-bulb is in a deflated condition, and then
the cervical sacs, contracting, force their contained fluid into the

ballonets, thus distending the head-bulb. The cuticular stria-

tions and hooks are additional structures rendering the whole
apparatus more effective.

These various structuies, with the exception of the ballonets,

have been noted by previous writers, but quite a different inter-

pretation has usually been put upon them. Fedchenko (1872),

working on GnatJtostoma hisjjidtLm, seems, according to our
translator, to have believed that the matter inside the head was
secreted by the four cervical sacs, and he thus comes nearly to

our own conclusion. Hfe notes the structureless necks into

which the sacs pass, but has observed no actual connection

between the sacs and the head-bulb. On the other hand, the

prevailing interpretation is due to v. Linstow, who describes

* For sul)famil3' diagnosis, see p. 255.
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(1893) in the same species an elaborate arrangement by wliicJi

ducts from the two cervical sacs of each side unite into a common
duct, each common duct piercing the corresponding lip and

* opening on its outer surface by a conspicuous pore 0*013 mm.
in diameter. The same author (1904 a) has also described a

similar arrangement of ducts in Tanqiia tiara.

von Riitz (1900), for Gnathostoma liispidnin, and Leiper (1909),

for G. siamense, follow the very circumstantial description of

V. Linstow.
The balionets, or rather their contents, seem to be refei-red to

by V. Ijinstow as the Marksubstanz " of the head-muscles, but
their essential nature, as closed membranous sacs, has escaped

' the attention of all these observers. Now, in viewing the head
of one of these worms as a transparent object, it is easy to

mistake the muscles that run across the head-bulb for continua-

tions of the cervical sacs, or ducts connecting them with the

exterior. One of us (Baylis, 1916) fell into this error in the

case of Tanqua, and suggested the presence of pores on the

anterior surface of the "striated swellings" {i.e., the head-bulb).

This is the chief mistake into wliich otlier o])servers have
probably fallen. The "pore" on the outer surface of the lip

described by v. Linstow in Gnathostoma corresponds in position

to the lateral papilla which we find throughout the subfamily.

This papilla sometimes terminates in a little "dimple" of the

cuticle, which might give it the appearance of a pore; further-

more, when seen in transverse section, as in v. Linstow's case,

the large nerve running up to the papilla might easily give the

impression of a, duct. The central portion of the nerve then has

a reticulate appearance, and under a low power rather suggests the

lumen of a duct.

We have been able to tra,ce the cervical sacs into the Ijallonets,

but are unable to find any external opening, in series of sections

of Ech.inocephahis and of Tanqua (text-fig. 10), and there seems
to be no reasonable doubt that the arrangement is similar in all

the genera and species."

Subfamily Diagnosis.

Gnathostomin^.

Gnathostomida^ : with a cuticular head-bulb provided either

with marked transverse striations or with rows of backwardly-

directed hooks, and containing four membranous, submedian
balionets, the cavity of each of which is in communication with

one of four elongated, blind, cervical sacs hanging freely in the
body-cavity.

Habitat (adult) : stomach or intestine (exceptionally other parts

of the body) of fishes, reptiles, and mammals.
Type-genus: Gnathostoma Owen, 1836.
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Key to Genera of Gnatliostoniiiife.

A. Head-bulb fuvnisbed witb transverse cuticular ridges

having sharp, backwardly-projecting edge's, but
witliout hooks Tanqua.

B. Head-bulb armed v^'ith transverse rows of recurved

hooks.

a. Body unarmed JEchhiocepJialus {-p. 27S).

h. Body partially or wholly armed with backwardly-
directed spines Gnathostoma (p. 291).

TANQUA* R. Blanehard, 1904.
"

Ascaris (in part) v. Linstow (1879, p. 320).

„ „ Stossich (1896, p. 52).

Heterak'is (in part) v. Linstow (1904 «, p. 97).

Cteiiocephalmf v. Linstow (1904 p. 102).

Tanqua R. Blanciiar*d.(1904, p. 478).

Tetradenos v. Linstow (1904 6, p. 30J ).

(1906, p. 173).

This genus is characterized by having the large cuticular

head-bulb unarmed, but marked with coarse and very distinct

transverse striations, having their posterior edges projecting so

as to give the outline of the bulb a more or less serrated appear-

ance in optical section.

A former brief account given by one of us (Baylis, 1916) of

this genus requires some correction in the light of furtiier work.

Thus the lips are definitely lateral, and the statement formerly

made to the contrary (following the erroneous orientation of

von Linstow) is withdrawn.

The lips are curiously asymmetrical, each being twisted slightly

towards the dorsal or ventral side, in such a way that the teeth

of the middle lobes cross each other like the blades of a pair of

scissors. The dorsal and ventral lobes of each lip do not, as was
formerly supposed, bear each a single tooth, but each is bilobed

on the inner surface so as to form two teeth- There are thus

five teeth on each lip, and these interlock with those of the

opposite lip, giving a very close bite, which enables the animal

to obtain a firm grip of the tissues of the wall of its host's

stomach.

The heaxl-bulb is divided by longitudinal indentations into

either two (a dorsal and a ventral) or four (submedian) portions.

In the interior of the bulb are contained the four ballonets with

delicate membranous walls, the cavities of which are in com-
munication with those of the four cervical sacs. When the

head-bulb is divided into four swellings, each swelling contains

one of the ballonets ; while in the forms which have only two
swellings, two ballonets are contained in each.

* For generic diagnosis, see p. 258.

t Not CtenocepJialus Kol., 1857 (dipteron).
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The cuticle immediately behind the head-bulb always shows an
invagination forming more or less of a "collar" round the neck.

In one species this invagination is so highly developed that the

worm can withdraw its entire head into a prepuce- like sheath of

cuticle. In species in which the collar is less highly developed,

portions of the host's tissues are not infrequently found caught
between it and the back of the head-bulb, so that the collar

appears to function as an accessory apparatus foi' enabling the

worm to secure itself.

The cuticle of the body is thick and tougli, and is marked with
fine transverse striations, but otherwise smooth. The cervical

papillae are usually situated at about one-fourth of the length of the

Oisophagus jfrom the anterior end. The excretory pore is situated

at about the same level, or a little in front of it, on the ventral

side. The oesophagus is usually rather long, and the cervical

sacs relatively short, extending beside it to not moi'e tlian

one -third of its lengtli.

The tail of the male is curled towards the ventral side, and
is provided with strong obli(|ue muscles for this purpose. The
caudal alte are rather well-developed, extending from a little in

front of the cloacal aperture to near the tip of tlie tail. There
a,re always eiglit pairs of caudal papilla*, which vary verjHittle

in arrangement in the different species. The papilla? are of

different sizes, the largest being always those of tlie third, fifth,

and seventh pairs. The foui'th and sixth paiis are always small,

and more ventral in position than the others. The cloaca, opens
at about the level of the fifth pair, and consequently the fourth

and sixth pairs form a snjall, venti'al, circum-anal group veiy

. much like tliat seen in Spiroxijs. All the large papillae in Tanqua
show an exti-emely characteristic structure, having a, very large,

swollen, basal portion and a. iinger-shaped termination.

The spicules are equally ciiaracteristic. They are tubular,

cylindrical, and equal in length, and always present a rasp-like

a,p})eara,nce, owing to a, covering of minute irregular graiiidations.

Only the extreme ti|) is smooth, and this is usually of smaller

calil)re than the shaft of the si^icvde, forming a little rounded or

conical projection.

As regards the female organs, the vulva is situa.ted in the
posterior half of the body. The vagina, runs forward for a longer

or shorter distance before o])ening into tlie uterus. The latter

may consist of two or four branches. AVhen two branches
are present, the}' a,re opposed — e., one runs forw^ard and the
other backward. When four are present, three turn forward
and one backward. Yarious swellings, functioning as recepta-

cula seminis or as egg-reservoirs, occur in the course of the
uterine tubes, but their position does not seem to be. constant.

In fact, the general shape of the uterus varies so greatly in

different specimens of the same species that the expansions of

the tubes appear to be of a temporary nature, and cannot be
made use of for systematic purposes.
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It is a carious £act that the number of uterine branches in

this genus appears to be iu direct correlation with the number
of external divisions of the head-bulb. In the forms parasitic

in snakes, where the head-bulb is composed of two portions

only, the uterus has two branches ; while in T. tiara, where there

are, in the adult, four swellings on the head-bulb, there are also

four uterine branches.

Nothing is known of the development or life-history of any
of the species of Tanqua. The hosts, so far as is known, are all

carnivorous reptiles, and belong to semi-aquatic genera ; and it

is not unnatural to suspect that there may be an intermediate

host which lives in or near fi-esh water, and is eaten by the final

host.

Generic Diagnosis.

Tanqua R. Blanchard.

Gnatliostominpe : head-bulb coarsely striated transversely, un-
armed, divided externall}^ into two or four swellings containing

the ballonets. Body unarmed. Each lip with five teeth, inter-

locking with those of the other lip. Cuticle behind the head-bulb

forms a more or less pronounced collar or invagination. Tail of

male with well-developed ala? and eight pairs of papillae, of which
the largest are the third, fifth, and seventh. The fourth and
sixth pairs small, ventral, and forming a circum-anal group. The
larger papillae have a large swelling before the finger-shaped

termination. Spicules equal, tubular, rasp-like, with smooth
tip. Yulva in posterior half of body

;
vagina running forward

from the opening. Uterus consists of two opposed branches, or

of three anterior branches and one posterior. Eggs oval, with

thin shell ornamented with fine granulations. Embryos not

fully-formed at the time of laying.

Habitat : stomach of semi-aquatic lizards (Varanidae) and
semi-aquatic snakes (Tropidonotas, etc.).

Genotype : T. tiara (v. Linst., 1879).

Key to Species of Tanqua t.

Head -bulb with four swellings. Uterus with four

branches, three anterior and one posterior. Parasitic

in semi-aquatic lizards (Varanidae) T. tiara (p. 259).

Head-bulb with two swellings. Uterus with two branches,

opposed. Parasitic in semi-aquatic snakes.

a. Head retractile T. diadema (p. 268).

h. Head not retractile T. anomala (p. 264).

* For measurements, see Table III., p. 270.

f For doubtful species, see p. 271.
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1. Tanqua tiara* (v. Linst., 1879). (Text-figs 7-15; PI. III.

figs. 11-13.)

Ascaris tiara v. Linstow (1879, p. 320
;

pi. v. fig. 1).

„ Parona (1898, p. 114).

Ctenocephalus tiara v. Linstow (1904 p. 102; pi. ii. figs.

23-27).

Tanqua tiara R. Blanchard (1904, p. 478).

„ Leiper (1908, p. 189).

„ (in part) Ba,ylis (1916, p. 224
;
text-fig. 1).

Tetradenos tiara v. Linstow (1904 p. 301).

(1906, p. 173).

The specimens from Tropidonotus asperrimus, previously re-

ferred by one of us (Baylis, 1916) to this species, have now ])een

Text-figure 7.

r , t.

Tanqua tiara. The head ; dorsal (or ventral) view.

redetermined as T. anomala (v. Linst.) {q. v.), T. tiara being-

restricted to the forms from various species of Monitor lizards

(Ya,ranida3). The description of the caudal papillas of the male of

T. tiara then given was correct, though the specimen figured

{I. c, text-fig. 2, p. 226) was not T. tiara, but T. anomala, which
in this respect is hardly distinguishable from it. The structure

of the female genital apparatus was not completely elucidated,

and will be o'iven here in neater detail.o o

For specific diagnosis, see p. 261.

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1920, No. XYIII. 18



Text-figure 9.



Text-figure 10.

oes.

0-lmm.
b)c.

0-lmm.

0-lrnm.

Tanqua tiara. Transvei'se sections tlirough the anterior re.^-ion. A, at about the
middle of the head-bvilb ; B, at the back of the head-bulb; C, at the level
of the cuticnlar collar.

Text-figure 11,

Text-figure 12.

iff

1 Text-fig. 11.

—

Tanqna tiara. Terminal portion of spicule.

Text-lig. 12.

—

Tanqna tiara. Tail of female
;

a, lateral; b, ventral view.

18*
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The species appears to be widely disti-ibutecl in India, Ceylon,

the Mala}^ Archipelago, Australasia, and Africa, and shows little

local variation except in size.

The lips (text-figs. 7 & 8 ; PL III. fig. 11) are large and thick,

and somewhat flattened in front as seen in a dorsal or ventral

view (text-fig. 7). In very young specimens the shape of the

lips is more conical (text-fig. 9). When the lips are viewed from
the dorsal or ventral side (text-fig. 7), there is seen on the edge
of each tooth a little pointed projection which appears to be the

expression of a ridge running along the inner surface of the lip,

and recalling the dentigerous ridges met with in certain

Ascaridae.

The head-bulb is large, and is distinctly divided (in mature
specimens) into four swellings by longitudinal depressions in the

mid-dorsal, mid-ventral, and mid-lateral lines (text-figs. 7& 8;
PI. III. fig. 11). In ver}^ young examples (text-fig. 9), measuring
from 5 to 7 mm. in length, and in which the lips are not yet

fully formed, the head-bulb shows only two swellings, situated

dorsally and ventrally. The transverse striations on the head-

bulb (in the adult) are discontinued at the depressions which
separate the four quarters of the bulb.

The collar-like cuticular invagination behind the head-bulb is

well-marked. The cesophagus occupies about one-fifth of the total

length. The cervical sacs are only about one-quarter of the

length of the oesophagus, or less.

In the male the fifth, or adanal, pair of caudal papillae

(PI. III. figs. 12 & 13) is the largest. The intervals between the

second and third, and between the seventh and eighth, pairs are

longer than the rest. The spicules have a small, smooth,,

rounded tip, just in front of which the diameter of the spicule is

slightly reduced (text-fig. 11).

In the female the tail (text-fig. 12) is short, straight and
conical. The female genital apparatus is highly characteristic.

The vulva is situated towards the posterior end of the body,

within the last quarter of the total length. The internal organs

^consist essentially of a vagina and four uterine tubes*, leading

to four ovaries. The four divisions of the uterus are invariably

arranged on the same general plan, three of them passing off

towards the anterior and one towards the posterior end. A
considerable amount of variation appears to exist, however, in

their mode of origin. Sometimes (text-fig. 13) they appear to

originate separately from a common narrow stem which is con-

tinuous with the vagina—first, the posterior branch comes ofl""

and sooner or la.ter turns back more or less parallel with the

vagina ; then a, little further forward one branch comes oflT and
runs forward

;
and, finally, the common stem bifurcates at its

* In this connection it is interesting to note tlnit another nematode from a
Monitor {Plnjsaloptera varani Parona. 1890 r= P. quadrovaria Leiper, 1908]) al:jo

has a four-fold division of the uterus.
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anterior end to form two parallel branches which also run
forward.

At the opposite extreme we have observed cases (text-fig. 14;

where the vagina runs into a moie or less oblong, swollen

uterine sac, which gives ofi:' a single branch at its posterior end
and thi-ee branches side hy side anteriorly. Between these

extremes of variation there appear to be intermediate forms
(text-fig. 15) in which the point of origin of the first of the three

anterior branches shows a greater or less tendency to approach
that of the other two. The shape of the common uterine

chamber varies considerably. We are unable to recognize in

Text-figure 15.

I
1-

Tanqua tiara. Female genital organs. (Young specimen from Nigeria.)

these varieties in the form of the female oigans any of systematic

value, since we have found the same range of variation in

material from both Indian and African sources, and since the

extremes are, as has been stated, connected by intermediate

forms.

Specific Diagnosis.

Tanqua tiara (v. Linst.).

Head-bulb divided in the adult into four swellings, each con-

taining a single ballonet. Head not retractile within the

cuticular collar. Yulva within the last quarter of the body.

L'terus with three anterior branches and one posterior.

Habitat : stomach of semi-aquatic lizards (Varanid^e).

For list of hosts, see p. 271.

2. Tanqua ANOMALA * (v. Linst.. 1904). (Text-figs. 16-20;
PI. lY. fig. 14.)

Heterakis anomala v. Linstow (1904 a, p. 97
;

pi. i. fifjs.

10-11).

Tanqua anomala Baylis (1916, p. 229).
T. tiara (in part) Baylis (1916, p. 223 ;

text-fig. 2).

Of this species we have now, through the kindness of Dr.
J. Pearson, of the Colombo Museum, had the opportunity of

For specif.c diagnosis, see p. 268.
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re-examining two of the original specimens. These were, unfor-

tunately, both females, no male being available, but we have
been able not only to confirm our suspicions as to the species

belonging to the genus Tanqua, but also to compare the type-

specimens with our own examples from Indian snakes, and to

satisfy ourselves that these belong to the same species.

This form appears to be very variable in size, while constant
in other characters. The extreme size-variations we should
certainly have been inclined to regard as being at least sub-

species, had we been able to find any definite anatomical

Text-fio-ure 17.

Text-fig. 16.

—

Tanqiia anomala. Head and oesophageal region ; lateral view.
(The cervical sacs are nnusually short in this specimen.)

Text-fig. 17.

—

Tanqua anomala. Anterior end
;
nearly- ventral view.

differences in support of this view. The type-specimens in the
Colombo Museum, from Tropidonotus j^iscator in Ceylon, are
among the smallest, while the largest examples we have seen
came from a snake of another genus {Homalopsis huccata) in
Siam.
The anterior part of the body (text-fig. 16) is tapering. The

lips (text-figs. 17, 18) are large and prominent, and more conical
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in shape, when viewed from the dorsal or ventral edge, than
those of T. tiara. Some of the worms were received, in spirit,

Text-fio-ure 18.

i
Tanqua anomala. Anterior end ; lateral view.

Text-fiffure 19.

Tanqua anomala. Tail of male; ventral view.

still firmly attached by the lips to the stomach-wall of the host,

and it required a considerable pull to remove them.
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The head-bulb (text-figs. 16-18) is, relatively to the size of

the worm, veiy small. It consists of two hemispheres separated

laterally but continuous doi'sally and ventrally, and is thus
comparable with that of very young examples of T. tim^a. The
striations are very well-marked.

The (Bsophagus occupies from one-twelfth to one-eighth of the

total length. The cervical sacs (text-figs. 16 ct 17) are relatively

short, extending through, roughly, the first quarter of the length

of the oesophagus.

There is nothing in the number, shape, or arrangement of the

caudal papillee of the male (text-fig. 19; PI. lA^. fig. 14) to dis-

tinguish this form from T. tiara. The preanal " sucker-like

organ," referred to by v. Linstow (1904 a), appears to us to have
been simply the terminal portion of the intestine, seen in optical

transverse or oblique section by transparency through the body-
wall. We can find no superficial sucker-like organ on the ventral

surface.

The vulva is situated at about one-third of the body-length

from the posterior end. The vagina is short, and opens at right

angles into the uterus. The latter has two branches, which usually

proceed at once from the termination of the vagina to run
anteriorly and postei'iorly respectively. In a young specimen
from TropidonotiLS asper7^i7nus (text-fig. 20), the muscular vagina
appeared to be very short, and continued as a common uterine

tube for a short distance before the divergence of the two
brandies.

Specific Diagnosis.

Tanqua anomala (v. Linst.).

Head-bulb divided in the adult into two swellings, situated

dorsally and ventrally, each containing two ballonets. Head not

retractile witliin the cuticular collar. Yulva at aboat the

junction of the middle and last thirds of the body. Uterus
with two opposed branches.

Habitat: stomach of serai-aquatic snakes [TropidonoUis^ etc.).

For list of hosts, see p. 271.

3. Tanqua DiADEMA * Baylis, 1916. (Text-figs. 21-23; PI. III.

fig. 15; PI. lY. fig. 16.)

Tunqua diadema Baylis (1916, p. 227
;

text-figs. 3, 4).

This species, which is now redescribed with some slight correc-

tions, is readily distinguished from the preceding form from

snakes by the prepuce-like fold of cuticle within which the

head-bulb a,nd lips can be completely retracted. The cuticle,

especially anteriorly, is often very thick and wrinkled, reminding

one of the condition frequent in Giiathostoina.

* Fov specific diagnosis, see p. 271.
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The head-bulb (text-fig. 21) is divided into two hemiRpheres,

as in T. aiiomala. Tlie lips (text-fig. 21) are rather large

relatively to the head-bullj. The cesophagus occupies about
one-tenth of the total leiigtli. The cervical sacs are short.

In the male the tail (PI. III. fig. 15; PI. lY. fig. 16) has

rather wide ahe. The caudal papilla} are similar in number and
arrangement to those of the other species. The second pair from
the tip of the tail, however, are relatively small in some specimens,

and do not always show the basal swelling to a very marked
extent. The spicules are suddenly narrowed at the extremity to

form a little, conical, smooth tip (text-fig. 22).

Text-figure 21. Text-figure 22.

Text-fig. 21.

—

Tanqna dicxJeiiia. The head, with the cuticuhiv sheath removed
;

dorsal (or ventral) view.

Text-fig-. 22.

—

Tanq?(a d'tademn. Tormina] portion of spicule.

Text-figure 23.

OSmm.

Tanqna diadema. Female genital organs. (Mature specimen.)

In the female the tail is tapering and sharply pointed. The
vulva opens in the middle third of the body. The vagina (text-
fig. 23) is short and thick. It opens at right angles into the
uterus, the two branches of which at once pass off in opposite
directions, without further subdivision.
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Specific Diagnosis.

Taxqua diadema Baylis.

Head-bulb divided in the adult into two swellings, situated

dorsally and ventrally, each containing two ballonets. Head
retractile within the cuticular collar, which forms a prepuce-like

sheath. Yulva in middle third of the body. Uterus with two
opposed branches.

Habitat: "intestines" (? stomach) of a sn&ke, Helloops cmgu-
latus, in Brazil.

Table IV.—Hosts and Distribution of the Species of Tanqua.

Species. Host. Locality. Recorder.

T. tiara Yaranns " ornafus
"

Xatal. V. Linstow (1879).

Parona (1898).

V. Linstow (1904 a).

Baylis & Lane
(present paper).

Leiper (1908).

Parona (1898).

V. Linstow (1904 rt).

Leiper (1908).

Baylis (191 G).

Baylis_(1916)

(specimens deter-

mined by Leiper).

[? T. tiara] ...

(probably- V. albicjularis).

Yaranus saJvator.

[_II(jdrosauri(s hivitt<vtus.]

Yaran i is (jov.ld i i

.

Varanns hengalensis.

Vara.nus niloticus.

Varanus e:can tli eniaticus.

Sumatra.
Ceylon

.

India.

Fed. Malay
States.

Australia or

New Guinea.
Cevlon.

White Nile.

Gold Coast.

Zanziliar.

Northern
' Nigeria.

T. anomaJa Tropidonotns piscator.

Tropidonotiis ai^perrinnis

l
= T. qnincmiciatus

\

(local t'oim of T. piscator).

Horn a 10jysi.'i h u cca ta

.

" Water-siuiko."
" Snake."

(^e.ylon.

India.

Ceylon.

Siam.

India.

V. Linstow ( 1904 «).

Baylis & Lane
(present paper).

Baylis (1916) [re-

corded as T. tiara]

Baylis & Lane
(present paper).

T. diadema Selicops [_Uranop.'i] angii-

1

Jatns.

Brazil. Baylis (1916).

DouMful Species of Tanqua.

ASCARLS SPH^ROOEPHALA Rud., 1809.

Rudolphi (1809, p. 188).

On account of certain resemblances between the characters of

this species, as described by Rudolphi, and those of the worms
of the Gnathostomid group, we mention it here for the sa,ke of
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completeness. It is quite uncertain to what genus it belongs,

but if Rudolphi's account of the head -bulb is correct it seems to

approach more nearly to Tanqua than to any other. On the

other hand, its host (a fish) and its habitat (the spiral valve of

the intestine) suggest very strongly that it may have been an
Echinocephaliis p. 273). Rudolphi distinctly states, how-
ever, that the head-bulb is transversely striated and composed of

two hemispheres, and he makes no mention of any armature
of hooks or spines.

The species is briefly diagnosed as follows :

—

" Ascaris : memhrana capitis utrinqae seniiorbicidajH, striata ;

Cauda ohtusiiisciday

The following is a rough paraphrase of the further account
(originally in Latin) of the worm, which Avas found in the lower
part of the intestine of the Sturgeon, Acvpenser stario, in the

spiral valve.

Worms an inch long, slender, white. Head spherical to naked
eye, separated from the body by a constriction, and infiexed.

Under the microscope a hemispherical membrane is seen on
either side, transvei'sely striated, giving the head a spherical

shape. Mouth small, surrounded by three large, bluntly conical

lips, joined at the apex, but not at the base, by lateral membranes,
"so that they become obscured." Body smooth, attenuated at

both ends, more so anteriorly. Tail I'ather blunt. Lips of vulva

prominent, in third quarter of body. Alimentary canal like that

of Ascarids. Eggs very peculiar, greatly elongated, blunt-ended

(oblong-elliptical), clear at one end.

Iludolplii says (as we understand him) that on account of the

general shape of the body and of the lips the worm belongs to

the " Ascarides," but that the arrangement and " obscuring ' of

the lips [sc. by the " membrane " i-eferred to] and the peculiar

eggs mark it off as something different. His description suggests

that the " three lips " he saw were the three tooth-bearing lobes

of one lip, seen from the side by transparency, and the " mem-
brane " joining them at the apex the cuticle of the outer or more
lateral portion of the lip.

Physaloptera constricta Leid}'^, 1856.

Leidy (1856, p. 53).

" Body white, with the brown intestine shining through,

cylindrical to within a short distance of the extremities, incurved
;

anterior extremity with one or two constrictions, and abruptly

infiexed. Lips large, lateral, constricted from the body, each

trilobate. Tail of female incurved, abruptly conical and acute
;

of the male alated, with the alse narrow, long, and tuig'id.

Length of female 1| inches, breadth two-fifths of a line; male
half the size.

" Found frequently in the stomach of Tropidonotus sipedon,

with the anterior extremity of the body hooked through the
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mucous membrane, and very tightly adhering by means of the

one or two constrictions."

The form thus described by Leidy so strongly suggests a

Tanqua, both on account of several points in the brief descrip-

tion and on account of its host and habitat, that we feel obliged

to include it in our account of the genus. It is impossible, how-

ever, without further investigation, to assign it to a definite

position.

ECHINOCEPHALUS * Molin, 1858.

Echinocephalus Molin (1858, p. 154).

„ (1861,p. 311).
_

Cheiracanthus (in part) v. Linstow, in Shiplev and Hornell

(19U4, p. 100).

(in part) v. Linstow, in Shipley and Hornell

(1905, p. 54).

Molin's original generic diagnosis w^as as follows :

—

" Caput discretum, echinaiuin ; os orhicidare, terminale, magnum,
inerme, vel armatum; corpus cylijidricum, inerme, vel echinatum

;

vagina penis dipetalct
;
[anus latercdis T].

—

A vium et jjiscium endo-

parasita.^'

Under this generic name two species were originally enume-
rated by Molin, E. uncinatus and E. cygni. The latter was
regarded as a species inqairenda, leaving E. uncinatus the un-
disputed type- species. E. cygni belongs to the genus Ilystrichis,

and is, in fact, a synonym of N. pachyce2jhalus Molin. Into the

affinities of Bystrichis it is beyond our piesent scope to enter,

but in spite of the rather strong superficial resemblance borne by
some of its species to some of the Gnathostomidje, we regard it as

being of quite a difi'erent type from this group. Molin's generic

characters for Echinocephalu.s seem, however, to have been based

in part on the characters of E. cygni, and for this reason it

becomes necessary to emend the diagnosis, besides adding to it

from our own observations (see p. 275). Thus the " os orhicidare
"

and the statement that the genus is parasitic in birds as well as

in fishes belong rather to Hystrichis than to Echinocephalus.

Molin (1861) rightly suggests the relationship of this genus
to Cheiracanthus (i. e., Gnathostoma). It shows equally great

resemblances to Tanqua, and may, in fact, be looked upon as a
TanqitaAike form complicated by the development of rows of

spines or hooks along the cuticular ridges or " striations of the
head-bulb.

The lips are, in most cases, veiy similar in plan to those of

Tanqua, and show a similar interlocking ai-rangement of the
internal, tooth-like, cuticular ridges. In one form, however, the
arrangement is complicated by the multiplication of the teetli on

* For generic diagnosis, see p. 275.

t Added iu 1861.
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the dorsal and ventral lobes of the lips, so that each lip bears

some 20 teeth altogether.

The head-bulb forms a continuous ring surrounding the base

of the lips; it is never, in the species hitherto met with, divided

externally into two or four swellings, as in Tanqua^ though it

still contains the same four ballonets connected with the cervical

sacs. The latter sometimes end in a little button-like appendage
(text-figs. 30, 33, a).

The size of the hooks on the head-bulb, the number of rows,

and the number of hooks in each roAv, show considei'able variety,

and afford useful specific characters.

The body is smooth, as in Tcmqua, the cuticle being, as a rule,

finely striated transversely. The neck-papillai are rather pro-

minent. Molin's statement (1861) that the anus is lateral is

entirely erroneous. The excretory pore is very inconspicuous,

and is always to be found at about the same level as the cervical

papillfe.

The tail of the male is coiled ventrally, and is provided with

slight cuticular alae, into which a series of paired caudal papilla?

project. Of these there are always eight pairs, as in Tanqua, but

tlie arrangement of the pairs difiers somewhat in the diff'ei'ent

species. One constant feature is the long space separating the

eighth or most anterior pair from the rest. 8ome of the papillae

are rather large, with a swelling at the base recalling that seen

in Tanqiia, but never so well-developed. The spicules are very

characteristic. They are tubular and usually rather long and
slender, the left spicule being apparently always a fraction of a

millimetre longer than the right. Instead of the broken, externaJ,.

rasp-like markings seen on the spicules of Tanqua, we find in

EcMnocephalus an irregular transverse striation, which only

breaks up into a rasp-like pattern near the tip. The markings

appear to be internal, the outer surface being smooth and trans-

parent. The tip of the spicules consists of a thickening of the

smooth outer layer only, and may be sharply pointed or somewhat
blunt in different species.

The tail of the female is short and bluntly rounded at the tip.

The vulva is invariably situated near the posterior end of the-

body, within a very short distance of the anus. The long vagina

runs forward, and it seems to be characteristic of the genus that

it forms a single coil m its course before opening into the uterus.

The latter consists of a wide oblong egg-sac, which becomes very

voluminous in the gravid female, and two horns which run for-

ward from its anterior end. The ova have a finely granulated

surface, and are of a similar oval shape to those of Tanqua.

They do not contain fully-formed embryos when laid.

The adults are found in the intestine (usually in the spiral

valve region) of sting-rays (Trygonidte and Myliobatidfe). There

is evidence that the development is indirect, requiring an inter-

mediate host in the form of one of the bivalve molluscs upon

which the final hosts feed. The larvse of one species, at least,.
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are found occupying cysts in the tissues of such bivalves as the

pearl-oystei' (see p. 277), where they appear to select chiefly the
adductor muscle of the shell as their habitat.

Generic Diagnosis.

EciiiNOCEPHALUS * Molin.

Gnathostomin?e : head-bulb armed with transverse rows of

hooks ; not externally divided into swellings, but containing

four ballonets internally. Body unarmed. No cuticular collar

behind the head-bulb. Tail of male with slight alae and eight

pairs of papilhe, the most anterior pair always separated by a

long interval from the rest. Spicules slightly unequal (left

longer than right), tubular, long and slender, marked Avith

transverse striations. Yulva near posterior end of body. Yagina
long, opening into a wide uterine sac, which gives off two branches
anteriorly. Eggs oval, with thin shells ornamented with fine

granulations. Embryos not fully-formed at the time of laying.

Habitat (adult) : intestine (usually in spiral valve region) of

sting-rays and other Elasmobranch fishes.

Genotype: E. unchiatus Molin, emend. Baylis and Lane.

Key to Species of Eclunoce'phalus

(excluding E. strlatus Mont.).

A. Head-bulb witb not more tkau six rows of hooks E. nncinatus.

B. Head-bulb with more than six rows of hooks.

a. Dorsal and ventral lobes of lips each with two
teetb.

a'. Head-bulb with 15 to 18 rows of about 150 to

200 books each B. south ivelU {\).

h'. Head-bulb with 30 to 40 rows-of xevy numerous
hooks E. sjjinosissimus (p. 277).

h. Dorsal and ventral lobes of lips each with a

number (eight or more) of teeth E. nuiltidentatus {\).28o).

1. EcHixocEPHALUs UNCINATUS t Molin, 1858. (Text-fig. 24.)

Echinocej^halus uncinatus (in part) Molin (1858, p. 154).

,, ,,
(in part) Molin (1861, p. oil

;
pi. xiii.

figs. 7, 8)._

Cheiracanthus uncinatus v. Ijinstow, in Shiplev and Hornell

(1904, p. 100
;

pi. iii. figs. 41, 44, 45-48).

Echinoc&phalus gracilis Stossich. in Shipley and Hornell (1906,

p. 89).

The original description of this, the type-species of the genus,

appears to us to have been based on two distinct species, both of

which we have been able to recognize among our material. The
head-bulb is described by Molin as having about 30 rows of small

hooks in the male, and only six rows of larger hooks in the

* For measurements, see Table V., p. 288.

f For specific diagnosis, see p. 277.
"

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1920, No. XIX. 19
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female. These two forms are also clearly figured in his later

paper (1861). The size, number, and arrangement of the hooks,

in our material, appear to give good and constant specific

characters, and we feel little hesitation in concluding that Molin's

male " uncinatus '"' corresponds to what will be described below as

E. s2nnosissimus v. Linstow, while his female is a distinct form.

We are, therefore, faced with the necessity of deciding which of

Molin's two fomns is to be designated as the type of E. unc'matus.
A good and appropriate specific name already existing for the

form with 30 or more rows of hooks, we have thought it advisable

to retain it; and wx feel justified in selecting Molin's female

form, with 6 rows of hooks, as the true E. uncinatus *.

Our own material is scanty, consisting of one larval individual

found encysted in a Pinna and three very young specimens from
a sting-ray, Myliohatis nieuhofi. As none of these individuals

JSclihiocej)hahis uncinatus. Antonor cud of larval specimen
; lateral view.

contain fully-developed sexual organs, our description must
lemain incomplete.

The lips are not yet fully developed in any of the specimens,

and we are unable to describe their structure. The head-bulb

(text-fig. 24) is armed with 6 rows of hooks, each row containing

between 40 and 50. The spines increase in size from before

* The question of nomenclature is somewhat further complicated by the fact that

Shipley and Hornell appear to have submitted larval forms of a species of JEcliino-

cephahis to both von Linstow and Stossich, and these two authorities held different

opinions as to their identity, von Linstow ascribed them to Molin's species

uncinatus, while Stossich created for them a new species, gracilis. We cannot,

however, find anything in Stossich's (in Shipley and Hornell, 1906) remarks upon the

larv;e to justify this step, and as the specimens are definitely stated by both

authorities to have 6 rows of hooks, we regard the name gracilis as a sj'uonym of

Mncinatus.
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backwards. The neck-papillje were not seen. Caudal papilla?

could not be detected, nor was the position of the vulva yet

visible. The cuticular striation is extremely line and indistinct.

As regards the occun-ence and life-history of this species, it

seems fairly clear that it requires an intermediate host, in the

shape of a bivalve mollusc, for its transference into the alimentary

canal of its final host. Molin's original adult material was found
in Trygon hriicco in the Adriatic, von Linstow (in Shipley and
Hornell, 1904) states that it also occurs in T. juistinaca. The
larval stages are found encysted in the tissues of bivalves, usually

in the adductor muscle of the shell. Tlius they have been found
fairly frequently in the pearl-oyster (see Shipley and Hornell,

1904, pp. 101-102), and we have now recorded their occurrence

in Pinna sp. In tlie pearl-oyster the larvae are occasionally

found " entombed in the nacreous lining of the shell "' (Shipley

and Hornell, 1904), where their shape is said to be wonderfully

preserved.

In addition to the bivalves, the trigger-fishes, Balistes mitis

and B. steUatics, are recorded by Shipley and Hornell (1904) as

hosts for the later larval stages. It is not quite clear whether
these fishes are rega.rded as a necessary second host of the parasite

or not. The species of Trygon are said to devour both the Balistes

and the oysters, but the presence of the worms in Balistes may
have been abnormal. In these fishes they were found not only in

the alimentary canal, but also in the peritoneum and connective

tissue, in which they were thought to buri-ow by the help of the

hea,d-bulb, which was seen in both inflated and deflated conditions.

Specific Diagnosis.

EcHixocEPHALUS UNCIXATUS Moliu, emend. Baylis and Lane.

Head-bulb with six rows of hooks, each row containing from

40 to 50 hooks.

For list of hosts, see p. 289.

2. EoiiiNOCEPHALUS spixosissiMUS * (v. Linst., 1905). (Text-

figs. 25-29; PI. lY. figs. 17, 18.)

Echinoce-phalus unciaatus (in part) Molin (1858, p. 154).

„ (1861,p. 311,pl.xiii.

figs- 5, 6).

CheiracantJuis spinosissimiis v. Linstow, in Shipley and Hornell,

(1905, p. 54, pi., figs. 12, 13).

This specific name was proposed by von Linstow for a form
having 30 to 33 rows of hooks on the head-bulb, each row
containing some hundreds of hooks. The host of the ty[)e-

specimens was Myliobalis aquila, from the Gulf of Manaar.

* For specitic diagnosis, see p. 283.

19*
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A¥e believe, as has been stated above, that the male form
described by Molin under the name of Echinocej^halus uoicinatus.

is leferable to this species. The host, in this case, was Trygon
hrucco. Among our own material there are specimens from the
stiiig-rays, Ti^ygon lualga and Urogymnus asperrimus, which
appear to belong to the same species.

From their size (13'7 mm. in length) von Linstow's examples
seem to have been immature, and few details are given of their

internal stucture. We will therefore give a fuller description

based upon our own material, chiefly upon the specimens from
Urogymnus.
The worms are rather long and slender in general appearance.

The largest female in our possession is not quite mature.
The lips (text-figs. 25 k 26) are large, very prominent and

massive, each consisting of an outer portion bearing the three

papillfe, and internally a rounded middle, and a dorsal and a

ventral triangular, tooth-bearing lobe. These lobes meet those

of the other lip and guard the mouth. The middle lobe is

without teeth, while the other lobes are each provided with an
internal thickening of the cuticle which is produced into tooth-

like ridges (text-fig. 28). The teeth interlock, as in Tcmquciy

with those of the opposite lip. The posterior surface of the

dorsal and ventral lobes bears a row of small tooth-like serrations

(text-figs. 25, 26, ser.).

The head-bulb (text-figs. 25, 26) is distinctly' marked oflf from
the neck, and is visible to the naked eye as a little knob. The
hooks (text-fig. 27) are very minute and very numerous. They
are arranged in from 30 to 40 transverse I'ows, each row containing

a. very large number (several hundreds) of hooks. . The rows are

not always complete circles, but sometimes break oflf suddenly,

while dichotomous branching of the rows is not infrequent.

The cuticular striation on the body is very fine, von Linstow's

statement that the oesophagus is only of the body-length

appears unintelligible, uidess it is a misprint for and even

in this case it does not agree very well with our own measure-

ments.

Of the eight pairs of caudal papillae in the male (PI. IV. fig.

17), those of the first pair are small and lateral, the second pair

more ventral. Pairs 3 to 6 form a group on either side of the

anus, the 6th pair being apparently adanal. The 5th pair is

situated somewhat more laterally than the rest. These four pairs

are placed close together, but a, longer space separates pairs 2

and 3 and pairs 6 and 7. The 8th pair is separated by a, very

long interval from the 7th, and stands quite far forward, these

last two pairs being both preanal. All the papillse, except the

small first pair, have a somewhat swollen base, not unlike

the structure seen in Tanqua, though less strongly developed.

The stout spicules (PL lY, fig. 17) are very slightly unequal in

length, the left being the longer. Each spicule terminates in a*

smooth, conical point (PI. lY. fig. 18).
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Text-figure 25.

T:c]iinocepliahis spinosissimus. The head; dorsal (or ventral) view.

Text-figure 26.

F.rhinoceplialus spinosissimi's. The head: lateral view.
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Text-figure 27.

Echinocephalus spinosissimus. Hooks: a, in profile; h, in surface view.

Text-figure 28,

0-!mm.
I

^

TSchinoceplialus spmosissiimis. Transverse section through the lips. (The section

is somewhat oblique, passing through tho middle lobe and only one outer

lobe of each lip.)
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The vtigiiia (text-fig. 29) iiicliiding the unpaired portion of the

uterus, runs forward for nearly 5 mm. before giving oft' the two

Text-figure 29.

Hcliinocephalm spinosissiiiins.

Posterior end of female ; lateral view, showing genital organs.

uterine branches. We are unfortunately unable to describe tlie

ova, none having been seen in a fully-developed condition in our
specimens.



Text-figure 30.

EchiaocephaJas southwelli. Head and ccsopliageal region ; lateral vii
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Specific Diagnosis.

EcHixocEpnALUs sPiNosissiMus (v. Linst.).

Head-bulb Avith 30 to 40 rows of hooks, each row contaiiiiiig

several hundreds. Dorsal and ventral lobes of lips bear two
teeth each.

For list of hosts, see p. 289.

3. EcHiNOCEPHALUs souTHWELLi*, sp. n. (Text-figs. 30-32;
PL lY. fig. 19 ; PI. Y. figs. 20-23.)

This species, which we name in honour of Mr. Southwell, to

whose kindness we are indebted for this and much of our other

material, was also found in Urogjjmnus asperrwms. It is a form
intermediate in several features between U. sj^inosissimus and
a third species {E. mnltidentatus) to be described below, and all

these three species were found together in the same individual

host.

The present species is rather shorter and considerably more
slender than E. sjnnosissimus.

The lips (PI. lY. fig. 19; PI. Y. fig. 20) are rather squat,

and their dorsal and. ventral lobes bear only two teeth each, as in

E. sp'mosissimus. The head-bulb (text-fig. 30), however, is much

Text-figure 31.

Bchinocephalus soiitluvelli. Caudal ex'tremit}' of female ; ventral view.

more like that of the next species, E. mnltidentatus, though
smaller and less flattened antero-posteriorly. There are from 15

to 18 rows of hooks, which have a maximum length of 0"035 mm.,
and are thus intermediate in size between those of E. s^yinosissi-

mas and E. muUidentatus. The number of hooks in each row is

also intermediate, there being, as nearly as can be estimated, from
150 to 200.

The cuticular striation on the body is rather coarse. The cervical

.sacs are nearly as long as the oesophagus. In the male, the first

pair of caudal papilla3 (PI. Y. tigs. 21, 22), near the tip of the tail.

For s]3ec'ifiic diagnosis, see p. 285.



Text-figure 32.

Echinocej)]ialHS southtvelli. Posterior end of female j'Jateral view,
showing genital organs.
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are quite lateral; the 2nfl, 5th, 6tb, Ttli, and Stli form a loiigi-

tudinal series, while the Srd and 4th are a little nearer to the

mid-ventral line. Pairs 2-5 form a group rather close together,

of which 2 and 4 are small papillae and 8 and 5 relatively large.

The intervals between 5 and 6 and between 6 and 7 are abont

equal, and greater than those between the posterior pairs, while a

much longer interval separates 7 and 8.

The spicules (PI. Y. figs. 22, 23) are rather slender. A little

before the tip each spicule is narrowed and then expanded some-

what, before terminating in a conical point.

In the female the tail (text-fig. 31) is very short. The vagina

(text-fig. 32) leads into a very wide uterine sac.

Specific Diagnosis.

EcHiNOCEPHALUS souTiiwELLi Baylis and Lane.

Head-bulb with 15 to 18 rows of hooks, each row containing

about 150 to 200. Dorsal and ventral lobes of lips bear two

teeth each.

For list of hosts, see p. 289.

4. EcHTNOCEPHALUs MULTiDEN'j'ATUS ^, sp. u. (Text-figs. 33-36 ;

PI. VI. figs. 24-27 ; PI. VII. fig. 28.)

This is the third species obtained from the sting-ray, Uro-

gymnus asperrwius. In general naked-eye appearance it closely

resembles U. southwelli, but is rather shorter and proportionately

stouter. The head-bulb (text-fig. 33) is very conspicuous, and
gives the worm much the appeai-aiice of a small nail.

The lips (PI. VI. figs. 24, 25) are well-developed, but not

prominent. In structure they are moie complex than in any of

the other forms studied by us. The outer portion bears the usual

three papillae, and the inner portion is, as usual, trilobed. The
cuticle of the opposed inner surfaces of the dorsal and ventral

lobes is raised into a number (from 8 to 11 on one lobe) of tooth-

like ridges. These teeth are not constant in number or arrange-

ment, and are not always symmetiical on the two lobes of the

same lip, as may be seen in PI. VI. fig. 25. Whether the teeth

of the two lips can be interlocked is uncertain, though their

appearance suggests that this is probabl}^ the case.

The head-bulb (text-fig. 33) is very wide compared with the

neck which follows it, and is somewhat flattened antero-posteriorly

.

There are from 11 to 13 rows of large hooks (text-fig. 34). Each
row may be estimated to contain some 100.

The cervical sacs are, as in E. southivelli, of approximately the

same length as the oesophagus, both terminating at a point a

little more or less than 2 mm. from the anterior extremitv.

* For specific diagnosis, see p. 289.
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The oesopbagiis is tluis very sliort as compared Avith that of
E. uncinatus and E. sinnosissimus. The neck-papillje are
prominent.

Text-figure 33.

ISchinocephalus vmltidentatus . Head and (esophageal region ; lateral view. (The

triangular opening in the head-bnlb is due to an artificial splitting of the

cuticle.)

Of the eight pairs of caudal papillte in the male (PI. YI.
figs. 26, 27), the tirst, as usual, is lateral, while the rest are more
ventral in position. Pairs 1 to 5 appear to be postanal, 6 to 8
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Text-figure 34.

EcJiinocepJtaJ'KS mnltidentatus. Hooks : a & h, various profile and surface views

;

c, a strip of cuticle with hooks, from a macerated specimen.

Text-figure 35.

EcJiinocephahis nmUidentatus. Posterior end of female; lateral view.

preanal. Pairs 3, 7 and 8 are conspicuously larger than the

remainder. There is a long space between 7 and 8. Nos. 4 and 5

are small papillre, one pair, which w^e call 4, being in a line with
Nos. 2 and 3, while No. 5 is displaced laterally and posteriorly so

as to lie at the same transverse level as No. 4. The papillje

project into a very feebly developed ala on either side. The
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•spicules are ratlier slender. Their tips (PL YII. fig. 28) are

smooth and rather blunt.

The vagina (text-figs. 35, 36) passes into a voluminous uterine

sac.

Specific Diagnosis.

EcHiNOCEPHALUS MCLTIDENTATUS Baylis and Lane.

Head-bulb with 11 to 13 rows of large hooks, each row contain-

ing about 100. Dorsal and ventral lobes of lips bear 8 or more

teeth each.

Table YI.—Hosts and Distribution of the Species of Eclihiocepludus.

Species. Host. Localit}^ Recorder.

jEJ. unclnatus (adult)

(immature)

(larva)

Tvygon hrucca.

Trygon pastinaca.

JlijUohatis nienliofi.

JBaListes Jiiitis.

Batistes stellatus.

Margaritifera marga-
ritrfera. [M. vulgaris.']

Finna sp.

Adriatic.

m
Ceylon.

Molin (1858).

V. Linstovv, in Shipley

& Hornell (1904).'

Baylis & Lane
(present paper).

Shipley & Hornell

Baylis & Lane
(present paper).

IE. spinosissimits Ilyliohatis aquila.

Trygon hrucco.

Trygon lualga.

TJrogijmmis asperrimus

Ceylon.

Adriatic.

Ceylon.

V. Linstow, in Shipley

& Hornell (1905).

Molin (1858)
[recorded as

IS. iDicinafus'].

Baylis & Lane
(present paper).

Urogt/mnus asperrimus. ' "'evlon.

JE. multklentatns ... TJrogymnus asperrimus. Cey lon.

E. striatiis ScijUium sj). Peru.

„ (?) Aetobati narinari. Lovaltv Is.

Monticelli (1889).

Shipley (1900).

5. EcHiNOCEPHALUS STRIATUS Monticelli, 1889.

Monticelli (1889, p. 71).

? Shipley (1900, p. 560; text-fig. E).

The name E. striatus was given by Monticelli to some specimens
from the stomach of Scyllium sp., from Payta, Peru. Sub-
.sequently Shipley doubtfully referred to the same species some



Text-figure 36.

JScliinocejphcdus multidentatus. Posterior end of female; ventral view^

shewing genital organs.
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worms from the intestine of a fonr-spined sting-rny, Aetobatis

narinari^ from Loyalty Islands. I'^he name E. sti'latits, however,

seems to be a nor.ieii nudum, and we liave no means of identify-

ing the species, though we mention it here for the sake of com-
pleteness. Shipley (l. c.) gives a figure of the head of the form
referred to by him, and in this tignre some 14 rows of hooks are

indicated, so that his species wonid seem to approach closely to

our E. southwelli, a,nd is possiblj^ identical v/ith it.

GNATHOSTOMA* Owen, 1836.

Gnathostoma Owen (1836, p. 125).

Cheiracanthus Diesing (1838, p. 189).

,, Diesing (1839, p. 221) [not CheiracantJius Diesing

of V. Linstow, in Shipley and Hornell (1904, p. 100) nor

(1905, p. 54)].

Fiiaria (in part) Schneider (1866, p. 98).

Cheiranthus v. Linstow (1893, p. 202) [misprint].

Giiathostomum Mitter (1912, p. 150).

The members of this genus are stout worms with the chai'acters

of the subfamily. The head-bulb is, according to the state of

contraction of the contained muscles, globular or somewhat
llattened antero-posterioily, and bears in the known species from
eight to twelve transverse rows of simple hooks, like those of

Ecldnoceplialu.s, set on a cuticle which shows no external trace of

the four underlying ballonets. Some of the anterior and posterior

rows may be obscured, the first l)y the inrolling of the anterior

part of tlie head-l)ulb, as the result of contraction of the internal

muscles, the second by the partial retraction of the head-bulb
into the neck and the resulting interposition of the denselv set

scale-like spines which cover tliis part of the body. These are set

more or less alternately in transverse rows and ha^-e their free

orlges indented to vaiying degrees, so that they come to possess

sluirp points of varying shape and number. Towards the middle
of the body the spines become simple and eitlier continue as such

to the posterior end or progressively diminish in size and finally

disappear, leaving the posterior part of the body naked. The
excretory pore has not been detected, a. failure easily understood
when one considers tlie dense covering of spines and the minute-
ness of the pore in other genera of the sul)family.

Tlie male has lateral caudal ala? eacii sustained by four large

papillae and by the tip of the tail, wliich has the general appearance
of, and has sometimes been counted as, an unpaired terminal

papilla (Schneider. 1866, p. 86 and tt'xt-fig. ; v. Linstow, 1893,

p. ^06, fig. 11). Between the ahe are two |)airs of small, sessile,

ventral papillae. The male has two uiiequal spicules and no
accessory piece, although v. Linstow (1893, p. 206, fig. 13) has
descril)ed, lying veniralhj to the spicules, a iKjdy which he seems
to regard as such, calling it a " Stutzapparat."

For generic diagnosis, see p. 292,

Pjroc. Zool. Soc—1920, Xo. XX. 20
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The female Las a blimt tail ; the vulva probably always lies

behind the middle of the body; tlie vagina is long; there are two
uteri ; the eggs have a thin colourless shell, marked by a very
fine external stippling, and have at one pole an appearance
as of a watch-glass-shaped cap due to a thinning of the shell

combined with a recession of the shell-membrane, and providing

a means of exit for the embryo. It has, however, sometimes
been described as a polar thickening of the shell (Schneider

^

1866, p. 98; v. Linstow, 1893, p. 207).

The genus {vide Table VIII., p. 304) has a wide distribution

in a number of carnivorous hosts. Its normal habitat is clearly

the wall of the stomach. The genotype acquires an added
interest in that it has been found in man (in the subcutaneous

tissue). The presence of cei tain species in the lumen of the gut

we attribute to their having been parasitic in some host which
was devoured by the animals from which they were actually

recorded. Regarding one record of a Gnathostoma from the

colon judgment must be suspended {vide p. 305).

Generic Diagnosis.

Gnathostoma* Owen.

Gnathostominse : head-bulb armed with simple hooks, the

ballonets giving no external evidence of their presence
;
body

armed with cuticular spines, anteriorly scale-like with the free

edges incised into points vaiying in number and shape, more
posteriorly becoming less subdivided and finally appearing as

simple spines, which either continue as such to the posterior end
or disappear, leaving the hinder part of the body unarmed; the

male with unequal spicules and four pairs of large lateral and
two pairs of small ventral caudal papillae ; vulva behind the middle
of the body

;
vagina long ; uteri two in number ; ovum with thin

colourless shell, a marked thinning at one pole causing a Aveak

spot through which the embryo escapes.

Habitat: jS^ormally the gastric wall, usually of carnivorous

mammals.
Genotype: G. spinigerum Owen, 1836.

Note.—The name Gnathostoma has been placed on the official

list of generic names by the International Commission on
Zoological Nomenclature f.

Key to Species of Gnathostoma.

A. Body completeb' clotlied with spines 6r. hisjoiduni (p. 298).

13. Spines clothe only the anterior half or two-thirds of

the body.

a. The spines immediate]}^ behind the head-l)ulb comb-
like, having four points of about equal length G. spinigerum (p. 293).

* For measurements, see Table VIL, p. 302.

t Opinion 66 (Smithsonian Institution, Washington).
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h. The spines iraniediately Leliind the head-l)ull) leaf-

like, having five points, one at the tip and two
along eithei' side G-. gracile (p. 300).

G. horridam and G-. turgidum are too insufficiently described

to be capable of inclusion in a key.

1. GnathostOx\ia spiNiGEiiuM Owen, 1836. (Text-figs. 37-40;
PI. VII. figs. 29-32 ; PL YIII. figs. 33-38).

Gnathostoma sj^inigerum Owen (1836, p. 125).

Cheiracanthus rohustus Diesing (1838, p. 189) [iiomen nudum'].

Cheiracanthus rohustus Diesing (1839, p. 222; pl. xiv.

figs. 1-7, pl. xvi. figs. 1-24).

Chelracanthus socialis Leidy (1859, p. 25).

Filaria radula Schneider (1866, p. 98
;

pl. vi. figs. 9 «, 9 6).

Gheiracanthus siamensis Levinsen (1889, p. 323; pl. vii.

figs. 9-14).

Gnathostoma paronai Porta (1908, p. 8).

Gnathostomum spinigerum Mitter (1912, p. 150
;

pl. v.).

The contradictory and incomplete character of existing

descriptions of this nematode, and the consequent unnecessary
multiplication of species, fully justify its redescription.

Text-figure 37.

I.

Gnathostoma spinigerum. Anterior end; dorsal (or ventral) view (surface).

The specimens now desci'ibed are from Felis parclus and were
received in part from the Yeterinary College, Belgachia, Calcutta,
where they were collected by the late Mr. S. N. Mitter, and in

part from the Parel Laboratory, Bombay. In each case the
worms had produced fatal perforation of the gastidc wall.

In this species the cuticle lining the inner aspect of each lobe
of either lip is longitudinally thickened into a ridge which meets
its fellow of the opposite side. In our specimens the head-bidb

* For specific diagnosis, see p. 298.

20*
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(text-fig3. 37, 38 ; PI. VII. fig. 29) carries from 8 to 11 rows of

hooks (text-fig. 39). Tlie comb-like spines immediately behind
the head (text-fig. 40, a) carry on their straight distal edges foar

.short points. These rapidly give place to three-pointed spines

(text-fig. 40, 6), the middle point of which is typically the longest.

Spines of this type extend posteriorly to beyond the termination

Text-figure 38.

^ 0-3 mr-.

Gnathostoma sphiigerum. Anterior end; lateral view (surface).

Text-fignre 39.

Gnathostoma spinigerum. Hooks from the head-biilb : a, surface; h, profile view.

of the oesophagus. There follow progressively two-pointed and
single-poiiited spines (text-fig. 40, c, cZ), which in turn dimiaish

in size so that at 8 mm. from the head-end they form mere
points protruding beyond the transverse striations of the cuticle.

These soon disappear, leaving the posterior part of the body
naked, except for the spines to be described below on the tail of

the male.
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The diameter of the oesophagus immediately beliind the bead
is 0*125 mm.; its widest diameter is 0*6 mm. and lies at about
0'6 mm. from its termination.

The cervical papillae (PI. YII. figs. 30, 31) are coarse, rounded
knobs with their terminations directed posteriorly, each lying in

a small bald area among the spines.

In the male the four large caudal papillae on each side (PI. YIL
fig. 32 ; PI. YIIL fig. 33) lie close together in the caudal alae.

No. 1 is the smallest, the others being all of about the same size

but varying in i-elative proportions according to the aspect from

Text-figure 40.

^natliostoma spinigervm. Body-spiiies : a, from the neck, immediately behind

the head-bulb; h, from the (esophageal region; c. from behind the

oesophagus (about 4 mm. from the anterior end)
;

d, from about the middle

of the l)ody.

which they are viewed. Their nerves are particularly large and
obvious- Near the bases of Nos. 1 and 2 of these papillje lie the
two pairs of small ventral papillae. The cloacal opening lies in

front of these.

On the greater part of the posterior 0*8 mm. of the ventral

surface of tlie caudal extremity the cuticula.r stria? are closely set

with small spines (PI. YIL fig. 32 ; PI. YIII. fig. 33), the general
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direction of whose points is away from the cloacal opening.
There exists, however, a bald Y-shaped area whose narrow stem
reaches from the tip of the tail to the anns and whose broad
arms stretch thence laterally and anterioi-ly as far as the most
anterior of the lateral papillae.

The short right spicule (PI. YIII. fig 3-i) is wide at the base
and narrows somewhat abruptly about its middle, continuing
narrow thence to its rounded point. The long left spicule has

the same general shape as the right except that the sliai't narrows
at about the junction of the anterior and middle thirds, and that

the middle third has at least the appearance of being the narrowest
part. When the large spicule is extruded it is seen that it is

hollow-looking, faintly striated, with a fine colourless outer layer

which thickens to form the extreme point of a slight terminal
expansion (PI. VIII. fig. 35).

In the female, the vulva, shaped as a slight tranverse slit, opens

into a vagina with a general anterior direction. In the specimen
examined its first 2 mm. was strongly muscular and narrow, the

beginning being markedly tortuous ; the next 0'5 mm. was dilated

and full of eggs; then followed a narrow muscular loop running
posteriorly and dorsally nearly to the level of the vulva and
returning on itself to enter another short dilatation close to the

first one ; thence it ran forward as a narrow muscular tube taking

a nearly straight course to the postei-ior end of the oesophagus.

Immediately after turning posteriorly at this point it was found
broken and the continuation could not be discovered. The course

traced measured 11*5 mm. Owen's (1836, p. 126) account of his

dissection gives it a course of over 25 mm. before dividing into

the two uteri. The tail of the female is, in a lateral view
(PI. VIII. fig. 37), rounded doisally and flattened ventrally,

while in a ventral view (PI. VIII, fig. 36) its end is bluntly

rounded and carries close to the tip a pair of unusually massive

caudal papillae. It is clear that a collapse of the cuticle about
these papilla3 might readily produce the " three-lobed" appearance

which Levinsen (1889) figures {vide mfra, p. 297).

The ovum has a tbin colourless shell with a very fine granu-

lation on its outer surface and the usual polar cap. In the

female examined the ova contained fully-formecl embryos, some
of which were found in the act of escaping through the thinned

pole (PI. VIII. fig. 38).

The justification for the correctness of the list of synonyms
given above is to be sought in the following lines and in

Table VII., page 302.

The original description of Gnathostoma spinigerum (Owen,

1836) based on specimens removed from tumours in the stomach-

wall of a young tiger which died in the London Zoological

Gardens, corresponds, so far as details are given, with that just

written above, except that he described the armature of the head-

bulb as similar to that of the body and noted only one spicule and
four pairs of papillae, apparently three of the large lateral ones
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and the sessile pair behind the cloacal opening. He found also

small worms, possibly young individuals of the same species,

5 lines long *.

Diesing (1839, p. 222) in describing Cheiracanthus rohustus

noted its closeness to Gnathostoma sjnnigerum, but, accepting as

correct Owen's description of the head and spicule, he, with
diifidence, separated the two forms. It is probably not doubted
at the present time that Owen and Diesing were working on the

same species. In his subsequent description of Diesing's material,

V. Drasche (1883, p. 126) described four pairs of large and three

pairs of sessile papilla?.

Under the name of Cheiracaiitlias siamensis Levinsen (1889)
described a single poorly preserved immature female nematode
which had been removed from an abscess in the breast of a young-

native woman in Siam. He was able to deal with external

characters only. The distribution and shape of the spines on the

head and body were identical with those of Gnathostoma sjy'ml-

yerum. In his Latin synopsis {L c. p. 325) he uses the expression
" Corpus ill partem, caadalem trilobatum desinet." His figure of

the ventral aspect of the tail sliows, however, that what actually

existed was merely a slight compression of the lateral outline of

the tail posteriorly to the anus, a condition which does not

correspond to the idea conveyed by the term " three-lobed."

Leiper (1909, p. 70) has described a male of Gnathostoraa

siamense which, as the context indica,tey, came from a sub-

cutaneous swelling in a native of Siam. Tlie lips were large and
fleshy, measuring "1-5 by 0-5 mm.'' [?0-15 by 0-05 mm.] and
each bearing two papilhe with a median protrusion between them.
The cephalic hooks measured 0*015 by 0'005 mm. Spines covered

the anterior four-lifths of the bod}^, the most anterior having
three digitations, the most posterior one only. The ejaculatory

duct was 1-5 mm. long. Later Leiper (1911, p. 18
; 1913, p. 281 ),

after re-examining Diesing's original examples of Cheiracanthus

rohustus (which, however, he speaks of as having come from the

leopard), reaches the conclusion that the male form obtained from
man corresponds exactl}^ witli the male of Cheiracanthus rohustus,

which, he remarks, " is acceptedly the same as Gnathostoma spini-

gerum.'" In no respect, indeed, do the forms from the sub-

cutaneous tissue of man <lifier, except in the matter of maturit}^

from those from the stomach of Felidae, but must be considered

merely as individuals which have strayed into an unnatural

habitat in an unnatural host {cf. Leiper, 1909, p. 80).

Cheiracanthus socialis Leidy (1859, p. 53) was found in cavities

•in the thickened stomach-wall of the mink (Mustela vison). There
is in its size, in the character of its lips, head and hooks, in the

shape and distribution of the spines on the body, in the internal

organs, so far as described, and in the genital papillae, nothing to

* Owen did not describe the males as 5 mm. long and the females as twice that

length, nor the tail of the female as trilobed {vide Stephens, in Fantham, Stephens
and Theobald (1916, p. 385);.
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distinguish it from GnatJiostoma spinigerum. It does not seeni

reasonable to consider the name otherwise than as a synonym
^

pending re-examination of the original mateiial.

GnatJiostoma faronai Poi'ta (1908, p. 8) is a name based on a

single badl}^ preserved female so opaque that no intei-nal strnctiiie

was made out. Its meagre description is in eveiy wny applicable

to Gnathostoma spinigerum. It was found free in the intestine of

Rattus \^Mus] rajah. Its unusual habitat and poor condition

suggest that it. was in reality a moribund parasite of some animal

eaten by the i-at.

Schneider (1866, p 98) described from the gastric wall of

Paradoxurus jjhiUppinensis a parasite, Filaria rachda, with tlie

general external appearance of Gvathostoina spinigerum. He also

notes particularly that the egg-shell was finely stippled and
thickened at one pole, but detected onl}'' thi-ee pairs of caudal

papillae in the male. He refused to identify his specimens
with Gnathostoma spinigerum^ pai tly on account of their different

geographical distribution and partly because the tail-papillte,

as he believed them to be situated, had a.n arrangement which
he associated with the genus Filaria. These reasons for separating

it from G. spinigerum cannot be accepted as cogent, nor are thei'e

any cogent ones to be found in the description.

Specific Diagnosis.

Gnathostoma spinigerum Owen, 1836.

Gnathostoma : eight to eleven rows of hooks on the head-bulb
;

posteriorly-directed spines cover the anterior half or two-thirds

of the body, the anterior being comb-like, with four subequal
points, while the three-pointed spines have typically the middle
point the longest; in the male, small spines with the points directed

away from the cloacal opening cover most of the ventral aspect of

the posterior 0*8 mm. of the bod}^
;

right spicule three or four
times as long as the left : tail of the female, in ventral view^

uniformly rounded, with very massive papillfe.

For list of hosts, see p. 304.

2. Gnathostoma hispidum* Fedclienko, 1872.

Gnathostoma hispichmn Fedclienko (1872, p. 106; pi. xv.).

Cheiracanthus hispidus v. Linstow (1893, p. 201
;

pi. vii.

figs. 1-16).

Cheiranthus hisjjidus v. Linstow (1893, p. 202) [misprint].

The description which follows is based partly on a translation

which we have privately obtained of the essential parts of

Fedchenko's Russian paper t, in which he describes material from

^'f For specific diagnosis, see p. 300.

t The principal contents of the paper are rendered more accessible tlirougli its

Latin summary, and throngli an abstract of it in German b,y Leuckart (1873).
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tlie wild pig of Turkestan ixnd the domestic pig of Hungary, and
partly on descriptions of material from Hungarian pigs l)y

Csokor (1882), v. Katz (1900), and v. Linstow (1893), arnffrom
Roumanian pigs by Ciurea (1911). A paper by .Strose (1892),

and one by Collin (1893) in w hich he claimed to have fonnd this

species in the ox in Berlin, we have been unable to consult. The
last is of minor importance in that Collin later authorised

Wolftliiigel (1912) to withdraw this statement, since, in the cir-

cumstances under which the material was received, he could not

exclude the pig as the possible host. In these descriptions

variations from the subfamily and generic characters detailed

above (vide pp. 254, 291) have, as we believe incorrectly, been

described by v. Linstow and Ciurea.

The anterior body-spines [vide Table YII., p. 302) have sub-

equal points, which accoi'dingly, as in Gnathosioma sjnnigerum,

terminate at about the same level. More posteriorly the median
point tends to become the longest (Fedchenko), the others

gradually disappearing, so that at about the postei'ior end of the

cesophagus the spines are simple but long. They extend as such

over the rest of the body except, judging by v. Linstow's figures,

the large caudal papillas of the male. Of these there are four pairs.

No. 1 being the smallest and separated by an interval from the
other three, which lie close togetiier and are of about the same
size (Ciurea). Of sessile papilhe Fedchenko figures a pair between
the ba.ses of Nos. 1 and 2 of the larger ones; v. Linstow omi*^s.

these but descril)es a. similar pair close to one another and anterior

to the cloaca! opening, while Ciurea., in addition to th.e two pairs

which we have described as generic characters, finds tln-ee more
pairs, two in front of ami one behind the cloacal opening. By all

these authors the termination of the tail is counted and described

as an unpaired median papilla.

The vulva lies in the middle of the body (Fedchenko) or some-
what behind (v. Linstow) or in front of (Csokor, Ciurea) this

point. Csokor's description of the oesophagus suggests that the

anterior part of his specimens was niucli contracted, which ma}'

explain the anterior position of the vulva in them. We have
disregarded these statements in the description of the family.

Ciurea and v. Linstow agree in describing the egg as having a

hyaline appendage or wart- shaped structure at orie pole; the

former desci-ibes the outer surface of the shell as showing small

dimples, the latter finds it smooth. It is stated by v. Linstow
that in his specimens embryonic development had begun, and
tha.t at the vulva there were a, number of many-nucleated cells,

which have, however, in his figure an appearance very suggestive

of ova.

Except for Collin's statement, later withdrawn, the described

habitat (Table YIII., p. 304) has always been the stomach-wall

of the pig, penetration into wdiich may be pa,rtial or complete,

the worms in the latter case (Fedchenko) Ijang between the

gastric tunics.
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Specific Diagnosis.

Gnathostoma hlspidum Fedelienko, 1872.

Gnathostoma : nine to eleven rows of hooks on the head-bulb

;

posteriorly directed spines cover the whole of the body, the
anterior being comb-like, with seven points, and shorter than
the more posterior. The left spicnJe is twice as long as the right.

For list of hosts, see p. 304.

3. Gnathostoma horridum (Leidy, 1856).

CJieiracanthus horridiis Leidy (1856, p. 53).

Under the name of Gheu-acanthas hon-idiis Leidy described

from the stomach, presumably from the stomach lumen, of

Alligator mississij^j^iensis four females, 2| inches long and a line

and a half thick, with the body '-cylindrical, incurved, posteriorly

subclavate, obtuse
;

anteriorly covered with palmate plates

furnished with as many as eight spines and degenerating
posteriorly to simple spines," It is uncertain whether this last

expression implies that the spines reached the posterior end of

the worm.
The w^ant of mention of any burrow^ing and the fact that the

host was a reptile and pred.itory are in favour of the belief that

these w^orms were really parasites of some host devoured by the

alligator
;
while, with the possible exception of size, there is no

characteristic by which this worm can be distinguished from
Gnathostoma hispidam. Regarding this last point it is probably
not disputable that a dead or dying worm commonly increases

in size as its muscles relax and decomposition begins.

Gnathostoma hisj?idum and G. horrldmn are not, however, here

described as synon3aiis, partly because no certain conclusion is

possible from the evidence, and partly because to do so would
necessitate the substitution of a name based only on females very

imperfectly described for one based on specimens which have
been investigated w^ith considerable thoroughness. No specific

diagnosis of G. horridum is attempted.

4. Gnathostoma gracile (Diesing, 1838).

Gheiracanthus gracilis Diesing (1838, p. 189), nomen nudiwi.

., „ Diesing(1839, p. 225; pl.xiv. %s. 8-11;
pL xvii, figs. 1-20).

V. Drasche (1882, p. 126; pi. ix. figs. 1-2).

[Not Echinoce2)halus gracilis Stossich (in Shipley and Hornell,

1906, p. 89).]

Apart from its lengtli {vide Table VII. p. 302) this nematode
has the following specific characters. The spines on the anterior

part of the body are leaf-like, with a maximum of five points,

one at the tip and the others along the lateral edges, two on
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eacli border. E-ich cervical sac displays a constriction near its

posterior end, a condition, however, which v. Drasche (1882,

p. 126) looks upon as a temporary local contraction ; the spicules

are stouter than in ^' Cheiracanthus rohustus'' \ the four large

lateral caudal papillae of the male are so arranged that there is

a considerable interval between Nos. 1 and 2 ; the egg is figured

as being without a polar cap, and the habitat was the intestinal

canal of a fish which reaches a length of 15 feet and is presumably
carnivorous.

The great length and unusual habitat suggest, as in the case. of

Gnathostoma horridum, that the real host was some mammal which
was devoured by the " Pirarucu."

Specific Diagnosis.

Gnathostoma gracile (Dies., 1838).

Gnathostoma : anterior body-spines leaf-like, with five points,

one at the tip and two along each edge.

5. Gnathostoma turgidum Stossich, 1902.

Gnathostoma tm^gida Stossich (1902, p. 13).

This species is based on a short description of the external

characters of two poorly preserve<l females. Stossich is convinced

that it is distinct from GnatJiostonia spinigerum, basing his con-

viction on the statement that the discoidal head-bulb has from
10 to 12 rows of spines, the body is cylindrical and tapers in

both directions, and its spines are of varying shape. There is no
further information beyond the details to be found in Table YII.,

p. 302, and Table YIII., p. 304. The name is likely to be a source

of future confusion. Since there is notliing specifically distinctive

in the description no specific diagnosis is possible.

Species which have been attributed to the G-enus Gnathostoma.

Gnathostoma shipleyi Stossich, 1900.

Gnathostoma shipleyi Stossich, in Shipley (1900, p. 560, fig. G).

llictularia paradoxa v. Linstow (1903, p. 272
;

pi. xviii. fig. 5).

Acuaria pelagica Seurat (1916, p. 785, figs. 1-5).

Seuratia shipleyi Skrjabin (1916, p. 971).

Seurat's careful description of the female of this species dis-

closes neither cervical sacs nor ballonets. The absence of these

and of trilobed lips excludes the worm from the Gnathostomidse.

Gnathostoma pelecani (Chatin, 1874).

Sclerostoma pelecani Chatin (1874, p. 6
;

pi. viii. fig. 12
;

pi. ix.

figs. 1, 2).

Gnathostoma pelecani Skrjabin (1916, p. 972).
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Table YII.—Measurements of

(All measurements

Described by

Under the name of

Length

Thickness (maxiuium)

j

Length of head
i Length of head-bulb

Transverse diameter of head-bulb

Length of ballonets

Distance from liead-end to ter-
'

raination of cervical sacs ...

Length of neck of cervical sacs

Breadth of lips

Number of rows of hooks on
head-bulb

Length of hooks on head-bulb ...

Breadth of hooks on head-bulb.,
j

Distance between rows of hooks
on head-bulb

Distance between rows ot body-
spines

Portion of body covered by
spines )

Maximum number of points on
body- spines

Distance from head-end to cervi-

cal papillse

Distance from head-end to nerve-

ring

Distance from head-end to ter-

1

mination of a'sophagus )

Length of tail

Length of spicules

Distance from tip of tail to ")

vulva )

Ova (maximum measurements) .

G. spinigerum.

Owen.

Gvathostoina
spinigerum.

Diesing,

Dujardin,

v. Drasche.

Cheiracantlnis
rolustus.

anterior

two-thirds.

10 to 12

2-5

or 7

Schneider.

Filaria
radi'Ia.

10 to 12

2

Leidy

Gnathostoma
sociale.

s. ?• ?

25 31 9

1 1-15 1

Levinsen.

Clieir.

siamensis.
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the Species of Giiathostoma.

in millimetres.)

Baylis & Lane.

Gnathostoma
spinigertim.

16-4

to 167.5

1-9

0-4

023

0-55

18 to
18-3

-I
0-32

1-8

0-19

to
0-25

0-525
to

0-6

0-25

1-9 to
2-0

0-3

0-2

8 to 11
0-025

0-01

0-023

0-017

anterior

two-tliirds.

0-7 to 0-75

0-5

G-. hispidton.

V. Linsto>,v.

15 to

18
1-18 to
1-38

22 to

25
1-78 to
1-85

0-12

0-75

0-88

9 to 11
0-029

0-22

whole.

3-15

to
3-5

0-22

R.
2-3 to
2-63

3-4

to

4
0-15

L.
0-46

08

1/5-5

total leng-tli

R.

0-4

L.

0-88

. 1
1

Somewhat
I behind iiiiddle.

0-06 X 0-035
li

0-072 X 0-039

Csokor.

s. ?.

25 31

2 2-5

0-37 0-37

0-7

12
0-018

0-0U7

3-43
I

5-5

G.
gyacile.

Ciurea.
Diesing,

V, Drasche.

(J.
Q

19 to 32"^ to

25 45

2-5

0-312

Longer

1-29

Short'i-

0-32

J unci ion of

anterior and
middle thirds.

I

In front

of middle.

C-U741X 0 0118

G.
horrid'inn.

Leidy,

G.
tiirg'uhim.

Stossich.

23

10 to 12

anterior

half.
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easuremeilts
of

Descriljeil liy |

'

VmUv the name oF
[

Leiiijtli

I

Tiiiekiievs (niaxiiiniin)

rjeiiptll ..rliead '

Leiigtli .if heaii-lmlli
[

Triiiis\ erse diameter of l)eail-l)ullij

Leii2lli of l.alloiiets I

I)i~taiH i' lv.,m liiail-eii(ltoter-|

Nunilier of ions of liooks on
liea.l-l.nlli

I.eiiL'Hi of hooks on heaa-l)nll)

illV;„ltl,nfll„oksO„hr:oi.l,Mll,

P-i'n'i, ,.| l„„I.v'.-..„.r..l 1., )

Length of spicules

measui'enie

spinigerv.

0>ven.

Diosing,

Diijavtlin,

V. iiniselio.

Schneider. I.eidy.

ilu-iracantliHS

i-ohustns.

Filaria Gnathontoma

3-
1

¥ s-
i

?.

18
1

25 10 to 12 10 to 12 25 31

2-5

...

1 ri5

C 01' 7

two.Ul'il'lis.

3 i 3 3
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• niillimeti'es-)

of Gnathosloma.

Biiylis & Lane.

(;„ath,Ht:,ma

1

s-
f I

16-4

i: to 16-75

¥•
18 to
18-3

0-19

1.0-25

0-017

anterior

two-thirds.

0-22

whole.

Somewhat
hehinil n.icldle.

0 072 X 0 039
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Immature forms, 3 mm. long, without sexual organs, were found
by Chatin encysted in the subcutaneous tissue, and immature
females, not less than 4 mm. long, encysted in the subscapular
air-sac, of a pelican {Pelecanus onocrotalus). The rounded head
show^ed four transverse rows of hooks. There were six tubes of

unequal length, in the position of the cervical sacs. No mention
is made of any spines on the body. These features necessitate

the provisional inclusion of the species in the Gnathostomidae,
but, if the details are correct, exclude it from any of the genera
that w^e have described.

Table YIII.

Habitat, Hosts and Distribution of the Species of Gnathostoma.

Parasite. Habitat. Host. Localit3\
1

Eecorder.

6r. sjpinige7nim ... Gastric wall. Felis tigris.

Felis sylvestris.

[F. catusfer.']

F. catus.

F. purdus.

F. concolor.

IlusteJa vison.

Faradoxurus vJiilip-

pinensis.

Ca His fam i J iaris.

^\

India.

55

Brazil.

N. America.
Philippines.

? In ,

India.

Owen (1836).

Diesing (1839).

Mitter (1910).

Mitter (1912).
Ba_ylis & Lane
(present paper).

Diesing (1839).
Leidy (1859).

Schneider (1866).

Cohbold (1879).

Mitter (1912).

Su1)cutaneous
tissue.

Homo sapiens. Siam. Levinsen (1899);
Leiper (1909).

Intestine. Haftus rajah. Island of Menta-
wei.

Porta (1909).

G. liispidum Gastric wall. Sus scrofa ferus.
Siis scrofa doviesticus.

Turkestan.
Hung\uy.

Fedchenko (1872).

V. Linstow (1893).
Czokor (1882).

V. Katz (1900).

Stomach. A I liga tor m iss issip -

piensis.

N. America. Leidy (1856).

G. gracile Intestinal canal. Arapainia gigas
[= Sudis gigas
= Vastres ctivieri]

.

Brazil. Diesing (1839).

m Didelphis azarce. Argentine. Stossich (1902).

.

Gnathostoma sp. Wall of large

intestine.

I^eontocehus sp. French Guiana. Weinberg & ]?ri-

mont (1909).
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GXATIIOSTOMA ACCIPITRI Ski'jabiu, 1915.

We have been unable to consult a paper in which, under this

name, Skrjabin has described a parasite from an eagle in

Turkestan. We have no data at all on which to base any
comment.

Gnathostoma sp., AVeinberg and Brimont, 1909.

These authoi'S give (1909, p. 104) a detailed report on certain

lesions produced in the large intestine of a '"Tamarin" (a small

monkey) in French Guiana by parasites which they identify as

Gnathostomes. The habitat induces a natural doubt as to whether
the parasites may not have been Qllsophagostomes, and a study

of the text does not completely dissipate this, since no actual

description of the worms is given. The following sentence occurs:
" Muni d'un uombre considerable d'epines et de lamelles chitineuses

tres solides, le Gnathostonie enfonce profondement son extremite

cephalique, et peut ainsi amener, par ce seul moyen mecanique,

une rupture de la paroi intestinale." It is not clear whether the

expressions used here refer to Gnathostomes in general or to

these worms in particular, so that it appears wise to suspend
judgment as to the systematic position of these parasites till they

have been properly described.

For Cheiracanthus unGinatiis and Cheiracanth its sjmiosissimus

see .Echinoce2)halas [supra, p. 273), to which genus they belong,
j

Genera doubtfully to be attributed to the Gnathostomidae.

Ancyracanthus Diesing, 1839.

Ancyracanthus Diesiog (1839, p. 227).

Ancryacanthus v. Linstow (1893, p. 205).

Genotype: Ancyracanthus pinnatijidus Diesing (1839, p. 227 ;

pi. xiv, tigs 21-27; pi. xviii. figs. 1-20).

Ancyracanthus2)innatijidus v. Drasclie(1884, p. 1 1 1
;

pi. iv. iigs. 6-11).

These nematodes are characterized by the fact that the head
bears four appendages set cross-w^ise, two springing from each of

the lateral lips. Each appendage is pinnate and is connected
w^ith a cervical sac. Furthermore, from the attachment between
appendage and sac springs a long conical process, nearly as long
r, s and lying close beside the latter. Diesing and von Drasche
are in disagreement regarding the existence of a communication
between the cavities of the sac and of the appendage, which,
taking into consideration the complicated branching character of

the latter, is not surprising. It is stated by von Drasche that

the cervical sacs have no spiral layer.

Habitat : gut of Fodocnemis exjxmsa and P. tracaxa.
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Elaphocephalus Molin, 1860.

Elaphoce-phalus Moliii (1860, p. 343).

Genotype: Elaphocej^hcdus octoconiutus Molin (1860, p. 344).

v.DrascIie(1884,p. 113;

pj. iii. figs. 21-23).

This genus and species, based on a single female from Ara
\Psittacus\ macao, are characterized by the possession of four

cervical sacs which are without the internal processes found in

Ancyracanthus. As in that genus, there are four freely-projecting

external appendages, each of Avhich, however, possesses an
external process shorter than itself. The cuticle of the body
carries closel3'-set spines.

Whether Aiicyracanthus pinnatifichis and EUq^Jiocephahts

ostocorautus do or do not belong to the Gnathostomidie can only

be ascertained after further investigation, but it is not impossible

tha.fthe structures just mentioned correspond to the ballonets

and cervical sacs of the Gnathosto mince. If this be so, the

difference between the sul)fami]y and tiiese two forms presumably
lies in r.n exuberant development, in the latter, of the ballonets,

unconfined by a stout overlying covering. Jn the forms
unquestionably belonging to the subfamily such confinement

within a uniform head-bulb is complete in Giiathostom.a and
KchcnoceplLalns, less complete in Tanqua anomala and T.cliadema,

and least so in Tanqua tiara, in which last the prominences
corresponding to the four underlying ballonets are sometimes
strikingly distinct. It is not difficult to imagine that further

exuberance and external subdivision or indentation of the cuticle

covering the ballonets might well produce those external and
internal modifications which have been described in these two
genera.

Note.

Our best thanks are due to Mr. T. Soutluvell, formei-ly Director

of Fisheries for Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, for supplying us with

much of the material upon which the work has been based,

especially as regards the genus Echlnocephalus.

As regards the nomenclature of the hosts, we are indebted to

Mr. Old field Thomas, F.R.S., for verifying a,nd correcting the

names of all the mammals mentioned in the paper; and to

Mr. C. Chubb, Dr. G. A. Boulenger, F.R.S., and Mi-. 0. Tale

Began, F.B.S., for performing the sjime kind ofiice in the cases of

])irds, reptiles, and fishes respectively.

For the preparation of some excellent serial sections w^e are

indebted to the skill of Mr. Cecil Gunns, of the Zoological

De])artment, Imperial College of (Science.

For all errors and omissions we accept full responsibility.

The figures have all been drawn to scale with the aid of the

Abbe camera lucid a.

The type^specimens of the species described as new are in the

Bi'itisli Museum (Natural History).
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Explanation of Lettering of Text-figures and Plates.

a., button-like appendage of cervical

sac.

h., balloiiet.

h.c, cavity of ballonet.

c, collar.

C.JO., cervical papilla.

C.S., cervical sac.

c.s.n., neck of cervical sac.

c.t., cuticular tbickeuing.

ccl.p., caudal papilla.

e.p., excretory pore.

e.s., egg-sac.

Ji., books.
Ii.h., bead-bulb.
h.m., bead-muscle.

L, lip.

l.p.n.,

n.r.,

oes.,

r.g.,

s.,

ser.,

s.m.p.,

s.m.p n.,

sp.,

lateral

nerve of lateral papilla,

nerve-ring,

oesopbagus.

rectal glands,

spines,

serrations,

submedian papilla,

nerve of submedian papilla,

spicule.

sucker-like depression.

L, t., teeth.

tJ., termination of tail.

iit., uterus.

v., vulva.

va., vagina.

6. Spiro.vys gangetica.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES I.-VIII.

P'ig. 1. Spiroxijs contorta. The bead; dorsal (or ventral) view.

2. ,, „ Tbe bead ; lateral view.

3. „ ,, Tail of male ; ventral .view. (Right spicule broken).

4. „ 5, Tail of male ; lateral view.

5. „ „ Tail of male ; lateral view, at a higher magnification,

to show tbe papillae.

The bead ; dorsal (or ventral) view.

Tbe bead ; lateral view.

Caudal extremity of male; ventral view.

Caudal extremity of male; lateral view.

Terminal portion of spicule.

The bead
;
nearly dorsal view.

,, Tail of male ; ventral view.

„ „ Tail of male ; lateral view.

Tnnqua anomala. Tail of male ; lateral view.

Tanqua diadema. Tail of male ; ventral view.

,, „ Tail of male: lateral view.

JEchinocephalus spinosissimiis. Tail of male; nearl.y ventral view.

Terminal portion of spicule.

Tbe lips ; dorsal (or ventral) view.

One of the lips: lateral view. The cuticular

thickenings are seen b}'- transparency.
Tail of male; ventral view.

Tail of male ; lateral view.

Terminal portion of spicule.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Tanqiia tiara.

lEcJiinocephahts southwelli.

21.

22.

23.'

24.

27.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

hiatlinstoma spinigerum.

EcJiinocepJtalus multidevtaUis. The lips; dorsal (or ventral) view.

„ „ One of the lips ; lateral view. The teeth

are seen hy transparency.

„ „ Tail of male ; ventral view.

„ „ Tail of male ; lateral view.

Terminal portion of spicule.

Anterior end : latei'al view (optical section).

Surface view of one of the cervical papillse,

surrounded by spines.

Profile view of one of the cervical papillse.

Tail of male ; ventral view. On the left-hand

side of the drawing most of the spines
have been omitted.

Tail of male ; lateral view.

Tbe spicules.

Terminal portion of left spicule.

Tail of female ; ventral view.

Tail of female ; lateral view.

Ova, some with embryos escaping,
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17. Contributions to a Study o£ the Dragonfly Fauna of

Borneo.— Part ly. A List o£ Species known to occur

in the Island. By F. F. Laidlaw, M.A.(( Jantab.),

F.Z.S.

[Received April 9, 1920 : Head April 27, 1920.]

(Text-figures 1-4.)

I have attempted in the following list to cntalogue all species

of Dragonflies which have been recorded from Borneo, or which
are otherwise known to me to occur in the island.

In the case of some species I have added notas that may, I

hope, be of service to others who may deal with this fauna.

In addition to records already available iri the litei-ature of the

order O.lonata, I have been able to compile my list from the

examination of the large amount of material sent me by Major
J. C. Moulton whilst Curator of the Sarawak Museum. Some of

this material has already been dealt with, as noted in the

references to literature ; and Major Moulton's tyi^e specimens

are, unless otherwise noted, deposited in the British Museum.
Where possible, paratypes have been sent to the Sarawak
Museum.

I have also been able to examine a collection sent to me nearl}-

twenty years ago by Dr. C. Hose from the Bara.m district.

References to specimens examined deal in every case with
Major Moulton's material unles> otherwise stated.

His localities are in the territory of Sarawak, with the following

exceptions, which are in British North Borneo :—Mt. Kinabalu,

Tampassuk (River), and Kliotabelud.

In order to avoid undue prolixity in the list, I have given

references chiefly, if not entirely, to faunistic and systematic

papers. For the LiheUidmce 1 have thought it necessary to quote

only Dr. Ris's Monograph of the subfamily, refen ed to in the

sequel as " Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell." ('Catalogue Systematique

et Descript. Collections Zoologiques du Baron Edm. de Selys-

Longchamps,' Fasc. ix.-xvi., Libell ulina'). Tlie publication of the

Monograph v/as completed in 1919, and it contains a very full

synonymy of all the Bornean species.

For the Gomjyhince and Chlorogoirqyhhm I give reference only

to my previous paper on the group (these Proceedings, 1914,

pp. 51-63, pi. i.), where citations of recent papers are to be found.

Index.

I. Introduction

II. I^ist of Species

III. Some Reiiiarks on Geographical Distribution

Page

311

312

341

1. Introduction.
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For species of other groups I quote, where available, Kirby's'

'Synonymic Catalogue of Neuroj^tera Odonata' (1890) as " Kirby,
Cat. Odonata," and, in addition, i-eferences to later papers. Of
these, Fasc. xvii. of the ' Catalogue of Collections du Baron Edm.
de Selys-Longchamps,' dealing with the Cordulinse, by Martin,

is referred to as " Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, Cordul." ; whilst Fasc.

xviii.-xx. of the same Catalogue, dealing with the ^schninie,
are referred to as " Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, ^schn."

1 have in certain cases given measurements of the specimens
noted, in each case of the abdomen "abd." and hinder-wing " h. w."

In the case of the male, after the measurement, of the abdomen,
the sign + followed by another measurement refers to the length

of the anal appendages.

Where the venation of the wings is discussed, I have used the

revised nomenclature proposed by Tillyard in his book, 'The
Biology of Dragonflies.'

An asterisk placed before the name of a species signifies that

I have not seen a specimen of that species from Borneo.

Parentheses around the names of authors placed after specific

names in this paper are used in accordance with Article 23 of

the International Rules of Nomenclature (Proc. 7th Int. Cons.
Boston, 1907, p. 44 (1912)).

II. List of Species.

ANISOPTERA.

^scnNiD^.

CnLOROGOMPHINzE.

1 . Orogomphus dyak Laidlaw.

Orogomphus dyak Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1914,

pp. 59-60, pi. i. figs. 4-7.

2JcT,2$ $. Mt. Matang. ?> 6 6 . Mt. Merinjak, 2200 ft.,

28. V.14.

2. Orogomphus splendidus Selys.

Orogomphus splendidus Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1914,

pp. 60-61, pi. i. fig. 8.

2 $ $ . Sarawak.

3. *LiN^sCHXA POLLi Martin.

LiiKKschna polli Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, ^schn. pp. 136-137,
(figs. 133, 134), pi. iii. fig. 9.

4. Ja^oria modiglianii (Selys).

Oligoceschna modiglianii Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 86.
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Dola'schna elacatura Needbam, Bull. Aiiier. Mus. Nat. Hist.

23, p. 143, fig. 3.

Jagoria pmciloptera (pars) Karscb, Entom. Nacbr. xv. p. 239

(c?).

Jagoria elacatura Martin, Cat. Coll, Seh^s, --^scbn. p. 135.

Jagoria modiglianii Kriiger, Stettin. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898,

pp. 238-259, 327; Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, ^sclm. p. 130

(figs. 126, 127); Ris, Ann. Soc. Entomol. Belg. pp. 240-242.

2 2 2 . Matang Rd.

I bave followed Ris in tbe s^nionymy of tbis species.

Wings sufl:\ised witli golden brown tbrougbout.

$ . Abd. 40 mm., b. w. 42 mm.

5. *Jagoria pceciloptera Karscb.

Jagonia poeciloptera Karscb, Entom. Nacbr. xv. 1889, p. 238;
Kriiger, Stettin. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898, pp. 327-328

;
Martin,

Oat. Colb Selys, ^scbn. pp. 132-133 (fig. 129).

6. *Jagoria buhri Forster.

Jagoria buhri Forster, Insecten-Borse, 1903; Martin, Cat.

Coll. Selys, ^.scbn. pp. 131-132 (fig. 128).

Tbis s[)ecies recorded from N. Borneo by Dr. Forster appears tc

me to be very closely related to tbat immediately preceding it,

I have not seen examples of either of these two last species.

7. Heli^schna id^ (Brauer).

Amjyhia'scJma ? idee Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 93.

IIelicesch)La idee Kriiger, Stettin. Entomol. Zeitzg. 1898,

pp. 323-324; Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, .'Eschn. pp. 164-165
(fig. 166); Ris, Ann. Soc. Entomol. Belg. Iv. 1911, pp. 242-243
(fig. 10).

1 c5. Matang Rd., 2.ii. 11. \ 6. Kucbing. 4.ii. 98. 1 J.
Buntal, iii. 12. 1 $ . Matang Rd., 4. i. 11. 1 Q . Saribas, xi. 1900.

1'$ . Kucbing, iv. 03.

6 . Abd. 52 + 7 mm., b. w. 52 mm. $ . Abd. 57 + mm., h. w.

53 mm.
The females each bave four large spines on ventral plate, tbe

median pair being larger than the lateral pair. Tbe apex of tbe

plate is strongly decurved, and the niargin carries sujaller spines

on either side of the four larger ones. From the description and
figures (Martin, loc. cit. figs. 163, 166) I cannot separate tbis

species from the next.

8. *Heli.eschna crassa Kriiger.

Helueschna crassa Kriiger, Stettin. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898, pp-
324-325

;
Martin, Cat. Coll. 8elys, ^]scbn. pp. 162-163 (fig. 163).
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9. *Heli^schna uninervulata Martin.

Heliceschna uninervulata Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, ^schn. pp.
163-164 (figs. 165, 168).

This species, described originally from Borneo, occurs also 'in

Lower Burma. (1 c? , coll. 'E. B. Williamson.)

10. *Heli^schna siMPLiciA (Karsch).

AmphicBschna simpUcia Karsch, Ent. Nachr. xvii. 1891, p. 308
;

Karsch, Ent. Nachr. xviii. 1892, p. 250.

Heliceschna sirnjdicia Karsch, Ent. Nachr. xix. 1893, p. 195
;

Martin, Cat. Coll, Selys, ^]schn. pp. 161-162 (fig. 162).

11. *Amphi^schna perampla Martin.

Amphiaischna j^erampla Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, ^schn. p. 115

(figs. 108, 109).

12. Amphi^schna grubaueri Fdrster.

Am2)hicesch7ia grubaueri Forster, In sekten- Boise, xxi. (1904)

pp. 1-3 (sep.)
;
Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, ^schn. pp. 115-116

(fig. 110); Laidlaw, Journ. Straits Branch E,. Asiat. Soc. Ixiii.

1912, p. 94.

1 $. Mt. Batu Lawi, 24.V. 11.

The arculus in the fore-wings of this specimen is of a primitive

character. The upper part is very oblique and readily seen to

be formed by M^^,^, M^, which separate before M^ is met by the

scarcely thickened cross-vein which forms the lower part.

The upper part of the hinder- wing is much less oblique.

The costal, subcostal, median, and cubito-anal spaces in both
fore- and hinder-w^ing are opaque, dark brown to a level of about
one cell before the arculus ; the anal area of both wings tinged

with orange-brown to about the same level. Beyond the nodus
the wings are tinged with orange-brown almost to the apex.

The ventral plate curves upwards at its apex and carries about

8 small irregular spines. Its ventral surface has a deep conical

depression to receive the points of the terebra^.

Abd. 62 mm., h. w. 63 mm. Pt. 2 mm.
(The measurement given by me {loc. cit.) of 70 mm. for the

hinder-wing was an error.)

13. Tetracanjtiagyna plagiata (Waterhouse).

1 etracanthagyna plagiata Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 94
;
Kriiger,

Stettin. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898, pp. 287-288
;
Martin, Cat. Coll.

Selys, ^schn. pp. 145-146 (figs. 144, 145).

1 ^ . Kakus, vi. 13.

His {loc. cit.) suggests that the next species, separated from
plagiata on account of the colouring of the wings of the female, is

identical with it ; and that T.j^lagiata has two forms of female, one

with a costal stripe and transverse band of brown on the wings
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[T. plagiata type), the other with costal stripe only {2\ vittata

type). No male with transverse bands has been recorded.

Structurally the females of tlie two forms are identical, and
Ris's view is in all probability correct. In this case T. vittata

McLach. will be a synonym of T. jjlagiata Waterh.

2 . Abd. 68 mm., h. w. 80 mm.

[Tetracanthagyna vittata McLach.]

Tetracauthaygna vittata McLachlan, Trans. Entomol. Soc.

London, 1898
;

Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, .Eschn. pp. 144-145
(fig. 143) ;

Ris, Ann. Soc. Entomol. Belg. Iv. 1911, pp. 243-244.

1 cT , 1 $ . Kuching, iv. 99.

See remarks under T. jylagiata.

The female of this pair is possibly the largest and bulkiest indi-

vidual of all living Odonata on record. The pair in full flight

must have afforded a splendid sight to any entomological

enthusiast.

(S . Abd. 70+7-5 mm., h. w. 72 mm.
9. . Abd. 70 mm., h. w. 83 mm.

14. *Tetracaxthagyna degorsi Martin.

Tetracanthagyna degorsi Martin, Bull. Soc. Enbom. France,

1895
;
McLachlan, Trans. Entomol. Soc. London, 1898; Kriiger,

Stettin. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898, p. 288; Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys,

^]schn. p. 147.

15. *Tetracanthygna waterhousei McLach.

Tetracanthagyna loaterhousei McLachlan, Trans. Entomol. Soc.

London, 1898
;
Martin, Mission Pavie, Nevropteres, ( sep.) p. 14;

Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, ^schn. pp. 143-144 (fig. 142).

16. Tetracanthagyna brunnea McLach.

Tetracanthagyna hruunea McLachlan, Trans. Entomol. Soc.

London, 1898 Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, .'Eschn. pp. 146-147
(fig. 141).

Tetracanthagyna i)lagiata Laidlavv (nec Waterhouse), Proc.

Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p. 79.

(The specimen recorded by me, loc. cit. 1902, from the Malay
Peninsula belongs here and not to T. plagiata.)

1 9 • Sarawak : h. 66 mm., abd. 55 mm.

17. Gynacantha demeter Ris.

Gynacantha demeter Ann. Soc. Entomol. Belg. Iv. 1911,

pp. 245-246 (fig. 12).

1 d , 1 ? . Matang Rd., 22. ii. 20.

18. Gy^v^acantha dohrxi Kriiger.

Gi/nacantha dohrni, Kriiger, Stettin. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898,

pp. 277-287, fig. p. 280; Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, ^schn.
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pp. 199-200 (fig. 204); Ris, Ann. Soc. Entomol. Belg. Iv. 1911,

pp. 244-246 (fig. 11).

2 c? J - Saribas. 1 S - Quop, 19. iii. 14. 1 ^. Mt. Merinjak,

23. V. 14. 2? $. MatangRd., l.iv. 12. 1$. Kuching, 14. i. 96.

The collection also contains 3 $ 5 which I have not been able

to identify with certainty. They are from Tabekang, 13. v. 14,

and Kakus, vi. 1913. In these specimens the wings are suffused

with orange-brown. The material at my disposal is unfortu-

nately insufiacient to permit a satisfactory handling of the genus.

19. *Gyxacantha basiguttata Selys,

Acanthagyna hasiguttata Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 95.

Gyiiacantha hasiguttata Kriiger, Stettin. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898,

pp. 277-284, fig. p. 279 ; Martin, Mission Pavie, Nevropteres,
^

(sep.) p. 14; id.. Cat. Coll. Selys, ^Eschn. pp. 192-193 (fig. 197)

;

[? fig. 197 = (?. dohrni Kriiger, see Ris, loc. cit.']; Ris, Ann. Soc.

Entomol. Belg. Iv. 1911, pp. 246-247 (fig. 13).

20. *Gynacaxtha bayadera Selys.

Gynacantha bayadera Selys. Ann Mus. Civ. Genova 2. x. fxxx.)

1890, p. 51
;
Kriiger, Stettin'. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898, pp. 277-283,

fig. p. 280; Martin, Mission Pavie, Nevropteres, (sep.) p. 14;
Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, ^schn. pp. 196-197 (fig. 200); Ris,

Ann. Soc. Entomol. Belg. dv. 1911, pp. 24"4-245
;
Ris, Nova

Guinea, xiii. Zool., Livr. 2, pp. 111-112.

21. ^Gynacantha maclachlani Kriiger.

Gynacantha maclacJdani Kriiger, Stettin. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898,

pp. 277-287, figs. p. 280 and p. 319; Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys,

^schn. pp. 200-201 (fig 205).

22. ^Gynacantha hyalina Selys.

Acanthagyna hyalina Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 95.

Gynacantha hyalina Selys, Ann. Mus. Civ. Genova, 2. x. fxxx.)

1890, p. 50
;
Kriiger, Stettin. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898, pp. 277-283

;

Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, ^chn. pp. 198-199 (fig. 203).

23. Anax guttatus (Burm.).

Anax guttatus Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 84
;
Laidlaw, Proc,

Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p. 78
;
Martin, Mission Pavie, Nevrop-

teres, (sep.) p. 14
;
Martm, Cat. Coll. Selys, ^schn. pp. 23-24

(fig. 17); Ris, Senckenberg Naturfors. Gesellsch. xxxiv. 1913,

p. 527.

IJ , 1 $ . Lio Matu, 2. xi. 14.

24. *Anaci^schna .jaspidea (Burm.).

AnacicBschna jaspidea Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 86
;

Kriiger,

Stettin. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898, pp. 274-275; Martin, Cat. ColL

Selys, ^schn. pp. 30-31 (fig. 25).
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GOMPHIN^.

[For references to literature, see Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc.

London, 1914, pp. 51^63 : "Contributions to a Study of

the Dragonliy Fauna of Borneo.—Part II. The Gomphinje
and Chlorogomphinse " (plate i.).]

25. IcTiNUS ACUTUS 8elys (MSS.).

26. *IcTiNUS DECORATUS Selys.

27. IcTiNUS MELiENOPS Selys.

28. GOMPIIIDIA MACLACHLANI SelyS.

29. *GoMPHiDiA KARSCHi 8elys,

30. SiEBOLDius jAPONicus Selys.

31. *MACROGOMPnus ALBARD^ Selys.

32. Macrogomphus decemlineatus Selys.

33. Macrogomphus quadrxItus Selys.

34. MiCROGOMPHUS CHELiFER Selys.

35. *Leptogompiius semperi Selys.

36. LePTOGOMPHUS WILLIAMSOx\I L;iidlavv.

37. BuRMAGOMPHUS VERMicuLATUS Martin, subsp. insalaj-is

Laidlaw.

38. Heterogomphus icterops Martin, subsp. honieensis Laid-

law.

39. HeterogOxMpiius sumatranus Kriiger.

Heterogomplius sumatranus Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London,
1917, p. 232.

LlBELLULID^.

CORDULIIN^.

40. Hemicordulia assimilis Selys.

Hemicordidia (?) assimilis Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 46.

Hemicordulia assimilis Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1913,

pp. 64-65; Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, Cordul. pp. 11-12; Ris,

Nova Guinea, ix; Zool. 3, pp. 501-502 (fig. 21).

41. AzuMA aubtralis (Hagen).

Epophtlialmia australis Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 54
;
Martin,

Cat. Coll. Selys, Cordul. p. 63
;
Bis, Ann. Soc. Entomol. Belg. Iv.

1911, pp. 248-250 (figs. 14, 15).
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42. *AzuMA viTTiGERA (Ramb.).

E'poplithahnia v'dtigera Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 54
;
Martin,

Mission Pavie, ISTevropteres, (sep.) p. 8
;

id., Cat. Coll. Selys,

Cordul. pp. 62-63.

43. Macromia cincta Ramb.

Macromia cincta Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 55
;
Kriiger, Stettin.

Entomol. Zeitg. 1899, p. 325
;
Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, Cordul.

p. 68 ;
Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1913, p. 69.

2 (5 . Baram.
Length of abdomen 49 mm., of hinder-wing 45 mm.

44. *Macromta borneensis Kriiger.

Macromia horneensis Kriiger, Stettin. Entomol. Zeitg. 1899,

pp. 330-332
;
Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, Cordul. pp. 68-69.

45. *Macromia gerstaeckeri Kriiger.

Macromia gerstaeckeri Kriiger, Stettin, Entomol. Zeitg. pp. 335-

338 ; Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, pp. 76-78
;
Martin,

Cat. Coll. Selys, Cordul. p. 70.

46. Macromia westwoodi Selys.

Macromia ivestwoodi Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 55
;

Kriiger,

Stettin. Entomol. Zeitg. 1899, pp. 325-326
;

Martin, Mission
' Pavie, Nevropteres, (sep,) p. 8

;
Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London,

1913, p. 69
;
Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys, Cordul. p. 72.

1 . Lio Matu, 30.x. 14.

Length of abdomen 42 mm., of hinder-wing 41 '5 mm.

47. Macromia euterpe Laidlaw.

Macromia ei.Ueri?e Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1915,

pp. 26-29, figs. 1, 2.

2 J d , 1 $ . Kinabalu. 1 c? , 1 $ . Mt. Merinjak, 600 ft.,

24. V. 14.

48. *Macromia cingulata Ramb.

Macromia cingulata Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 55 ;
Martin,

Mission Pavie, Nevropteres, (sep.) p. 8
;
Martin, Cat. Coll. Selys,

Cordul. p. 70.

[Of the six Bornean species here recorded I have seen examples

of three only. The large female specimen referred to in a

previous paper (Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1913, p. 68) is probably

a female specimen of Epophilialmia australis Hagen.

Macromia euterpe Laidlaw appears to be closely allied to

M. westwoodi .>^e\ys. Both species are charact^ized by having

. segments 1-6 of the abdomen of metallic-green lusLre, whilst the

remaining four segments are black, save for the yellow^ basal

mark on 7.

On the other hand, the anal angle in the wings of the males axe
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different in shape ; that of M. euterpe as shown in the figure

given [loc. cit. text-fig. 1 ,
a) is rather deeply indented, that of

M. westwoodi much more nearly straight. But the readiest

means of discriminating the two species is afforded by the anal

appendages of the male. In the specimens of M. euteiye I have
examined, the upper pair are in every case almost destitute of an
external tooth, and are but little shorter than the lower appendix.

In the case of M. ivesUnoodi both the specimen before me and
that described by de Selys have the external tooth well

devoloped, and the lower appendage exceeds the upper pair in

length very considerably, projecting beyond tiiem by nearly a

third of its total length when seen in profile.

For the rest I record M. cingnlata Ramb. and M. gerstaeckeri

on Martin's authority.]

49. Macromidia fulva Laidlaw.

Macromiditi fidva Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1915

pp. 29, 30, text-fig. 3.

1 c?. Kinabalu. 1 ? . Mt. Matang, 4.xii. 13.

The male is tlie type of the species and is in the British

Museum.
The female is very immature. The body-colour is a pale brown,

with darker bands at bases of abdominal segments 3-7, and there

is a brown basal spot on each wing extending nearly to ax.^, the

rest of the wing being perfectly clear. Abd. 34 mm., h. w. 35 mm.

50. Idionyx doheni Kriiger, subsp. boeneensis.

Idionyx dohrni Kriiger, subsp. borneensis Laidlaw, Proc. Zool.

Soc. London, 1913, p. 67.

51. Metaphya micans Laidlaw.

Metaphya micans Laidlaw, Sarawak Mus. Journ. No. 2, 1912,

pp. 65-67, pi. i.
;

id., Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1913, pp. 65-66
(pi. iv. figs. 1, 3).

The genus occurs in Borneo, New Guinea, and, I believe, in

New Caledonia.

LiBELLULINiE.

Group I. (of Bis).

52. Tetrathemis irregularis hyalina Kirby.

Tetrathemis in^egida^^is hyalina Bis, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell.

p. 47.

2 c5 . Matang Bd., 25. iii. 10. 1 ^ . Retuh, 16. v, 14. Id.
Limbang, 8. ix. 09.

53. *Tetrathemis flavescens Kirby.

Tetrathemisflavesceus Bis, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. p. 52.

1 6 . Sara wak. Aiitotype in Brit. Mus, $ unknown.
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54. Oda dohrni (Kriiger).

Oda dohomi Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 62-63 (figs. 25-28).

4 J , 3 5 ? . Matang Rd.

55. Hyl^othemis clementia Kis.

Hylceothemis clementia Ris, Cat. Col]. Selys, Libell. pp. 64-65
(figs. 29, 30) ;

Laidlaw, Journ. Straits Branch R. As. Soc.

No. 63, 1912, p. 95, pi., fig. 3.

1 5 . Mt. Batu Lawi (allotype). Sarawak Museum.

Gnoup II. (of Ris).

56. PoRNOTHEMis SERRATA Krliger.

Pornothemis serrata Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys. Libell. pp. 92, 93
(fig. 64).

5 d , 2 $ 2 . Matang Rd.

57. Orchithemis xanthosoma Laidlaw.

Orchithemis xanthosoma Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 1056-
1057 (fig. 615).

3 d , 2 $ $ . Matang Rd. Type S in British Museum
;

allotype $ , coll. Selys.

58. Orchithemis pulcherrima Brauer.

OrcliitliemAs 'pidclierrima Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 85-86
(figs. 54, 55).

1 $ ..Sadong Hill. 1 cT , 2 $ $ . Matang Rd., 24. vi. 09 3 d J ,

3 5$.* Baram ((?. Hose).

59. *ORCHrmEMis pruinans (Selys).

Orchithemis pruinans Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 87-88
(figs. 56, 57).

60. Lyriothemis cleis Brauer.

Lyriothemis cleis Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 108-111
(figs. 78, 79, 80).

1 (S . Limbang. 2 cT . Mt. Murud, xi-xii. 14. 1 $ . Tatau.

1 (S . Selindong, 12.vi-xi. (2 ^ , ] $• Baram; C. Hose.)

61. *Lyriothemis biappendiculata (Selys).

Lyriothemis hiafpendictdata Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell.

pp. 106-107 (figs. 71, 76, 77).

62. Nesoxenia lineata (Selys).

Nesoxenia lineata Ris. Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 126-128
(figs. 93, 94).

1 cS . Matang Rd.
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63. ^Lathrecista asiatica (Fabr.).

Lathrecista miatica asiaiica Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, LibelT.

pp. 130-132 (figs. 95, 96, 97).

64. Agrionoptera insignis (Ramb.).

Agrionoptera insignis insignis Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell.

pp. 137-138 (fig. 99).

1 J. Buntal, vi. 1910. Thorax dark metallic green, lighter

markings almost lost. Abdomen with segments 3-8 scarlet-red,

each with apical, black ring; on 8 about one-sixth the length

of segment. Whigs suffused with golden yellow, especially at

apices ; basal marks golden brown ; on fore-wing sc to ax
cu to Ac. Hinder-wing sc not reaching ax\, cw to Ac.

Abd. 28 mm., h.w. 31 mm. Pt. 3 mm.

65. Agrionoptera sexlineata Selys.

Ag7nonopte7'a sexlineata Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 144-
145 (figs. 102, 103).

1 cJ, 1 ?. Baram, 15. x. 1910.

The female from Baram has the wings hyaline tln^oughout,

and the red marking on the 7th abd. segment only.

66. Cratilla metallica (Brauer).

Gratilla metallica Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 152-153
(figs. 108, 109).

1 (S . Mt. Murud, 5. xii. 14. 1 , 1 ? . Matang Rd., 13. x. 09.

67. Cratilla lineata (Brauer).

Cratilla lineata Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 153-155
(figs. 110, 111).

68. PoTAMARCHA OBSCURA (Ramb.).

Potamcirclia ohscura Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 156-157
(fig. 112).

69. Orthetrum glaucum (Brauer).

Orthetimm glaucum Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 233-234;
Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1915, p. 25.

70. Orthetrum pruinosum clelia (Selys).

Orthetrum pruinosum clelia Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell.

pp. 242-243.

Orthetrum clelia Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1915, p. 26.

71. Orthetrum sabixa (Drury).

Orthetrum sahina Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 223-225
(figs. 133, 149).
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72. Orthetrum testaceum (Burm.).

Orthetrum testaceum testaceum Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell.

pp. 234-236
;
Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1915, p. 26.

73. Orthetrum chrysis (Selys).

Orthetrum chrysis Kis, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. p. 237,

Group IY. (of Eis),

74. Nannopiiya pygmjea Ramb.

Nannophya 2)ygmcea 'Ki^^ CoW. Selys, Libell. pp. 347-348

(figs. 196, 197).'

6 , 2 $ $ . Sarawak.

75. Brachygonia oculata (Brauer).

Brachygonia oculata Bis, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 353-354
(figs. 203, 204).

3 (5. 4th Mile, Rock Rd., Sarawak, 1909.

76. Brachygonia ophelta Ris.

Brachygonia ophelia Ris, Cat, Coll. Selys, Libell. p. 354

(fig. 205).

1 $ . 4th Mile, Rock Ed., Sarawak, 1910.

77. Tyriobapta torrida Kirby,

Tyriohapta torrida Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 355-356
(figs. 206, 208), and pp. 1120-1121 (fig. 643).

1 $ . Sadong. 1 $ . Matang Rd., vi. 09.

78. Tyriobapta laidlawi Ris.

Tyriohapta laidlavn Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 1121-
1122 (fig. 644).

1 S . Sarawak (autotype). Coll. Ris.

79. Tyriobapta kukenthali (Karsch).

Tyriohapta hukenthali Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 357-358
(fig.*209), and p. 1122.

3 cT . Sarawak.

80. Brachydiplax chalybea chalybea Brauer.

Brachydiplax chalybea Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. p. 363.

Brachydiplax chalyhea chalyhea id. op. cit, p. 1123.

1 S- Santubang, 19.i. 10. 1 (S , Baram (C. Hose). 1 .

"ECotabelud, 17.viii.l3,
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81. RaPHISMA. INERMIS Ris.

Raphisma iiiermis Ris, Cat. Ooll. Selys, Libell. pp. 370- 371

(%. 222).

3 d . Sarawak.

Group VI. (of Ris).

82. *DirLAC0DES tkivialis (Raiiil).).

Diplacodes triuialis Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 468-470
(figs. 293, 294).

83. *Orocotiiemis servilia (Di-iiry).

Oi^ocothemis sei^vilia Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 539-542
(fig. 320).

84. *Neurothemis uisparilis Kirby.

Neurothemis clisyavilis Ris, Cat. Coll. Sel3^s, Libell. p. 566.

85. Neurothemis fluctuans Fabr.

Neurothemisflncttians Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Li1)ell. pp. 566-569.

1 J. 4tb Mile, Rock Rd., Sarawak. 1(5,1$. Limbaiig,

20.vi. 11. 1 N. Merinjak. 13.xi. 14. 1 d,l Barain

(C. Host).

86. Neurothemis terminata Ris.

JSfeiLrothemis ierininata Ris, Cat. Coll. Sely;^, Libell. pp= 569-572
(figs. 328, 329, 334, 335).

2(5cT.Matang Rd. 1 . Matang Mountain. 1 d . Bidi,

viii.98. 1 Buntal, 16.iii. 12. 1 <S • Sainarakan, 17.vi. 10.

87. RnoDOTHEMis rufa (Ramb.).

Rhoclothemis rufa Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 592, 593
(fig. 350).

1 Retail, 16.V. 14.

Group YI.T. (of Ris).

88. PSEUDAGRIONOPTERA DIOTIMA Ris.

Pseaclagrionopte.ra diotima Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. |)p. 748-
749 (figs. 425, 426).

1 2 • Sarawak.

89. Trithemis aurora (Burni.).

Trithemis aurora Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. p}). 775-778
(fig. 442) ;

Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1915, p. 26.

1 , 1 $ . Kinal)alu. 2 d J • Ulu Akar, 14. xi. 14. S . Mt.
Mnrud, 18. vii. 14. 1 . Samarakan, 1 7. vi. 10.

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1920, Ko. XXIT. 22
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90. Trithemis festiva (Eamb.).

Trithemis festiva Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 796-799
(figs. 456, 457) ;

LaicUavv, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1915, p. 26.

3 d . Kinabalu. 1 $ . Mt. Merinjak.

91. Zygonyx iris Selys.

Zijgony.v iris Ris, Cat. Selys, Libell. pp. 820-823 (fig. 478)

;

Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1915, p. 26.

2 J r?. Kinabalu. 1 Mt. Mumd, 2.xii. 14.

92. ONYCnOTHEMIS CULMINICOLA CELEBENSIS Ris.

Oiiychothemis culmiidcola Eorster, subsp. celebensis Ris, Cat.

Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 835-836.

1 d' Tatau.

Under lip brown, upper lip and face brown, with faint metallic

blue reflexion ; thorax brown, also with rather a metallic tinge.

Abdomen entirely scarlet ; anal appendages—upper pair red at

base, distal two-thirds black ; lower appendage red, terminating

in a pair of fine black points. Wings lightly suffused with
yellow. Legs black. Abd. 32 mm. ; h. w. 35 mm. Scarcely

fully mature.

93. *Onychothemis culminicola culminicola Forster.

Oiiychothemis cahiiimcola culini7iicola Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys,

Libell. pp. 835, 836.

Group X. (of Ris).

94. Hydrobasilens crooeus (Brauer).

Hydrohasilem croceas Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 969-970
(fig. 562).

95. Tramea limbata (Desjardins).

Tramea Vmihata Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 4.

Tramea translacida Kirby, loc. cit. p. 3.

Tramea limbata Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 979-988
(figs. 563, 568, 569).

96. Rhyothemis phyllis phyllis (Sulzer).

Rhyothemis phyllis jjhyllis Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 939-
940 (fig. 540, pi. v.).

97. ^Rhyothemis aterrima Selys.

Rhyothemis aterrima Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. p. 953.

98. Rhyothemis pygm^a (Brauer).

Rhyotlhemis pyymcea Ris, C.it. Coll. Selys, Libell. p. 955.
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99. Rhyotiiemis obsolescens Kirby.

Uhyothemis obsolescens Ris, Oat. Coll. Selys, Libel), pp. 958-959
(pi. vii.).

100. Rhvothemis triangularis Kirby.

Uhyothemis triamjidaris Ris, Cat. Coll. Selvs, Libell. pp. 962-
963.

101. *Zyxomma petiolatum Ranib.

Zyxoiimia jjetiolatuni Ris, Cat. Coll. Self's, Libell. pp. 903-905
(lig. 523).

102. *Tholymis tillarga (F;ibr.).

Tholymis tillarga Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 913-915
(fu-s. 531, 532).

103. Pantala flayescens (Fabr.).

Pantala flavescens Ris, Cat. Coll. 8elys, Libell. pp. 917-920
(fig. 533).

104. *Camacinia harterti Karscli.

Camacinia harterti Ris, Cat. Coll. Selvs, Libell. pp. 928-929
(figs. 538, 539).

105. Urotliemis signata .insignata (Selys).

Urothemis signata insignata Ris, Cat. Coll. Selys, Lil)ell.

pp. 1024-1025.

106. *.Ethriamanta gracilis (Biauer).

Brachydiplax gracilis Kirby, Cat. Odonatn, p. 22.

Brachfjdiplax nielcenops Kirby, loc. cit.

^^thriamanta grac'dis Ris. Cat. Coll. Selys, Libell. pp. 1032-
1033 (figs. 597, 598).

ZYGOPTERA .

Calopterygin.'E.

107. Neurobasis chinensis (Linn.).

Neurohasis chinensis Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 102
;

Forster,

Ann Soc. Entomol. Be1g. xli. 1897, pp. 204-210
;
Kriiger, Stettin.

Entomol.Zeitg. 1898, pp. 74-75; Laidla.w, Proc. Zool. Soc. London.

1902, pp. 86-87.

Neurohasis chinensis chinensis Ris, Tijd. v. Entoiuol. Iviii.

1915, p. 6.

22*
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108. Matronoides cyaneipennis Forster.

Matronoides cy itneipsniiis Forster, Wiener EntomoL Zeitg

1897, iii.; i.l., A.m. 8^c. E'ltomol. Bslg. xl. 1897. (sep.) pp. 1-5

Liill-ivv, Jourii. SU-iits Brandi R. A.siat. ^33. [63J 1912, p. 93

id., Proc. Zool. 8oc. Loudon, 1915, p. 30.

6 J . Mt. ^elingaid and Mt. Batu Lawi, 3500 ft., 30, v. 11.

14 d , 5 $ 2 . Mt. Kinabalu, ix. 1913, up to 3000 ft.

109. Yestalis amcena Selys.

Vestalis amoena Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 103
;
Kriiger, Stettin.

Entomol. Zeitg. 1898, p. 75
;
Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London,

1902, p. 87
;

id., Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1915, pp. 30-31.

11 d J , 5 5 2 . Mt. Kinabaln up to 3000 ft.

110. Vestalis beryll.e Laidlaw.

Vestalis heryllce Laidlaw, Sarawak Mus. Journ. ii. 6. 1915, p. 273.

1 J (autotype). Retub. Specimen in Brit. Mus.
Wings liyaline, sligbtly tinged witli yellow. A single row of

cells between Cu^ and Cii.,. Body metallic green. Legs black.

The species is remarkable for tbe great relative length of the

abdomen (70 mm.) as against 40 mm. for the hinder-wing.

Epallagin^.

111. PsEUDOPHiBA TRICOLOR (Selys).

Pseuclophcea t7'icolor Kirby, Oat. Odonata, p. 109.

8 d . Retub, 14. ix. 14. 2 6 6,2 2 2' Saribas ('S 6 6 ,

Baram ; 0. Hose).

112. Pseudoph.?:a subcostalis (Selys).

Pseudophcea subcostalis Kirby, Oat. Odonata, p. 109
;
Laidlaw,

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1915, pp. 32-33.

i 6 6 . Tampassnk, 19. viii. 13. 2 6 6- Saribas. 3 c5^ . Mt.
Murad. 4 cJ . Ulu Akar.

113. PseudopHtEA subnodalis Laidlaw.

Pseudo2)hcea suhiiodalis Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1915,

p. 31.

13 d d , 1 $ ?. Mt. Kinabalu, ix. 13.

114. PsELDOPH^A BASALis Laidlaw.

Fseiidophd'a hasalis Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1915,

p. 32.

i 6 6 Kinabalu, 11-18. ix. 13.
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The males of these four species are at first sight very much
alike. They may be discriminated as follows :

—

A. Opaque colouring of hinder-wing begins at nodus or one or

two cells before. Its margin runs transversely across the

wing; never a dark subcostal band extending to the wing-
base.

Abd. 35 -f- 1 inm., li. w. 27-5 mm. P. tricolor Selys.

B. Opaque colouring of hinder-wing begins about half-way
between wing-base ;ind nodus. Its margin runs obliquely

outwards and backwards, and is rather in-egular
;
usually

a hyaline indentation about 4-6 cells deep between
and Ou^. Dark band in subcostal space of all four wings
extending to wing-base in a.dult specimens, reaching the

nodus in the fore-wing. Apex of fore-wing tipped with
dark brown from the middle of the pterostigma.

Al)d. 30 -f 1 mm., h. w. 25 mm. P. subcostcdis Selys.

C. Opaque area of hinder-wing begins at about two-thirds of

the distance from the wing-base to tlie nodus, but area

betioeen M^+., R is ahvays hyaline wp to nodus. Dark
subcostal stripe not so well marked as in P. suhcostalis,

and scarcely indicated on the fore-wing, which also has

much less opacity at its apex.

Abd. 35 -f 1 mm., h. w. 28 -30 mm. P. suhnodalis Laidlaw.

D. Hinder-wing opaque fiom the base to apex except for the

1)asal space, and for certain quite irregidar areas which
in some specimens occur on the wings. Costal and sub-

costal spaces of fore-w^ing da.rk brown up to nodus,

Abd. 35 + 1 mm., h. w. 27-28 mm. P. hasalis Laidla.w.

Unfortunately I do not know the females.

These species probably all belong to the group P. variegata

(Ramb,). The group occurs in all parts of the Sondaic area.

115. PsEUDOPH.flA IMPAR IN.EQUIPAR (Selys).

PseudopJuea incecptijxir Kiid)y, Cat. Odonata, p. 1('a9,

4 d J. Tatau.

At most these are but a local race of the older species P. impar
(Selys) from Malacca and Suniatra,.

Its nearest allies seem to be P. dispar (Ramb.) and P. fraseri

Laidlaw from W. India, though the relationship is not very close.

116. Dysph^a lugens Selys.

Byspluea luge/ns Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 110.

2 (5 6 . Limbang River, iv. 10. 1 $ (?). Retuh, 16. v. 14.

The wings of the female specimen show in light hyaline brown
a colour-pattern identical with that of the male.

S . Abd. 38 mm. + 1*5 mm., h. w. 32 mm. $ . Abd. 30 mm.,
h. w. 29 mm.
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117. Dysph^a limbata Sely.s.

Dysphcea Imibata Kiiby, Cat. Odonata, p. 40.

'd> (S (S ' Tatau. 1 c? . Baram {C. Hose coll.; no date).

The male from Baram belongs to the race semilimbata of Selys.

It is without the black costal line between the nodus and ptero-

stigma of the fore-wing. All the specimens have the hyaline

parts of the wings suffused with yellows-brown.

S . (Baram), Abd. 34 mm. -1-1 -5 mm., h. w. 30 mm.
(S . Tatau. Abd. 35 mm. -f 1-5 mm., h.w. 30*5 mm.

LlBELLAGIN^.

118. RniNOCYPiiA BisERiATA Selys.

RJiinocypha hiseriata Kirby, Cat. Odonata,, p. 113.

Very closely related to li. anr/usta Selys from Sumatra and
to It perforata Perch, from Malacca and Lower Siam. The
group is Indo-Chinese and Sondaic in distribution.

1 1 9. RniNOCYPHA KARScni Kriiger.

Rhiiiocypha karschl Kriiger, Stettin. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898,

pp. 83-85
;
Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, p. 90.

4 d . Limbang, ix.09.

The species stands alone, without, so far as I know, near allies.

It is confined to the Soiidaic area.

120. *IIhinocypha stygia Forster.

Rhinocypha stygia Forster, Ann. Soc. Entomol. Belg. xli. 1897,

pp. 210-211.

121. Rhinocypha moultoni Laidlaw. (Text-fig. 1,«, 6.)

Rhinocypha moultoni Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1915,

p. 35.

4 6 5 $ . Kinabalu, Sept. 1913.

The adult female of this species resembles that of R. stygia

Forster very closely, to jndge at least by Forster's rather brief

description. But the fully adult male is so brightly coloured

about the body—mnch more so than the female—that I do not
think it possible that stygia, which is entirely black about the
body, can be merely a very adult specimen of the same species.

The four males of moultoni that I have been able to examine are
fully mature, and it is interesting to find that they retain on the
abdomen the colour-pattern characteristic of the teneral female,

which is lost in the mature female. For whereas the male
retains the paired dorsal spots of the abdonjen from segment 2

to 9 as rich orange-red marks in addition to the yellow paired
lateral marks, these dorsal marks are entirely lost in the fully

adult female, but are veiy conspicuous in newly-emerged females
as large lemon-yellow areas covering about thr-ee-quarters of the
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(dorsum of each segment froin 2 to 8 ; fused at their bases with

the lateral system, [in the male the two series, dorsal and
lateral, are fused for their whole length from 2 to 6.) So that,

Text-figure 1, a, h.

Lateral view of colour-pattern of abdomen oi' BJiinocj/pJia mnultoni.

a, ni;ile ; h, immature female.

whilst not refusing to admit the possibility of R. stygia being
the extremely adult stage of R. moiiltoni, I do not think it at all

likely, and retain here the latter species as distinct.

122. Rhinocypha cucullata Selys.

Rhinocypha ciicullata Kirby, Cat. Odonata, }». 114.

6 cT. Tatau. S S . Saribas.

An isolated species, confined apparently to Borneo.

123. *RniNOCYPiiA HUMERALis Selys.

Rhinocyj^ha humercdis Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 114.

124. *Rhinocypha eximia Selys.

Rhinocypha eximia Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 114.

125. Rhustocypiia sp. A.

This species was identified for me by Martin. He has named
and desciibed it in the forthcoming monograph of the Caloptery-

gidve in the Selysian collection, the appearance of which has been
very considerably delayed. As I do not wish to forestall him, I

note here only tliat the species appears to me to be related to

Forster's R, auridentevs from Burn, and perhaps move remotely
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to R. cucullata Selys. I liave exninined a series of .specimens
(

)

from Lio Matu and Tataii.

126. RpiiNOCYPHA sp. B. (Text-fig. 2.)

The remarks made on the previous species refer also to the

present one, wliich appears to l)e allied to R. moultoni. I hav^e

seen 5 specimens from Mt. Eatu Lawi, all males.

Text-figure 2.

M

0

i,^ ;

Lateral view of colour-pattern of abdomen of Bhinocyiiha sp. B.

[The primitive marking of the abdomen of the genus Rhino-

ci/pha, and perhaps of Micromerus, is probably a series of paired

dorsal marks, and outside these on either side a series of lateral

markings, the latter originally possibly a line extending along

the length of the segment, but now in many cases broken up into

anterior and posterior spots.

The species which in this paper I refer to as Rhinocyjjha sp. A
seems to preserve the primitive colouiing to a fairly typical

extent ; this is also the case in R. moultoni and in Rkinocypha

sp. B. Other species show various modifications of the colour-

pattern, which, it may be noted, may be either blue, orange, red,

or yellow. Thus, in R. cucullata for example, in the males only

the lateral colour-marks are retained, save on segments 8 to 9,

which have also dorsal markings. In R. aurulentus Forster

from Burn only the lateral marks are retained ; whilst in the

exquisite R. iridea Selys from Burma only marks belonging to

the dorsal series are to be seen. Lastly, in some presumably
specialized forms

—

e. g., R. stygia Forster—these markings have
disappeared altogether.]
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Diagnostic table for males ofBoniean species q/' Khinoc3'pl»a..

A. All four wings with opaque areas.

a. Opaque area of hinder-wing with hyaline windows,
" mesothoracic triangle " present B. hiseriata Selys.

h. Opnque area of wings without hyaline windows.
1. Large antehumeral blue ray on thorax.

a. Terminal two-fifths of wings opaque B. hnmeralis Selys.

. Terminal fourth of wings opaque B. eximia Selys.

2. Antehumeral band of synthorax narrow.

y. Terminal opaque area of wings beginning at level

of prostigina in front ; posterior tibiie not dilated ;

slight enlargement of posterior margin of second
abdominal segment Bhinoci/pha sp. A.

d. Terminal two-fifths of wings opaque. Posterior

tilnae dilated, blue on anterior surface. Marked
enlargement of posterior margin of second abdo-
minal segment B. cncnUafa Selys.

B. Hinde.'-wings only with opaque markings. Dorsal marks
of abd. segments 2-8 red B, JcarscJii Kriiger.

C. No opaque markings on wings.

1. Abdominal markings lost B. sfygia Forster.

2. Dorsal markings on abdomen red, lateral markings
yellow.

a. Apex of clypeus marked with orange-yellow.

Lateral abdominal markings from segment 2-5

broken into an anterior line and posterior spot.

The anterior line is entirely fused with the dorsal

mark on these segments. From 6-8 the lateral

series is represented only \>y an anterior spot fused

to the dorsal marks B. monltoni Laidlaw.

/3. Apex of clypeus black.

Lateral abdominal markings present as a complete
band of rather irregular outline on segments 2-7,

only fused with the dorsal marks at its extreme
base, and not at all on segments 2-3, on which
segments the dorsal mark is small or absent BJiinoct/pJia sp. B.

127. Rhinoneura villosipes Laidlaw.

Rhinoneura villosipes Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1915,

pp. 33-35 (text-figs. 4, 5 a).

1 d . Mt. Kinahalii.

Autotype in Bi'itisli Museum.

128. MiCROMERUS AURANTIACUS Selys.

Micromerus aurantiacus Kiiby, Cat. Odonata, p. 115,

1 (S S . Linibang.

129. Micromerus semiopacus Selys.

Micromerus semiopacus Kii'by, Cat. Odonata, p. 115
;
Ris. Ann.

Soo. Entomol. Belg. Iv. 1911, pp. 233-234 (fig. 1).

3 d d. Lio Matu. 2^6- Ulu Akar, xi. 14. 2 $ Lio
Mat IT.
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130. MiCROMERUS HYALiNUS Selys.

Micromerus litjcClinus Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 115.

1 S 6 . Bai-am, x. 1910. 6 6 - Tatau. 3 d J ad., 3 d J
juv., 3 $ $ . Saiibas.

131. Micromerus sticticus Selys.

Micromerus sticticus Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 115.

3 (5 . Tatau.

Incertce sedis.

132. Devadatta ARGYROiDES (Selys).

Devadatta argyroides Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 111.

This geDus seems to me to be not very remote in venation

from the " Legion" Megapodagrion.

Legion Megapodagrion.

133. *PoDOLESTES ORTENTALIS SolyS.

Podolestes orientalis Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 126; Kriiger,

Stettin. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898, pp. 98, 99.

134. Podolestes chrysopus Selys.

Podolestes chrysopus Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 126.

1 , 1 2 in cop. Matang Rd., 28. x. 09. 2 J . Baram, vii. 09.

16 6. 4th M)le, Rock Rd., Sarawak, 24.vi. 09. 1 $. Matang

Rd., 24. vi.09.

135. Rhinagrion borneense (Selys).

Amphilestes horneensis Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 126; Karsch,

Entomol. Nachr. xvii. (1891), no. 16, p. 2: Kriiger, Stettin.

Entomol. Zeitg. 1898, pp. 137-138.

10 2 $ 2 . Lio Matu, 4.xi. 14. 1 $ . Kuching, 5. xi. 09.

6 . Agrees fairly closely with the description of the type. The
yellow mark on the dorsum of the thorax is triangular rather

than oval, its base running quite transversely across the thorax,

and its inner side close to the mid-dorsal carina. In one specimen,

however, the anterior margin of the triangle is distinctly oblique,

so that the mark becomes more nearly oval. The colouring of

the ventral side of the thorax seems to vary with age; it is black

in the fully adult specimens, but on the younger it is yellow with

a smoky tinge.

Abdomen : segments 1-7 reddish brown, 1 with yellowish mark
on dorsum, 2-7 with black apical ring, and 2 with pale sub-

apical mark as well
; 8, 9 white, enamelled ; 8 with a reddish

tinge of rather blue-white ; 10 black.

Abd. 30 mm. + 1 mm., h. w. 21 mm.
5 . Head black, but with yellow median mark on post-clypeus

and yellow margins around the eyes. Prothorax light goklen
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brown above, paler below, with the posterior lobe wliitisli green.

Thorax golden brown above, passing to grey-white below. Tri-

angular marks on the dorsum as in the male.

Abdomen : segment 1 greenish white above, pale below : seg-

ments 2-7 reddish brown, progressively darker backwards, with

subterminal grey-green rings
;

segments 8-10 black, 8 with

lateral longitudinal whitish band.

Abd 27 mm., h. w. 25 mm.
(For generic name, see Calvert, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila-

delphia, 1913, p. 258.)

136. *RniNAGRiON ELOPUR^ (Selys).

Amjihilestes elopurce Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 126.

Legion Platycnemis.

137. CCELICCIA OCTOGESIMA (Sclys).

Cmliccia octogesima Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 128.

1 5 . Matang lid., 3. i. 10 (damaged).

138. CCELICCIA MEMBRANIPES (Ramb.) (raCC NEMORICOLA
Laidlaw?).

Cfeliccia nemoricola Laidlaw, Jouru. Straits Branch R. Asiat.

Soc. [63] p. 95
;

id., Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1915, p. 37.

Ccdiccia memb7Ymipes race nemoricola Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc.

London, 1917, pp. 230-231.

Common on Mt. Kinabalu.

139. CcELicciA FLAVOSTRiATA Laidlaw.

Coeliccia favostricUa Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc, London, 1917,

pp. 223-224 (figs. 1, 2).

2 d cT. Mt. Merinjak, 21. v. 14. 16- Mt. Matang, 4.xii. 13.

Autotype in British Museum. Paratype in Coll. Mus. Sarawak
and in my own collection.

140. CcELicciA CAMPioNi Laidlaw.

Cceliccia campioni Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1917,

pp. 224-225 (figs. 3, 4).

1 cT . Lio Matu, 31. X. 14.

141. Cceliccia macrostigma Laidlaw.

Coeliccia inacrostiyma Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1917,

pp. 225 227 (figs. 5, 6).

1 6 . Baram, 20. x. 10 (1 $ ?. 19. x. 10).

142. Cceliccia nigrohamata Laidlaw.

Coeliccia nigrohamata Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London. 1917,

p. 228 (figs. 7, 8).
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[CCELICCIA BORNEENSIS (Selys).]

Coeliccia borneensis Kirby, Cat. Odor^ata, p. 128.

(See under C. octogesima (Selys), Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soe.
LondoD, 1917, p. 231.)

143. CoPERA ATOMARiA (Sely.s). (Text-fig. 3.)

Copera atomaria Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 129.

(See also Kriiger, Stettm. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898, pp. 103-107
;

Ris, Tijdschr. v. Entomol. Iviii. 1915, p. 7, sep.)

Upper anal appendages of male about one-lialf length of lower
pair. Tibite not dilated. In the adult male the thorax is bronze-
black above, with a few irregular yellow spots repj esentiug the
antehumeral band. The sides of the thorax are mottled black
and yellow, the legs are entirely red-brown. Abdomen black, with
yellow lateral markings on segments 1 and 2 a,nd a basal bluish-
white l ing on segments 3-6. Segment 10 and upper pair of anal
appendages white, lower pair of appendages black ; distal half
marked with white dorsally.

Toxt-figure 3.

Prothorax of Cojpera atomaria seen from above.

Adult female coloured much as the male, but duller. The
posterior femora have a i-ow of black dots along their dorsal

surface. The posterior thoracic margin of the female carries a

pair of small triangular projections directed upwards and for-

wards. These are much less acute than the corres^pon ding-

structures of the Sumatran species, C. acutimargo Kriiger.

J. Abd. 28-1- 0-75 mm., h. w. 17-5 mm. $. Abd. 30 mm.,
h. w. 19 mm.

Specimens from Lio Matu seem to have been taken in com-
pany with Caconeura verticalis Selys ; at least in many cases I

found examples of both species papered together.

To what extent these Bornean specimens are to be regarded as

distinct from other allied forms of the genus it is at present

impossible to say. But I think it likely that a number of foims

of the vittata series of the genus will ultimately be characterized.

As I have seen only examples of one foim from Borneo, I have
retained for it the Selysian name.
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Legion Agriox.

144. Oi\yCHARGIA ATROCYANA SeljS.

Onychargia atrocyana Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 139
;
Kriiger,

Stettin. Eutomol. Zeitg. 1898, p. 118; Ris, Nova Giiioea, xiii.

Zool. 2, pp. 94-95 (fig. 13).

1 (S . Mt. Muriid, 18. xii. 14. Yeiy adalt, lacking the last four

abdominal segments.

145. Ceriagrion cerinorubellum (Brauer\

Ceriagrion c&ri)iorubelhcm Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 154; Kriiger,

Stettin. EntomoL Zeitg. 1898, pp. 119-120; Ris, Abli. d.

Senckenberg Naturfors. GeselJscli. xxxiv. p. 519; id., Tijdschr.

V. Entomol. Iviii. 1915, p. 13 (sep.)
;
Laidlaw, Rec, Indian Mus,

xvi. part ii. p. 188.

26 6' 4tli Mile, Rock Rd., Sarawak, 30.xi.09. 'S d 6 . Retuli,

16.V.14.

146. Ceriagrion bellona Laidlaw.

Ceriagrion bellona Laidlaw, Sarawak Mus. Journal, ii. 1916,

p. 274.

2 6 6- Mt. Matang, xii. 13. I 6 Kinabalu, ix.l3.

Ab commences before the level of Ac. Wings in adult lightly

tinged with yellowish brown. Excision on hind-margin of tenth

abdominal segment A-shaped. Lower anal appendages (of male)

about twice as long as upper pair. Head orange-brown above,

greenish white below. Prothoj-ax :ind synthorax coppery brown
above, yellowish green below% Abdomen : first segment coppery

brown, second to sixth carmine, seventh to tenth dull brown.
Abd. 28-5 mm., h. w. 20 mm.

147. Pseudagrion microcephalum (Ramb.).

Fseicdagrion )aicroce2)halum Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. ] 53
;
Ris,

Supplement Entomol. no. 5, 1916, pp. 40-43 (figs. 13-19);
Laidlaw, Rec. Ind. Mus. xii. pp. 23-24 (fig. 1) ;

Ris, Ann. Soc.

Entomol. Belg. 1911, p. 235.

1 $ (damaged). 4tli Mile, Rock Rd., Sarawak.

Dr. Ris gives a full synonymy of this species, and a description

of several races characterized by the shape of the anal appendage
of the male (Ris, Suppi. Entomol. loc. cit.).

The Bornean species seem to be below the average in size.

148. PSEUDAGRIOX PRUINOSUM (Burill.).

Pseiuiagrion 2Jrninosicni Is^irhy , Ciit. Odonata, p. 153; Kriiger,

Stettni. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898,' p. 119; Laidlaw, Sarawak Mus.
Journal, ii. 1916, p 275

;
Ris, Nova Guinea, xiii. Zool. 2,

pp. 97-98 (fig. 18).
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149. ACIAGRION BORXEENSE Eis.

Aciagrion horneense Ris, Ann. Soc. Entomol. Belg. 1911,

pp. 234-235 (tigs. 2-d).

1 $. Tabekang, 12. v. 14.

Occurs also in tlie Malay Peninsula,

150. Agriocnemis femina (Brauer).

Agriocnemis femina Ris, Supplement Entomol. no. 5. 1916,

pp. 22-26 (ligs.'l3, 17).

(For full synonymy of this species, see Bis, loc. cit.)

151. Argiocnemis rubescens Selys.

Argiocnemis 7'iibescens Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 158; Bis, Abh.
d. Senckenberg Naturfors. Gesellscli. xxxiv. pp. 516-518.

(For this species also, consult Bis's paper quoted here.)

1 cT. Malimau, 5. xi. 10. 1 ^. Mt. Merinjak, 18. v. 14.

1 (5 . 4th Mile, Bock Bd., Sarawak.

152. Amphicnemis wallacei Selys.

Amphicnemis ivallacei Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 157
;
Bis, Ann.

Soc. Entomol. Belg. Iv. 1911, pp. 236-237 (figs. 4, 5); Laidlaw,

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1913, p. 70.

1 S ' Baram.

153. Amphicnemis louis^ Laidlaw.

Amphicnemis louisce Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1913,

p. 71, pi. iv. figs. 5, 5a; Bis, Tijdschr. v. Entomol. Iviii. 1915,

pp. 13-14.

154. Amphicnemis remiger Laidlaw.

Amphicnemis remiger LaidlaAV, Journal Straits Branch B.

Asiat. Soc. [63] 1912, pp. 96-97, pi. fig. 4; id., Proc. Zool. Soc.

London, 1913, p. 72.

1 J. Batu Lawi. 16 6 (imperfect). Murud, 20. xii. 14.

155. Amphicnemis madelen^ Laidlaw.

Am2yhicuemis madelence Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London,

1913, pp. 71-72 (pi. iv. figs. 6, 6 a).

2 6 6 > Kuching.

156. Amphicnemis martini Bis.

Amphicnemis martini Bis, Aun. Soc. Entomol. Belg. Iv. 1911,

pp. 237-238 (tig. 6); Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1913,

pp. 72-73.

1 6 . Limbang. 1 6 • Mt. Merinjak, 22. xi. 14 (both imperfect).

And, in addition, I have before me 6 $ 5 from Murud, 20. xi. 14,
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and 1 2 fi'om Limbang which I have not identiried with cer-

tainty ; also a damaged female specimen fi-om Tatau which is

possibly identical with A. gracilis Krliger from Sumatra
;
and,

lastly, 1 2 ft'Oin Baram belonging to a different, and undeter-

mined, species.

I hope t'o pay more attention to this interesting genus when
opportunity ofiers.

157. Pericnemis stictica Selys.

Pericne7)iis stictica Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 158
;

Kriiger,

Stettin. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898, p. 158; Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc.

London, 1902, p. 386.

1 <S . Limbang (in fragments).

158. Tetnobasis kirbyi Laidlaw^ (?). (Text-fig. 4.)

Teinohasis kirbyi Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902,

pp. 386-387.

Teinohasis snperha Laidlaw (nec Selys), Proc. Zool. Soc.

London, 1917, p. 231.

1 (5 . Lio Matu, 4. xi. 14. (Specimen to be sent to British

Museum.)
Text-figure 4.

Lateral view of anal appendages of Teinohasis kirhiji, ^ (?).

M., and Ms united from their origin for the length of one cell.

Upper branch of superior anal appendage short, about one-half

the length of lower branch, which is nearly equal in length to the

lower appendage. Ac lies much nearer the level of Ax, than of

Ax^.

Head : upper surface entirely black ; the upper lip polished,

but without metallic reflex ; lower lip grey-white ; the rest of the
under and posterior sui-faces greenish white.

Prothorax : black above, grey-white below.

Syiithorax : black above, no trace of a.ntehumeral stripes
; dark

grey on the sides, a little pulverulent; paler below.

Abdomen : slender, but segments 7-10 distinctly stouter
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thal^i 3-6. Bronze-black above, brownish white below. Anal
appendages (see text-fig. 4) brown tipped with black.

Legs : grey-white, with black articulations and black lines on
the posterior surfaces.

Wings : rather smoky
;
pteroytigma ahuost square, but its inner

margin more oblique than its outer ; dark brown, very finely

edged with lighter colour surrounded by a thickened black vein.

Px 15.

Abd. 40 + -5 mm., h. w. 23 mm.
Segments 3-6 of the abdomen measure 29*5 mm.
Comparison ot" this specimen with Ris's figures and examina-

tion with his diagnostic table (Ris, Nova Guinea, xiii. Zool. 2,

pp. 100-102, fig. 22) has enabled me to determine that this

species is not T. superha Selys, from which species it differs in

its smaller size, absence of antehumeral stripes, and shape of anal

appendages. My species, T. kirhyi., is unfortunately very im-
perfectly known, but on the whole the jn-esent specimen would
seem to resemble it closely in colouiing and venation, and it may,
I think, be regarded as conspecific with it.

159. Teixobasis rajah Laidlaw.

Teinohasis rajah Laidlaw, Journ. Straits Branch R. Awiat. Soc.

[63J 1912, p. 97.

2 cf c?. Limbang, 22. vi. 11.

Thorax orange-red above, with median bronze-green stripe.

Abd. 33 mm., h. w. 20 mm.
Autotype S in British Museum. Paratype

,
coll. Ris.

160. Stenagrion dubium (Laidlaw).

Pseuclagriou (?) dubium Laidlaw, Journ. Straits Branch R.

Asiat. Soc. [63] 1912, pp. 97-98, pi., fig. 5.

Stenagrion duhiuvi id., Proc, Zool. Soc, London, 1915, p. 39;
id., op. cit. 1917, p. 231 (fig. 10).

Legion Protoneura.

[I propose the following arrangement of the Oriental species

grouped under the Selysian genera Disparonenra and Caconeura

{Alloiieura Selys). It is, I think, natural, and has the advantage

of retaining many of the species in the original genera :

—

A. Ac lies midway between ax\ and ax-z.

a. Posterior lobe of protborax of female armed witb

book-like projections,

a. Ab meeting nerve descending from quadrilateral.

i. Cui reaching binder margin of wings bej'ond

balf tbe wing-lengtb C/?Zoroj^(?'?(ra Laidlaw.

ii. reacliing binder margin of wings before

balf tbe wing-lengtb Disparoneara Selys.

/3. Vestige of Ab not meeting nerve (le>;cending

from quadrilateral, or absent altogetber Caconeura Kirby.

h. Posterior lobe of protborax of female simple Indoneura Laidlaw.

]}. Ac lies nearly at level of o.f, or proximal to it Risioneura Munz.
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Of these genera : Chlorovemxt appears to be confined to penin-
sular India

;
Blsparoneara has a westerly range, extending from

Africa to India and Burma and reaching its limit eastwards in

Borneo
;
Caconeura, more specialized in some respects, extends

from Burma to Malaya, with one species in Cejdon ; whilst the
still more specialized Risioneura is Papuan (see Laidlaw^, Bee.
Ind. Mus. xiii. 1917, pp. 343-344).]

161. Caconeura dorsalis (Selys).

Caconeura dorsalis Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 134.

Disparoneura dorsalis Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. 8oc. London, 1913,

p. 75.

3 d cT . Baram [C. Hose). 1 6 . Murud, 18. xii. 14.

162. Caconeura v-erticalis (Selys).

Disparo7ieura verticalis Ivh-hy, Cat. Odonata,* p. 134; Kriiger,

Stettin. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898, p. 114: Forster, Fasc. Malay.,

Zool. iv. Odonata, Part II., (sep.) p. 14
;
Laidlaw, Proc. Zool.

Soc. London, 1913, p. 75.

21 c? , 3 2 $ . Lio Matu, xi. 14. 2 6 6 , I 2 Betuh, 14. v. 14.

The presence of a vestige of Cu,, is constant in all these

specimens.

163. Caconeura hyperythra (Selys).

Caconeura hyperi/thra Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 134.

Disp)aroneura hyperythra Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London,
1913, p. 76.

164. Caconeura hosei (Laidlaw).

Disparoneura hosei Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1913,

pp. 76-78.

1 o- Baram {C. Hose), autotype, coll. F. F. L. 5 cT • Lio
Matu, 4. xi. 14. (1 d • Coll. Brit. Mus.)

165. Caconeura peramcena (Laidlaw).

Disparoneura peramcena Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London,-

1913, pp, 76-77 (pi. iv. figs. 8, 8 a).

166. *Caconeura interrupta (Selys).

Disparoneura interrupta Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 134,

167. *Caconeura collaris (Selys).

Disparoneura collaris Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 134.

Disparoneura notostigma collaris Forster, Fasc. Malay., Zool.

iv. Odonata, Part IL, (sep.) p. 13.

*[Caconeura lansbergi (Selys).]

Caconeura lansbergi Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 134.

Location somewhat doubtful,

Proc. Zool. Soc—1920, No. XXIII. 23
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168. *Caconeura gracillima (Sel3's).

Caconeura gracillima Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 134.

169. Caconeura moitltoni (Laidlaw).

Disparone/ura mouUoni Laidlaw, Journ. Straits Branch R. Asiat.

Soc. [63] 1912, pp. 98-99.

1 c^. Batu Lawi, 11. v. 11.

Upper lip pale yellow, with fine black margin, otherwise velyety

black above. Dorsum of prothorax and synthorax black, a fine

yellow lateral stripe on the. latter. Abdomen brownish black.

No vestige of Cn.,
;

Cii, reaches first cross-nerve after the quad-

rangle in the fore-wing, the second in the hinder-wing

;

14 postnodal costals in fore-wing.

Abd. 34 mm., h.w. 19 mm.

170. *DlSPAR0NEURA AURANTIACA Selys.

Disjyaroneura aurantiaca Kirby, Cat. Odonata., p. 134.

171. DiSPARONEURA ANALIS (Selys).

Disjmroneura anal'is Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 134 ;
Kriiger,

Stettin. Entomol. Zeitg. 1898, p. Ill
;
Laidlaw, Sarawak, Mus.

Journ. ii. no. 6, 1915, p. 275.

16. Baram, 29. iii. 10. 1 . Saribas, 09. \6. Murud,
18.xii.l4. 1 c5 . Lio Matu, l.xi. 14.

Legion Platysticta.

172. Drepanosticta rufostigma (Selys).

Platysticta rufostigma Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 133 ; Laidlaw.

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1913, p. 79 (pi. iv. fig. 9).

(For definition of the genus Brejmnosticta^ see Laidlaw, Records
Ind. Mus. xiii. part vi. p. 339 (1917).)

173. Protosticta VERSICOLOR Laidlaw.

Protosticta versicolor Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1913,

pp. 78-79.

174. Protosticta kinabaluensis Laidlaw.

Protosticta kinahaluensis Laidlaw, Proc. Zool. Soc. London,
1915, pp. 37-38 (fig. 5,b).

Also \S (imperfect), Mt. Merinjak, 26. v. 14, belonging to

Drepanosticta, with the hinder margin of the thorax bilobed.

Apparently an undescribed species.

Legion Lestes.

175. *Lesies wallacei Kirby.

Lestes tvallacei Kirby, Cat. Odonata, p. 162.
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Lestes sp.

1 (S . Matang Rd., 21.viii. 20 (lacking head and end of

abdomen).
Wings hyaline, but with smoky tinge, most marked at apex

;

petiolated up to level of Ac, which lies nearer Ax^ than Ax,.

M.^ commencing 8|-9 cells distal to nodus in fore-wing, 6|-7
cells in hinder-wing. None of the sectors angulose except Cu.^.

P^erostigma large, dilated, about four times as long as broad.

One supplementary sector and vestige of a second interposed

between M., and M,^. Quadrangle broad, lower side twice as long

<as upper side ; outer angle acute.

This interesting species sliows distinct affinities to the Indo-

Chinese Orolestes.

There are also amongst Major Moulton's material some three

fragmentary specimens, all Agrionines, which are too imperfect

to describe. They appear to be unnamed species. One is a

Fseudagrion ; a second is either a Pseudagrion or belongs to an
allied genus ; the third I cannot refer with certainty to any
genus, though again it may l)e related to Pseudagrion.

I have omitted from the list certain common and widely-spread

species which almost certainly occur in Borneo, but which have
never yet been recorded from tlie island. These would add some
ten species or so to the list.

AUoY/ing for these broken or unrecorded species, we may, I

think, assume that the list includes from between 70 to 80 per

cent, of the total Dragonfly fauna of the island.

III. Some Remarhs on Geographical Distribution,

Dragonilies are so important in this respect that a few notes

are not out of place.

It is difficult to subdivide the Oriental Region in any entirely

satisfactory way ; but one may contrast the equatorial Dragonfly

fauna, ranging from about the equator to roughly 10° IST., with

the tropical fauna lying mainly between 10° N. and 25° N, The
equatorial fauna may be called the Malayan, the tropical (unless,

indeed, that can be shown to consist of more than one fauna of

€0-ordinate importance) I label here the Indo-Chinese.

The Malayan fauna occupies as its main areas :

—

i. The Sondaic area—-?. e., the Malay Peninsula, Borneo,
Sumatra, and Java,

ii. The Philippine Islands,

iii. The Celebes.

Any detailed analysis of the fauna of Malaya would extend

this paper to undue length : hence I give only a very general

table, and prehx "so far as I know'' to the whole.
23*
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Table of distrihution of genera found in Borneo.

T. Genera confined to Borneo.

LincESohna, Pseudagrionopfera, Ilatronoides, Hhinoneiira, Stenagrion,

II. Genera specially characteristic of Malaya or confined there-

to (several of these occur in Indo-China).

Tetracantliagyna
,
AmphitBSclina, Orchitheviis, Pornothemis, Pracliy-

gonia, Tyriohapta, Micromer2is^, Dysphcea, Devadatta, Podolestes,

Rhinagrion, Caeoneiira, Ampliicnemis, Pericnemis.

III. Genera of Oriental distribution, with species confined to

Sondiac area.

Orogomplms, Onycliothemis, Macromidia, Aziima, Idionyx, Jagoria,

GompJiidia, LepfogompJius, Macrogomplius, Microgomphus, Burma-
gomp]ius,IIeterogomplnis, Vestal is,Pseudophcea,Pliinocyplia, Coeliccia^

Copera, Disparoneura.

W. Genera common to Oriental and Australian Regions, with

species confined to Sondaic area.

Agrionoptera, JSfe'urofhemis, BracJiydiplax, Lyriotliemis, Camacinia,.

Aciagrion, JDrepanosticta, 'Protosfictu

.

Y. Genera mainly Papuan or Australian, with species confined

to Sondaic area.

Metaphya, Oda, Paphisma, Teinohasis.

YI. Palteotropical (a) or Holotropical [b) genera, with species

confined to Sondiac area.

(a) Ictinus, Tetrathemis, Phyofhemis, ^Plthriamanta, Pseudagrion^

Ceriagrion.

(b) Gynacantlm.

YII. Special cases :

—

H'ylceotliemis. Borneo. S. India, Cejlon.

Seliceschna. W. Africa, Malaya, Burma.

Macromia. Palseotropical, Palsearctic, Nearctic.

Some negative characters showing contrast with Indo-Chinese

Province :

—

Absence of Cordidegastrina', relatively poor development of

genera of Ccdoj^terygince and of Brachytryon series

of JEschnincB.

Relative scarcity of species of the following genera :

—

Onychogomjjhus, Bestes^ Ischmira^ Agriocnemis.

Absence of Davidius, Anisogomplius, Cyclogomphus, Gomj^hus,

Fseudothemis.! Sym2Mrum^ Palfoinleiira sexmacidata,

Bradinopygci , A nisopleAira.

Genera not mentioned in the above table have no species

peculiar to the Sondiac area.

Micromeriis has 13 species in Malaya
;
one, M. I'meatus, widely spread in Indo-

Chinese province ; and one, M.Jinalis, in Ceylon.
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Though more species and genera of Therocephaiians Q,re known
than of either of the otlier two large suborders of tbe Carnivorous
Therapsida—the Gorgonopsia a,nd the Cynodontia,—the structure

of the skull and skeleton is much better known in these later

suborders. This is largely due to the fact that the Thero-
cephaiians are mainly found in the Lower Beaufort zones, where,
owing to tlie petrological conditions, very fine complete spe-

cimens are rare. The GorgonopsiaKS which are found mostly
in the Cistecephalus zone, and the Cynodonts which mainly occur

in the Upper Triassic zones, are usually represented by well-

preserved skulls with a matrix which can be fairly easily removed.
Recently I have been fortunate in discovering one or two very
interesting specimens of late Therocephaiians formed in the Upper
Endothiodoii and Cestecephalus zones, which add considerably to

our knowledge of the Therocephalian skull.

TCTIDOSUCHUS LONGICEPS, Sp. UOV.

In 1900 1 discovered near Pearston the reniaius of a very
interesting type of Therocephalian Mdiich I described under the

name Ictidosuchns ^jrimccvus. Until recently no other specimen
of either this genus or species has ever been discovered, and as

the type skull is very imperfect, a good specimen of this genus has

long been one of our principal desiderata. In Deceml)er 1917,

I found at Bruintjeshooyte, between Somerset East and Pearston,

a good skull, which may be referred to the genus Ictidosuchns,

though a distinct species from /. privuevus.

The skull is nearly complete, lacking only the incisor portion,

the occipital condyle, the arches of the left side and the quadrate
region of the righit. The palate is much weathered on the left

side, but nearly perfect on tlie right.

As preserved, the skull measures in greatest length 135 mm.,
and when complete was probably 152 mm. long. Tiie greatest

breadth is about 84 mm. From the front of the orbit to the
base of the canine is 52 mm., and from the front of the orbit to
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the front of the snout was prol)ab]y about 75 mm. The intei--

orbital measurement is 2'2 mm., and the antero posterior measure-

ment of the orbit is 32 mm.
The premaxillse and septomaxillfe are lost. The nasals are long

and narrow, only slightly wider in front and behind than in

the middle region. The maxilla is unusnaliy long in comparison
with its depth. It passes forwards a, considerable distance in

advance of the canine and backwards much beyond the last molar.

In front of the main canine there are two small canines as

in Scaloposcmrvs, but the present type, besides differing veiy

greatly in many other ways, differs in having the third tooth

developed into a powerful canine. The caiiine here measures

about 15 mm. in height and 5 mm. in antero-posterior length. It

is usually curved, and is remarkable for having no serrations

along its posterior border. 'Jdie three canines together measure
9"5 mm. Behind the main canine is a diastema of 6'5 mm.
followed by a series of 9 small cone-like molars, the whole molar

series measuring 25 mm. In Iciidosuchus prinuei'us there are ap-

parently only 8 molars, but as both the upper and lower jaws are

Text-figure 1.*

Sicie view ot skull o{ Ictidosuchus longiceps Bvoom.

badly preserved, it is not improbable tliat there may also have
been 9 in the type species. The molars of Ictidosuchus jwimcevus
are considerably larger and closer together, but appear to be
otherwise similar to those of 1. longiceps.

The prefrontal is a relatively large bone which forms the
anterior half of the upper orbital margin and extends down to

the middle of the anterior border. The lacrimal is considerably
less than half the size of the prefrontal, as will be seen in the
figure given.

The jugal is a vei-y long slender bone forming most of the sub-
orbital bar and about half of the outer temporal arch. A sti'ong

but short ascending process forms the lower half of the post-

orbital arch, articulating with the short postorbital bar of the
postorbital bone.

The frontals are relatively small, and only form a very small
part of the supraorbital margin. The bones are about the same
length as the orbit, and articulate in front with the nasals by

* For explanation of lettering, see p. 355.
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an irregular transverse suture, and posteriorly with tlie parietals

by a transverse serrated suture.

There is no postfrontal.

The postorbital is relatively small, forming tlie posterior half

of the upper orbital margin and the upper half of the postorbital

arch. It extends backwards by the side of the parietal to the

plane of the posterior border of the pineal foramen.

The parietals are relatively long and slender. In front they

are flattened out, and form a transverse suture with the frontals.

Posteriorly they form a sharp intertemporal crest, and at the

front of the crest is a large oval pineal foramen. From the

Text -figure 2.

Upper surface of skull of Ictidosnchus Joiigiceps Broom.

posterior part of the crest the pa.rietals pass outwards, forming a
considerable part of the occipital crest.

The occiput is very imperfectly preserved. It is shallow and
broad, and from the upper margin of the foiumen magnum the

bone passes upwards and forwards. The elements cannot be
clearly made out, though they are doubtless as in better-known
Therocephalians. The squamosals and quadra.tes are lost.

As already stated, the pa.late has not been fully cleared in front

as the matrix is required to support the teeth, but the structure

is sufficiently revealed in all the posterior part. A transverse

fracture through about the plane of the third last molar shows in

section the prevomers. Though very closely placed to each other
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they are not anehylosed. Eacli Jias an ascending thin plate and
a short descending plate, and from each bone a transverse plate

passes outwards which approaclies and doubtless further back

meets the palatine. The palatines as seen here in section are

slender curved bones which below meet the maxillaries, and on
passing inwards and then upwards again approach and possibly

meet the upper borders of the maxillaries.

The prevomers extend backwards a considerable distance

behind the plane of the last molars and meet the anterior ends of

the pterygoids. The palatines form the greater part of the bony
roof of the mouth, passing about as far back as the posterior end

Text-figure 3.

Palatal surface of skull of Ictidosticlms longieeps Broom.

of the maxilla. There is behind the palatine a large suborbital

vacuity as in Scylacosaurus, and, as in that genus, this vacuity is

bounded externally by the ectopterj^goid. The ectopterygoid is

moderately slender, but in front of the pterygoid process which
lies along the inner side of the mandibles it has a well-developed

descending process, which adds much support to the pterygoid

process.

The pterygoid is fairly similar to that already described and
figured by me in Scylacosauriis, and possibly some of the apparent
differences may be due fo certain features being preserved in the

present specimen which were lost in the other. As in most
primitive reptiles, there is an anterior process which, passing
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inside of the palatine, meets the prevomer ; an outer descending

process which forms the posterior border of the suborbital vacuity

and has a long articulation with the ectopterygoid ; and a long-

posterior process, the inner part of whicli a.pparently articulates

with the basisphenoid, and the outer branch of whicli doubtless

passes back to meet the quadrate. Though the posterior process

is almost perfectly preserved, as the quadrate is lost the mode of

articulation is not seen. An interesting point about the ptery-

goid is that there are no teeth on it. Near the posterior part of

the anterior palatine process there is in the middle line a

prominent median spur formed by the two bones meeting, and
immediately behind this is a moderately large median vacuity.

At the inner end of the outer process is a, well-marked descending
spur, the exact length of wliich is unknown as it is broken off

near the base.

Above the outer branch of the posterior process is seen the

well-developed epipterygoid. This difiers from that figured by
me in Scylacosaurus (Phil. Trans. 1915) in having a shorter and
broader upper portion and a difierentlv shaped basal, which lies in

the ptei-ygoid as seen in tlie figure given.

Tlie basicranifvl legion is too much weatliered to be worth
describing in detail.

Alopecopsts atavus, gen. et sp. nov.

This new genns and species is founded on a nearly complete
skull discovered by me at New Bethesda, and it is of much
importance as revealing another new type of Therocephalian.

Text-figure 4.

Side view of skull of Alopeeopsis atavus Broom.

The specimen is in ratlier indurated shale, and as the bone is

more friable than the matrix, complete development is difficult,

and it has been considered advisable to leave a fair amount of

matrix on the specimen. Enough has, however, been undertaken

to show most details of the structure. The whole of the right

side of the skull is preserved except a part of the quadrate and
squamosal regions, and the right mandible is in position. The
left side has lost the greater part of the jngal and squamosal,
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and the left mandible has been completely detached and lost

before f'ossilisation.

The skull as preserved measures 198 mm. and was probably
about 202 mm. in greatest length. The greatest width across

the squamosals has been about 90 m)n. From the fiont of

the snout to the front of the orbit is 90 mm. The greatest

width of the snout in the canine region is 45 mm., and the
narrowest measurement between the supraorbital edges is 39 mm.
The premaxilla is relatively small, and is much overlapped by

the maxilla. It sends upwards between the nostrils a slender

internasal process to meet the nasal above. Most of the teeth

are lost, but portions of three are stil seen, and from the sockets

the number and size of all can be determined. Tliere is evidence

of six incisors, of which the 6th is very small. The whole six

measure 24 mm. At the front end of the premaxilla are two
moderately Large foramina for branches of sensory nerve

—

presumably a branch of tlie second division of the Yth.
The sepfcomaxilla lies along the outer border of the nostril, and

passes backwards a short distance between the nasal and maxilla.

Between the septomaxilla and maxilla there is, as in other

previously known early carnivorous Therapsids, a large foramen,

the significance of which is at present unknown. In most fcetal

mammals there is a large gland duct developed along the outer

side of tlie nasal cavity, which from its very early development is

evidently the remains of some structure once of much greater

importance. It seems not improbable that this laige foramen,

which passes into the nasal cavity between the septomaxilla and
maxilla and is continued as a wide groove for some distrince

upwards and backwards tdong the upper border of the maxilla,

was for the lodgment of the glandular and possibly sensory organ
whose rudiment is met with in vAost mammals.
The nasal is long and narrow, but broader at each end than in

the middle. The shape and relations will be best understood

from the figures given„

The maxilla is a powerfully developed bone of considerable

depth. There is a single large canine which unfortunately is not

well preserved on eitlier side. In front of the elevation which
accommodates the root of the canine, the maxilla overlaps the

premaxilla as in most Therocephalians, and in the anterior part

of the bone ai-e three fairly large foramina,, presumably for

branches of the Vth nerve. In the canine region tlie surface of

the bone is considerably pitted, probably by glands in the skin,

and there are a number of small openings, apparently for nerves.

The maxillaiy branch of the Vth nerve apparently passes into

the maxilla by a large foramen on the inner side of the bone
behind the canine, and passing forwards outside the canine, comes
to the surface through the numerous small foramina in the

front of the bone. Behind the canine there is a long slender

alveolar margin, which is remaikable in having no trace of molar
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teeth. In many skulls when no molars are found we suspect

that they may have been lost, l)ut here this can hardly be the

case. Both maxilla? are well preserved and the dentary as well,

yet in none of the three bones is there any trace of molars.

Further, the alveolar margin is narrow and sharp, and would be

much too slender for the accommodation of molars large enough

to be serviceable to an animal of the size.

The lacrimaJ is fairly large, and forms a considerable part of

the facial surface, which is veiy smootli.

The prefrontal forms the ajiterior and upper quarter of the

orbital margin. It meets the frontal, nasal, maxilla, and

lacrimal bones.

The frontals are relatively small, and the two form most of the

Text-figure 5.

Upper surface of skull of Alopecojysis atavus liroom.

slio-htly conca,ve interorbital surface. In front each has a short

articulation with the nas;dand a much longer oblique articulation

with the prefrontal, and as the prefrontal nearly extends back-

w^ards to the postorbital, the frontal only forms a very small part

of the orbital margin. Posteriorly the frontal has a long articu-

lation with the postorbital, and a short interdigitating suture

with the parietal mainly liidden by tiie postorbital.

There is no postfrontal.

The postorbital is a peculiarly twisted bone. Its inner end

lies against the narrow parietal crest, and from this, passing
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outwards, it forms tlie back wa.ll of tlie frontal region and the

anterior border of the temporal fossa. From the point where it

meets the frontal at the orbital margin it passes almost directly

backwards, forming most of the posterior half of the upper

orbital margin. It then passes downwards behind the jugal to

nearly the level of the lower side of the orbit.

The jugal is a large bone. It forms almost the whole of the

suborbital arch and about half of the postorbital. Posteriorly it

passes back below the squamosal to near tlie quadrate region.

The parietals are narrow, and form a median crest which in

front is overlapped by the postorbitals. The pineal foramen is

rudimentary.
The back of the skull is not well preserved, the bones being

very rotten, but so far as can be seen the structure does not difler

from that of typical Therocephalians.

Text-figufe C.

Section through skull of Alopecopsis atavus Hi'Dom, immediately behind

postorbital arch,

A section through the skull immediately behind the post-

orbital arch shows the relations of the parietals and postorbitals

above and the pterygoid below, Avith between them a thin

anterior process of the basisphenoid, and above them the feebly

developed element which I believe to be the true vomer, but
which most others call the paiasphenoid.

The right mandible is fairly complete and the dentary almost
perfect. In front there are three incisors which together measure
9 mm., and these are closely followed by a long procumbent canine
which has antero-posterior diameter of 8'5 mm. and a height of

something over 20 mm. IMiere appear to be no serrations on either

the incisors or the canine. Tliough the alveolar margin of the
dentary is perfectly preserved, there is no trace to be seen of any
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molars. The dental formula, of Alopecopsis atavns is thus the

very remarkable one :—i. |, c. \, m. ^— As will be seen from
the figure I give, the dentary is very peculiarly shaped. Behind
the canine the ujDper border of the bone is deeply concave, so

that, even if there had been teeth, they could not have met molai's

in the upper jaw unless the}" Avere exceptionally long. The back
part of the dentary is pox^ erful, and there is a long but thick

coronoid process. The coronoid bone is well developed, not so

deep as and much thicker than the coronoid in Gorgonopsians

or Cynodonts. The back part of the jaw is not sufficiently well

preserved to admit of description, but it is relatively much shorter

than in Gorgonopsians and apparently more like that of Bcmria.

MoscHORHiNUS KiTCHiXGi, gen. et sp. nov.

This new genus and species is founded on a well-preserved

specimen discovered by Mr. James Kitching near New Bethesda
Road. It consists of the anterior two-thirds of the skull of

Text-figure 7.

Upper surface of front of skull of Iloscliorltiims Tcitcliingi Broom.

a moderately large Therocephalian. The specimen is slightly

crushed, but the matrix is only slightly harder than the bone,
and it has been found possible to display almost every detail

of the structure of the palate.

The skull is manifestly that of a broad-headed short-snouted
form, the front of the snout being usually blunt and wide.

The premaxillaries are broad and powerful, and each cariied

six well-developed incisors. As preserved, each bone has only
five teeth, but quite manifestly the 3rd is lost from the right
side and the 6th from the left. The whole series measures 41 mm.
The first four incisors are much flattened and with the long axis
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directed mainly anbero-posterioily. The posteiioi- two incisors

are more rounded.

Tlie septomaxillary is large, and forms the lower border of the

nostril, but does not extend far backwards between the nasal and
the maxilhi. The foramen, usually present between the septo-

maxilla aiid maxilla, is small.

The nasal bone is exceptionally large and broad. In front it is

crashed down on the nostrils and the details of structure cannot
be made out, but doubtless the arrangement is similar to that in

typical Therocephalians. Posterioi-ly the nasal meets the frontal

a little in front of the plane thiough the centre of the orbit.

The shape of the bone will be best understood from the figure.

The maxilla is a short but powerful bone. It overlaps the pre-

maxilla to between the roots of the ord and 4th incisors. It has

one large canine which measures 20 mm.X 12 mm. Behind the

canine only a very small part of the maxilla shows on the palatal

aspect, and in the specimen there are no teeth, but on each side

there are indications of two old sockets with a possible third very

small one ; and I think we may assume that there were three

molars, of wdiich the 3rd w^as small. The three would measure
about 19 mm. The upper dental formula, would thus be i.^, c.\ m.^

The prefrontal is relatively small, and wedged in between the

nasal and frontal al)Ove and the maxilla aiid lacrimal below.

The lacrimal is slightly larger than the prefrontal, and it forms

most of the front of the orbit. Near the middle of the bone and
on the orbital margin is a well-developed l)ony boss, and on the

inner side of this and near its upper end is a large lacrimal

foramen.
Very little of the jugal is preserved, but the part underneath

the orbit forms with the maxilla a veiy deep and powerful sub-

orbital arch.

The frontals are large and wide, as seen in the figure.

There is no postfrontal. The postorbital lies on the frontal

and parietal.

The parietal crest is narrow as in typical Therocephalians, but

the pineal foramen is rudimentaiy.

The palate is beautifully preserved and remarkably interesting.

The palatal portion of the premaxiilaries has not been displayed

as the matrix is required to support the fragmentary incisors.

The prevomers form a large part of the bony roof of the mouth.
In front they are anchylosed and form a wide plate between the

internal nares. At the back part of the nares they are much
constricted, but beyond this widen out again into a fan-shaped

structure which lies between the palatines and meets the ptery-

goids. In this back part a median suture between the two
prevomers is very distinctly seen.

The palatine is a large and powerful bone. Externally it has

a long articulation with the maxilla, and here the palatine is so

thickened that it forms more of the wide alveolar surface than
does the maxilla. In front and nearly on the plane of the back of
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the canine, where the maxilla passes up to form the vault of the

palate, the palatine lies closely against the maxilla except where
there is a large foramen, presumably for a nerve. Haughton
figures two foramina in a corresponding structure in Akido-
gnathus. Near the njiddle of the palatine is an oblique ridge,

which probably supported a soft palate and carried the internal

nares back to the anterior pterygoid region. The inner side of

the palatine articulates with the prevomer and the pterygoid.

The greater part of the posterior border forms the margin of the

suborbital vacuity. Further out is a moderately large articulation

with the ectopterygoid.

The ectopterygoid is an irregularly shaped bone, not unlike a

bird's quadrate. Anteriorly it articulates with the palatine;

extf^rnally with the maxilla and probahly with the jugaL Be-
tween the maxilla and the ectopterygoid is a small foramen.
Posteriorly tliere is a large flat articulation between the ecto-

pterygoid and the pterygoid. In front of the pterygoid process

there is an even larger ectopterygoid process. AH the outer side

Text-figure 8.

Palate of MoscJ/orJiinus kitchhigi Broom.

of the suborbital vacuity is formed by the ectopterygoid and
much of the posteiior.

Only the anterior portions of the pterygoids are preserved.
From the broad deep lateral portions which articulate with the
ectopterygoids they pass forward only a comparatively short
distance to meet the prevomers and the palatines. In this reoion
each pterygoid sends down a thin vertical plate, which, uniting
with its neighbour, forms a median keel.

In general structure the palate agrees more closely with that in
Akidognathus, though the proportions of the bones are very
difFerent. In Akidognathus the prevomers have, as in Aloscho-
rhinus, a suture between them, and yet are anchylosed in front.
Moschorhimts differs in having no interpterygoid vacuity so far
as can be seen in the specimen. If one be"^ present, it must be
much further back than in AkidognathiLS.
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There is aDother palate recently discovered with which a

comparison may be made— viz., Whaitsia j^lcityceqjs. This new tj'pe

was recently described by Hanghton, and though it difiers greatly

from Moschorhi'mis, the snout has so much superficial resemblance

that a comparison seems advisable, even if only to clearly differen-

tiate the types. Whaitsia is a large Therccephalian—one of the

largest known. ]t has a broad flat snout, and if it were not for

the great difference in the palate, one might be inclined to think

that Moschorhinus was a liear ally. Furthei", in the type of

Whaitsia the number of incisors cannot be made out, though
there are four in what is regarded as a co-type. The palate,

however, is so very unlike that of any form previously known

Text-figure 9.

Diagram of palate of Whaitsia 'platyceps Haughtou.

that Mr. Haughton very wisely puts Whaitsia in a new family

—

the WhaitsidijB.

Mr. Haughton has given an excellent description of the type

and a figure of both ujjper and lower sides. The description he

has given is so accurate that little need be added to it. But the

figure he gives of the palate is not very clear, and a new and

independent figure of this unique palate may not be regarded as

superfluous.

If the palate, as I figure it, be compared with that of Moscho-

rhinus, it will be seen to differ in only tw^o important points.

The suborbital vacuity, which in all typical Therocephaliars is

large, is here practically closed, and the back part of the palate is

thus made to resemble slightly that of the Gorgonopsia. ]n

front, instead of there being a pair of large openings as in all
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other known Tlieroceplialians, tliere are four openings. If the

anterior part of the palate be compared with tliat in Mosclio-

rhiiius, it will be seen that the difterence is that the anterior ends

of the p.ilatines pass inwards, and meet the prevomers dividing

what were large internal nares into anterior and posterior

portions —the posterior alone being, as Haughton has suggested,

the internal nares. What has happened is exactly comparable to

what has liappened with the external nares in Ghamoeleon, where
the original opening becomes divided into two by the })refrontal

passing forwards.

Haugliton discusses the affinities of Wha'itsia with Tliero-

ceplialians, Gorgonopsians, and Cynodonts, and inclines to regard

it as a highly specialised Gorgonopsian, but it seenjs to me that

it is a true but aberrant Tlierocephalian.

Hefeyences to lettering.

Aug. Angular ; B.O. Hasioccipital ; B.S. liasisplienoid ; Dent. Dentary
;

Ec.P. Ectopterygoid or Traiispalatiiie ; JSp.P. Epipterygoid ; Fr. Frontal; Ju'

Jugal; 3Ix. Ma>alla; JNTa. Nasal
;
OpO. Opisthotic or Paroccipital ; Fa. Parietal;

Fal. Palatine : Fjiuv. Premaxilla ; FrF. Prefrontal ; FoO. Postorbital
; Ft.

Pterygoid; F.Vo. Prevonier ; Sm.v. Septoniaxilla
;

Sq. Sc^uamosal ; Vo— Fa.S.

Vomer=Parasphenoid.

Pro-. Zool. Soc—1920, No. XXTV 24
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(Plate I.* and Text-ti-ures 1 -7.)

Pilgrim, in bis report t on the fossil vertebrate fauna of

the Bngti Hills, has described two forms of Chalicotheres, of which

the smallei' is represented by material too fragmentary to be

named, while to the larger he has given generic rank with the

name of PhyllotiUon naricus.

My own collections have produced a, small amount of further

material for study, fragmentary and in some cases much worn,

but sufficient to add in some points to our knowledge of these

two forms.

Holland and Peterson in their very complete memoir on
Moro2)i(,s elatas and the osteology of tlie Chalicotheroidea liave

taken exception to the creation l;)y Di-. Pilgrim of a, sepai-ate

genus for his species, Phyllotillon naricus. This objection is

reasonable, seeing that the chief character on which the genus
is founded is one wdiich occurs in other genera of Chalicotheres.

Dr. Pilgrim states § that " the dift'erence is particularl}^ well

shown in the structure of the upper premolars, , . . An unworn
specimen of pm. o , , . . shows that the large inner cusp was
united to the ectoloph b}^ a double instead of a single crest,"

This statement, as Holiaiid and Peterson point out, is open to

alternative interpretations— viz., either that there is a crest

running from each side of the inner cusp to the ectoloph, or that

each crest is double.

The former interpretation represents tlie actual condition of

the tooth, and is the meaning Dr. Pilgrim wished to convey ||. As
this condition is found in Aforopus it loses its value as a genei-ic

character. On the other hand, to judge from Deperet's figure of

MaGrotheinam grcmde%, the fourth premolar does ap^jear to difier

in the arra.ngement of the crests from tliat of the Bugti specimens
in that the anterior crest seems less developed in M. grande, in

which form the anterior exterufd cusp is a sepaiute i-ounded

hillock. Gau<lry's figure of Schizotherium modicum shows both

* For explanation of the Plate, see p. 366.

t Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind. xl. p. 67, and Mem. Geol. Surv. Ind. n. s. vol. iv. Mem. 2,

p. 33.

X Mem. Canieo:ie Mus, vol. iii. no. 2, 1913.

.§ Mem, loc. cif. p. 33.

Ij I had the opportunity of consulting Dr. Pilgriin on this point during a short
visit made hv him to Camhridge, and have his authoi-ity for making: this statement.

^ Arch, du Mus. d'Hist. Nat. cfe Lyon, xol. v. 1892, ph iii. fig. 1.

24*
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ridges, but the anterior seems to be weaker than the posterior,

while the preceding premolars seem to have no anterior ridges.

Ghalicotherium sivalense is like Schizotheimim in this respect,

according to Falconer's figures in the ' Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis,'

plate Ixxx.

There are other differences from Macrotherium in the shape of

the various teeth, so that there are some grounds for Dr. Pilgrim's

separating them.
Whether or not the Bugti specimens can be placed in any

other described genus is even more difficult to decide. Our com-
bined material is scanty and none too well preserved, so that

many characters remain unknown or at best uncertain, and for

the present it seems useful to retain the generic name of

Phyllotilloii.

The material forming the basis of the present description

consists of :

—

1. A series of upper teeth, pm. 3-4, m. 1-2, much worn but
giving the outline and geneial shapes of the teeth.

2. A moderately woin third and fourth upper premolar.

3. Three separate upper molars.

4. A fourth upper premolar only a little worn.

5. Fragmentary lower molars and lower jaws, sufficient when
combined to give an outline of the middle portion of

the mandible.

6. Some separate toe bones.

The first and second specimens (text-fig. 1) supplement Dr. Pil-

grim's figure * in giving a better preserved shape of pm. 3 and

Text-figure 1.

Plujllotillon naricus. 3rd and 4th pvemolars, 1st and 2nd molars, X

in adding the shape of the second molar. The third premolar as

well as the fourth (this outline filled in from the second specimen)

have, roughly speaking, a square outline ; the anterior outside

border is produced into a somewhat prominent style, more pro-

nounced than in Macroth67nuin and to much the same degree as

in Moropus. In proportions the teeth differ from other described

* Mem. loc. cit. pi. xii. fig. 2.
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forms in the greater approximation of the length and breadth,

being square rather than transversely elongated.

Tlie upper figure in Plate i. represents the fourth upper
premolar in a sliglitl)' worn condition, and illustrates the two
ridges described by Pilgrim ; in the centro-internal cusp and
broad internal cinguliim it shows features characteristic of all

Ch alicotheroid s

.

The molars are all elongated, and in this respect ditier from
those of Afacrotherium, where they ai'e all square, and from Nestori-

therimii and Circotherimn, where the molars change from square

in the front one to elongate in the third. They agree best with

those of MoropiiSy but carry the elongation to a still greater

degree, and represent the greatest modification in this respect.

The lower figure in Plate I. shows two right upper molars just

erupted, only the posterior half of the second being preserved.

The condition of this fi-agment is excellent. In shape and in

pattern they resemble Deperet's figures * of the milk teeth of

Macrotherium and also those figured by Pilgrim foi' this species t.

They are, however, in all probability the permanent second and
third molai'S, being considerably larger than the measurements of

the milk teeth given by Pilgrim

—

i. e., the third molar is 48 mm.
long and 36 mm. wide in the front half as against 40 mm. and
31 mm. The onl}" points in which these teeth differ from
Pilgrim's description of his specimen are that here the whole
external surface of the metacone— /. e., from mesostyle to

metastyle— is considerably smaller in the third molar than in the

second, and that faint ribs are present on the external surface of

the metacone of the second tooth and quite absent on that of the

third. A corresponding rib, rather more clearly marked, is

present on the paraeone extei-nal surface of the third molar,

and presumably would be found in the other molars. These ribs

are not shown in Deperet's figures and in Holland and Peterson's

figures of Aforopus they are shown only on the protocones of

all three molars, where, however, they appear to be strongly

marked.
Text-fig. 2 shows the outline of one of the fragments of ma,ndil)le

which has the socket for three incisors, or the second and third

iiicisor and a canine—all apparently small-rooted teeth—and the

whole premolar-molar series except the last half of the third

molar. This is continued by another fragment (the dotted outline

in the figure) with the third and the second half of the second

molar. As these fragments coincide in size they may be con-

sidered as belonging to the same species.

The mandible thus reconstructed shows cei-tain peculiarities.

Compared with tlie best-known Chalicothere {Jloropus elaUis), as

figured by Holland and Peteison §, it has a much flatter lower

* Loc. cit' pi. iii. figs. 4 & 5.

t Mem. pi. xii. fig. 3.

X Loc. cit.

§ Loc. cit. pi. Hi.
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border and is without tlie swelling under the anterior pre-

molar. There is evidence, however, of a, similar swelling further

forwai-d whicli in this jaw is just under the mental foi-amen.

This point marks the beginning of the symphysis, and the lower

border in the region just behind the sympliysis is sharp and

ridge-like. There is apparently only one mental foramen instead

of several, but it is much larger in proportion than those of

JI. elatus. The diastema betw^een the incisor and anterior

premolar is small (circa 25 mm.), and tlie latter tooth seems to

have been very much reduced in size. The jaw is about half the

length of M. elatus, while the teeth are nearly as big, so that

Text-figure 2.

FhyUoiillon naricus. Fragment of mandible witli dotted outline of another

fragment in continuation. X i.

the proportions are entirely difierent. The hinder part of the

ja w is not known, but in the fi-agments at hand there is no sign

of a downwardly-turned angle, though Pilgrim's figure* suggests

a, slight one.

The flat lower border is a point of difference from Macro-
therbim rhodanicum and other forms in which this feature is

known, while the shortening of the anterior pfirt is a point in

common with M. rhoclanimi/ni and Chcdicotherium sivalense.

The subjoined measurements show that the animal occurred in

tw^o sizes, which possibly represents a, sexual difference :

—

* IjOC. cit. pi. xii. fig. 4 a,
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Upper Teeth.

Premolars.

Third. Fourth.

Length I l^rcadth Length I?readth'

23

23

23
I

25
i

26

i 25? : 27

First.

Lengtli Breadtli

:

front hind

32 30?

Ilolai

Second. Third.

Length ' Breadth : Length lireadtli

:

!front hind! 1
front hind

? 2nd or 3rd

35

35 48 36 34

r' 41 31 30

41 34 29

I

L. 41 32 28

Loioer Teeth,

19? p 23
!

" 30 IG? 16? 42 21 22? ' 22 p

24
i

15 28 ? 16 18 ? 40 21 21 46 23 23

23 13 24 1 15
44 22 21

1

51 25 24

Measiivements in millimetres.

A few toe bones found in these deposits are noticed at tlie end

of this paper. Tliey show certain characters of interest, bnt as

they may he the smaller toes of this species or the larger ones of

the following, they are of no specific value.

The main characters of this form may be summarised as

follows :

—

Dentition
3 1 0 3 3

1

3
'

1 c>r q' pm, m. g. U pper premolars square.

Lower pm. 2 small (pm. 1 absent above and below), pm. 3 & 4
elongate. All molars elongate, especially the second. Lower
border of lower jaw unusually flat : one mental foramen. Jaw in

section rather flat outside and slightly convex inside. Moderate
diastema in front of anterior lower premolar. There is thus a

mixture of various generic cliaiaders, tlie balance, perhaps,

favouring a general i-esemblance to Morojnis. The form is at

present insufticiently knov.-n, but there is enough to warrant the
retention of Dr. Pilgrim's generic name until further material is

discovered.
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SCHIZOTHERIUM PILGRIMI, Sp. 11.

Pilgrim also mentions the presence of a smaller form in these

deposits, indicated by some fragments too much worn for accurate

description. In the present collection are two unworn and per-

fectly preserved upper molars (Plate I., central figure) of an
animal much smaller than those of the species just described,

nnd whicli may belong to Pilgrim's undescribed species although

even a shade smaller than the latter.

The smaller size of these teeth suggests at first that they are

milk teeth, but there are certain arguments against this view,

which is not adopted here. The specimen fortunately has just

enough of the antei-ior part on the zygomatic arch to show the

relative position of the teeth in the maxilla (text-fig. 3). A
reference to Holland and Peterson's figui-e * shows that in the

Text-figure 3.

Schizotherium ? jpilgHmi. 1st and 2nd upper molars in side view, showing their

position relative to the zygomatic arch. The position of the antorbital foramen

is marked with an Nat. size. Type-specimen.

milk and permanent molars of Morojms the last milk tooth lies

well in front of the anterior root of the maxillary process of the

zygoma, the first molar under the root of this process, and
the second under its postei-ior border. If the present specimen
is grown in a similar way, it supports the view that the teeth are

the first two true molars. The anterior tooth is slightly worn, the

second only just erupted. Beneath them there are cavities witliout

trace of successional teeth and too small to allow of them. The
teeth being fully formed and practically in wear, the germs of the

succeeding teeth would have been comparatively w^ell developed.

Moreover, of two fragments of lower jaws one has the last milk
molar fairly well worn and the front part of the first lower molar
just erupted. One side of this specimen has been ground away,
and the section (text-fig. 4) shows the last milk molar with the

* Loc, cit. pi. li. figs. 1-2.
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section of the eoge of the permanent succeeding tooth below it

;

there is no germ below the next tooth, whose roots are much
hirger and straighter. This tooth fits the fi-ont tooth of the two

upper molars mentioned above.

A second specimen shows two lower molars well worn, of which

the first is about the same size as the first true molars of the

previous specimen. The fragment is broken away underneath,

and the roots show that tliey belong undoubtedly to permanent
teetli.

Text-figure 4.

ScUzotherium ? jpilgrimi. Fragment of lower jaw with last deciduous tooth and
1st true molar. One side of the specimen is ground awaj^ showing the edge of

the germ of the 4th premolar, marked w ith an ^. The anterior root of the

deciduous tooth is in section, the level of the posterior root not being quite

reached by the grinding. The stout front root of the 1st molar is in section, the
posterior is partly in section and partly a cavity : i. e. the lower half, where the
root has fallen out. Nat. size.

The upper dentition being the best preserved is here made the
type-specimen of the species.

Measurements (in millimetres) :

—

Upper molars. Type-specimen.

1st molar. 2nd molar.

Length 21

Breadth, front half ... 20

second half . . 20

25

24

23

Lower molars. 1st. 2nd.

Length 18 —
Breadth , front half . . 10 —

second half... ? —
Figured specimen (text-fig. 4).

1st.

18

10

11

2nd.

22

12

12

Second specimen.

The upper molars are square, and resemble those of Schizo-

therium modia.im in size as well as in shape. The attribution of

the present species to the genus is tentative.
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There is yet another specimen of a lower jaw with a much-
worn first molar and roots of the hist premolar and second and
third molars. The first molnr is 22 mm. long and about 12 mm.
broad, and is therefore larger than the other specimens. The
lower border of the jaw is extremely straight, as in Phyllotillon

naricus. In size it seems to correspond witli Pilgrim's unnamed
fragment. Whether it represents a sexual difference from
Schizotherimn jnlyrimi or yet a third species remains unsolved.

Text-figure 5.

? Metacarpal or metatarsal of a Clialicotlieroid. Nat. size.

Until the anatomy of these animals, and indeed of all Chalico-

theres with the exception of Moropus, is better known, it is

impossible to feel sure of their generic position. A good deal

of interest lies in the condition of the feet and the gradual loss of

the first and fifth toes. According to Holland and Peterson *,

both should be present in the foi-e foot of the Scliizotheriince. In
the present collection are seveial phalanges and one bone which
ma}^ be a lateral podial (text-fig. 5) ; it is just possible that it

may lepiesent a. fifth metacai-pal or tarsal. Of the phalanges

three out of six show the co-ossification of the proximal and
median (text-fig. 6), which was evidently a common feature, as

Holland and Peterson describe it in Moroims. The free proximal
phalanges all show strongly-marked tubercles on the posterior

faces (text-fig. 7) for the flexor attachments. Some of the

fused bones show this feature, but to a less degree. They are

not to be found in corresponding bones of Macrotherium or

* Loc. cit. p. 201,
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Chalicotherium in the British Museum collection, nor have they

been noted or figured elsewhere. It is not possible at present to

assign tdiese hones to one or otlier of the Baluchi species.

Text-figure 6.

Text-figure 7.

It is interesting to note tliat while remains of Anthracotheres
and Rhinoceroses of all kinds are very abundant in the Dera
Bugti de})osits, Chalicothere remains ai-e here, as elsewhere,

extremely lare. They seem to have l;een of solitary as w^ell as

of strange habits, though recent discoveries seem to point to

Moropus ha ving been to some extent gregarious.

Note.— 'idle specimens mentioned in this paper together with
all the other Chalicothere material from Baluchistan have been
added to the British Museum collections.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE I.

Upper Figuke. «

Fhyllotillon naricus. 4th vipper pvemolar, Nat. size.

Lower Figure,

Phyllotillon naricvs. 3vd upper molar and part of 2n(l. Nat. size.

Central Figure.

Schizotherhim t pilgrimi. 1st and 2nd upper molars. Nat. size; type-specimen.
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20. Fauna ot Western Australia.—III. Further Contributions

to the Study of the Onychophora. The Anatomy and

Systematic Position ol West Australian Peripatoides,

with an account of certain histological details of general

importance in the study of Peripatiis. By Wm. J.

Dakin, D.Sc, F.Z.S., F.L.S., Professor of Biology,

University of Western Australia.

[Received March 16, 1920 : Read May 11, 1920.]

(Plates I.-Y.*)

INTEODUCTION.

There are yet many details of interest in the structure of

Peripatas which remain problematic. The histology of the eye

and the structure of tlie tracheae may be cited as examples
;

whilst even the presence of cilia, an unusual cliaracter for an
arthropod, has been doubted by some histologists.

In addition to general features, such as the above, there is

always the consideration that the anatomy of the different species

of Peripatus should be thoroughly well known, especially as in

many places there is a tendency for the ad vance of civilisation

and closer settlement to drive this somewhat rare animal to

extinction. It has been comparatively easy in Western Australia

for the author to procure specimens of this interesting group of

arthropods and the facilities for examining specimens being so

to speak on the spot, there seemed a likelihood that a close study

would reveal something new regarding the West Australian

species at least. Further support was lent to this view by reason

of the fact that one West Australian species, the first to be

discovered, had only been collected once many years ago, and was
very briefly and quite insufficiently described. Practically no
details of the anatomy were known.

In all, three species of Peripatus—or, perhaps more correctly,

FerHpatoides—have been recorded from AVestern Australia,

namely :

—

1. Peripatas leuckarti^ var. occidentalis Fletcher, syn. Peri-

patoides occidentalis Dendy.
'2. Peripatoides gilesii Spencer.

3. Peripatoides woodioardi Bouvier.

Of these three, Peripatoides occidentalis was the first to be
collected. It was discovered about 160 miles south of Perth, at

* For explanation of the Plates, see p. 388.
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Bridgetown, b}" a Mr. Lea and named by Fletcher (Proc. Linn.

Soc. N.8.W. 1895 (2) x.). Twelve years later, Peripatus w-as

found in anotlier locality niucli farther north, in the hills at

Armadale, only about 18 miles fiom Perth. Specimens of these

collected by Mr. H. M. Giles were sent to Professor Baldwin
Spencer. He found them to l^elong to a new species, and in a

short paper, published (12) in 1909, named it F. gilesii after tlie

collector. Specimens of the supposed third species had been
collected four years before this, i. e., in 1905, by a German
Expedition (The Hamburg Exped. of Michaelsen and Hartmeyer).
They were also collected near Perth and in tlie hills. These
specimens were sent to Boiivier, who wrote a detailed description

of the anatomy and discussed the relationships of the species to

other known Australian forms. Bouvier's paper (3) appeared in

1909, the same year in which S^jeucer's description of F. gilesii

was published. The supposed occurrence of two species in the

same district and the fact that both desci-iptions appeared in

the same year aroused the curiosity of the present author, and
the result of his investigations (see Proc. Zool. Soc. London,
June 1914) confirmed his suspicions. Per Ipato ides ivoodwardi

and Perij^ato ides gilesii turned out to be one and the same species,

and since Spencer's description was published some months before

Bouvier's paper, the name P. gilesii took precedence over

P. woodioardi. The fullest account of the species is, however,
to be found in the paper of Bouvier (3) under the name of

P. woodwardi. Now, since the previous publication of the writer

(Dakin, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1914), an exploration to the S.W. resulted

in the collection of over 100 specimens of the Peripatus first

made known from West Australia, i. e., PerijKUoides occidentalis.

The consequence was that the entire question was reopened.

About 100 specimens of P. gilesii were collected for the jjurpose

of a detailed examination and comparison of both species, the

northern and southern. The conclusion of this research was
rather surprising. In all the peculiarities that marked the

northern species (P. gilesii) the southern species agreed. The
difference between the two forms was so slight that we could not

regard them as more than varieties.

Thus we have reduced the number of species of Perijxitoides in

West Australia from three to one. The southern type must
retain the name Peripatoides occidentalis— the northern form
should be known as Peripatoides occideiitcdis var. gilesii. Further

than this, however, a detailed investigation of the specimens has

shown that Bouvier's description of the anatomy contains several

inaccuiacies, some of which are decidedly important from the

point of view of comparisons. These inaccuracies are without

doubt excusable, for the number of specimens at the disposal of

Bouvier was small and the preservation could not ha\ e been all

that was to be desired.
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OCCURRENCE OF THE SPECIMENS OP PERIPATOIDES
IN WEST AUSTRALIA.

It is noteworfcliy that all the specimens of Peripatas taken up

to date have been found in the lulls and at some little elevation

away from the coastal plains. On the othei- hand they have not

been found very far into the interior. They h;ive been found in

situations which, at least daring the winter months, are some-

what damp but not excessively so. Tliere is no doubt that

Peripatus extends over a wide area in West Australia, but it is

very difficult to map out this area, for collecting is not exactly an

easy task and the animals have their usual eccentric local

distribution within it. For ex;imple, the author went out on

one occasion to a small valley in the hills where Peripatus w^as

believed to occur. An entire morning was spent searching

without signs of a specimen, and it was decided that after lunch

a new spot should be tried further ahead— the next little valley,

in fact. The next valley turned out, however, to be the one

where we had imagined ourselves a,ll the morning, and we soon

found Peripatus there as on previous occasions. Here were two

little valleys only ten minutes ap;U't, with the same vegetation,

the same amount of moisture, and presenting such a similar

appearance that one had been mistaken for the other. Yet in

the one we found many specimens of Peripatus, in the other,

none,

Specimens have up to date been captured at the following

places:—-Lion Mill, Mundaring Weir, Armadale, Kelmscott,

Kalamunda (all specimens found at these places were supposed

to be P. gilesii), and at Tarrahdale and Bridgetown in the S.W.
(P.. occiclentalis).

Most specimens have been obtained at Mundaring Weir,
Armadale, and Jarrahdale. At the latter place 13 specimens

' were found under a small piece of branch about 1 foot square,

and nearly 150 specimens were captured in three days. Yery
few indeed ha ve been found under stones or under bark or fallen

trees. The usual place is on the surface of the soil underneath a

small or large piece of wood (a fallen branch or part of one).

Here the ground is more or less damp and there is no grass. In
the same situation white ants are l3y far the most ubiquitous

creatures, with nests of true ants frequently lending variety.

Large centipedes are often common, but not usually with
Peripatus, which prefers, on the whole, the absence of ants,

centipedes, and millipedes from its particular sheltering log.

In the summer no specimens have ever been found and this

despite some very arduous work in the broiling sun. Peripatus

is, however, extremely sensitive to drought, aiid before the dry
season—November or December to April—it must find its way
either below the surface of the ground or far into the crannies

and cracks in fallen and decaying logs. As the breeding season

coincides with the dry season it is impossible to study the
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embiyology of West Australian Peripatus, unless specimens are

kept alive under artificial conditions in the laboratory through
the long summer.
The regions in the hills where Peripatus is found are baked

dry in the summer, and the temperature rises frequently to

104° F. in the shade in these valleys. The hidden recesses where
protection is sought must be somewhat moist, for on several

occasions the mere carriage of specimens for a few hours in a

cardboard box, with none or insufficient moist earth, has resulted

in the death of the animals through drying up. This is all

the more noteworthy, since half-a-dozen specimens will live for

days in a small glass tube. When suddenly exposed to the light

of day the animals remain motionless, but after a few minutes
they may move quite actively to get out of the light. Slime is

often ejected from the slime glands on touching the specimen
with the forceps or the finger.

EXTERNAL CHARACTERS.

Colour and Pattern.

Both the varieties of Feripatuides occur in two rather different

colours, brown, and dark olive-green, and the numbers of each

are practically equal. Between tliese two shades there are

specimens bearing various intermediate tints, and frequently the

brown specimens are so marked with dark brown (almost black)

that they have quite a variegated appearance.

Closer investigation with a dissecting binocular microscope

brings out the fact that the entire surface of the animal's body is

covered with small papili?e. The pigment in the brown specimens
is arranged as follows : There is an almost uniform brown back-

ground from which arise the papillae above-mentioned. These
papillae are either brown (a little darker than the background) or

jet black. Some of them, however, have a. pale yellow area round
the base. The arrangement of the papillae is responsible for the

dark patterns of the skin.

In a very dark brown specimen the effect is due to the back-

ground being much darker, the papillae remain the same, and the

pale yellow areas, as round the bases of certain black-tipped papillae,

are conspicuous. If the background is still darker—almost

black—with a slight tinge of the brown in it, the effect of the

black papillae, the pale yellow areas round some of them, and
the colour of the background is to produce the very dark olive-

green shade of some of the specimens.

The ventral surface is more free from papillae and the general

background is an almost clear white. In the bright brown
specimens, between the legs of each pair there are two patches

where the background is a pale grey^— a, patch to either side

of the middle line. On each patch there are minute black papillae.

Between each successive pair of legs the background is more or

less tinged with pale orange brown and there are minute darker
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orange papillee. Each ring liere hears burger and more separated

papilla^ whicli are quite white. They seem to correspond to the

wliite areas round papilla' of the dorsal surface.

In both varieties an extremely fine light median line runs the

length of the dorsal surface. It may not appear so in all

specimens at a first glance. Tiiis, however, is due to the fact

that in the light brown specimens, where it seems clear, it runs
down the middle of a narrowband somewhat paler in colour than
the rest of the dorsal surface and rather free from papillfe. In
the dark specimens, on the other hand, this narrow band is

darker than the rest of the dorsal surface, and with the naked
eye or low power may be all that is observed. A iiigher magni-
fication will show that a very fine light line runs through it

medially, as in the light-coloured specimens.

The longitudinal band of the dorsal surface referred to above
is related to a slight depression, the fine white line being an
extremely narrow groove. The narrow band was noted by
Bouvier, but the fine median white line escaped his notice.

In both varieties there are always a number of clear white
papillae between the successive legs at about the ventral margin
of the flanks. These correspond, however, to the large papillae

of the dorsal surface and have merely lost the black pigment^

—

they are identical with the large clear pa})il]a? of the ventral

surface.

The skin is thrown into a number of folds or ridges, as is usual

in Peripatus. There are about 14 of these between two similar

points opposite two successive legs. The ridges are to be seen

both dorsally and ventrally, but are not continuous round the

entire circumference of the body, for they are interrupted in the

middle of the dorsal surfa.ce by the longitudinal line. But for

this, however, some are continuous. Others ai-ise between these

lai'ger folds and do not run so far. Naturally those opposite the

legs are not continuous on to the ventral surface. The folds are

not all of tlie same width, but it can hardly he said that they aie

alternately wide and narrow in either variety. There is really

very little difference.

Orat. Papilla..

The oral papillae are to be found in their usual position—there

is nothing of particular interest to add with regard to them.
On many occasions slime was shot out from the openings of

slime glands on these oral papilla^ when the specimens were
touched. It was emitted in large quantities when the animals
were dropped on to v/ater containing a little formalin, and also

when the specimens were narcotised with chloioform.

The Cepjialtc Region.

Bouvier (3) lias described in considerable detail the rings or

ridges of the integument at the bases of the antenna? and in the

Proc. Zool, Soc— 1920, No. XXY, 2:>
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neigiiboiii'hood of the eyes. He recognises in certain Peripatus

species what is termed an ocular ring of papilh.e, with pai-t of it

(lifterentiatecl to form a frontal organ. In otliers he states :

—

" Tarceau oculaire s'atteniie, puis disparait assez brusqnenieiit

apres avoir decrit iin pen plus d'un demitour, mais a ce niveau

ou menie bien plus en dedans, I'arceau infra-oculaire prend une
remarquable predominance, forme parfois un organe frontal et se-

continue par I'arceau spiral." The northern variety (Bouvier's

Peripatoides inoochoardi) is supposed to be one of the forms most

typical of this group of species.

Several specimens of both varieties have been examined, and,

so far as can be made out, there is no difference greater than the

variations met with in either variety, between the two forms.

The Legs.

The number of legs appears to be very definite in the West
Austialian Peripatoides, and no variations are to be recorded

amongst the individuals from any one area. There is, however,

a marked difference between the two varieties Avhich irdiabit the

northern and southern areas respectively.

]3ouvier stated that Peripatoides gilesii resembled P. suteri and
differed from all the other Australian Peripatoides in the possession

of 16 pairs of legs. At the same time it was stated to differ

from P. suteri in only having three pedal papi]]^e, in which respect

it agreed with other Peripatoides.

Fletcher diagnosed the southern variety, P. occideoilalis, as

possessing 15 pairs of walking-legs, but no further description

was given. This is the difference between our two vaileties,

and it is most constant. All the specimens from Mundaring,
Armadale, Kelmscott, etc ,

in the north, have 16 pairs of legs,

whatever l)e their size or sex. All the southern specimens

bear only 15 pairs of legs. All the legs are similar with the

exception of the 4th and 5th pairs in both varieties, from
which one may conclude perhaps that it is one of the [posterior

pairs that is missing in the southern type.

Each leg is marked by rings bearing papillae, but near the

apex on the ventral surface these papillae have united to form
spinous pads, the middle one of which is somewhat wider than
the others. Now in the northern variety the 4th and 5th pairs

of legs differ from the others in the fact that the proximal spinous

pad is segmented, a small central segment being cut off from
two larger lateral lobes. This central segment takes the form of

a papilla upon which the duct of the excretory organ opens.

They are accurately figured by Bouvier, who remarks that the

urinary papillje of the 4th and 5th legs are always independent
of the neighbouring parts of the proximal spinous pad, whereas
they are always adherent in Peripatoides suteri and sometimes in

P. orientalis ( P. leuckartii). We may now add that the condition

described above holds good in every detail for the southern
form too.
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The Mandibles,

The cliaractei' of these striictures has been used very con-

siderably in systematic works, and consequently they have more
than a little interest for iis liere.

Each mandible consists as usual of two blades. The outer

blade presents a single large projection, but no small teeth.

The inner l)lade is provided witli a large principal tooth and a

number of smaller accessory teeth. According to Spencer (12)

there are four clearly marked and one minute accessory tooth,

whilst Bouvier remarks that, as in P. suteri^ P. novce zealanduv,

and P. occidentalism there are hve accessory teeth. In the coui'se

of this present research the mandibles have l)een removed from a

large number of specimens, and examined, with the result that

whilst one can say that five accessoiy teeth are most common
upon the inner blade, there may be six or even seven. In the

latter case the extra teeth are very small. There is again no
difference to be noted between the northern variety and the

southern form previously known as P. occidentalis. There is never
an accessory denticle at the base of the large tooth on the outer

jaw blade.

External Sexual Differences and Crural Papilla.

There is no difference in the number of legs borne by the two
sexes as in Perijmtns novce-hritannice, although the two sexes are

to be distinguished hy other characters associated with these

appendages, i. e,, the crural papilhe. The female aperture is

larger than the male aperture, as noted by Houvier, and both
apertures are found between the })a,ses of the legs of the last pair.

Behind the aperture of the reprod'ictive organ in the male, and
consequently just posterior to the last pair of appendages, are

two small openings which can be recognised by their sliglitly

tumid, pigmentless lips. These are the apertures of the anal

glands.

The Crural Papilhv are the most distinctive features of the

male. Unfortunately there has been some confusion as to tlie

number present, and these structures have been taken as of

considerable systematic importance. Bouvier (3) gives the

following table for three males in his collection (the species

formerly known as P. ivoodmardi or P. gilesii)

:

—
Legs 1. 2. 3. 4 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.11.12.13.14.15.16.

Rt. r 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

Lft. (.1101111111111100
Rt. riooooooooooiiooo

Sp. d.]

Lft. (. 11101111111101 0 0

Rt. C 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sp.tJ

Lft. ( 0 I 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

25*
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It will beiioti(ted tliat tliere is a very large aiiioiiiit of variation.

Bouvier found, however, tliat in many caees the papillae conld

be discovered by a study of the anatomy. He concluded that

there was reason to l>elieve that Per^ipatoides woodivarcU possessed

crural papilla^ for all the legs witli perhaps the Exception of the

last tuo pairs^ although further investigation might show them
to exist there too.

In making a. comparison with other Australian species of

Peripafoides, Bouvier states (relying on Fletcher's desci iption of

P. occidentcdis (7)) tliat our northern variety differs from all

other Australian forms in the possession of crural papUlce on the

1st pair of legs. In fact, this is stated to distinguish P. woodwardi
from all other known species of Peripatus. This statement

renders an examination of the soutliern variety particularly

interesting.

Let us first take Bouvier's northern type. We have found

that the mere presence or absence of crural papiltge when examined
externally means almost nothing. Sections show alivays that the

papilla? are present on certain legs but th.at they may lie eitlier

invaginated (see PI. III. fig. 4, Crur. pap.) or protruded. Every
specimen examined has had diflerent crural papillte protruded.

It may either depend upon the fixative or the animal may pro-

trude certain papilla? at definite times. The preserved specimens

woukl then indicate the condition at the time of fixation.

The fact remains, however, that crural glands are present in

the male in every leg (PI. I. fig. 3, Ci-.Gl.), and papilla? are to

be found on all of them too. This is a correction to Bouvier's

otherwise excellent description, for he is not certain of their

presence on the penultimate pair. They are rudimentary on this

pair, corresponding to the condition of the crural gland, which
is very small in these legs (see PI. I. fig, 3). The papilla is

well developed on the last legs, and its place is marked even
when withdrawn by a minute aperture wn'th raised lips.

It is striking to find that the above description will answer
exactly for the southern form (P. occidentalis) . Males have been

obtained with almost all the appendages showing protruded crural

papillae. Sections indicate the presence of crural glands and
crural papilla? exactly as they are found in the Mundaring
specimens. We must emphasise in this connection the necessity

for the external examination of many specimens before one can

state how many crural papillse are present. Thus we now have
two varieties (of one species) which are characterised by the

possession of crural papillae on the 1st pair of limbs.*

* Tlie above puts out of court Fletcliei-'s description of P. occidentalis in wliicli

he states that the males have white papillse on most of the legs, hut not on those of
the \st pair.
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INTERNAL ANATOMY.

Alimentary Canal, etc.

The a.liinentary canal presents nothing of exceptional import-
ance in the way of dift'erences from the conditions observed in

other species of Peripatiis. The jaws have aU'eady been desci'ibed.

A few words are necessary with regard to the mnscles attached

to them. It is frequently stated that the muscles of the man-
dibles are the only striped muscles in Peripatus. A careful

examination of all the muscles in the West Australian Peripa-
toicles has been made, but so far as transverse striation is con-

cerned no differences can be made out between any of tliem. No
mnscles be;ir cross-stripes, all appear smooth.

•Salivary Glands.

Two well-developed salivary glands are present, opening by a

common duct ventrally into the mouth. The common median
duct is very short (see PI. I. iig. 1) and gives rise almost at once

to two narrow tubes which run out at right angles to the long

axis of the body a,nd then bend suddenly backwards when the

lateral body-wall is reached. This portion (PI. I. fig. 1, Sal.G.d.)

is non-glandular, and the w^alls consist of compact cubical cells.

A marked change takes place when the ducts bend abruptly back-

wards to run in the lateral compartments in close proximity to

the nerve-cord ; the ducts pass here into the glandular region

(PI. 1. fig. 1, Sal.Gl.) of the salivary gland. The cells of this

part are often much vacuolated, and the nuclei are pushed to the

bases of the cells, where they lie in close ])roximity to a thin

muscle and connective-tissue sheath (see PI. II. fig, 5).

The length of the salivary glands is such that they extend back

to somewheie at)Out the 7th or 8th pair of legs—-that is to say,

just beyond the middle of the bod}^

The Tbache.e,

The respiratory organs of Peripatus have always been regarded

as of special note in view of the interesting relationships of the

Onyciiophora. It is somewhat surprising, then, to find that even

to-day there is some doubt as to whether a spiral libre is present

in the tracheal vessels. Other points are a-lso uncertain.

The respiratory organs, as is well knovi^n, consist of tracheie.

These are very delicate and of minute diameter. In the West
Australian Feripatoides they could only be made but with difii-

culty in preserved specimens, although more easily in sections.

They are, however, exceedingly clear when freshly killed speci-

mens are dissected under wate]- and examined with a Zeiss

binocular dissecting microscope. Ample material has rendered

this mode of examination possible.

DistrihUion of TracJtece.—As is well known, tlie trachea^ of
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Peripatus arise in bunciies from the bottom of little epidermal

pockets which may be termed stigmata or tracheal pits. For a

varying distance the delicate tracheal tubes run in a bundle all

more or less parallel to each other and without branching

;

gradually, however, the tracheje separate off in large or small

packets from the main bundle and radiate in different directions.

The trachese of these bundles in their turn gradually separate

until they run alone. As a consequence of this arrangement and
the fact tha.t only the larger main bundles are readily visible

even when filled with air, each tracheal pit appears to give rise

to a little irregular rosette or star of tracheae. That is to say,

this is the appearance when the inner surface of the body- wall is

examined. The arrangement is indicated in the illustration

(PL II. fig. 6).

The tracheal pits are arranged somewhat irregularly, but
mainly in the manner indicated by Balfour in 1883 in Peripatus

cape7isis. There are two irregular rows dorso-laterally on each

side, that is in the quadrants between the heart (PI. II.

fig. 6, Ht.) (mid-dorsal line) and each longitudinal nerve (PI. II.

fig. 6, N.O.). The more ventral series on each side appears to

comprise the larger bundles. On the ventral surface there are

also four longitudinal series of tracheal pits, two to each side of

the mid-ventral line (only two series, those to the left of the mid-
ventral line, are shown in fig. 6). The low next to the longi-

tudinal nerve on each side appears to comprise the larger bundles.

It is difiicult to say how many tracheal pits there are to a segment,

for the number appears to vary, and the smallest ones are not-

easily seen. No attempt has been made to determine the full

number. Gaffron (8) states that there are about 75 per segment
in Peripatus edwaixlsi. We have counted over 32 without
trouble in segments of our Peripato ides.

There are some very large tracheal bundles in the head, supply-

ing the large nerve ganglia.. Some of the largest of these arise

ventrally, and there seems to be a series of tracheal pits sur-

rounding the mouth-opening. Just behind the mouth there is a

large pit in the mid-ventral line. There are also large pits

ventrally placed and in the median line in front of the mouth.
Other large pits occur to the sides of the oral aperture.

Branching of the Tracheae.—A great deal of doubt has been

expressed as to the course of the traclieas in Peripatus. Thus,

in Balfour's treatise on the Anatomy and Development of

P. capensis (1), the following statement occurs :
" Moseley states

that the tracheae branch, but only exceptionally." Balfour stated

that the tracheae were " extremely minute, unbranched (so far

as I could follow them) tubes." Sedgwick, in his article in the

Cambridge Natural History (10), states that the tracheae " appear
to branch but only exceptionally."

Now the main trunks do not branch in the West Australian

Peripatoides^ but if a piece of alimentary canal-wall in the

fi-esh state is mounted in salt solution and examined with
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yV oil-immersion lens, branched tracheae can easily be found
(s^ee PI. II. figs. 7 & 8).

The nerve- cords, ganglia, alimentary canal, and in fact all the

organs are well supplied with tracheae and branching is easily

discovered. J3ut it is only when an oil-immersion lens is applied

to practically living tissues that the full extent of the tracheal

system becomes apparent. PI. II. fig. 8 shows more distinctly

the manner of division of the tracheal vessels.

PI. II. fig. 7 is but a very small area of the alimentary canal-

wall indicating the course taken by the branching tracheal vessels

there. Attempts to follow out with certainty the fine termi-

nations of the branched trachec'e have so fur met with little

success. They simply end, but wliether the end has been seen

or whether still finer capillary tubes continue and penetrate

cells is unknown.
The Structitre of the Trachece.—Typical insect tracheae are

elastic structures lined by an extremely delicate chitin layer

which is strengthened by a spiral fibre. The spiral fibre is said

to be absent from the fine capillary twigs. In large insect

tracheae the spiral tliickening is easily observed with a moderately

low power of the microscope. The largest tracheae of Peripatus

are, however, of minute dimensions, and it is not surprising

therefore that uncertainty should have arisen as to whether they

pres;ni*'e 1 the spiral so characteristic of other tracheate arthropods.

Balfour noticed something and was led to state that the trachea?

exhibited a faint transverse striation which he took to be indica-

tive of a spiral fibre. No one seems to have gone beyond this

since, and Sedgwick (10) in 1910 restated it in tlie description :

" Tlie trachea? are minute tubes exhibitino- a faint transverseo
stri<ttion which is probably the indication of a spiral fibre."

Gafi'ron (8) remarks that it is f|uestionable whether a spiral

fibre exists, the only indication being some fine cross striping seen

only with high powers.

This question has been solved, like certain others, througli

the application of the oil -immersion lens to fresh material

mounted in salt solution. There is now no doubt but tliat the

delicate trachea? of Feripatokles are strengthened by an exces-

sively minute but perfect spiral fibre (PI. II. fig. 9).

TuE Crural Glands.

Reference has already been made to the crural glands in the

section dealing with the external characters.

They are particula.rly well developed in the males, where a pair

can be found for every pair of leg"^. With the exception of the

glands of the first and last pairs of legs, which are highly modified

in both the West Australian forms, the crural glands are entirely

contained in the legs. The external aperture is very distinct.

It is situated distally to the nephridial aperture on the ventral

surface of all the legs except the 4th and 5th, where the excretory

opening is found near the end of the appendage. The extremity
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of tlie gland-duct wJiich opens to tlie exterior provided with
a swollen circular lip which forms the crural papilla. The
surrounding epidermis is retractile and may be iuvaginated

to form a little Crural Pit. The crural papilla is then quite

invisible from the exterior, but this is merely a temporary con-

dition, and consequently there is no point in counting visible

crural papillje m these animals unless the count is checked by
sections. With the exception of the last pair of gla.nds, opening
on the last pair of appendages, tlie aperture of the gland leads to

a narrow duct bounded by small cubical cells. This duct runs

upwards to open into a large vesicle which extends distally and
occupies quite a large extent of the leg-cavity. The vesicle itself,

i. e., the crural gland proper (see PI. IV. fig. 10) is lined by a

layer of small and compact cubical epithelial cells with large nuclei

centrally placed. The glands are usually I'eadily distinguished

by reason of the contents, which in sections stained with hfema-

toxylin and eosin appear bright pink. Still more characteristic

is the fact that the contents are perfectly homogeneous and
noii-grcijudar.

The first pair of Crural Glands differs considerably from all the

rest. The duct opens in the same manner as in the succeeding

glands but instead of leading to a sac in the leg it passes into the

lateral cavity of the body and opens into an elongated sac which
runs almost the entire length of the animal (see PI. I. fig. 3,

Cr.Gl.'). This tubular gland can be easily picked out in transverse

sections, for it is always cut transversely and lies not far from
^he lateral nerve-cord and below the salivary gland in sections

where this is also present. The structure of its wall is quite

characteristic.

These extraordinaiy crural glands of tlie first legs were dis-

covered in the West Australian Peripatoides from the hills near

Perth by Bouvier. They are noted in his monograph as peculiar

to the species. It is important, therefore, to note that the same
feature is present in the southern variety—in short, this character

is peculiar to both West Australian varieties of Peripatoides.

The Crural Glands of the ptemdtimate legs are extremely
minute. The duct is short and leads into a, very small vesicle.

Bouvier was uncertain as to whether crural glands existed here

at all. He was unable to find them in his specimens.

The Crural Glands of the last pair of legs are very difi;erent

from all the others. The ducts pass direct from the legs into the

central body-cavity, where they lead into two somewhat wide
tubes which run forwards entangled in the coils of the gonoducts

(see PI. I. fig. 3, Cr.Gl.").

Crural glands and crural papillae are features of the male sex,

but in Willey's account of the Anatomy and Development of

Pe7'ipatus 7iovce-hritannice (13) the following reference occurs

to crural glands in the female: "Wherever they occur (crural

glands) tliey are found onl}'^ in the male except in P. capensis.

where they arp said to occur in the female also (Sheldon).
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Wifcliout denying their occ-isioiial existence m the female

F. capensis, I may say that I hnve failed to find them present,

and I doubt, on a priori grounds, if they normally occur in the

female."

In the paper (11) to which Willey refers the following state-

ment is made :
" I have examined several legs of I\ capensis^

both of males and females, and have found a crural gland in

every one except the first pair of legs,"

A careful search through sections of female Peripatoides of

Western Australia has shown that crural glands do occasionally

occur in the female. They are not always present, however, and
when found there is no regularity as to the legs containing them.

In any case they are not highly developed, although they have
the same vesicle with the same pink-staining homogeneous con-

tents found in the male.

The Nephridia.

A very careful study of the ne})hri(lia of Western Australian

Peripatoides has been made, a nd well-pi eserved sections have eluci-

dated many points. It will be perhaps desirable to describe their

structure in detail, especially since some features, the presence of

cilia for example, are now made known for the first time. Mention
of cilia occurs in all general descriptions of Peripatus, but only

to the efiect that they are found in the generative ducts. The
cilia discovered in the nephridia of Peripatoides are i-emarkably

well developed and of great length, reminding ove more of tiagella,.

The nephridia., with the exception of those of tl)e 4th and 5th

pairs of legs, open on tiie ventral surface at the junction of

each leg and the body. Those of the 4th and 5th pairs of legs

are quite different from the others. They open on a, special

papilla situated on the ventral surface of the respective legs (see

PI, I. fig, 2, Neph.'), It is rather striking tha.t with variations

in the anatomy of the Onychophora, and in particular with
considerable variations in the number of legs, there should be such

a constancy in regard to the position of these special nephridia.

They are of almost exactly the same form in the West Australian

Peripatoides as in Peripatus capensis, and similar enlarged

nephridia occur in other species,

Nephridia, are found in all the pairs of legs without exception

in the West Australian Peripatoides.

Structure ofa typicalNephridium.—The aperture, wdiich, except

in the case of the 4th and 5th nephi-idia, is unmarked by any
papilla, appears as a little crevice in the epidermis. This leads

into a short tube of minute diameter. This duct passes upwards
into the lateral compartment of the body and opens into a thin-

walied collecting vesicle (PI. lY. fig. 11, Coll, Ves,), The cells

of the duct are small, cubical, or somewhat flattened, but the

vesicle is lined by a very delicate squamous epithelium of large

cells, the nuclei appearing distinctly Fome distance apart. The
vesicle might easily be mistaken for a split in sections were it not
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for its constant presence and the ducts opening into it. Following
the vesicle the nephridium is divisible into two marked sections,

a tubvdar portion and a terminal chamber. The tube describes a

rough circle and then turns abruptly on itself, so that its termin-

ation is close to the vesicle referred to above (see PI. IV. fig. 11).

The terminal chamber (PI. lY. fig. 1 1, Cob.) is now well known,
although missed by the first investigators, who believed that the

nephridia opened into the lateral compartment of the body.

The chamber lies partly above and partly posterior to the col-

lecting vesicle referred to above.

The first portion of the nephridial tube internal to the

collecting vesicle is lined by a very delicate and characteristic

epithelium of large fiat cells. As a consequence of the size of

the cells relative to the diameter of the duct it is possible to have
transverse sections with only two or three nuclei showing (see

PI. IV. fig. 11). The greater part of the nephridium between the

terminal chamber and the collecting vesicle is built in this way.
The section, however, which actually opens into the terminal

chamber is very diflferent. The wall of the nephridium becomes
thicker and far less delicate and is formed of a compact layer of

columnar epithelial cells (see PI. IV. fig. 11, Cil.R.). These
cells are so crowded and the nuclei stain so distinctly that most
previous workers have noted the peculiarity. In fact this change
in the character of the cells has been taken as indicating the

passage from the ectodermal part of the nephridium to the

mesodermal portion (see Glen, Q. J. M. »S. 1918, vol. Ixiii.).

Now it is the cells of tliis section of the nephridium which bear

the cilia (PLs. III.-IV. figs. 11 & 12). These are so long that

after projecting fi-om the cell they extend along the lumen of the

duct for a relatively considerable distance. It is extraordinary

that in many figures showing the structure of the nephridia of

Peripiitus details of the histology are given at a high magnili cation,

yet no indication of cilia is presented.

Bundles of long cilia are very characteristic of renal cells,

although at the same time they are in the highest degree peculiai-

for the arthropoda. The Annelid i-esemblances of Perijmtus

are certainly heightened as a result of the examination of well-

preserved sections through the ciliated ducts of these nephridia*.

* Since writing the above I have been ena])led to examine a copy of Gatlron's

famous paper (8) on the Anatomy and HistoU>gy of Peripatus, in which the lirst

mention of the presence of cilia in this animal—in the lieceptacula semijiis—was
made. Looking througli his description of the nephridia 1 found to my surprise

the following lines referring to the region where the duct opens into the coelomic

vesicle. It must be remembered that the vesicle was unknown at the time, and its

remains were supposed to be a funnel-like nephrostome opening into the body-cavity.
" Er besitzt wie der Trichter selbst, kleinzelliges, im Lehen ivahrsclieinlich toim-

perndes JSpithel . . .
." (latfron never indicates that he found cilia here nor are

any shown in his illustrations of this region. We must conclude that the remark
was merely a conjecture, probably suggested by the apparent resemblance to the

open ne])hrostome of an annelid. It is curious, however, that his successors who
have studied the nephtidia have not commented on this. Either tlie cilia are only

found in the West Australian Feripatoides or else my preparations must be par-

ticularly favourable ones.
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The Nephridia of the 'ith and 5th pairs of leys (PI. I. fig. 2,

Nepb.'). These nephrirlia differ from the others firstly in the

increased length of the tube betAveeu the distal collecting vesicle

and the opening on the leg. This is due to the fact that the

renal aperture is situated near the extremity of the appendage.

The vesicle presents the same structure as before. From the col-

lecting vesicle a long, tubular portion extends posteriorly within

the lateral compartment of the body. This section presents the

same type of wall as the corresponding section of the other

nephridia. Having reached somewhere about the second suc-

ceeding pair of legs the tube turns on itself and runs forward,

the two limbs being in close contact. The wall still presents the

large flattened cells. This section passes into the ciliated duct,

which is particularly well marked in these nephridia, and opens

into the cffilomic chamber, which lies close to the distal collecting

vesicle.

The Reproductive Organs.

A somewhat detailed description of the reproductive oi'gans of

the West Australian Peripatoides is rendered necessary owing to

the fact that Bouvier's specimens of the northern variety were
not sufticient to allow of a complete and accurate account of the

anatomy. This applies in particular to the female, in which con-

nection Bouvier states (3) "L'appareil genital femelle ne presente

rien de particulier, si ce iiest Vatropjhie complete, on a pen, pres

complete, des receptacles semiiiauxy The rece})ta.culum seminis

is, however, well developed. The ex[)la,nation of the mistake
probably lies entirely in the state of preservation of the few
specimens available. VV^e have had the good fortune to obtain

many specimens and to preserve them in many ways.

The Male Reproductive Or<ja)is consist fi'st of the two testes,

which lie fairly far forwards entangled amongst the diverticula of

the slime glands (see PI. I. fig. 3, Tes.) and dorsal or lateral to

the alimentary canal. These organs are tubulai and from the wall

cells are cut off which are apparently the spermatocytes. These
do not develop into spermatozoa in the testes. Apparently the

development of spermatozoa takes place in the vesicida seminalis

(see Photomicrograph, PI. III. fig. 14).

This feature is to my mind rather interesting
;
yet it is one

which is never mentioned ni text-books. It was naturally

thought at first to be quite a new discovery. As a matter of fact

it was seen by Ga.ffron many years ago and figured in his work (8).

GafFi'on was struck also by the resemblance to the conditions in

the earthworm and actually writes: " Etwas aehnliches findet

sich bekanntlich beim Regenwurm, wo ja audi die eigentlichen

Hoden den ' Samenblasen ' gegeniiber sehr zuriicktreten und die

Weiterentwicklung deV Spermatozoen in letzteren stattfindet."

Each testis opens into a seminal vesicle (PI. I. fig. 3, S.Y.),

one usually lying somewhat in front of the otliei- owing to the
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crowded condition of tlie body-cavity. It is difficult to separate

the delicate ducts in preserved and consequently hardened spe-

cimens. The seminal vesicle may, however, attain such a size

at a certain season of the year (September-October) as to fill up
most of tlie body-cavity where it occurs. This is well shown in

the illustration PI. III. fig. 4, which is a photomicrograph of a

transverse section passing through such a seminal vesicle. The
wall of the seminal vesicle is rather delicate, being formed of

somewhat flattened epithelial cells (PI. TV. fig. 13). The vas

deferens leaves tlie seminal vesicle at the opposite side from the

entrance ot the testis or testis duct. (It is impossible to divide

that portion of the reproductive organs beyond the seminal vesicle

into regions.)

The first portion of the vas deferens following the seminal

vesicle is lined by almost cubical cells (PL lY. figs. 13, 15).

This leads imperceptibly into a section (by far the longest) the

wall of which is of flattened cells, the epithelial layer being, how-
ever, supported by a la.yer of longitudinal and circular muscle

fibres. This section of the vas deferens coils about, entangled

with its fellow of the opposite side and also with the terminal

portions of the accessory reproductive glands.

What we may term the vas deferens of the right side con-

tinues its course to the left of the alimentary canal right away
on towards the posterior extremity of the animal (see PI. I.

fig. 3, Vas.def.r.). Just in front of the male opening it dives

under everything, even the two nerve cords, and, reaching the

right side, it continues its way anteriorly again.

This extraordinary difference from the course of the other vas

deferens (PI. I. fig. 3, Yas.def.l.) is always met with. It was
indicated by Bouvier, but his drawing is not quite accurate.

Eventually, somewhere about the 4th or 5t]i leg from the pos-

terior extremity, both vasa, deferentia join up to form a very wide

terminal unpaiied tube. The first portion of this wide duct has

thin walls, the epithelium consisting of flattened cells (PI. IV.

fig. 16). As the reproductive aperture is reached the walls become
thicker (PI. V. -fig. 17) owing to a gradual development of trans-

verse and longitudinal muscles. The tei-minal portion (PI. Y.
fig. 18) is very muscular, the walls being quite thick. It is

probably extrusible. This last section turns over to the right

side of the alimentar}^ canal and passing underneath the right

nerve-cord reaches its opening to the exterior (see PI. I. fig. 3).

As Bouvier pointed out, the vast chamber formed by the

commencement of the unpaired duct is usually filled with a mass

of spermatozoa, the whole taking the form of a convoluted cord

(PI. IV. fig. 16, 8p.). There is no sign of any chitinous envelope.

It will be seen that the unpaired section of the reproductive

ducts formed by the union of the two vasa deferentia is the region

for the storage of spermatozoa and their massing into spermato-

phores—not the so-called seminal vesicle, where spermatogenesis

takes place.
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From tlie fact that sperms are found throughout the ducts of

the female I have no doubt that females are impregnated through

the vaginal aperture.

Accessory Ducts, etc.—The crural glands of the last legs of the

male are modified as already pointed out. The minute duct,

which opens in the usual place, luns into the central body-cavity

and enlarges to form a thin-walled vesicle which runs forwards

as far as the antepenultimate leg or tiiereabouts. It walls and
contents (see PL IV. iig. 10) ai'e similar to those of the normal
crural glands of the anterior limhs.

Two other accessory glands, the anal glands, open in close

proximity to the male i'e])roduetive opening, and slightly posterior

to it. Fiom each opening a narrow duct passes laterally under
the nerve-cord and then turns dorsally and inwards and for-

wards, gradually widening until a rather wide sac is produced

(PI. I. fig. 3, An.GL).
These glandular sacs are rather prominent in transverse

sections near the posterior end of the animal (PI. Y. figs. 19

and 20, An.GL), and are easily picked out by reason of the

intensely vacuolated cells which form their walls. The contents, ^

too, are very granular and deeply staining (see PL Y. fig. 21).

The Beprochtciive Organs of the Female.—Tiie ovaries of the

West Australian Per ijxito ides agree with those of the other

Australian forms and with the Cape and New Britain species in

having thin walls, so that the developing eggs come to hang-

freely in the central division of the body-cavity (PL 1. fig. 2,

Ov.). From each organ an oviduct (Ovid., PL Y. tig. 22) leads

forwards for a short distance to open into a, large and fidly

developed receptaculum seminis by two ducts (Pis. I.,Y. figs. 2, 22,

Rec.Sem.). It is true that the receptaculum may reach a much
larger size in September-November, but it is none the less a

well defined permanent structure at all times.

The oviducts, which open into the two ovaries, unite for an
extremely short distance at their origin and then separate again

(PL Y. fig. 22). Their course is then amidst the convolutions

of the slime-glands for a short distance to the point whei-e each
communicates with a receptaculum seminis. This first section of

the oviduct is characterised by somewhat thick walls, the epi-

thelial cells are deep and crowded together, the lumen of the duct
usually appears restricted (see PL Y. fig. 23).

As Willey noted in the case of Feriixttus novm-hntannioe., the
walls of this first section of the ovi(luct difier from those of

the rest of the genital duct. Y-^illey (13) termed this portion the
infundibulum, and remarked that the striking contrast between
the infiuidibula and the ovarian tubes seen in P. novce-hritatinice

has not been remarked in other species.

The infundibula of the West Australian Peripatoides do not
differ materially from those of P. novce-hritannice. So far,
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however, as the ovarian tubes are concerned, I have been able to

distinguish peritoneal investment, tunica muscularis, and germinal
epithelium, and the thickness of the wall increases as we pass to

the infundibulum (PI. Y. fig. 24). I should be inclined, on the
whole, to doubt the possibility of the ovarian tubes not being
strictly homologous structures throughout the genus—a suggestion

of Willey's.

The receptacula seminis (PI. Y. fig. 22, .Rec.Sem.) are two
thin -walled bags, each of which communicates with the infun-

dibulum of its side by two short ducts. The same condition is

met with in other species of Peripatus where the receptaculum
is present.

The preparations which I have at my disposal show that cilia

are present in the tubes connecting the infundibulum with the

receptaculum (see PI. Y. fig. 25). This is the position in which
cilia were first discovered in Peripatus by Gatfron (8). It must
be noted that these cilia are much shorter and less distinct than
those described eai-lier in this paper as occurring in the nephridia.

The two uteri do not differ essentially in histological structure

from the infundibula. They possess a well-developed muscu-
lature— transverse and longitudinal fibres surrounding the

epithelial wall. These uteri pass forwards for a short distance

and then return, usually one to each side of the alimentary canal

(PI. I. fig. 2, XJt.). They meet posteriorly quite near the ex-

ternal aperture, and a median and very shoi't vagina (Ph 1.

fig. 2, Yag.) leads to the exterior. During the summer months
each uterus presents the appearance of a string of sausages.

This is due to the chain of developing eggs or embryos con-

tained within it. The eggs are of very large size indeed, and the

uterus is swollen considerably round each and constricted between
them. The West Australian examples of Peripaioicles bring their

reproductive organs to maturity during the winter, which is the

only period of feeding and activity in general. Fecundation

probably takes place about August to October. The species is

viviparous. [For further reference see notes on Spermatogenesis

and Reproduction in a following paper.]

Summary of characters diagnostic of the West Australian
Peripatoides.

There are two West Australian varieties of Peripatus— sub-

gen. Peripatoides. They agree in external characters and in

anatomy, with the exception that whilst the northern form
possesses constantly 16 pairs of legs, the southern variety has only

15 pairs. It is not considered advisable to separate these two
forms as distinct species. They can only be considered varieties.

The first to be discovered and named was the southern variety,

which was termed Peripatus leuckarti Sang., var. occidentalis, by
Fletcher in 1895.

Since that date, however, this western form has been raised to
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specific rank by Dendy (5), and is now recorded as Pei'ipatoides

occideutalis. Tlie rediscovery of the typical form and the demon-
stration that its anatomy is ahnost identical with that of the othei-

form which Bouvier recognised as quite distinct from all otlier

Australian Feripatoides endorses Dendy's action. The northern

variety Avas termed P. woodwardi by Bouvier, but we have

shown (4) that this name lacks priority, the name P. gilesti

having been previously given by Baldwin Spencer, The position

is, therefoi-e, that the only West Australian species of Pertpatoides

is Peripatoides occidentalis, the southern form being the original

one named, the northern is thus to be known in future as

P. occidentcdis var. gilesii.

Previous diagnoses of P. occidentalis are to a large extent

incorrect.

The Diagnosis of the Si^ecies is as folloivs :
—

(1) Specimens fall into two colour series, in one of which dark

green-black predominates, in the other a brown-red. (2) The
legs number 16 pairs in the var. gilesii, 15 in the typical form.

(3) The third pedal ring (or spinous pad) is usually slightly

nari'ower than the first, and the intermediate ring a little larger

than in the other PerijKitoides ; the rudiments of the 4th ring

are practically invisible. (4) There are no accessory teeth on the

outer blade of the mandible, and 5 or 3 on the inner blade.

(5) The urinary papilla? of the 4th and 5th legs are each on a

separate segment of the first pedal ring. (6) The crural papill?e

are present on all the legs of the male, but may not be obvious

owning to retraction. (7) Crural glands are present opening on
all the legs ; those of the 1st pair are very long and extend

almost the entire length of the body in the lateral compartments.

Those of the last pair of legs are also long and run forwards

entangled with the reproductive ducts in the central body-cavity.

All the other crural glands are contained in the legs. Those of

the pair of legs preceding the last are very small. (8) The male
reproductive organs may extend forwards as far as the 6th or

7th pair of legs from the posterior extremity. The tw^o vasa

deferentia after leaving the vesiculre seminales in which sperma-
togenesis takes place run a tangled course. That of the right

side runs almost to the extreme posterior end and to the left side

of the body, it then curves under both nerve-cords and runs for-

ward on the right side to meet its fellow and form an unpaired
duct at about the level of the 4th or 5th pair of legs from the

posterior end. Tlie proximal portion of this duct is very wide
and very thin-walled and forms a reservoir where spermatozoa
accumulate in tangled "cordons." It passes gradually into a

short muscular ejaculatory duct. (9) The ovaries are dorsal in

position and extend forwards from near the posterior end,

occupying the hinder third of the body at the breeding-season.

The w^alls of the ovaries are thin, and the eggs when ripe appear
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ill consequence to lie freely in the central cavity of the body

—

in realit}' the ovary-wall pi-ojects in the form of vevy delicate

follicles, (10) Receptacula seminis are present, each communi-
cating with the oviduct of its side by two ducts which are

ciliated.

AFFINITIES OF THE WEST AUSTRALIAN
PERIPATOIDES.

Bouvier discusses at some length the affinities of his Peripatoides

iDOodioardi. His account requires bringing up to date owing to

the corrections necessary by reason, first, of the increased know-
ledge of this northern variety, and, second, owing to the infor-

mation now brought forward regarding the anatomy of the

southern form know^n to Bouvier as a distinct species. According

to Bouvier the West Australian Peripatus is remarkable for its

multiple affinities. It is supposed to resemble P. suteri of New
Zealand by the presence of 16 pairs of legs and by the absence of*

an accessory tooth on the outer blade of the mandible. At the

same time it is distinguished from this species by most other

characters and resembles P. leuckartii * in the following :

—

1, altei-nation of tegumentary folds : 2, reduction of the pedal

papillse to three; 3, the relative dimensions of the rings of the

soles ;
4, the multiplicity of the crural glands

; 5, the analogy of

the anal glands
; 6, a certain resemblance in the unpaired portion

of the male gonoduct.

It is, however, different from all other species in the possession

of crural glands on the first legs—glands of enormous length.

It is supposed to be unique in the constant presence of 16 pairs

of legs with 3 papillae. Its unpaired male duct is supposed to

be really like no others. In short, it is supposed to present a

mixture of primitive characters with others indicating a, long

evolution. These may be classified as follows \-—

Primitive Characters. Advanced Characters.

1. Crural glands opening on 1. No teeth on outer blade of

each leg. mandible.

2 16 pairs of le2:s. 2. Pedal papilla) reduced to

three.

3. Seminal receptacles atro-

phied.

4. Character of male gono-

duct.

I do not consider that we can lay much stress upon affinities

which are only indicated by the presence of 16 versus 15 pairs of

* P leucTcartH is taken as the correct name for tlie common Peripatns of the

East, usually designated P. orientalis hy Bouvier. For a discussion on the "omen-

clature of this species see Dendy (Q. J. M. S. vol. xlv. p. 388, and Zool. Anz. 1006.

pp. 175-177).
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legs or the presence or absence of an accessory tooth on the outer

mandibie-blade. Surely some such change as this could hp.ve

occurred as a mutation over and over again. In any case the
West Australian species occurs in two forms, one with 16 and
one with 15 pairs of legs, so that the resemblance to P. suteri

does not hold good.

As a matter of fact Peripatoides occidentcdis approaches most
closely Peripatoides leuckartii, and in addition to the resem-
blances noted by Bouvier we may add that receptacula seminales.

are present in both forms. The species is, however, very distinct

from all other Peripatus species, and thus from all the other

Australian species (which is not surprising seeing that the two
Peripatus regions are separated by over two thousand miles, the

greater part of which is country quite uninhabitable by Peripatus)

in the presence of extraordinarily long crural glands opening on
the first pair of legs. The northern variety is the only known
Peripatus in Australia having 16 pairs of legs.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF GENERAL IMPORTANCE.

{i. e. probably applicable to most if not all species of

Onychophora.)

I. The cells of a certain part of the so-called nepliridium

—

that which opens into the terminal coelomic vesicle—bear

long and well-developed cilia. Thus cilia occur in the

excretory ducts of Peripatus as well as in the repro-

ductive organs.

11. Ci'ural glands do sometimes occur in the female, but do

not seem to possess any ducts.

III. The tracheae of Peripatus possess a characteristic spiral

supporting fibre.

(This has been a disputed question for many years.)

IV. The tracheae of Peripatus, although running a separate

course for some distance from the tracheal pit, eventually

branch (see PI. II. figs. 7 & 8).

V. Spermatogenesis does not take place in the testis but in

the seminal vesicles. This discovery, made originally

by Gafl:Von, seems to have been lost sight of in most
descriptions of Peripatus.
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DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES.

Plates I.-V.

Feripatoides occidentalis.

JFig. 1. Dissection, sliowing slime gland, alimentary canal, and salivary gland.

2. Dissection, female, showing reproductive organs and nephridia. X 5|.

3. Dissection, male, sliowing reproductive organs and crural glands. X 5|.

4. Photomicrograph. Transverse section, showing large seminal vesicle

lying above alimentary canal and crural papilla retracted.

5. Longitudinal section. Salivary gland. X 400.

6. Inner face of body- wall in freshl}' dissected specimen, showing arrange-

ment of main trachea. The piece extends across the two vential

nerve-cords, and laterally up one side and beyond the mid-dorsal line.

The positions of three legs are shown (N). X 20.

7. Alimentary canal-wall under low power, showing tracheae branching.

X 96.

8. Tracheal branching. X 640.

9. Tracheal tube, showing spiral thickening. X 800.

10. Section through crural gland. X 160.

11. Nephridium in longitudinal section, showing cilia. X 240.

12. Photomicrograph of ciliated part of nephridium.

13. Opening of vas deferens into vesicula seminalis, section to show structure

of wall. X 2U0.

14. Photomicrograph of section through vesicula seminalis, showing sper-

matozoa and spermatogenesis.

15. Transverse section. First part of vas deferens. X 200.

16. Median part of vas deferens, with mass of spermatozoa. X 200.

17. Terminal thick-walled part of vas deferens. X 200.

18. Longitudinal section. Ductus ejaculatorius. X 200.

19. Diagrammatic transverse section in plane of last pair of legs. X 24.

:20. Diagrammatic transverse section in plane where vas deferens crosses below
nerve-cords posteriorly. X 24.

21. T. S. Part of wall of anal gland of male. X 240.

22. Diagram showing connections of receptacula seminis with oviducts, and
ovaries. X 200.

23. T. S. Infundibular region of oviduct. X 200.

24. L. S. Wall of ovary and oviduct. X 240.

25. T. S. Duct of receptaculum seminis. X 280.
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EXPLANATION OF LETTERING.

A. Anus.
Aii.Gl. Anal gland.

Cil.R. Ciliated portion of nepliri-

dium.
C(e. Coelomic cavity.

Coll.Ves. Collecting vesicle.

Cr.Gl. Crural gland.

Cr.Gl.' Crural gland of 1st leg.

Cr.Gl." Crural gland of lust leg.

Ci'ur.pap. Crural papilla.

Cut. Cuticle.

Kpid. Epidermis.
Ht. Heart.
N. Position of leg.

N.C. Nerve cord.

Neph. Nephridium.
Nepli.' Ditto of 4tii and otli legs.

Or.Pap. Oral papilla.

Ov. Ovarv.
Ovid. Oviduct.

Ph. Pharynx.
Rec.Seiu. Receptaculum seminis.

Rect. Rectum.
Sal.Gl. Salivary gland.

Sal.G.d. Salivary gland duct.

S.V. Seminal vesicle.

Sli.Gl. Slime gland.

Sp. Spermatozoa.
Tes. Testis.

Ut. Uterus.
Vag. Vagina.
Vas.def. Vas deferens.

Vas.def.r. Vas deferens of right side.

Vas.def.l. Ditto of left side.
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21. Notes on Marine AVood-boring Animals.— I. The Sbip-

worms (Teredinidse). By ^Y. T. Calman, D.Sc.

(Submitted for Publication by permission of the Trustees of the British Museum.)

[Received April 27, 1920 : Read .June 1, 1920.]

(Text-figures 1-11.)

The specimens discussed in this paper were collected, for the

most part, on behalf of a Committee appointed by the Institution

of Civil Engineers to inquire into the deterioration of structures

exposed to sea-action. This Committee, at my suggestion, re-

quested its correspondents at various seaports to send in speci-

mens of animals damaging the timber of harbour works. The
result has been to get together a collection of very considerable

importance, both from the point of view of the practical engineer

and from that of the scientific zoologist. A set of the specimens
will be placed in the Museum of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, and tlie remainder have been presented by the

Committee to the British Museum (Natural History). I desire

to express my sense of obligation to the members of the Com-
mittee, more especially to the Chaii-man, 8ir William Matthews,
K.C.M.G., aiid the Secretary, Mr. P. M. Crosthwaite, as well as

to the various harbour engineers named below, by whom the

specimens were collected and preserved.

In dealing with the Teredinidae I trespass with reluctance on
the domain of the malacologists. It is only the impossibility of

linding a student of Mollusca ready to undertake the description

•of the collection that leads me to publish these notes, to which,

however, the very accurate figures drawn by Miss G. M. Wood-
ward may give some permanent value. I am indebted to my
colleagues, Mr. B, B. Woodward and Mr. G. C. Robson, for much
guidance and help in exploring the literature and in examining
the Museum collections of Mollusca.

Many writers h^ve commented on the difficulties that stand in

the way of a systematic study of the Teredinidae. The lack of

agreement as to the characters to be regarded as generic is

strikingly shown in the recent synonymy of several species, while

the inconstancy of speciHc characters drawn from the valves of

the shell was commented on long ago by Forbes and Hanley
(Hist. Brit. Mollusca, i. p. 87 (184*8)). These difficulties I cannot

pretend to have solved, but some general considerations suggested

hy study of my mateiial inay be worth recording.

The changes in form of the shell-valves during growth seem to

have received little attention, although several writers mention
the obvious fact that the number of the striae on the anterior

«,nd antero-median divisions of the valves increases with age.

Together with this, however, there goes on a resorption of the
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posterior margin, beginning- on the dorsal side, jnst behind tlie

hinge-knob, and extending downwards. The rapidity and extent

of this erosion appears to difter in different species. Incon-

spicuous, as a rule, in T. navalis*, it becomes very marked in

certain tropical species. For example, in many specimens of

Teredo mannii, mentioned below, the auricle and nearly the whole
of the postero-median area have been removed, while the antei'o-

media.n (vertically striated) area occupies the gi eater part of the

surface of the valve. It may be suggested as a possibility thajt

the absence of extensive erosion in most specimeiis of T. navalis

is due to the fact that this is a short-lived and indeed almost an
annual species, the individuals rfa^ely surviving the winter, while

the much larger T. mannii may be longer lived, the individuals

perhaps surviving for several years in the wai-mer waters which
it inhabits. From the practical point of view^ it would be very
important to ascertain the duration of life and tlie rate of growth
in the different species.

Genus Teredo Linn.

Hedley (Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales, xxiii. 1898, p. 92)
regarded the presence of a " cup-shaped mantle which
surrounds the bases of siphons and palettes" as the chief

distinctive character of a genus to which he applied at first the

name Ccdohates of Gould, and later (Mem. Austial. Mus. Sydney,
iii. 1899, p. 508) Nausitoria (i. e. Nausitora) of Wright. Hedley
states that the type of the genus Teredo, "according to the

figures of Forbes and Hanley and other w^riters," entirely lacks

this structure. The accompanying figure (text-fig. 1, A) is taken

from a well-preserved specimen from the estuary of the Thames,
for which I am indebted to Dr. W. M. Willoughby, Medical

Officer of Health for the Port of London. This specimen appeais

to be referable, without doubt, to the typical T. navalis Linn.

It will be seen that the base of pallets and siphons is surrounded

by a fleshy collar or fold of the mantle, entirely similar to that

found in Teredo mannii and various other species which Hedley
refers to Nausitora or Calobates.

Teredo navalis Linn. (Text-fig. 1.)

Teredo navalis Linn^us, Syst. JN^a.t. ed. x. 1758, p. 651 ; Forbes
and Hanley, Hist. Brit. Moll. i. 1848, p. 74, pi. i. figs. 7, 8,

pi. xviii. figs. 3, 4 ; Gatliff and Gabriel, Proc. R. Soc. Victoria,

xxviii. (n. s.) 1915, p. 117.

? Teredo pedicellata Quatrefages, Gwyn Jeffreys, Brit. Conch,
iii. 1865, p. 174, and v. 1869, pi. liv. fig. 3.

* Gwyn Jeffreys' description of tlie " var. divaricuta " of T. norvagica, tlie
" var. occlusa " of T. navalis, and the analogous varieties of other species, as well as
the specimens named hy him in the Norman collection, suggest that these varieties

are hased on unusually old specimens, in which the antero-median area occupies a
much larger portion than usual of the surface of the valves while the auricle has
been almost completely removed.
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Locality.—Simon's Town, South Africa. Specimens forwarded
by Lieut. L. H. A. Sliadwel], R.N.7.R., Officer in charge of
Works, H.M. Dockyard. From Blue Gmii timber, Ordnance
Jetty, E yard ; from Pitch Pine, Old Ordnance Jetty, E yard

;

and from creosoted Danzig, A, No. 3 slip.

Remarks.—Teredo navalis and T. 'peclicellata have both been
recorded by Gatliff and Gabriel from Victoria, Init, so far as I
know, neither has been recorded from South Africa.

Some of our South African specimens agree A^erv closely, as
regards the structure of the ]:)allets, with specimens from
Alderney in the Norman collection determined, apparently by
Gwyn Jeffreys, as T. jjedicellata. Jeftreys himself remarks that

Text-figure 1.

Teredo navalis Linn.

A. Siphons and associated structures in a specimen from the estuary of the-

Thames at Gravesend. The tleshy collar at the base of the siphons has
oeen divided and reflected, showing the insertion of the ri<;ht pallet from
the inner side. B. Pallet of a specin^en from Simon's Town. Actual
length ahout 5 mm.

this is not a satisfactory species," and the identification of his

specimens with the form described by Quatrefages appears to

be largely conjectural. Quatrefages's description (Ann. Sci. Nat.
Zool. ser. 3, xi. 1849, p. 26) contains little to suggest it except

the statement that the pallets are colom-ed dark brown. In the
Alderney specimens and in some of those from South Africa

(text-fig. 1, B). the stalk of the pallets may be as long and less

than one-fourth as wide as the blade. The blade is flattened on
the inner and convex on the outer surface, with the basal half

calcified, white, and neai'ly opaque. The distal half is mostly
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composed of a more or less translucent horny material vnTjing in

colour from yellowish to dark brown, within which the distal end
of the calcified part is seen to project as a rounded cone. On the
outer surface, the central area of this horny part is occupied by
a calcified plate, rectangular or irregularly rounded in outline,

which reaches the distal but not the lateral margins. The distal

end of the pallet is concave or notched, with a more or less deep
central conical pit.

Tiie structure described above is most easily seen in the
smaller specimens from South Africa, measuring about 40 mm.
in length of body and having the pallets about 5 mm. long. The
Alderney specimens are a good deal smaller. In some South
African specimens of about the same size, however, the distal

calcified plate cannot be seen, and in some larger specimens the
basal calcification, instead of penetrating into the interior of the
horny part, extends up along its lateral margins. In the largest

specimen of all, in which the body is a foot long, tbe pallets are

wholly calcified, with the distal portion slightl}^ yellowish but
not horny. This large specimen does not appear to differ in any
but the most trivial details from European specimens referred

to T. navalis. The valves of the shell afford no distinctive

characters.

In the absence of any more satisfactoiy definition of the
supposed sp.icies 'T. pedicellata, all our South African specimens
may be referred to T. navalis.

Teredo norvagica Spengler.

Teredo norvagicus Spengler, Skriv. JSTat. Selsk. Ki^benhavn, ii.

H. 1, 1792, p. 102, pi. ii. tigs. 4-6, B; Forbes and Hanley, Hist.

Brit. Moll. i. 1848, p 66, pi. i. figs. 1-5; (norvegica) Caiman,
Marine Bor'ng Animals, Brit. Mus. Nat. Hist. Economic Series,

No. 10, 1919, p. 9, fig. 2, p. 15, fig. 5.

Teredo hruguierii Delle Chiaje, Memorie &c. iv. 1829 (1830),

p. 32, pi. 54. figs. 6. 12, 13; Suter, Manual N. Z. Moll. 1913,

p. 1019, pi. Iv. figs. 1 a-d', Gatlifi[' and Gabriel, Proc. B. Soc.

Victoria, xxviii. (n. s.) 1916, p. 118, pi. xiii. figs. 9 tfc 12.

Remarks.— Suter recorded this species from Auckland, where,

however, he considered that it was in process of being displaced

by Xylotrya saulii (i. e. X. australis). It is therefore of interest

to note that the latter species alone occurs in the collection which
we have received from Auckland.

Suter has adopted Delle Chiaje's name for this species on the

ground that Spengler's was " not binomial,'"' and he is followed

by GatlifF and Gabriel. It is true that, in the pai-t of Spengler's

memoir which deals with the genus Teredo (but not in that

dealing with Pholas), the specific name is followed by a comma,
not by a full stop. Those who consider this an adequate reason

for displacing a name long in use and w^idely known will, no
doubt, continue to refer to this species as T. bruguierii.
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Teredo mannii Wright. ("L'ext-figs. 2 &, S.)

Kuphus mannii Wright, Trans. Linn. Soc xxv. pt. 3, 1866,

p. 565, pi. Ixv. Hgs. 1-8
;
Hedley, Rec. Austr. Mns. iii. 1899,

p. 134.

Nausitq^ria manni Hedley, Rep. Austr. Ass. Adv. Sci. viii.

1901, p. 248.

Locality.—Brisbane, Queensland. Specimens forwarded by
Mr. E. A. OuUen, Engineer for Harbours and Rivers. From
Jetties &c. in river 5 or 6 miles from Moreton Bay, in Ironbark
{^EucalyptiLs panicidata) and Pine {Araacaria, cunninghamii).

Remarks.—Of this species, already recorded by Hedley from
Cooktown, in the north of Queensland, the holotype, from
Singapore, is in the Museum collection. Unfortunately, it has

been allowed to dry, but it has been possible, by soaking it in

water, to extract the valves and pallets and to restore the siphons

Text-figure 2.

Teredo mannii ( VVrig.lit), from Biisbaiie.

A. Outer, 1?. Inner surface of pallet. C. Siphons and associated structures.

The flesh}^ collar has been divided and the right pallet removed.

to something like their original form. In all the characters thus
ascertained the specimens now recorded from Brisbane show" a

close resemblance to the holotype.

The most characteristic feature of the species is the form of

the pallets (text-fig. 2, A & B). The blade or expanded portion

is roughl}^ crescentic in shape. The concave distal edge has a
convexity in the centre, giving it somewhat the outline of a
cupid's bow, and the convexity is usually, but not always, incised

by a narrow median notch. The inner surface of the blade is

flat, the outer excavated distally ; along the margin of the
excavated area is a border of dai-k brown horny substance which
is continued along the distal margin of the inner surface. The
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remainder of the surface of the blade is chalky white, and the
material composing it envelops the distal end of the more trans-

lucent stalk and ends in a sharp irregular line*.

The valves of the shell in all the specimens I have examined
show, to an unusual degree, the effects of secondary absorption

already referred to. This is marked, not only in the dorsal

region, posteiior to the articular knobs, as in the valves of more
normal Teredinidie, but along tlie whole of the posterior margin
as far as the ventral articular knob. In most specimens the

whole region of the auricle has disappeared and the greater part

of the postero-median region. In some specimens, as in the

Text-figure 3.

Teredo mannii (Wright), from Brisbane.

Valves of shell. A. Right, B. Left valve of a specimen in which the eroded area
(seen in B) only occupies the upper margui, while the lower part of the
auricle still persists. C. Right valve of a specimen of about the same
size in which the erosion extends down the posterior margin as far as

the lower point of the shell and the auricle has been entirely removed.

hoiotype, this latter region is represented by a narrow border
along the greater part of the hind margin ; in one of the
specimens figured (text-fig. 3, 0) it has been entirely removed

* The extremelj' close resemblance, pointed out bj^ Wright, between the pallets

of this species and those of Kuplius arenarius as figured by J. E. Gray is very
surprising, if the statements as to the widely different habitat of the last named
species are correct.
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except for a small piece near tlie ventral angle. In anothei-

specimen (text-fig. 3, A, B), in which the lower part of tlie

auricle still remains, it extends onl}^ a very little below the level

of the anterior division of the valve ; on the inner surface it

is not defined anteriorly, passing with quite unbroken surface

into the postero-median division.

The siphons (text-fig. 2, C), of wdiich the ventral, or inhalent,

slightly exceeds in diameter the dorsal, or exhalent, are separate

quite to the base. The fleshy collar which surrounds them is of

considerable size, and, in the contracted state of tlie preser\ed

specimens, conceals the siphons for about half of their length.

Genus Xylotrya J. E. Gray.

Xylotrya (Leach MS.) J. E. Grav, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1847,

p. 188."

Whatever Leach's Xylotrya may have been (the reference by
Menke, Syn. Meth. Moll 2nd ed. 1830, p. 121 , and the description

by J. E. Gray, Syn. Brit. Mus. 44th ed. 1842, p. 76, suggest that

it was the genus now known as Xylcypliaga)^ the name appears to

have acquired validity only when Gray in 1847 referred to it the

Teredo hiiKihnulata of Lamai-ck.

The species of tlie genus are for the most part sharply

differentiated from those of Teredo by the segmented blade of

the pallets. This blade is composed of a, series of hollow cones

successively ensheathing one another and arranged on a cential

axis forming a continuation of the stalk. The only approach to

a transition between the two genera that I have seen is found in

Nausitora diinlopei Wi-ight, in w'hich the ensheathing cones are

very numerous and closely set, and appear, in the solitary type-

specimen which I have examined, to be partly consolidated on
the inner surface. They thus come to resemble the laminae of

which the blade is built up in some, at least, of the species

of Teredo, differing from them, however, in their more regular

arrangement *.

Many of the species referred to this genus have been only im-
perfectly described, and still more imperfectly figured. Possibly

the two species to which new names are applied below may be
identical with, forms already named, but they are certainly

distinct from any in the Museum collection.

Xylotry^a austealis, sp. n. (Text-figs. 6, 7, k, 8.)

Gcdohates saulii Hedley, Proc. Linn. Soc. X. S. Wales, xxiii.

1898, p. 94, figs. 7-9.

Xausitoria saulii Hedley, Bep, Austr. Ass. Adv. Sci. viii. 190L^

p. 248, pi. x. fig. 5.

* Cf. Fischer, Journ. Concliyl. v. 1856, p. 131.
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Teredo {Xylotrya) saulii Suter, Man. N. Z. Moll. 1918, p. 1021,
pi. Iv. fig. 8, a, h ; Gatliff and Gabriel, Proc. Hoy. Soc. Victoria
(n. s.) xxviii. 1916, p. 121, pl. xiii. fig, 11.

Nec Nausitora saulii Wright, Trans. Linn. Soc. xxv. 1866,

p. 567, pl. Ixv. figs. 9-15.

Localities.—Brisbane, Queensland. Specimens forwarded by-

Mr. E. A. Cullen, Engineer for Harbours and Rivers. From
Jetties &LC. in river 5 or 6 miles from Moreton Bay, in Ironbaik
(^?J acalyjytus j^aniculata) and Hardwood {E. macidata).

Auckland, IS^ew Zealand. Specimens forwarded by Mr. Ham er,

Engineer to the Auckland Harbour Board. From Kauri and
Black Butt timber.

Remaj'ks.—Wright states that the type-specimens of his

Xausitora saidii, which were presented to the British Museum by
Miss Saul, came from Port Phillip, Australia, and it is perhaps
this statement rather than any very exact correspondence with
his description or figures that has led Australasian naturalists to

apply the name to the species common in Australian and New
Zealand waters. It appears, however, that Wright's statement
was in error. The specimens in the Museum collection labelled

as '"Types" and presented by Miss Saul are stated, on the label

and in the Register of MoUusca, to be from Callao, Peru f. It is

true that none of the valves or pallets can be definitely recognised

as the original of any one of Wright's figures, but there are

two characters in which these specimens agree closely with his

account ; the auricle shows, on the inner surface, a series of

conspicuous curved ridges indicated in Wright's pl. Ixv. fig. 10,

and several of tlie pallets have the outer surface worn away so

as to expose the "central core-like body" mentioned in the

description (p. 568) and shown in pl. Ixv. fig. 15.

These type-specimens, however, appear to me to be specifically

distinct from those I have examined from Brisbane and Auckland,
which undoubtedly belong to the species called saidii by
Hedley and other Australasian naturalists. The chief differences

may be briefly stated as follows :

—

X. saulii (Wright) (text-figs. 4 & 5). Dorsal outline of valve

sloping steeply Avithout break into the upper margin of the

auricle, which exceeds half the total depth of the valve and
descends on the hind mai-gin for more than half the distance

from the anterior notch to the ventral edge. The auricle is

marked with rather widely spaced lines of growth which, espe-

cially on the inner surface, appear as strong curved ridges. The
anterior border of the auricle on the inside overlaps as a narrow
band and is closely appressed to the inner surface. The pallets

(text- fig. 5) have the segments strongly calcified and closely set,

the average interval being estimated at not more than one-fifth

* Suter (Man. N.Z. Moll. 1913, p. 1022) mentions Callao among the localities

iov. the species, hut states that the type is from Port Phillip. I do not know the

source of his information.
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of the wiflfcli. The distal edges of the segments are acutely

V-shaped (this may be partly but not altogether due to their

being worn away), and no trace of serration can be seen in any of

Text-figure 4.

Xylotrya saulii (Wright). Syntype from Callao.

A. Riglit, B. Lelt valve of shell.

Text-figure 5.

XyJotrya saxdii (Wright). Syntype from Callao. Pallet.

Text -figure 6.

Xylotrya atistralis, sp. ii. Syntype from Auckland.

A. Right, B. Left valve of shell.

the specimens. The stalk is smooth. The soft parts are un-

known. The valves measure up to 7*3 mm. in length and a little

less in depth.
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X. austi^alis, sp. n. (text-figs. 6, 7, & 8). Dorsal outline form-
ing a distinct angle or concavity at the base of the auricle, which
is not more than half the total depth of the valves and descends

on the hind margin for not more than half the distance from the

anterior notch to the ventral edge. The lines of growth on the

auricle are much more closely set and less prominent, and are not

at all conspicuous on the inner surface. The anterior border of

the auricle on the inside overlaps as a broader band which is

Text-figure 7.

y

Xylotrya australis, sp, n. Syntype from Auckland.

A. External surface of pallet. B. Single segment of

the pallet, further enlarged.

generally slightly raised from the inner surface. Jhe pallets

(text -fig. 7) have the segments thin and fragile and more widely

spaced, the average interval being estimated at about one-third

of the width. The distal margins of the segments are concave

or obtusely V-shaped, with a delicate membranous border, at the

base of which the calcified portion shows a series of coarse and
somewhat irregular serrations which become very conspicuous in

dried specimens. The stalk is smooth and shorter than threo
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times the width of the distal part. The siphons (text-fig. 8) are

.adherent for two-thirds of their length in preserved specimens.

Text -figure 8.

Xylotrya australis, sp. ii. Syntype from Auckland.

Siplions and associated structures from the riglit side. The fleshy collar

has been divided and reflected, the pallets remaining attached.

Text-figure 9.

Xylotrya capensis, sp. n. S3aitype from Simon's Town.

A. Right, B. Left valve of shell.

The largest complete specimen (from Auckland) is about 35 cm.
long in the preserved state. The valves measure up to 13 '5 mm.
in length and about the same in depth.
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Xylotrya capensis, sp. D. (Text-figs. 9, 10, & 11.)

Locality. Simon's Town, South Africa. Specimens forwarded
hy Lieut'. L. H. A. Shadwell, R.N.Y.R., Officer in charge of

Works, H.M. Dockyard. From Blue Gum timber, Ordnance
Jetty, E yard, and from Pitch Pine, Old Ordnance Jetty, E yard.

Description.—Valves of shell (text-fig. 9) with dorsal outline

not steeply sloping posteriorly, where it is defined from the

auricle by a shallow concavity. The auricle is very deep, exceed-

ing half the total depth of the valve and extending downwards

Text-figure 10.

Xylotrya cajpensis, sp. n. Syntype from Simon's Town.

A. Distal portion of pallet. B. Stalk of pallet. C. Single segment

of pallet, further enlarged.

for about half the distance from the anterior notch to the ventral

edge. The lines of growth on the auricle are rather closely set

and not conspicuous on the inner surface. The anterior border

of the auricle on the inside overlaps as a broad band, which is

distinctly raised from the inner surface. The pallets (text-fig. 10)

have the segments thin and fragile and closely set, the average
interval being estimated at one-sixth of the width. The distal

margins of the segments are regularly crescentic (on the outer

surface) with a broad striated membranous border but without
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any trace of serration. On each side the border is produced ns

a, long- filament which extends Ijeyond three or four segments in

front. The stalk is minutely roughened and, in the specimen
measured, nearly five times as long as the width of the distal

part. The siphons (text-tig. 11) are adherent for at least five-

sixths of their length in preserved specimens.

The largest complete specimen is about 30 cm. long in the

preserved state (excluding the pallets). The valves measure
12*5 mm. in lengtli by 11*5 mm. in depth. The pallets are about
46 mm. long.

Text-figure 11.

Xylotrya capeitsis, sp. n. Syntype from Simon's Town.

Siphons and associated structures from left side. The flesliy collar

has been divided and reflected, the pallets remaining attached.

Remarks.—In the structure of the pallets, especially in the

elongated peduncle, the broad, closely-set segments, and the long-

lateral filaments into which they are produced, this species differs

from all those of which I have seen specimens. Blainville's

description of the pallets of X. 'peniiaiifera, with the segments
"pourvues de chaque cote d'un long cil " suggests a comparison
with our species. Specimens in the Museum collection referred

to X. pennatife7'a, however, differ widely, having the segments
but little wider than the stalk and bearing a fringe of filaments

in place of the striated membranous bordei-.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1920, No. XXVII. 27
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22. Repori, on Enlozoa collected from Animals which died

in the Zoological Gardens of London during Eight

Months of 1919-1920. Bv G. M. Vevers, M.R.C.S.,

L.R.O.P., F.Z.S., Beit Memorial Research Fellow,

Demonstrator in Helminthology at the London School

of 'I'ropical Medicine, and Honor.-irv Parasitologist to

the Zoological Society of London.

[Received June 1, 1920 : Read June 1, 1920.]

During the past eight months I have made an attempt to

examine systematicnllj for Eutozoa all animals dying in the

Gardens, and have attended post-mortem examinations of four

hundred animals for this purpose.

Before the body was actually opened, a microscopical exami-
nation of the fa?ces was made, whenever practicable, for ova. and
embryos of Entozoa which would give some indication of the

parasites harboured, and would direct attention to the particular

regions for special search.

Whether this preliniinary investigation gave a positive or

negative result, a subsequent search of all organs was carried out.

I have also applied rdiis method of diagnosis to living animals

in the Gardens, and these examinations have in some cases given

positive results. On the death of the animal the diagnosis has

been confirmed by the discovery of the adult parasites ; for

example, the Cylichnostomes recorded from the Grevy's Zebra in

the accompanying chart were detected in this manner.
Of the four hundred animals examined 76 or 19 per cent, were

found to harbour parasites.

into theThe Eutozoa
Classes :

—

Platyhelmia.

Nemathelmia.

found fall

Cestoda

Trematoda,

Nematoda

canthocephnJa

Total

following Phyla and

Number
of Species Percentage.
found.

15 21-40

7 10-00

45 64-40

3 4-20

70 100-00

In all cases of Nematoda and Acanthocephala there was a pre-

ponderance of female forms. In four cases females only were

found. There were 13 animals which harbou-ed more than oue

species of parasite. In a Leopard Cat (Felis heagale'nsis) as many
as five different species were found.

The matei"ial aflbrde<^l a valuable opportnnitv of determining
27^
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the length of life of parasites of various groups in their hosts.

Very little reliable information has been gathered on this im-

portant point. The evidence given by the incidence of parasites

which have intermediary hosts is, of course, more trustworthy

than that of forms which have a simple life-cycle. In the latter,

infection is accumulative, and may either be acquired in the

paddock or be brought into the Gardens on food : thus nine

examples of Gastrodiscus cegi/ptiacits were found in a Grevy's

Zebra which had been in the Gardens for six years. This parasite

normally occiu'S in Africa, and requires as an intermediary host

a freshwater mollusc [Cleopatra hidimoides) which has not been
recorded from Europe. There can be no doubt, then, that the

specimens found had actually lived in the Zebra since it came
from Africa, and were, therefore, over six years old.

In the same Zebra were a number of species of Bursate
Nematodes, some of which have been recorded both from Africa

a,nd Europe. The life-cycle here is a simple one. That it is not

possible to draw trustworthy conclusions in such a case is well

illustrated by the findings in an Onager [Eqims onager^ which
died quite recently. A number of the same species of parasites

which occurred in the Zebra were found in this Onager, which
had been born in the Gardens.

Two of the species of Cylichnostomes in the Grevy's Zebra had
not been previously recorded, and it is possible that these were
originally imported, but the infection may have been renewed
in the pa.ddocks. In this connection it is noteworthy that a

Chapman's Zebra which died last year, after nine years in the

Gardens, had only species of Bursate Nematodes which occur in

European Horses.

We have, as another example of the conta.minative group which
might accumulate in the Gardens, an apparently unrecorded
species of Atractis in the Elephant. Many specimens of this

Nematode were found in the Indian Elephant which died in

December last and which had been in the Gardens for twelve

years. Recent examination of the faeces of the Elephant living

in the next paddock showed that this one also is heavily infected.

The minute but fully mature females of Atractis are passed

from time to time in the faeces, and these contain embryos so far

advanced as to have the adult form. If these embryos are

discharged by the mother worm in the intestine of the host,

it is conceivable that they might attain sexual maturity almost
immediately, and would then provide an exception to the general

rule that parasitic worms do not produce a second generation of

adult forms within the body of their definitive host.

The following points of especial interest were noted in

individual species of Parasites ;

—

Two specimens of Gnatliostoiaa spinigerum were obtained from
the stomach of a Leopard Cat {Felis hengalensis). A dissection

of the head-parts of a still living worm showed that the neck-
glands are hollow aiul contractile, and contain a fluid which plays
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a part in altering the size of the head, thus supporting the view,

as to the function of the " ballonets," recently put forward in a

paper read before this Society by Baylis and Lane*.
A microscopical examination of tlie faeces of the same Leopard

Cat showed many minute ISTematode embryos. A similar exami-
nation of the stomach contents gave the same result, but no
adults could be found in this or any other of the neighbouring-

organs. However, in tlie mucosa of the oesophagus and naso-

pharynx the same embryos were present, but liere each was
coiled up in an exceedingly thin membranous shell. The pre-

sence of these viviparous eggs in the nasopharynx led to the

discovery of the adult worms in a most unusual position, for the

frontal sinus was next explored, and here large numbers of a

species of Synthetocaidus were found. So far as Ave have been
able to ascertain, this species is new to science, but it is closely

allied to S: riifescens, which occurs occasionally in the lungs and
air-passages of the Sheep in Europe.

It is of interest to note that for some time before death the

animal suffered ivom "fits'" and was often seen to lose its balance

and fall. These " fits," and loss of equililnium were no doubt
due to the presence of Synthetocaidus in the frontal sinus.

Further examination of the fteces from the same animal
showed many Trematode ova, wliich weie i-ecognized as those of

Parcujonliiias loesteniianni. The lungs were then searclied, and
four specimens of the adult fluke found. The number of eggs in

the faeces Avas exceedingly large considering the few adults which
gave rise to them.

1 am indebted to Professor II. T. Leiper for his invaluable

assistance and advice on a number of the more intricate points

arising in the course of the above inquiry.

List of Parasites found, loith their Hosts.

Trematoda.

Genus. Species. Host.
Length of
time in

Gardens.

fGastrodiscus tpgyptiacus

(Cobbokl, 1876).

Railliet, 1898.

Clrevv's Z('l)ra.

(Africa.)

6 years.

fNotocotyle ti'isevialis

(Diesing, 1839).
Diesing, 1850.

(2) Netta rufina.

(India.)

1 week.

Paragonimus westermanni
(Leuckart, 1889).

Stiles, 1900.

Felis beiigaleusis,

(India.)

6 montbs.

Platynosoma illiciens

(l?raun, 1901).

Looss, 1907.

Kbaiupbastos
erytbvovbyncbus.

(S. America.)

3 montbs.

* p. Z. S. 1920, p. 245.

t Denotes tbat tbis Parasite bas not been recorded before from tbis Host.
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Genus. Species.

fOchetosom'a formosum
Nicoll, 1911.

Macrodera naia (Paid. 1819).

Looss, 1899.

Host.

Zameuis flagelliformis

(S. America.)

Tropidouotus natrix.

(Britain.)

Cestoda.

Cyclophyllidea.

Pseudophyllidea.

Dibotlirioceplialus sp, inq. Conepatus proteus.

(Argeutiiie.)

Nematoda.

Ascaris

Ascaris

Ascavis

osculata

Ilud. 1819.

liolopteva

Kud. 1819.

sp. inq.

Ticngth of
time in

Gardens.

7 months,

o months.

Taenia crassicollis

End. 1810.

Genetta genetta.

(Spain.)

6 months.

Davainea goura
Fuhrmann, 1909.

Goura coronata.

(New Guinea.)
1 week.

Davainea paucitesticulata

Fuhrmann, 1909.
(2) Caloenas nicobarica.

(Nicobar Islands.)

6 months.

Davainea sp, inq. Fringilla coelebs.

(Britain.)

?

Davainea sp. inq. Schizorhis concolor.

(S. Africa.)

3 months.

Davainea sp. inq. Caccabis chukar.
(Syria.)

10 months.

Davainea sp. nov. Casuarius
uniappendiculatus.

(New Guinea.)

6 months.

Davainea sp. iiov Casuarius
uniappendiculatus.

(New Guinea.)

6 months.

Hymenolepis villosa

(Bloch, 1872).

Wolfl'h. 1899.

Tetrax tetrax.

(Britain.)

9 months.

Hymeriolepis sp. inq.

(Echinocotyle.)
(4) Quelea quelea.

(S. Africa.)

4 months.

Hyracot[]enia procavije

Beddard, 1912.

Procavia capensis,

(S. Africa.)

3 months.

Ophiotajnia sp. inq. Crotalus atrox.

(Cent. America.)
5 months.

Tetrabothrius cylindraceus

(Rud. 1819).

Diesing, 1850.

(2) Larus glaucus.

(Europe.)
7 years.

Ofcaria californiana.

(North Pacific Ocean.)

(3) Testiido ibera.

(S. Europe.)

Casarca casarca.

(Europe.)

2 years.

6 months.

1 year.

5 years.

t Denotes that this Parasite has not been lecorded before from this Host.
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Length of
Genus. Species. Host. time hi

Gardens.

Ascaris sp. inq. Splieniscus demersus.
(S. Africa.)

3 weeks.

Belascai'is mystax
(Zeder, 1800).

Leiper, 1907.

Pelis bengalcnsis.

(India.)

6 months.

Toxascaris sp. inq. Vulpes lagopus.

(Syria.)

2 weeks.

Porrocaicuni crassum
(Deslongcliamps, 1824).

Raill. et Henry, 1912.

Grus communis.
(Europe.)

9 years.

Contracajcum spiculigerum
(Rud. 1819).

Raill. & Henry, 1912.

Pluilacrocorax carbo.

(Britain.)

4 months.

Oxysomatium brevicaudatum
(Zeder, 1800).

Anguis fragilis.

(Britain.)

p

Heterakis vesicularis

(Dujardin, 1845).

Phasianus torquatus.

(China.)

2 weeks.

Heterakis vesicularis

(Dujardin, 1845).

Ceriornis satyra.

(India.)

7 years.

fCucullanus microcephalus
(Dujardin, 1845).

Chrysema scripta rugosa.

(West Indies.)

1 month.

Gnathostoma spinigeruui

Owen, 1836.

Felis bengalensis.

(India.)

6 months.

Ascaridia sp. inq. Centropus rulipennis.

(India.)

10 days.

Ascaridia lineata

(Schneider, 1836).
(2) Ocyphaps lophotes.

(S. Africa.)

4 years.

Physaloptei-a retusa

(Rud. 1819).

Tu pin amb i s teguex i u

.

(S. America.)
1 montb.

CEsopliagostomuni apiostoinum
Willach, 1891.

(7) Macacus rhesus.

(India.)

18 montbs
(approx.

Ancylostomum conepati

Solanet, 1911.

Conepatus proteus.

(Argentine.)

2 years.

Unciiiaria criniformis

(Goeze, 1782).

Vnlpes vulpes.

(Britain.)

5 months.

Uiicinavia sp. inq. Felis lynx.

(Thibet.)

?

Haemonchus contortus

(Rud. 1803).

Hippotragus equinus.

(Africa.),

1 week.

Syiigamus bronchial is

(IVIuhlig, 1884).

Casarca casarca.

(Europe.)

5 years.

Cylicluiostomuin imparideiitatum

(Poteriostomuin). Quiel.

Cliapman's Zebra.

(Africa.)

9 years.

fCylichnostomum goldi

Boulenger, 1916.

Cbapman's Zebra.

(Africa.)

fCEsophagodoutus robustus
Giles, 1892.

Chapman's Zebra.

(Africa.)

fTriodoutopliovus intermedins
Sweet, 19U9.

Cliapman's Zebra.

(Africa.)

t Denotes that this Parasite has not been recorded before from this Host.
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Genus. Host.
Length of
time in

Gardens

.

fStrongylus edentatus
Looss, 1901.

Chapman's Zebra,

(Africa.)

9 years.

Strongylus vulgaris

Loess, 1901.

Chapman's Zebra.

fProbsuiayria vivipara

Ransom, 1907.

Grevy's Zebra. 6 years.

tCvliclinostouiuui nassatum var. parvum
Yorlse & Maclie, 1918.

Grevy's Zebra.

Strou^'ylus

Loess, 1901.

Grev3^'s Zebra.

illt(^stilKllls

Grassi, 1883.

Felis bengalensis.

(India.)

6 months.

^ \'l ll" ll of ^ IT"! 11 1 IKKj\ 11 L' lit- tUl...tlll 1 Felis bengalensis.

(India.)

'schrank, 1788.

Chapman's Zebra.

(Africa.)

9 3'ears.

Oxyuris longicollis

Schneider, 1866.

Testudo grteca.

(Europe.)
6 months.

Filaria gracilis

Dujardin, 1815.

Ateles grisescens.

(S. America.)
2 months.

Setaria sp. inq. Hippotragus equinus.

(East Africa.)

1 week.

Diplotriaena tricuspis

(Fedsflienko, 1879).

llaill. & Henry, 1909.

Acridetheres ginginianus.

(India.)

?

TricUocei)luilus affinis

Rud. 1801.

Ovis viniiei.

(India.)

6 years.

Tricli()ce])halus disjjar

liud. 1801.

Macacus rhesus.

(Lulia.)

18 months
(approx

Dispharagus squauiatus
(v. Linstow, 1883).

Phalacrocerax carbo.

(Britain.)

4 months.

fAtractis sp. nov. Elephas indicus.

(India.)

12 years.

ACANTHOCEPHALA.

Echinorhynclius clava3ceps.

(Echinorhynchus) sp. inq.

gen. inq.

(Echinorliynchus) sp. inq.

gen. inq.

Chrysema scripta rugosa
(America.)

Callicebns moloch.
(S. America.)

Leontocebus ursulus.

(S. America.)

1 month.

3 weeks.

t Denotes that this Parasite has not been recorded before from this Host.
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23. On a Collection of Tailless Batrachians from East Africa

made by Mr. A. Lovoidge in the years 1914-1919.

By Miss Joan B. Procter, F.Z.S.

[Received May 19, 1920: Read June 15, 1920.J

(Text-ligui-es 1-4.)

Tills collection, made during tlie war, consists of examples of

.33 species, two of wliicli are new, representing tlie families

Ranidae, Engystomatidae, and Bnfonid^e*. Mr. Loveridge has

presented the types of Rcqrp'ia "platyrlihms and Megalixalus

loveridgii to tlie British Museum, together with specimens of the

little-known species Artliroleptis stenodactylas Pfeft\, Rapina
punticulata Pfefi'., and many others.

I am greatly indebted to Mr. Boulenger for much kind

assistance in the working out of this collection.

List of Localities.

The localities fall into three divisions :
—

1. Britisii East Africa.

Nairohi.

Parklands, Nairobi.

Besil, al)out 50 miles south of Nairobi.

Dou,ya Sahitk, 30 miles from Nairobi.

Thika, about 50 miles from Nairobi.

Kaifiado, about 100 miles due west of Makindu, which is on
the Port Florence-Mombasa Railway.

Kedong Valley, about 100 miles from Nairobi, and south of

Escarpment Station on the railway.

Kenia Forest.

Tumu Timm, on the road from Thika to Mt. Kenia.

2. Ex-German East Africa (now Tanganyika Territory).

Gonya^ about 50 miles south of Kilima-Njaro.

Longido West., about 50 miles west of Kilima-Njaro.

Amani. 40 miles from Port Zanga.

Dodoma, about 110 miles west of Morogoro, on the Dar-es-
Salaam-Tanganyika Railway

.

Kongiva, about 20 miles north of Mpapua.
Morogoro, about 100 miles west of Dar-es-Salaam on the

railway.

5' tfc/o,
^ I ^^^^ miles south of Moroo^oro.

Duthuim,
J

^

* Pipidfe should also have been represented, but the large series of Xenopus
collected were lost in transit.
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Mhonga^ about 20 miles east of Morogoro.
Dar-es-Salaam,

3. Portuguese East Africa.

Lumho.

R A N I D ^

.

Eana, s. str.

1. Rana nutti Blgr.*

Nairobi. Morogoro. Longido West.
35 specimens. Average length of adult males 55 mm., of

adult females 70 mm.; largest female 83 mm.
Snout variable both in length and in degree of acumination.

Subgenus Tomopterna.

2. Rana delalandii Bibr.

Kagiado. Ex-G.E.A.
4 specimens. Length of adult females 41 and 45 mm.
A line white vertebral line in one specimen ; a linear vertebral

groove in three specimens.

Subgenus Ptychadena.

3. Rana oxyrhynchus Sund.

Thika. Nairobi. Morogoro. Duthumi. Gonya.
72 specimens, Average length of adult males 40 mm., of

adult females 55 mm.
An extremely varia1)le species. Snout equal to or twice as

long as diameter of eye, rounded or acutely pointed, sometimes
very projecting. Length of tibia 1| to 1| times in length of

body, more often l^^ times in females. Posterior corner of slit-

like opening of male's vocal sac in line with lower border of arm.
No light vertebral band.

4. Rana mascareniensis D. & B.

Nairobi. Gonya. Ex-G.E.A.
15 specimens. Average length of adult males 47 mm.; females

half-grown.

Hind limb very variable in length, tibio-tarsal articulation

reaching anywhere between eye and tip of snout
;
length of tibia

1| to 1| times in length from snout to vent in males, 1| to 2

times in females. Yocal sac of male in line with upper border

of arm; 11 half-grown females have rudimentary vocal sacs.

Markings very regular, the first two series of .spots coinciding

with the first two glandular folds, and often bisected by them
;

almost all specimens have a broad light vertebral band, and
often a still lighter fine vertebral line in addition.

* " A specimen of Nutt's frog was taken at Kabete, which had retained its tail

tliough neaily full-grown."—A. Loveridge, Field Notes.
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Subgenus Hildebrandtia.

5. Rana ornata Ptrs.

Ex-G.E.A.
1 specimen, $ . Length 56 mm.
Exquisitely marked with series of dark, large, elongated spots,

broad temporal bands, barred limbs; throat and breast mottled
with dark brown, with tlie characteristic paired Y-markings.

Chiromantis.

6. Chiromantis xerambelina Ptrs.

Ex-G.E.A.
1 specimen, probably a female. Length 66 mm.

7. Chiromantis petersii Blgr.

Dodoma. Ex-G.E.A.
3 specimejKS. Length 50, 55, and 59 mm.
Inner fingers with a mere rudiment of web, outer difiering

from those of the type in being 5 instead of 3 webbed.

Phrynobatrachus.

8. Phrynobatrachus natalensis Smith.

Kagiado. Nairobi. Longido West. Morogoro.
29 specimens. Average length of adults 30 mm.
An extremely variable species. Toes sometimes instead of, |

webbed. Skin perfectly smooth or extremely wai ty ; all male
specimens from Nairobi are of the latter description, but three

females from the same locality are smooth. A wide white

vertebral streak in three specimens.

9. Phrynobatrachus ranoides Blgr.

Morogoro. Ex-G.E.A.
2 specimens. Length of larger 33 mm.

10. Phrynobatrachus boulengeri de Witte.

Morogoro. Duthumi. Gonya. Tulo. Ex-G.E.A.

61 specimens. Average length of adults 26 mm.
Skin perfectly smooth or warty. Markings variable, three

forms with and one without vertebral bands ; five specimens

have a very broad vertebral band, two have a broad one, and two
have a fine white vetebral line. These four forms are shown
in figures of P. natalensis*, P. Z. S. 1907, pi. xxii.

* Boulen2:er, " Second Report on the Batrachians and Reptiles collected in South
Africa by Mr. C. H. B. Grant. . .

."
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11. Arthroleptis wahlbergii Gthr.

Morogoro. Amani.
2 specimens. Lengtli 25 mm.
Dark without distinct markings ; dermal ridge along the

vertebral line. Back of one specimen covered with minute
tubercles.

12. Arthroleptis whytii Blgr.

1 specimen. Length 35 mm.
Pale brown above, with a dark subtriangular marking between

the eyes ; a fine dermal ridge along the vertebral line.

13. Arthroleptis minutus Blgr.

Kenia Forest. Nairobi.

33 specimens. Average length 17 mm.; large specimens 22 mm.
The majority of the specimens are dark olive, without distinct

markings; four have a fine, and two a broad white vertebral

14. Arthroleptis stenodactylus Pfeflf.

Morogoro. Duthumi. Ex-G.E.A.
16 specimens. Avei-age length of adults 32 mm.
This species, described by PFeflfer * from a single female from

Kihengo, is new to the collection of the British Museum.

Head broader than long ; cantlius rostralis obtuse ; loreal

region oblique, concave; interorbital width greater than that of

upper eyelid
;
tongue with a conical papilla

;
tympanum distinct,

usually I diameter of eye. First and second fingers equal in

length, third 1| times length of second in females, l.| to 2 times
in males

;
tips of fingers and toes somewhat swollen but not

line.

Text-figure 1.

Hand of male and female Arthroleptis stenodactj/lus.

Underside, X 2.

«^ .Jaln-b. Hamb. Wiss. Aiist. x. (1893) Taf. i. fig. 11.
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dilated ; toes with a rudiment of web ; inner metatarsal tubercle
as long as or slightly shorter than inner toe ; no outer tubercle.
Tibio-tarsal articulation reaches tlie eye or slightly beyond

;

length of tibia o times its breadtli, twice in length of body.
Skin smooth. Reddish brown or olive-grey above, with the
dark vertebral markings characteristic of the genus ; a fine white
vertel)ral line in five, a broad one in tliree specimens; barred
limbs; whitish beneath, sometimes with a dark thront ; a few
spots on lower lip. A fine line:ir vertebral ridge in two
specimens. Males with an internal vocal sac.

Rappia*.

15. Rappia granulata Blgr.

Ex-G.E.A.
6 young.

16. Rappia puncticulata Pfeflt'.

Morogoro. Ex-G.E.A.
7 specimens. Length 22 to 32 mm.

Text-figure 2.

Rappia puncticidafa. Nat. size.

Interorbital space varies from 1^ to 2 times width of upper
eyelid. Fingers with a. rudimentary web, toes

if
wel)bed.

Length of tibia 2i to 2| times its breadth, 3| to 4 times in,

length of body.

The specimen figured l)y Pfefier is of a uniform colouring,

* " Bappia, sp. A Tree Prog- was found impaled on tlie spike of an Aloe, in

company with sundiy grasshoppers which formed the larder ot a ^hrike."

—

A. LovERiDGK, FieJd Notes.
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with a light dark-edged lateral band passing round snout nnd
ending on the sacral region; it has also a fine dark vertebral line.

Several young in the British Museum collection have similar

markings, but the seven noted above differ considerably. In
these tlie light lateral band is heavily bordered with black, th.e

enclosed dorsal area and upper surfaces of tibia, tai-sus, and
forearm ii-regula.rly spotted with black or dark grey

;
they have

also a large white dark-edged spot on the heel. The markings
of the smallest specimen are so light and indistinct that it more
resembles the type specimen.

17. Rappia platyrhinus, sp. n.

Nairobi.

1 specimen, cT .

Head small, broad as long, moderately depressed ; snout flat,

markedly truncate, as long as diameter of eye ; canthus rostralis

feebly marked ; loreal region oblique, concave ; nostril at end of

Text-figure 3.

linppia platifrhinus. Nat. size.

snout ; interorbital space nearly twice width of upper eyelid
;

tympanum hidden. Fingers long, | webbed, second longer than

first ; toes slender, fully webbed ; subarticular tubercles soft,

flat, small ; inner metatarsal tubercle also soft and small ; no
outer one. Tibio-tarsal articulation reaches middle of eye

;

length of tibia 5 times its breadth, 1| times in length from snout

to vent. Skin smooth above, granular below. Uniformly
brownish -grey above, finely speckled Avith black pigment cells

which are slightly concentrated along canthus rostralis. Male
with internal vocal sac and adhesive subgular disc,
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Measarements in millimetres.

Snout to vent 28

Head 9

Width of head 9

Snout 3

Interorbital width 3*5

1st finger 2*5

2nd „ 3-5

3rd 5

4th „ 4

Hind limb 43
Tibia 14

Foot 19

The broad truncate snout combined with the very short web
between the fingers are the distinguishing features of this

species.

18. Rappia cinctiventris Cope.

Nairobi. Ex-G.E.A.
2 specimens. Length 31 and 20 mm.
Male from Nairobi greyish ; female from Ex-Gr.E.A. pale

brown, with a subtriangular dark marking; both have two paired

series of small tubercles on head and shoulders. The male
differs from the normal in having a subgular disc.

19. Rappia fulvovittata Cope.

Duthumi. Morogoro.

30 specimens. Average length 22 mm.
Body exceptionally elongated and depressed. Light purplish

brown, with two paired dorsal streaks of a darker shade but

indistinct.

20. Rappia marmorata Rapp.

Besil. Nairobi.

5 specimens. Length of largest 34 mm.
Male specimen from Nairobi is black, with three wide white

dorsal bands and finely spotted sides and limbs ; two females

from the same locality are uniform grey, speckled wdth black

above, salmon-pink beneath, especially hinder side of thighs
;

two females from Besil are uniform pale grey.

21. Rappia argus Ptrs.

Morogoro. Dar-es-Salaaiii.

3 specimens. Length 32 and 35 mm.
Two are light brown above ; a white, black-edged band passing-

round snout, through eye to temple or back of head : the third
has several ocellar spots on the back, but no canthal band. The
absence of the chaiacteristic spots is unusual, but there are
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two similar specimens in tlie British Museum collection. In the
spotted form the canthal band is usually present and continued
down the side of the body.

Megalixalus.

22. Megalixalus loveridgii, sp. n.

Morogoro.
1 specimen, $ .

Head small, depressed, broader than long ; snout rather
pointed, as loug as diameter of eye ; canthns rostralis rounded

;

Text-figure 4.

Megalixalus loveridgii. Nat, size.

loreal region feebly oblique ; nostril near end of snout ; inter-

orbital width greater than that of upper eyelid
;
tympanum

just distinguishable on right side, ^ diameter of eye. Fingers

long, I webbed, the web extending as a fringe to discs of third

and fonrth, second longer than first, third twice length of first

;

toes entirely webbed ; discs small and round ; subarticular

tubercles small, soft, feebly prominent; inner metatarsal tubercle

small, soft, oval ; outer one minute. Tibio-ta.rsal articulation

reaches eye; length of tibia 4| times its breadth, 2 J timen in
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length of body. Length from snout to vent 31 times length of

head. Skin smooth, dotted with minute white tubercles each

bearing a minute black spine, on upper surfaces of head, body,

forearm, tibia, and hinder side of tarsus. Smooth beneath
;

throat granular ; some small warts at corners of mouth. Pale

brown above, with a faintly marked band, commencing on snout

and progressively widening on the back. Uniformly speckled

on upper surfaces with black pigment cells, which are slightly

concentrated along the canthus rostralis ; lower surfaces pale

brown.

Measurements in millimetres.

Snout to vent 36

Head 11

Width of head 11-5

Snout 4-5

Interorbital width 3*5

1st finger 4

2nd „ 5

3rd „ ,
8-5

4th „ 6

Hind limb 52

Tibia 18

Foot 23

The closest affinity of this species is M. fornasinii Bianconi,

which it resembles in dermal characters, but which differs in

having the fingers I to -j webbed and shorter, especially the

third, which is 1^ times length of first. It is also less elongate

in habit, the length from snout to vent being little over 3 times
the length of the head.

Casstna.

23, Cassina sexegalensis D. & B.

Nairobi. Ex-^G.E.A.

3 specimens. Length 29, 39, and 40 mm.
Male specimens from Nairobi have a vertebral and two paired

series of dark elongated spots; female from Ex-G.E.A. has five

unbroken dark bands. The former have the tips of the digits

much swollen, almost amounting to small discs as in Hylamhates
\

specimens in the British Museum collection from the same
locality show the same variation.

Hylambates.

24. Hylambates bocagii Gthr.

Nairobi.

3 specimens. Length 26, 31, and 35 mm.
Skin slightly granular above, with a linear vertebral groove.

Upper parts uniform dark grey.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1920,Vo. XXVIII. 28
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25. Hylambates johnstoni Blgr.*

Mhoiiga. Ex-G.E.A.
6 specimens. Length 27 to 45 mm.

e n g y sto m ati d ^ .

Phrynomantis.

26. Phrynomaxtis bifasciata Smitii.

Ex-G.E.A. Lumbo.
3 specimens. Lengtli 38, 40, and 48 mm.
Dark piirplisU brown with pink markings, agreeing with var. A

of the British Museum Catalogue.

Breviceps,

27. Breviceps mossameicus Ptrs.

Morogoro. Kougwa. J)o(loma. Lumbo.
15 s[)ecimens. Length 29 to 48 mm.

Hemisus.

28. Hkmisus marmoratum Ptrs.

Gonya. Morogoro.

8 specimens. Length of Largest 35 mm.
Lengtli of tibia- variable, going from 2j to 3 times in length

from snout to vent. The usual occipital fold is absent in

three specimens, and a linear vei'tebral groove is present in three

specimens.

B U F O X I D .E .

BUFO.

29. BuFo regularis Reuss.

.Kain^bi. Kedong Yalle}-. Donya, Sabnk. Tumu Tumu.
Longido West. Morogoro. Dnthumi. 'I'ulo.

27 specimens. Average length of adult 80 mm.
Every specimen has either a fine light vertebral line or a

snnken line in the skin ; one female ha,s its thighs marbled with

red, but there are none of the beautiful i-ed forms figured in

Mr. B;>ulenger's Second Report on the Grant Collection f. The
parotoids are veiy variable in length, sometimes 4 times as long

a.s broad, and greenish in colour.

30. BuFo CARENS Smith.

Nairobi

1 specimen. Length 76 mm.

"At Mhong-a, when my boy Ijroug'lit me my mule which had heeii grazing- in a

patch of kattir-coiu, I was delighted to iind my h^addle already occupied b}' a large

trog, whilst another was ensconced in the nose-bag."-—A. Loveridge, Field Notes.

t P.Z.S. 1907, pi. xxi.
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Noble states tkat the type-specimen of Rana hoUti (Bi-it. Mus.
92.9.3. U;), which is a feniale, lias "a well-developed dagger."
Tliis is not tiie case. The pr^enolJex of this .specimen termmates
in a knob-like tubercle not uidike the subarticular tubercles of
the fingers. Even considerable pi-essure does not cause the
protrusion of the bone witliin. In order to ascertain whether
this female wor.ld have been able to expose a " dao-ger," I have
dissected the pKPpollex of the right hand, and find 'that the

Dissected to show termination of bone of pnepollex, and distal phalanx

of first linger. (T^ pe-specimen.)

bone, although undoubtedly very pointed, terminates over a

millimetre short of the tip of the dermal tubercle; moreover,

the tubercle has \ thick wall, to the i iner side of which the tip

of the dagger is attached by soft connective tissue, forming a

pad between it and the skin which show\s no sign of perfo-

ration. The bone is not curved, as stated in Mr. Van Denburg's
description t.

Mr. Boulenger's description t :
—"A very prominent knob

(rudiment of pollex) on inner side of first finger" is perfectly

correct, and there was clearly no " oversight " of the dagger on
his part, since such a weapon does nut exist. This mistake on

Text-figure 5.

Right liand of Bona holsti. Underside, nat. size.

* ' Copeia,' New York, Feb. 27, 1920, No. 79, p. 16.

t I'roc. Cal. Ac. Sci. vol. iii. 1912, p. 197.

I P. Z. S. 1913, p. 1023.

28*
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tiie part of Mr. Noble is clifHcult to account for, as his idea of

the type-specimen was apparently derived from Dr. Stejneger *,

who says : "I have had the privilege of examining the unique
type-specimen, but I have nothing to add to Boulenger's ori-

ginal description "
; a most accurate figure of the left hand is

given by him.

It was therefore quite a reasonable suggestion to make, even
if now proved to be incorrect, that the dagger is a secondary

sexual character of the male as the " aiguillons corr^es et caducs

qui arment le doigt interne de certains Leptodactylus d'Amerique
et qui servent a renforcer I'amplexus pendant I'accouplement " t.

In Tympanoceros neictoni Bocage, for another instance, the male
is armed with a powerful, protruding dagger on the inner side of

the first finger, whilst the female has none whatever. This
point, however, is set at rest by Mi'. Van Denburg, who says
" the dagger is fully developed in adults of both sexes. Our
collection includes females which contain eggs nearlj^ ready for

laying. 1'hese \_slc] are armed with spui-s as large and formidable

as are to be foinid in males. ' This shows, therefore, that the

"dagger" may, or may not, protrude externally in R. holsti,

unless, which is unlikely, the females described by Van Denburg
and Noble belong to a distinct, closely allied species.

^ ITerp. Jap.. 15nll. U.S. Nat. Hist. Mus. No. 58, 1907, p. 105, fig. 84.

t IJoulciigir, C. K. Ac 8ci. 1918, vol. clxv. pi). 987-999.
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Int7'oductio7i.

Many descriptions have been published of the European and
American Badgers f, and the wide divergences between them in

the structure of the skull and teeth were long ago insisted upon
by Baird ; but although attention has been drawn to some of the

differences in external characters, it seems that dried skins have
been in all cases the only material available for the purpose. So
far as 1 am aware, no author has had the opportunity hitherto of

instituting a comparison between the genera based upon fresh

material; and no one appears to have questioned the right of

Taxidea to be included in the same subfamily as Meles. Even
Gray j, who split his family Melinidte {= Melhice of many recent

authors) into the five tribes—Melina, Mellivorina, Mephitina,
Zorillina, and Helictidina, ranged Taxidea alongside Meles, being

evidently of opinion that the kinship between these two genera
is closer than the kinship between Meles and Arctonyx.

As will appear in the sequel, the outcome of my comparison
between the external characters—supplemented by cranial antl

dental characters—of the two types is to suggest that the like-

nesses between them are superficial, adaptive, and due to

similarity of habits, and that the difi:erences between them do
not justify their relegation to the same tribe or subfamily. It

will be remembered that Mellivora was also formerly assigned

to the Melinoi on account of its badger-like build and feet ; but

the tendency of modern opinion is to regard the genus as a

* The facts recorded in this paper are based upon specimens examined at the

Society's Prosectorium.

t The most exhaustive and most recent description of the skull and teeth of

Meles known to me ma}^ be found in the ' Catalogue of the Mammals of Western
Europe ' ly Miller. The external characters, based upon an examination of dried

skins, are, however, brieti^^ dismissed. Coues gave a long and on the whole accurate

description of Taxidea in his volume on Fur-bearing Animals, 1877.

X Cat. Carnivorous etc. Mammalia, 1869, pp. 120-121. Gill (Smithsonian Misc.
Coll. xi. pp. 61-66, 1872) adopted Gray's subdivisions, but converted the tribes of

Melinidae into subfamilies of the Mustelidse. Coues followed Gill.
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specialized m<^niber of the Mustelince or to place it m a, subfaniil}^

apart*.

The Head.

The forehead is higher and rounder in Meles than in Taxidea.

The ear of Meles t is moderately large with tolerably evenly

rounded edge. It is simple in structure, the bursa being sup-

pressed ; the tragus is small and the antitragus scarcely

developed. The supratragus {plica 2)rincipalis) is of average size

but not valvular, merely presenting a hemispherical thickening.

The ear of Taxidea does not differ from that of Meles in any
important particular apparently, although the lamina is less

salient and its free edge is not continued inferiorly so far towards
a point beneath the intertraga.l notch [adiius inferior).

The fa':ial vibrissa in Meles are reduced by the suppression of

the interramal tuft, and the superior genal tuft is at most repre-

sented by one short bristle at least in the specimens examined.
Tiie mystacial and submental vil)rissa? are moderately well deve-

loped, one of the latter on eflch side being exceptional]3Mong ; the

inferior genal tuft is represented by one or two bristles behind

the corner of the mouth and the superciliary tuft by two or more
over the eye. In Taxidea the tufts are normal in number and
situation, the genal tufts being represented by about three

bristles, the upper being some distance below the level of the

eye ; but the interramal tuit has only about two short bristles.

'V\\Q nose of Meles is produced and snout-like, and overlaps the

under jaw considerably. The rhinarium is exceptionally lai'ge

;

its upper surface is naked as far back as a line behind the

posterior ends of the nostrils. The anterior surface forms a

wide, deep, flat disc, without trace of a median groove. The
inner expanded portion of the nostril is large, the outer forms a

long narrow sUt extending horizontally to the lateral edge of the

rhinarium. The infranarial portion is exceptionally deep and
well developed both mesially and laterally ; its inferior edge is

convex, but varies in the degree of convexity, and is sometimes
produced into a point in the middle line ; but there is no philtrum

and the upper lip is hairy across the middle and uncleft.

Judging fiom descriptions, the rhinarium of Arctonyx, which
has been compared to that of a pig, resembles tolerably closely

the rhinarium of Meles.

The nose of Taxidea is less developed and less snout-like than
that of Meles. It does not overlap the lower jaw to the same
extent, and is not so deep from the summit of the rhinarium to

the edge of the upper lip. The rhinarium. itself also differs from
that of Meles in being covered above with hair neai-ly up to its

anterior edge, in having an anterior median groove, and in

* See my paper on Ifellicnra niul Giilo (P. Z. S. 1920, pp. 179-187).

t Figured and described hy Bons, Olirknorpel der Sang. p. 150, pi. xxi. fig, 221

(1912).
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Text-figure 19.

A. Side view of head of Tax idea auiericaiuu

V). Kluiiarium and upper lip of the same, from tlie front.

C. Rhinarium of tlie same, from above.

1). Side view of bead of Ilelcs meles.

E. Ivbinariiim and upper lip of tbe same, from the front.

F. Rhinarium of the same, from above.

(In H and E tbe rhinarium and upper lij) are represented in the same plane,

so that tlie lip is not foreshortened.)
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having a shallow infraiiaiial portion on each side. As in Meles,

however, there is no philtrnm, the upper lip being continuously

hairy and without median groove.

TJte Feet.

The fore feet of Jleles, as is well known, are essentially

fossorial, the claws being of great length and far surpassing those

of the hind foot. Tlie digits are united by integument be-

yond the proximal end of the digital pads, and are susceptible

only of slight separation. Digits 2, 3, 4, and 5 are subequally

spaced, but digit 1 (pollex) is more widely separated, smaller, and
set farther up the foot than digit 5. The digital pads are not

well defined proximally, and the space between them and the

plantar pad is quite naked. The plantar pad is wide, as wide
approximately as the foot, and imperfectly four-lobed ; the

pollical lobe is small. Behind the plantar pad there is a large

naked area, with a tuft of hair in the centre ; and at the upper
or proximal end of this naked area lie tw^o carpal pads, one on
each side and separated by a moderately wide space : the outer

of these two pads lies near the margin of the carpus and is

larger than the inner. They vary to a certain extent in size and
distinctness.

The hind foot is much narrower than the fore foot and has

much shorter claws. The 1st digit (hallux) is small and set

higher up the foot than digit 5, which is itself a little higher

than digit 2. The digits are only slightly sepai-able, and are

webbed as in the fore foot, except that digits 3 and 4 are

closely united, the fusion sometimes extending to the very tip of

the digital pads, although usually these pads are separated to a

small extent at their distal ends. As in the fore foot, the space

between the digital pads and plantar pad is quite naked, and the

plantar pad is large, as wide as the foot, and indistinctly lobed.

Behind it there is a large, naked, triangular area, pointed behind,

which is mostly covered by the tw^o metatarsal pads, which are

sometimes separated in the middle line, sometimes fused, and
are separated from the plantar pad, at least in the middle, by a

narrower or broader naked area. Behind the metatarsal pads

the lower surface of the foot is covered with hair.

Hodgson's illustrations* of the feet of Meles leucurus Sittest

their similarity to those of Meles meles, and unpublished
sketches of the feet of Arctonyx by this author show that they
resemble the feet of Meles in general features. Perhaps the

planta.i' pads are a little narrower and more decidedly trilobate,

and no mat of hair is shown on tlie area between the plantar and
ca.i'[);il pa<ls ; but two carpril ])ads ai-e show^n on the fore foot

and two metatarsal pads in the centie of a naked area on the

* Jouni. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, xvi. pi. ii. (1897). It may be noted that on this plate

the sketch of the hind foot of Helictis nipalensis is labelled TIrva cancrivora, and
that of the latter is similarl}^ labelled Helictis oiipalensis.
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hind foot, but this area is larger than in Meles and the hairy area

up to the heel is shorter.

The fore foot of Taxidea resembles that of Meles in general

A B

C D
A. Right hind foot of Meles meles.

B. Right fore foot of the samt'.

C. Right hind foot of Taxidea amevicana.

I). Riglit fore foot of tlie same.

X h

form, in the length and strength of the fossorial claws, and in

the nakedness of the area between the digital and plantar pads
;
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but it difiers in many strnctnial details. The piriform digital

pa,ds are much larger and better defined along tbeir proximal
margin, and those of the second, third, and fourth digits are
united by webbing extending past the middle of each, these three
digits being closer together tlian the second is to the first or the
fourth to the fifth, the latter being nearly at the same level as

the first. Also the entire foot is wider as compared with its

lengtli, and the plantar pad is much narrower and does not occupy
the whole width of the foot. It is very imperfectly divided into

four lobes. The area behind it on the inner (pollical) side of the

foot is partially overgrown and overlapped by hairs; on the outer

side it is naked, and on the naked area a little way behind the

plantar pad but towards the middle line is a single, rather small,

hemispherical carpal pad, representing the inner or radial carpal

pad of Meles. This pad is partly overlapped and, according to

Coues. is sometimes overgrown by hair (' Fur-bearing Animals,'

p. 266).

Similar diflferences, so far as the larger size of the digital pads
and the greater width of the digital portion of the foot are con-

cerned, are observable between the hind feet of the two genera
;

but the third and fourth digits of Taxidea are not so closely

united, there being a definite, though narrow space between the

inner proximal ends of the pads. The plantar pad is very

ditierent in Taxidea. It is irregularly cordate in shape and
about as long as wide, and its lateral margins do not nearly

extend to the edges of the feet behind the first and fifth digits.

There is, moreover, no trace of metatarsal pads, the hairs of the

metatarsal area reaching down to the proximal margin of the

plantar pad.

The Anal and, Genital Areas.

In Meles ^ as is well known, the anus is sunk in a shallow

depression, varying appai-ently to a certain extent in depth

according to the individual. Betw^een this and the base of the

tail there is a deep subcaudal pocket, partiall}^ divided into a

right and left deeper portion by a vertical partition. T'he

inferior margin of this pouch is a transverse lamina of integument,

forming the partition between it and the shallower circumanal

depression. The skin of the subcaudal pouch it.self is hairy and
glandular *, and secretes copiously a sticky but not particularly

foul-smelling fluid which stains the surrounding integument and
hairs black. The true anal glands do not discharge directly into

this subcaudal pouch, but just within the orifice of the anus as

in all Mustelidie. I have verified the existence of this pouch in

the Japanese Badger (xlf. anakuma)., and, according to M. Edwards,

it is present in the Tibetan species {M. leucurus). It is also

present in the Oriental genus Arctony.v, as recorded by Evans in

* As fullv described bv Chatin, Ann. Sci. Nat.Jo) xix. pp. lOG-109, pi. vii. figs.

66-67 (1874).
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tlie following pnssiige :
— "[tliere] is n Cfiiidal pouch dii-ectly under

the origin of the tail, . . . but quite distinct from, and wholly

unconnected with, the anus or genital organs. The sac is formed
by dnpl-cate folds of the connnon integument, having a. lining of

naked membrane, secreting a brown nnctuons nhatter, not unlike

cerunjen, or wax of the car" *.

Text-figui-e 21.

A. Kciir end of ITeles nicies, nialo, sliowiiig tlu' subcandal and anal pouches

distended nearl}' to the fullest extent.

B. The same of the female, hut with the pouches rather less distended

transversely.

Gairdner supplements this account as follows: —"Two scent

glands were found discharging into tlie postcaudal pocket. The
secretion was brownish yellow and the hind parts were stained

by the flow, and the stench so pei-vaded th.e beast that the coolies

were unable to eat it " f.

In the male of Meles the hairy scrotum is situated just below
tlie rim of the circumanal sac, which, except in the middle line,

is covered with short hairs. The haculinn. has been figured and

* Journ. Asiatic Soc. Benual, viii. ])t. i. p. 408 (1839).

t Journ. Nat. Hist. 8oc. Siam, i. no. 4, p. 253 (1915). From the passage quoted
it appears that the secretion of the glands of Arctnvi/.r is much stronger in smell
than that of Meles. Ileles has the hahit, observable in Mongooses and Civets, with
analogous glands, of rubbing the secretion on objects so that the scent is dis-

seminated.
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described by Blumenbacli * and Pohl f. It is about 4 inches

long and slightly incrassate at the base, flattened and grooved
beneath throughout its length and carinate above in its proximal
half, then flattened and depressed, with a median dorsal groove

up to the tip, which is straight or slightly upturned and expanded
laterally into a roughened disc with semicircularly curved free

margin. This apex is perfectly symmetrical, and an elongated

slit perforating the bone behind the tip suggests that the latter

results from the fusion of two short terminal processes.

In the female the area around the genitalia is smooth ; the

genital orifice is a little below the naked rim of the circumanal

sac, and opens at the summit of an inferiorly expanding groove,

which ends in an angular prepuce, forming a glandular space round
the small clitoris, which is strengthened with a small bone.

In Taxidea there is no trace either of the deep pouch imme-
diately beneath the tail or of the shallower depression in which
the anus is sunk. The anus, on the contrary, is protuberant,

and in profile view stands a.way from the base of the tail above
and from the perineal region below like a hemispherical moundj.
The anus opens just below the centre of this elevation, and the

two anal glands, about the size of a hazel-nut, open within the

orifice, the ducts traversing a definite papilla as in Mephitis.

The secretion is colourless with a sweetish, not unpleasant

musteline odour.

Below the anal prominence there is in the female a long naked
perineal area, terminating inferiorly in a piriform prominent
vulva, with the orifice above and a somewhat acuminate clitoris

below. On each side of the vulva, a little below the level of the

orifice, there is a glandular pocket about 6 mm. deep, from the

bottom of which arise a few setae, each planted in a shallow

pit.

Thus the anal and genital areas of the female Taxidea differ

profoundly from those of Meles §.

I have had no opportunity of examining a male Taxidea
;
but,

* Handbuch vergl. Auat. 1824, p. 476.

t Jena. Zeitschr. xiv. p. 385 (1909).

X Coues's statement {torn. cit. \). tliat "tlie perinoeal region shows, imme-
diately beneath the root of the tail, a large transverse fissure leading into the

peculiar subcaudal pouch of the Ilelince " is erroneous; and the error arose probably

from the examination of dried skins, which were apparently all the material available

for examination, judging from the bottom paragraph on i). 68 of the volume cited.

§ It is possible, however, that the ditference in the size and situation of the

genital orifice in the specimens examined may be more apparent than real. The
examples of Meles were wild caught animals, one of which was known to have

liroduced young before capture. The example of Taxidea, on the contrary, was
received from New York as an adult specimen in 1910, and died, when an old

animal, in Dec. 1918. Of her history previous to her arrival in London I know
nothing, but she never bred nor was seen to pail" with the male after coming to the

Gardens ; and it may be that the small size and low position of the genital orifice

and the consequent length of the perineal area are attributable to failure of copulation

and parturition.
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according to Coues, there is a well-developed haculum. He
describes it as " 4 inches long, clubbed at one end, compressed,

and with a shallow sulcus in the continuity ; the other end bent

Text-figure 22.

A. Rear end of Ileles meles, female, with tlie snbcaiulal and anal sacs closed.

X t-

B. The same of Taxidea amer'tcana, female. X h.

C. Lateral view of ano-genital area of Taxidea, female, showing the prominent

anus and the clitoris with its lateral glandular pit partlj^ opened. X f

.

D. The lateral gland of the clitoris of the same, opened to show the s-etie at the

bottom.

E. Clitoris of same, elevated to show the glandular pits closed,

F. Anus of same, spread open to show thej^apilla? of the anal glands.
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nearly at a right angle, abruptly and irregularly fattened and
grooved " {toni. cit. p. 269).

This description is not very int;^lligible, and it is doubtful if

the describer knew either the proximal from tlie distal extremity
or the dorsal from the ventral surface; but I infer that the bone
is compressed, grooved throughout its extent below, tliickened at

the base and hooked at the apex, but whether the curvature of

the hook is directed upwards or downwards does not appear;
and wliether the apex is symmetrical or asymmetrical is also

unknown.

Skull and Teeth.

The skull of Meles meles was fully described and illustrated by
Miller ; that of Taxidea was figureil and described by Cones.

Text-figure 23.

A B

A. Upper view of the skull oF Taxidea. X f approx.

15. TliL' same of Meles.

Elliot also reproluced photo,uraphs of it*, and Baird pointed out

some of tile difterenccs between the two genera in the crania and
teetb.

Field Columb. Mus. ii. p. 320 (1901).
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In the following table the principal difierences are placetl side

by side for comparison :

—

Muzzle

Meles. Taxidea.

Elongated, comparatively uar- Short and broad, with short !

I

row, witli prominent pre- premaxi
maxillae. Infraorbital fora- tbrameu

ixillaj. Infraorbital

men large. al)ove the anterior

portion of the upper molar
and behind tlie carnassial.

Zygomata

Brain-case

.

Occipital area

B alias.

Foramina

Teeth

Strongly salient behirid orbit

;

the posterior base expanded
laterally and posteriorly con-
siderably beyond glenoid.

Upper surface sloping posteri-

orly ; lateral walls rounded,
converging behind zygomata.
Sagittal crest high.

Much narrower tlian zygomatic
width. Mastoids compara-
tively narrow and elongated,

inclined downwards and for-

wards beneath the auditory

meatus and lov^er than the

glenoid. liasioccipito-sphe-

noiilal ])]ane inclined up-
wards from foramen.

Moderately inflated, scarcely

below the plane of tiie occi-

pital condyles and not ex-

tending forwards to the

glenoid.

For. rot. concealed and open-

ing alongside _/(;r. htc. ant.
;

for. 00. considerably in ;ul-

vance of for. lac. med.

Upper carnassial conipara-

tivfetl.v small, less than 4
of molar. Molar irregularly

four-sided, with two roots

imbedded in cheek and two
large cusps exposed in lateral

view of skull : crown with

one median longitudinal

ridge of cusps. Lower car-

nassial with heel ai)0ut as

large as the anterior ])ortion,

and hollowed in the nriddle

with two external and two
internal but no mediiai

cusp ; in tlie anterior portion

of the tooth the anterior

cusp is smaller than the main
cusp, which is well in ad-

vance of the inner cusp.

anterior portion

upper Ciunassial.

of the

Moderately salient behind

orbit; its posterior base nol

expanded laterally and pos-

teriorly beyond glenoid.

Upper surface hardl}'^ sloping

posteriorly ; lateral walls

gradually divergent from
orbits to occiput. Sagittal

crest low or absent.

Almost as wide as zygomatic
width. Mastoids greatly

expanded but sliort, not

projecting below auditorx

meatus and about on ji leve

with the glenoid. Basiocci-

pito-sphenoidal plane hori-

zontal.

Much inflated, a long wa\
below the plane of the occi-

pital condyles and abuttinc
against the glenoid.

For. rot. not concealed, open-
ing separately from and be
neath /"or. lac. ant.\ for. ov
just in front of for lac.

med.

Upper carnassial enormous,
larger than molar. Molai
equilaturally triiingular.

with one root indjedded in

cheek and one cusp exposed
in lateral view of the skull,

Crown with two transverse

rov.'s of tubei'cles. Lowei
carnassial with heel aboui

^ the area of the anterioi

portion, with one external,

one median, and one ])os-

terior cusp forming a trans

verse line; in the anterio;

portion of the tooth flu

antei'ior cusp is as large a^

'the mam cusp, wdiich is in

the same transverse line a;-

the inner cusp.
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Text-figure 24.

Taxicles. Meles.

A. Posterior view of the skull of Taxidea. X f approx.

C. The same of Meles.

B. Inferior view of posterior portion of skull of Taxidea {f.o., foramen
ovale).

D. The same of Meles.

Conclusions.

In view of the nature and number of the differences between

Meles and Taxidea in skull and teeth, it seems no exaggeration to

say that the resemblances between the genera in those particulars

are only such as entitle them to a place in the family Mustelidse,

Unquestionably the skull of Taxidea presents a greater likeness

to that of Mellivora than to the skull of Meles ; but it is, in my
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opinioD, by do means certain that tliis likeness involv^es close

affinity, since the two genera clifFer considerably in the strncture

of the two posterior maxillary teeth and in the development of

the pinna of the ear, of the pads on the feet, etc.

Text-figure 25.

A. Posterior maxillary teeth of Taxidea. Nat. size.

C. The same of Meles.

B. Posterior mandibular teeth of Taxidea.

D. The same of Meles.

Pending an examination of Mydaiis and llelictis^., which I

have not seen, I propose to restrict the subfamily Melince to the
genera Meles and Arctonyx. With these limitations the Melhue

* This genus, as already stated, was >^evered from the 3Ielin^ both by Gray and
Gill.

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1920, No. XXIX. 29
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may be briefly distinguislied as follows from the Taxiidiiise, a new
group which, for the present, contains Taxidea alone:

—

a. A well -developed subcaudal poucli ; rliinarium with very deep

infraii;irial area
;
plantar pads wide, carpal and metatarsal pads

comparatively large, the latter on a naked area behind the

plantar pad
;
upper carnassial much smaller than quadrilateral

molar ; lower carnassial with enormous heel etc Melince.

h. No subcaudal pouch; rliinarium with shallow infranarial area;

plantar pads narrower; carpal pads much reduced, hind foot

hairy down to plantar pad, metatarsal pads suppressed
;
upper

carnassial larger than triangular molar ; lower carnassial with

comparatively small heel etc Taxidiince.
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EXHIBITIONS AND NOTICES.

May 11th, 1920.

Prof. J. P. Hill, F.R.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following Report on the Additions

to the Society's Menagerie dnring the month of April, 1920

The registered additions to tlie Society's Menagerie during the

month of April were 118 in number. Of these 39 were acquired

by presentation, 15 were deposited, 28 were purchased, 32 were

received in exchange, and 4 were born in the Menagerie.

The following may be specially mentioned :

—

1 Chimpanzee (Anthropopithectis troglodytes), from West Africa,

purchased on April 21st.

2 White-handed Gibbons {Ilylohates lar), from Rangoon,

received in exchange on April 15th.

2 Barbary Sheep {Ammotragus lervia), born in the Menagerie

on April 11th.

1 Milky Eagle-Ovvl {Bubo lacteus), from Rhodesia, purchased

on April 19th.

1 Banded Rail {Hypotmnidia striata), from India, new to bhe

Collection, purchased on April 28th.

1 Five-banded Lizard [Mabuia quinquetceniata), from Rhodesia,

new to the Collection, deposited on April 18th.

On behalf of Messrs. E. Gerrard & Sons, Mr. R. 1. Pocock,

F.R.S., exhibited a mounted specimen of a pale variety of the

White-bearded Gnu {Connochwtes albojuhatus), shot by Capt.

Keith Caldwell, R.A., F.Z.S., in Masailand, and pointed out that

apart from the general pale yellowish-bi'own tint, the variation

affected different parts of the body in different ways, the neck-

mane, the long hairs on the face, and the tail-tuft, which are

normally black, being dirty white, whereas the bands on the

body, making the brindled pattern, which are also normally
black, were brownish red.

Miss J. B. Procter, F.Z.S., exhibited and made remarks upon
a living specimen of the tailed Batrachian, Sj^elerpes fuscus

Bonaparte, born on May 8th, 1920.

Prof. J. E, DuERDEN, F.Z.S., exhibited and made remarks
upon a remarkable series of lantern-slides illustrating the sexual

display and nesting-habits of the Ostrich.
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June 1st, 1920.

Sir Sidney F. Harmer, K.B.E., F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

In the absence of Prof. R. T. Leiper, F.Z.S., his exliibition of

lantern-slides ilhistrating the Experimental transmission of some
Helminth infections, was described by Dr. Vevers. Specimens
of Schilbe mystus, Clcirotes laticeps, and IHlapia nilotica infected

with encysted trematode larva?, an(i fonnd near Cairo, were
shown. By feeding young wolves, bre{l in captivity, wnth these

fishes Prof. Leiper succeeded in rearing the adult worms in

enormous numbeis. The cysts of Schilbe mystus gave rise to

Hemistoma (Alaria) alatam of the dog, and those of Clcu^otes

laticeps to Monostoma pmnilio Looss. M, paviilio, which would
appear to 1)e moi-e closel}^ related to Tocotre7na than to Monostoma,
is normally a parasite of the Pelican ar^d Kite in Egypt. That
it can be reared in enormous numbers in Wolves undermines the

conception of "physiological species"' applied by Looss to certain

trematode irfections.

Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell, F.R.S., gave an account, illustrated

with lantern-slides, of his recent Aei-oplane Trij) from Cairo to

TaV)ora, and described the character of the countiy passed over

and the birds and mammals seen.

June 15th, 1920.

Prof. E. W. MacBride, F.R.S., Yice-President,

in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following Report on the Additions to

the Society's Menagerie during the moi:ith of May, 1920 :

—

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie du]-ing the

month of May were 398 in number. Of these 63 were acquired

by presentation, 188 were deposited, 130 were purchased, 4 were
received in exchange, and 13 were born in tlie Menagerie.

The following may be specially mentioned :

—

Mammalia.

1 Cheetah [Cyncehnms jiLbatus), from Kilosso, Tanganyika
Territory, presented by C. MacMahon, Esq., Assistant Political

Officer of Kilosso, on May 1st.

2 Capybaras {Ilydrochoerus hydrochoerus), bred in England,
purchased on May 12th.

1 Arabian Oiyx {Oryx leucoryx), from Central Arabia, depo-

sited by H.M. The King on May 14th.
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AVES.

2 Somali Ostriches {Struthio molyhdophanes), purchased on
May 8th.

2 White Rheas [Rhea americana), purchased on May 12th.

1 Kagu [Rhinochcetus juhatits), from New Caledonia, purchased
on May 4th.

4 Long-tailed Shrikes [Urolestes melanoleucus) and 1 Black-
collared Barbet (Lyhius torquatus), from South Africa, deposited

on May 22nd. New to the Collection.

4 Isabelline Turtle-Doves {Turtur isabellma), 2 Rosy-grey
Turtle-Doves (Turtar roseigriseus), 6 Dongola Turtle-Doves
{Turtur decijnens), from ISTorth-East Africa, deposited on May 1st,

and 2 Spotted-bellied Francolins {Francolinns spilogaster), pre-

sented by Major Maurice Portal, P'.Z.S., on May 1st. All new
to the Collection.

Reptilia.

1 Siamese Crocodile (Crocodilas siamensis) and 2 Tentacled
Snakes {Her2:>eioii teyitacidatum) from Siam, the latter new to the
Collection, presented by Dr. Malcolm Smith, F.Z.S.

Prof. J. E. DuERUEX, F.Z.S. . exhibited and made remaiks upon
a series of Ostrich eags.

Dr. R. J. Tillyard, M.A., D.Sc, F.L.S., F.E.S., gave an
account, illustrated by lantern-slides, of The Life-history of the

DragonHy, v/ith special reference to Australian forms Dr.

Tillyard dealt first with the structure of the female ovipositor,

a.nd showed the correlation between the habit of laying e<.'gs in

the tissues of plants and the elongated form of the eggs, on the

one lianrl, and that of laying them freely in the water, the eggs

in this case being of a much more rounded form, 'i he develop-

ment of the embryo and the hatching of the larva were next

dealt with ; the crea.ture that batches from the egg is not an

active larva, but a sheathed pronymph, Avhose existence lasts but

a few seconds, and from which the active young larva emerges in

its turn, representing actually the second larval instar of other

insects. The various types of larvre found in the two suborders

Anisoptera and Zygoptera w*:>re next shown, and a series of

slides dealt with the interesting larval specialisations in the

gizzard, the prehensile labial mask, and the rectal and caudal

gills.
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20. On rioiue Results of Ligiitiiriiig the Anterior Abdominal
Vein in the Indian Toad {Biifo stomaticus Lutken).

By W. N. F. Woodland, D.Sc. (London), F.Z.S.,

Indian Edacational Service, Senior Professor of Zoology,

Mair Central College^ Allahabad, U.P., India.

[Received June 1, 1920 : Read October 19, 1920.

J

(Text-figure 1.)

Preliminary Statement.

Most of tlie lower Vertebrata differ from the Mammalia in

that the liver has conveyed to it a quantity of venous lilood which
has traversed the tissues of the legs and pelvic region, in addition
to the venous blood wdiich, as in Mammals, is derived from the
gut-walls and contains the digested food products. This fact that
in the lower Vertebrata the liver receives a portion of ordinary
non-gut venous blood has not received the attention which its

possible significance deserves. tSo far as I know*, only one
author has ever offered an explanation, and this solely appertained
to the coccygeo-mesenteric vein of Birds. Owen in 1841 f made
the following observations :

" The venous system of the kidneys
is so arranged in birds tliat the blood can be distributed either to

the portal system by the mesenteric vein \i.e. the blood brought
to the kidneys by the femoral veins can ^ow posteriorly through
the substance of the kidneys in the so-called hypogastric veins
:ind so enter the coccygeo-mesenteric vein], or to the pulmonary
system by the vena cava and right side of the heart, according to

the degree of rapidity with which the pulmonary or portal

systems of veins are respectively supplied, or in other words,
according to the activity with which the circulation in each
of these systems may be going on at two different periods ....
Tliis disposition has been erroneously supposed to indicate that
the urine was secreted from the venous blood in birds, as

in reptiles and fishes; but the end attained by the venous
anastomoses in question bears a much closer relation to the
peculiar necessities and habit of life of the bird, and, so far as

I know, has not hitherto been explained. There is no class of

animals in which there may be, at any two brief and consecutive
periods of existence, a greater difference in the degree of eneri>y

and rapidity wuth which the respiratory functions ai-e performerl
than in birds. When the bird of prey, for example, stimulated
by a hungry and an empty stomach, soars aloft and sweeps the
air in quest of food, the muscular energies are then strained to

the utmost, the heart l)eats with the most forcible and rapid

* The author has not had access to hterature in India.

t " On the Anatomy of the Southern Apteryx," Trans. Zool. Soc. London
vol. ii. 1841.

Prog. Zool, Soc —1920, No. XXX, 30
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contract] OIKS to propel the current of blood along tlie systemic

arteries, and the pulmonary vessels leqnire the greatest possible

supply of blood to serve the heart with the due quantity of

arterialized fluid : the digestive system, on the other hand, is in

a state of repose, and we may coiiceive the portal circulation to

be at its lowest ebb. Suppose the Eagle to be glutted with his

quarry and reduced to a state of torpor ; the animal functions

are now at rest, but the organic powers concerned in the assimi-

lation of the food are in full pla}-, and the portal or hepatic

circulation is as active as was the pulmonary a short time before."

And Owen further adds that ''the anastomosis of the pelvic veins,

in being the meaiis of conveying common venous blood into the

liver, goes to prove that the blood of the venae portae does not

require any peculiar preparation ))y circulation in the spleen or

other viscera to flt it for the secretion of bile."' This explanation

seems plausible, especially when we reflect that the commori
assumption made in nearly all modern text-books to the effect that

the blood always flows anteriorly in the so-called hypogastric veins

(also sometimes called the " renal portal " veins) of the bird

is almost certainly wrong, it being, on the contrary, more than
prol)able that the blood in these veins always flows posteriorly *,

as conjectured long ago by Jacobson (1817), Jourdainf, and other

authors. But this explanation evidentlydoes not apply to animals

like Amphibia and lleptilia, wdiich are notoriously sluggish and

yet })Our into their livers a much greater proportion of non-gut

venous blood than birds. Also in Mammals, which njost resemble

Birds in the alternating activity of the respiratory and portal

systems, a communication between the post-renal and portal veins

does not exist.

Now a supply of ordinary non-gut venous blood to the liver

may signify (1) that the venous blood is to enable the liver to

obtain a greater supply of water than it would otherwise receive,

or (2) that the liver is, in part, in these forms, an organ of

excretion and supplementary to the kidneys. The first supposition

naturally occurs to one when Amphibia are in question, since a

toad or frog certainly never drinks water by mouth, but alw\ays

absorbs it by the belly and thigh skin, and this water pre-

sumably is taken to the liver by the anterior abdominal vein

(and to the kidneys by the renal afferent veins), and this is

probably the case in all Amphibia.. Though in Fishes, Reptilia,

and Birds there is no certain evidence of cutaneous absorption

of water, yet it is well known that Snakes and Lizards frequently

evince a desire to lie in water, and Fishes, Crocodiles, and Turtles

of course habitually live in it. It may also be remarked that the

anterior abdominal vein, or its equivalent, usually has factors from

* This is a subject I hope to investigate in the near future. It is almost certain

that these so-called hypogastric veins of birds are the lionioh)g-ues of the " pelvic
"

veins of Amphibia and Reptiles and not of the "renal portal " veins, and if this be

so, the blood must tiow posteriorly in them.

f M. S. Jourdain, " Recherches sur la Veine Porte Renale." Annales des Sciences

Na'^urelles, 4 ser., Zoologie, Tome xii. 1859, p. 134.
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the walls of the urinary bladder, w hich, afterall, is a possible source

of water. Finally, it is notewortliy that, for some reason or other,

Reptiles and Birds (even when aquatic) conserve their water very

carefully, as we may realize when we note the semi-solid character

of their urine*, the absence of sweat and mammary glands and
tlieir non-foetal rearing of offspring ; whereas Mammals, on the

other hand, f\re very prodigal with water in all these respects.

Hence it is possible that, comparatively little water being taken

into the gut, the liver " arranges for " an accessory supply of

blood in order to satisfy its water requirements.

As to the liver, regarded as an organ of excretion in lower

Yertebrata, I have no evidence.

That in the Common Frog, however (and therefore in all other

animals with anterior abdominal veins), the anterior abdominal

vein supply to the liver is not essential to the life of the animal

is proved by the abnormalities occasionally found t, in which the

anterior abdominal opens into a pre-caval instead of into a

hepatic-portal vein, the animal apparently being normal in all

other respects.

The Ligatu7'ing of the Anterior Abdominal Vein in the

Common Indian Toad.

While in India in 1915 and 1916, 1 determined to ascertain the

effects of ligaturing the anterior abdominal vein, though it is

evident that this operation will not give results comparable with
those to be found in the abnormalities just referred to, because

in the latter the blood- flow in other veins is not interfered with,

while in a toad with a ligatured anterior abdominal vein the

blood, which would otherwise flow through this, is forced to pass

along the two renal afferent veins— the result being increased

blood-pressure in the renal afferent veins and interference with
the renal arterial circulation J.

In all I perfoi-med thirty-four experiments. The method I

finally adopted was to anaesthetize the toad with etlier, cut through
the belly skin and the underlying muscular body-wall for two or

three centimetres, ligature the anterior abdominal vein in two
places and remove the portion of the vein in between. Both the

body-wall and the skin were sewn up with sterilized silk thread

* Sliavpe's statement (Ainer, Jouv. Physiologj% vol. xxxi.) that the water of the
urine of birds is absorbed in the rectum, a thick paste of uric acid remaining-, is in

all probability incorrect—the semi-solid urine of birds and reptiles is found in this

form in the ureters, and is so secreted by the kidneys. See Appendix in my paper
"On the ' Renal Portal' System (Renal Venous Meshwork) and Kidney PJxcretion

in Vertebrata," shortly to be published.

t Woodland, W. N. F., Zool. Anzeiger, Bd. xxxv. 1910, p. 626. Also O'Donoghue,
C. H., ibid. Bd. xxxvii. 1911, p. 36.

t See my paper "On the 'Renal Portal' System (Renal Venous Meshwork) and
Kidney Excretion in Vertebrata," Parts I. and II., shortly to be published. The
results of double perfusion and other experiments prove that as the pressure in the
renal afferent veins increases, the arterial flow becomes retarded, and above a certain
point is stopped altogether. Ligaturing the anterior abdominal vein in the Indian
toad more than doubles the amount of blood in each renal afferent vein.

30*
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and the wound cleansed with weak carbolic acid, carbolic ointment
being rubbed on the surface. While the wound was liealing, I

covered it with a pad of cotton wool, protected with a waterproof
sheet, the four corners of which were drawn out and tied anteriorly

above the scapulse and under the animal's throat, and posteriorly

over its back. The animals were given an occasional bath in

shallow distilled water (the skin having previously been w^ell

cleaned), but were normally kept dry, the pad protecting the
wound from urine and faecal matter in the basin.

Out of 11 toads operated on as above described (save that I

only ligatured the anterior abdominal vein in one place) in 1915,
one lived for ten days, one for fourteen days, one a day short of

eight weeks, and two others w^ere killpAl after eight weeks and
eleven w^eeks respectively. 1 shall only record my examination
of the three long-period sui-vivors, all of whicli w^ere operated on
on October 1st, 1915, and the wounds healed by October 12th.

A day or so later they w'ere all active and feeding w^ell.

One, as already stated, died on November 20t]i, one day short of eight weeks
after the operation. It was very thin, and had been ill durino- the previous week.
It weighed at death (after suljtracting weiglit of food in gut) 2i*5 gnis. The heart
was normal in size (heart ratio =229"0 *) ; the liver a trifle largo (liver ratio= 21-5 *).

The liver was very diseased, being full of small cysts; the spleen was much enlarged
and also full of cysts, and the fat-bodies very minute. Sex not recorded, i'iie

anterior abdominal vein was found to be well ligatured and was ((uite eni])ty ; on the
other hand, the renal afferent veijis and post-caval were very large, and the two
kidneys (quite healthy) were gorged \»ith venous blood and therefoi'e rather diirk in

colour. It is important to note that a neto anterior abdominal veiv had not heen
formed. The kidneys, after as usual being slightly squeezed and all attached vessels

removed, weighed together 0*230 gm., and were therefore apparently enormovsly
enlarged (kidne}^ ratio= 93*o*, bodj'-weight taken at death).

The toad (a male) which I killed on Noveml)er 28th—eight weeks and one day
after the operation^—was perfectly healthy, being active and feeding well, and all tlie

internal organs in perfect condition. In this toad I found to my surprise that a new
vein had heenformed posterior to the ligature and entering the liver, also tiro or
three small new veins comingfrom the muscles of the anterior ventral hody-wall and
opening into the principal new vein (text-fig. 1, 13) f . The body-weight (after weight
of food in gut subtracted) was 21*9 gms. The heart ratio was 199"3*; the liv(>r

(weighing exactly 1*0 gm.) ratio= 23'9 the kidney ratio= I(U'8 The kidneys,
therefore, were about normal in size.

The remaining toad (a male) 1 killed on December 18th—eleven weeks after the
operation—and this also was in perfect health inside and out. In this toad also a
new vein had heen formed to allow the ligatured anterior abdominal to become
functional. The body-weight was 30"0 gms. The heart ratio= 229'0 * ; the liver

ratio= 19*6*; the kidney ratio= 157'9*. The kidneys, therefore, were about normal
in size.

* The normal (average) ratio— ^ ' " ^
for the heart (all vessels cut off and

vv lit or viscus

all blood washed out and dried) in these toads is 216'8 (determined in 29 toads) ; the
normal ratio for the liver (squeezed and dried) was 28"4 (18 toads) ; the normal ratio

for the kidneys (wt. of both kidneys, attached ureters and vessels being removed)
was 237"5 (82 toads), I must add, however, that in two other lots of toads the
average kidney ratios were 155"2 (10 toads) and 159'3 (6 toads). The kidney ratio

(also the heart and liver ratios) shows great variations, not connected with the time
of year or with sex.

f Compare the " rapid formation of a collatei-al circulation so that the blood could
get round the ligature to the lii er " (Starling, ' Principles of Human Physiology,'

1912, p. 858) when in a mammal the portal vein was ligatured off from the liver and
made to open into the posterior vena cava. In this case, however, the liver is

deprived of blood from the gut and not merely of an additional su])ply of ordinai-y

yenous blood, as in the toads with ligatured renal afferent veins.
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In 1916 I was unfortunate in this experiment, possibly owing
to my predilection for giviui^ tlie animals a bath every morning,
but probably also owing to the fact that in each operation I
ligatured the anterior abdominal vein in two places and cut out
a portion about half a centimetre in length in between. Out of

23 toads operated on only five survived for more than eleven
days. That this was due largely to the mode of operation and
not solely to the ligature of the anterior abdominal vein is shown

Text-fio^ure 1.

NV

-LIG

A
A B

A. Suiall re^'euerated anterior uljdoiuiiiul win in a toad wliicli w as killed four weeks

after tlie operation. LIG, positions of tlie two ligatures, tlie intervening-

l)ortiou having been cut out in the operation. NV, new vein formed.

B. Large regenerated anterior abdominal vein m a toad killed eight weeks and one

day after the operation, which merel.y consisted of the vein being ligatured

in one position. GB, gall-bladder ; other letters as in A.

I cannot guarantee the absolute fidelity of these figures, since the}^ have

been copied from rather rough sketches made wben 1 dissected the toads.

by the fact that out of ten control toads in which an identical

operation was performed, save that the exposed anterior abdominal
vein was not ligatured, nine of them did not survive for longer

than eleven days, and only one for six weeks and two da3^s.

Of the live survivors ot the actual operation in 1916, one which survived eleven

days had a kidney ratio (in all these ratios, unlike those of 1915, the weight of the

body is that taken at date of operation) of 119"7 ; another which survived twelve
days had a similar kidney ratio of 134'2 ; another survivor of two weeks and one da^'

had a kidney ratio of 95'8. Only one toad completely survived the operation, and
this was a female which I killed four wei-ks after the operation. The animal was
then in perfect health inside and out, and in this case I found that a new vein had been
fji'med to enable the anterior abdominal vein to conthiue to function (text-fig. 1, A).

The animal weighed 23"4 gms. on the date of operation (July 22nd), but when killed
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on August 19tli onl}'- weighed 14*6 gms. (after allowing for weight of food in gut).

All internal organs were quite healthy, and the renal afferent veins were very large,

due of course to the small size of the newly-formed portion of the anterior abdominal.
The heart had apparently become much reduced in size, or was naturally small, the

ratio being (weight of body at date of operation) 325*0 ; the liver was also extremel}^

small (ratio —67'2) ; and the Tcichiei/s tvere below the average size (ratio= 260'0).

Summarizing the results of these experiments, we may conclude

that the ligature of the anterior abdominal vein caused either

the death of the animal or the re-formation of the anterior

abdominal vein : in no case did an animal survive in a healthy-

condition for a considerable length of time without a functional

anterior abdominal vein.

Conclusions.

The fact that a new {interior abdominal vein was always formed
in those toads which survived the operation described is no proof

that the supply of blood to the liver by this vein is essential to

the animal, because, as I have already pointed out, this feature is

most certainly due to the fact that the arterial circulation in the

kidneys is interfered with under the conditions of these experi-

ments, and that is a sufficient reason for the formation of a new
anterior abdominal vein.

We have also seen that frogs can live without the blood in the

anterior abdominal vein being added to that in the hepatic portal

vein, and this fact by itself is good evidence for the view that the

non-gut blood is not essential to the animal's welfare.

Two questions remain : (1) why vshould an anterior abdominal

vein exist ? and (2) why should it normally open into the hepatic

portal vein ? The answer to the first question I have already

indicated in a paper* published in 1906, In this paper I

contended that in animals with " portal " kidneys the flow of

blood through the primitive posterior cardinal veins is considerably

hindered by the kidney tubules invading the lumina of the two
veins and subdividing them up into coarse networks of sinusoids

(Shore t, Minot;]: ), and that the anterior abdominal vein is formed

as an alternative route to relieve the congestion consequent on the

formation of the "renal portal " system. Judging from recent

measurements of the relative diameters of the renal afferent and
anterior abdominal veins in Bufo siomaticus and Rana temporar ia

respectively, I find§ that in the Indian toad about three-fifths of

the venous blood from the legs flows to the heart via the anterior

abdominal vein and about two-fifths via the two renal afli'erent

veins, and that in the frog {li. temporaria) about one-half of the

blood flows by each of these two routes, from which w^e may
conclude that the resistance to flow of the blood oflfered by the

liver capillary system is in the toad about one-third and in the

frog about one-half of that offered by the renal venous meshwork
(" renal portal system) of each kidney. From other evidence §

* Woodland, W. N. F., Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1906, p. 886.

t Shore, T. W., Jour. Anat. Physiology, vol. xvi. (n.s.) 1901.

X Minot, C. S., Proc. Boston Soc. Nat^ Hist. vol. xxviii. (10) 1898, p. 265.

§ See Part IF. of luy paper " On the ' Renal Portal ' System etc.," shortly to be

published.
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I have also concluded that the resistance offered to the blood

traversing the hepatic portal system is very little more than that

experienced by the blood when the anterior abdominal vein opens
directly into a pre-caval vein, and this is supported by the fact

that in such abnormalities (in which the anterior abdominal opens

directly into a pre-caval) the renal afferent veins are of about the

normal size. The renal venous meshwork in both kidneys then
offering considerable resistance to the passage of blood from the

hind limits and tail, I again suggest that this blood has sought an
additiontd path by means of which it can reach the heart wdthout
traversing the " renal portal " systems, and this suggestion is in

complete agreement with the view of morpliologists that the

anterior abdominal vein of Amphibia and lleptilia is a " new "

structure, and has nothing in common with the vein which it so

often resembles—viz., the nmbilical vein.

Since we have provisionally concluded that the blood in the

anterior abdominal vein is of no use to the liver, and that the

opening of this vein into the hepatic portal vein offers practically

no more resistance to the passage of the blood than if it opened
directly into a pre-caval, tlie answer to the second question must
evidently be to the effect that the anterior abdominal vein opens

into the hepatic })ortal vein merely because it is more convenient,

the hepatic portal vein being more accessible than the pre-caval,

and offering, as we have seen, but little jnore resistance to the

tiovvof the blood. Occasionally, however (in " abnormal" frogs),

the ancestral connection of the anterior aJ)domina.l vein with a

pre-caval vein is retained. It may be added that in some animals

(e.g., in most Eiasmobranclis) the ])osterior cardinal sinuses are

so little broken up by the relatively small kidneys (Vialleton*)

that a bypath for the blood (anterior abdominal vein) is

unnecessary.

* Vialleton, M. L., " Caracteres; lynijiliatiqiu's de cevhiines veiiies clicz quelqut,".

Squales." C. R. Hebdoiu. des Seances de la Soc. Biol. Paris, Touie liv. 1902.
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27. Some Observations on the Structure and Life-History

of the Common Nematode of the Dogfish (Sci/lliion

canicula). By J. H. Lloyd^ M.Sc, F.Z.S., Assistant

Lecturer and Demonstrator in Zoology at University

College, Cardiff.

[lleceivcd May 15, 1920 : Uead November 2, 1920.]

(Text-tigures 1-3.)

Introduction.

In the following pages an account is given of the parasitic

Nematode, Proleptus scillicola, together with some observations on
its life-history. The work was carried out, partly in the Zoolo-

gical Department of the University of Birmingham and partly

at the Marine Biological Laboratory at Plymoutii, towards the

end of 1914 and the beginning of 1915, but until now I have
been uuable to write up my results for publication, owing to my
absence on military service.

I should like liere to express my gratitude to Professor F. W.
Gamble for his kindly criticism and advice during the course of

this work. My thanks are also due to the Board of Studies in

Zoology of the University of London for the use of their table

at Plymouth, and to the Royal Society for providing a grant

which enabled me to procure the necessary material.

A description has been thought desirable because, although
the worm is exceedingly connnon, no complete account of its

anatomy exists, and its life -history has never been worked out.

Proleptus scillicola occurs in the alimentary canal of Scyllium

canicula from the mouth to the pyloric constriction. It has also

been reported from S. catidas (5), /S'. stellare (1), Raia claiKda (1),

and Raia circidaris (1). I have only had the opportunity of

examining one Scyllium catidus, and this specimen was absolutely

free from infection.

Other species of the same genus under a different generic

name have been reported and briefly described as follows :

—

Spiropterina inflMa (8) Linstow, attached to the wall of the

stomach of Scyllinm iinriioratum
;

Sjnrojyterina africana (6)
Linstow, from stomach of Anguilla sp. (?) ;

Spiropterina elegans

(12) Orley, from the stomach of Hexacanthus griseus
;

Sp)iro-

pterina dacnodes (4) Creplin, from the oesophagus of Rata clavata

and the stomach of Squalus mustelas.

The worms are white in colour, and occur either free or

attached within their hosts; when attached, it is always by tlie

tail-end.

The females are considerably larger than the males, from which
they are easily distinguished by the tail, which in the male is

coiled.
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Historical.

8ome confusion appears to exist as to the correct generic name
of the Common Nematode of Scyllkmi canicida. The first geiiei'ic

name assigned was Prole})i>hs by Dujardin (5) in 1845. He
distinguished two s})ecies

—

Froleptus acutus and Froleptas ohtusus,

but as he gives neither description nor diagram of F7'ole2)tus

obtusits, it may be considei'ed invalid.

In 1860, Molin (11) described a nematode under the name of

IHsiiocephalus dacnodes, which should appai-ently be refei-red to

the genus Frolejjtus, as it differs considerably from the remaining
species of JJistlocephcdus and appears to be wrongly placed.

During the following year (1861) Van Beneden (2) described the

worm under the generic name of Spnroptei'ina.

Previous to Van Beneden placing it in a separate genus, it

was provisionally assigned by Creplin (4) to the genus Sjyiropiera,

chiefly because its head-end bore some slight resemblance to the

Spiropteras of Talpa, Erinaceus^ etc.

In 1870, Van Beneden (1) mentioned the worm under the

generic name of Coronilla, and distinguished three new species :

—

Coroudla saUlicola, Coroiidla robasta, and Corondla viinida.

Neither the new genus nor the new species were described, but
six drawings were given, which referred indiscriminately to two
of the species—viz., Coronilla rohusta and CoroitiUa scUlicola.

Spiropterina appears to be the generic name Ijy which the

worm is mo.st commoidy known, but Liiistow (7) has put forward

a strong argument in favour of the name Froleptus on the ground
of priority. For this reason I shall use the generic name Fro-

leptus^ but as Dujardin's species acutus evidently refers to a

distinct species which occurs in Scf/lliuui caiulus^ and his species

ohtusus is difficult to determine, I propose to retain Van
l^eneden's specific name scUlicola., and shall describe the worm
under the name of Froleptus scUlicola.

In addition to the foregoing, it has been briefly described by
Linstow (9). My observations difter from those of Linstow in

several respects, and his diagrams are inaccurate.

Morphology.

(a) External Characters.

The body is surrounded by a very thick, transparent cuticle,

which is finely ringed transversely. Froleptus scUlicola possesses

extraordinary vitality. I have kept specimens alive in normal
salt solution for over 17 weeks, whilst Linstow (9) records the

fact that specimens which had been in Miiller's fluid for

48 hours arrived in a living condition."

The best results for whole mounts were obtained with Looss's

fixative. Worms killed in this manner are straightened consider-

ably and retain their transparency. Perenyi's fluid proved to be

the best fixative for animals which were to be sectioned, whilst

Para-carmine was the most efiective stain.
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The body is slightly attenuated towards the anterior end, and

the head (text- fig. 1) is chai-acterized by the presence of a

peculiar cnticnlar collar. It was probaV)ly the presence of this

collar which sni>a;-ested to Van Beneden his generic name

J.
Al.C.

a
a

a

ci.

c.w.
I.

L.
L.BJ
L.S.

-hc.c

—Oes.

N.R.

Head of Fi^nleptiis scillicola.

Letteeing of Figures.

Anus.
Alimentary canal.

Cuticle.

Cuticular collar.

Cloaca.

Cuticular wing.
Intestine.

Lips.

Left bursal wing.

Large si^icule.

Nerve-ring.

Oes.

Ov.D.
P.
B.
B.B.W
B.G.
S.S.

u.

V.

Gilsopluigus.

Oviduct.
Papilla?.

Rectum.
Right bursal wing.
Rectal gland.

Small spicule.

Uterus.
Vulva.
Vagina.

Coronilla. There are two rounded, protruding, lateral lips, each

of which bears a single conical tooth. Linstow (9) mentions in

addition " interioi'ly a. small pointed cone,*' but 1 have failed to

find any evidence of tiiis either in whole mounts or sections.

The excretory pore is exceedingly small, and is situated in the
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uiid-ventral line, almost as far distant posteriorly from the nerve-
ring as the latter is from the anterior end.

^

The 'Hail" of the male (text-fig. 2) is coiled usually in a
single ring, bnt occasionally into a spiral of two rings. There
is an egg-shaped bursa, to right and left of which the cuticle is

drawn out into wing-like expn.nsions, supported by eight costal
papillae on each side. Van Beneden (2) states that there are six
or seven papillse on each side. These i)a,pillaB are pedunculate in
form and are arranged symmetrically in two rows.

There is a single papilla at either end of each row ; between
the extreme papillae are six others arranged in three pairs. One

pair is situated in the region of tlie cloaca, s\ud tlie two remaining
pairs are posterior to it. The pre-cloacal papillae are somewhat
longer than the remainder. Linstow (9) has figured three
papillae on each side of the cloaca, but after careful examination
of many bursie, I have failed to discover the third papilla.

Two copulatory spicules of unequal length are present, the left

being approximately five times as long as the right. The average
length of the longer spicule is 2-125 mm. and of the shorter
•41 mm.
The longer spicule is curved towards the distal end, and at the

beginning of the curvature there is a prominence on the convex
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side. Liiistow (9) has stated tluit tlie larger si)icide is ])ent into

a hook at its distal end, hut I liave not ohserved this arrange-

ment in any of the worms 1 have examined. It is covered with

numerous transverse markings, which give it a striated appear-

ance under a fair magnification, and attenuates to a point at its

distal end. Both spicules are ensheathed in cuticle.

The "tail" of the male ends bluntly, and in the neighbourhood
of the spicules the cuticle is raised into rows of rounded eleva-

tions on the ventral surface.

The tail of the female (text-fig. 3) is bent at an angle to the

body and is somewhat attenuated. In the region of the vulva

the cuticle increases considei'ably in thickness on the ventral

surface and forms a pad.

Measurements in the case of Frnleptus scillicola are almost

valueless, as there are wide variations not only in the sizes of

individuals, but also in the proportions of different parts. The
male varies considerably less than the female.

Mature females vary in length from 32-17 mm. to 59 mm., and
the tail measures from "395 mm. to '583 mm. The proportion

of tail : total length varies from 1:75-47 to 1:146-6. Linstow
has given this proportion as 1 : 38'7.

Tlie distance from the vulva to the tail-end vaiies from
•887 mm. to r06 mm., and the proportion of " Yulva to tail

end "
: total length varies from 1 : 39-7 to 1 : 53-07.

Tlie males vary in length from 31-73 mm. to 36-2 mm. The
tail measures from 1-03 mm. to 1-56 mm., and tlie ])roportion of

tail: total length extends between 1:19*66 and 1:30-8. Lin-

stow's proportion is given as 1 : 21-6. It would appeal' tliat

Linstow has based his proportion on measurements of a single

worm of eacli sex.

(1^) Internal Anatomi/.

The alimentary canal is normal, consisting of an oesophagus,

intestine, and rectum.

The nfsophagus is of unequal thickness, being approximatel}^

twice as broad behind the nerve-ring as it is in front of it. In
the female it varies in length from 3-69 mm. to 5*86 mm., and
the proportion of oesophagus : total length varies from 1 :8-17

to 1 : 1 1*52. In the male the oesophageal length fluctuates between
3'6 mm. and 4-53 mm., and tlie proportion of (esophagus : total

length from 1 : 7-32 to 1 : 8-81.

In transverse section the lumen of the alimentary canal is tri-

radiate anteriorly, but towards the posterior portion of the
intestine it becomes tetra-, penta-, or hexa-radiate.

Ilectal glands occur around the anterior end of the rectum in

both sexes. They are four in number and are symmetrically
arranged.

The female reproductive system is typical, and the vulva opens
to the exterior, a short distance in front of the anus, on the
ventral surface. The eggs are developed from a polynucleated
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mass of protoplasm, and acquire distinctness as they approach
the oviduct.

The ova vary in length from 47*5 /x to 52 /x, and in breadth

from 28*75 /x to 34'1 fx. Tiie tiiickness of the shell varies from
6'25

fj.
to 6*52 //- As a rule a coiled-up larva is formed within

the shell before the "eggs" are extruded from the uterus.

It is possible to burst the " eggs'' under a cover-glass and set

free the contained larvae, which average 201 /x in length. They
are slightly attenuated towards the head-end, which is charac:

terised by two protruding lips as in the adult, but there is no
cuticular collar. Tlie tail ends in a point, and is bent at nn angle

to the remainder of the body, but exhibits no sexiial differen-

tiation.

Text-figure 3.

Tail of mature female Troleptns sciWcola.

The male reproductive system is of the usual type.

The excretory system consists of two canals, which pursue a

sinuous course, one in each lateral line. From each canal

a single branch descends to the ventral surface, where they unite

just before reaching the excretory pore.

The nervous system consists of a well-defined circumoeso-

phageal ring, which gives off' numerous l)ranches both anterioi-ly

and posteriorly.

Life- History.

The literature dealing with the life-history of Proleptus scilli-

cola is scanty. In 1865, Mcintosh (10) described "The Tre-

matode Larva and Ascarls of the Carcimis mcenas." He
discovered two specimens of his so-called Ascaris, one of which

was lost, but his description of the other in some respects agrees

with that of P^^oleptus scillicola.
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In 1870, Van Beneden (1) stated that "Dr. Mcintosh has

found asexual nematodes in the 'liver' of Carcinus mce7ias,

which appear to be the young of Coronilla (A^an Beneden)."

Again, in 1875, Van Beneden (3a) stated that "The ordinary

crab of our coasts, Carcinus mamas, is the veliicle of a nematode
which becomes a Coronilla rohusta in the stomach of a ray.'"

Vaullegeard (14) in 1896 reported tlie larva of Coronilla

rohusta (Van Beneden) from a number of crustaceans, but stated

that it was rare. In addition to Carcinus mcenas, he discovered

it in Fortunus marmoratus Leach, Hyas a/roMeus Linnaeus, and

Fagurus bernhardus Linnteus, but found only o.io example in

each of the last three hosts. Later he found a dozen nematode
larv?e in Fortunus depurator Pennant (= -?*. marmoratus Leach).

Linstow (9) mentions the discoveries of Mcintosh and Vaulle-

geard, and states that the latter distributed the preparations of

the larva?, which iiidubitaljly belong to the genus Spiropteriiia

( Van Beneden).

Experimental,

Following up the suggestion of Van Beneden, I have attempted

to infect the Common 8hore-Crab, Carcinus mcenas, with the

lai'Vfe of FrolejJtus scilltcola.

The results so far have been disappointing, as I have succeeded

in obtaining only one larva, which I may reasonably assume to

have developed from eggs, taken in with mature females of

Froleptus scillicola, on which the crabs were fed.

During the course of these experiments I have dissected

100 crabs, of which 59 were utilised in the feeding experiments
and the remainder in control experiments. Of the 59 crabs used

in the feeding experiments, 8 were infected with Froleptus larvce,

43 larvae being found. Two of tlie 4L crabs used in control

experiments were infected, six larvjie being found.

Owing to the fact that all the larva), except one, found in the

crabs used in the feeding experiments were as old or older than
those found in the controls, I am bound to conclude that they
occurred as the result of natural infection.

The larva which I presume to be the result of my feeding

experiments measured 1*85 mm. The length of the oesophagus

was "35 mm., and the proportion oesophagus : total length was
1 : 5*28. There was no cuticular collar present, but the tail

was bent at an angle to the remainder of the body.

The older larvae examined varied in length from 10-16 mm.
to 20 mm., and the length of the oesophagus from 1*79 mm.
to 2'68 mm. The proportion resophagns: total length fluctuated

between 1 : 5-09 and 1 : 8-29.

In the majority of these older Lirvfe the head-end was sur-

rounded by the cuticular collar which is so characteristic of the
adult worm. Genital oi-gans were absent, as was also differen-

tiation at the tail-end.
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I have dissected a number of specimens of Pagurus hernhardus,

but have not found any larvae of Fvoleptns scillicola in them.

Conclusions.

The above experiments show that the larvae of ProJeptus scilli-

cola undoubtedly occur in Cai^cinus mcFuas, but my failure to

produce an artificial infection seems to point to the fact that

(Jarcinus is not the true intermediate host.

It is possible, however, that (Jarcinus mcpnas may play some
part in the infection of the Dogfish. Scyllium canicula does not

normally occur at a less depth than thirteen fathoms, whereas
Carcinus imenas rarely occurs below a depth of three to four

fathoms. Durintj^ the breeding-season, iiowever, Dogfish come
close inshore, and it is prol)able that some of its infection takes

place at this season.
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28. On the Sexiuil Phase in certain Indian Nciidid^e (Oligo-

dwiUi). By Haku Ram Mehra, M.Sc, Frofe.-sor of

Zoology, Hindu University^ Benares'^.

[Received June 15, 1920 : Read November 2, 1920.]

(Text-figures 1-3.)

I have recently collected in the iieighhourhood of Agra a large

number of examples of the following species of Naidida? and
Tubificidse, many of wliich ai'e fairly comuion there :

—

Nais pectinata var. iiicequalis Stephenson.

jSfais coniviunis Piguet, var. punjabensis Stephenson.
Hmmoiiais laurentii Stephenson.

Clicetocjaster orientalis Stephenson.

Chadogaster jmnjahensis Stephenson.

Dero limosa Leidy.

Pristina longiseia Ehrhg.
Branchiodrilu.s hortensis Stephenson.

Branch'mra sowerhyi Beddard.

As is well known, the Naididjc usually reproiluce j'.sexually

by fission, and in many species the genital organs have never yet
been describetl. As Steplienson remarks (3), if such descriptions
" were available throughout the group, it can hardly be doubted
that we should be able to judge better of the affinities of genera,

and species, and consequently to improve our classification ; since

the diagnoses of species and <^enera, and the scheme of classifi-

cation, depend at present to an unduly large extent on one single

set of characters, the form and distrilnition of the seta^."' I

therefore give an account of the sexual organs in two of the
above species, Nais pectinaia var. inc^qimlis and Branchiodrilus
hortensis

;
though the organs have been described in certain

other species of Nais, we have as yet no account of them in any
species of the genus Branchiodrilus.

All the species of Naidida^ which have been observed by
Stephenson to become sexual in Laliore, considerably further
north than Agra,, do so from Februaiy to Ma\'; the rains are
there later and scantier tlian further south, and May, June, and
sometimes July, before the I'ains appear, wlien the ponds are dry
and the ground baked hard, represents the most unfavourable
season of the year for pond-life. In Europe these worms would
seem usually to enter on the sexual phase in the autumn, before
the rigours of Avinter. In Agra I found the sexual specimens
describe<l below in the autumn—in this part of the countrv the
rains are abundant from the latter part of June to September;
tlie ponds ])egin to dry uj) in Octol)ei', and the cold weather

* (loinniui)ieated liy .1. SiKPirRisrsox, 1).Sc.. 1<\Z.S.

Proc. Zool. SOC.--1920, No. XXXI. 3\
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appears, as in Europe, to be the unfavourable season. Whether
the sexual phase makes its appearance in spring or autumn, there-

fore, it seems to be a measure of protection against approaching

adverse conditions ; the ova, quiescent or developing slowly

within the cocoon, are probably able to withstand such conditions

better than the adult animal.

In the case of Nais jyectinata var. incequalis, after the attain-

ment of the full sexual phase, the alimentary^ canal in several of

my specimens was seen to degenerate ; the same phenomenon
has been noticed by Stephenson (3, 4) in Dero limosa and
Hcemonais lai i7^enti i .

Many specimens of Branchiura soiverbi/i, Dero limosa, BrancJdo-

(Iriliis hortensis, and Hcemonais laurentii were found living

together in the mud of a pond near Sikandra, A similar curious

association of Branchiura sowerbyi and a species of Brauchio-

dril'us has been noted by Beddard (1) in the Victoria regia tank
in the Royal Botanic Society's Gardens in Regent's Park ; and
Branchiura sowerbi/i, Branchlodrilus hortensis, and a species of

Dero have been found associated by Stephenson under natural

conditions at Lahore (2). These three are among the few genera

of Oligoclueta which possess gills ; in Hcemonais laurentii, the

fourth worm which I found in the association, though there are

no gills, the vascular system is, for one of the Xaidida^, particu-

larly highly developed.

Nais pectinata var. ix.equalis Stephenson.

Since Stephenson had only spirit specimens at his command,
I prefix a short account of some features of the general anatomy
of this ^^orm.

My specimens were larger than Stephenson's, their usual

length being 8-10 mm., but when the worms are fully extended

it may reach 15-18 mm. The colour is light reddish brown.

The prostomium is bluntly conical. The worms exhibit active

wriggling movements. The number of segments varies consider-

ably—from 40 to 95.

The ventral setie are 4-(5 in a bundle, usually 5 ; the length of

those in the anterior segments (ii.-v.) is 97-105 /x, of the rest

88-93 /X. The dorsal hairs were 306-332 /x, and the dorsal

needles 106-112 /x
; there is a slight indication of a. nodulus on

the latter.

The penial setje (text-fig. 1 ) are the modified ventral seta3 of

the sixth segment. They are 4-6 in a bundle, 98-105 /x in

length, and are somewhat swollen near the tip, which is usually

not forlved although it is slightly hooked. Only two sette were

noted as being bifid at their free end, and in these the prongs

were short, blunt, and of equal length. The whole bundle has

somewhat tlie appearance of a fan, and ai'ises to the inner side of

tlie male genital aperture.

Ordinai'ily tlie dorsal seta^ l)egiu in the sixtli segment, as
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usual in the genus. In sexually mature specimens, however,

they begin in segment viii. ; in one specimen there were needle

seta? only in the dorsal bundles of viii., but no hairs ; in a few
the setae only began in ix. ; in two cases the setae were seen to be
thrown off from segment viii. when a cover-glass was gently

placed over the worm,
The body-cavity contains a large number of rounded corpuscles,

brownish in colour, and in addition there are a few colourless

corpuscles filled with refractile grannies. Ccelomic corpuscles

were more numerous in specimens which had been kept in the

laboratory for several days. They are few in the first six

segments.

Text-figure 1.

A. Veuicxl i^titsL oi JSla is jjectinata var. iuceqnalis. X 54.0.

13. Femal seta of BrancJiiodrilns Jiorte)i}iis. X 54.0.

Text-fig. 1 drawn by camera lucida.

The pharynx occupies segments iii.-v., and is diffusely covered

by a small amount of chloragogen pigment, which extends right

up to the prostomium. In a transverse section the cavity has

the appearance of an inverted T, owing to the presence of a

median dorsal diverticulum ; this diverticulum and the dorsal

wall of the pharynx are ciliated. On the upper and lateral

surfaces of the pharynx are a number of pyriform cells, their

narrow ends resting on the surface of the pharynx
; these are

arranged in groups of three, four, or more, and the groups are

separated by strands of muscle which pass upwards from the

pharynx to the body-wall. The cells are about 30 in length

and 9 jj, in thickness
;
they stain deeply with hsematoxylin. The

whole pharynx much resembles that of Ilcemonais Icmrentii (4).

The gut is not distinctly differentiated into oesophagus, stomach,

and intestine ; it is somewhat larger in segments vi.-viii., then

narrow^ as far as xiv., after which it is continued as a fairly broad

tube for some distance. Its epithelium is ciliated. The anus is

31*
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dorsal. Strong ciliary movements were seen in the posterior part

of the gut, the direction being forwards
;

nntiperistaltic con-

tractions were also noticed to he taking place over some length

of this part of the tube.

The blood is yellowish, and without corpuscles. The dorsal

vessel lies on the left side of the alimentary canal near the

ventral surface as far as septum 5/6, where it becomes dorsal,

and lies over the pharynx ; it is surrounded by chloragogen cells,

or in the region of the pharynx by the pigment previously

mentioned. It bifurcates near the anterior end of the animal,

and the branches, turning ventrally, unite to form the ventral

vessel at the level of the first ventral setal bundles. There are

four pairs of lateral commissures in the pharyngeal region, which
form a plexus ; behind this, from segment vi. onwards, there is

a commissure on the anterior face of each septum,—in some
specimens, however, these were only seen as far back as segment
xvi. The body-wall is devoid of capillaiies.

The first nephridium lies in segment vii.

The cerebral ganglion is large and bilobed, deeply indented in

front and behind. The ventral nerve-cord has an irregular

lobulated outline, ganglia not being clearly distinguishable.

Text-figure 2.

Genital region of Nais pectinafa vav. iiueqiialis. Ad'., atrium; cj.d., ejaculatory

duct
;
/cm./., female funnel; ov., ovum; om-., ovisac ;

scj). 4/5,5/6, and

(3/7, tlie septa between segments iv. and v., v. and vi., and vi. and vii.;

s.f., seminal funnel; sp.s., sperm-sac; spth., spermatlieca ; v.def., vas

deferens; ij., yolk
; $, male aperture. X ca. 120.

Text-tigs. 2 and 3 are semidiagrammatic, and are compiled from several

successive vertical sections.

Genitcd Organs (text-fig. 2).—As usual in the Naididse, the

gonads appear first, and disappear entirely before the rest of the

genital apparatus has reached its full development.

The testes are .a pair of ovoid bodies attached to the posterior

face of septum 4/5. The ovaries are similar in appearance in the

living specimen, but smaller
;
they arise from the posterior face

of septum 5/G.

The seminal vesicle is formed soon after the appearance of the

gonads, as a backward bulging of septum 5/6, which later on,
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when distended with the male products, may reach as far back as

segment xii. The vas deferens, one on eacli side, is a short tube
with only a single bend ; in diameter it is 15 jji, except where it

joins the atrium, wdiere it is only 9 /x
; it has a uniform lining

of cubical ej^ithelial cells. It passes vertically downwards from
the funnel on the posterior face of septum 5/ti, and then after a

slight bend enters the atrium on its anterior aspect close to the

origin of the ejaculatory duct.

The neck of the male funnel lies in the mouth of the sperm-
sac (seminal vesicle). The funnels fill up the mouth of the sac,

and are directed upwards and l)ackwards just within it
;
they

meet each other in the middle line above the gut by their inner

margins, and their outer surfaces are fused with the contiguous

part of the wall of the sac. Tliey are cup-shaped, with everted

lips, and are lined by columnar ciliated cells with prominent oval

nuclei at the base. The greatest diameter of the funnel is

about 45 ft.

The atria are ovoid chambers with their long axes vertical,

lying one on each side of the seminal vesicle in segment vi. Each
is 80-90 )w, in height and 45-50 yu, in breadth, and is lined by an
epithelium of cubical cells with indistinct outlines and con-

spicuous nuclei ; outside the epithelium is a thin coat of circular

muscular fibres, outside which again the peritoneum is indicated

by a few scattered nuclei. The lumen may contain spermatozoa

or only a little coagulum_. The ejaculatory duct is short,

about 30 fi ; its epithelium consists of closely packed columnar
cells with large peripherally situated nuclei ; it has a fairly thick

investment of circular muscular fibi'es. The duct may be in-

vag'inated into the base of the atrial cavity ; it opens to the

exterior in the depth of a short tubular depression of the ventral

body-wall, about 15 /x in length, which is narrower at the surface,

a,nd broader above, where it receives the duct. There are no
" prostatic" cells in connection with vas deferens or atrium.

A thick band of muscle-fibres runs vertically upwards from the

ventral body-w^all, lying internal to the atrium and supporting

the setal sac containing the penial seta^.

The ovisac, formed by the backward bulging of septum 6/7,

surrounds the sperm-sac which lies within it. It may reach back

to segment x,vi.
; it contains a large mass of yolk granules, which

stain faintly with eosine ; and in its hinder part a number of

ova. The septa of the several segments behind the seventh

retain a transverse position betw^een the body-wall and the ovi-

sac, fusing closely with the peiiphery of the latter. Large
blood-vessels are seen closely applied to the sperm-sac and inner

face of the ovisac.

The female funnels are attached to the anterior face of septum
6/7 near the ventral j^ai-ietes ; the cells lining it are small, and
appear to be modifiecl peritoneal cells containing little else than
nuclei. In one specimen the funnels were seen to open on the

ventral surface at about the level of septum 6/7. They are seen

0
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only in specimens which have reached full sexual maturity, and
considering the large size of the ova seem to be too minute to be

of any functional importance.

The spermathecae occupy segment v., and their openings lie at

the anterior edge of the clitellum immediately behind septum 4/5.

The ampulla attains a maximum height of 105 ji ; its posterior

surface lies near the mouth of the sperm-sac, while in front it

may push forwards septum 4/5 so as to encroach on segment iv.

The ampullae when distended are ovoid, and meet and press on
each other in the middle line above the alimentary tube. The
epithelium is low and flat, except near the duct where the cells

are fairly high and cubical. There is a thin layer of circular

muscular fibres, and a few peritoneal cells on the outside. The
spermathecal duct arises anteriorly instead of from the middle

of the base of the ampulla; it is sliglitly oblique in position,

cylindrical, about 45 /x in length ; its lining consists of closely

packed columnar cells with nuclei peripheral, and a fairly thick

coat of circular muscular fibres surrounds this epithelium.

The clitellum covers more than half of segment v., and all vi.,

vii., and viii. ; to the naked eye it is opaque white. The cells

are four times as high as the ordinary surface epithelium, are

vacuolated, and when fully developed lose their distiuctness of

outline. The clitellum is absent from the regions of the body-

w^all between the spermathecal poi-es and the male apertures.

The alimentary canal undergoes great degeneration in the

sexually mature worm. Though known in Dero limosa and
Hcemonais laurentii, the phenomenon has not so far been observed

in the genus N'ais. In advanced stages of maturity the mouth
becomes closed ; the buccal cavity and anterior pait of the

pharynx lose their lumen and become reduced in size ; the phai-yn-

geal cells lose their distinctness of outline, and those of the

ventral wall are reduced in size, low and cubical. Behind the

piiarynx the gut is continued as a narrow band without a lumen
as far as segment xii. ; the cells lose their regular epithelial

arrangement, and the solid cord is, seen in section, smaller than,

or sometimes about the same size as, the ventral nerve-cord
;

there may be small spaces here and there, filled with fluid ; there

are large blood-vessels around it, in close contact with it.

Behind the sperm-sac there are small cavities in the solid cord of

disintegrating cells ; but after segment xvii. the intestine, though
still na)"rower than in the normal worm, retains its proper form,

and is lined with columnar cells surrounded by chloragogen

cells ; the lumen is either empty or contains some granular

matter. Although the gut is thus degenerating in the anterior

part of the body, the nephridia are normal, the blood-vessels are

larger than usual, and the same is the case with the cei-ebral

ganglion ; the specimens manifested the characteristic w^riggling

movements, and were thus in no way pathological.

When such specimens were kept under observation for three

days, their anteiior poi-tions, containing the genital organs,
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separated off as a sort of cocoon, while the hinder part of the

animal lived for some time, hut was nnahle to regenerate and
ultimately died. It appears, then, that death ensues after the

full attainment of the sexual phase, and the cocoon is probably

the whole anterior region of the worm which has been separated

.off.

Branchiodrilus hortensis Stephenson.

Many examples of this species were collected during the last

two weeks of Octol)er and the first two weeks of November, from
the mud at the bottom of a pond at Sikandra ; and of these

nine were found to possess fully developed sexual organs (text-

fig. 3).

Text-figure 3.

Ginnttil region of BraiicJn'odrilns hortensis. The atria lie one on each side of the

sperm-sac, and the vas deferens is seen running internal to the atrium of

its side ; the funnel lies far behind in the sperm-sac. Pr., prostate ; the

remaining letters as before. X ca. 125.

The clitellum occupies segments v.-viii. ; it is opaque white in

the living animal. It is about "05 mm. thick; the cells have a

coarse reticular structure, the meshes of the network being clear

spaces ; the nuclei are indistinct. The clitellum is absent

between the spermathecal openings an<l on the ventral surface in

the anterior portion of segment v. It is formed after all the

other sexual organs have been developed.

The testes had disappeared in all the specimens examined.

The sperm-sac may reach as far ])ack as segment xix. or xx.,

in two cases to xxvi.
;
usually it extended to xviii.

The male funnels are within the sperm-sac, some distance

behind its mouth, and here they nearly till up the available space.

Their lips are everted, and their outer margin is attached to the

wall of the sperm-sac. The width of the funnel is 90 /x ; its cells

are high and ciliated, with nuclei at their base. The cells and
cilia of the upper lip seem to be taller than those of the lower.

The vas deferens is 30 in diameter ; it is a fairly long tube,

about '2 mm. in length, and consists of two parts, a posterior
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loiigitndiiial nnd an anterior Msceiidiiig portion. 'The longi-

tudinal portion passes forwai'ds from the fnnoel, and is abont

105 ft in length ; its last pai't lies over the npper wall of the

spernj-sac. The tube then bends upwards ; the vertical ascending

portion, ahont 90 jj. in length, lies just behind septum 5/6. In a,

few specimens the longitudinal portion formed a distinct curve

towards the ventral bod^^-wa.ll before rising to })e continued into

the ascending portion. The cells lining the vas deferens are

about half as high as those of the funnel, ha.A^e oval nuclei at the

base, and are w^ithout distinct cell-outlines ; there is a thin

covering of muscle-fibres outside the epithelium. The tube

enters the atrium on its anterior face much above the middle
;

the ascending part of the duct as it opens into the atrium is

surrounded by a thick coat of muscle- fibres, continued onto it

from the muscular covering of the atrium ; the change from the

cubical cells of the duct to the columnar cells of the atrium

is sudden.

A bundle of muscle-fibres directed upwards from the ventral

body-wall is attached to the ascending portion ; and a few fibres

connect it above to the dorsal body-wall behind septum 5/6.

The atrium is a large pear-shaped body, taking up nearly the

whole length of its segment, 230-240 in height and about

190 /X in length antero-posteriorly ; in only one specimen were
spermatozoa seen in its interior. The epithelium is columnar,

the cells 18/x by 15 fx, with oval nuclei lying at tlie base ; outside

the epithelium is a thick coat of circular muscular fibres.

Tlie ejaculatory duct, about 78 ^ in length, opens at the top of

a tubular depression of the ventral bod)—wall about 42 /x in depth,

and is capable of being everted, when it projects slightly as a.

short pseudo-penis. The epithelium of the duct consists of

columnar cells w^ith elongated nuclei, and lias a thick investment

of muscle-fibres.

The "prostate'" consists of a large mass of pear-shaped cells

around the ejaculatory duct ; the cells contain granular pro-

toplasm and a large oval or rounded nucleus near the base.

A. few muscle-fibres surround and enter the mass of cells from
the ventral body-wall. There are a few l)lood- vessels around the

atrium and prostatic cells. 'J'wo bands of muscle-fibres, arising

from the setal sac, are attached to the atrium behind. The male

opening lies internal to and at the level of the ventral settle about

the middle of segment vi.

The ovisac, formed by the backward bulging of septum 6/7,

and, as usual, enveloping the sperm-sac, is filled with a large

mass of spherical and elliptical yolk granules about 7-15 /a in

diameter. The ova are faiily large, and lie in tw^o or three

masses.

The female funnel, about 45 in height, lies over the lower

portion of septum 6/7 near the ventral parietes in segment vi.

No female opening was seen.

The large spermathecre occupy the fifth segment. The ampulla
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is soiiiewliat lieart-sliaped, or o\ oid and notched Ijeiow wliere the

duct arises. Its size varies somewliat : in height it may be from
'207 t<) 270 /Lf, its length antero-posteriorly rather greater and its

width rather less. The ampnlhie are filled with spermatozoa, and
are so large as nearly to fill up the wl)ole segment, the remaining
organs occupying only a small space below tlieir contiguous inner

walls. The part of the ampulla anterior to the duct is somewhat
bulged downwards, and is lined with columnar cells ; the part of

the wall behind the duct is lined with cubical cells, which
gradually decrease in heiglit as they pass upwards on the posterior

wall ; the rest of the ampulla is lined by a very thin epithelium

of attenuated cells whose outline is quite indistinct. Outside

the epithelium there is a thin coat of circular muscular fibres

—

the only part of the wall visible o\er a, large portion, on account

of the thinness of the epithelium. The spermathecal duct leaves

the ampulla below, nearer its anterior wall, and is about 130-140 fx

in height, including the depression of the body-wall where it

opens to the exterior. The duct is narrow above and below, but
somewhat swollen in the middle ; its epithelium consists of

narrow columnar cells having elongated nuclei. There is a thick

covering of muscle-fibres outside the epithelium. The sper-

mathecal opening lies internal to and at the level of the ventral

setfip of the fifth segment, some distance behind septum 4/5.

The penial set?e are the modified venti-al, seta) of segment vi.

They are two or three in a bundle, somewhat hooked at the

distal end, which is not bifid. In length they are about 132 ^ ;

the shaft consists of a distal narrow portion about 36 ^ long, and
a proximal stouter part 96 /j long ; there is no distinct nodulus,

l)ut the distal narrow portion is bent outwards and thus not in a
straight line with the proximal segment (text-fig. 1).
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29. Observations oh the Flight of Flying-Fishes.
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(Text-figures 1 & 2.)

A point hitherto overlooked in the study of tlie flight of flying-

fishes is that the air is suita])le for their flight to very different

degrees on different occasions. In this respect tlieir flight

reseml)les that of soaring birds. This statement may be illus-

trated ])y the following examples.

1. Flight under imsnitahle atmospheric conditions.

On the 1st June, 1920, at about a quarter of an hour after

sunset, the ship on which I was travelling across the Arabian
Sea was disturbing groups of small flying-fishes at the rate of one

or two groups per minute. The surface of the sea was either

glassy or disturbed by ripples too small to be easily visible.

Each fish, on emerging, jumped out of the water so far that,

while the body was supported on the outstretched " wings," the

end of the tail was still immersed. This organ was thereupon
wagged vigorously from side to side, as is usual wlien starting,

tlins forming a trail of ripples in tlie water. After proceeding

thus for the unusually long distance of four or five metres, the fish

raised its tail from the water and began to glide. The length of

the glide made by each fish was, at first, about a metre. Within
a few minutes a change was observed. The fishes of each group
disturbed by the ship made shorter and shorter glides, until at

length each fish fell into the water immediately it ceased to move
its tail.

One fish flapped its wings at starting, but made no bettei- glide

than the others.

About half an hour previously, in sunshine, the ship had also

been disturbing small flying-fishes, which had flown for such
distances as are usual. Just before sunset the first symptoms of

lessened suitability of the air for their flight were observed. The
fishes began to show^ lateral instability. It may be noted that
both vultures and flying-fishes are more apt to show lateral

instability late in the afternoon than at other times of the day.

The stage of lateral instability shown by the flying-fishes soon
passed off and was replaced by one in wliich the course of each
fish, instead of being a horizontal straight line, was undulating.
Each fish showed two or three alternations of gain and loss of

height before falling into the water. This condition soon
changed to that first described.

* Communicated by C. Tate Regan, F.R.S., F.Z.S.
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111 view of these gradual changes in the perfoniia.nces of tlie

fishes, tliere seems to l)e no room for doubt tliat tliej wished to

get away from the neighbourhood of the ship, ])y air and as

quickly as possible, throughout, and tli;it the air was getting

progressively less and less fitted for their flight.

On the other hand, it has Ijeen observed by iiie on many
occasions that the air remains suitable for the gliding flight of

%ing-fishes after sunset if wind is present.

2. Flight under fidhj favourable atmosijlieric conditions.

During the same voyage, in sunshine and in the presence of a

light wind, flying-fishes were seen by me to fly at a uniform
height above the water till they were out of siglit= This was
noted on two or three occasions. On a. previous voyage I had
seen a flight till out of sight under cloud in a monsoon wind. A
binocular was used for these observations. Usually the longer

flights appear to be between 200 and 400 metres in length. In a

flight of this kind the following phenomena may be noticed :

—

The fore wings (pectoral fins) are usually in the " flat " position,

i. e. extended in the horizontal plane. (Sometimes the wings are

slightly inclined upwards. In this case the outer part of the

wing is at a higher level than its base. This may be called the
" up " position. Rarely the wings are inclined very slightly

downwards. Tliis may be described as the " down " position.

This latter disposition, which I was only able to see distinctly on
my recent voyage, is probably that used for flight at highest

speed, as in slow-speed flight the wings are inclined upwards to a

strong degree.

Thus in respect of its wing-disposition the flying-fish resembles

the soaring vulture, for vultures have their wings in the " up "

position for slow-speed flight and use the " flat " wing disposition

for flight at high speed. A further resemblance is indicated by
the following very unexpected observation :

—

If the flying-fish is very carefully observed the extreme wing-
tips, foi' neaily an inch of their length, may be seen to be bent

up forming an angle of perhaps 45 degrees with the rest of tlie

wing. If the sun is not far above tlie horizon, and if the fish is

travelling away from the observer in a southerly (presumably also

in a northerly) direction, then the wing-tip furthest from the sun
appears thicker than the other. This appearance has been seen

by me quite clearly and definitely in flying-fishes of two diflerent

species. The appearance seems to be due to the upturned wing-

tip being bent round so that it has a negative angle of incidence

and hence, when the sun is low, the underside of one wing-tip is

seen in shadow. When the sun gets higher the visibility of each

wing-tip is reinforced by shadow in this way. But, at best, the

upturned wing-tip is by no means easy to see.

The bent-up wing-tips show no appearance of vibration. They
appear as if held in their position by a steady force, As I have
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stated elsewliere (' Animal Flight,' Uifie and Sons, 1914), the wing-

tips of vultures in liorizoiital soaring flight show tlie terminal

quills bent up as though they w^ere under the influence of a

steady force acting from below and behind.

As the fish is emerging from the water an interesting appear-

ance may sometimes be seen. The length of the trail (made by

lateral movement of the tail) is generally less than a metre and a

half. It may be only half a metre. At the end of the trail in

Text-figure 1.

Flying-fisli starting:, sliowiug- trail of ripples made l)y movement of tail.

Wings*iip and tail down as in slow-speed flight.

a few observations the fish appeared to make a sudden jump out
of the water, gaining height thereby to the extent of four or

five inches. Had this appearance of a jump been due to an extra

strong sti^oke by the tail, one would have expected to liave seen
an extra large ripple in the water. ISTothing of the kind was
obser\ed. On other occasions, when the jnmj) was not seen and,
I l)elieve, did not occur, the trail was observed to get fainter

towards its end (text-fig. 1).
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3. Hpeed offlight offlyingfishes.

During my recent voyage a fljang-fisli was seen flying on a

course parallel with the ship and at the same apparent speed.

During eight seconds, timed with a stop-watch, it remained fixed

in position relatively to the ship. The latter was travelling-

through the water at 15| knots or 7J metres per second. The
direction of the real wind was learnt by noting the movement of

the waves, that of the apparent wind by the position of the line

of smoke from the funnel. From these data it was calculated

that the velocity of the w^ind was 4 metres per second and that of

the flying- fish thi-ough the air was 10 metres per second. This
estimate involves the assumption that the wind-velocity was the

same near water-level as at the level of the top of the funnel.

A similar observation on another flying-fish gave an identical

result. Later in the day the wind decreased, and then flying-

fishes travelling on the same course as the ship were seen to move
distinctly faster than the latter.

These flying-fishes were all gliding with tails hanging down and
wings " up." That is to say they were in slow-speed flight. In
' Animal Flight ' reasons have been brought forward for believing

that, when in high-speed flight (wrings flat and tail up on a level

with the body), flying-fishes may attain speeds of more than 20
metres per second.

Flapping sometimes occurs at starting, especially in the

presence of wind and in the colder months of the year. The
above- described observations of the position of the wing-tips, and
also the sharp-cut appearance of the wings in species whose
wings are opaque, definitely prove that flapping does not occur

when once the fish is well under way. Hence flapping cannot

be invoked as an explanation of the speed maintained during

flight.

Sometimes—when it may be supposed that the air is not fully

suitable for flight, or perhaps if the fish is exceptionally frightened

by the ship— during its flight the fish lowers its tail into the water

at intervals of about two seconds and Avags it to and fro for a

fraction of a second with a resulting increase of speed.

4. Comparison with the speeds attained by vidtiires

in horizontal soaring flight.

That the speed of flight of flying-fishes is similar to that of

soaring vultures wiien in horizontal flight is show^n by the

following figures :—

-

During April 1920, I made several measurements, in Agra, of

the apparent speed of vultures w^ith the help of a Souchiev

telemetre by the method described by me in ' Animal Flight.'

Information as to the velocity of the wind in which the vultures

were gliding was obtained from measurements made with the help

of Ijalloons sent up b}^ Mr. J. II. Field (to whom I owe my thanks)
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from the Agra Aerological Laboratory. The balloons were sent

up at the time I w^as making my measurements. On one day
seven balloons were let oft' while I was observing. From data

thus obtained, it was possible to deduce the speed of the vultures

through the air.

Another set of measurements were made by me during the

hrst eiglit months of the year 1915. In these cases, however,

the balloons had been liberated four or five hours before my ob-

servations were made. An error is thus introduced into the

calculations which, it may be noted, is likely to l)e less on days
of light wind than in stronger winds.

The results of these two sets of observations agree in indicating

that vultures soar at higher speeds in stronger winds. The mean
speeils calculated from my data are as follows :

—

Observations made in

April January to

1920. August 1915.

Vel(jcities of wind, in which Mean speed of vultures, in

the vultures were flying", metres per second.

in metres per second.

0-3 11-G 11-7

4-6 11-8 14-1

7-9 15-0 17-2

10-20 20-0 17-7

The above figures are based on 122 observ^ations made in

April 1920 and (5915 observations made in 1915.

Reasons have been adduced by me for believing that the

vultures on which the above measurements were made, were, as

they appeared to be, actually in horizontal flight and that their

speed, which they can maintain indefinitely, cannot be explained

by loss of height. An additional reason may here be mentioned
for this belief. It is that if a vulture glides, in soarable air, with
even a small loss of height, its speed will very greatly inci-ease

beyond the above figures. For instance, in April last a measure-
ment was made of a speed of 42 metres per second in a vulture

flying nearly with the wind. The wind had a velocity of only

2^ metres per second at the height at which the vulture was
flying. Hence the speed of the bird through the air must have
been abont 40|J metres per second. As this speed was exceptional

and as the l)ird was travelling in the direction of a place where
vultures frequently settle, it was assumed that it ^\ as gliding with
loss of height, though no loss of height was seen, and it was not
included in the calculation of the mean speeds above given.

If vultures in soaring flight attain velocities of ten to twenty
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metres per Ksecond and if their velocities tend to increase as soon
as they begin to glide downwards, it is obvious that they must
possess some means of checking speed. Otlierwise they woidd be
unable to land without accident. In ' Animal Flight ' two methods
of checking speed, one used for high-speed flight, the other used
for low-speed flight, have been described. Two analogous methods,
for slow and fast speed respectively, employed by flying-fishes

have now to be described.

5. Method of checking speed in high-speed flight.

This method, which depends on changes of position of the hind
wings (pelvic fins), has only been followed by me in species whose
wings are coloured. It would be quite beyond my powers of

observation to see the adjustment in those species whose wings
are more or less transparent. Of the species that have yielded

most opportunities for these observations may be mentioned one
with black hind wings and another whose hind wings have a

chocolate-brown colour. The observations about to be described

are very difficult to make, and the following account is, to some
extent, compiled from glimpses of parts of the adjustment seen

on difi'erent occasions.

The flying-fish starts its flight with the hind wings directed

outwards aiul backwards and extended in the horizontal plane.

At some distance, perhaps 50 metres, from the end of its flight, it

may be seen suddenly to lower its hind wings (pelvic fins) so that

they point nearly vertically downwards. On my recent voyage,

when using a binoculai- of magnification 10, it appeared to me
that, when the hind wings ai-e in the down position, their plane

is parallel to the direction of flight. In this position the leading-

edge only of the hind wing would offer direct resistance to speed

ahead. But on a voyage in 1914, when I was using an Aitchison

binocular of the very unusual magnification 25, on two occasions

the hind wings, when in the down position, appeared to me to be

slightly rotated round their long axis so that their hind margins
approftched each other. On one of these occasions, during part

of the flight, one hind wing was less visible than the other.

This was probably due to its having been seen end on. When
the fish changed its course so that it was tra.velling directly

away from me the two hind wings became equally visible. With
the hind wings thus disposed it is obvious that the air passing

between them must be, so to speak, entering a funnel, and therefore

much resistance would be offered to speed ahead. It is probable

that these two dispositions of the hind wings are used successively,

for, within about a. second of tlie end of the flight, the two hind

wings are suddenly rotated through nearly a, right angle I'ound

theii- long axes. Tlie result of this ma,n(ruvre is that the plane

of the hind wings ac(]uires a. position a,t right angles to the

direction of flight. In the first down position the hind wings are

not fully expanded. In the last position they are expanded to
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their greatest extent, thus offering the inaximum resistance to

speed ahead. On one occasion the adjacent edges of the two
hind wings appeared to me to overlap. Ahnost or quite simul-

taneonsly witli the full rotation of the hind wings, the tail is

lowered and the fore wings are placed in the op position. The
tail then touches the water, and the fish falls in with practically

no splash.

Text-figure 2.

A, Flying-fish in low-speed flight.

B. Hind wings advanced at end of flight.

In monsoon winds the fish may place its hind wings in the

down position and even rotate them almost from the commence-
ment of its flight. If this is done no high apparent speed is

attained even in cases in which the fish is travelling at right

angles to the wind.

Much practice in observing flying-fishes was needed by me
before it was possible to see these adjustments of the hind
wings. On my last voyage, in June 1920, I was able to see

clearly the full rotation of the hind wings in flying-fishes of three

different species.

6. Method of checking speed in sloio-speed flight.

If the flying-fish is making a flight at slow speed, as happens
more frequent!}^ in the colder than in the hotter months of the

year, and as happens usually in the absence of wind, an entirely

different means of checking speed is employed and one which is

much more easy to observe.

During slow flight the fore wings are strongly inclined up and
the tail hangs down. The hind wings, as in high-speed flight,

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1920, No. XXXII. ^

32
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are directed outwards and backwards. Towards the end of the

jiight the hind wings are somewhat suddenly advanced (text-fig. 2).

They still remain extended in the horizontal plane. The effect of

this movement is to bring the lift of the wings as a whole further

forward in respect of the centre of gravity. The fish consequently

rotates round its transverse axis. It is a rotation upwards,

i. e. the head goes up, the tail down. The angle of incidence of

the fore wings is consequently increased to such an extent that

their plane assumes a large angle with the direction of flight.

Consequently they present great resistance to speed ahead. The
speed rapidly decreases and the fish drops. The tail is the first

part to be immersed, and tlie animal falls in witli a, very small

amount of splash.

7. Termination ofJiight without checking speed.

A species of flying-fish is known to me which is of small size

and w^hich generally appears in groups of eight or ten individuals.

They do not, as a rule at least, fly either so far or apparently so

fast as individuals of other species that have come under my
notice. Their flight also differs in two other respects. First,

they usually fly in a, straight line and do not follow the water-

surface as is genei-ally the habit with other species. Secondly,

at the end of their flight they steer dow^nwards by retiring the

wings through an angle of about forty-five degrees. They then
plunge head foremost into the water without any visible attempt
to check their speed.

It is possible that this species is identical with Exocmtus evolans.

This is the name of a species, or of a group of closely allied

species, which differ from other flying-fishes in that their pelvic

fins are small and placed far forward. Hence these fins are

unfitted to function either for cliecking speed or for steering in

the vertical plane.

It is probable that the frequent shortness of the flights of

flying-fishes is often involuntary. My observations indicate that

flying-fishes sometimes behave as if they had made a mistaken
estimate of the suitability of the air for their flight. On one
occasion I noticed that they were starting with their wings
disposed for slow-speed flight, that they immediately changed over

to the high speed disposition and then, at once, fell into the

water with a splash. On my recent voyage I noted, on one
occasion, that flying-fishes were starting with tails up (^. e. as in

high-speed flight). They then, either at once fell into the water
or lowwed their tails and flew on. On other occasions when
groups of small individuals emerged they all at once fell in with
splashing or, in some cases, while the rest splashed in, one or two
got away and made flights of normal length,
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1. Introduction.

During three years of breeding pure and hybrid silkworms

{Philosamia), I have been increasingly impressed by the apparent

reasonableness of what would be regarded as fluctuating varieties
;

and by reasonableness, I mean a genetic relation between the

variations of the parents and those of the offspring. To under-

stand such variations, what appears to be needed is a large

number of exhaustive studies of normally occurring varieties in

animals untouched by Man. Insects present a large number of

variations, but little or nothing is known of their inheritance.

The Japanese have made extensive studies of silkworms (largely

domesticated), and in America, Roswell Johnson (13) has made a

wide study of Hippodamia, as a result of which he has been able

to make the following important statement (13):
—"Every variety

or noticeable variation of HippodciDiia that has been tested is

inheritable in some degree." Miriam Palmer (21, 21a) has also

made successful studies of the American varieties of Adalia and
other Coccinellids. Meissner (19, 20) and Schroder (23), in

Germany, have made a small number of breeding experiments

with some of the varieties of Adalia bipunctata.

Work of this kind would have the added advantage that in

some cases the sciences of genetics and classification would be

able to go hand in hand, instead of, as is too usual, being mere
bowing acquaintances.

Adalia is highly suitable for work of this character, as there

* Communicated bv E. Green, F.Z..S., P.E.S.

32*
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are many easily procurable varieties, which, as far as is known,
are not regional.

Palmer (21) worked for some time at Adcdia, but she liad only

a few varieties to deal with, as in America there occurs only the
" type" and three varieties, whilst in Europe there are more than

twenty-six named varieties. It would be impossible to get as

quick results here as in America, as two generations per annum
are the most one can obtain in England under natural conditions,

whereas Palmer succeeded in obtaining four and five during the

long American summer. Our erratic climate also makes the

food-supply (aphides) more uncertain tlian under more stable

climatic conditions.

Coccinellids have been extensively studied in the United States,

as they are there recognised to be of considerable economic
importance ; but in England there has been little careful study

of their habits, their distribution, or the genetical and possibly

regional relations of the varieties which are so numerous in some
of the species. Donisthorpe (6) lins published the only complete

history of any species, Coccinella distincta. The following obser-

vations were made in the course of genetical experiments which
are still in progress.

The varieties of Adalia have been determined chiefly by
Meissnei- and Schroder, who based their determination principally

upon the variations in the colour of tlie elytra, but neglected the

very considerable variations of the thorax. Schroder believes

that the varieties from pure red elytra at the one extreme to pure
black at the other a,re modifications of a scheme of seven spots

and a scutellar mark. This is an interesting matter of specu-

lation, but we do know that in Europe there are two principal

forms : (1 ) " type," in which the elytra are a reddish brown
with an approximately round black spot in the middle of each

elytron ; and (2) a black form with either two or three red spots

in each elytron : when two are present, an upper lateral and a

mid-dorsal, the variety is known as var. maculata ; when three

are present, an anal red spot being added to the above two, the

variety is named i^-pustidata. All other varieties, none of which
occur in large numbers, can probably be grouped about these two
main forms.

The Red varieties are generally acknowledged to be commoner
than the Black, though very few accurate statistics have been
recorded. Meissner found 35*2 per cent. Black in Summerfeld
and 42*3 in Potsdam. In Staffordshire and Warwickshire I

found 29 per cent. Black in 1918, 25 per cent, in 1919. In 1920

I found 2*75 per cent. Black at Crouch Hill, London, N., 42*7 per

cent. Black on hops at Bishop's Frome, Herefordshire, 11 '7 per

cent, at Enville, Staffordshire, and, very much to my surprise,

78"5 per cent. Black in the Edgbaston district of Birmingham.
Further observations will show whether localities are characterised

by certain varieties or whether the prevalent varieties vary from
time to time, If the varieties reniain tlie same, will it mean tliat
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there is little oi- no migration, that hibernation takes place

locally, and that the varieties breed true ? Or, does the particular

environment allow only certain varieties to survive ?

Two, possibly four, factors have to be considered in a genetic

study of the Black and Red forms :

—

1. Pattern : that is, the shape and distribution of the spots.

2. Colour: (a) black, which is the same in both " type " and
black varieties

;

{b) red, which, contrary to accepted opinion, I believe

different in the lied and Black forms.

3. 8ize : there is great range in size in the Coccinellida3, which
Johnson believes is chiefly adaptational, but the mean size

of the varieties under consideration is different, and perhaps
constitutes a definite character.

4. There may be a physiological factor in the reaction of these

varieties to heat.

Microscopical examination by transmitted light sIjows that the

reddish colour in both varieties is due to a clear yellow, to which
brownish-i'ed, semi-transparent particles ai-e added in the Red
form and red-brown and carmine in the Black variety.

There is probably a physiological factor to account for the

seasonal appearances of the two forms, in England the Black
usually appearing later and disappearing earlier than tlie Red.
I have also observed that when the breeding-boxes were over-

heated, the Black could live at a higher temperature than
the Red.

2. 77ie Food and Feedinrj of Adalia bipunctata.

There is considerable difficulty in feeding Adcdia with its food,

living aphis. The occurrence of aphis is very erratic, being much
affected by sudden climatic changes, such as cold, wind, and heavy
rains. At times they disappear inexplicably.

Adalia will eat many but not all species of aphis. ]^uring two
years' breeding I have found three species which are not accept-

able :—(1) Aphis ritmicis, the black bean aphis wiiich is found on
broad beans in early summer. The young of this species are

eaten to a small extent, but the large only under stress of circum-

stances. One may continually find a bean-row black with this

destructive aphid, but very few lady-birds upon them when, on
a bed of nettles a, few j^ards away, can be found large numbers
of Coccinellidse

—

0. septempitnctaia, C. variabilis, A. bipunctata,

Ilalyzia \^-guttata, H. ^l-pnnctaia, and H. li-jmnctata,—even
when the aphids are not obviously numerous. (2) A. bluish-green

aphis {MacrosipJiuia aconitnm, (Van der Goot)), which I have
found only on Monk&lioo<l. This has never been eaten by Adalia.

Johnson says "several of the highly-coloured aphis cannot be suc-

cessfully fed to Coccinellids." (3) f{i/alopterus primi : this aphis
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has a grey-green mealy exudation, which fills the stomata of the

larvae and so kills them. When a Victoria plum was covered with
this aphis, no larvae or imagines were ever fonnd among them,
and very few larvae of the Hover- fly, w-hich is probably an even
more prolific eater of aphis than the Coccinellidae.

The presence of large numbers of Coccinellidse on the Stinging-

Nettle may be due to the fact that these insects are not univer-

sally carnivorous. C. septemjmnctata certainly eats the abundant
pollen and possibly other products of this plant. Donisthorpe
found that C. distincta ate the honey supplied to aiits, and I

have found C. septempiinctata eat the exudation from bean plauts

and Jerusalem artichokes in the autumn. IXiring the summer
I have observed A. hipunctata apparently eating the juice of rasp-

berries and split plums.

The Adalia larvae in the first two instars liave to be fed with
minute aphis, as, although sufficiently pugnacious to attack large

aphis, the latter can easily sliake them off.

Any species of aphis were used in 1918, but in 1919 practically

two species only —in early anmmQv xiphis pruui Fab., which attacks

da.mson-trees ; and for the remainder of the year Aphis fagi,

which lives only on the beech. Although the latter is slightly

woolly when full grown, -it is in the earlier stages veiy acceptable

to bipicnctaia. The copper-beech is attacked more frequently

than the green beech, and on the former numbers of hipunctata

are to be found all the summer. The supply of beech aphis has

the advantage of being fairly constant, as the leaves and branches

are so flat and so close together that it takes a great deal of cold

and rain to clean the aphis ofl' the tree. The flat leaves, which
do not wither readily, are very suitable in boxes. The aphis of

the rose {iSiphonora rosa') and of the nettle {Aphis urticia) both

die quickly in boxes, presumably owing to the wilting of the thin

leaves of the food-plants.

In August 1920, after a variety of experiments, I found that

the adults will eagerly eat pounded dates, upon which they can

live for months. The newly hatched larvae cannot use this food

at all, but I succeeded in bringing one larva from the second

instar to the perfect insect on dates alone, the imago being of

average size. Most of the older larvae Jvept alive on this diet for

some time, but did not giwv much and ultimately died.

I have obtained the best results by feeding in closed boxes.

The boxes must be opened every day, not only to introduce fresh

food but also fresh air, which is of paramount importance to this

species. Great care has also to be taken to remove all mouldy
leaves. A mould (probably Gladosporium aphidis Jhlim) quickly

grows on the honey-dew produced by the aphis, especially that

found on beech and sycamore leaves. This mould fatally attacks

the larvae. It first appears on the thorax, but its method of

producing death is undetermined.

The main difiiculty of rearing is the cannibalistic habit of not

only A. hipunotata^ but also C. septempiinctata, C. variabilis, and

H. \4:-2)nnctata. The larvae eat eggs and one another in either
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the Jarval or pupal stages. Tliis phenomenon is not clue to con-

finement or lack of foorl. as it takes place in the presence of

abundant food and in normal natural conditions. One can easily

watch what appears to be a form of Ooccinellid degeneiacy among
the larvjB wliich frequent red and black currant bushes. I have
seen adult bipunctata and septempunctata eat their own eggs in

boxes and on the trunks of trees, but never eat either larvae or

pupfe. This habit was also observed (6) in C. distincta in con-

tinement. Palmer has, however, observed the imagines eating

larva? when there was no other food in the cao'es. On oneo
occasion I watched a hipunctaia eat tlie abdomen of a small fly

caught in a spider's web. After a period of experimental star-

vation, two Adalia bipunctata feasted upon a small weak relation.

Cannibalism has also been noticed by Palmer, Johnson, Burgess,

etc.

On hatching, the almost colourless larvae remain clinging to the

empty egg-sliells, part (never all) of which forms their first meal.

They next fall upon one another. This same early habit of

cannibalism also occurs in Epdachna (27), the vegetarian Lady-
bird. If by cha.nce an egg lags behind the others, it never
hatches, for it is eaten by a lai-va which was born a little earlier.

The larvae remain on the egg-mass until fully coloured, and then
suddenly and simultaneously disperse. Approximately a quarter

of the larvse are eaten before this dispersal.

During the first instar there is great mortality, partly owing
to lack of sufiiciently small apliis and partly to cannibalism. The
young larvfc do best in small boxes, as they seem inca])able of

wandering far at this stage to find food, which, I believe, is

chiefly obtained by good luck and persistent wandering. As
early as possible the larva? were isolated in separate boxes, but I

was inclined to think cannibalism in the early stages a physio-

logically highly suitable diet, and, with this in view, I fed the

bipuRctata with small larvje of other S[)ecies. This practice was

not, however, always successful, as sometimes the eater became
the eaten. Partially successful attempts were made to feed the

larvfe on cooked and raw hen's egg. Ooccinellid eggs were
always eaten when put in the boxes, but this is not a suitable

proceeding in the early instars, as an odd egg may escape and
liatch. During 1918, 21 of 22 families were reduced to one, as

the full significance of cannibalism was not then recognised.

It is interesting to consider the intermittent competition

between larvre of the same batch of eggs. It is not the larva

which first starts in the race which necessarily first reaches the

winning-post. It may be the first to reach the end of the first

instar, but during the short quiescent period which precedes

ecdysis, it becomes a defenceless prey to those who have lagged

behind. This special danger recui's at the end of each of the four

instars.

The method of attacking the pupa is always the same, the

larva beginning on the ventral side near the anal pbint of

attachment and eating its way upwards and forwards, half
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burying itself in the process. Tiie head, the thorax, antl the

tough dorsal skin are frequently left untouched.

There is, however, no special mode of attacking the aphis, and
certainly no painless method of dining. The hijmnctata catches

hold of a passing aphis and at once proceeds to devour it in spite

of its struggles, which continue far into the meal. The legs, the

wings, the head, and part of the cuticle of abdomen and thorax

are usually left. The meal may take as long as five minutes.

The mother hipunctata is not very wise in her choice of a posi-

tion for her eggs—many are laid on leaves, but also many on the

branches and trunks of trees. I have even found them on wooden
palings and on stones by the side of garden-paths. As the young
larvae cannot wander far in search of food, and as the parent is

lacking in the instinct to lay eggs where there would be an
adequate larder, the capacit}^ for eating eggs and one another may
be of considerable biological value. Indeed, knowing what we
do of aphis, one realises that it would indeed be a wise Lady-bird

that could guarantee aphis for its newly-hatched young. The
period of incubation varies from three to nine days, and in that

time the aphis might have disappeared. In May 1918 the

damson-trees were covered with aphis for three weeks ; without

any apparent change in the weather, the aphis began suddenly to

descend the tree-trunks in myriads, and at the end of two clays

hardly an aphis could be found. I have found eggs laid on the

petals of a rose, but the petals fell before the eggs hatched.

The use of cannibalism was well demonstrated in July 1920.

An isolated gooseberry-bush had every shoot attacked by aphis,

upon which large numbers of hipunctata larvae were feeding. At
the time when the larvae were beginning to pupate, a few cold

rainy days caused the aphis to completely disappear. At once

the larvfe began to attack each other and the pupae, and, finally,

themselves pupated on an entirely cannibal diet. I saw no signs

of migration from this bush on account of shortage of aphis.

Cannibalism is probably of use in preserving the race during

periods of aphis famine, as the larvse, unlike the adults, cannot

live long without food. Cannibalism is not of the same biological

use to the imago, as its power of flight gives it a large range,

and, when necessary, it can remain long periods without food.

I have starved Lady-birds for three weeks, and at the end some
of the males were capable of successful fertilization.

3. Notes on the Life-History.

a. Mating.

Mating takes place in captivity in the presence of plenty of

light, especially direct sunlight. The response to light is very

rapid. Immediately a box containing a number of Ladj^-birds is

put in the sunlight, they begin to move quickly, fly, and mate.

The same activity does not take place if the box is warmed with-

out light. Fresh air, especially moving air, is also conducive to

mating.

A. hipunctata i^hoih polyandrous and polygamous. When a
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male and female are isolated in a box, mating takes place at

intervals during a period of two to nine weeks. Copulation lasts

from half to three-quarters of an hour. It takes place when no

eggs are laid and when the egg-laying period of the female is

finished. Palmer states that the female lays fertile eggs three

weeks after fertilization. Mating takes place in Staffordshire

and Warwickshire during the whole summer, but the principal

season is May to June, with a subsidiary season from the middle

to the end of August. Probably only a very few of the newly
emerged Lady-birds breed until the following year. The insects

have been found mating on sunny days in late September, but at

that time no eggs were laid.

b. The Eggs.

Dates of

Ovipositioii

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

22. 7.

22. 7.

23. 7.

27. 7.

27. 7.

27. 7.

(7) 28. 7.

(8) 29. 7.

(9) 1. 8.

(10) 3. 8.

(11) 7. 8.

(12) 9. 8.

Table I.

Detailed Record of Family, 33 (1919).

Number of Eggs
and Colour.

16 (yellow) ")

24 (orange) ]

8 (deep orange).

8( „ „ ).

11 ( „ „ \
3 (yellow base,

orange ti])).

21 (orange).

25 (yellow base,

orange tip).

25 (dee]) orange).
24

( „ ).

12 ( „ ).

8( „ „ ).

Total 18£

Incubation.

(Days.)

Av. 5-6

Larval life.

(Days.)

16

Av. 20-2

Pupation.

(Days.)

Av. 8-2

Number of

Imagines.

Total 24

Mating took place on 17.7.19 between two Red " ty\)c'^ Adcdias. In batclies (1)

and (8) tbe larvae bad ligbt rings around all tlie abdominal and tboracic

tubercles : lience these larva? appeared much lighter than the larva? of the

remaining batches, which only had light rings around the lower lateral

tubercles. The resulting imagines were all red, those from these two batches

being indistinguishable from the others.

The eggs are spindle-shaped and laid in batches of from three

to fifty. The outer shell is colourless and covered w^ith numerous
protuberances. The colour of the egg is due to the yolk, which
is usually yellow but may be orange—a range of shades similar

to those of the yolk of the hen's egg. Usually the whole batch of

eggs laid on a single occasion is of the same uniform colour, but
they may vary (see Table I.). In several batches the eggs shaded
from yellow at one end to orange at tlie other. The eggs do not
change in colour until a few hours before the larvpe are to

merge, when they become a greenish grey.
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The average number of eggs laid was between 140 and 148, the

largest numbers laid were 167 in 1918, 189 in 1919, and 418
in 1920. The largest number laid in twenty-four hours v/as 80.

The Black and Red forms are not differentiated by the colour,

size, or shape of the eggs or by the number of eggs laid.

Clausen (3) found 190 the average number laid in America.
The eggs are usually laid on the under side of leaves, but may

also be found in slight depressions on the trunk and branches
;

on the trunk they are usually on tlie north side or at the angle

where a branch originates. The bright-coloured eggs are very
conspicuous on the brown bark. On the lower three feet of the

trunk of a plum-tree badly attacked by aphis, I found within a

week 42 patclies of Coccinellid eggs

—

A. hipitnctata, II. lA-giUtata,

II. l4:-punctata, C. ll-punctata, and C. variabilis. Evidently

there is a tendency to lay the eggs away from the light, but I

have watched a septeiupicnctata lay her eggs on a stone in bright

sunlight. The usual period of incubation is three days, but it

may extend to nine. The average laying period of tlie first two
years' observations was 24 days. Incubation varied from 3 to 13

days, the average being 5 days in 1918, 4 in 1919, and 7| in 1920.

Clausen (United States) finds the average incubation 5 days and
the average egg-laying 28'2 days.

c. The Larvce.

The larvie when about to pupate are of a blackish-brown colour.

The first upper lateral abdominal tubercle is always orange, and
an orange patch extends across the abdomen between the fourth

dorsal abdominal tubercles. This orange patch may be succeeded

by similar patclies of decreasing size and colour-intensity in the

5th, 6th, and 7th abdominal segments. In many cases there may
be orange on the lower lateral tubercles of the fourth abdominal

segment. The lower lateral tubercles may be surrounded by a.

cream-coloured ring (see note to Table I.). There is great varia-

tion in the depth of colour of the orange patclies.

I have made many unsuccessful attempts to determine the

differences in the larvje and pupie which are destined to become
respectively Ked and Black imagines. In 1918 the average larval

period was 27 days, the minimum 22 and the maximum 27. In

1919 the average was 23, the minimum 16 and the maximum 39.

Clausen found the average 16"1 days for the United States. In
1920 the average larval period was 35 days, the minimum 23,

and the maximum 37.

d. The rupee.

The larvae usually pupate on the underside of leaves, especially

where the edge is curled up by aphis or drought. Pupae are

sometimes found on the upper side. In 1918 very few pup?e were

found on the upper side of leaves, but in the early part of 1919,
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when there was a great dea,l of wet and cloudy weather, a much
larger proportion was found on the more exposed surface. During
the sunny part of July and August 1919 the pupse were again

rarely found on the upper side. I have found no special orien-

tation of bipunctata pupae, such as is so striking in Anatis ocellaia,

which both on the trunk and needles of the pine normally faces

upwards.

The average length of pupation in 1919 was 13 days, the mini-

mum 9 and the maximum 21. In 1919 the average was 17, the

minimum 3 and the maximum 28. In 1920 the average was
20 days, the minimum 16, and the maximum 22. Clausen and
Girault (10 «) both found the American average 6 days. The
very short period of three days was produced by placing the pupae

in a temperature of 101° F.

e. The Imayiaes.

On emergence the imagines vary fi-om palest yellow to orange.

Air and light usually produce the nornjal colour in a couple of

days, but at times the original orange may pei-sist for weeks. At
certain seasons when hipiinctata are emerging the majority

caught are of an orange rather than the typical red colour.

This observation applies also to septempunctata and variabilis.

The variations of colour so obvious in some collections are not

all true variations, Init many are probably due to the develop-

ment being still incomplete when the specinjens were taken.

Although the Lady-bird which emerges in August or Sep-

tember may live to the following J une, a period of ten months,
its longevity during the summer is much shorter, the male
sometimes dying after a mating-period of three weeks, although
the female has lived two months after laying her eggs. Captivity

would no doubt greatly modify this character.

The combined duration of incubation, larval life, and pupation

varied from 28 to 56 days. The shortest period occurred during
the very hot weather subsequent to July 22, 1919. Burgess (1)

gives the complete period as 28 days in America, where the

temperature would be very similar to that during this particular

period in 1919.

Only a small percentage, 8 per cent, to 17 per cent., of the eggs
laid became imagines. Palmer's results wei-e better, as she

obtained from 13 per cent, to 25 per cent, of imagines.

f. The Kneiiiies of the Lady-bird.

The coloiu' of the Coccinellids is supposed to be protective, and
it is stated that they are not eaten by Insectivores. The yellow

excretion produced by both larvje and imagines is supposed to

protect them from predaceous enemies. The latter contention
appears to be partly based upon the fact tha,t the excretion is

disagreeable to Man both as regai-ds taste and smell. Cei'tainly
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the LadJ- bird has some enemies besides parasitic Hies. In this

country the \firvse are eaten to some extent by Syrphid larvse, for

which reason it was imperative to examine carefully all leaves

put in the breeding-l)oxes, as if any of these voracious Syrphids

were inadvertently introduced, they soon made an end of the

Coccinellid larvae as well as the aphis. Spiders also eat these

larvae, as they have been found sucked dry in spider's webs on

several occasions. In England I have observed Flycatchers and
Sparrows taking septemjjunctata and hipunctata, and also found
considerable numbers of the elytra of s&ptempunctata in the

droppings of Sea-Gulls when that Coccinellid was abundant on
the coast. Elytra of bipunctata and septempunctata have been

seen in the pellets of the Brown Owl. In America, Flycatchers

and young Swallows are stated to eat Lady-birds. There also

all stages of the Coccinellidse are eaten by Mantis religiosa and a

Wood-Bug, Podisus serievent^ns (1).

g. Hibernation.

The periodical appearance of vast numbers of various Cocci-

nellids has long been known. These appearances are of two types :

(1) increased numbers of the insects in various districts of tlie

country during the spring or summer, in places where there were
or had been large numbers of aphis; and (2) large numbers of

the insects at specified places, usually in the spring or autumn,
where there was or had been no food. In the latter case the

insects are in close juxtaposition, and may occur in such quantities

that the term " masses," used by Johnson, most fitly describes

the case.

Se2:)tempu,iictata have occurred in masses by the seaside in

England in the autumn, and Fabre (10) has ol)served them on
Mount Yentoux in the Vaucluse Alps at a height of 4500 feet

in June and October. This is a condition similar to Hippodamla^
which is constantly found in large masses on the western

American Mountains, where it is known that they gather to

hibernate. The same phenomenon possibly also occurs in the

Alps and other European mountains. The masses by the sea are

probably pre- and post-hibernation gatherings. Johnson suggests

that the yellow excretion may play some part in gathering these

numbers together. If this is so at the time of hibernation, it

may also be a factor in gathering Coccinellidse together for

feeding purposes.

In Staflfordshire I have found hundreds of septempunctata

swarming over sand-hillocks by the roads and on the commons,
on warm days in April, at a time when they are beginning to

emerge, in places where there is no sign of aphis. I have never

found bipunctata in large quantities, although they do collect in

small groups under bark for the winter hibernation. Mr. Alfred

Priest reported to me the presence of large numbers of bipunc-

tata in the neighl)ourhood of a disused chimney-stack in
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September 1919. Early in 1920 be visited this place, aiid found
large numbers of the insects lying massed npon one anotl er in

the cracks between the bricks where there was practically no
shelter. The Lady-birds w^ere on all sides of the chimney.

In September 1919 large numbers of sej^tempnvctata were
reported from various parts of England, but in Stafibrdshire

there were at the same time large numbers of hipimctata and
C. W-jmnctata^ which, on account of their small size, were much
less obvious. This abundance was entirely accounted for by the

weather-conditions. Early in August there had been a, period

of warm fine weather during which aphis and Ccccinellid larva?

flourished : this was succeeded by a wet, cold period, which no
doubt retarded the pupae ; but when a, second period of hot

Aveather supervened, the retarded pupae responded, as my breeding

experiments show they will do, and simultaneously, instead of

over a protracted period, the adults appeared.

4. llie Geneiical Relatiovs of the Varieties.

Matings were made during the summers of 1918 and 1919.

During the first year, only 22 of the 57 fertile matings produced
a complete generation, the family in each case l)eing reduced to

one imago. In 1919, 23 complete generations were produced
from 35 matings.

Eleven of these successful matings were Red x Red, and with
the exception of one, Mating 32, produced only Red ofiTspring,

among which there occurred small variations from their parents

and from type." The Red bred true, producing none of the

Black variety.

The exceptional mating (32) consisted of two Reds taken w lven

mating. The female laid one small liatch of eggs (7), from which
two Black imagines were produced. Clearly the female was at

the end of her productive period, and had probabljMiiated with a

Black before she was caught.

Six matings of Black x Black were made, five of which pro-

duced both Red and Black imagines, a phenomenon quite

different from the Red x Red matings ; but as it was not possible

to guarantee that the females had not had partners previous to

the scheduled one, it cannot at present be deduced that the
genetic constitution of the Black as regards the purity of the
o-enes is different from that of the Red.

The sixth mating (24), wdiich produced only Blacks, was as

follow^s :— (S var. 4-maculata X ^ 4-maculata produced five

4-maculata and one 6-pustulata. The female had certainly had
no previous mate.

The five matings of Black x Black produced 8 Blacks and
4 Reds. It must be noted that these Reds were all variations

from "Type" and not exactly like the Red parent. The problem
therefore arises—are these variations hetei'ozygous forms with an
intermediate appearance ? Similar varieties have, however, been
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found in the pure Red families, where, moreover, the variations

of the offspring appear related to those of the parents
;

if, how-
ever, these variations are the heterozygous forms, one would
expect to find some Blacks appearing when these Reds are mated
together, but, so far, that lias not been the case. A large

number of matings will have to be made, as the numerical pro-

portions in which the varieties occur in nature indicates that

there are certain points of genetic stability, and that many of the
intermediate varieties, if such there are, must have a definite

relation to certain parent types.

The condition in hipunctata may be similar to that observed
by Lutz (17) in Crioceris asparagi. He says :

" Thus we have a

good case of a perfectly graded variation (from spots discrete to

spots joined) obeying Mendel's law. Spots joined even lightl}^

and on one elytron only make a ''pure" recessive individual.

One of these intermediate forms seems characteristic of the (DR)
heterozygous form."

Six matings as follows were made between Black and Red :

—

m. 20 (S Red x $ 6-pustulata produced one Red.
m. 21 S Red x $ 6-pustulata produced one 4-maculata, one

(3-pustulata, two Red.

m. 22 Red x $ 4-maculata produced five 6-pustulata, three
Red.

m. 23 Red x $ 6-pustulata produced four 4-maculata, five

6-pustulata, two Red.
m. 25 d 4-maculata X $ Red produced one 4-maculata.

m. 29 (5" Red x $ 6-pustulata produced one 4-maculata, two
6-pustulata, one Red.

There is here no sign of dominance, but there is a large pro-

portion of Blacks (20) to the Reds (9). This proportion is

surprising, as the Blacks are normally in the minority according

to data so far collected. If the larv?e destined to become Black
imagines have the same physiological response to heat as the

Black imagines (see section 1), their large proportion might be
accounted for.

So far, only two matings (m. 57 in 1918 and m. 25 in 1919)
were mxade between a Black and a Red 5 ; both these produced

Black offspring only, so that not sufficient data is yet at hand
to judge if there is a sex factor in the inheritance.

There are usually two medium posterior whitish spots on the

pronotum of the Red form. These may be absent, or the two
may be large enough to fuse in the middle line. So far, no
regular method of inheritance of these spots has been determined.

Palmer (1911) found "the presence of the whitish basal markings
on the pronotum (of aiwectans and melanopleura) dominate over

its absence in coloraclensis and humercdisj'' The degree of the

development of these spots is not related to the degree of the

development of the black dorsal spot in any way ; these white

spots are absent in the Black form, the pronotum of the Black
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and Red differing thus in degree of pigmentation. But those

Red forms, in which the black spot even stretches as a liand across

the elytra, do not necessarily have a more pigmented pronotum
than in " type." If an increase in the size of the black spot of

" type" means a step forward in a melanistic direction, one would

expect this tendency also to affect the pronotum.

C. variabilis.

C, variahilis has two forms of imagines, whicli in general

colour arrangement are similar to the two principal forms of

A. hiimnctata. I'here is a Black form with ten red-ochreous

spots and a Red (ochreous) form with fourteen black spots. The
difference in the shade of the red between the two forms is

much more marked than in Adalia. The red spots on the Black

frequently tend to carmine at the edges, but the red ground-

colour of the Red form would more accui-ately be described as

ochreous; it is never as deep a red as occurs in A. hipunctata

(type). I have no information of the percentages in which these

types occur. The Black form of variahilis is the " type,"' but

whether this indicates that it is the more common is unknown.
The dimorphism in hvpanctata and variahilis is not equivalent

to that of Lina (18), in which there is a spotted and a melanic

form, for in that species there is certainly only one colour-pattern,

as the spots can be sometimes seen in the melanic form by
holding the wings up to the light. MacCracken (18) found the

melanism recessive.

Two matings of rar/rt^iYis were made : (1) mating 17, J Black

X 2 Red produced 4 Red imagines; and (2) mating 18, cT Red
X § Black produced 4 Black and two Reds, As in hipujuctata,

there is no sign of dominance.

A third mating (10) was made between a Red hipunctata

and a 5 Black variahilis, the result of which was 7 Red variahilis

and 5 Black variahilis. The two mated at intervals from
May 29 to June 26, and during that period laid eggs as follows :

—

15 on June 3, 16 on June 4, 24 on June 12, 6 on June 18, and
15 on June 26 ; a total of 76. As the results were all variahilis,

one cannot but suppose that the female was satisfactorily ferti-

lised by a male of her own species before she was cauglit. This,

however, involves the necessity that some of the spermatozoa
remained capable of fertilization for 29 days at least ; but Palmer
states, p. 235 (21) : "A female Adalia would not seem to be able

to lay fertile eggs for more than three weeks after being isolated

from a male."

On one point these two species differ considerably, for it is the

Black form of hipunctata which is tlie more variable in the

number of spots, whilst in rariahilis it is the Red foruj which
is the more variable. The recurrence of the same type of

variation in species so nearly related and which constantly occur

together, makes an understanding of the one imperative to a
satisfactory understanding of the other.
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5. Nummary.

1. Adalia hipunctata has so many varieties that it is highly

suitable for tlie needed study of inheritance of normally occurring

variations.

2. Adalia can be mated in captivity with ease, but their canni-

balistic habit makes it very difficult to rear them satisfactorily

in large numbers.
3. The time passed in the various stages is variable, depending

not only on the food, but also on the temperature, to which all

stages, but especially the pupal, make a rapid response.

4. Little is known of either hibernation or migration, but
apparently both septempunctata and hijnmctata tend to collect in

numbers in the spring and autumn, and may at times be found
hibernating, piled upon one another, similar to the "masses" of

Hippodamia found in the western U.S.A.
5. There is no evidence of dominance in crosses between the

two main forms—the Red "type" and the Black (var. 4-maculata
and var. 6-pustulata).

6. Eleven matings of Red x Red produced only the Red type.

7. Black and Red forms also occur in C. variabilis, and, as in

hipunctata, neither is dominant.

8. The pronotum of the Black form is darker than that of the

Red, but there is no progressive blackening of the pronotum of

the Red coincidentally with the increase in the size of the black

spots of the elytra.

9. Although it is possible to make a series from pure red

elytra on the one hand through various patterns to pure black on
the other, this cannot be regarded as proof that the variations

are merely fluctuating. The percentages of the variations is, as

far as is known, approximately stable, and certain types are far

more common than others. These facts, combined with the

observation that the children tend to show the variations of

the parents, strongly suggest that there are probably certain

points of genetic stability, and that only analysis is needed to

show that there is some regular method of inheritance.

I have much pleasure in thanking Dr. A. D. Imms for naming
several of the aphis species and Mr. W. B. Grove for naming the

mould, Cladosporkim aphidis, which he believes has never before

been recorded as British.
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In February 1914, I was asked by the Prosectorial Committee
to undertake the identification of the Nematode parasites

obtained at the Society's Gardens, and mateiial w^as forwarded
to me from the Prosectorium at regular intervals until the
beginning of 1916. During this period monthly reports, con-

taining provisional identifications, were sent to the Committee,
the material being laid aside for further investigation. My study
of the collection thus accumulated was interrupted l)y ni}^ depar-
ture for Mesopotamia on war service, and \A as only resumed three
years later at the end of 1919.

The material described in the present memoir consists of the
representatives of the Family Filariidse obtained from Mammals
and Birds in the Gardens. Altogether eight species wfei-e met
with, two of which are described as new. Of the known forms,

three have been previously observed on single occasions only and
are species about which further information was desired

; the
other three are worms commonly reported from Zoological

Gardens; yet even of these our knowledge is by no means com-
plete, and I have therefore added a short account of two of them
to my descriptions of the less known species.

During recent years renewed attempts have been made bv
various authoi'S, especially Pailliet and Henry, to break up the
old genus Filaria s. 1., and have resulted in a much improved
knowledge of many of tlie commoner Filariids

; some of the older

generic names proposed hj Yiborg, Diesing, etc., have been revived
and several new genera estal)lished. In this paper, I have
attempted, wherever possible, to refer the worms described to

these new groupings.

33*
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Genns Filaria Mueller, 1787.

FiLARiA SUBCUTANEA V. Linstow, 1899, lion Pai-oiia, 1894.

A number of specimens of this species were obtained from the

subcutaneous tissue of the Canadian Porcupine, Krethizon

dorsatum.
This species, whicli is known only from the type-specimens

obtained from the same host in the Berlin Zoological CJnrdens,

Text-figure 1.

Filaria suhcutanea v, Linst.

Lateral view of tlie anterior extremity of female. X 38.

i., intestine; n.r., nerve-rinp:; oe., oesophagus; va., vagina; vu., vulva.

is of special interest, for, as pointed out by Hall (1916), there is

reason to believe that F. suhcutanea v. Linst. is a synonym of

1^. martis Gmelin, the species generally regarded as tlie type-

species of the genus Filaria s. str.

My account of F. suhcutanea will be found to differ in some
respects from that given by v. Linstow, yet I think there is little
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doubt that we li.-ive both dealt with the same foi-m. F. iiiart'is

is very imperfecttly known, and until new material is described

the relationship between the two species must remain doubtful
;

there are certain cliaracters, e. g.^ the position of the vulva, which
in our present state of knowledge it is impossible to reconcile.

Hall has pointed out that v. Linstow's specific name is a
homonym of F. sahcutama Parona, 1894. I have followed his

example and refrained from renaming the species until its proper
relationship with Filaria martis is ascertained.

My material w^as obtained from the same animal as the micro-
filaria recorded by Plimmer (191 5) in his annual report on the
blood-parasites ; Hall is therefore right in assuming that this

larval stage is to be referred to F. suhcutanea v. Linst.

Text-figure 2.

Filaria suhcutanea v. Linst.

Posterior extremity of mak^ lateral view. X 225.

postanal papilla; yr., preanal papilla; sp., short spicule; s}>i., long s]ncule.

^Specific diagnosis.—Filaria : Body filiforn], moie attenuated

posteriorly than anteriorly, both extremities rounded.

Cuticle appears smooth except under very high magnifications,

when a fine transverse striation is apparent.

Head-papilla? very small, four submedian papilla? present,

lateral papillae not noted.

CEsophagus simple, i. e. not divided into anteiior and posterior

regions, and short.

2[ale 48-56 mm. long, witli a maximum thickness of about
0*45 mm. CEsophagus 1-2-1 '4 mm. in length.

The posterior end of the body is coiled in a loose spiral and
provided with cuticular al?e at its extremity. Cloaca 0'07 mm.
from the posterior extremity. There seem to be nine pairs of

papilla?, of which four are pi-eanal and five postanal. The papillae
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of the last pair are small and flat
;
they no doubt correspond to

the similar pair at the posterior extreniit}^ of the female. The
eight anterior pairs of papilke are elongated and decrease in size

from before backwards.
The two spicules are very unequal, measuring 0'38-0'42 mm.

and 0-13--0'14: mm. respectively. The long spicule consists of an
anterior tubular region followed by a pai-tly membranous posterior

region. The small spicule is conical and terminates in a point.

Female 160-175 mm. in length, with a maximum thickness of

about 0'7 mm. The (esophagus measures 1'5-1*7 mm. in length.

Anus about 0T5 mm. from the posterior extremity, the latter

rounded and provided with a pair of small flat papillae. At the
level of the anus the body has a thickness of 0'2 mm.

Yulva l-9-2*4 mm. from the anterior extremity. The slender

vagina has a forwardly directed loop which extends to the level

of the nerve-ring, 0*4 mm. from the oral end.

Ovoviviparous. Eggs thin-shelled, measuring 0'022 mm. x
0-015 mm.

Genus AcANTHOCHEiLONEMA Cobbold, 1870.

ACANTHOCHEILONEMA DIACANTHA (Molin, 1858).

Film'ia diacaiilha was originally described from worms obtained

in the abdominal cavity and lungs of various Rodents in Brazil.

The specimens from the Society's Gardens are from the Canadian
Porcupine, Erethizon dorscUum^ and \vere found in the peritoneal

cavities.

The original description is somewhat incomplete, and Hall, in

his monograph of the Nematode parasites of Rodents (1916), is

inclined to regard this form as a species of Setaria ; the well pre-

served material before me makes it, however, quite clear that the

worm is to be referred to Cobbold's genus Acanthocheilonema as

recently redefined by Railliet, Henry, and Langeron (1912).

^'pecijic diagnosis.—Acanthocheilonema : Body slender, filiform,

diminishing in breadth at both extremities and much attenuated

posteriori}'. Anterior extremit}^ somewhat claviform, the head

being separated from the rest of the body by a slight, neck-like

constriction.

The cuticle appears longitudinally lined under a low power of

the microscope
;
nigh magnifications, however, reveal a very fine

transverse striation.

H'yx head-papilhe are present, four submedian and tw^o lateral.

The lateral papilke are large and project in such a way that the

head appears almost square in dorsal or ventral view.

The (jesophagus consists of distinct anterior and posterior

regions ; the former is narrow and measures under 0*5 mm., the

posterior region is stouter and has a length of 2-3 mm. The
nerve-ring surrounds the middle of the anterior part of the oeso-

phagus.
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The caudal region is long and slender, and its extremity in botli

sexes is provided Avitli a pair ot conical appendages ; in front of

these on the ventral surface is a pair of small Hat papillae.

2[cde 35-40 mm. long, its greatest breadth about 0*25 mm.
Tlie head has a breadth of only 0*07 mm.
The posterior end of the body is coiled in a loose spiral.

Cloacal aperture 0*25-0*28 mm. from the extremity. Male

Text-ligure 3.

-.-a.oe

I 1
1

1

L B.

\ lj
A.

J p. OS.

1

c-py

c.

JcaiitJiOcheiloiiona (liavaiitha (Moliii).

A. Lateral view of anterior extremity of feinaU'. X 120. 15. Dorsal \\v\\ of

head. X 225. C. Tail of female, lateral view. X 225.

a.(£., anterior region of (osopliagus
;

c.a., caudal appendage; cp., caudal papilla;

L^J., lateral head-papilla; n.v., nerve-ring; p.oc., posterior region of oosopliagus

s.p., submedian head-papilla; v., vulva.

papilhe small, consisting of five pairs, four preanal and one post-

anal close l)ehind the cloaca.

The unefjual spicules measure 0*14 and O'll nnu. in length

respectively ; the longer spicule is tubular in shape, with a some-
what ill-defined membranous posterior region, the smaller S2)icule

is in the form of a strong tube, bent in the middle.

Female 58-65 mm. in length, with a maximum breadth of

about 0'35 mm. Head O'OB mm broad.

Anus about 0*2 mm. from the posterior extremity.
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Yiilva 0*65-0*9 mm. from the anterior end. The long vagina

runs almost straight backwards.

Ovoviviparous. Eggs thin-shelled, measuring 0*03 x 0*02 mm.

Text-figure 4.

Acantliocheilonema diacantha (Molin).

Tosterior extremity of male, lateral view. X 225.

c.a., caudal appendage; cl., cloaca; c.p., caudal papilla; po., post-anal papilla;

pr., prcanal papilla; $p., long spicule; spi., short spicule.

ACANTHOCHEILONEMA GRACILE (Eudolphi, 1819).

Filaria gracilis is a common parasite of Monkeys and has been
listed from more tliaii twenty-five species, including both Old-
World and New-World forms. My material is derived from the
peritoneal cavities of the following species, all from the Society's

Gardens : White-fronted Capuchin [Cehus hyjmleucus), 8moky
Woolly Monkey [Lagothrix inftimata), Moustache Marmoset
[Leontocebits mystax)^ and Squirrel Monkey (Saimiris sciiirea).

The systematic position of this worm is somewhat uncertain.

Diesing, in his famous 'Revision der Nematoden ' (1860), placed

it in his genus Dipetalonema, a genus which is not only ill-defined,

but contains also widely separate forms from Birds and Reptiles.

In many of its characters, e. g., position in the host, structure of

head-papillae, (esophagus, caudal appendages, spicules, etc., Filaria

gracilis closely resembles certain species of Acanthochellone'ma, and
I have decided to include it, at least provisionally, in this genus.

Specific diagnosis.—Acanthocheilonema : Body filiform, very
elongated, much diminished in breadth posteriorly. Head
narrow, not separated from the body by a neck-like constriction.

Cuticle with very fine transverse striations, only visible under
high magnifications.
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Text-figure 5.

A B

Acanthocheilonema gracile (Rud.).

Head : A. Dorsal view, B. Lateral view. X 225.

l.'p., lateral liead-papilla
;
m., mouth; s.p., submedian head-papilla.

Text-figure 6.

Acanthocheilonema gracile (Rud.).

Posterior extremity of male, lateral view. X 225,

c.a., caudal appendage
; c.p., caudal papilla; cl., cloaca; pa., postanal papilla;

pr., preanal papilla: .sp., posterior part of long spicule; spi., short spicule.
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Six head-papillaj, the lateral pair prominent giving the head
a truncated appearance when viewed from the dorsal or ventral

surface.

CEsophagus consisting of unequal anterior and posterior

regions.

Caudal region long and very slender, in both sexes provided
with a pair of conical appendages.

Male 96-110 mm. in length, with a maximum thickness of

about 0*27 mm. Head 0*09 mm broad.

Text-figure 7.

Acniitliocheiloneiiia (puicile (Hud.)-

A. Spicules ol'inale. X 225. 15, Caudal extremity of female. X 225.

cel., caudal appendage : sp., long- spicule
;

spi., short spicule.

The posterior end of the body is very slender and coiled in a

loose spiral. Cloaca 0' 2 6 -0*28 mm. from the extreuiity. Three
or four pairs of preanal papillje and one pair of postanal papillae

close to the cloaca. A pair of small conical appendages are

situated 0'02 mm. from the posterior extremity
;
just anterior to

them are a pair of small flat papillfe.

Spicules very unequal ; the long spicule is 1*23 mm. long, and
consists of an anterior tubular region, 0'33-0'36 mm. in length,

followed by a long thin terminal region ; the short spicule
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measures 027 mm., it also has tlie shape of a tube, termiuating

in a memlii-anous, hooked extremity.

Female 160-250 mm. long, Avith a greatest thickness of ahout
0*38 mm. Head O'll mm. broad.

The anterior region of the oesophagus measures 0*58 mm., the

posterior 2*5 nnn. in length.

Caudal region with a pair of elongated appendages, about
0-03 mm. from the end of the body. Anus 0 63 mm. from the

extremity.

Vulva 0*8 1*15 mm. from the oral end. The long, straight

vagina is directed posteriorly and has a length of 8 mm.
Ovoviviparous. Eggs small and thin-shelled, measuring

0-015-0-018 X 0-01 mm.

Genus Dicheilonema Diesing, 1860.

DiCHEILONEMA HORRIDUM (Diesiug, 1851).

Examples of this well-known species were sent to me from the

Prosectorium on two occasions
;
they were obtained from the body-

cavity of Rhea americana. It is a worm commonly i-eported from
Zoological Gardens.

Genus Diplotri.exa Railliet et Henry, 1909.

The genus Diplotrioma was estal)lished l)y Henry (in Henry
and Ozoux, 1909) to include a group of very closely allied species

of Filaria from the body-cavities of various birds, cliielly Passeii-

formes. They are easily recognised by the presence of a peculiar

apparatus in the form of a pair of chitinous ''tridents"' situated

in the front of the head, and by the structure of the male
spicules, one of which is straight, the other twisted.

Fifteen species have been referred to this genus ; the majority

have, however, been so imperfectly described that their recog-

nition is very difficult. The material from the Society's Gardens
includes three species which are to be placed in this genus ; two
of these I have referred to established species, the third is

described as new. Diagnoses of the species of Dvplotricena must
be regarded as mei-ely provisional until a thorough revision of all

known forms has been made.

Diplotri.exa tricuspis (Fedtscli., 1883).

Stossicli's monograph of Filariids (1897) show^s that Filaria

tricasjns has been recorded from a large number of ditlerent

Birds ; the measurements given in his specific diagnosis make it

clear, however, that a number of species have been confused

under this name.
The specimens which I have referred to J), tricus-pis were

found in the body-cavities of the White Headed Starling,
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FoUopsar leucocejyhalus ; in tlieir measurements they agree fairly

well with the worms described by v. Linstow (1891) as belonging

to this species. My material consisted of females only.

Specific diagnosis.—ly^dotricena : Body long, filiform, tapering

close to the anterior and posterior extremities which are of

approximately the same thickness. Cuticle not transversely

ringed.

Text-figure 8.

Diploti-icena tricuspis (Fedtscli.).

Lateral view of anterioi' extremity of female, X 120.

(t'.oe.j anterior region of oesophagus ; nr., nerve-ring; p.oe., posterior region of

oesophagus; tr., trident; va., vagina; vu., vulva.

Six head-papilhe ; the four submedian are very small and
inconspicuous. The oesophageal trident has a length of 0'15 mm.

;

its anterior stem is truncated.

CEsojjhagus consisting of a short anterior region and a very

long posterior region. The nerve-ring surrounds the anterior

oesophagus about 0'25 mm. from the anterior extremit3^

Female 160-180 mm. long; the greatest breadth of the body is

about 0'6 mm.
The narrow anterior region of the oesophagus has a length of
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0*35 mm., the wider posterior region 8'8 mm. Tlie aims is sub-
termiiiaJ.

Vulva 0'55-0-6 mm. from the oral extremity. The stout,

muscular vagina runs straight backwards, and has a length of

2^) mm.
Oviparons. Eggs thick-shelled, 0-045-0-Or) x 0-035 mm., con-

taining well-developed embryos.

Text-figure 9.

Diplotricena dmccB, sp, n.

Latoval view of anterior exti-eniity of female, X 120,

Lettering as in the preceding text-figure.

DiPLOTRIiENA DIUC^, Sp. n.

This worm was obtained from the body-cavity of the Diuca
Finch, Diuca grisea ; the material included both male and female
specimens.

Specific diagnosis.—Diplotricena: Body comparatively short,

semi-transparent, tapering at both ends. The anterior extremity

is narrower than the posterior.

Cuticle thin, transversely ringed.

Cephalic extremity with six very inconspicuous, flattened

papillae.

Each a\sophageal trident has a length of 0-13-0'14 mm.; its

anterior stem terminates in a fine point. CEsophagus 2'5-4 mm.
long, narrow throughout, and without division into anterior and
posterior regions. The nerve-ring surrounds tlie esophagus
0*2 mm. from the anterior extremity.
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Male 12-20"5 nun. long, with a maximum breadtli of about
0-75 mm.

Cloaca 0*06-0*07 mm. from tlie posterior extremity. Tail

broad and rounded. There are six pairs of inconspicuous,

flattened pa.pillce ; four pairs are preanal, two postanal.

Spicules unequal ; the long spicule is straight and has a length

of 0*72 mm., the short spicule is twisted and measures 0*45 mm.

Text-figure 10.

Diplotricena dhicce, sp. n.

Posterior extremity of male, ventral view. X 75.

i., intestine; po., postanal papilla; jpr., preanal papilla; sp,, long spicule;

spi., short spicule.

FemaU 30-43 mm. in length ; the bod}^ attains a thickness

of 0"9 mm.
Anus about 0*1 mm. from the rounded extremity. The vulva

projects slightly from the ventral surface, 0*35 mm. from the

cephalic end. Vagina short, 0 9-1 mm. in length.

Oviparous. Eggs thick-shelled, measuring 0'045-0-Or) x
0*03 mm.

D1PLOTRI.ENA FLABELLATA (v. Liustow, 1888).

My material includes a single specimen of a female Diplotrkrita

from the body-cavity of the lied Bird of Paradise, Paradisea
rubra. I take it to be the same species as 1). jlaheUata descril)ed

from ParadisPAi apoda ])y v. Linstow in the ' dialler. oer ' Reports

(1888).

Sjiecific diagnosis.— THjdoiriO'na : Body short, more attenuated

anteriorly than posteriorly.
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Cuticle transversely ringed. (Esopliagiis not divided into two
regions, nai-row anteriorly, increasing in width gradually behind

tlie nerve-ring, the latter O'S mm. from the oral end.

Trident 0-25 mm. long, its anterior stem truncated.

Text-ligure 11.

va.

DipIofriiTj/a flaheUata (v. Linst.).

Lateral view of anterior extremity of female, X 120.

Lettering as in the preceding text-tigures.

Female 44 mm. in length, with a maximum thickness of about
1 mm. Caudal exti-emity rounded, broader than tlie head.

Position of anus not ascertained.

Vulva prominent, 0*6 mm. from the anterior extremity; the

thick muscular vagina has a length of 2 mm.
Oviparous. Eggs thick-shelled, 0-04-0-04.5 mm. x 0*25 mnu

Incert.^: sedis.

FiLARIA ARAMIDIS, Sp. n.

A single specimen of this species was obtained from the leg-

nniscles of the Cayenne Rail, Araviides cayennensis. In the

absence of the male it is impossible to place the form in its
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proper systematic position ; 1 have, therefore, retained it in the

genua FilmHa In some respects it appears allied to certain

species known from the muscular system of Mammals, e. g.

Filaria scapiceps Leidy (Hall, 1916).

Specific diagnosis.—Filaria s.l.: Body comparatively short

and thick, tapering nearly equally at both extremities.

Cuticle finely striated transversely.

Text-figure 12.

Filaria aramidis, sp. n.

A. Anterior extremity; B. Posterior extremity. Lateral view. X 75.

Lettering as in the preceding text-figures, ov., loop of ovary.

Head rounded, bearing four very small submedian papillae
;

lateral papillie not seen.

CEsophagus narrow and simple, 2. e., not divided into anterior

and posterior regions. Nerve-ring close to the anterior extremity.

Female 25 mm. in length, with a maximum breadth of about

1 mm. Width of head 0*2 mm. The oesophagus has a length of

1-1 mm. Posterior extremity I'ounded ; position of anus uncei^tain,

about 0-15 mm, from the end of the body.
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Vulva 0*82 mm. from tbe anterior extremity ; tlie slender

vngina is directed posteriorly and has a length of 2*4 mm.
Eggs thin-shelled, measuring 0-03-0-035 X 0-02 mm.
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1. HISTORICAL SURVEY.

Ev^er since the days of the great African explorers and their

quest of tlie sources of the Nile, tliere has existed a certain

fascination about the big lakes of Central Africa. AVhile tlie

scientific world was at first concerned principally with the

geography of tlie heart of the continent, opportunity soon ofiered

of learning something of tlie organisms which live in the vast

inland seas, and it then became evident that matters of no little

biological interest were involved.

It is the object of this paper to deal in comparati\'e fashion

with the animals of the principal lakes, and since Tanganyika*
holds a unique position as regai-ds its fauna, a somewhat detailed

account of its zoological exploration seems fitting, as it will afford

both an introduction to a study of the lakes and an enumeration
of certain outstanding facts.

Little moi-e than sixty years have passed away since Burton
and Speke, the first Europeans to penetrate to Lake Tanganyika,
reached the shores of this big inland sea. Their expedition, after

encountering numberless hardships, airived at the lake between
the Malagarasi River and Ujiji on the thirteenth of February,

1858. Although little was done in the way of exploring Tan-
ganyika, Burton described, with a surprising degree of accuracy,

various facts concerning it which he learned from the Arabs and
natives, while tSpeke, on his return, brought certain shells from
the lake shore, which came into the possession of the British

Museum.

* Some years ago I called attention to the orthograpliy ot the name 'Tanganyika,'
advocating the adoption of the spelling 'Tanganika' bj'- English writers (69).
The ai-guments advanced in favour of the change have not lost their force, and still

seem worthy of consideration. As tlierc is no indication tliat writers in this countr_\

are prepared to accept the moditication, I adhere reluctantlv to tlie old form.

34*
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It was in the examination of these shells that the unusual

interest which still attaches to certain forms of life found in

Tanganyika had its origin. S. P. Woodward, who reported on

the collection, was struck by the fact that some of the shells were

curiously marine in appearance. Of one of them, which he

named Lithoglyplms zoiiatus (now known as Spehia zonata), he

said (205, p. 348) that it so much resembled a Nerita or Calyptrcea

tliat it might have been taken for a sea-shell. 01:' another, he

remarks tliat " Its coloui-, solidity, and tuberculated ribs give

it much the appearance of a small marine whelk (iY^ssa)." At
the time, these opinions attracted little attention, although tlie

matter was destined to come into prominence at a later date.

Some twenty years later—in 1878—there was established the

first settlement of Europeans on the shores of Tanganyika, when
agents of the London Missionary Society settled at Ujiji in

August of that year. With praiseworthy public spirit, the

Directors of the Society had given instructions that the gathering

of scientific information should be considered among the duties

of this pioneer expedition, and thus it is that E. C. Hore (101),

a member of the party, was the first to attempt a systematic

collection of the forms of life occurring in the lake. While the

collections since made by trained naturalists have, of course,

added very largely to the knowledge of the fauna and flora, the

forms obtained by Hore embraced many different groups, and
afforded the first comprehensive glimpse of the organisms which
the lake contains.

This English Mission was very shortly followed by the estab-

lishment of a French Catholic Mission, and it should be noted

that these White Eathers of Algeria have also been instrumental

in gathering information, and in particular have made large

collections of shells which have been described in later years by
French conchologists.

At the end of 1879, Tanganyika was visited by Joseph
Thomson. Collections of shells made by Hore and Thomson were
reported on by Edgar Smith in 1880 and 1881 (159, 160, 161),

and he also had occasion to remark on the marine appearance

of some of them. This matter being brought to the front once
more, Thomson put forward the view (190, vol. ii. p. 85) that the

water of the lake had probably been saline until i-ecent geological

times, when it became freshened through circulation and outflow

to the Congo (compare also 191, where he goes further, and
suggests the origin of the lake from a former sea occupying the

Congo basin).

The discovery of medusae by Bohm (114), a German explorer

who crossed Tanganyika in 1883, only emphasised matters and
laid stress on the supposed marine character of the lake fauna,

since, with few exceptions, such organisms are confined to the

ocean. Von Wissman (204, p. 253) confirmed this discovery

when sailing on the lake in 1887, and a few years later, F. L. M.
Moir, the manager of a British trading company, undertook to
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obtain specimens of these meduspe properly prepared for scientific

investigation. This valuable material, on its arrival in England
at the end of 1892, was placed for examination in the hands of

R. T. Giinther of Oxford.

It was Giinther who first put forward a detailed theory to

account for the presence in a central African lake of animals

with apparently marine affinities. In his report on the Tan-
ganyika medusa he suggested (95, p. 289) that if at some early

period the interior of Africa stood at a much lower level, with
the Atlantic Ocean extending over the Congo basin and the lake

existing as an arm of the sea, it would then be possible readily

to explain the presence in it both of the medusa and the remark-
able moUusca.n forms. As the lake became separated from the

sea,, so the salinity of the water would tend to decrease if it were
supplied with inflowing rivers and found an outlet through which
to carry away the salt.

Since the problem presented by Tanganyika had now become
so interesting and definite, it seemed very desirable that the lake

fauna should be investigated upon the spot by some trained

zoologist. The matter was taken up by Ray Lankester, who,
with the help of others interested in the question, obtained the

necessary grants from the Royal Society and organised the First

Tanganyika Expedition. This was put in charge of J. E. S.

Moore of the Royal College of Science, who from that time
onwards contributed largely to the knowledge of the lakes of

Central Africa.

The expedition left England in the autumn of 1895, and Lake
Shirwa was visited as well as Nyasa, while Moore spent several

months on the shores of Tanganyika. As a result of this journey,

the original problem seemed far from being solved, for the expedi-

tion brought matters to light which only made the lake appeal

more remarkable. Many strange and unique animal forms were
collected, certain of which were thought to show marine affinities,

while the majority were new to science. The collection included

a number of types not unexpected in a tropical lake
;
only a,

proportion of the fauna exhibiting the unusual features to which
reference has been made. Moreover, although the expedition had
visited Nyasa and Shirwa, in neither of these lakes had marine-
like forms been found resembling tliose of Tanganyika.

Through a study of the newly acquired material, especially the

anatomy of certain of the molluscs, Moore arrived at the conclu-

sion that the foinis exhibiting a marine appearance could not be

compared directly with any marine types of the present daj^, but
rather possessed archaic and generalised characters which sug-

gested that they were the relics of a marine fauna of a previous

age. Further, he considered that some of the Tanganyika shells

offered a strong resemblance to certain marine Jurassic fossils, in

particular those of the Inferior Oolite of the Anglo-Norman
basin. Taking this as evidence of the period from which these

remarkable living foi'ms had been derived, Moore propounded
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once more a theory of the former connection of Lake Tanganyika
with the sea, asserting that this connection existed in Jurassic
times (131).

The discoveries of the First Tanganyika Expedition, while

stimulating interest in the faunas of the African lakes, only
empliasised the need for further information. It was still to

be determined whether any of the other big lakes contained
organisms with a marine appearance, and it was very desirable

that more should be learned of the geology of the Tanganyika
basin, as having a direct bearing on the question of a former con-

nection with the sea. Eay Lankester, therefore, took the initiative

once more, formed a committee of scientific men interested in the

subject, and organised a second expedition. In view of the
geological and geographical work to be undertaken, a liberal

grant was made by the Royal Geographical Society, and Moore
was accompanied by Malcolm Fergusson as surveyor and geologist.

The Second Tanganyika Expedition (136) left England in 1899,
and after proceeding up lakes Nyasa and Tanganyika, visited

Kivu, Edward Nyanza*, and Albert Nyanza before returning to

the coast by way of the Victoria JSTyanza.

An examination of the collections obtained in the latter lakes

only laid additional stress on the unique nature of Tanganyika,
for in none were found animals suggestive of the sea. Indeed,

» the already long list of forms found only in Tanganyika was aug-
mented by the expedition, more particularly as regards the fish.

Certain of the little-known regions between Tangan3aka and the

Albert Nyanza were mapped, and considerable attention was paid

to the study of the geology of this district as well as that of the

Tanganyika basin. Not long after the return of the expedition,

Moore published a volume entitled "The Tanganyika Problem"
(137), in which he dealt at some length with the question which
had so occupied his attention. A large amount of new informa-

tion was given in this work. It treated in a comprehensive
manner the physiography and geology of the part of Africa con-

cerned, and besides giving a complete review of the fauna of

Tanganyika as then known, discussed the origin of fresh-water

faunas in relation to the matter.

While a great deal of information bearing on the geology and
geography of the lake regions had been obtained, and extensive

collections had afibrded a knowledge of the fauna of Tanganyika,
the flora of the lake had not been dealt with as it deserved. To
those who had been impressed with the marine characteristics of

certain animals living in the lake, it appeared quite conceivable

that when the flora came to be investigated, plants equally

remarkable and equall}^ suggestive of marine aftinities would be

discovered. If, for example, specimens of the red Algae so charac-

* Tlie lake, formerly known as the Albert Edward Nyanza, is alvva3's referred to in

this paper .is Edward Nyanza or Lake Edward. The change of natne was approved
hy the late King Edward, and should be miiversall}'^ adopted in order to avoid

confusion with the Albert Nyanza or Lake Albert {cf. 55, p. 129).
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teristic of the ocean were to be found, this would afford very

vahiable evidence concerning the ancient history of the lake.

It was with this end in view that a Third Tanganyika Expe-
dition (68) was organised by the Committee, with the conduct of

which I had the honour of being entrusted. One of the principal

objects of this expedition was therefore to make a careful collec-

tion of the water plants of Tanganyika, at the same time
collecting in Nyasa, with the idea of atfordiug a comparison with

a more normal African fresh-water lake. My instructions also

provided " That other groups of organisms likely to throw light

on the Tanganyika Problem, and especially fishes, shall not be

neglected." Including observations on various points of interest,

the work before the expedition was thus sufficiently extensive,

although matters of geology and geogj'aphy were outside the field

of enquiry.

I left England in the spring of 1904, proceeding via the

Zambezi and 8hirc rivers to Lake Nyasa, where a few weeks were
spent in collecting. My stay on and around Tanganyika lasted

about eight months, which w^ere fully occupied in making collec-

tions and observations as far as facilities offered. Returning to

the coast by w^ay of the Victoria Nyanza, an opportunity was
afforded of obtaining representatives of the flora of that lake for

purposes of comparison with the plants collected in Nyasa and
Tanganyika.

It may at once be stated that the fioi-a. of Tanganyika fails to

exhibit quite the remarkalde features which some had expected

it to show. As regards the higher aquatic plants, a comparison
of the species from Tanganyika with those from Nyasa and
Victoria Nyanza does not throw any light on tlie hypothesis of a

marine origin for Tanganyika. The fresh-water A]gre of the

lake, however, have proved to be a strange and interesting

assembty, a considerable number being peculiar to Tanganyika
w^hile several show undoubted marine affinities. The lower forms
of vegetable life which occur thus tend to confirm the unique
biological nature of the lake.

On the zoological side, my collections have added not a little

to the number of forms known from the lakes, the results

appearing as a sei'ies of memoirs principally in the Proceedings

of the Zoological Society. For the first time systematic tov/-

nettings were made in Tanganyika on a,n extensive scale, and as

a result, detailed information is to hand about whole gr<)Ui[)S of

organisms, only the Imre existence of which in the lake was
known before. Thus reports have now been published on the

smaller Crustacea, (Copepoda, and Ostracoda) as well as on the

Rotifera, while in addition the groups Rranchiura and Hydrach-
nida are new recoi-ds from the lake.

In completing this brief review of the zoological exploration of

Tanganyika, it is oidy necessary to refer to the Ijelgian expe-

dition to that lake and to Lake Mwero undertaken by the late

Louis tStappers. This ex[)editi()n visited Tanganyika in 1912-
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1913, and brought back valuable information concerning the

'depth of the lake and the salinity of its water, as well as repre-

sentatives of its fauna. A large collection of fishes was found to

contain a number of new species, brief diagnoses of which have
been published (32, 33, 37), but beyond this, so far as I am aware,

no further particulars have been forthcoming, owing to the out-

break of the European war and the subsequent lamented death

of Stappers.

2. GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

This paper aims, in particular, at giving an account of the

animal forms now known to occur in Lake Tanganyika, but while

special attention has been directed to enumerating these, types

from other lakes have been noticed and discussed. The account

is therefore a comparative survey, and shows clearly the re-

markable nature of the fauna of Tanganyika to which reference

has frequently been made.
It must, of course, be understood that the systematic review

and the deductions drawn therefrom, are of necessity based upon
present knowledge, and may need modification in the light of

future discoveries.

In order not to exceed reasonable limits, the scope of the

paper has been restricted, and it does not deal with ail the big

lakes of Africa. At the same time, the largest and most impor-

tant lakes have been considered, and only those of lesser interest

are outside the field of enquiry. Whenever a tabular form has

been adopted, columns for the lakes are uniformly arranged in

the following order:—^Tanganyika, Victoria Nyanza, Nyasa,

Albert Nyanza, Edward Nyanza, and Kivu.
It is not possible to consider here at any length the geography

and physical features of the lakes concerned, but certain out-

standing particulars may be mentioned.

With the exception of Victoria Nyanza, all the lakes under

review occupy portions of the Great Rift Valley, as it has been

called, and are, therefore, of a very characteristic type. Without
entering into details, it may be briefly explained that Suess, in

discussing the geology of Central Afiica, put forward the view

that the long deep valleys which run through the country in an

approximately north and south dii-ection have been caused by
trough-faulting on an extended scale. Each " Graben "—as he

terms these long narrow valleys, with their steep, almost preci-

pitous sides—he believes to have been produced by the faulting

and sinking of a long narrow tract of country, and it is but

natural that a number of these characteristic depressions are

filled with water. Thus Tanganyika and the other typical

Graben" lakes are situated in long trough-like valleys, bounded

for the most part by steeply rising sides, which may reach in

places a height of two or three thousand feet above the level of

the water.
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From the very nature of the troughs in which the lakes are

situated, the latter are likely to be deep, with shores quickly

shelving, and this is precisely what investigation reveals. Both
Nyasa and Tanganyika have now been pretty adequately sounded,

and the figures obtained are very remarkable for fresh-water

basins. Nyasa shows a maximum depth of about 786 metres

(430 fathoms), while Tanganyika reaches no less than 1435
metres (about 784 fathoms) *. Tanganyika is thus the second

deepest lake in the world, Lake Baikal coming first, while Nyasa
takes fourtii place, following the Caspian Sea. Where sufficient

soundings have been taken, the contours constructed yhow in a

number of instances the remarkably steep shores which were only

to be expected in such cases.

Victoria Nyanza, as already indicated, is a lake of a very

different nature from those of the Great Rift Yalley. With a

length of some 200 miles and a breadth of 130 miles, it has

roughly the form of a parallelogram. While it has the largest

area of any of the African lakes, it occupies only a shallow depres-

sion, and instead of being bounded by steeply rising shores two
or three thousand feet in height, the surrounding hills reach a

maximum of 300 feet or so. The greatest depth is a mere
73 metres (40 fathoms).

In most other respects, the lakes included in this survey do not

differ greatly so far as physical conditions are concerned. The}
are all large sheets of water, where consequently almost oceanic

conditions prevail, while the three biggest lakes ai-e subject to

storms of a violent description. In dealing with the evidence

afforded by the plants and animals inhabiting them, this fact

must not bo overlooked, as physical surroundings may have
induced some of the featuies which are noted.

Although extending considerable distances both noi'th and
south of the equator, these lakes all exist under practically the

same climatic conditions. They are tropical lakes, and differences

in fauna and fiora are clearly not to be corielated with the very
slight climatic variations which may possibly occur.

The temperature of the water is naturally high. I took

sufficient temperature readings during my visit to Tanganyika to

afford some idea of the general conditions, althou2"h an exhaustive

survey was impossible. Only a few figures need be mentioned
here. The lowest reading I ever obtained in Tanganyika was
73*3'" Fahr. and the highest 81*0". Surface I'eadings at different

periods of the year varied only between 74*7° and 81*0", and
an average of 51 observations gave a mean of 78"0°. At con-

siderable depths the water temperature remains relatively

constant, for readings taken at a depth of about 139 metres

(76 fathoms)—the length of the sounding line—on various

* Fov further* details coiiceniiiig Nyasa, consult Moore (184, p. 7) and Rlioades

(148)—concerning Tanganyika, see Stappers (174 & 175) and Marquardseu
(111).
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occasions and at ditlerent places only vary between 74-8^ and
74" 1°. Stuppers gives the temperature of the surface water as

oscillating between 25° and 28° C. (77°-82-4° F.) (176). Mar-
cpiardsen, however, quotes exactly 25*0° 0. (77° F.) as a mean
of 70 surface readings made by Jacobs. The latter was also

able to carry out deep water observations, to which Marquardsen
refers as follows :

—" Unter 400 m. bis in die grossten Tiefen

liei»t dann eine fast homotherme Wasserschicht von 23' 15° bis

23-12° " (73-67°-73-61° F.) (Ill, p. 1)7). A less extended series of

water temperature observations was made in Nyasa* and also in

Victoria jS'vanza durini^- the Third Ta ngaiiy ilva. Expedition, but
tlie figures are sufficient to show that there are no important
ditt'erences from the results obtained in Tanganyika. It is

obvious tliat the amount of water lost by evapoiution must be
very great in all these cases.

As far as 1 am aware, there is lelatively little known con-

cerning the nature of the water in these African l[dves. They
are considered in general terms to be " fresh " t, but, except in

certain instances, no analyses liave been made, and the nature
and quantity of the salts dissolved in the water are nid^nown.

The information which is to hand legarding Tanganyika and
Kivu makes it clear that they difler from normal fresh waters,

and this dilference appears to be rellected (as will be shown in

due course) in the nature of the organisms they contain. T\ai-

ganyika water, while containing a relatively small ainonnt of

calcium salts, is unusually rich in salts of magnesium (176).

Lake Kivu is an extreme case, where the salinity is very high.

In this instance, salts of calcium appear to have been almost

entirely replaced by considerable amounts of sodium and
magnesium salts, the latter being quite excessive in quantity

(103).

It is possible that the water of Tanganyika has somewhat
changed in nature within recent years, for most of the early

explorers agree that the water was brackish, or at least pecu-

liar " in taste. If the rather vague statements are to be relied

upon, this alteration in salinity is probably to be associated with

the question of the outflow of the lake. A period during which
the lake possessed no outlet would result in an accumulation of

salts producing brackish water, while a subsequent period with

a, regular outflow would diminish the quantity of saline matter
in solution. An examination of the available records suggests

that something of this kind has taken place, and it thus becomes
necessary to consider the wdiole subject of the outflow of Tan-
ganyika.

This is not the place to discuss in detail all the evidence

* Certain observations concerning Nyasa were made b}' Fiilleborn (83, p, 334
ct seq.).

f Grogan, referring to Lake Edward, says :—" Althougli tlie water was salt, it

was drinkable" (91, p. 191). In tbe same coiiikction Briglit remarks:—"The
water of Al))ert is drinkable, but not good " (55, ]). 138).
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which bears on the matter, ()iit the coiichisions nrrived at may
be summarised as follows :— Since the area drained is not very
great, and the lainf'all is relatively low, the amount of water
which finds its way into the lake is nearly balanced by the evapor-

ation (cf. 190, ^ol. ii. p. (58 ct seq.). It follows that under
avei-a.ge conditions there will be little change in the smface-
level and no occasion for an outlet for the suri)lus water. There
are reasons for believing that at some former period the waters

of Tanganyika did not flow out at all, and were consequently

more saline than at present. As a result of the formation of

great volcanic cones north of Lake Kivu, that portion of the

Nile drainage system which once drained north into Edward
Nyanza l)ecame cut off, and its waters linally di\erted south-

wards into Tanganyika {cf. 137, p. 89 et seq.).

Slowly raised in level by this additional supply, the water
eventually found an outlet to the west, along the course of the

Lukuga,, a former alHuent, and through a, sandstone ridge

denuded in part by the action of a, tributary of the Congo. The
lake having risen abnormally before the establishment of an
outlet, sank at first rapidly, remaining at a, lowei' level, subject

to fluctuations with the time of year and the amount of rainfall.

A few consecutive seasons of unusual drought would suffice to

reduce the level of the lake to a point at which all outHow woidd
cease. It seems likely that under such circumstances a barrier

might be formed in the bed of the effluent, due to the combined
effects of wind-blown sand and ti'opical swamp vegetation, and
va,rying in nature with the length of time taken to produce it.

If a tolerably firm dam was formed, a considerable rise in the

level of the lake would be necessary in order to develop enough
power to sweep awa v the obstruction. There is reason to believe

that the high water level which Cameron and Stanley observed,

and the subse(pient i-e-establishment of an outflow, were phases in

a cycle of this nature. If a periodicity of this kind really exists,

it must of necessity be extremely variable in nature, and due to

irregidarities in the rainfall.

The important bearing of these inferences on the pioblem of

the fauna of Tanganyika it is hardly necessary to emphasise.

If the Nile has lost a not inconsideiable draiiiage aiea, which
has ])een added to that of Tanganyika, it seems very reasonable

to suppose that this accession of water produced, for the first

time, the overflow of the lake. If this supposition be cori'ect,

Tanganyika, must have been completely isolated and without an
outlet, until the formation of the great volcanic dam in geolo-

gically recent times.

The lists of animals from the various lakes given in the body
of this work are, as regards extent, partly dependent on the

amount of biological exploration which each lake has leceived.

That is to say, a comparatively small fauna may be merely due
to less complete examination. Whether the lakes considered

here can be regaided as having been at all equally investigated,
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it is not easy to pronounce, but T incline to the view that at the

present time the disproportion --if any—is not great*. It is

perhaps the smaller lakes which have been less fully explored,

and from them, therefore, new records might be expected,

although their smaller size does not oflt'er the same occasion for

other organisms to come to light. The larger lakes, more
thoroughly, but still incompletely explored, may well from their

very vastness contain a number of forms which have never yet

been observed or collected, On the whole then, while recog-

nising that future investigations will probably add considerably

to the records from the individual lakes, there is reason to believe

that a comparative survey of the forms at present known will

aftbrd a relatively true conception of the actual state of affairs^

It is not so easy as might at first sight appear, to give complete
and satisfactory lists of the animals known to inhabit the lakes

in question. I do not refer only to the difficulties of synonymy,
though these are by no means inconsiderable, particularly where
the Molhisca are concerned. There is also the difficulty of

deciding which forms should be i-egarded as true aquatics, since

there are of necessity a number of types which are on the border

line. While in some groups the question does not arise, in

others it is clearly impossible to draw a hard and fast distinction

between aquatic and non-aquatic species. Thus in making a

decision in individual cases, as was necessary for the purposes of

this paper, I may have excluded forms which some think should

have been included and vice versa. For example, I have deliber-

ately excluded all reference to the Aves, although the lakes are

well stocked with water-fowl, and similarly I omit the group
Insecta, notwithstanding the presence of water beetles and
insect larvae. Certain Oiiiscidfe were in the collections which I

brought from Nyasa and Tanganyika, the specimens having been

obtained from the lake shore. These truly terrestrial Isopods

are likewise omitted fi-om the systematic portion of the paper, as

are also certain of the Oligochsete Avorms. All these types, while

moisture-loving, are obviously not to be associated with individual

lakes, and their precise distribution cannot have the significance

which attaches to the distribution of strictly aquatic species.

There is finally the problem of deciding whether forms recorded

from the neighbourhood, but not actually from the waters of a

particular lake, are to be reckoned as belonging to that lake's

fauna or not. This becomes, in a sense, a matter of special

importance when a species is described as endemic f. Should a

species, for instance, be regarded as peculiar to a certain lake

* As concerns N^^asa, the collections of Fiilleborn do not come only from the lake

itself, but also from adjacent ponds, swamps, and rivers. Kegarded in this light,

Nyasa has been more thoroughly investigated than the other lakes, where records

from the surrounding neighbourhood are almost unknown.

t It is necessary to explain that I use this word deliberately in the sense of

peculiar to a localit}', i. e. not found elsewhere. While the word is often used with
this significance in works on geographical distribution, its meaning is a little

ambiguous, and it is desirable to make the matter quite clear.
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when it was actually obtained from a neighbouring swamp ?

I have dealt with the difficulty in what seems the most common-
sense way, by definitely including all forms recorded from the

drainage area of a lake as belonging to it. Nevertheless it must
be pointed out that even this decision does not avoid the trouble

altogethei-, for it is not an easy matter to determine what con-

stitutes the drainage area of a lake in a country where the

boundaries of river basins are quite indefinite in the rainy

season. Again, the possibility is not excluded, that oiganisms

from adjoining fresh-waters may not find physical conditions

suitable for them in the big lake in their vicinity, in which case

they should not be included in its fauna. Evidence of tbe

existence of this very phenomenon is to be found as regards

certain plankton organisms which are absent from both Tangan-
yika and Kivu. Throughout this paper I Lave placed a § against

the names of all species which have not definitely been recorded

from the waters of the lake in question.

Subject to these difficulties in compiling exact lists, the

following approximate figures can be given :—Tanganyika contains

402 species of which no less than 293 are endemic, Nyasa with

a total of 361 and 86 endemics coming second. Victoria Nyanza
has a somewhat smaller total, viz. 289, but a larger number of

endemic forms (110). The tliree smaller lakes show a great

falling off in numbers, Albert Nyanza mustering ouly 67 species

of which 9 are endemic and Edward Nyanza 54 with 11 endemic
species. Kivu, finally, only contains 23 types in all, 4 of which
are peculiar to the lake. Thus, as regards its fauna, Tanganyika
is distinguished from the other lakes not only by containing a

larger number of forms, but especially by displaying a remarkable
proportion of endemic species.

While it is not necessary to discuss here the origin of fresh-

water organisms, a few observations on one aspect of the question

are needed at this stage. By movements of the earth's crust,

portions of the sea have, from time to time, been cut off' with

their inhabitants, and by gradual freshening have been sub-

sequently converted into fresh-water lakes. During the lattei*

process, there is little doubt that certain of the organisms would
be unable to withstand the change and would perish. Inland

lakes which appear to be the modified remainders of isolated

portions of the ocean are sometimes spoken of as *' relict lakes"

(Reliktenseen). It is, of course, precisely this view of the origin

of Tanganyika which was put forward by Giinther and afterwards

elaborated by Moore. On this hypothesis, the peculiar fauna
was oi'iginally that of a former sea, then that of a salt lake, and
finally that of a fresh-water lake.

The marine-like appearance of certain of the Gasteropod shells

of Tanganyika was expressed by the conchologist Bourguignat
by employing the term " thalassoid " with reference to them—

a

term which did not commit its author to any view as to origin

(42, p. 9). In his paper " On the Zoological Evidence for the
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connection of Lake Tanganyika with the Sea," Moore indicated

his belief in the origin of these forms as rehcts from a former

ocean, by introducing the expression " halolimnic " (126, p. 453 :

compare also 138 *). Of course from Moore's point of view, a

number of airimals from other groups—all those, in fact, which he

believed to be tlie remains of an old marine fauna—are similarly

to be included under the term halolimnic. It is necessary for

an understanding of what follows, that the significance of these

words should be explained at this point.

It remains to give a systematic account of what is known of

the animal groups represented in the lakes, after which an
attempt will be made to draw conclusions from the facts which
this detailed study reveals,

I wish to take this opportunity of acknowledging my indebted-

ness to the experts who have so willingly examined and reported

on the collections I made in Africa. In a number of cases, too,

they have given me valuable advice during the compiling of those

sections of this paper on which they are authorities, and for this

also I express my thanks.

3. SYSTEMATIC ACCOUNT AND LISTS OF SPECIES.

In dealing in systematic fashion with the groups of animals
which ai-e review^ed in <letail, the latter are arranged approxi-

mately in order, beginning with higher and ending with lower
types. No attempt is made to conform to any particular scheme
of classification, the headings employed being merely such as are

sufticient to indicate the contents of the different sections.

Where certain animal groups arc conspicuously wanting, it should

be understood that they are either intentionally omitted, as not

truly aquatic forms icf. p. 516), or are unrepresented in the lakes.

In each case a list is given (in tabular form where more than a

few types are concerned) of the species hitherto recorded from the

difterent lakes, and this is followed by a brief discussion of the

points of interest and of the significance of the records. The
complete discussion of the zoological evidence and the conclusions

to which it points is deferred until the general survey which
follows the systematic account.

Mammalia.

The biggest, though by no means the most interesting in-

habitant of the lakes of Central Africa, is the liippopotamus,

which is widely distributed in the tropical parts of the continent.

The common species, Jlippopotaimis amphihius, is probably to be

* I do not agree Avitli Moore's si;l)sequent statement tliat types whicli are

tlialassoid cannot be lialolininic. It is true that the words are not synonymous,
but surely organisms may be marine-lilce in a])pearance (thahissoid) and at the same
timi' leliet types (lialoliinnie).
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found in all the lakes under review *, but definite records are not

in every case available.

In addition to the hippopotamus, there are two species of otter

which occur over the greater part of Africa, and there is little

doubt that both of these frequent the waters of the big lakes.

A specimen of the larger form—now known as Aonyx capensis—
from Lake Victoria is in the collection of the British Museum.
The smaller otter is known as Lutra maculicollis. Hore refers to

the occurrence of otters in Tanganyika (101, p. 150), and both

Grogan and Bockelmann speak of them in Kivu (91, p. 123 :

16, p. 371), but actual records are wanting in most cases. It

may nevertlieless be safely assumed that both species form a part

of the fauna of the lakes with which this paper is concerned.

As far as I am aware,- these are the only Mammals f which are

recorded from the lakes.

Crocodilia.

The largest reptile and the one most in evidence in the African

lakes, is, of course, the crocodile, wdiich is extremely widely

distributed in tropical Africa. Two species J have been recorded

as occurring in Lake Tanganyika.

1 . Crocodilus niloticus.

This is the common African crocodile with the most extended
distribution, ranging from Palestine to Natal anfl known also

from Madagascar. It is found in Nyasa and Victoria Nyanza as

well as in Tanganyika (see Britisli Museum Catalogue (19) and
lists given by Tornier (192, 193, and 194)), but, as far as I can
ascertain, it has not been definitely recorded from the other big-

lakes, though it very probably occurs in them all \\.

2. Crocodilus cata]yliractus.

Recorded from Ujiji, eastern shore of Tanganyika, by Torniei'

(194, }). 579). Essentially a West and Central African form,
extending fiom the Senegal to the (laboon and nearly all over

the Congo.

Ophidia.

Four snakes adapted to an essentially aquatic life have been
found on the shores of Lake Tanganyika. In addition to these,

Grogan states tliiit tlio hippopotamus is not found in Kivu (91, ]>. 122), and
I'ockchnann and Hundeshagen vefei- to this also (16, p. 371 : 103, p. 201).

t Carl Peters, in his book " New Light on l)ark Africa," Kiiglish translation,

London 1891, speaks on page 445 of havnig seen porpoises in the Victoria Nyanza.
There is to mj' mind little doubt that he was misled, either by the appearance of an
otter or even perhaps ])y one of the great fishes of the lake.

For specific distinctions and synonymy consult Jioulenger (19, p. 278 et seq.).

W A statement is made by Schubotz (156, p. xix) that there are no crocodiles in

Lake Edward, but tliis does not agree with the accounts given bv other travellers.

Grogan (91, p. 122), Bockelmann (16, p. 371), and Hundeshagen "(103, p. 2U4)

,

however, speak of the absence of crocodiles fron) Kivu,
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a snake allied to the cobras was taken swimming in the lake

during the Third Tanganyika Expedition. The five species*

may be enumerated as follows :

—

1. Tropidonotus olivaceus.

This is a well-known and common water-snake which is

distributed over nearly the whole of Tropical Africa. It has also

been recorded from Victoria Nyanza (180, p. 265) and Edward
Nyanza (192, p. 67), and ma}^ very well occur in most of the other

big lakes.

2. Glypholycus hicolor.

Brought from Tanganyika by Hore, one of the earliest

collectors, and also recently obtained from the same locality. In
contrast to the preceding, this form has been found nowhere else.

Tlie genus was established by Giinther (93, p. 629) to receive this

species, but a second species has since been found in Nj^nsalandf.

3. Grayia ornata.

A Tropical African snake, distributed in tlie west from the

CamerooDS to Angola and extending eastwards to the Uelle and
Ituii. Recently recorded from Albertville on the western shore

of Tanganyika.

4. Grayia tholloni.

Known from the Congo region, the Upper Nile, and the

western shore of the lake.

5. Boulengerina stormsi.

This snake, which belongs to the same group as the cobras, is

probably highl}^ poisonous, but not strictly aquatic in character.

The species was described from a single specimen (a young one,

24 cm. long) discovered by Storms on the western shore of

Tanganyika. A second specimen, which was obtained by my
expedition, was taken actually swimming in the lake. It is in

all probability adult and measures 125 cm. This form has not

been obtained elsewhere.

From an examination of this list it will be seen that more is

known of the snakes of Tanganyika than of those of the other big

African lakes, from which indeed there are but two definite

records—to wit, those of Trojndonotus olivaceus in Victoria

* For particulars relating to these snakes, as also synonymy and means of

identification, consult Boulenger (34 : 35).

t The Nyasaland species of Glypholymis— G. wliytii—is also a trub' aquatic

snake, and may quite well Qccvu' inNyasa, although it has not hitherto been reported

from that lake.
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Kyanza and Edward Nyanza. Although Tanganyika has certainly

received a considerable amount of attention, this circumstance
would not alone suffice to explain the relative lichness of its

Ophidian fauna, which is the more remarkable in that two of the

^^pecies are endemic forms. It is hardly among the snakes that

types characteristic of a lake would be expected, but they never-
theless afford an interesting parallel to the state of affairs wdiich

is so constant and striking in most of the groups of typically

aquatic animals.

Ohelonia.

Five species of aquatic tortoises come within the scope of this

.survey*, of which four have been found in Tanganyika.

1. Sternothcerus sinuatus.

A foim well known from Tanganyika and obtained by Stuhl-

mann in the Victoria Nyanza (192, p. 4). It has more recently

been reported from Nyasa (193, p. 583) and from Lake Albert

(180, p. 200), while it is widely distributed in South Africa and
in East Africa south of the equator.

2. Sternothcerus derhianus.

This species appears to be more especially West African, but

also occurs in Tanganyika.

3. Sternothoirus nigricaus,

A specimen of this tortoise from Usumbura, Lake Tanganyika,

is referred to by Sternfeld in his report on the reptiles of the

German Central Africa Expedition (180, p. 201). It is also

known from the region of Mozambicjue and from Madagascar.

4. Pelomedasa gcdeata.

This is likewise a widely distributed form, and is recorded by
Tornier (193, p. 583) both from Tanganyika and Victoria Nyanza.

It has again been reported from Victoria Nyanza by Sternfeld

(180, p. 201), and the British Museum also possesses a specimen

from that locality. The species does not seem to have been

mentioned hitherto from any of the other big lakes, although it

is well known from Southern and Tropical Africa and occurs

-even as far north as the Sinaitic Peninsula.

5. Cycloderma frenatiim.

This w ell-known Zambezi type has been collected by Fiilleborn

* Particulars of these Clieloniaus will bci found ia the British Museum Catalogue

(19).

Proc. Zool. Soc—1920, No. XXXV. 35
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(193, p. 583 & 194, p. 580) in Lake Nyasa also. It is not known
from any other African lakes.

In this case again a larger number of forms is on record from
Tanganyika than from the other- Central African lakes, but the

species are all widely distributed, and their precise distribution

in the lakes is probably a matter of little significance. A
curious piece of negative evidence of considerably more interest

is the fact that, with one exception, there are no records of

Trionychidse from any of the lakes, although these form.s are so

eminently aquatic and are known from other localities in Central

Africa. The exception to which I refer is Tornier's allusion

(193 & 194) to Cycloderma frenatum, a Zambezi species, in

Lake Nyasa.

Batrachia.

While there are many Batrachiaiis which are widely distributed

in the African continent, the number of truly aquatic forms—with
which alone this paper is concerned—is very small. So far as I

am aware, the only true aquatics found in the lakes of Africa

belong to the Anuran Xenojyus, of which two species* need
to be enumerated,

1. Xenojms muelleri.

This form appears to be rather the commoner of the two. The
British Museum collection contains specimens from Lakes Tan-
gan3dka and Nyasa, and according to Tornier (192, p. 162) this

species was collected by Stuhlmann at Bukobaon Victoria Nyanza .

Its occurrence does not seem to have been i-ecorded from any of

the other big lakes, but as it is widely distributed in the Eastern
parts of Tropical Africa, it is cjuite likely that it may exist in

them too.

2. Xenojms la^vis.

Recorded by Tornier (192, p. 163) from Victoria Nyanza.
Subsequently recorded by Nieden (141, p. 186) from the same
lake and also from the western bank of the Rnsisi River which
flows into Tanganyika—though not reported actually from the

latter lake itself. This form likewise has an extended distribution

in Centi'al Afiica, and may very well occur in the other lakes also..

Since both these species are so widely distributed, it is prol)able

that their exact distribution in the lakes is of little moment.

* For the distinctions between the two species of Xenopus consult Koulenger

(27, p. 249).
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Pisces.

The fish of Tanganyil^a constitute no inconsiderable proportion

of the animal forms which are known from the lake, since there

are now recorded from its waters no less than 146 species. This

result is mainly due to the activities of the three British ex-

peditions and more recently the Belgian expedition under the

late Louis >Sta,ppers, though a number of smaller collections have
added considerably to our knowledge.

There was a period during which the fish fauna of Tanganyika
had probably been more carefully investigated than those of the

other big lakes, but at the present time this is no longer the case.

So far as Victoria ISTyanza is concerned, this is due pai'ticularly

to the researches of the late "W. G. Doggett, M. AUuaucl,

E. Degen, and E. Bayon, while in Lake Nyasa the recent

collectors have been F. Fiilleborn and E. L. Rhoades. It is

nevertheless very doubtful whether all the fish forms which in-

habit these vast inland seas have as yet been even approximately

discovered, for each extensive collection still adds new species,

often of very striking appearance. At the same time it will be

agreed that the investigations of many explorers, spread over

a fairly considera,ble period of years, must hfixe furnished data on
which it is possible to rely, even though further knowledge may
occasion some revision in points of detail.

The fishes are better represented in the lakes than any other

group. Nyasa appears to form an exception, as in that case

the number of Rotifera even exceeds that of the fishes. This

is due to the inclusion of a large number of extra-lacustrine

records.

In the list which follows, 308 species of fish are enumerated,

and it is a point of considerable interest that only three of these

are recorded from outside the continent. They are Clarias

lazera, Tilapia nilotica, and Haplochromis desfontainesii, all known
from Syria, with which, through the valleys of the Jordan and
Nile, there is believed to have been communication in former
geological times.

The outstanding features in the case of Tang.anyika will be

seen to be firstly the large number of diff'erent forms found

within the limits of a single lake, and secondly the remarkably

large percentage of those forms which are not known to occur

elsewhere.

35*
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Table of Distribution of Pisces

Name of Species.
Tangan-
yika.

Victoria

JNyanza. iSl^-anza

Albert Edward
yanza.

Other parts of

the world.

Family Polypteeidje.
Tolypterus congicus P*

„ senegalus

Family Lepidosirenid.!;.
Protopterus ajthiopicus P P

Family Moemyrid^.
Mormyrops deliciosus

Petroceplialiis catostoma

„ degeni E
Marcusenius nigricans , ... P

., discorliynchvis .. P
,,

pethevici ... P §

Gnathonenius longiharbis ... ... E
Mormyrus kannunie ... P

longirostris P

Family Clupeidje.
Pellonula miodon , E
Stolothris.sa tanganica^ Gen. E

Family Chakacinidje.
Hydrocyoii f'or.skalii

„ lineatus P
Alestes dentex

macrophthalmus P
sadleri ... E

„ nurse ... P
„ jacksonii ... E§
„ imberi

„ vittatus E
„ rhodopleura E

Citharinus gibbosus P

P
P?

Congo K.

W. Africa, Nile.

Nile, Soudan.

W. Africa, Zambezi.
Rovuma R.

JCast Africa.

Zambezi.
Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Nile.

Bangweolo, Zambezi.

W. Africa, Nile.

Tropical Africa.

W. Africa, Nile.

Mwero, Congo, Gaboon.
Malawa R.
W. Africa, Nile.

Malawa R.
Congo, Zambezi.

Cono-o P.

f For further details relating to the Pisces, see in particular the comprehensive ' Catalogue

of the Fresh-water Fishes of Africa,' by G. A. Boulenger (36), which is the authority on
which, in the main, I have relied in preparing the adjoining list. It is necessary to make it

quite clear that 1 follow Boulenger in regarding (1) the fishes obtained from that part of

the Victoria Nile which lies between Lake Victoria and the Murchison Falls as belonging

essentially to the lacustrine and not to the Nile fauna, and (2) the fish collected from the

Upper Shire River (as opposed to the Lower Shire) as constituents of the fauna of Lake
Nyasa. Pealing with the records in this sense, therefore, fishes have been described as

endemic in Victoria Nyanza when they have been taken in the Victoria Nile as well as in

the lake itself, or even should they have been obtained only from the Victoria Nile. For
Nyasa and the Upper Shire the same principle is adopted. In a few cases also, fishes taken

within the obvious drainage area of a lake are included in the list, as it would clearly be

illogical to omit them. All the instances, however, in which records are not actually from
the lakes themselves, are specially indicated by a §.

* Throughout this paper, wherever a tabular form has been adopted, an E is used to

indicate that the species referred to is endemic
;

P, that it is present in the lake named but

known elsewhere. Gen. E implies that the genus is endemic.

§ Not actually recorded from the lake itself. See footnote above.

II
This record needs confirmation.
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Name of Species.

Family Cyprinidj]:.
Labeo horie

„ mesops
victoriaiius

„ cylindricns

Discogiiatlius jolinstoiiii .

Vai'icorliinus «tappersii .

„ tanganicai .

Barbus tropidolepis

„ lobogeiiys

„ kivuensis

J, radcliffii

„ altianalis

„ fevgussoiiii

5, bayoni

„ edviardiunus

„ eurystomus

„ rboadesii

„ platyrhinus

„ iiyassii;

„ jobnstonii

„ trimaculatus ....

,, numiuifer

„ paludinosus

„ tbikeiisis

„ serrifer

„ miiicbiui

„ tetvaspilus

„ sexnuliatus

„ litamba

„ apleurogramina .

„ iuiiocens

„ tseniopleura

uvostigma

„ arcisloiigaj

,, perince

,, trispiloplevira ....

,, doggetti

„ lufukieiisis

„ magdaleiifL'

Barilius microcepLalus...

.

„ moorii

„ tangaiiica^

„ micvolepis

Engraulic\ pi-i!s sardella .

„ argenteus

,, minutus .

Tangan-
yika.

Victoria

Nyanza,
Nyasa.

Albert Edward
Nyanza. Nyanza.

Kivu.
Other parts of

the world.

P?i|

Nile.

Upper Shire 11.

Victoria Nile ,

Abyssinia to .Zambezi.

E. Africa.

E

P Rusisi R.

Victoria Nik.

Zambezi, Angola.
E. Africa.

E. Africa, Natal,

E. Africa. [Angola.

Uelle R.
Malawa R.

E. Africa,

Nile.

Abvs.sinia.

Uppei' Shire.

Upper Shire.

Family Sixurid^.
Clarias anguillaris

„ moorii

mossambicu.s

„ lazera

„ carsonii

„ submarginatus

„ liocephalus ...

alluaudi

„ werneri
Dinotopterus cunniugtoni
Eutropius niloticus

Schilbe niystus

P

Gen'. E

P

P

P P'

Not actually recorded from the lake itself.

This record needs confirmation.

Nile, Chad.

Abyssinia, E. A'-'rica,

Syria, Nile, W. Africa.

Uganda.
Cameroon, Ituri R,
Ubanghi R.

Nile, Senegal.

Nile, Tropical Africa.
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Name of Species.
Tangan-
yika.

Victoria Albert Edward
Nvasa. >,T TVT Ki

iSyanza. Myanza. JSJyauza.

Other parts of

the world.

Bagrus bayad
,, orientalis

„ docmac P P
,, degeni ... E

meridionalis

Chrysichthys sianenna E
„ graueri E
,, erauchii P
„ stappersii E
„ uiyriodon E
„ grandis E
„ brachynema ... E

Phyllonemus typus Gen. E
Amphilius platycliir P
Auciienoglanis occideutalis ... P
Synodontis granulosus E

„ tlhonti E
5, zambesensis

nielanostictus ... P
., niultipunctatus ... E

victoriie ... E
afro-fischeri ... E

„ nigrita

Malapterurus electricus P

Family Ctpeinodontidjj.
Fundulus ta^niopygus ... P
Haplochilus dhoiiti E §

„ pumilus P P
„ johnstonii

Lampricbthys tanganicanus .. Gen. E

Family Seeranidjs.
Lates niloticus

„ microlepis E
5, angustit'rous E

Luciolates stappersii Gen. E
„ brevior E

Family Cichlid^ f.
Tilapia shirana

,, mossambica
., nilotica P
,, eduardiana ... P§
„ variabilis ... E
„ auromarginata

squamipinnis

„ melanopleura P
„ burtoni P
„ adolphi-frederici

., calliptera

wiliiamsii

horii E

E§

Nile, W. Africa.

E. Africa.

Nile.

Upper Shire K.

Congo.

E. Africa.

Nile, W. Africa.

Zan)bezi, E.Africa.
Zambezi, Bangweolo,

[Mwero.
Malawa R.

Nile, W. Africa.

Nile, Tropical Africa.

E. Africa.

Lukuga R.

Nyasaland, Zululand.

Nile, W. Africa.

Zambezi.
E. Africa, Natal.

P Syria, Nile, W. Africa.

E. Africa.

Victoria Nile.

U])per Shire.

P W. Africa, Zambezi,
P [Zululand.
E

Zambezi.

§ Not actually recorded from the lake itself.

t Quite recently, and since this section on the Pisces was completed, an important paper
dealing with the classification of the Cichlids has been published by Regan (145). Entering
on a revision of the fishes of this group, he deals in this introductory article with the

Tanganyika genera. Since he has not yet completed his investigations, I have not attempted
to revise my list in accordance with his views, and merely call attention to the ])aper in this

place. It is clear that in this tabulation I am compelled to co:3form to the standard
originally adopted, which cannot be brought into line with the suggestions put forth in

the above-mentioned prelimiiaary essay.
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Name of Species
Tangan-
yika.

Victoria

Nyanza.
Nva^a

Albert Edward
Nvanza. N\anza.

Kiv
Other parts of

the world.

Tilapia perrieri ... E
humilior ... E
pallida ... E
pappenheimi
lacrimosa ... P
nubihi ... E
macrops ... P
martini ... P
bayoni ... E §
nigricans ... ... E
simotes ... E §
zebra ... ... E
auratii ... ... E
pleurotaenia E
johnstonii ... ... E
tetrastiguia ... ... P
kirkii ... ... p
lateristriga ... ... E
letlirinus ... ... E
rostrata ... ... E
dardennii E
macrophthaima ... ... E
brevis ... ... E
inornata ... ... E
trematocephala E
boops E
graiidoculis E

Petrocliromis tanganicae E
„ andersonii P

polyodon E
„ nyassns ... ... E
„ tasciolatus E

Canningtonia longiventralis .. Gen. E
Simochrom.is diagramma Gen. E
Tropheus moorii Gen.E

„ annectens E
Asprotilapia leptura Gen. E
Lobochilotes Jabiatus Oen. E
Docimodus johnstonii ... ... Gen.E§
Haplocliromis livingstonii ... ... ... E

„ venustus ... ... E
„ scliubotzi

„ nuchisquamulatus

„ jeanneli

„ angustifrous

„ islimaeli

„ roberti

„ Stanley!

„ percoides

„ graueri

„ strigigeiia

„ dest'ontainesii ... P
_„ alluaudi

Paratilapia gestri

„ parvidens

„ pfefferi E
„ afra '

... ... E
„ modesta ... ... E
„ thumbergii ... ... P
„ vittata

conipressiceps

longirostris .

prognatha ....

P
E
E
E§

P?

Victoria Xile.

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Ilusisi R.

Nyasaland.
Nvasaland.

Upper Shire.

Upper Shire.

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

\''ictoria Nile.

Nile, E. Africa.

Syria, Nile, Tunisia.

V ictoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Upper Shire.

Zambezi, Bangweolo,
[Angola.

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

§ Not actually recorded from the lake itself.

|j
This I'ecord needs confirmation.
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Name of Species. '^^"f""
il^^^oria ^ Albert EdwM-d ^. Other parts of

^ yika. Nyanza. Nyanza. JVyanza, the world.

Paratilapia serraims

guiarti

bayoni
chilotes

pectoral is

inaculipiniia

victoriana

g-nuiti

cinerea

crassilabris

bicolor

retrodeus

polyodon
nototgeiiia

dimidiatu

rhoadesii

chrysonota
intermedia

ventralis

dewiiidti

lukugae
furcit'era

stenosoma
microlepis

leptosoma
iiigripiiHiis

calliura

Pelmatochromis polylepis ...

„ riponianus ..

„ microdon ...

„ obesus

„ auritus

„ spekii

flavipiimis ..

„ cavifroiis ...

„ froutosus ...

„ macrops . .

.

„ stappersii ...

„ pleurospiliis

,, rhodostigma
Platytieniodus degeiii

Champsochromis cferiileus ...

„ loiigiceps ...

„ esox
Bathybates graueri

„ ferox

„ liorni

„ vittatus .

„ fasciatus

„ minor
Haplotaxodon microlepis

Cyrtocara moorii
Ectodus descampsii
Eiiantiopus melanogenys

„ ochrogenys

„ Palbini

Stapper.sia singularis

Xenotilapia sima

„ ornatipinnis
Grammatotria lemairii

Trematocara marginatum ...

„ nigrifrons

„ unimaculatum...
Gephyrochromis moorii

Gen. E
E
E
E
E
E

Gen. E

Gen, E
Gen. E
E
E

Gen. E
Gen.E
E

Gen. E
Gen.E
E
E

Gen. E

P
E
E
E§
E§
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

Gen. E
Gen. E
E
E

Gen. E

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Upper Shire.

Lnkuga R.

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Upper Shire.

§ Not actually recorded from tlie lake itself.
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Name of Species.
Tangan-
yika.

Victoria

Nyanza.
Xyasii

Albert Edward
Nyanza. Nyanza.

Kivu.
Other parts of
the world.

Lamprologus brevianalis E
„ tetracantlius ... E
„ marginatus ... E

dhonti E
„ tretoceplialus... E
,j hecqui E
„ multitasciatus .. E
„ modestus E
„ mondabu E
„ Psteindachneri,. E
„ Pboulengeri ... E
„ elongatu.s E
„ pleurostigma ... E
„ cunningtoni ... E
„ lemairii E
„ callipterus E
,5 fasciatus E
„ brevis E
„ moorii E
„ compressiceps ,. E
„ taeniurus E
„ calliurus E
,, reticulatu.s E
„ furcifer E

Julidochromis ornatus Gen, E
„ Pocellatus E

Telmatochromis temporalis.., Gen. E
,, vittatns ... E

Bayonia xenodonta
Hemitilapia oxyrhynchus ...

„ bayoni

„ materfamilias ...

Corematodus shiranus
Eretmodus cyanostictus Gen.E
Spathodus evythrodon Gen, E
Perissodus microlepis Gen. E
Chilotilapia rhoadesii
Schubotzia eduardiana
Xenochromis hecqui Gen. P]

Plecodus paradoxus Gen. E

Family Anabantidje.
Anabas muriei

Family Mastacembelid.b.
Mastacembelus frenatus E

„ cunningtoni.. E
„ moorii E
„ shiranus

„ vicrori;e

„ ellipsifer E
„ uiellandi 1*

§

„ tieniiitus E
„ taiiganicae ... E
„ ophidium ... E

12 families 11

72 genera 26E,29P.

(55)

308 species 121E,25P,

(146)

Gen.E §

e'

E
Gen.E S

Gen.E

Victoria Nile.

Victoria Nile.

Upper Shire.

Nile.

Upper Shir^.

Victoria Nile.

N. Rhodesia.

2E,23P
(25)

1E,20P.

(25)

14P 1E.7P.

(8)

6P.

60E,26P. 43E,20P.

(86) (63)

17P. 6E,12P. 3E,10P
(18) (13)

§ Not actually recorded from the lake itself.
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It is evident that a table n liicli enumerates 308 species and

extends over several pages is fai- too unwieldy to convey a

correct impression of the outstanding features of distribution.

The principal table of distribution is therefore supplemented by

two tabular lists, which will serve as a summary and at the same

time emphasise the points which are most striking. The first

supplementary table supplies the number of species represented

in each la.ke classified under their respective families.

Numher of Species represented in Lakes.

Name of

Family.
laiiganyika.

Victoria

Nyanza.
Nyasa.

Albert
Nyaiiza.

Edward

.

Nyaiiza.

Pob'pteridse IP 1 P
Lepidosirenida3 .. 1 P IP 1 P
Morrnvridae 2P 2E 3 P 4P
Clupeidae 2 E
Chavacinid[e ... . 2E 3P 2E IP 1 P 3P
Cvprinidae .; 9E 3P HE 5P 10 E 3P 1 P 2E IP IE 2 P
Siluridae HE 8P 4E 6 P IE 4P 7P 1 E IP IP
Cypriiiodontidae.,.. 2E 1 P 2P 1 P
Serraiiida3 4E 1 P
Ciclilidae 84 E 5 P 40E 7P 31 E 7P 4P 3 E 9P 2E 7P
Anabantidae IP
Mastacembelid;o . . 7E IP IE IE

308 species .. . 121 E 25 P.

(146)

60 E 26 P. 43 E 20 P.

(86) (63)

17 P. 6E 12 P.

(18)

3E 10 P.

(13)

Tjie other supplementary list simply gives the number of

endemic genera known from the lakes in question arranged
according to families.

jShtmher o/ Endemic Genera in Lakes.

Name of Familj-. Taiigaii3"ika.
Victoria

Nyaiiza.
Nyasa

Edward
Nyaiiza.

Clupeidae 1

Siluridje 2

Cypviuodoiitidae 1

Serranida- 1

Cichlidte 21

5 families 26

It is clearly impossible to allude specificall}' to more than a
few of the points of interest which emerge from a study of the
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preceMliiig t:ib]es. jNiany details of lesser iniportance \vill be

foiiud discussed in the v;irious pnpeis on the fresh-water iislies

of Africa, mentioned in tlie bib]iogra,p]iy oi- in tlie British Museum
Catalogue (38). Attention must, however, Ije 'Jrawu to tlie most
-signiticant features, many of whicli are now brought into special

prominence by means of the tabular method emp1oye(h
The point that hr^t arrests attention is that Tanganyika, con-

tains no fewer than 146 different fornjs of lish, which is in

itself a, remarkable lunnber to come from within the bounds of a

single lake. The fact becomes still more striking by a, comparison

with Victoria N)'anza Avhich contains 86 forms, and Nyasa which
contains 63. Thus, Tanganyika has more than half as many
species again as Lake Victoiia and over twice as many as Nyasa,

and this despite the fact that Victoria, is a bigger 1-ake than
Tanganyika and Kyasa not much inferior to it in size.

It must next be observed that of the 146 species known from
Tanganyika, uo less than 121 are peculiar to that lalie, Vvhile in

•comparison 60 out of 86 are endemic in Victoria Nyanza and 43

out of 63 in iSTyasa. That is to s-iy, nearly 83 per cent, of the

fish of Tanganyika, are found in that lake alone, while of the

species found in Victoria Kyanza, 69 [)er cent, are peculiar to

the lake and in Nyasa, 67 percent. Tanganyika, indeed, contains

more than double as many endemic species as Lake Victoria,,

which shows the next largest total.

Although the number of endemic species in Tanganyika is

clearly remarkable, the number of endemic genera is still more
-so. Of the 55 genera known to occur there, uea,rly half (26) are

found in that lake alone. A comparison witli the tw^o other

lakes, as instituted above, serves to emphasise the exceptional

nature of this fact. Two genera onl}^ out of 25 are endemic in

Victoria ^STyanza and five out of 25 in Ny^sa. The nund)er of

genera, recorded from Tanganyika fornrs a remarkably large

proportion of the total enumerated in the table of distribution.

A comparison of the figures shows that whereas this Like contains

146 species out of a grand total of 308, i. e. 47 per cent., it con-

tains 55 genera, out of 72—-no less than 76 per cent.

It will now be well to review the list of fislies in rather more
detail, dealing in general terms with the vaiions families and the

distribution of their representatives in the lakes. T'here is little

to comment on as far as tlie Polypteri(he and Lepidosirenida? are

concerned. Species of Pob/pterios and Protopterus are fairly well

represented in the big lakes, but the details of their distribution

have no pa,rticular significance.—Of the Mormyridae no species

have as yet been obtained from the smaller la.,kes, a,nd the family

has but few^ forms in tlie tliree bigger ones. Only Victoria

Nyanza conta,ins endemic species.—It is interesting to note that

the Clupeida3 are to be found in Tanganyika alone, wheie there is

an endemic species of the fresh-water genus Pelloihula, as well as

a representative of a closely allied endemic genus.—A few^ forms
of Characinidfe occur in the bigger lakes, of which Tanganyika
and Victoria each contain two types peculiar to themselves.
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The family Cyprinidae is better represented than the others,

hitherto considered, but this is mainly due to the number of

species of the very widely distributed genuKS JJarbus, of which
about 250 forms have been ah^eady described from the fresh-

waters of Africa. Tiiere are types of this genus peculiar to each

of the lakes under review with the exception of Lake Albert, in

which, strange to say, no representative has yet been found.

The genus Varicorhinus, found in Asia and various parts of

Africa, occurs in the lakes only in Tangan3aka, where there

are two characteristic species. It is noteworthy of the genus
Engraulicypris that each of the three big lakes appeai-s to contain

a form peculiar to itself.

The family Siluridfe cannot be expected to afford evidei:ce of

much value concerning geographical distribution, since many
of its members can remain for prolonged periods out of water
and even progress for some distance over land. There are there-

fore few points of significance to which attention need be drawn,
but it may be pointed out that even in this group, Tanganyika
exhibits two endemic genera. I'"urther, it is curious to note that

the genus Chryaichthys, while common in the Nile and Tropical

Africa, occurs m Tanganyika, alone, in wdiich six of the seven

species named are likewise endemic.

Only a, few types of the family Cyprinodontid{Te are represented

in the list, but among them is Lamjyrichthys, a genus peculiar to

Tanganyika.—The genera Lates and Luciolates are the only

members of the 8erra.iiida3 to be found in the big lakes, and of

the species which occur, only one—tlie well-known Lates niloticus

—appears outside the confines of Tanganyika. Thus in this

group also thei'e is a genus (Luciolates) endemic in that lake.

While the families hitherto considered show various noteworthy
features of distribution, it is the Cichlidge which far surpasses

them all, both in interest and in the number of forms represented

in the African lakes. Of all the species enumerated in the table

of distribution, more than 70 per cent, are Cichli<ls, or to put it

another way, there are considerably more species of the family

Cichlidpe than of all the other fainilies taken together. In the

case of the genera, exactly half are Cichlids, there being 36 out

of a total of 72. These are remarkable facts, but they are not

merely an expression of the common occurrence of this group of

fishes on the continent, as an examination of the list will show .

It is quite clear that there are groups of forms which are peculiar

to these big lakes, arul that the three biggest contain more
than the smaller ones, while a culminating point is reached in

Tanganyika with a succession of endemic genera.

Lake Albert is alone in containing no endemic species, but the

numbers gi'ow from 2 and 3 endemic forms in Lakes Kivu
and Edw^ard respectively, to 31 in Nyasa, 40 in Victoria Nyanza,
and no less than 84 in Tanganyika. Nor is this all, for in the

number of endemic Cichlid genera the remarkable nature of

the fauna of Tanganyika is particularly exemplified. In the
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latter lake 21 peculiar genera occur, as coinpai-ed with 2 in

Lake Victoria, 5 in Nyasa, and a single genus in Lake Edward.
As concerns Tanganyika, tiie cas3 may be stated even more
forcibl}^ by pointing out that 41 genera in all are recognised

from the whole continent, of which 21 l)e]ong exclusively to this

lake : in other words more than half the genera of Cicblidse

known in Africa are confined within the limits of Tangan3dka.

It may be wortli while to give a few more comparative figures

in the case of the three bigger lakes around which interest

principally centres. In Nyasa 38 Cichlid fishes are found out

of a total fish fauna of 63, which is 60 per cent, of the whcile
;

in Yictoria Nyanza 47 out of 86,- which is some 54 per cent. ; in

Tanganyika 89 out of 146, or nearly 61 per cent, of the total.

With this remarkable total of 89 Cichlid fishes, Tanganyika, in

fact, establishes another record, possessing the richest Cichlid

fauna in the world. Next note how extremely large a proportion

of the endemic species are Cicblidje. In Nyasa there occur 31

endemic Cichlid species out of a total of 43 endemic species in

the lake, i. e. 72 per cent. ; in Victoria Nyanza 40 out of 60, or

66 per cent. ; in Tanganyika 84 out of 121, or 69 per cent. The
proportion of endemic genera belonging to this family is even
more extraordinary, for all the geiiei-a which are endemic in

Nyasa and in Lake Victoria are Cichlidte (the same is true of

the single endemic genus found in Edward Nyanza), and in

Tanganyika there are 21 out of 26 endemic genera, or 80 per
•<3ent. Lastly, the number of endemic Cichlid forms as compared
with the total number of Cichlid forms known from the lakes in

question is a basis for further striking figures. Thus in Nyasa,

out of 38 species of Cichlid^e, 31 are endemic, or 81 per cent. ; in

Victoria Nyanza, out of 47 species, 40 are endemic, or 85 per

cent. ; in Tanganyika, out of 89 species, 84 are endemic, or over

94 per cent.

From a consideration of all these figures it l)ecomes very plain

that the large number of unicjue forms characteristic of Tan-
ganyika is especially due to a great development of the fishes of

this group, and that the same is true, though in lesser degree, for

Nyasa and Victoria Nyanza.
The review of so largely represented a famil}^ must of necessity

be brief. The very characteristic genus T'dapia extends to

40 species in the list, but though some are peculiar to certain

lakes, there are no very striking features of distribution to be
noted. The genus Petrochromis appears to be mainly typical

of Tanganyika, for though an endemic form occurs in Nyasa and
there is a doubtful record from Lake Albert, it is not found in

Victoria Ny;:inza or any of the other lakes considered. The case

of Ha'plocliromis is interesting as being, on the contrary, a genus
wdth a single widely distributed species recorded from Tan-
ganyika, while it is better represented in all the other lakes

under review. Perhaps a more important—though unexpected

—

feature is the existence of H. angustifrons and H. graueri in both
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Lakes Eilward and Kivu and nowhere else. This is a matter of
some interest, since there is evidence for believing that these two
lakes, between which there is now no connection whatever, were
in relatively recent times in connnnnication with one another
{cf. Moore, 137, p. 89). The genns Paratilapia is another repre-
sented in the lust by a large number of species, these being-

associated in groups which in most cases are peculiar to one of

the three bigger lakes. Felmatochromis, which is widely dis-

tributed in "West Africa, occuis in Tanganyika and in Victoria
Nyanza. but otherwise only in a single instance (Lake Edward)
in tiie lakes with which this paper is concerned.

There is no occasion to refer individually to the numerous-
Cichlid genera which are endemic in the African lakes, the
important point being th.at so many of them are found in Tan-
ganyika. Attention may, however, be called to Charnj^sochromis

from Nyasa with three species, and Bathyhates from Tanganyika
with six, as these exhibit the gieates^t number of species among
the different endemic genera. The genu.s Lamjyi'oloijus is of

considerable interest and importaiice, being represented by a
total of 27 species from the Congo and Lake Tanganyika. It is

nevertheless essentially characteristic of the latter, for 24 endemic
species are recorded from the lake, while the remaining three

species are peculiar to various parts of the Congo river system..

The distribution of the three forms of Hemitilapia is quite

different from anything else met with in the list, since the genus
is only known from Lakes ISTyasa and Victoria. A single endemic
species occurs in the former lake and two endemic species in the

latter.

Since the Cichlids are so pre-eminent among the fishes of

Tanganyika, and indeed constitute a most striking feature of the

lake fauna as a whole, it becomes necessary to refer to certain

conclusions which have been drawn from a study of the anatomy
of these particular forms. From various considerations, such as^

the number of rays, the multiple lateral lines, and the number of

vertebrae, Boulenger (20, p. 2 : 25, p. 393) at one time regarded

certain Tanganyika genera as showing features of generalisation.

At a later date, however, after a fui-ther investigation into the
anatomical evidence bearing on the j)hylogeny of the group,

he arrived (26, "p. 422 : 38, p. 43) at a different conclusion^

and considers the Tanganyika genera and species as essentially

specialised. This is an important pronouncement, since it brings

the case of these fishes into line with most of the other animal

groups under discushion, in which certain marks of specialisation

are found to be characteristic of the endemic Tanganyika forms.

Passing now to the family Anabantidae, a solitary representative

(Anahas muriei) has been obtained from Victoria Nyanza.. It is

a Nilotic type, and its existence here calls for no particular com -

ment.—The last group in the list, that of the Mastacembelid^e, is

i-epresented in Africa only by the genus JIastacembekts itself.

Many species are known fiom the fresh-waters of the continent^
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but examples are found only in the three biggest of the lakes

included in this survey. It is interesting to note that while

there are single forms peculiar to Nyasa and Victoria Nyanza
respectively, there are no fewer than seven endemic forms in

Tanganyika. Here there is again exemplified in vei-y typical

fashion the striking nature of the Tanganyika fauna.

In his work '-The Tanganyika Problem" (137, p. 146) Moore
has pointed out that, on the whole, the number of different

animal forms present in any particular African lake is definitely

proportional to its size. He expressly omits, in makiug this

statement, the so-called "halolimnic" forms which he distin-

guishes in Tanganyika, and deals only with what he calla the

ordinary fresh -water fauna. Regarding as inadmissible the

exclusion of certain forms as " halolimnic," Tanganyika, will be

seen to far outstrip tlie other lakes in the number of types

represented, but with that exception, the figui-es undoubtedly
do vary in proportion to the size. So extensive a list as that of

the fishes attbrds an excellent opportunity for testing the general

accuracy of this statement, and a compai-ison may be instituted

not only as regai'ds number of species, but as regards niunber of

genera, and even families. The results are not dissimilai- in the

three cases, as the adjoining table will show. With the ex-

ception of Tanganyika, the lakes are arranged in order of size,

from the largest to the smallest of those under review.

Taiigau- Victoria

yika. Nyauza.
Nyasa.

Albert Edward
Nyanza. Nyauza.

Kivu.

Number of Species 146 86 63 17 18 13

Genera 55 25 25 14 8 6

Families 11 9 7 6 4 3

Having thus emphasised from many points of view the re-

markable nature of the fish fauna of Tanganyika, an examination

into its significance might well follow. As however the matter
merits a detailed discussion, and is moreover by no means con-

cerned with the distribution of the fishes only, this must be

deferred. In this place it is enough to indicate that the evi-

dence points to a period of complete isolation for Tanganyika—

a

period wliich was long enougli for the inhabitants of the lake to

assume the characters of species, and even genera, distinct from
those of the neighbouring parts of the continent. This is indeed

fully borne out by a comparison of the fish fauna of I'anganyika

with that of the Congo, to the drainage area of which the lake

now belongs. The striking dissimilarity of the fishes of Tan-
ganyika and the river into which it drains may be illustrated

by pointing out that of 25 species non-endemic in the lake, only
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14 are known also from the Congo system, and that of these

about one-third are of very wide distribution, by no means
characteristic of the Congo.

A few lines may now be devoted to a general survey of the

£shes of the other big lakes, for the purpose of pointing out any
characteristic features and affording a ground of comparison with

Tanganyika. It has already been seen that Victoria jSTyanza,

while containing representatives of nearly as many families as

Tanganyika, contains a much smaller number of species. Very
few endemic genera are found in the lake, but a considerable

number of endemic species occur, especially among the Cichlid?e.

It may also be noted that Lake Victoria shows a larger number
of Mormyrids (including two endemic types) than does Tan-

gan3'ika. Again, as regards the Cyprinidse, this lake is richer in

forms, witli 11 endemic species mostly belonging to the genus

Barhus^ while the Anabantidae is represented here alone.

Speaking generally it may be said, that although now one of

the sources of the Nile, only a small pro]3ortion of its fish are

found also in that river, so that there are good i-easons for sup-

posing that Victoria Nyanza was also isolated for a certain

period, and only included in the Nile basin in times, geologically

speaking, recent. Meanwhile it is clear that the modifications

of form which exist are not comparable in importance to those

occurring in Tanganyika, but go to prove that the lake has a

peculiar fish fauna,, not closely related to that of either Nile or

Congo.
N^^asa, having a lesser area, shows something of that decrease

in number of types which is related to the smaller size of the lake.

Nevertheless it still contains moi-e Cyprinid?e and Mormyridse

than Tanganyika, and it is rehitively lich in Cichlid fishes. Of

the latter there are indeed five endemic genera, yet out of a total

of 38 species, 27 belong to the two genera Tilapia and Para-

tilapia, which are of very wide distribution. Thus, altliough

Nyasa possesses a fish fanna which is in part peculiar and
characteristic, it has a far less striking assemblage of forms

than Tanganyika, or even than Victoria Nyanza. While it is

probable that a period of isolation favoured the production of

species peculiar to Nyasa, it is nevertheless clear that its fishes

belong essentially to the Zambezi river system, and do not differ

from those of that river to the same extent as do the fish of

Tanganyika, and to a less degree of Victoria Nj^anza, from those

respectively of the Congo and the Nile.

Speaking of the fishes, it may therefore be said that each of the

three largest lakes contains a group of forms peculiar to and

characteristic of itself. These forms differ from the fish of the

rivers wliicli drain the lakes, but not to the same degree in each

instance. Nyasa exhibits a number of types which are not found

in the Zambezi, and Victoria Nyanza a larger and more diver-

gent series of forms which are not found in the Nile ; but in

these cases the difierences are for the most part only specific.
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Tanganyika, however, is the extreme case, where not merely
specific but generic distinctions occur, and a remai-kable fish fauna
exists which has very little in common with the fislies of the

Congo, and which, moreover, has no parallel elsewhere.

Alberb Nyanz.i is the only lake of those under review which
does not contain a single endemic species of fish. The family

Siluridfe is best represented, with 7 different forms, belonging to

6 ditierent genera, but these are without exception well-known
Nilotic species. Very few Oichlid fishes are found in the lake,

the most interesting being Petrochromis andersoiiii, a Tanganyika
type, the existence of which in Lake Albert needs confirmation.

With this exception, and with the exception of Alestes macro-

phthahmis^ a Congo-Tanganyika type, the occurrence of which in

the lake is also rather doubtful, the whole of the fishes belong-

essentially to the Nile system, of which the lake is thus shown to

be an integral part.

Lake Edward, which lies further south, but is similarly in

direct connection with the Nile, is nevertheless not without types

peculiar to itself. Two endemic speces of Barhus have been
described, and one of Clarias. The Cichlidae are well represented

here with 12 forms, 3 of which, including the genus Schubotzia,

are endemic. While the greater number of the fishes are either

Nilotic types or are peculiar to the lake, there is a series of

6 Uichlids which are common to Lakes Edward and Victoria, and
are not found elsewhere. This is a rather unexpected state of

a.ftairs, and it is by no means easy to account for the association,

since the lakes do not communicate in any way. It may be nofced

that in Lake Edward the total number of genera is reduced to

eight and the number of families to four.

Dealing lastly with Lake Kivu, the smallest lake is seen to

contain the smallest number of dift'erent species of fish. Yet
even here an endemic species of Ba7'bus and two endemic Cicldids

occur. Apart from these, the fish fauna gives indications of

being considerably mixed. Three species belong clearly to the

Nile group, while reference has already been made to the two
forms of llai)lochromis found in Lakes Kivu and Edward only.

On the other hand, two fishes are found in Kivu and Tanganyika
onl}^ : a third occurs in Tanganyika and the Rusisi River which
drains Lake Kivu, as well as in the lake itself. The two remaining
types have a wider distribution, extending into W^est Africa.

In works dealing with Geographical Distribution it has long-

been recognised that undoubted affinities exist between tlie

animals of Southern Asia—and of the Indian Peninsula in par-

ticular—and of East and Central Africa. While evidence of this

is more marked in .some groups than in others, clear testimony

as to the general truth of the assertion is to be gained by a study
of certain families of fishes. Of the families under discussion,

it is pre-eminently the Cyprinidae and Mastacembelidte which
exhibit this affinity in a striking degree. Among the Cyprinid?e,

various genera are common to India and Africa, and a close

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1920, No. XXXVI. 36
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relationship is sometimes recognisable even between species. The
genera found in the African lakes which best exemplify this

relationship, are Labeo, Discognathus^ and Barhus (of the group
allied to Barhus hynni). Mastacemhelus itself is the only genus

of the Mastacembelidae which occurs in Africa, but it is also well

represented in India and the Malay Archipelago. This case is

specially interesting, since the genus was at one time considered

quite characteristic of the Indian region, yet at the present day

an even larger number of forms is known from the continent of

Africa.

Summary.—The lakes of Central Africa contain a large and
interesting assemblage of fishes. The bigger lakes as a rule possess

more forms than the smaller, but while Nj^asa and Victoria

JSTyanza each possess an extensive fish fauna, Tanganyika can

show a far larger number of types. In Nyasa and Lake Victoria

a considerable percentage of these types are endemic, .but this is

more strikingly the case in Tanganyika, where indeed not merely

endemic species, but a very exce2Jtional number of endemic genera

are found. Of the 12 families which are represented, interest

centres in particular on the Cichlidye, which are very promi-

nent in all the lakes except Albert Nyanza. A large proportion

of the Cichlid species are endemic in the lakes where they occur,

the extreme case being that of Tanganyika, which, with 84
endemic species and 21 endemic genera, possesses the richest

Cichlid fauna in the world. There are reasons for believing that

these remarkable endemic Cichlidse show signs of specialisation.

An explanation of the unique fish fauna of Tanganyika is

probably to be found in a period of complete isolation of that

lake : it is possible that isolation for a lesser period has produced

an elfect in the cases of Victoria Nyanza and Nyasa. The fishes

of the families Cyprinidie and Mastacembelidse in particular

exhibit Indications of Afro-Indian afiinities such as are displayed

by other groups of organisms.

POLYZOA.

The representatives of this group, as far as Lake Tanganyika
is concerned, are of particular interest. This is due in the first

place to the fact that while examples of the Phylactolsemata were

quite to be expected, the latter are accompanied in Tanganyika
by two species of Gymnokemata, the members of which are, with

few exceptions marine. It is also true that the gymnolcematous

form which was first discovered by Moore (137, p. 295) has a re-

markable resemblance to the marine genus Arachuidium. With
the exception of this type, which Moore named Arachnoidea *,

the species from Tanganyika were all obtained for the first time

by the author during the Third Tanganyika Expedition.

I follow Auijaiidale (7, p. 198) and Harmer (99, p. 50) in adopting Arach-
noidea as the correct spelling of this generic name, which Moore originally wrote

Arachnoidia.
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Tvr c a • Tan2:an- VictoriaName of Species.
^^^^^^^^^

Order Gymnolj^mata.
Victorella symbiotica E ?

Arachuoidea ra^'-laiikesteri ... E

Order Phtlactol2emata,
Fredericella cunuingtoni E
Plumatella repens P P

„ einacgiuata P
(Afrindella)

tangaiiyikse ... P

6 species 3E 2P 2P

Albert Edward
Nyanza. Nyanza.

Other parts of

the world.

Birket Qaruu ?

Oosmopolitan.
Cosmopolitan.

India.

2P 2P

The above table iUustrates an interesting feature of distri-

bution, paralleled in the case of other organisms, where one or

more than one almost cosmopolitan species occurs in Tanganyika,

associated with a larger number of endemic forms. Plumatella

repens:, a form with a most extensive range, is represented in

Tanganyika as well as in Lakes Victoria, Albert, and Edward,
while the closely related P. emarginata is found in the latter

three lakes, but has not been recorded from Tanganyika. The
case of P. [Afrindella) tanganyikce is of considerably more interest,

for it Avas originally described as P. tanganijihe hy Kousselet

(149, p. 252) from material collected by the Third Tanganyika

Expedition. It was at that time believed to be peculiar to Tan-

ganyika, but Annandale (5, p. 225) subsequently referred to this

identical species, specimens whi[3h he obtained from Igatpuri

Lake in the Western Ghats, Bombay Presidency Still more
recently (8, p. 140) the same author established the subgenus

Afrindella to receive the species, indicating in the name the

striking feature of its distribution. The absolute identity of

forms from Tanganyika and from India is a most remarkable

instance of those Afro-Indian affinities to which reference has

already been made J.

The remaining phylactolaamatous form, Fredericella cunni7ig-

toni, has sufficiently marked peculiarities to distinguish it from

the well-known P. sidtana, which has an almost world-wide

distribution. The former is confined to Tanganyika as far as is

at present known.
Among the great lakes of Central Africa, Tanganyika alone

has been found to contain representatives of the Gymnolfemata.

f For descriptions of most of these species and remarks on distiibntion, see the

report by Rousselet on the Polyzoa of the Third Tanganyika Expedition (149).

The>e specimens he at tirst named F. bombai/emis (4, p. 169)—a species aftei-

wards discarded.

X A table of African and Indian Polyzoa is given by Annandale in his paper on

the resemblances between African and Indian fresh-water faunas (10, p. 582).

36*
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The well-known genus Victorella, essentially a brackish and fresh-

water genus, is represented by the form V. symhiotica, a species

found associated with and growing through the sponge Spongilla

tanganyikcE, Daring an expedition more recently undertaken to

the Birket Qarun in Lower Egypt, on which I was accompanied
by C. L. Boalenger, further specimens of a gymnoliematous
Polyzoon were collected, which were submitted to Rousselet for

examination. No definite report on these has been received, but
some of this material has evidently been transmitted by Rousselet

to other writers on the Polyzoa, for Annandale (7, p. 197) records

his belief from an examination of the specimens,. that the Qarun
species is identical with Victorella symhiotica from Tanganyika.
Braem, on the other hand (53, p. 33), whilst affirming that the

forms V. continentalis , V. hengalensis, and that from the Qai-un

have close affinities with the European V. pavicla, asserts that
" liousselets V. symbiotica aus dem Tanganyika .... durch
einen abweichenden Bau des Darms ausserhalb dieses Kreises

steht " (loG. cit. p. 34).

Be this as it may, there is a further matter concerning this

genus which demands considei'ation. The view generally held by
specialists on this group has been that Victorella only recently

migrated from the sea into brackish and fresh-watei-. Braem,
however (53, p. 34), in the light of the Qarun specimens and the

species he describes from an inland lake in Turkestan, declares

his belief that on the contrary the genus is one which primitively

adapted itself to fresh- water conditions, and that the specimens

in question are " relict " forms. He considers that the existence

of the genus in Tanganyika further strengthens his supposition.

Since Tanganyika has been claimed by Moore as an undoubted
" Reliktensee," the true nature of this Polyzoon genus be-

comes a matter of some importance. Further light is fortunately

shed on this problem by the recent discovery l)y Hai-mer (99,

p. 45), in the Siboga material from the Dutch East Indies, of a

truly marine species of Victorella. The usual view would thus

seem to be definitely supported, and the existence of V. sym-
biotica in Tanganyika, while of considerable interest, would not

tend to prove the occurrence in the lake of an ancient marine
fauna.

The second gymnolasmatous type

—

Arachnoidea ray-lanhester

i

—is certainly the most remarkable form from the African fresh-

waters. Despite recent discoveries, it remains one of the few
instances known of a fresh-water incrusting gymnolaematous
Polyzoon, and is of peculiar interest accordingly*. In con-

sequence of its undoubted resemblance to the marine genus
Arachnidium., to which reference has alread}^ been made, Moore

(137, pp. 330, 332) regarded it as an important member of that

group of primitive marine forms which, he contended, still exists

* Another genus is Hislojna.
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in Tanganyika. Quite a different conception now suggests itself,

in view of the recent description by Harnier (99, p. 50) of another

species belonging to this genus collected by the Siboga Expedition
in the Straits of Makassar. No one would have ventured to predict

that Moore's genus would be found to have a representative still

living in the sea, but the discovery shows that, as in the case of

Victorella, tlie Tanganyika species has affinities with a present-

day marine type and not problematical affinities with marine
Polyzoa of a past era. It may be pointed out that a further

instance of Afro-Indian associations is afforded by the finding of

this species of Arachnoidea in East Indian seas.

A piece of negative evidence of some interest, but to which
perhaps no great importance need be attached, is the apparent
absence of Polyzoa from Lake Nyasa. It is admittedly a fact

that these organisms are small and inconspicuous, and little

likely to attract the attention of any but skilled naturalists

;

moreover, their distribution in the African lakes has in some
cases been merely deduced from a discovery of their sessile stato-

blasts. On the other hand, Nyasa has received a consideiable

amount of attention from a trained observer in the person of

Prof. Fiilleborn, and it is certainly strange that (so far as I am
aware) he collected no representativ es of this group from that

lake.

Polyzoa are also unknown in Kivu, where Schubotz states he
was unable to discover them (156, p. xiv). This is less surprising

on account of the unusual salinity of the lake.

MOLLUSCA.

It is a task of exceptional difficulty to give an accurate account

of the molluscan famia of the big lakes. This is in a large

measure due to the work of the late J. R. Bourguignat, who
described a very large number of types, a considerable but varying

pi'oportion of which have not been accepted by other authorities.

Fi'om Tanganyika alone, Bourguignat described no less than 242

species *, and to this total must be added a number of species for

which other writers are responsible, yet in the opinion of some of

the principal specialists the number of different molluscan forms

living in that lake is very much smaller than the enormous total

which has been credited to it.

The great interest attaching to certain Tanganyika molluscs

owiug to their remarkable marine-like appearance has already

been referred to, and on account of this, it is the moie to be

regretted that both genera and species have been unduly multi-

plied and that a generally accepted list of forms from this lake is

not available. In writing a paper such as this, it is necessary to

compile a definite list, and in doing so, I have followed more

* Speaking geiierall}' it may be said that Bourguignat and his school, of which
Locard was the principal exponent, elevated species into groups, and varieties into

species.
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pai'ticuL'ii'ly the account given by Edgar Smith (170), who had an
unusual opportunity for the systematic study of African fresh-

water shells.

To a lesser degree, the " species-making " of Bourguignat has

affected the lists of mollusca from the other big lakes of Africa,

and in making a selection of forms to be retained and forms to

be rejected, I have no doubt acted arbitrarily. There is no
need to enlarge upon this point, but while all the lists have

been carefully considered with a view to the elimination of

synonyms, they must be taken merely as the writer's expression

of opinion. Tt is only necessary to emphasise that while finality

in such a matter is always impossible, it is especially so in the case

of the Mollusca.

Although the number of genera aiid species to be included in

the fauna of Tanganyika may be a matter of opinion, there are

certain striking facts which remain undisputed. Firstly, it is

only among the Gasteropods that species described as thalassoid

are to be met with ; that is to say, all the Lamellibranchsare non-
thalassoid. Secondly, while there ai'e a number of noii-thalassoid

Gasteropods known to live in the lake, there are more than twice

as many which are considered to show a thalassoid aspect.

Tl)e arra.ngement of the families and genera w^hich has been
adopted is, in the main, thnt given by Pelseneer (Treatise on
Zoology, Ed. by Lankester, Part V. Mollusca).

Gasteropoda.

It has more than once been emphasised that the Gasteropoda are

among the most remarkable of the peculiar animal forms which
inhabit Tanganyika. In the adjoining table of distribution, a list

is given for each of the lakes under review, of those species which
appear to be admissible. This list reaches a total of 133 in all,

and it is evidence of the unique position which Tanganyika holds,

that 84 of these forms are recorded from that lake, 76 of them
being unknown elsewhere. Of these endemic Tanganyikan
species, the great majority were described by Bourguignat and
others as thalassoid and alternatively by Moore as halolimnic

{cf. p. 517). It has been thought desirable, in view of the special

interest attaching to these types, to mark with a * all the genera

which have been so designated. Perhaps it is well to explain that

none of the species belonging to genera which occur elsewhere

have been described as thalassoid by the conchologists, though
this does not mean that all the endemic genera are necessarily

thalassoid in aspect, there being a notable exception in the case

of the genus JSFeothauma,
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Naiiie of Species.
Taiigaii- Victoria

yika. Nvanza.
N3'asa.

Famil}^ Vivipakid^.
Viviparus constvictus

„ costulatus

foai E
„ meta
„ mbicundus
,, unicolov

„ ? briiicatianus E
Neotliauraa tanganyiceiise ... Gen. E
Cleopatra emini

„ guillenieti P
„ jouberti E
„ pivothi

„ trisulcata E
*Bridouxia giraudi Gen. E

Family AMPULLAEiiDa:.
Ampullaria bridouxi E

„ gordoni

„ gradata

„ letourueiixi

„ nyanzsB
ovata P

„ speciosa

„ stuhlmanni
Lanistes ellipticus

„ jouberti E
„ iiyassanus

„ olivaceus

„ ovum
„ purpureus

„ scliweinfurthi

„ sinistrorsus P
*Leroya bourguignati Gen. E

Family Hydrobiidj^.
*Spekia zonata Gen. E
*Tanganyieia rufofilosa Gen. E
*Rumella neritinoides Gen. E
*Stanleya giraudi Gen. E

„ rotundata E
„ smitliiana E

*Limnotrochus thom.soni Gen.E
*Chytra kirkii Gen. E
Bithynia alberti

„ bumerosa
„ multisulcata E
„ stanleyi

„ walleri

*S3Tno]opsis carinifera Gen. E
„ lacustris E

Albert
Nyanza.

Edwai'd
Nyanza.

Kivu.
Other parts of

the world.

R. Nile.

Egypt, E. Africa.

E. Africa.

E. Africa, Abys-
[sinia.

E. Africa ?

p]. Africa.

I]gypt, E. Africa.

E. Africa.

E. Africa.

E. Africa.

Nyasaland.
E. Africa.

E. Africa.

E. Africa.

E. Africa.

t Additional particulars and bibliographies will be found in von Martens' account
of East African forms (116) and Smith's review of the Mollusca of Tanganyika
(170). There have been but few additions since the dates of these

i
apers,

* Genera described as thalassoid.
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Name of Species.
Tangan- Victoria

yika, Nyanza.
N3'asa.

Albert Edward
Nyanza. Nyaiiza.

Kivu.
Otlier parts of

the world.

Family Tiaeid^.
Tiara

II
admirabilis E

„ arcuatula

„ liriciiicta

„ nodiciiicta

„ iiyassana

„ pergracilis

„ polymorplia

„ pupiformis

„ simonsi

„ taiiganyicensis E
„ tuberculata P
„ turritispira

*Giraiidia foai Gen. E
„ grandidieriana E
„ horei E
„ lavigeriana E
„ minor E
„ pra3clara E
„ quintan a E
„ tanganyicensis E

*Lechaptoisia ponsonbyi Gen. E
*Burtonilla terebriformis Gen. E
*Baizea giraudi Gen. E

„ leucoraphe E
*Anceya admirabilis Gen. E

„ giraudi E
„ rufocincta E

*Bythoceras iridescens Gen. E
„ minor E

*Paiamelania bridouxi Gen. E
„ crassigranulata .. E
„ damoni E

*Joubcvtia baizeana Gen. E
„ spinulosa E
,,

Stanleyana E
*Lavigeria callista Gen. E

combsa E
„ coronata E
„ diademata E
„ grandis E

jouberti E
,, pereximia E
,, ruellaniana E

*Randabelia catoxia Gen. E
„ hamyana E

*Edgaria bourguignati Gen. E
„ crassilabris E
„ lechaptoisi E
„ nassa E
„ paucicostata E
„ reymondi E
J, singularis E
„ tiarella E
„ variabilis E

*Hirthia globosa Gen. E
„ littorina E

Familj^ TiPHOBiiD.a!,
*Tiphobia horei Gen. E
*Bathanalia howesi Gen. E

Angoni Land.

P India, Malay Pen.

* Genera described as thalassojd.
II

OHtxi Melania,
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Name of Species. ^^^P"'
'Q'^''''^

^ yika. Nyanza.

Family Limnjjid^.
Limuaja iiatalensis P P

„ nyanssB ... E
„ undussumai ... P

Isidora coulboisi E
„ forskali ... P
„ nyassana

„ vaiidabeli E
„ strigosa ... P
„ succineoides

„ trans versalis ... E
„ trigona E

Physopsis africana

„ ovoidea ... P
„ tanganyicaj E

Family Planorbidje.
Plaiiorbis adowensis P

„ alexandrina P
„ apertus

„ bridouxiana E
„ clioanomplialus ... ... P
„ cvavvfovdi P
„ gibbonsi ... P
„ lamyi E
„ lavigeriaims E
„ monceti E
„ stanleyi

„ sudanicus P P
„ victori;e ... E

Family Ancylidjs.
Alleylus stulilmanni ... E

„ tanganyiceiisis E

8 families 1E,7P. 7 P.

35 genera 24E,llP. 11 P.

(35)

Albert Edward t^. Other parts of
^y^^'^- Nyanza. Nyanza. the world.

6P

P P

Natal.

E. Africa.

Egypt, Natal,

[Angola,

E. Africa.

E. Africa, Natal.

E. Africa.

... Abyssinia.

,.. Egypt.

Cape Colony,

E. Africa.

R. Nile.

6P. 2P.

6 P. 6 P. 2 P.

133 species 76E,8P. 11E,17P. 10E,14P. 4E,9P. 1E,9P. 2 P.

(84) (28) (24) (13) (10)

A list such as this, with 133 species, requires a somewhat
detailed analysis to bring out the points of most interest and
importance, although, indeed, the tabular form reveals the excep-

tional nature of the Gasteropod fauna of Tanganyika. In the

tirst place it will be noticed that no less than 84 species are

recorded from Tanganyika, which is clearly an exceptional number.
That this is so, is shown by a comparison with the known fauna
of the two lakes which come nearest in size, for Victoria Nyanza
can muster but 28 forms and Nyasa only 24. Thus Tanganyika
contains three times as many Gasteropods as Lake Victoria and
more than three times as many as Nyasa.

Secondly, be it observed, that of the 84 Tanganyika species, no
fewer than 76 are endemic, while correspondingly only 11 out of

28 are peculiar to Victoria Nyanza and 10 out of 24 to Nyasa,
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Of tlie smaller lakes, Albert Nyanza has 4 endemics out of a total

of 13, Edward Nyanza 1 out of 10, while Kivu only contains two
species, neither of which is endemic. In other words, more than
90 percent, of the forms in Tanganyika are only known from that

lake, while Victoria Nyanza has 39 per cent, of endemic species

and Nyasa some 41 per cent.

In the next place it must be emphasised once more that the

greater number of the endemic species of Tanganyika are types

which have been described as thalassoid—58 out of 76 belonging

to that category. Thus there are more than three times as many
thalassoid as non-thalassoid endemic species, actually some 76 per

cent, having this characteristic appearance. Even when the non-
endemic forms are added to swell the total, the shells having this

marine aspect outnumber the normal series by more than two to

one, there being respectively 58 and 26 species.

The figures which refer to the genera are even more arresting

than those which have been dealt with. Tanganyika alone con-

tains one or more representatives of each of the 35 genera named
in the table. The number of genera represented in Lake Victoria

sinks to 11, but it is significant that this is due to the absence

from that lake of the large total of 24 genera which are peculiar

to Tanganyika. Of this total of 24, 23 are regarded as thalassoid,

the single exception being the genus Neothauma, as already

mentioned. Apart from these endemic genera, both Tanganyika
and Victoria contain species belonging to the same 11 genera—
those of the "normal African fresh-water fauna" to adopt

Moore's term. It is interesting to observe that while 28 species

of these less specialised genera (including 11 endemics) occur in

Victoria Nyanza, 25 (including 17 endemics) are found in Tan-
ganyika. Lake Nyasa with 9 of these ordinary fresh-water

genera comes next, and the other lakes follow with still smaller

numbers. No endemic genera are to be observed outside Tangan-
yika. It is thus clear that over and above the representatives of

certain well-known fresh-water genera, thei-e is, in Tanganyika,

a whole series of unique Gasteropods which are not represented

elsewhere.

It may not be unprofitable to institute a comparison with the

group of the fishes, in which alone so large a number of endemic
genera is known. Tanganyika contains 25 endemic genera of

fishes, as compared with 24 endemic genera of Gasteropods, but

whereas with the fishes there are in addition 29 non-endemic
genera represented, there are only 11 non- endemic genera of

Gasteropods. Again, among the fishes there are a few endemic
genera found in the remaining lakes, while this is not the case

with the Gasteropods. The comparison serves to show that while

the actual numbers both of genera and species are less in the

group now under discussion than in that of the fishes, it affords

quite as conspicuous an instance of the peculiar characters of the

Tanganyika fauna.

The table of distribution already furnished now calls for more
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detailed examination. Among the Yiviparidje, Vh-iparus itself

is represented in Tanganyika only by two (one doubtful) endemic
forms. In Lake Victoria there is a series of 5 forms, 3 of which
are peculiar to its waters. It is noteworthy that the widely dis-

tributed species V. ruhicunclus and V. unicolor have not been
obtained from Tanganyika. The geneia Neothauma and Bridoiixia

are of more interest, since they are entirely confined to Tan-
ganyika. The latter genus has been regarded as exhibiting a

thalassoid facies. Each is represented by only a single species.

The family Ampullariidse contains representatives of the well-

known genera Ampullaria and Lanistes in addition to the

thalassoid genus Leroya from Tanganyika. Only Victoria

Nyanza fxnd Tanganyika j^ossess endemic forms of the two first-

mentioned genera, the remaining species— especially Ampidlaria
ovata—having a wider distribution. Lake Victoria will be seen

to have five species of AmpuUao-ia^ Nyasa a similar number of

Lanistes. The latter genus has not been recoided from the

smaller lakes.

A larger number of genera,, several of great interest, are asso-

ciated in the family Hydrobiidse. Bithynia* alone among the

genera enumerated is found outside the confines of Tanganyika,

but the species on record from the lakes have not been found in

other parts of the continent. Of the thalassoid types, Stanleya

is represented by 3 species and Syrnnlopsis by 2. Chytra and
Limnotrochus, as the name of the latter indicates, are forms in

which the shell is suggestive of the marine geiius Trochus.

The genera belonging to the family Tiarid^le (formerly Melaniidse)

form by far the la.rgest assemblage in the list under consideration.

Thirteen genera are represented, but here again only one of them,

the type-genus Tiara itself (perhaps better known as Melania) is

of wide distribution, the remainder being thalassoid forms found
only in Tanganyika. The latter lake contains three species of

Tiara, two of which are endemic ; Albert Nyanza contains one
endemic as well as one non-endemic species, while Nyasa contains

a remarkable series of nine different types, seven of which are

endemic. It is interesting to note that Tiara tuherciilata, which
has a wide range in Africa and extends into India and tlie Malay
Archipelago, is the only one of the 133 species enumerated which
occurs in all the lakes included in this survey. There is little

need for comment on the remaining genera in this family. They
contain the greater number of those types of marine aspect which
are so remarkable a feature of the Gasteropod fauna of Tangan-
yika. ( ertain of the genera are, however, represented by quite

a number of species, notably Eclgaria by 9 species and Giraudia

and Lavigeria each by 8.

Under the family name of Tiphobiidae have been associated the

A species of BMynia is stated bj^ Moore (137, p. 129) to occur in Lake Kivu.
I believe no specimens have ever reached this country, and in view of the negative

evidence which the visit of the German expedition to the lake affords, I regard the

record as of doubtful value and have intentionally omitted it.
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genera Tiphobia and Bathanalia, which are among the most
striking of the thalassoid fornis from Tanganyika. At present

this remains the only example of an endem.ic family characteristic

of that lake.

The representatives of the three remaining families are all

well-known fresh-water genera, and do not offer much of interest

on which to comment. Of the Limnceida?, specimens are on
record only from the thi-ee large lakes and Lake Edward, which
is rather surprising as the gronp hns a wide distribution in

Tropical Africa. Lwinmi luitalensis is the most w^idely distributed

species, being known from Tanganyika, Victoria, and Nyasa, as

well as from Natal. The families Pla.norbid?e and Ancylidse are

each represented by 'the type-genus only. Thirteen species of

Planorhis are enumerated, of which Tanganyika contains the

largest series, viz. 7 forms, 4 of which are endemic. In Nyasa,
it is strange to note, only a single widely distributed species

has been found. The form of commonest distribution in the

lakes is P. sudanicus. which occurs in four of them as well as in

the River Nile. Turning to the AncylidcT, it will be seen that

an endemic species of Ancyhis is on record both in Tanganjdka
and in Lake Victoria. No specimens have been observed in the

other lakes, but they may have been overlooked owing to their

small size.

It is not unreasonable to refer here to the suggestion already

cited in the section dealing with the fishes {cf. p. 535) that the

number of different animal types living in a lake is directly

proportional to its size. The figures for the Gasteropoda are

sufficiently large to afford some evidence for this contention, and
they are accordingly given in the following table, which records

the number of families and genera, as well as species :

—

Tangan-
yika.

Victoria ^
Nyanza. ^

Albert
' Nyanza.

Edward -rr-

Nyanza.
K^^*^'

Number of Species 84 28 24 13 10 2

., Genera , .

,

35 11 9 6 6 2

„ Families , , 8 7 6 5 6 2

It will be seen that Tanganyika, with its admittedly unique
fauna, is in a category by itself, but the remaining lakes, which
are arranged in order of size, form a series with decreasing totals,

and thus support the general truth of the assertion.

The distribution of the Gasteropoda in the lakes may be sum-
marised in a few sentences. Tanganyika, containing 84 species,

of which 76 are endemic, is altogether exceptional and is prin-

cipally characterised by a i-emarkable series of marine-like or

thakssoid forms. While the latter are not confined to one
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family, they belong mainly to that of the Tiariclse. Tanganyika
is the only lake of those under review which contains represen-

tatives of all the genera enumerated in the table of distribution.

— Victoria Nyanza, with a far smaller number of individual forms

(28), can nevertheless show quite a comprehensive series of the

normal fresh-water types, each of the genera being represented.

The thalassoid genera and species are conspicuously absent.

—

Nyasa, with only slightly lower figures (24), does not difler very

markedly from Lake Victoria. The genera Cleopatra smd Ancylus
are unrepresented, but the lake is lich in species of Lanistes and
Tiara, especially the latter, of which 9 forms (7 endemic) are

known.—Albert Nyanza, and Edward ISTyanza exhibit a progi'essive

reduction in the number of species which they contain, but

otherwise possess no outstanding features.—Lake Kivu, finally, is

the extreme case, with a very reduced Gasteropod fauna. Of the

two species which are known from its waters, Tiara tube/cidata

is the more widely distributed, it being in fact the only form
enumerated which has been found outside the continent of Africa.

It was in the first degree the Gasteropoda, which constituted

Moore's argument for a halolimnic {i.e. relict) fauna living in

Tanganyika side by side with types which are common in tropica^l

fresh- waters. It is thus necessary to consider whether the balance

of evidence is still in favour of the view^s regarding these Mollusca

which Moore originally expressed. He held that the peculiar

forms in question were essentially primitive types, and after com-
parisons based on their anatomy he stated :

— *' It is difficult, or,

I may say, impossible, to view these extraordinary molluscs as

either the forerunners or the derivatives of the fresh-water

molluscs which we find in the lakes and rivers all over the world
to-day. They are, however, readily intelligible if we regard them
as the forerunners of several marine groups, such as the Strom-
bidfe, the Naticas, and the early Ciriths, to which I have referred

"

(135, p. 466).

These statements did not go by any means unchallenged, nor
did the astonishing suggestion of a resemblance between some
species and certain Jurassic fossil shells. Edgar Smith, in his

important paper on the Mollusca of Lake Tanganyika, pointed

out that Moore's conclusions Avere drawn from a study of only 9

out of 23 so-called halolimnic genera, adding that it became
"mere conjecture" to suppose a relationship wdtli marine forms
on account of the appearance of the shell (170, p. 78). As
an expert conchologist, Smith dealt unfavourably too with the

supposed resemblaiices to Jurassic fossils. The matter was
approached from the geologist's standpoint by Hudleston, who
had made a speciality of Jurassic Mollusca (102). In a couj-

prehensive paper on the origin of the halolimnic fauna of

Tanganyika, he failed to find evidence of a satisfactory character

in favour of Moore's views. In an appendix, Hudleston also

dealt seriatim with the comparisons between living and Jurassic

Gasteropods, only to reject likewise Moore's conclusions. In a
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discussion on this topic at the British Association Meeting in

1906 (138), Moore expressed less extreme views, while Pelseneer,

speaking- with a wider knowledge of the anatomical characters

of these molluscs, assei'ted positively that there was no special

resemblance between them and marine types and that they were
no more primitive than other well-known fresh-water genera

(144). Pelseneer added that the halolimnic Gasteropods were all

to be regarded as belonging to the Melaniidse (Tiaridse) or families

nearly akin, in which case they belong to an essentially fresh-

water group. If this be inde:^.d a fact, Moore's whole hypothesis,

as far as it rested on these molluscan forms, falls to the ground.

Id no longer becomes necessary to si^eculate as to how and when
Tanganyika received animal types from an ancient sea, it is suffi-

cient to invoke prolonged isolation to account for endemic genera

and species—and this is precisely what has been done in other

groups.

It is true that no satisfactory explanation of the marine aspect

of these Gasteropod shells is forthcoming, although certain

guesses may he hazarded. Without attributing it to a direct

community of descent with certain salt-water types, it might be

regarded as simply due to convergence. It might be urged that

the resemblance is purely accidental, or that it results from the

quasi-oceanic conditions which prevail in Tanganyika.. It might

be due to the magnesium salts in the water, or, perhaps, to the

greater degree of salinity which is believed to have formerly

existed. Beyond such suggestions it is impossible to go, but it

must not be overlooked that a number of fresh-water shells from

other parts of the world exhibit the same characteristically marine

aspect, though there may be no other cnse with so extensive a

series of forms. Indeed, Bourguignat and others have not hesi-

tated to claiu] a thalassoid aspect for certain Melaniidse from

Nyasa and even from the River Congo (cf. 48, p. 40 : 87, p. 564).

A discussion as to the source from which the striking group of

thalassoid Gasteropods has been derived might follow here, but is

deferred for consideration at a later stage. It may, however, be

pointed out that forms possibly akin to those in Tanganyika

which have aroused so much interest, formerl}^ occurre<l in the

Balkan Peninsula (cf. Brusina, 58 : 59), from which neighbourhood

distribution through the valley of the Jordan and the Great Kift

Yalley may have been effected.

Lamellibranchiata.

The Lamellibranchs of the African lakes fall far short of the

Gasteropods in point of general interest, since there do not exist

in Tanganyika or elsewhere any of those types which have been

described as thalassoid. The species belong, in consequence, with

but few exceptions, to well-known fresh-watei" genera such as

Corhicula, Uoiio, and Ifutela. The list of species admitted reaches

a much smaller total (53) than in the case of the Gasteropoda,
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and it is quite surprising to find that in this instance Tanganyika
does not take the first place with the largest number of different

forms. This position is held by Victoria Nyanza with 18 species,

but Tanganyika follows very closel}' with 17, and maintains its

reputation to some extent by exhibiting the highest number of

endemic species and even certain endemic genera. In the

following table no column is provided for Kivu, since there is

only a doubtful record of Lamellibranchs from that lake *.

Name of Species.

of Distrihulion of Lamellihraiichiata t.

Taifgaii- Victoria

yika. Nyanza,
Nyasa.

Albert

Nyanza,
Edward
Nyanza.

Other parts of

the world.

Family Cyeenid^.
Corbicula astartiua

„ cunningtoni

„ radiata P

Family Sph^riid^.
Spha^rium nyanzte

„ stiihlmanni

„ victoria;

Eupera parasitica

Family Unionidj2.
Uuio acuminatus

„ segyptiacus

5, bakeri

„ bohmi E
„ borellii

„ burtoni E
„ cailliaudi

„ calathus

„ emini

„ gerrardi E
„ grandidieri

„ hauttecceuri

„ horei E,

„ hypsiprymnus
„ kirki

„ lechaptoisi

„ liederi

„ lourdeli

., monceti

„ mossambicensis

„ multicolor

„ ngesianus

„ nyassaonsis

„ rostralis E
„ ruellaiii

„ stuhlmanni

Zambezi.

P E. Africa, Nile.

P F. Africa.

Nile, Abyssinia.

Nile.

Nile.

Nyasaland.

E. Africa.

Zambezi, E.Afri

Angoni Land.

* Speaking of the fauna of Kivu, Moore refers to " one or two species of fresh-
waten" bivalves, closely allied to the Unios found generally in the African lakes"

(137, p. 129). Against this assertion is to be set the statement of the naturalist
at the head of the German Central Africa Expedition, '• Ebenso scheinen lebende
Lamellibranchier zu fehlen " (156, p. xiv).

t The principal sources which may be consulted for information on the Lamelli-
branchs are Smith (170) and von Martens (116).
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Name of Species.
Tangan-
yika.

Victoria

Nyanza.
Nyasa.

Albert
Nyanza.

Edward
Nyanza.

Otlier parts of

the world.

Unio tangaiiyicensis

„ teretiusculus

„ thomsoni
Buvtonia bouvguignati

„ taiiganyioensis .

E

E
Gen. E
E

Gen. E

P R. Nile.

Family Mutelidj3.
Mutela alata

„ bouvguignati .. ..

., nilotica

„ subdiapliana

Pleiodon spekei

Spatha anceyi

„ bloyeti

„ kirki

„ nvassaensis

Moncetia anceyi

P'

E

E

Gen. E

P

E

P"

iE

E

E

E
E

*P P'

E. Africa.

N. Africa.

Egypt.

E. Africa.

Family Mtu-e^liidm.
^]theria elliptica P p Tropical Africa.

5 families 4 o 3 4 4

11 genera 3E, 5 P.

(8)

7 p. 4 P. 4 P. 4 P.

53 species 14E,3P.

(17)

12E,6P.

(18)

7E,6P.

-(13)

2E,6P.

(8)

2E,3P.

(5)

The table of distiibution iu this case displays no outstanding

features such as are to be seen in other groups. The not incon-

siderable total of 53 species is reached, but the details of

distribution have, in most cases, little significance. Firstly, it

may be noted that the vast majority of the forms (there are only

4 exceptions) are on record merely from a single lake
;
secondly,

it is interesting to find that no species in the whole list occurs

outside the African continent. •

Victoria Nyanza, as already stated, exhibits the lai'gest number
of types, viz. 18, but is closely followed by Tanganyika with 17

and by Kyassa with 13. Lakes Albert and Edward follow in the

usual order with 8 and 5 species respectively. A fact which
emerges from an examination of these figures, is that the two
lakes with the highest totals only contain about one-third of the

number of species enumerated (Lake Victoria 33 "9 per cent.,

Tanganyika 32 per cent.). Contrasted with this, the Gasteropoda

of Tanganyika constitute over 63 per cent, of the total nimiber

of Gasteropods enumerated, while in other groups the corres-

ponding figures for Tanganyika reach 80 per cent, and even

90 per cent. (Branchiara).
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Tanganyika with 14 endemics out of 17 leads the way as far

as endemic Lamellibranchs are concerned (82 per cent.), Lake
Victoria coming near with 12 out of 18 (66 per cent.), while

Nyasa has 7 out of 13 (54 per cent.). Even the smaller lakes

have each two endemic species. It will be observed that the

proportion of peculiar forms is very high in this group also
;

indeed, in some instances it is higher than in the case of the

Gasteropods. Endemic genera are known only from Tanganyika,

three being retained in the list out of a larger number distin-

guished by Bourguignat. The genus Moncetia of Bourguignat,

inserted in the table as endemic, though not definitely rejected,

is nevertheless considered by Smith as only doubtfully separable

from Sjxitha (170, p. 101).

A brief survey of the list of species will sulfice. Corhicula

radiata, a representative of the Cyrenid^ie, is the only form which
is on record from all the lakes concerned. It is a widely distri-

buted African type, being known from other parts of East Africa

and from the valley of the Nile.—The family Sph?eriidie is

represented by the genera Sphcerium and Eupera. It is some-
what strange that the four species enumerated are all found in

Lake Victoria, but not in Tanganyika or Nyasa. Sphmrimii

nyanzce is knou n from Victoria, Albei-t and Edward Nyanzas, as

well as from other parts of the continent, but it is associated in

Victoria with two additional species which are peculiar to that

lake. Eupera parasitica^ which is a Nilotic and N. African form,

is at present only recorded from Victoria Nyanza.—In the family

Unionidfe there are associated with the extensive genus TJiiio

itself only the two closely related genera Burtonia and Bra?^zcm,

which are confined to Tanganyika. No fewer than 29 different

species of Unio are enumerated, not one of which is on record

from more than a single lake. Tanganyika exhibits 8 and Lake
Victoria 7 endemic species. Of 7 types in Nyasa 3 are endemic

;

of 5 in Lake Albert 2 are endemic. Lake Edward, lastly,

contains 2 forms, both of which are endemic.—In addition to

three genera of wider distribution, the Mutelid?e contains the

doubtful genus Moiicetia, to which reference has already been
made—a genus described as peculiar to Tanganyika. Mutela
nilotica is the only species in the family recorded from more than
one lake, it being found in both Albei't and Edward Nyanza as

well as in Egypt. Each of the bigger lakes exhibits a single

endemic form of Mutela. The genus Pleiodon is only represented

by P. spekei, conlined to Tanganyika—it is one of the species

named by Woodward from Speke's original collection. Spatha is

unrepresented in Tanganyika and the smaller lakes, but a series

of three endemic forms is known in Nyasa.—Lastly, ^Etheria

eUlptica, sole representative of the ^theriida?, occurs in Tangan-
yika and Victoria Nyanza., but has not been recorded from the

other lakes, although it is widely distributed in Tropical Africa.

While a considerably smaller number of forms is involved here

than was the case with the Gasteropods, there is yet an indication

Piioc. ZooL. Soc—1920, No. XXXVII. 37
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that fewer species occur in the smaller than in the lai-ger lakes.

With tiie exception of Tanganyika, the lakes are arranged in

order of size, and the figures for the species are as follows :

—

Tanganyika 17, Victoria 18, Nyasa 13, Albert 8, and Edward 5.

Regarding Tanganyika as a lake apart, the remaining figures fit

in satisfactorily with this suggestion.

The features which are characteristic of the difterent lakes may
be summed up in a few words. Tanganyika alone contains

endemic Lamellibranch genera. SphceriLim, Eiqyera, and Spatha

are unrepresented, but a number of endemic species of Unio are

known.—Victoria Nyanza, with the largest total of species,

displays, notwithstanding, little of interest. Most of the genera

are represented, except those peculiar to Tanganyika, and a series

of forms belonging to I'iijhcerium and Unio are to be observed.

—

Of Nyasa there is likewise little to record. The lake only

contains species from the four well-known genera Corhicula^

Unio, Mutela, and Spatha, 3 endemic types of the last-mentioned

being an outstanding fea.ture.—Both Albert and Edward Nyanza
are similar in type to Nyasa, but contain a representative of

Sphterium and not SpatJia.

From this survey of the Lamellibranchs, the following points

emerge :—No thalassoid types occur in Tanganyika, but that lake

contains a number of endemic species, as well as three endemic
genera. All the lakes show a high percentage of endemic forms,

but in most cases these are merely species belonging to widely

distributed genera. While Tanganyika does not exhibit in this

instance so remarkable a, series of unique genera and species as

in the case of the Gasteropods and other groups, it retains never-

theless a distinctness from the remaining lakes quite in keeping

with its general character.

Macrura.

The only Macrurous Crustacea v/hich appear to occur in the

big African lakes are the jDravvns, these being quite common
types in the fresh-v/aters of the tropics. An examination of the

forms now known to exist in the lakes of Africa reveals, how-
ever, many points of intei'est. In the first place, no fewer than
twelve species have been discovered in Tanganyika, of which ten

were obtained for the first time by the Third Tanganyika
Expedition. This is in itself a large number of different species

to be found within the limits of a single lake, but the interest is

greatly increased when it is realised that all these forms occur

in Tanganyika alone. This is the only well represented group in

which such is the case. Again, with the exception of a single

species of the well-known fresh-water genus Fcdcemon^ all the

genera are equally to be regarded as endemic.
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Table of Distribution of MaG?m7-af.

L-u • Taugan- Victoria Albert Edward
Nameofbpec.es.

^.^^^ ^y^rr.ii.
^^^^^^^ Nyanza. Nyanza.

Family Pal^monid-s;.
Palfemon moorei

Family Atyid^.
Caridiua nilotica

var. gracilipes ...
^

P P P P
Limiiocaridina retiarius Gen. E

„ parvula E
tangaiiyikae ... E

„ similis E
„ latipes E
„ socius E
„ spinipes E

Liranocavidella alberti ... ... ... Gen. E
Caridella cunningtoni Gen, E

,, minuta E
Atyella brevirostris Gen. E

„ longirostris E

6 genera 3E, IP. IP. IP. IE, IP. IP.

14 species 12 E. IP. IP. IE, IP. IP.

Otber parts ot

the world.

Asia, Australia.

The adjoining table shows at a glnnce the most striking

feature of distribution, namely thf\t while Caridina nilotica var.

gracilipes t occurs in nearly all the big lakes of Africa, it is not

found in Tanganyika, but is replaced there by 12 endemic species

belonging for th.e most part to endemic genera. Lake Albert

also contains an interesting endemic form (obtained by the

German Central Africa Expedition and described by Lenz

(109, p. 132) and Bouvier (52, p. 575)) in a(hlition to the above-

mentioned widely distributed Caridina, while Kivu is the only

lake of those at present under review in which prawns have not

hitherto been observed.

The first species of prawn ever taken in the African lakes was

t A detailed account of the Macrara of the Third Tanganyika Expedition is given
b}^ Caiman (61), and forms the principal source of information on this grou]).

* The species of prawn collected b}- Schubotz at Kassenje on Lake Albert was
described by Lenz (109, p. 130) as Caridina longirostris Milne-Edwards. It is,

however, coramonl}^ agreed that longirostris is identical with the earlier nilotica,

so that, apart from the varietal name, this is the same form that occurs so widely
distributed in Africa. Since the type described as Caridina nilotica var. gracilipes
is certainly rather variable, it seems probable that the Lake All)ert specimens are not
sufficiently distinct to be recorded under a different name, and this is the view which
I have taken in compiling the table of distribution above. For a discussion of these

questions of synonymy consult the paper of Caiman (61, p. 189 et seq.) and the
subsequent paper of de Man (110), which arrives at somewhat different conclusions.

X I adopt the vai-ietal identifications of Hilgendorf (100), Caiman (61). and Lenz
(109), but it is only right to point out that de Man (110) takes a dift'erent view.
He appears to consider that the form occurring in Lake Victoria is to be referred to

the typical Caridina nilotica itself, and the form from Nyasa to his newly estab-

lishod variety natalensis . The t3'pe Caridina nilotica var. gracilipes he records
oiil}^ from the islands of Celebes and Salayer in the Malay Archipelago.

37*
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obtained in Victoria Nyanza by Stuhlmann in 1890 (100, p. 36).

It was re-taken in the lake by Neumann, and more recently by
Alluaud, by myself, and by Degen. From Nyasa a species of

prawn was brought for the lirst time by my expedition. These
species prove to be one and the same form—the Caridina nilotica

var. gracilipes, to which reference has just been made. During
the German Central Africa Expedition of 1907-08 this prawn
was collected by Schubotz in both Lakes Albert * and Edward
(109, p. 130). It is thus the only common species in the African

lakes, while it has in fact a yet wider distribution, ranging in

Africa from Natal to the Nile and extending into Asia and
Australia. The eastward range of this type has indeed an
additional interest on account of the well-marked resemblance
noticeable in other groups between the East African and Indian
faunas.

Only the first of the twelve species enumerated from Tangan-
yika can be compared at all closely with forms which are known
from other parts of the world, and it has no very pronounced
affinities. The remaining eleven species belong to the group of

the Atyidai, and are not so nearly connected with types hitherto

known. Moreover, in common with Limnocariclella cdberti, they

differ from all the other species of the family in having a smaller

number of branchiae f, which is a feature undoubtedly due to

specialisation.

To sum up then, there occurs in most of the great lakes of

Africa only a single species of prawn having a very wide
distribution. In Lake Albert this is associated with an endemic
form, and in Tanganyika it is replaced by twelve other endemic
forms, the majority of which are among the most highly special-

ised members of the family to which they belong. Under the

circumstances, it is impossible to resist the suggestion that there

is exhibited hei'e something very similar to what was seen in the

case of the fishes, and particularly the Cichlidse. If the extra-

ordinary variety of form, and high degree of specialisation, which
is characteristic of the Ciclilids of Tanganyika, may ha.ve been
due to prolonged isolation and comparative freedom from com-
petition, it at least seems not improbable that the rema.rkable

Macruran fauna of the lake owes its origin'^ to the same cause X-

Brachyura.

There are five different species of crabs now known from
Tanganyika, of which one has been left unnamed for the present.

In a manner closely corresponding with the case of the prawns,

* See footnote above.

t A reduced branchial formula is also cbaractcristic of the remarkable West
Indian form for which Bouvier has established the gemii> Mic7'ati/a (51, p. 181),

formerly Calmania (50, p. 334). Bouvier regards this as allied to the Tanganyikan
genera, but this view is not accepted by Caiman (62, p. 796).

X An important paper dealing- with the origin of the peculiar prawn fauna of

Tanganyika was communicated by Bouvier to the International Zoological Congress
at Monaco (52). Consult also Bouvier's paper on the classification of the Al jidse

(51).
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while two species belong to a widely flistributed and common
fresh-water genus [Potamonautes), the remaining three, though
members of the typical fresh-water group (Potamonidiie), con-

stitute a remarkable genus, which occurs only in Tanganyika,

All the forms from the other lakes under review belong to well-

known genera of the same family. No Brachyurans have as yet

been reported from Albert Nyanza,

TctUe of Distribution of Bracliipira'\

.

Niime of Species.
Tan^an- Victoria »t

yika. Nyanza.
Edward yV. Other parts of
Nyanza. the world.

Family Potamonidj*:.
Potamon (Potamonautes)

inflatus

„ orbitospinus

„ „ platynotus.. E

„ „ sp. ? P
Potamon (Geothelphusa)

berardi

„ „ eraini

Potamon (Acanthothelphusa)
" niloticus

Platythelpbusa armata Gen. E
maculata ... E

„ conculcata ... E

4 genera and subgenera. .. 1 E, 1 P.

11 species 4 E, IP.

2 P. IP. IP.

2 P. 1 E, 2 P. IP.

IP

Natal.

Egypt, Abyssinia.
E.Africa, Abyssinia.

Egypt, Abyssinia.

2P

The table of distribution makes it clear that while each of the

lakes in the list exhibits one or more representatives of the very

well-known genus Potamon with its sub-genera, these types are

associated in Tanganyika with three species of an interesting-

endemic genus. Both Nyasa and Tanganyika possess species of

Potamonautes which are pecuh'ar to themselves, but it is in

Tanganyika alone among the big lakes that an endemic genus is

found. All the species enumerated appear to be confined to the

continent of Africa.

Apart from the case of Tanganyika, it will be noted that (with

the exception of Potamon (^Potamonautes) orbitospinus from
Nyasa), the forms from the different lakes are by no means con-

fined to them, and indeed are often of wide distribution. This
whole series of types—types such as are known from all the

tropical fresh-watei"s of the Old World—may be considered as

the normal African group, and calls for little further remark.
In the paper already cited (70, p. 263) the present writer

expressed a conviction that the number of African species has

been unduly multiplied, and the unnamed forms included in the

t For further details concerning most of these forms, consult the Report on the
Brachyurous Crustacea of the Third Tanganyika Expedition (70).
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table fire to be regarded as specimens wliicb, in tbe existing state

of our knowledge, it is impossible to identify. It is nevertlieless

clear tbat tbe precise distribution in tbe lakes of tbese repie-

sentatives of tbe subgenera, of Fotamon is of little, if any,

significance.

In tbis connection it sbonld perbaps be explained tbat tbe

grounds of identification of tbe river crabs ai-e unsatisfactory on
tbe wbole, external cbaracters of a compaiatively trivial and
fluctuating nature forming tbe basis of distinction. Systematists

are tbus on less sure ground tban in tbe case, for instance, of tbe

prawns, wbere a matter like tbe brancbial formula affords more
satisfactory evidence of afltinity.

Tanganyika, witb no less than tbree species of tbe endemic
genus Platythel'phusa, is evidently a case sui generis. Tbere are

certain features in tbe anatomy of tbis unique genus wbicb
suggest tbat it is of a somewbat primitive and unmodified
character, but at the same time nothing to indicate that it is

more definitely marine than the other members of tbe family to

which it belongs. Further, it is only to be regarded as unspecial-

ised in compaiison with allied forms which have adopted a semi-

terrestrial mode of life, so that it affords in reality no support

for Moore's view tliat Tanganyika is tbe altered remains of an
ancient sea. The genus witb its three distinct species is rather

to be looked upon as one more example of variation and
divergence, bi'ougbt about, in all probability, by prolonged
isolation. Finally, it may be noted tbat this lake, with five

species, contains a larger number of difterent crabs tlian any of

tbe others under consideration.

Those groups of smaller Crustacea wbicb are often associated

under the heading Entomostraca, are (with the exception of tbe

marine Cirripedia) well represented in the African lakes. In-

formation concei-ning them is, however, for tbe most part, of

fairly recent date, since such organisms would be overlooked

by any but trained biologists, and the use of the tow-net in

Central Africa has even yet yielded results which are but
fragmentaiy and incomplete. All the earlier records are due
to the zeal and energy of Stuhlmann, and concern in particular

Lakes Victoria and Edward. In 1898-1900, extensive collections

were made in Nyasa and its neighbourhood by Fiilleborn, and
tbis material, together with a supply from V^ictoria, Nyanza
collected by Borgert, forms the basis of a comprehensive treatise

by Daday (76), in which the whole of the microfauna is dealt

with. The collections made by tbe writer during the Third
Tanganyika Expedition have afforded information for the first

time concerning the Entomostraca of Tanganyika., as well as

providing additional records for Nyasa and Lake Victoria.

Finally, the work of Schubotz during tbe German Central Africa

Expedition has furnished further particulars relating to Lakes
Kivu, Edward, and Albert.

It may here be pointed out that these lower Crustacea, with
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the exceptional opportunities tliey are known to possess for

obtaining world-wide distribution, cainiot aftbrd evidence of the

same value as the higher forms. When—as is particularly

the case among the Cladocera—even specific forms of cosmo-
politan range reappear in the great lakes, it becomes clear that

the precise geographical distribution of such species is a matter
of no great significance. At the sniiie time, tlie possibility is not

excluded that the lakes may difter in tlieir suitability to harbour
certain types, while it is highly probable that new types can and
will develope in some cases, constituting species or even genera
of an endemic nature. Thus a study of the distribution of these

forms in the lakes of Central Africa is nevertheless not devoid of

interest, and may indeed furnish testimony of some importance.

EUCOPEPODA.

The Eucopepoda so far observed in the lakes with which this

paper is concerned reach the not inconsiderable total of 54
species. Of these, more than half (31) have been found in

Tanganyika, to which lake a lai'ge proportion exclusively belong.

There is every i-eason to believe that further investigation will

bring to light additional forms, particularly from Victoria

Nyanza and the smaller lakes, which, in this respect, have
received less attention than Tanganyika and Nyasa.

Name of Species,

Family Centeopagidj:.
Diaptomus galeboides J

mixtus ....

africanns

stulilmaniii

simplex ....

cuiiningtoni

kv99pelini .

Family Harpacticid^,
Caiithocamptus sclir5deri

Attheyella decorata

„ grandidieri ...

.

Dactylopus jugm'tlia . . .

.

Schizopera inopinata ....

„ validior

„ consimilis ....

„ ungulata

„ minuticornis .

Tdhle of Distribution of Eucoiiepoda t.

Tangan- Victoria

yika. Nyanza.
Nyasa

P

Albert Edward
N3^anza. Nyanza.

Kivu.
Other parts of

the world.

E, Africa.

E. Africa.

Asia, S. America,
S. America, New Guinea.
Asia, New Guinea.

t Detailed information concerning a large proportion of these species is given by
Sars (151). The other sources of most importance are Daday (76, p. 106) and
Mrazek (139). For the Lernaiidye consult Cunnington (73).

X I follow Sars (151, p. 34) in assuming that this form, which is one of the

commonest and most cliaracteristic species of Lake Victoria, is not identical with
the Egyptian _D. gaJehi Parrois, as supposed by Mrdzek and Dadaj'.

§ No!: actually recorded from the lake itself, but from within its drainage area.
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Name of Species.
Tangan-
yika. Nyanza.

Nyasa.
Albert

Nyanza.
Edward
Nyanza.

Kivu
Oth(ir parts of

the world.

Scliizopera spiimlosa

„ limbriata

„ scalavis

Ilyophilus perplexus

E

e'

E

E

Family Cyclopid^.
Cyclops aspericornis

„ leuckarti

„ iieglectus*

„ teiiellus

„ albidlis

„ attenuatus

,
, varicans

P

P
E

e'

P

P
P
P

P
P
P

P

P
P§

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

East Indies.

Cosmopolitan.
E. Africa,

Senegal, Sumatra.

Cosmopolitan.

Europe, New Zealand.

E. Africa, Europe.

„ ex iguns

„ cnnningtoni

„ pachycomus
„ serrulatns f
„ semiserratvis

Isevimargo

„ macrurus

„ angustus

„ stulilmanni

E
E
E

e'

E

P
e'

P§

P
P

0 -.

p

P Cosmopolitan.

Cosmopolitan.

„ ravispinus

a"'iloides

„ euacanthus

„ ciliatus

„ dnbius

„ prasinus

„ pbaleratus

„ compactus

5 ol igartlirus

e'

P
E§
E

P§
E

P

P
E
P
P§

. p

E, Africa, Europe.
Cosmopolitan.
Contrnl Africa.

Family Eegasilid^.
Ergasilus kandti

sp

Ergasiloides megacheir ...

macrodactylus

„ brevimanus ...

E
E
P

P P

P

E

Family Lern^id^.
Lemteocera diceracepliala ..

„ haplocepliala . .

.

E
P Nile, Congo.

10 genera 6 P. 5 P. 7 P. 3 P. IP. IP.

54 species 22E,9P.

(31)

3E,10P.

(13)

4E,19P.

(23)

1E,6P.

(7)

3 P. 2 P.

§ Not actually recorded from the lake itself, but from within its drainage area.

* As explained by Sars (151, p. 51 & 74, p. 82), this species has been wrongly
identified with C. oitlionoides G. 0. Sars or with C. Jri/alinus Rehberg by other writers

cu African Copepoda. I adopt the new name introduced by Sars.

t A number of the forms which succeed this in the list belong to the group for

wliicli C. serrulattis Fischer is the type. While the species C. serrulatus is recorded
by Mrdzek (139, p. 3) for Victoria Nyanza, by Daday (76, p. 108) for Nyasa, and
by van Douwe (80. p. 492) for Edward Nyanza, it is not unlikely that the specimens
in question might rather belong to one of the species in the ''^serrulatns" group as

described from the lakes by Sars, than to C. serrulatns, s, str. At present it is

impossible to settle this point, so I take the course least open to objection and insert

the records of Mrazek, Daday, and van Pouwe as they stand,
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All exaiiiiiiatioii of this lon^- li.>t of forms reveals in the first

place the large proportion of the recorded species which has been
observed in Tanganyika. The latter lake contains 31 out of a

total of 54 different forms, Nyasa contains 23, Victoria Nyanza
13, and the remaining lakes still smaller numbers. The contrast

between the lakes is greater than is disclosed by these figures, for

out of 31 species known from Tanganyika, 22 are peculiar to that

lake, and in comparison only 4 out of 23 for Nyasa and 3 out

of 13, for Lake Victoria. In the three smaller lakes there is only

a single recorded species which is endemic, and that occurs in

Albert Nyanza. Expressed in percentage form, th's means that

nearly 71 per cent, of the Copepods of Tanganyika are found in

that lake alone, while of the species found in Nyasa only some
17 per cent, are peculiar to the lake, in Victoria 23 per cent., and
in Albert 14 per cent. Excluding Tanganyika, it will be observed
that only 8 of the forms recorded are endemic, so that with 22

endemic species, Tanganyika has nearly thi-ee times as many
endemic Eucopepoda as the other lakes can muster between them.

Turning now to the distribution of families and genera in the

lakes, the genus Dicqytomus, sole representative of the Centro-

pagidte, calls for little comment. A single species of this genus
occurs ill Tanganyika,, to which it is peculiar : it appeal's to be

a most characteristic plankton form in that lake. Lakes Victoria

and Nyasa each contain endemic species as well as types of wider
distribution, so that the three big lakes may each be said to have
their own particular forms. None of the species of Diaptomus
in this list have been ol)served outside the continent of Africa.

The representatives of the TIarpacticidse are of far greater

interest. An endemic species of Canthocamptas has been re-

corded from Victoiia Nyanza,, and v/idely distributed species of

Attheyella and Dactylopus from Nyasa. It is on the geneia

Schizopera Ilyoph 'dus, at one time regarded by Sars as strictl}"

marine, that interest really centres. The genus Schizopera is

represented in the collections made by the writer by no less than
8 species, of ^vdnch 6 are peculiar to Tanganyika and one to

Nyasa, while one occurs in both Lakes Tanganyika and Victoria.

The genus was established by Sars for the reception of a species

found in a brackish-water lasfoon on the Chatham Islands, while

subsequently species have been obtained from the Caspian and
from Egypt. It is obvious that such a genus can hardly be
regarded as strictly marine. Three questions suggest themselves

in this connection. How does the genus come to be represented

in the heart of Africa ; how is it that brackish-water types are

living there in perfectly fresh- water ; and how is it that so many
different species are recognisable in Tanganyika ? Sars points out

(151, p, 69) that the most obvious explanation would be to regard

these as genuine "relict" forms, in whicli case the Tanganyikan
species Avoiild be important members of Moore's so-called " halo-

limnic" series. He rejects on general grounds the view advanced
by Moore, and indicates transport by the aid of migratory

aquatic birds as sufficient explanation for this remarkable
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discoiitiiiuoiis (li>stributioiJ. He asserts the probability that

forms transported from brackish water would not be unable to

survive in fresh water, and finally maintains that tlie several

species occurring in Tanganyika have been produced by diver-

gence during a period of isolation—a view entirely in accord with
that already expressed in the case of other animal groups.—The
genus Ilyoi:)hilus is represented in Tanganyika by a single species

which is endemic. The type species of this genus was described

from the Baltic and has also been obtained near Christiania, so

that the remarks concerning transport and establishment in

fresh water are as fipplicable here as in the case of ScJdzopera.

No fewer than 27 species, all belonging to the genus Cydo'ps^ are

enumerated under the family Cyclopidre. It will be noted that

Tanganyika again leads the way with 17 species, while Nyasa
contains 13 and Lake Victoria 8: moreover, 11 of the Tangan-
yikan species are peculiar to that lake, while the other two lakes

each contain only a single endemic form. The three smaller

lakes possess fewer representatives, viz. :—Lake Albert 5, Lake
Edward 3, and Lake Kivu only 2. All the latter are of fairly

wide—some of cosmopolitan—distribution.

The family Ergasilidse, which may be regarded as intermediate

between the free-living and the highly degenerate parasitic

Copepods, is represented by 5 species belonging to two genera.

An endemic form of the genus Ergasiliis has been recorded from
Albert Nyanza, and the genus has also been recognised both in

Nyasa and Victoria. In Tanganyika it would seem to be

replaced by the genus Ergcisiloides, described from material

obtained by my expedition. Two endemic species are on record

from Tanganyika, while a third is found in that lake and also

in Nyasa.
The Lernieidse with two forms of Lemdeocera concludes the

list. The two species were obtained by the Third Tanganyika
Expedition from fishes in that lake, and while one proves to be
endemic, the second was found to be identical with specimens in

the British Museum collection taken on Nile fish.

Reference may again be made here to the statement that the

number of different animal forms existing in the lakes varies in

proportion to the size of the latter {cf. pp. 535, 548). It is only

when many forms are enumerated that such a comparison is

justified, but in this case it may fairly be undertaken. Apart
from Tanganyika, the lakes are arranged in the table in descend-

ing order as regards size, and the total figures are as follows :

—

Tanganyika 31 (species), Victoria 13, Nyasa 23, Albert 7,

Edward 3, and Kivu 2. It is very clear that Tanganyika is

quite unique, but apart from that lake, beginning with Victoria

Nyanza, the Copepods exhibit a regularly decreasing total with

the exception of Nyasa, where the higher figure is probably due
to the more thorough exploration of its waters.

The distribution of Copepoda in the individual lakes may be

summarised as follows:—Tanganyika, with 31 species, 22 of which
are endemic, is clearly in a category by itself. Containing a
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.single species of DlaptomLis which is peculiar to it, tlie Like

is cliieHy characterised by a number of remarkable forms belong-

ing to the genera Bcldzopera and llyo'ph'dus^ nearly the whole of

which are not known elsewhere. Even of the cosnjopolitan genns
Cyclops, Tanganyika exhibits 11 endemic types, as well as others

of wider distribution, while of the three species of Ergasiloides^

two are found here alone. Two forms of the parasitic LeriuHocera

occur in the lake, one of which is likewise endemic.
The Copepoda of Lake Victoria are referred not only to fewer

types, but form a much less interesting assembly. They comprise

a single endemic species in each of the genera Diaptomus, Can-
thocamptus, and Cyclops, but otherwise are forms of wider, often

of world-wide distribntion.

A larger number of species is known from Nyasa, but out of

23, only 4 are endemic. Of the latter, two are species of

Diai>tomus, while there is a single endemic form of the striking

genus Schizopera and one of Cyclops. Most of the remaining
species are widely distributed, a considerable proportion being-

well-known fornjs of Cyclops. N3\asa contains a. species of

Ergasilus as well as Ergasiloides hrevlmanus which is otherwise

confined to Tanganyika. There is no reason to suppose that

Nyasa will be found to contain so many more Copepoda than
Victoria Nyanza when tlie latter lake has been equally well

investigated.

Seven species have been observed in Lake Albert, of wliich

merely a single form [Ergasilus kandti) is endemic. Apart fiom
this and fi-om a species of Diaptoimis found also in Lake Victoria,

the lake contains only representatives of the genus Cycloj^s, which
are of fairly extended, and in some cases of the widest possible

range.

Lake Edward with 3 species, and Kivu with 2, come last in

the series, and it should be noted tbat not only do they contain

very few types of Copepoda, but that these types have little

significance, being in each case widely distributed species of

Cyclops.

It is thus apparent that with increase in size the lakes exhibit

an increase in the num.ber of foims which they contain; tliat

only in the larger lakes do endemic species appeal'; and, finally,

that Tanganyika, possesses a large numbei- of unique types whicli

may well have been produced during a period of piolonged
isolation.

Branchiura.

This small group of animals, which are parasitic for the most
pai-t on fish, was for long but poorly represented in the collections

from the great lakes of Africa. The collections made by Stuhl-

mann in Victoria Nyanza (184, p. 154) and Edward Nyanza

(187, p. 47 ik 188, p. 37) aiid by Fiilleborn in Nyasa (187, p. 47

& 188, pp. 37 & 44), resulted in a total of three species belonging

to as many genera. To these may now be added no fewer than
seven new species of Argulus which were obtained for the first

time by the Third Tanganyika Expendition (72), while there are

[57]
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further records of distribution now available which make our

knowledge more complete. It is safe to predict that future

investigation will add to the localities in Africa from which these

parasitic forms are known, even though it may not materially

increase the number of recognised species.

Table of Distribution of Branchiura .

f Q • Tan^an- Victoria Albert Edward Other parts of
Name of Species. ^y^m^. ^y^^^' Njan/a. Nyanza. the world.

Dolops ranaruiii P P P ... ... Nile.

Argulus iiicisus E
rubropunctatus ... E
personatus E
exiguus E
angusticeps E
striatus E
rubescens E
africauus P P P P P Nile.

Chonopeltis inermis ... Gen. E

10 species 7 E. 2 P. 2 P. 1 E, 2 P. IP. IP.

The outstanding feature revealed in the above list is that while

two species occur widely distributed in Africa, these are asso-

ciated in Nyasa with a single endemic form, but in Tanganyii^a

with no less than seven. Thus out of ten known African species,

nine are found in Tanganyika, which is therefore seen to possess

not only a larger number of cliaracteristic species, but a much
richer Branchiuran fauna than the other gi-eat lakes with which
it may reasonably be compared. All the species enumerated are

confined to the African continent so far as is at present known.
Dolops ranariim is the only African representative of a genus
which is otherwise exclusively American. The genus Chonopeltis

was established from a single female specimen from Lake Nyasa,
while Argulus alone has a distribution which is world-wide.

OSTHACODA.

It seems probable that the Ostracod-fauna of the great lakes is

less well represented in the collections hitherto obtained than is

the case with any of the other groups of Entomostraca. This

is due to the fact that nearly all fresh -water Ostracods are

bottom-living rather than planktonic forms, and require other

methods than surface tow-netting for their capture, while the

bulk of the material at present examined was collected by the

tow-net. This implies, of course, that many additional types

will probably be found when the lakes are more adequatel}^

explored. Nevertheless, 22 species are on record for Tanganyika
(of which 20 are peculiar to that lake), and 17 and 7 respectively

for Nyasa and Victoria Nyanza. No Ostracoda have so far been
recorded from Lakes Edward and Kivu.

t Kor further particulars, biblios^raphy, etc., consult Cunnington (72).
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Table of Distribution of Ostracoda t

Name of Species.
Tangan- Victoria . ,

Albert
yika. Nyanza.

^y^^'^- Nyanza.
Other parts of

tlie world.

Family Cyprid^.
Cypria castanea

„ lenticularis

Paracypria declivis

„ complanata
conoidea

„ obtusa

„ detlexa

„ subaiigulata

„ reiiiformis ...

5, hmnilis

„ opaca

„ claviformis

„ flexnosa

,, curta

Iliocypris propiuqua

„ alta

Heterocypris dubia
Eucypris flabella

„ inermis

„ laticauda

Steuocypris sinuata

„ malcolmsoiii

„ marginata ..

„ perarmata...

„ fiilleborni ...

„ fasciculata

„ stagnalis ...

Cypridella fossulata

Potamocypris fiilleborni .

,. viduella ...

.

Zonocypris costata

„ lasvis

Family Cytheeid.1;.
Limnicytbere obtnsata...

„ micliaelseni

11 genera

obliquata K
sinuata K
cunningtoni ...

pusilla E
monodonta . ,

.

E
serrata E
bidentata E
tumidula E
congcnera E
gibba

4 P. 6 P.

P

9 P.

Natal.

Madagascar.

Natal.

Madagascar.
Asia, Australiii

Natal.

Kilimandjaro.

Cape Colony.
E. Africa, Madagascar,

Lake Rukwa.

IP

41 species 20E,2P.
(22)

5E,2P. 8E,9P
(7) (17)

IP.

t This account is based in the main on the report published by Sars on the
Ostracoda collected by the Third Tanganyika Expedition (152).

§ Not actually recorded from the lake it:-elf, but from within its drainage area.
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The existence of a large number of Ostracods which are
peculiar to Tanganyika is the principal feature displayed by the
list of species. Of the total number of forms on record, it will be

noted that Nyasa with 17 species does not fall far short of Tan-
gapyika with 22, while Victoria Nyaiiza is a long way behind
with only 7. This is probably due—at all events in part—to the
fact that Nyasa and its drainage area have been more thoroughly
investigated in this direction than Lake Victoria. It may further

be remarked that less than half the records from ^^^yasa are from
the actual waters of the lake itself, the remainder coming from
ponds and swamps etc. in the vicinity. Corresponding collec-

tions from the surrounding ponds, swamps, and rivers are wanting
in the case of both Victoria and Tanganyika

;
indeed, the whole

of the material collected in the three biggest lakes by the author's

expedition came only from the lakes themselves. Additional
records are therefore to be expected, particularly from Lakes
Victoria and Tanganyika whenever a more complete investigation

of the Eiitomostraca becomes possible.

While Nyasa is shown to contain nearly as many different

forms as Tanganyika, it will be seen that in the nature of these

forms the lakes difier profoundly. More than half the species

from Nyasa have also been obtained elsewhere, but of the 22

species from Tanganyika only two have so far been observed out-

side the confines of that lake, or to put it in another manner,
47 per cent, of the Nyasa forms are endemic in the lake, while

nearly 91 per cent, are endemic in the case of Tanganyika.

Another feature of distribution which this table brings into

prominence is the association of certain groups of forms with

certain lakes. Only in three cases have species been recorded

from more than one lake

—

Stenocypris 2)erwrniata from Tanganyika
and Nyasa, Zonocypris cosiata from Victoria and Nyasa, and
FaraoT/pria obtitsa from Tanganyika and Albert. In every other

instance the species from the lakes differ from one another, and
appear to be either peculiar to or at least characteristic of the

lakes in which they are found. Without referring to the species

seriatim, it may be pointed out that the genera Stenocypris,

Potamoaypris. and Cyp)ria seem to be associated in particular with

Nyasa, and Cypripodsis with Tanganyika, while Paracypria, with
tlie exception of a single species, occurs only in Tanganyika
among the lakes.

Apart from the forms peculiar to Tanganyika (which number
20 out of a total of 44 in the list of Ostracoda), it is to be observed

that 8 species are peculiar to Nyasa and 5 to Victoria Nyanza,

or 13 in all. It will thus be seen that when Tanganyika is

excluded, more endemic forms are known from the remaining

lakes than is the case among the Oopepoda. It is also singular

to note how restricted is the distribution of even the non-

endemic forms recorded, for only in a single case (that of Steno-

cypris malcolmsoyii which is known fi'om Asia and Australia) has

a species been obtained outside the continent of Africa with

Ma.dagascar.

To the genera Paracypria and Cypriclopsis, which are so largely
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represented in Tanganyika, it is necessary to call special attention

on account of their remarkable nature. Of the former genus, no
fewer than twelve difierent species have been described from that

lake, eleven of which are peculiar to it, and they all, as Sars points

out (152, p. 756), exhibit striking features of specialisation.

It is also a remarkable coincidence—if it is only that—that the

type species of Paracypria was obtained from the same brackish

lagoon on the Chatham Islands as was the type of the Copepod
genus Schizopera, which is likewise very characteristic of Tan-
ganyika among the lakes. The case of Cypridopsis is perhaps

more significant still, since of the ten species obtained by the

Third Tanganyika Expedition two only display all the features

characteristic of the genus, and these are the two forms taken
respectively in Lakes Nyasa and Yictoiaa. The other eight types,

which are confined to Tanganyika, exhibit certain divei'gences

which suggest that they might more suitably be removed to a new
genus which would then l)e endemic in the lake (152, p. 757).

It is quite clear that in the case of this group also, Tanganyika
contains an unusually large number of forms, an exceptional

proportion of which are peculiar to the lake, and that of these

peculiar forms many show undoubted signs of specialisation.

Cladocera .

The outstanding fact concerning the Cladocera is the absence
of any representatives from the plankton of Tanganyika, and
also apparently of Kivu, which is in direct communication with
it. Thus the survey of this group of organisms resolves itself

into a comparison of the records from the remaining lakes, and
this, it is not surprising to find, lacks the interest which the
inclusion of species fi-om Tanganyika usually afii'ords.

Tahle of Distribution of Cladocera t.

Name of Species.
^^^^^^^"^^^

Nyasa. ^^^'^^'^ ^'^^''"'^ Other parts of
^ JNyatiza. ^ Nyanza. Nyanza. the world.

Family Sidid^.
Parasida szalayi ... P ... ... Asia.
Diaphanosoma excismn ... P P ... P E. Africa, Australia.

Family Daphnid.^.
Daphnia kirimensis .. ... ... E

lous-ispina P ... ... ... Cosmopolitan.
„ hyalina P ... ... ... Cosmopolitan.

lumholtzi P P ... ... Palestine, Australia.
„ monacha ... E

Hyalodaphnia barbata P ... ... ... E.Africa.
Cerioda})hnia bicuspidata... P ... ... P

cornuta P P§ ... ... Asia, Australia, S. Americ;
5, dubia P .. ... ... Sumatra.
„ rigaudi P P§ ... P Almost cosmopolitan.

t For further particulars consult especially Daday (76, p. 120). Additional
records for Lake Victoria are given bv Delachaux (77) and for the smaller lakes bv
Brehm (54).

§ Not actually recorded from the lake itself, but from within its drainai2;e area.
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Name of Species.
Victoria

N3'anza.
Nyasa,

All)ert Edward
Nyanza, Nyanza.

Other i^arts of

the world.

Simocephalus vetulus P P ... ... Cosmopolitan.
Moinodaphnia macleayi ... ... P§ ... ... Almost cosmopolitan.

Moina dubia P P ... ... E. Africa, Egypt.

,, micrura P ... ... ... Zanzibar.

„ sp ... ... P

Family Bosminid^.
Bosmina longirostris P P ... ... Cosmopolitan.
Bosminopsis deitersi P ... ... Central Africa, S. America.
Bosminella anisitsi ... P ... ... S.America.

Family Macrotheicid^.
Macrotlirix laticornis P P§ ... ... Cosmopolitan.

„ liirsuticornis P§ ... ... Algiers, Europe.

,, chevreuxi P P ... ... Africa, S. America.
Ilyocryptus longiremis ... P P§ ... ... Cosmopolitan.

Family ChydoridJ':,
Camptocercus anstralis ... P ... ... ... Australia.

Alouopsis singaiensis P ... ... Ceylon, S. America.
Euryalona orientalis P ... ... Ceylon, S. America.
Pseudalona longirostris P§ ... ... S. America, New Guinea.
Alona aflSnis P ... ... ... Cosmopolitan.

„ costata P § ... ... ... Europe.

„ guttata P§ ... ... ... E. Africa, Europe.

„ pulcliella ... P ... ... Australia, S. America.

„ quadrangularis P§ ... ... Europe.

„ rectangula P P ... P Cosmopolitan.
Rhyncliotalona rostrata ... P§ ... ... ... Europe.
Alonella excisa ... P§ ... ... Europe.

„ globulosa ... P ... ... Ceylon, S. America.

„ karua P ... ... Australia, S.America.

„ punctata P ... ... ... E.Africa, S.America.

„ diaphana P ... ... ... Australia, S. America.
Pleuroxus similis ... P§ ... ... S. America.

„ striatus P5 ... ... Europe, N. America.
„ assimilis P§ ... ... ... Natal.

Chydorus bavroisi P ... ... ... Asia, S. America.

„ sphaaricus P P ... ... Cosmopolitan.

„ ventricosus P§ P§ ... ... Ceylon, S. America.
„ leonardi P ... ... ... Australia.

„ piger P§ ... ... ... Europe. <

globosus ... P§ ... ... Europe.
Dadaya macrops ... P§ ... ... Asia, S. America.
Monospilus dispar P ... ... ... Europe, N. America.

24 genera 16 P. 20 P. IP. 5 P.

51 species 31 P. 30 P. IE. IE, 5 P.

§ Not actually recorded from the lake itself, but from within its drainage area.

The list of Cladocera from tlie big lakes of Africa differs from
all the corresponding lists in the absence of a column for Tan-
ganyika. While the group, is entirely unrepresented in Lake
Tanganyika itself, various Cladocera occur in the surface tow-
nettings which I made in the broad mouth of the Lofu River,
which enters the south-western corner of the lake. I had intended
myself to report on the Cladocera collected by the Third Tan-
ganyika Expedition, but I have not yet been able to do so, and
the specimens from the Lofu remain unexamined. During his
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investigations on the Copepoda and Ostracoda of the expedition,

G. 0. Sars, however, kindly isolated and identified certain

Oladocera from Victoria Nyanza and Nyasa, and these forms are

included in my list of species w^ithoiit further comment, although

they constitute in some cases new records of distribution.

The reason for the absence of Oladocera from Tanganyika
remains a matter for speculation, but the most likely explanation

would seem to be that the water of the lake either contains

certain salts which are fatal to such organisms, or is perhaps of

too saline a nature to permit them to survive. Colour is lent to

this view by the already-mentioned occurrence of Oladocera
in the river Lofu and also by the marked difference in nature of

the llotatorian fauna of the lake proper and the river mouth.
Kousselet (150, p. 794) reports that in a small quantity of

material from the river he distinguished 23 difierent species

of Eotifera, while in a large series of tow-nettings from difierent

parts of Tanganyika he was only able to find 10 species, of which
but one was common to lake and river. It thus seems highly

probable that though the salinity of the lake water has not made
it impossible for certain Rotifers to live in Tanganyika, it is at

least the factor which has determined the striking difi'erence

between lake and liver in this respect. Further, it may be
pointed out tliat a somewhat similar state of affairs has been
observed in the case of the phytoplankton. G. S. West in his

report on the fresh-water Alga3 of my expedition states (200,

p, 96):—"Of the thirty species observed in this river-plankton,

only one occurred in the plankton of the lake itself." This

evidence is very suggestive, and appeals to confirm the view put

forward, as it is well known that the distribution of these delicate

plant organisms is profoundly influenced by the nature of the

water.

This is not perhaps the place to discuss at all fully what is

known of tlie nature of the lake water, but the principal features

may be indicated as follows. The total amount of dissolved

saline matter is rather higher than in the case of Tham.es water,

but is not excessive. The amount of calcium salts is, however,

low, while salts of magnesium are present in much larger

quantities tlian is characteristic of fresh waters. It is an obvious

suggestion that the presence of this excess of magnesium salts

—

which are characteristically bitter to the taste—while not ren-

dering the water unfit to drink, might be sufficient to afifect these

organisms and prevent them from obtaining a footing in the lake.

It becomes necessary in this connection to refer to the nature

of the water of Lake Kivu, which is in direct communication with

Tanganyika. Here the quantity of saline matter is excessive,

and indeed most remarkable for a relatively large lake. From an
analysis by Hundeshagen (103) it appears that wdiile the water

is almost entirely free of calcium salts, it contains a very unusual

amount of salts of sodium and magnesium—particularly salts of

mxgnesium, of which there are more than twice the amount
present in Tanganyika.
The plankton of Kivu, among other lakes, was collected by the

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1920, No. XXXVIII. 38
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German Central Africa Expedition of 1907-08, and Brelim,

reporting on the Cladocera obtained by the expedition (54, p- 168),

refers to the complete absence of these forms from Kivo, and
expresses the opinion that the natnre of the water may explain

tlie fact. It seems, nevertheless, that a very oc^casional specimen
may be found—presumabl}^ in the littoral zone,—for in the collec-

tion examined by Brehm was a tube labelled "Surface, Lake
Kivu—one specimen Alonay This specimen he failed to find,

but there is little doubt that such individuals must be carried

into the lake by streams entering it. Indeed, the conditions are

probably paralleled in Tanganyika,, for not only does tlie existence

of Cladocera in the Lofu Hiver suggest this, but Sars (151, p. 67)

actually observed an isolated specimen of Afoina during his

examination of plankton from the lake. Both these records I

have purposely omitted from my list.

It only remains to suggest that since the river liiisisi, which
is the outlet of Kivu, luings a considerable volume of water into

Tanganyika, it is likely that Kivu is the principal source of the

magnesium salts which appear to have an influence on the fauna

of both the lakes in question.

It would be interesting, and shordd not prove difficult, to

determine l)y experiment whether Cladocera, are susceptible to

the presence of small quantities of magnesium salts in the water,

and, if so, whether they are affected by amounts too small to have
any adverse influence on other Entomostraca*. Indeed, a whole
field of experimental research is indicated, which might go some
way towards determining whether the very special nature of

the fauna of Tanganyika may not in some degree be related to

the unusual nature and quantity of the salts dissolved in the

water.

Turning fi'om these matters to a survey of the list of Cladocera,

it will be noted that 51 species in all have been enumerated.

Of these, 31 species are recorded from Lake Victoria, 30 from
Nyasa, 6 from Edward ISI'yanza, and only one from Albert Nyanza.
It is interesting, though perliaps not surprising, to observe that

an overwhelming ma,jority of the forms were already known from
other parts of the world, only 2 species out of 51 being described

as endemic, to wit Daphnia mouacha from Lake Albert and
D. kirimensis from Lake Edward. A number of the forms are

truly cosmopolitan and many more are known from two or three

continents, while only four are restricted to other parts of Africa

in addition to the lakes. On comparison with the particulars

given for the Copepoda and Ostracoda, it becomes clear that while

the former group holds an intermediate position, the Ostracoda

are the most limited in range and the Cladocera, the most
extended. Of 44 species of Ostracoda, enumerated, 33 are described

as endemic in one or other of the lakes : out of 54 species of

Copepoda, 30 are endemic : while out of 51 species of Cladocera

only 2 are endemic. It can hardly be doubted that this is due to

* A brief reference is made by Guriiey to liis observations of tbe injurious effect

of magnesium salts on the growth of fresh-water Daplinia (97, p. 469).
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the exceptional facilities for distribution afforded by the thick-

shelled "resting" eggs of the Cladocera.

A detailed survey of tlie distribution of the genera in the lakes

does not seem called for, but certain features may be pointed out.

All the well re])iesented and more important genera a.ppea.r to

occur in two or more of the Likes, while it is the less outstanding

forms which are only known at present fi'om one of the lakes in

question. Chyclorus and Alona are the best represented genei'a,

each witli 6 species, Daplinia and Alonella following closely with
5 species each. From Albert ISTyanza, as already mentioned,
tliere is only the record by Brehm (54, ]>. 169) of a single species

of BajjJtuia. I have, however, in my possession a small quantity
of plankton from the lake coUecteil in July 1907 by my friend

R. T. Leiper [cf. 74), and though I have not yet found an oppor-

tunity of properly studying the Cladocera winch it contains, I can
at least indicate the occurrence of the genera Diajyhanosoma,

3Ioina, Cavi'jytocercus^ Alona, and Chyclorus. Having made no
speciiic deternjinations, these new records are not included in my
list of forms, but attention is merely called to them in this place.

The addition of these genera to its fauna brings Lake Albert far

more into line with Lake Edward and the larger lakes.

To sum \\\)—Lakes Tanganyika and Kivu quite unexpectedly
contain no Cladocera, This is very probably due to the salinity

of t!ie water, and perhaps in particular to the excess of magne-
sium salts in those lakes. Apart from this, the distribution of

species in the lakes affords little of interest, many of the forms
being cosmopolitan and only an insigniticant number endemic.

Branciiiopoda.

Although representatives of this group have been found in

various parts of the African continent, there is, as far as 1 am
aware, only a single record which concerns the lakes under
I'eview. A species belonging to the family Estheridie, viz.

CyclestJterJa Jiislojfi, was collected by Fiilleborn in the neighbour-

hood of Nyasa, though not actually in the lake itself (76, p. 159).

This form, originally described as Esilieria^ but subsequently

separated from that genus, is of wide distribution in the tropics,

and its occurrence in the fauna, of Lnke Nyasa has no particular

significance.

Pentastomida.

These parasitic Arachnids have not, I believe, been hitherto

recorded from any African fishes. I obtained a number of speci-

mens of Porocephalus from Tanganyika fish, encysted forms from
the body-cavity and others from the intestine. Tlie material has

been sul)mitted for expert examination, but no detailed report is

yet avai]al)le. Since the specimens came from very distinct

hosts—a Siluroid in the one case and a large Lates (Serranid) in

the other,—it may be they will prove to belong to different

species. It is open to question whether such forms should be

included in a description of lake faunas.

38-
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Hydiiachnida.

It is probable that the Hydiuchnida of the great African lakes
are but imperfectly known to science, although 31 species in all

have been enumerated. Comparatively small and inconspicuous
forms as these mites are, there seems little doubt that a good
many more species will come to light in the future. Following
on the earliest collections made by Stuhlmann, come those of

Fiilleborn in and around Nyasa and of Borgert in Victoria
Xyanza. Specimens from both those lakes and also from Tan-
ganyika were obtained by the expedition which I conducted
in 1904-05. It seems likely that Like Nyasa, from which
the largest number of types (14) is on record, has been better

explored in this direction than the remaining lakes. No
Hydrachnids have hitherto been collected in either Albert
Nyanza or Kivu.

Table of Distribution of Hydrachnida t.

Naint3 of Species.
Tangaii- Victoria

yika. Nyanza.
Nyasi

Edward
Nyauza.

Other parts of

the world.

Family Hydeophantidje.
Georgella incerta

Diplodontus despiciens P

Family Hygrobatid^e.
Liinnesia armata

„ caiupanulata
Auisitsiella africaua

Hygrobates edeiitipalpis E
Oxus stulilmanni

Uniouicula borgerti

„ crassipes

„ digitatus

„ falcifer

„ tiguralis P
„ lynceus

,, cuiiningtoni

Eucentridophorus borgerti

„ koenikei ...

„ spinifer ...

Neumauia paucipora

„ simulaiis

„ spinipes

„ papillosa E
Koenikea tessellata

Piona caligifera

„ rotundas
Forelia liliacea P
Mideopsis minuta E
Arrhenurus plenipalpis

„ sarcinatus

„ tteuiatus

„ vigorans

„ voeltzkowi
^

14 genera 6 P.

31 species 3 E, 3P.

(6)

Quilimane, Nossi-Be.

Cosinopolitau.

E§

Europe.
Nossi-Be.

Europe.

Zanzibar.

East Africa.

Soudan, Quilimane.
Europe.

Madagascar.
Europe.
Europe.

Madagascar, Quilimane.
Madagascar.

Nossi-Be.

Madagascar, E. Africa.

6P 8 P. IP

6E, 6P.

(12)

5E, 9P.

(14)

IE.

t For additional information refer to Daday (76, p. 237) and Soar (172).

§ Not actually recorded from the lake itself, but from within its drainag:e area.
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Tlie distribution in tlie lakes of the forms at present recorded

is made cleai- by the adjoining list of species, and it Mill at once

be observed that the exceptional position held by Tanganyika in

the case of other animal groups is not in evidence here. While
the possibility is not excluded that further investigation may
bring to light an nnnsual number of remai-ka.ble species in the

lake, it is not in this group of animals that such discovery is

very probable. Nyasa with 14 difl'erent forms is closely followed

by Lake Victoria with 12. Only 6 species are recorded fiom
Tanganyika and one from Lake Edward. The number of species

which are endemic alFoi'ds no striking contrasts, 5 out of 14

being peculiar to Nyasa, and half the total number in each

case being peculiar to Victoria and Tanganyika. The only species

known from Edward Nyanza is endemic. There are no endemic
genera on record.

A point of more interest is the fact that of 31 species men-
tioned in the table, only two have been observed in moi-e than
one lake, viz. Unionicula Jiguralis in Tanganyika and Victoria

and Ementridoj)liorus spinifer in Victoria, and Nyasa. In every

other case tlie species from the lakes differ from one another,

and have been recorded only from a single lake, where, in some
instances, they are endemic. Although this is so, there is not

much evidence of that association of certain groups of forms with
certain lakes, which is elsewhere a noticeable feature. It may,
however, be pointed out that both species of Limnesia are re-

corded only from Lake Victoria, while all the species of Arrhenurus
come only from Nyasa. Other genera well represented are

Unionicula and jSfeiimania, but they both have an extended
range and have representatives in each of the three bigger lakes.

While 15 species in all are described as endemic, 10 of the

remainder are known from other parts of Africa (including

Madagascar) and 6 possess an even wider distribution. Under
these circumstances there seems every probability that future

exploration will prove many of the types to occur more generally

in the lakes, though on the whole it may be predicted that in

any case their precise distribution is little likely to afibrd evidence

of a striking character.

Tardigrada.

It is not surprising that inconspicuous organisms belonging to

this group have been seldom observed in the fresh -waters of

Africa. Apart from a record of the existence of these foims in

the Azores, there is, I believe, oy\\j the account given by Daday
(76, p. 236) of specimens which Fiilleborn collected in and around
Lake Nyasa. Tlie specimens in this collection all belong to the

species Macrohiot'ns tetronyx, which Daday established to receive

them. While this form must be regarded as endemic in Nyasa,
the genus Macrohiotus is known to have a. cosmopolitan distri-

bution, so that the existence of this particular species in the lake

is doubtless a matter of little import.

Oligoch.eta.

It is necessary, in compiling an account of the Oligochjiete

worms from the lakes, to distinguish as far as possible between
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the purely aquatic and tlie purely terrestrial forms. Yet this is

not ii simple task, for not only are there a number of types which

lie on the border-line, but even the true earthworms in the

tropics are semiaquatic in habit, living in very wet places not far

from water. For the purposes of this paper, the border-line

species as well as the ti-ue aquatics have been retained, those

forms being- excluded winch are generally recognised as earth-

worms. It follows from what has been said, that even worms
with specific names such as tcmganyikm have been omitted fjom

the list when the name has been applied to a terrestrial species.

Aquatic 01igoch?eta are recorded from five out of the six

lakes under review, but there is leason to suppose that a good

many more records will be forthcoming. The list which follows

gives the impression of ])eing incomplete, yet it incorporates, I

believe, all the available information. Since a number of these

forms are small and inconspicuous, it is not unlikely that they

have hitherto escaped notice. No species have been reported from
Edward ISTyanza. In a few cases, i-ecords have been inserted

without specific determination. "While these are unsatisfactory,

they still have a certain value, as proving the occurrence of a

particular genus.

Table of Distribution of OligocJueta f.

Name of Species.

Family Naidomoepha.
Naidium sp ... P
Nais sp

Dero sp

Anlopliorus stuhlmanni ... E
Pristiiia longiseta

Family Alluroidid^.
Alluroides tanganyikje P

Family MEGASCOLECiDiE.

Siih-family OcnerodrilinrB.

Ociierodrilus (Ilyogeuia)

cunningtoiii E
Pygma3odrilus affinis E

„ bipunctatus ...

„ bulcobensis E
grawerti E

„ kivvuensis

Family Glossoscolecid^.

Subfamily Criodrilince.

Alma emini ... E
stuhlmanni ... P

9 genera 3 P. 4 P.

14 species 2 E, 1 P. 4 E, 2 P.

(3) (6)

Tangan- Victoria ^ Albert
j^..^,^

yika. Nyanza. • JNj-aiiza.

Otlier parts of

the world.

Europe, America.

IJhode.sia.

P P E. Africa.

E

P ... E. Africa.

3 P. 2 P. 1 P.

3 P. 2 P. IE, IP.

(2)

t The records of these forms from the African lakes are somewhat scattered in the
literature of the subject. Refer especially to Beddard (12 : 13) and to Michaelsen
(120: 121), who gives a bibliography.
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An examination of the table of distribution suggests in tlie

first instance tliat tliere are certain gaps in tlie list which future

investigation will surely fill. It is strauge, for example, that no
representatives of the Naiflomorpha have been found in Tangan-
yika or in the smaller lakes, for it does not seem likely that

they n,re entirely wanting. Secondly, it is clear that A^ery few of

the forms enumerated have been observed in more than one
lake, half of them being classed as endemic. Out of a total of

14 species, the highest number recorded from a single lake is

6 (Victoria NA^anza),

There is no indication in this case of a mail^ed pre-eminence

for Tanganyika either in the number or peculiarity of its forms.

Lake Victoria, leads the way with 6 species, 4 of which are

endemic, Tanganyika coming second, with exactly half that

number (3 in all, 2 endemic). Lake Kivu also contains an
endemic form. The species are distributed among a, large

number of genera (nine), only two of which

—

Pygmceodrilus and
Alma—are represented by more than a, single type. Lake
Victoria again heads the list with representatives of four geneia,

Tanganyika and Nyasa coming next, each with three. No
endemic genera occur.

It would serve no good purpose to review in detail the divStri-

bution of the different genera and species, but reference may be

briefly ma.de to the nature of the 01igoch?ete fauna of eacli

lake. Tanganyika alone contains a member of the Alluroidida*.

This worm

—

Alluroides tanganyikcp—was first described from
Tanganyika, but has since been obtained from Rhodesia in the

neighbourhood of the Victoria Falls. Two endemic species

of Ocnerodrilina; complete the list : there are no Naids or

Criodrilines known.—In Victoria Nyanza the types are more
uniformly distributed among the families concerned. Of folir

endemic species, two belong to the genus Pycimwodrilus and
one each to Aulophorus and Alma.—From Nyasa only three

Na,id genera of wide lange are on record. Fristina loiigiseta,

which I collected in that lake, is the only worm in the list which
occurs outside the continent of Africa,, being known both from
Europe and America. It is strange that other aquatic Oligo-

chjetes have not been forthcoming from this lake as a resnlt of

its careful exploration by Fiilleborn.—Lakes Albert and Kivu
each contain but two species. Two forms of Pygmceodrihis

(one endemic) come from Kivu, with one Pygmceodrihcs and
an Alma from Albert. No Naids have so far been observed.

These lakes, together with Lake Edward, have recently been
visited by the German Central Africa Expedition, and it is,

therefore, the more surprising that no Oligochsete worms have
been found in Lake Edward.

HiRUDlNEA.

There is but little known of the leeches which inhabit the
great lakes of Central Africa : indeed, there appears to be only
a single published record concerning them, which is that of
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BIniicliard (15) describing forms collected l)y Stulilmann. It is

in a measure surprising that these creatures should have escaped

attention, since they are neither minute nor inconspicuous.

During my expedition to the great lakes I was able to collect a

considerable number of specimens, the majority of which were
obtained in Tanganyika. Some examples, however, were found

in Victoria Nyanza (from which a representative had alreadv

been recorded by Blanchard), and also in Nyasa, where they

constitute a new record. With this opportunity for gaining a

fuller knowledge of these forms, it is the more to be regretted

that no report has yet been received from the expert to whom the

collection was submitted for examination.

The l©ech which is already known from Lake Victoria wus
termed Hirudo hildehrandti by Blanchard (15, p. 5). It is not

confined to the lake, specimens having been collected also in

Mombasa. In the same paper a new genus and species belonging

to the family IIerpobdellid?e is described under the name of Salifa

perspicax. This form was collected by Stuhlmann in Kiriwia,

which is described as north-west of Edward Nyanza.. I have not

been able to identify this locality, but it appears doubtful whether
this species should be included in the fauna of this or any of the

lakes.

It is hardly safe to foreshadow the results of a proper exa-

mination of the specimens collected by the Third Tanganyika,

Expedition. It may nevertheless be stated that they will in all

probability prove to belong to some five or six diflferent species,

of which the greater number come from Tanganyika, This is only

in accordance with what has already been observed in so many
animal groups. The leeches were found for the most part in

shallow water, under stones or on shells, but some were dredged
in about 10 fathoms.

Nematoda.

There is hardly any information available concerning the

Nematodes of the great lakes. In the extensive plankton

material collected by Fiilleborn in and around Nyasa, Daday
detected certain free-living forms, which he identified and de-

scribed. Reporting on Stuhlmann's collections, Collin records a

single specimen of a free-living Nematode (which he leaves

undetermined) from Victoria Nyanza, and also examples of a

well-known parasitic type

—

Ascaris spicidigera—obtained from a

pelican on Lake Edward (64, p. 10).

During -my expedition to the three big lakes, I was able to

procure a considerable number of parasitic Nematodes from the

fish which passed through my hands. Whether such forms can
be legitimately regarded as part of the lake fauna may be ques-

tioned, but as they are associated in this case with genuine
inhabitants of the lakes, I am disposed to include them. Un-
fortunately these specimens have not been reported upon, so that

little can be added to this bare record of their existence. The
majority of them are from the body-cavity or gut of Tanganyik
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fishes, but some were obtained from a large Siluroid taken in

Victoria Nyanza. In all, these parasites were collected from

8 different 8pecies of fish, belonging to 8 genera and 5 families.

Since these fishes are, with a single exception, endemic forms,

it is likely that their parasitic Nematodes will prove interesting

and perhaps new to science.

It does not seem logical to regard the Jscc(7'is from the Edward
Nyanza pelican as belonging to the fanna of that lake, and as the

specimens I collected have not been identified or described, the

only records available for the purposes of this paper are those of

the free-living types from Nyasa. The species which all belong

to the family Angnillulidse, may be enumerated as follows :

—

1. Monhystera fullehorni.

Described as new from a single specimen in the surface

plankton.

2. Monhystera vulgaris.

A species known previously only from Europe. Obtained near

the mouth of a river which enters the lake.

3. Monhystera similis.

Likewise recorded from Europe and found in the neighbour-

hood of Nyasa.

4. Trilohus graciloides.

This species has been described as new by Daday. It comes
from the vicinit}^ of Nyasa, but has also been taken on the

swampy shores of Lake Kukwa.

5. Mononchus tenuis.

Under this name Daday described a single male specimen
which he found in a sample of mud brouglit from the bottom of

Nyasa at a depth of 200 metres.

6. Monochus macrostoma.

Collected in a pool near the lake. Also known from Europe.

7. Dorylaimus macrolaimus.

A European species which appears to be common in the waters
around Nyasa, but has not been observed in the lake itself.

Out of a total of 7 species, 2 may be regarded as peculiar to

the lake fauna, while one of the remaining forms is confined to

East Africa. The others are known also in Europe.
Thus there is no indication that the free-living Nematoda of

Nyasa are in any waj remarkable or specialised, and information
is not available concerning either free-living or parasitic types
from any of the other lakes.

* Particulars of these will be found in Daday's monograph (76, p. 44).
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KOTIFERA.

The Rotifera of tLe African lakes are still very imperfectly
known, and the table of distribution which follows probably
gives quite an inadequate idea of the fauna. No information is

available for Lakes Edward and Kivu, and very little for Lake
Albert. Tanganyika, Victoria Nyanza, and Nyasa have been
better, though very unequally investigated. The latter has been
fairly well explored in this direction by the efforts of Fiilleborn,

who obtained numerous examples of the lake plankton and, in

addition, suitable material from neighbouring ponds, swamps,
and rivers. Tow-nettiugs from all three lakes were procured by
my expedition, the largest series coming from Tanganyika, but
with the single exception of samples taken in the broad mouth
of the Lofu liiver, which enters Tanganyika, I did not collect

outside the confines of the lakes themselves. Thus, while the
truly lacustrine types from Nyasa and Tanganyika may be fitly

compared, the Nyasa total is enormously swollen by species from
the adjoining neighbourhood, whereas the region around Tan-
ganyika remains almost entirely unexplored. In addition to my
small collections from Victoria Nyanza, there have been those of

Stuldmann, Borgert, and Alluaud, but the Rotifera of the rivers

etc., within its drainage area are likewise practically unknown.

Table of Distribution of Rotifera f.

Name of Species. '^^"?f J^^'^'^"'' Nyasa. ^^''^^'^ ^fcher parts of
^ yika. Nyanza. ^ Nyanza. the world.

Order Ploima.
Notommata copeus

„ pacliyura . . .

.

„ tripus

Pleurotroclia daplinicola .

Cephalodella forticula . . .

.

Diascliiza forticata

gibba

„ tigridia

Monommata orbis

Dicranophorus auritus

forcipatus

Encentrum caudatum ....

Epipbanes oblonga

„ clavuiatus ....

„ lotos

„ bracbionus
spinosus ....

? macrourus .

P§

P§

P§
P§

P§
P^
P§
P§
Pi
p§
p§
p§
E§

P§

Europe, Asia, N. America.
Europe, N. America.
Cosmopolitan.
Europe, N. America.
Cosmopolitan.
Europe, America.
Cosmopolitan.
Europe.
Europe, N. America.
Europe, Asia, N. America.
Europe, Asia, N. America.
Europe, N. America.

Europe.
Asia.

Em'ope, S. America.
Asia Minor.

t The principal sources from wbich this table has been compiled are Rousselet

(150), Collin (64), and Daday (76, p. 59), where further particulars will be found.

It is well to explain that the names under which the species are enumerated are

mostly those adopted by Harring in his "Synopsis of the Rotatoria", Washington,

1913.

§ Not actually recorded from the lake itself, but from within its drainage area.
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Name of Species.
Tangan-
yika.

Victoria

Nj auza.
Nyasa.

Albert
Nyanza.

Other parts of
tlie world.

Bracliionus angularis

caudatus

„ calyciflorus P
55 55

dorcas

., capsuliflorus

jj "
bidentatus

„ falcatns

forficula

„ mirabilis

^ patulus P§
„ quadrideutatus

„ urceus

Platyias quadricornis P §

brevispinus P §
Sohizocerca diversicornis

liomocoros
Keratella coclilearis

„ quadrata P
„ 55 valga P§

Notholca striata labis

Anuneopsis fissa

Mytilina compressa

„ nmcronata

„ „ spinigera

„ ventralis P §

„ „ brevispina. P
Eiiclilanis dilatata

„ oropha P §

„ triquetra

55 5 5
byalina .. P §

Dipleiicblanis propatula P §
Lecane gisseiisis

„ lipara

„ luna P
„ leontina P§
,, lofnana E §

„ ung'ulata P §
Monostyla bnlla P

„ limaris P §

,, hamata
Lepadella ovalis

„ acuminata

,, cristata

„ patella

Colurella colura

„ adriatica

„ bicuspidata

„ deflexa

„ uncinata
Tricliotria pocillum
Scaridium longicaiidum
Pedalia mira
Filinia longiseta

Tetramastix opoliensis

Tricliocerca bicristata P §
„ cristata

P
P

P^

1»

P
1^

p

p'§

p

i'§

p
P§

P

P§
P§
P§
P§
P§
P§
P§
P

P

Cosmopolitan.

Ehodesia, N. America.
Cosmopolitan.

Em-ope, N. America.
Cosmopolitan.

Af ia, Europe.
Cosmopolitan.
Europe.
New Guinea, S. America.
Cosmopolitan.

Asia, S. America.

Europe.
C(Jsmopolitan.

Europe, N. America.
Cosmopolitan.
Europe, Asia.

Cosmopolitan.

Europe, N. America, Australia.

Cosmopolitan.
Europe.
Europe, N. America, Asia.

Europe, N. America.
Europe.
Cosmopolitan.
Asia, America.

Europe, N, America, Asia.

P Cosmopolitan.

Europe, America,
Cosmopolitan.

Europe, N. America.
Cosmopolitan,
Europe, N. America, Australia.

Europe, Asia.

Cosmopolitan.
Europe, America.
Europe.
Cosmopolitan.

Europe, Rhodesia.

Europe, Asia, N. America.
Cosmopolitan.

§ Not actually recorded from the lake itself, but from within its drainage area.
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Name of Species.
Tangan-

yika.

Victoria
^^^^

Albert
Nyanza. " Nyanza.

Other parts of

the world.

Trichocerca elongata

„ iernis P §

„ longiseta P §

„ macera P §

., rattus

scii)io

stylata P
Diurella stylata

„ tenuior

„ tigris

Syncha^ta oblonga P §

„ pectinata

„ tremula
Pol3'^arthra trigla P
Sphyrias lofuana P §
Asplanchna brightwellii

,, intermedia P
Asplanchnopus multiceps ...

Testudinellii patina

trilobata P §

Order RnizoTA.
Flosc\ilaria ringens

Limnias melicerta

Ptyguva mncicola P §
Sinantherina spinosa

Conochilus hippocrepis

Collotheca ornata

Order Bdelloida.
Philodina citrina

„ emini

„ roseola

Rotifer macroceros

„ macrurus
vulgaris

„ actiniirus

42 genera 16 P.

E§

13 P.

P
P§
P
P
P§

P§
P

P

Cosmopolitan.
Europe, N. America.
Cosmopolitan.
Europe, N. America.
Cosmopolitan.

Europe, S. America.
Europe, N. America.
Cosmopolitan.

Europe, N. America, Australia.
Cosmopolitan.

N. America.
Europe, N. America, Australia.

Europe, N. America.
Cosmopolitan.

Australia.

Cosmopolitan.

N. America.
Cosmopolitan.

Europe, N. America, Australia.

Cosmopolitan.

Cosmopolitan.

37 P. 4P,

105 species and subspecies... 1E,28P. 1E.24P. 1E,84P, 4 P.

(29) (25) (85)

§ Not actually recorded from the lake itself, but from within its drainage area.

Attention has already been called to the fact that the Rotifera

of Nyasa are in all probability better known than those of the

other lakes. Of 105 forms enumerated, 85 are reported from
that lake, while only 29 are given for Tanganyika, 25 for Victoria

Nyanza, and 4 for Albert Nyanza. Examination of the Nyasa
records shows that a much smaller total has been observed in the
lake proper, and indeed it is the latter figure, compared with cor-

responding figures from the other lakes, which affords a truer basis

of comparison than those given above, since the forms collected

from the surrounding neighbourhood are almost unknown except
for Nyasa. Disregarding Albert Nyanza—from which informa-
tion is very meagre,—the totals of those Eotifers taken within
the limits of the lakes themselves are found to be:—Nyasa 22,
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Victoria ISTyanza 21, and Tanganyika only 8. Clearly there is

little disproportion between Lakes Victoria and ISTyasa, but Tan-
ganyika shows a marked reduction iti number. It is probable

that the low figure for Tanganyika proper has some relation to

the nature of the lake water, which appears to be somewhat un-

suited to these organisms, liousselet points out in his report on
my collections (150, p. 794) that there is a striking difference

between the scanty Rotiferan fauna of the lake and the far

richer fauna which he observed in a small quantity of material

from the Lofu River. Tanganyika water contains an unusual
amount of magnesium salts, and though very little is really

known concerning the influence of such salts on fresh-water

organisms, this seems likely to be the cause of the dissimilarity

between lake and river in this respect. The matter has already

been discussed in some detail in connection with the complete

absence of Cladocera from the lake (c/. p. 569).

On examining the list of Rotifera more closely, it will be

observed that with three exceptions, the forms are all known
from other parts of the world, many of them, in fact, being

cosmopolitan in their distribution. A single endemic species is

enumeratetl from each of the three bigger lakes, but apart from
Lecane lofitana described from the Lofu River, these are of only

doubtful value. Tiie facilities for dispersal wliich the Rotifers

possess are well known, and quite account for this wide distri-

bution. In the case of these organisms, therefore, no deductions

of any value can be made from the presence or absence of a

species in a particular lake, and the interest attaching to a com-
parative table of distribution is, in consequence, small.

Nor does a study of the actual genera and species occurring

disclose features of much significance, although one or two com-
ments may be offered. In all, 42 genera are enumerated, of

which again the largest number is found in Nyasa. Those best

represented are Brachionus with 12 sjDecies, or well-marked
varieties, TricJiocerca with 9 and Lecane with 6, while nearly all

the more important genera are known from at least two of the

lakes. Certain cosmopolitan species have been identified from
all the four lakes under consideration. There is little to note in

the way of unexpected forms or of types unaccountably absent.

A subspecies of Brachionus—B. capsicUflorus bidentatus,—which
was isolated from the Albert Nyanza, material, is apparently very

rare, having been observed only in Calcutta and more recently in

Bulgaria. Furthermore, Rousselet has pointed out that the

genus Asplanchna is recorded from the lakes, but has not been
obtained in South Africa.—In conclusion, it will be observed that

as in the case of the Cladocera — which are also of extended distri-

bution,—there is no indication of an exceptional fauna peculiar

to Tanganyika, or indeed to any of the lakes.

Gastrotricha.

Representatives of this group may eventually prove to be

widely distributed in the African lakes, but at present there is
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little information at hand concerning tliem. An account of

certain forms collected by Stulilmann at Bukoba, Lake Victoria,
is given by Collin (64), while other species which Fiilleborn
obtained in the neighbourhood of Nyasa have been identified by
Daday (76, p. 56). No Gasbrotricha were observed by me during
my expedition to the great lakes. The species * may be enume-
rated as follows :

—

1 . Lepidoderma squamatum.

A species well known in Europe and occurring also in North
America. A single specimen was collected in a pool near the
shores of Nyasa.

2. Lepldodsrma hysirix.

Under this name Daday described a form obtained from the
same locality as the above. It has not been observed elsewhere.

3, Ichthydium macrurum.

This type was described as new by Collin, but tlie species rests

upon a diagrammatic figure and a very incomplete description.

It was found at Bukoba, a station on the shores of Yictoria
Nyanza, and has not been re-discovered, so that it may be looked
upon as a species of rather doubtful value.

4, Chcetonotus formosus.

Tins form, liRe the two species of Lepidoderma, has been
identified from the vicinity of Lake Nyasa. Previous to this

discovery it was only known from North America.

5, Cluetonotus pusillus.

A single specimen of this tj^pe, hitherto only recorded from
Paraguay, was isolated by Daday from material collected in the

Mbasi River close to its entrance into Nyasa.

Two species of Cliadonotiis are, according to Collin, among the

Gastrotricha which Stuhlmann recorded from Lake Yictoria, bat

in neither case has it been possible to identify them further.

Brief notes made on the spot, accompanied in one case by a sketch,

form all the information available. It is doubtful whether either

of these types was observed in water from the lake itself.

6. Gossea pauciseta.

Another species previously known only from Paraguay.
Several specimens of this were obtained from a pond in the

Nyasa district.

On a survey of this list the following facts appear. Five

species are on record from Nyasa, one of which is peculiar to that

* For further particulars of these forms, consult Collin (64:, p. 9) and Dadaj^

(76, p. 56).
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lake. From Victoria Nyanza three difiereiit forms have been

reported, of which one was described as new and lias not been

fonnd elsewhere. The two remainii]g types were not specifically

identified, and indeed all three s})ecies from this lake rest on
a somewhat insecvu-e basis. None of the recorded species occur

in both Victoria and Nyasa, and it appears probable that none
were actually observed in the waters of the lakes themselves.

No Gastrotricha are known at present from any of the other

African lakes.

TUIIBELLARIA.

There can be little doubt that Turbellarians ai-e relatively

uncommon in the lakes as well as in other parts of Central

Africa. 8tuhlma,nn, a careful observer, wiio had opportunities

for collecting in many parts of the country, remarks on the

scarcity of these organisms, and in particular on the scarcity of

the fresh-water Dendrocoels, which are usually common in ponds
and streams (181, pp. 1262 & 1268: 182, p. 652: 185, p. 349).

During my expedition to the great lakes, I only observed Turbel-

larians in Tanganyika. They wei-e found on the under side of

stones in shallow water, and all proved to belong to a single

species of the well-known genus Flanaria. Prior to the

description of this Tanganyikan form by Laidhiw (107), the only
work dealing with species from the lakes was thatof Bohmig (17),

who reported on the collections made by Stnhlmann. Unfortu-
nately, the accounts in this paper are based almost entirely on
sketches and notes made on the spot, which often lack details of

importance for S3'stematic detei niination. Although the records

must thus be regarded as of doubtful value, 1 insert them here
without further comment. The following species * come within
tlie scope of this survey :

—

1 . Planar la tauganyikce.

This is the type from Tanganyika to which reference has been
made. It is the only species known from that lake and has not
been obtained elsewhere.

2. Stenosioma leucops.

A form known in Europe and also in North America. On the
evidence of drawings, recorded from the neighbourhood of

Bukoba, on Victoria Nyanza.

3. StenostoDia stuhlmanni.

Described as new by Bohmig from Stuhlmann's notes and
sketches. Observed at Bukoba,, Lake Victoria and unknown
elsewhere.

4. Stenostoma gilvuin.

Another species based only on a drawing and a few^ notes and

* For details, consult the above-mentioned papers : Bohmig (17) and Laidlaw
(107).
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recorded from the same locality as S. sfuhlmanni. Nothing
further is known of this form.

Examples of two spscies of Stenostoma from Bukoba were
among the material examined by Bohmig, but their unfavourable
state of preservation did not permit of nearer identification.

5. Gyrator hermaphroclitus.

A pelagic Turbellarian collected in Victoria Nyanza is identified

with this species by Bohmig. It is well known in Europe.

6. Vor^tex quadridens.

This type is established merely on the evidence of sketches and
notes by 8tuhlmann. It is admitted that certain important
features of the genital apparatus are unknown. Obtained from
stagnant water at Bukoba,

From the above it will be observed that Turbellaria are only

recorded at present from Lakes Victoria and Tanganyika. From
Victoria Nyanza and its neighbourhood five forms have been
specifically identified, three of them being peculiar to the lake.

There are, in addition, two types which are unnamed. These
records of Bohmig, however, need confirmation, as they are based

on very meagre evidence. From Tanganyika a single endemic
species is known, which belongs to the widely distributed genus
Pkm:iria *. No doubt further representatives of this group will

eventually be found in the great lakes, but they appear to be less

common than might have been expected. There is no suggestion

of a striking Turbellarian fauna in Tanganyika and little indica-

tion that such will be discovered in the future.

Trematoda.

Practically nothing is known of the distribution of these

exclusiv^ely parasitic animals in the lakes of Africa. Following
the argument advanced in the section dealing with the Nematoda,
it seems only logical to include such forms in a lake fauna. In
the case of these organisms they may be obtained in the free-

swimming larval stage, or infesting an intermediate Molluscan
host or in their final vertebrate host. As far as I am aware, the

description given by Daday (76, p. 39) of two Cercaria larvae from
the neighbourhood of Nyasa is the only account which concerns

any of the lakes. Both were found in material from ponds near

Nyasa and were described as new larvae, though it seems doubtful

whether such determinations have much systematic value. They
have received the names of " Cercaria'' SGhizocerca and Gercaria^^

hoplophora 76, p. 288).

* It clear that Stuhlinann's statement that Planaviaus cannot survive

temperatures of over 25° C. (185, p. 3i9) is uot universally true. The specimens I

collected in Tanganyika were taken in quite shallow water, where the temperature
toiuls t') hs highest, yet my thermosneter readings for the surface of the lake showed
a higher average than 25°.
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In the course of my expedition I collected in Tanganyika a. few
Trematodes wliich are parasitic on fish. They constitute a new
recoiTl for this lake, but have not 3^et been examined and
described. The specimens were taken from large Siluroids, in

one case from the gil] -arches, in another from the gut.

Cestoda.

As far as I have been able to ascertain, no i-ecords have been

published of tape-worms from the lakes included in this survey,

although Diulay described two new larv?e which he observed in

East African Copepods. Different forms of tape-worm proved

common in the gut of iishes examined for parasites by my
expedition, and I succeeded in getting a considerable number of

specinjens. These all came from Tanganyika, where I had l>etter

oppoitunity than elsewhere to seek such organisms, but it is

clear that systematic examination would not only bring to light

enteric parasites from the fishes of other lakes, but would result

in a far richer series from Tanganyika. My material has only

i-eceived a preliminary examination, so that little information

can yet be given as to the nature of the Tanganyika forms. A
species which occurred abundantly in an endemic Siluroid proves

to be one of the unsegmented Cestodes, and has been referred to

the genus Caryo'pJiyUmts. It has not been more fully identified.

Almost all the remaining specimens come likewise from endemic
fishes belonging to different genera of Cichlids and Siluroids.

Thus it is quite probable that other species of tape-worm- -perhaps
new forms—are represented in the collection. It is to be hoped
that the investigation will sliortly be completed.

CCELENTERATA.

The only representatives of this group at present recorded are

the common fresh-water Hydra and the medusa which so stimu-

lated interest in the fauna of Tanganyika. Stuhlmann obtained

specimens of Hydra from Victoria Nyanza which resemble the

common H. fusca, though Weltner, reporting on this mateiial,

would not venture to identify the species in the absence of eggs

(199, p. 2). Hydra has never been discovered in any of the other

lakes so far as I am aware, wliich is perhaps rather strange.

The Tanganyika medusa was described by R. T. Giinther under
the name of Limnocnida tajiganicm *

( 94), and being peculiar to

the lake, was. of course, I'egarded by Moore as one of the most
striking halolimnic or relict forms. The significance of its

occurrence in this lake in the heart of Africa, which communicates
with the sea only by some tihousand miles of river, broken by falls

and rapids, Avas obvious, especially since the number of fresh-

water m.edusse then known was very small. Discoveries made since

Moore's expeditions, however, have put a very different complexion

* The specific Dame is that of Bohm, the discoverer of the medusa, who wrote it
" tanganjicce.''' I follow Grinther (96, p. 651) and most subsequent writers in

adopting tanganicce as a more rational spelling.

Proc, ZpoL. Soc— 1920, No. XXXIX, 39
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Oil the matter. Fiesli-watei- jelly-Cislies of other types have been
found in the Yang-tse-Kiang, in a lake in Egypt and in the

Caspian. Moreover, the distribution o^ the genus Limnocnida
itself has proved wider to an unforeseen extent. In August 1903
a medusa was discovered in the great Kavirondo Gulf of Yictoria

Nyanza and another in a fresh -water lagoon in the Niger deU^a.

The specimens from Lake Victoria \\ ere submitted to Giinther,

who pronounced them indistinguishal)le from the Tanganyika
species, though he subsequently modified his view, and described

them as L. tanganicm var. victoria; (96, p. 651). The Niger
medusae were reported on by E. T. Browne, who consideied them
undoubted specimens of L. tanganiae (53 : 57). In 1908, medusae

were found in a tributary of the Zambezi. These were rega.rded

by C. L. Boulenger ns specifically different from the Tanganyika
form, and were named by him Li7nnocnida rhodesioi (18, p. 429).

The latter species has still more recently (1913) been obtained

fi-om anothei- part of Rhodesia, where it occurred in a tributaiy

of the Limpopo River (11). Remarkable as it was to find this

genus so widely distributed in Africa, the discovery of a species

in India in 1911 was more remarkable still (6). This type,

which comes from streams in the Western Ghats, diflf'ers slightly

from the African species, and was termed L. indica by Annan-
dale (9).

The bearing which these discoveries have on the problem of the

origin of the Tanganyika fauna, needs little pointing out. There
can be no hesitation in deriving medusae from the ocean, and
when Tanganyika was believed to be the only locality in the

whole continent in which such organisms occurred, the lake was
naturally regarded as unique, and the medusae wei-e looked upon
as strong evidence in favoui- of a marine origin for its fauna. In
the light of present knowledge, this evidence becomes greatly

weakened. If Limnocnida is to be regarded as a relict form, it

has now attained so wide a distribution that its presence no
longer singles out Tanganyika as a probable " Reliktensee."

Moreover, it must be noted that the new records are none of

them from the basin of the Congo, where the medusa should

be forthcoming in accordance with Moore's view of the origin

of the lake.—The finding of a species of Limnocnida in India

affords another example of those Afro-Indian affinities to which
reference has more than once been made.

It will be more satisfactory to postpone a consideration of the

sources from wdiicli the medusa may have been derived, until the

general discussion—which will follow this systematic account— of

the zoological and of other evidence.

PORIFERA.

Representatives of this group are known at present only from
the three largest of the six lakes under consideration. Since

however, fresh-water sponges are usually inconspicuous objects, it

is very probable that sooner or later specimens will be found
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in the other l;ikes*, although Seliiiliotz states tlia.t he completely

failed to find any in Kivii (166, p. xiv). The species from
Victoria, Nyanza, a,nd Nyasa, a,rc (|uite oi'dinaiy forms, but those

known from Tanganyika exhibit divergences of at least specific

rank from the types collected in an}^ other part of the continent.

Of the eight species enumerated in the adjoining table, seven

belong to the cosmopolitan fresh-water genus Spony'dla. the

eighth—about which doubts ha.ve been raised— being leferred

provisionally to the genus Fotamolepis.

Tahle of Distrilnition of Forifera t-

Niune of Species.
Tano-an-

yiiva.

Victoria

Nyanza.
ISTyasa.

Other parts of

the world.

Family SpoxaiLLiD^.
Spong-illa biseriata P Egj-pt.

,, bijlnnii P§ E. Africa.

„ carteri P Hungary, India, Java.

„ cuiiniiigtoiii .. E
„ nioorei E
,, iiitens - P§

E
White Nile.

„ taiigaii3'i]vnR ..

Potamolepis weltiieii .. E

8 species 4E, 2 P. IP. IP.

§ Not actnall}' recorded fi'om the lake itself, but from within its drainage area.

Th.e distinctness of the fauna, of Tanganyika, is once more
exemplified in the case of the sponges, and is shown graphically by
the above list. W'^hile Victoria Nyanza and Nyasa each contain a.

single species of somewhat extended distribution, Tanganyika
contains six other types, four of them (those occurring in the

waters of the lake itself) being endemic.

The forms from Lake Victoi-ia and Nyasa, l)oth of ^^ hich were
o1)tained for the first time by my expedition, do not call for much
comment. Spongilla cartfiri, now known from Victoi-ia- Nyanza, is

tlie only sponge fi-om the lakes to occur outside the continent of

Africa. While it occurs in Europe, its occurrence also in India and
Java, is noteworthy in view of the alFmities of other African and
Indian types to which I'eference has already lieen made. Five

species of Spongilla have been recognised from the Tanganyika
area, three of them— all endemic—from tlie lake proper, and the

remainder from the Ugalla Kiver, a tributary of the Malaga.rasi,

which in its turn enters the lake. The forms from the Ugalla
River, S. hdhmii and S. nitens, occur also in other parts of Afiica,

FoUowing the usual procedure, from which it is perhaps illogical

to depart, these species are inserted with an explanatory footnote

in the Tanganyika column, but it may be pointed out that the

* Sponge spicules were observed by West in tow-nettings made in Albert Nyanza
(201). it is probable that these occurred in the sample obtained from near the

bottom in about 30 feet of water.

t The principal source of information on this group has been Kirkpatrick (105) •

where references to other authors are given.

39*
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district fiom which they come is some 200 kilometres or more
east of the lake, and that they show East African rather than
Tanganyikan affinities.

The last of the forms enumerated

—

Potamolepis weli7ieri—was
established by Moore (137, p. 323), and regarded by him as peculiar

to Ta.nganyika. Moore explains that a small specimen of this

sponge was dredged in the lake from great depths during his

second expedition *. It has never been adequately examined and
described, but Weltner expressed the opinion that it was a

distinct species, with a framework very similar to that of SpoQi-

gilla hohmii. It was accordingly given the specific name weltneri

and placed provisionally in the genus Potamolepis. Kiikpatrick,

w^ho has also examined some of the material, exj)resses the view
that these two species may possibly be synonymous (105, p. 222).

It is perhaps well to leave the m.atter suh judice. particnlarly as no
further supply of material has been forthcoming to aid in deciding

this point. Moore's comparison of the spicules of this sponge
with those of the genus llenieva (which he misquotes Beit.ieria''^)

does not strengthen his case. Instead of being "the old fossil

genus" {loc. cit. pp. 331 : 354) it would be more accurately de-

scribed as the recent marine and brackish-water genus— although
fossil re})resentatives also exist in the tertiary stiata. In con-

clusion it may be stated that despite the suggested i-esemblance of

the spicules of Potamolepis weltne^^i to those of Remiera, the
sponge fauna of Tanganyika consists essentially of fresh-water

and not marine types, although the foi-ms inhabiting the lake are

peculiar to its waters.

Protozoa.

It is to be regretted that the Protozoa of Tanganyika have not
yet been investigated. There are, it is true, a few species to

record, but these are principally forms belonging to the Phyto-
llagellata, which are enumerated in th.e report on the Algse of my
expedition (200). This is the more unfortunate, since a good deal

of information on this group is forthcoming respecting Victoria
Nyanza and Nyasa, although much is probably unknown. There
is no I'eason to suppose that such a maiked disproportion really

exists between the Protozoan fauna of Tanganyika and those of

the two other big lakes; indeed, the evidence afforded by many
groups of animals suggests that Tanganyika is likely to lead the
way with a larger and more unusual assemblage of species. An
examination by a pi-otozoologist of the extensive series of tow-
nettings and other suitable material which I brought from the
lake should go some way towards determining this point, and it

is to be hoped that this will be carried out in the near future

From Albert Nyanza there are a few forms recorded among th^

* It maj' be mentioned in this connection tliat the species obtained by Moore's
first expedition were, tbrou^b some misunderstanding, said by Evans to Lave come
from a deptli of 350 fatboms (82, p. 471). Moore bimself states (127, p. 405) tbat
on tbis expedition 1200 feet (200 fatboms) was tbe greatest deptb at wbicb be was
able to dredge. Tbese sponges are not in reality deep-water forms, for, during tbe
tbird expedition, 1 found tbem living in quite ibaliow water at tbe lake margiri
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Phytoplankton, and from Edward Nyaiiza a single species of

Ilhizopod, but it is obvious tliat these lakes too are quite
unexplored as yet. Nothing is known of the Protozoa of Kivu.

Table of Distribution of Protozoa "f.

Name of Species
Tangaii- Victoria

yika. Nyaiiza.
Nyasa,

Albert Edward
Njanza. Nyanza.

Other parts of

the world.

Class RHIZOPODA.

Order Lobosa.
Amoeba proteus

Arcella apicata

„ dentata

„ discoides

„ jeanneli

J,
mitrata

„ vulgaris

? Hyalosplieuia papilio

Quadrula symmetrica
Difflugia acuminata ...

5, constricta . .

.

„ corona

„ globulosa ...

„ limnetica ...

„ lobostoma ...

„ i)yriformis ...

,

„ urceolata

Centropyxis aculeata ,

Nebela cariuata

„ collaris

„ lageniformis ...

Lecquereusia spiralis

Euglypba alveolata ...

„ ciliata

Trinema enchelys
Cyphoderia ampulla ...

Order Heliozoa.
Actino.spbairium eichliornii

.

Rapliidiophrys elegans
Clatliruliua stuhlmanni ....

Class MASTIGOPHORA.
Order Euflagellata.
Euglena acus

5, spirogyra

„ viridis

Colacium calvum
Trachelomonas aiuiulata .

„ hispida

„ ovalis ....

„ volvocina
Lepocinclis ovum
Phacus longicaudus

pleuronectes
Pandoriua morum

P
P

P§
E
P
P
P
1^

P
P

P

P

P
P
P§
1*§

P
P

I'

l'§
P

P§

I'
P

P
V

P§

P
P§
P§
E§
P§
P§
P§

Cosmopolitan.
E. Africa.

Cosmopolitan.
Europe, N,America, Australia.

Europe, N. America.
Cosmopolitan.
Europe, N. America.
Europe, N America.
Cosmopolitan.
Europe, N. America.
Europe, N. America.
Cosmopolitan.
Europe.
Cosmopolitan.
Cosmopolitan.
Europe, N.America, Australia.

Cosmopolitan.
Euro];)e, N. America.
Europe, N. America, Asia.

P^urope, N, America.
Cosmopolitan.
Cosmopolitan.
Europe, N.America, Australia.

Cosmopolitan.
Europe, N. America.

Cosmopolitan.
Cosmopolitan.
East Africa.

Cosmopolitan.
Cosmopolitan.
Cosmopolitan.
Europe.
S. America.
Cosmopoliton.

Cosmopolitan.
Europe, Australia.

Europe, Asia, America.
Cosmopolitan.
Europe, Asia, America.

t The majority of these records will be found in the accounts given of East
African forms by Schaudiun (154) and Daday (75 : 76, p. 6), where further

particulars are given.

§ Not actually recorded from the lake itself, but from within its drainage area.
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Name of Species.
Tanf^aii- Victoria

yika. Nyanza.
Nyast

Albert Edward
Nyanza. Nyanza.

Otlier parts of

the world.

Eudorina elegans

Volvox africanus

„ aureus .

.

„ globator

Order Dinoplagellata.
Ceratium bracliyceros

„ hirundinella

,, macroceros
Peridinium africanum P

„ beroliueuse P
„ inconspicuum

„ palatinum

„ quadridens

„ tabulatum
Peridiiiiopsis cunuiiigtouii ... E
Glenodiiiiuui pulvisculus ... P

Class CILIATA.

Order Ciliata vera.
Enclielyodon farctus

Coleps hirtus

Loxopliyllum meleagris
Trachelius ovum
Dileptus auser

Nasisula sp

Colpidium sp P
ParamcEcium aurelia

Spirostouium ambiguum
Condylostoina sp P
StoDtor roeselii

Tintinnopsis ovalis

Uronychia paupera
Trichodiua sp P
Vorticella luuaris

„ microstoma
,, iiebulifera

Zootbamnium arbuscula

„ parasita

Epistylis aiiastatica

„ brevipes

„ plicatilis

„ umbel laria

Opercularia nutans
Cothurnia crystallina

,, incisa

,, lobata

P
P

P
E§

P§
P
P§
P§
P§
P§
P
P§
P§

Europe, Asia.

E. Africa.

Europe.
Europe, Asia, America.

Cosmopolitan.
Europe, Asia.

Europe.
Cosmopolitan.
Europe.
Europe, Asia, S. America.
Cosmopolitan.

Europe, Australia.

Europe, N. America.
Cosmopolitan.
Europe, N. America.
Cosmopolitan.
Europe, America, Australia.

Cosmopolitan.
C-osmopolitan.

Europe, America.
Europe.

Europe, N.America, Australia.

Cosmopolitan.
Europe, America, Australia.

Europe, America.
Europe.
Cosmopolitan.
Europe, S America.
Europe, N. America.
Europe.
Europe, America, Australia.

Cosmopolitan.

Order Sue tori A.

Podopliyra sp,

Tokopbyra cyclopum
Aciiieta symbiotica .

,, tuberosa ....

48 genera

87 species

6P 25 P.

P§

Europe, N. America,
E. Africa.

Europe, Asia.

31 P. 4P IP.

1E,6P. 4E,33P.

(7) (37)

2E,58P
(60)

4 P. IP.

§ Not actually recorded from the lake itself, but from within its drainage area.
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The most obvious comment on the table of distribution is the

great inequality in the totals recorded from the biggest lakes—an
inequality which is obviously due in this instance to unequal
investigation. Of the 87 species enumerated, 60 occur in Nyasa,
87 in Victoria Nyanza, and ouly 7 in Tanganyika. While it is

impossible to predict what figures will be forthcoming when the

Protozoa of tlie lakes are better known, the figures at present

available are merely an index of this disproportionate investiga-

tion. The records from Nyasa are the result of the extensive col-

lections made by Fiilleborn, which were reported on by Daday (76).

It will be noticed that more than half the species identified were
not obtained in the lake itself, but came from river mouths,
pools, and swamps in the vicinity. Victoria N3^anza has been less

adequately explored in this direction, smaller collections being
made by Stuhlmann and more recently by Borgert and others.

In his book on the Tanganyika Problem, Moore devotes a few-

paragraphs to the Protozoa of tlie lake (137, p. 323). The two
forms which he mentions by name—a Condylostoma and a, large

Infusorian which he refers with some hesitation to the genus
OolpidiuTii— liave been inserted in the table of distribution. He
describes the latter organism as the cause of the yellow clouds

which occur on the surface at times and make the water appear
" as if tinged with a fine golden dust." This effect was also

observed l)y Livingstone, who thought the yellow scum to be of

vegetable origin. I have repeatedly observed the phenomenon
myself, not only on Tanganyika,* but on Nyasa, a,nd without
denying other possibilities, I can confidently assert that it is

usually due to limnetic Alga3. In conclusion, Moore remarks that

he found some twenty types of Protozoa belonging to groups
common in tropical fresh-waters,

A consideration of the list of species shows that in the

gi-eat majority of cases the forms are widely distributed if not

cosmopolitan in range. There are very feAV endemic species

enumerated— four in Lake Victoria, two in Nyasa,, a,nd one in

I\inganyika,—and most of these are of little interest. Peridini-

opsis cunniv.gtonil from Tanganyika, and Uronychia pmqiera from
Nyasa., are perhaps of more interest, since in each case they are

only the second described species of the genus. Forty-eight

genera a,re mentioned in the table of distribution, of which the

greatest number occur in Nyasa. This is a large proportion of

genera to species, but is accounted for by the number of genera
represented b}^ only a single species. None of the genera are

endemic.
No good purpose would be served by commenting in detail on

tlie genera ami species in the list, but one or two further remarks
on their distribution may be offered. As far as the Rhizopoda
are concerned, the lists from Victoria Nyanza and Nyasa may be

reasona.bl}^ compared, and they exliiV)it a close degree of similarity.

The well-known genera Arcella and TJlfjhigia are each represented

by a number of species. It is in the remaining groups that there
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has been inequality of investigation, so that the Euflageliata, for

example, are only represented in Lake Victoria by a couple of

forms as contrasted with a large number from Nyasa. Volvo.v

africcmus is an interesting species which was established to

receive specimens brought by Leiper from Albert Nyanza. It

can no longer be regarded as endemic, since it has been observed
in another part of East Africa. The Dinoflagellates are recorded

from four lakes, and a comparison may thus be instituted. Lake
Victoria contains representatives of the genera Ceratium and
Glenoclinhtm* . The former genus is wanting in Tanganyika,
where, however, Peridbikim and Feridiniojjsis replace it. In
Nyasa, Ceratium and Feridiiiium occur ; in Lake Albert, Feri-

dinium and Glenodinium. It is particularly among the ciliated

forms that a number of genera occur represented only by a single

species. The Tricliodina mentioned, which has not been specific-

ally identified, is parasitic upon the Tanganyika jelly-fish. Since

the latter, or a variety of it, is known from Victoria Nyanza, it

may well be that a Tricliodina accompanies the medusa there

also, but I have no information on the subject.

In conclusion, it only remains to point out that the Protozoa,

as at present known, give no indication of an exceptional fauna
peculiar to any lake. At the same time it is precisely in

Tanganyika, if anywhere, that such might be expected, and that

lake remains virtually unexplored in this direction.

4. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.

Having completed the systematic review of the animals at

present known to occur in the lakes, the points of interest

concerning their distribution may i\ow be fittingly discussed.

Far the most noticeable feature is that which has so repeatedly

shown itself, namely the unique nature of the fauna of Tan-
ganyika. With a I'ecorded total of over 400 dififerent animal

types, the lake is clearly exceptional
;
moreover, no details of

certain groups which are known to occur are yet available for

incorporation. As this treatise is concerned so largely with

Tanganyika, it may not be out of place to illustrate here in a

graphic manner, the growth of knowledge concerning its fauna.

I'he curve which follows may be regarded as approximately

correct. It is clear that the labour of ascertaining the date of

discovery or description of every type— even if possible—would be

out of proportion to the value of such a record. The largest

addition to the total (159 species in all) was made by the writer's

expedition, which obtained, moreover, practically all the infor-

mation on the fiora of the lake.

* Virieux states that in the plankton wliich he examined he observed a specimen

of Peridininm, but was uniible to identify the species (197, p. 6).
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Text-figuie 1.

Curve showing groioih of knowledge oj Tanganyika fauna.
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The relative peculiarity of each lake fauna, as far as totals only
are concerned, can be best illustrated by giving the figures in
pai-allel columns with the marks E or P against them.

Tan^i-au-

yika.

Victoria

Nyanza.
Nyasa.

Albert

Nyanza.
Edward ^a-

Nyanza.

Genera 57 E, 111 P.

(168)

2E, 137 P.

(139)

6E, 172 P.

(178)

1 E, 47 P.

(48)

IE, 34 P. 13 P.

(35)

Species 293 E, 109 P.

(402)

110 E, 179 P.

(289)

86 E, 275 P.

(361)

9E, 58 P.

(67)

HE, 43 P. 4E, 19 P.

(54) (23)

An examination of these totals at once reveals the chief points
in which the fauna of Tanganyika is distinct. In the first place,
the lake contains a more extensive series of forms (402) than any
other. In the second place, those types greatly predominate
which are unknown elseAvliere (293 out of 402). Both these
points, viz. total number of species and cori'esponding number
of endemics, are shown graphically for each lake in the following
tabk- :

—
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Text-figure 2.

Table to illustrate richness of fauna and iyroi)ortioii of
endemic species to the whole-.
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The lieiglit of each column represents tlie total number of S2)ecies,

and the shaded portion the number of endemic forms.
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It will be observed that the total figure for Nyasa, though
some way behind that of Tanganyika, is still very large. Since

in many cases

—

e. g. fishes, molluscs, prawns—Tanganyijifi has a

much richer fauna,, such a result is perhaps a little surprising.

It is worth while to recount the facts which explain this. Firstly,

the group of the Cladocera is entirely absent from Tanganyika,
but well represented in Nyasa and elsewhere. This is probably

due to the nature of the salts dissolved in the water, which
appears also to have a restrictive influence on the Rotifera of the

lake. Secondly, there are one or two groups of animals— notably

the Protozoa and free-living Nematoda—almost uninvestigated as

far as Tanganyika is concerned, although tolerably well known
for Nyasa. Lastly, the collections made l)y Fiilleborn extended
to the waters surrounding Nyasa, while the rivers, ponds, and
swamps in the neighbourhood of Tanganyika remain unexplored.

This has greatly increased the records for Nyasa, particularly

in the groups Rotifera, Protozoa, and Entomostraca.
In the matter of endemic types, howevei-, Tanganyika leaves

Nyasa (and the other lakes) far behind, exhibiting an astonishing-

series of forms for which it is difiicult to find a parallel.

Expressing in percentages the figures already furnished, nearly

73 per cent, of the species in Tanganyika are peculiar to the lake,

whilst Victoria Nyanza comes a poor second with 38 per cent.,

and Nyasa still further behind with some 24 per cent. The
smaller lakes have not only smaller totals, but have a reduced

proportion of endemic forms, namely 20 per cent, for Lake
Edward, 17 })er cent, for Kivu, and only 13 per cent, for Lake
Albert. Nor is this all, for the number of endemic genera which
Tanganyika contains places it in a category by itself. No fewer
than 57 out of 1 68 are regarded as peculiar to the lake, or rather

more than one-third of the total. As against this, Nyasa has

6 endemic genera out of 178, and Victoria Nyanza 2 out of 139,

while Lakes Albert and Edward each possess but a single endemic
genus. Tanganyika alone among these lakes has a family which
can be regarded as endemic— that of the Tiphobiida? (Gasteropoda).

It is thus clear that Tanganyika exhibits by fai- the most
striking series of endemic animals of any of the lakes under con-

sidera.tion—indeed, it must ])e recognised as one of the most
remarkable lakes in the world. There are only two lakes, as far

as I know, which merit comparison with Tanganyika in this

direction, viz. the Caspian Sea and Lake Baikal, Unfortunately
I have been quite unable to obtain trustworthy figures of recent

date with which to compare the particulars now available for the

African lake. It seems probable, however, that Baikal even
surpa.sses Tanganyika in the number of animal forms peculiar

to its waters*. It appears that while relatively few groups are

* Consult tlic series of uioiiogra])lis dealiiip; with the results ot the most recent
scientific expedition—Wisseuscliaftliclie Ergebnisse eiiier Zoologischen E.\i)^dition

nach dem Baikal-See unter Leitung des Professors Alexis Korotneff' in den Jabren
1900-1902. Lieferungen 1-5. Kiew und Berlin 1905-1912. It is to be regretted

that this work remains uncompleted, doubtless on account of the European war.
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represented, there is often a great richness of species within the

groups. The fishes are far fewer than those of Tanganyika and
only half of them are endemic, while the Molliisca agree pretty

closely in the number of endemic types. On the other hand, there

are most extensive series of Oligochsetes and Turbellarians, and an
extraordinary wealth of Gammarids, the species being in each case

nearly all endemic. In the case of the Caspian, I am able to

quote figures, according to which some 64 per cent, of the animal
forms are found nowhere else in the world (155, p. 34). If this

statement can be relied upon, the Caspian Sea, while sufficiently

remarkable, is less so than Tanganyika, which has nearly 73 per

cent, of endemic types.

Returning to a consideration of the fauna of Tanganyika,
other features revealed in the Systematic Account may be

summarised in a few sentences. Those groups which are most
conspicuous in possessing endemic genera and species are the

Pisces, Mollusca (especially Gasteropoda), and Macrura, with the

Brachyura following closely. The Copepoda and Ostracofla are

well represented by endemic species (but not genera), with the

Porifera and Polyzoa showing smaller numbers. "While other

groups with few endemic species, appear, by contrast, devoid of

significance, there are only five of all those represented in the

lake—Mammalia, Crocodilia, Chelonia, Batrachia, and Coelen-

terata—which do not contain endemic types. It may be added

that certain endemic forms are held to exhibit a marine aspect

and have been termed thaUissoid (halolimnic according to Moore).

Such are many of the Gasteropod molluscs and perhaps a Polyzoon.

In the same category comes the medusa, which, of course, is not

confined to Tanganyika,.

The exceptional character of the Tanganyika fauna having

been sufficiently emphasised, an explanation of this marked
peculiarity must be sought. In other w^ords, a general con-

sideration of what Moore called the Tanganyika "problem" must
be undertaken. In order to appreciate the actual value of the

purely biological evidence, it is necessary clearly to understand

the relations which exist between marine and fresh-water

OL-ganisms. The essential points may therefore be stated as

briefly as possible *.

In the first place, while certain organisms are characteristic of

the sea a.iid others of fresh water, the distinctions which exist

between marine and fresh-water forms are neither very great nor

very definite. Secondly, it may be emphasised that the barriers

which tend to prevent a change of medium are not wholly insur-

mountable. At the same time fresh-water types are usually

recognised in consequence of certain structural peculiarities

directly due to their mode of life. Such features should be

excluded as far as possible when deciding the systematic position

of an organism, for it is only thus that a true idea of its inter-

• These matters are discussed at greater length in several recent papers. Consult

Sollas (173), Cunnington (71), Gurney (97).
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relatioiisliips— wliicli are quite independent of habitat— can be
obtained.

The undoubted affinities existing between marine and fresh-

water organisms are the direct result of a community of descent,

for there is no escape from the conchision that life had its origin

in the ocean. Thus the forms now found in fresh-waters must
liave attained their present distribution in one of three wa.ys :

—

(1) by a, direct, active or passive migration from the sea
; (2) by

becoming terrestrial or swampdoving in nature, and secondaiily

adapting themselves to life in fresh water ; (3) as a residt of tlie

isolation and subsequent freshening of some portion of the sea,

due to movements of the earths crust. Without speculating as

to which of these methods has played the most imjiortant part, it

may be pointed out that the salinity of the ocean has not been
constant throughout the ages, but is doubtless greater now than
in past geological times. Since certain types are known to have
recently migrated from the sea, it is not hai-d to believe that many
forms may have achieved the change during former epochs when
the obstacles to be surmounted wei-e somewhat less. It is hardly

necessary to repeat that the view advocated by Moore assumes
that the remarkable oiganisms found in Tanganyika have attained

their present distribution by the third means, and have been
modified from marine types in a basin cut off from the sea.

Since the flora of a lake perforce exists under the same con-

ditions as the fauna, it will be well, before proceeding, to make
further reference to the plants of Tanganyika. The higher plants

show no outstanding peculiarities. There are ceitainly 8 species

of true aquatics which have been collected in Tanganyika alone

among the lakes, but all these are well-known African—or even
cosmopolitan- forms {cf. Rendle, 147). On the other hand, the
Algae of Tanganyika differ markedly from those found in the
other big lals:es, a number being endemic, while a few are usually

marine or brackish in habit. In all, some 21 species and 5

varieties are described as peculiar to Tanganyika. It is, however,
the phytoplankton of the lakes which afibrds the most interesting-

comparisons. The plankton of Tanganyika is much richer in

species than that of either Nyasa or Victoria Nyanza. Out of a

total of 85 species, more than 70 per cent, do not occur in the

other two lakes, so that in this instance once more the features

characteristic of Tanganyika are exhibited. The presence in the

lake of brackish-water and quasi-marine Algje may perhaps be
accounted for by a period of growing salinity prior to the estab-

lishment of an outlet. (For further particulars consult the
detailed Report on the Fresh-watei' Algje of the Third Tanganyika
Expedition, 2 CO).

It is natural that a good deal of attention has been attracted

to Tanganyika by the singular nature of its fauna, and it is

not surprising that various suggestions have been offered in

explanation of the facts. While it will be necessary to recount
the several views which have been advanced, it is appropriate to
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(leal in the first instance with Moore's hypothesis that Tang;inyil<a

represents an old Jurassic sea. Tliis view, first put forward in a,

paper published in 1898 (131), was subsequently developed and
the evidence detailed at considerable length in " The Tanganyika
Problem," 1903, (137). Being thus a widely known theory, it is

only necessary to inquire how it accords with the facts which have
since come to light. From the botanical and geological, as well

as from the zoological side, more information is available than
wlien this hypothesis was pi'opounded, and it may at once be

said that recent discoveries do not favour the theor}^ As the

zoological evidence has been examined and discussed in the body
of this paper, it is only needful to summarise the conclusions.

Moore's view rests in the main on his comparison of certain

marine fossil shells of the Jurassic period, with those of Gastero-

pods living in the lake at the present day—coupled with his

deductions as to the anatomy and relationships of the latter forms.

It has already been explained (p. 549) that, in the opinion of

leading experts, neither of these claims can be substantiated. If

the comparison with Jurassic fossils is held to be inadmissible,

the period of the supposed connection with the ocean remains in

doubt, but while Moore subse(iuently declared that he attached

no great weight to this comparison (138, p. G02). he still adhered
to his view that the so-called halolimnic animals were truly

marine or relict forms. As far as the molluscs are concerned, the

opinion of Pelseneer is in direct conflict with this view, for he
regards the halolimnic Gasteropods as emphatically fresh-water

types.

In this connection it may well be asked—why are there no
thalassoid Ln.mellibranchs in Tanganyika ? Thei-e seems no
obvious explanation of the fact, yet surely some members of this

group would also exhibit a thalassoid appearance had they been
relict forms from the ocean. This itself is evidence which tells

against the view of a relict origin for the fauna.

Nor do the other members of Moore's group of halolimnic

animals definitely support his contention. The medusa, once so

important, and admittedly a marine type, has lost most of its

significance. Not only are fresh-water medusae known to occur

more widely than was formerly supposed, but the Tanganyika
species has been found in the Niger and in Victoria Nyanza.
Tlie Decapod Crustacea—prawns and crabs—regarded in " The
Tanganyika Problem " as constituents of the halolimnic group,

have been shown to belong to typically fresh-water families.

Much stress was formerly laid upon the incrnsting gymnolsematous
Polyzoon Arachnoidea, but recent discoveries have modified its

importance. F^ince the genus is now actually living in Asiatic

seas, it can hardly be regarded as an ancient marine type

persisting only in Tanganyika, but must rather be looked upon as

a recent importation (cf. the analogous case of Victorella, p. 540).

Finally the sponges belong to the family Spongillidae, a charac-

teristically fresh-water assemblage. Thus, of the succession of
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aninuils from different groups which constituted Moore's halo-

limnic series, none are accepted as peculiarly marine save the

Polyzoon Arachnoidea and the medusa.

But more than this. The endemic animal forms have been

described almost without exception as specialised and not primi-

tive types. It is true that Moore regarded the remarkable

Gasteropods as essentially primitive in nature, but this view is

not shared by other writers (p. 550). If the halolimnic animals

are inueed relict forms, they must have been cut off* at some
remote era—though it need not have been the Jurassic period

—

and ought in consequence to exhibit primitive rather than

specialised characteristics.

Tliis review of the zoological evidence makes it clear that on

such grounds it is impossible to justify the contention that

Tanganyika was connected with the sea in Jurassic times, or

indeed that a connection with the sea ever existed. It is there-

fore necessary to inquire what light may be thrown on the subject

by the evidence of geology.

In his book, Moore maintained that resting on the Archaean

granites, gneisses, and schists which appear to constitute the

basement rocks of the continent, three types of sedimentary rock

are to be recognised. The lowest of these consists of beds of

sandstone and shale, which are not only well developed in the

neighbourhood of the great lakes, but appear to extend over vast

areas of the African interior, including a large part of the Congo
basin. Then follow the beds discovered by Drummond north-

west nf Nyasa, and covering these in turn, white shelly deposits

(Pleistocene) laid down by the lakes themselves. Drummond's
beds being regarded as Triassic in age and probably estuarine,

Moore considered the great beds of sandstone and conglome]'ate

as evidence of an extensive ocean which at some still earlier

period covered a great part of the lake regions of Central Africa

(137, p. 65 et seq.).

It is particularly to this last point that exception is taken by
other writers on the geology of these regions. Some regard Drum-
mond's beds and the great sandstone seiies as of like age, and
on the evidence of the fossils occurring in the former, regard the

whole as beds of the lower Karoo (Trias)—or at least as a forma-

tion of corresponding age, deposited under similar conditions. A
very i-ecent writer on the stratigraphy of this part of the continent

(Behrend) speaks of the unfossiliferous conglomerates, quartzites,

and sandstones which are particularly well displayed in the

neighbourhood of tlie great lakes, as the "Tanganyika System"

(14, p. 52). These beds he distinguishes as of different age from
similar rocks occuriing near Nyasa and in parts of the Congo
basin, assigning them to an earlier period—Devonian or even
prior to that (14, p. 73 and Taf. iii.). While it may be that the

relative age of these different strata is by no means conclusively

fixed, these recent investigations show that Moore's lowest

series— the " Old African sandstones " as he calls them— really
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comprises two or more formations. In any case all the evidence

goes to prove that these sandstones and conglomeiates, whatever
their age, were laid down under continental, i.e. fresh-water and
terrestrial conditions, and thus afford no support foi- the view
that the ocean formerly extended over these large tracts in the

heart of Africa.

There is yet another geological objection to the view that

Tanganyika contains relict forms from an ancient sea, and that

is, that the depression itself would not appear to date back to

the remote times required by Moore s hypotliesis. There is every

reason to believe that the extensive faulting which produced the

Great "Rift Valley took place in Middle-Tertiary times, and if

this be accepted, the basin of Tanganyika was actually not

in existence at the time when the Jurassic theoiy supposes it to

have received its marine fauna*.

Clearl}^ the geological evidence does not favour a marine
"relict" origin for the peculiar fauna of Tanganyika, and it has

been shown that the testimony of zoology is against it. In order

to be convincing, a theory must not run counter to the findings

of either branch of science.

Since it does not seem possible to accept the hypothesis put

forward by Moore, alternative suggestions have now to be con-

sidered. In the first place, it is important to point out that

shells of the tlialassoid Tanganyika genus Pao^amelania ha,d been

compared by White (202 : 203) and Tausch (186j with those of

the fresh-water Cretaceous genus Fyrgulifera some time before

Moore drew his comparisons with marine Jurassic shells. It has

been held by conchologists that the resemblance in this case is

every whit as close as between any of the forms compared by
Moore. This may constitute slender evidence on which to

theorise, but it is significant that the beds from which the fossil

type comes are not only moi-e recent, but are fresh -water in

character and not marine. Thus, if any value attaches to the

evidence, it wouhl suggest that the unusual molluscan genera

should be regarded as the little modified representatives of a late

secondary fresh-water assemblage rather than those of a much
earlier marine one. This view, which implies that the thaJassoid

Gasteropods are relics of an ancient lake fauna preserved in this

basin, obviously did not find acceptance by Moore. He urged

against it the pertinent fact that in such a case, similar types,

living or fossil, ought to be found in other areas, and yet they are

conspicuously absent (137, p. 335). While agreeing that this

constitutes a serious objection, the same objection, to my mind,

may be raised with equal force against the marine Jurassic

hypothesis.

Reference has already been made to the fact that certain fossil

Gasteropods from the Balkan Peninsula exhibit a considerable

resemblance to some of the thalassoid types from Tanganyika

* Certain geological experts, indeed, regard the Tanganyika basin as more recently

produced than other parts of the Rift Valley system.
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(p. 550). The forms in question, described and figured by
Brusina (58 : 59), come from fresh-water Pliocene beds in Dal-

matia, Croatia, and Slavonia. From this it might be argued that

the hikes of the Mediterranean region which existed in Tertiary

times were the source from which the Tanganyika Gasteropods
have been derived. It is not unreasonable to suggest that com-
munication \vp,s possible between these lakes and the region of

Tanganyika by way of the valley of the Nile and the Great Rift

Valley. While less objection can be taken to this view than to

Moore's, or even to the suggestion of a Cretaceous origin for the

molluscs, there are difficulties in accepting it as a complete
solution of the problem. To confirm this theory, either fossil

forms of like nature should be forthcoming in some intermediate

region, or (as a communication to the north of Tanganyika is

assumed) living types should be found in Lakes Kivu, Edward, or

Albert. Since neither are known to occur, the case for this

source of origin is unsupported.

Since the shells of the thalassoid molluscs have been held to

resemble (1 ) mai'ine Jurassic types of the Anglo-Norman basin,

(2) in one instance a widely distributed fresh- or brackish-water

genus from the Upper Cretaceous of Hungary and North
America, (3) a series of fresh-water fossils from beds of Newer
Tertiary age in Jugo-Slavia, the evidence afforded is so contra-

dictory as to offer little guidance in determining the origin of the

fauna of Tanganyika.
It is a very natural suggestion that the thalassoid appearance

of the Tanganyika Gasteropods is direct!}^ due to the size, depth,

and quasi-oceanic conditions prevailing m such a lake *. That is

to say, that a marine aspect has been produced in certain

members of the ordinary African fresh-water series as the result

of convergence. To those who have visited these lakes and
realised their vastness this seems plausible, but the difiiculty has

then to be faced, that similar forms are not forthcoming in Nyasa
and Victoria Nyanza.
An hypothesis in which this view is introduced, but which has

other novel features, was brought before the International

Congress of Zoology in 1913 by Germain (87). He holds that

previous writers have been wrong in considering Tanganyika by
itself, and urges that a clearer understanding of the facts becomes
possible on taking into account the oi-ganisms which inhabit

neighbouring lakes and rivers. Dealing with the Prosobranch
Gasteropods, which exhibit |;6«r excellence a thalassoid facies,

Germain asserts that while Tanganyika contains a much larger

series of such forms than any other lake, it is not the sole locality

in which they may be found. He considers that Lakes Mwero
and Nyasa, as well as the Upper and Middle Congo, contain a

number of Prosobra.nchs (chiefly Melaniidse) the marine aspect

of which it is impossible to deny. Proceeding to discuss the

* A corresponding suggestion has been made to explain the marine appearance of

certain Crustacea and other organisms in Lake Baikal.

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1920, No. XL. 40
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geological aspect ot" the pioblem, he states that very extensive

lacustrine deposits are actually known in Central Africa, reaching

from the Congo basin to I'angaiiyika and from that lake to

Victoria Nyanza on the one hand and Nyasa on the other. l>om
such considerations he supposes that there formerly existed in

east-central Africa a vast lake basin which nnited the Middle
and Upper Congo with Nyasa and Tanganyika and probably

Victoria JSTyanza. Living in this region was a uniform fresh-

water fauna specially rich in Prosobra.nchs. After the formation

of the Great Rift Valley the lakes were isolated in their present

basins, where modifications of the original fauna, resulted from
the new environment. Lake Tanganyika, possessing most nearly

the characteristics of the ocean, became inhabited by molluscs

which have assumed (by a phenomenom of conveigence) a marine
aspect in the highest degree*.

With this concejjtion I do not find myself wholly in accord.

Without expressing an opinion on the nature of the Gasteropods

of Nyasa and the Upper Congo region, there are two serious

objections to its acceptance. In the first place, there is in-

sufiicient geological evidence for a lake basin so large in extent

—

the deposits in this area being probably terrestrial and fluviatile.

In the second place, there is no reason why the conditions in

Nyasa and Victoria Nyanza, which closely resemble those of

Tanganyika, should not have produced an equally striking seiies

of thalassoid Gasteropods in those lakes, and yet this is not the

case. At the same time I am quite prepared to agree that

the marine aspect of the molluscs is probably due to convergence.

Another obvious suggestion is that the salinity of the water

has been a determining factor in producing ma,rine-like forms.

Here it is much less easy to come to a decision, for the question

of increased salinity is of course directly associated with that of

a period of isolation. But prolonged isolation itself, with the

opportunity it aifords of development free from competition with

the outside world, is obviously a cause predisposing to the pro-

duction of new characters. Where isolation and a gradual

increase in salinity have coexisted, it is difificult to recognise

which factor is responsible for a particular result. Experimental

evidence is not wanting to show^ that certain salts, even in

minute quantities, exert a profound influence on aquatic organ-

isms, but it does not follow that a marine aspect would be

produced as a result. West, indeed, goes so far as to assert

that the Alg?e of Tanganyika which exhibit marine affinities may
well have been produced by a gradual increase in the salinity of

the lake during an extended period of time (200, p. 191). Here,

it is true, the two factors are inextricably associated, but if the

suggestion is not unreasonable for the Algse, the surmise may be

* Since this account has been in the press, a still more recent paper by Germain
has reached my hands—" Histoire Oceanographique des Lacs de I'Afrique Orientale."

Bull. Inst. Oceanogr. Monaco, No. 369, 1920. In it, he adds little which is new,
merely re-affirming the opinions expressed in his earlier article.
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hazarded that the tbalassoid Gasteropod shells owe their nature

to the same cause. Be this as it may, tliere are additional com-
plications affecting the salinity of Tanganyika.

It has been shown that Tanganyika had probably no outlet

until a portion of the Nile basin became cut oft* and Kivu drained

south into the lake (p. 515). It lias also been pointed out that

since Kivu w.ater contains an excessive amount of magnesium
salts, that lake is probably the source from which the high per-

centage in Tanganyika has been derived (p. 570). If these

probabilities be accepted, certain conclusions as to salinity follow.

During the first period the salinity may well have been consider-

able, though there is no evidence as to its nature. The lake

subsequently freshened, but eventually its waters became rich in

salts of magnesium. Thus any eft'ect which the saline nature of

the water may have exerted on the organisms of the lake may
have been due to either of these conditions, or to a combination

of both. As already suggested, tliere ma}'' even exist an iriegu-

larity in the outflow of the lake, due to the forming and breaking

of dams in the bed of the Lukuga River (p. 515). If this be the

case, the salinity of Tanganyika has not only changed consider-

ably in the past, but may still be changing materially from time
to time.

The view that Tanganyika owes its remarkable organisms—not

merely the thalassoid forms—to a, long-protracted period of

isiola.tion, has been advocated by several writers, and remains,

on the whole, the most likely suggestion put forward. The
possible effect of an increased salinity, which isolation would
involve, must of necessity be coupled with this, but it is not
regarded as the prime factor. This view has the positive

advantage that it does not run counter to geological conceptions,

but fits in with what is believed to be the past history of the lake.

Testimony in favour of it is afforded by the very remarkable
nature of the Cichlid fishes which Tanganyika contains. This

group has long been known to show a peculiar facility for

colonising isola,ted and often saline waters, tliough the agency by
which this is effected is not understood. What then more likely

than that the Cichlids were among the earliest inhabitants of the

lake, where, without having to compete with other types of fish,

they multiplied unchecked and became differentiated into new
genera and species {cf. 26, p. 423).

It is hardly necessary to point out that this isolation

hypothesis does not assume that Tanganyika was stocked from
any exceptional source. That is to say, the lake did not receive

its fauna from an ancient sea, but in the same manner as the

neighbouring fresh-waters, the original similarity of its fauna to

those of the other lakes being secondarily lost by marked
divergences of form consequent upon prolonged isolation. The
marine aspect of certain Gasteropods would thus be regarded as

merely due to convergence. Viewed in this light, the case

of Tanganyika is closely analogous to that of oceanic islands,

40*
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which, as isolated areas of land, are well known to possess faunas

and floras largely peculiar to themselves.

The last-mentioned hypothesis, even if satisfactory in the main,

makes no attempt to account for the presence of the medusa in

Tanganyika, and accordingly a few sentences are needed on this

aspect of the question.

In dealing with the distribution of African fresh-water fishes,

Boulenger has discussed the problem of Tanganyika, and states

that he cannot admit Moore's contentions (26, p. 422). Re refers

to the inconclusive evidence aflibrded b}^ the so-called halolimnic

Gasteropods, and clearly regards the medusa (now known from
other parts of the continent) as the only organism in the lake for

wliich it is necessary to account in any special mannei'. He
points out that pal?eontological evidence exists of a Middle
Eocene (Lutetian) sea, which extended over a lai-ge area in

^^'orthern Africa (vide also Hudleston 102, p. 352), and suggests

that this would afford a rational explanation of the present

distribution of the medusa in Africa.

With this view^ Gravier is not in agreement (90, p. 221). He
gives it as his opinion that the medusa may well have migi-ated

from the sea at a recent epoch, especially should it possess a

hydroid stage, as is held likely by Browne {cf. 56, p. 306). Its

present distribution in Africa he explains by reference to the

possibilities of intercommunication between the river systems.

Having dealt at considerable length—as becomes its import-

ance—with the fauna of Tanganyika and the views put forward

to account for its very unusual character, it is now possible to

proceed to a brief study of the i-emaining lake faunas. While
there are smaller totals and few^er peculiar types, the bigger lakes

at least are not devoid of interest.

Victoria ISTyanza, with 38 per cent, of endemic species, clearly

has characteristics of its own, these being more prominent in

some groups than in others. By far the most conspicuous group
is the Pisces, containing, as in the case of Tanganyika, the largest

series of forms. It comprises also over half the total number of

endemic species and the only two endemic genera. The Mollusca

again are noteworthy, but in this case the Lamellibranchs are

more striking than the Gasteropods, exhibiting a larger pro-

portion of endemic types. Of the few Ostracods recorded from
the lake, 5 out of 7 are described as peculiar, and the Oligochsete

worms are represented by 6 species, 4 of which are endemic.

Victoria is the only lake besides Tanganyika which contains the

medusa, though this should perhaps be regarded as subspecifically

distinct. It is only in this lake that the common Hydra is

known to occur. Many groups are wholly without endemic
representatives.

Generally speaking. Lake Nyasa exhibits very similar features,

but with rather fewer peculiar forms. Fishes constitute half the

total number of endemics, and 5 endemic genera out of 6.

A considerable number of molluscs are known, nearly half being
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peculiar to the lake. Nyasa contains an endemic genus belong-

ing to the Argalidfe, and the Ostracoda are well represented,

8 species being endemic out of 17. It is strange that no aquatic

snakes and no Polyzoa have yet been recorded ; on the other hand,

Nyasa alone of the lakes under review contains aquatic tortoises

referred to the Trionychid?e.

The three smaller lakes contain representatives of fewer animal
groups, bat it is possible that this is merely due to less syste-

matic investigation.—Albert Nyanza displays only 13 per cent,

of endemic forms, which are mostly Mollusca, while it has no
endemic fish. The genus Limnocaridella (prawn) is the only

genus peculiar to the lake.—Edward Nyanza contains a more
interesting sei-ies of fish, with one genns and six species endemic.
Only 3 molluscs are peculiar out of a total of 15, and there is

little else which calls for comment.—In Kivu, representatives

of only 6 groups of animals are at present known to occur.

While future exploration may bring other forms to light, the

poverty of its fauna is probably connected with the exceptional

salinity of the water. Out of a total of 23 species, there are

13 fishes, 3 being endemic, while the only other endemic type
is an Oligochaete worm. The apparent absence of the hippo-

potamus and the crocodile is a point of some interest. Similarly

no Lamellibranchs appear to occur, although two forms of

Gasteropod are known.
It is obvious that none of these lakes exhibit such striking-

forms as Tanganyika, and that while endemic types are not
wanting, these are fewer in number and for the most part only

specific in character. Apart from the presence of the medusa in

Lake Victoria, there is nothing to suggest a special connection

with the sea. In broad terms it may be said that the lakes

contain the ordinary fresh-water fauna of Africa modified in

varying degree in each case. Where sucli modification is con-

siderable, as in Victoria Nyanza and less markedly Nyasa, it may
well have been caused by a, period of isolation proportional to the

relative peculiarity of the fauna. It is more especially the fisli-

fauna of these lakes which is rich in endemic species and shows
certain endemic genera, and from this evidence it would seem
that Lake Victoria remained isolated for a longer period than
Nyasa (c/. p. 536). If isolation be accepted as accounting for the

remarkable fauna of Tanganyika, it is clear that a still longer

period must have been necessary in that case to produce such

notable results.

There are certain other matters concerning the distribution of

animals in the African lakes which are brought out by this com-
parative survey. While representatives occur of most of those

groups which may be expected in tropical fresh-waters, there are

some interesting exceptions. It comes as a. surprise to a Euro-
pean naturalist to find no fresh-water Isopods such as Asellus, or

Amphipods such as Gammarus. yet these familiar forms appear
to be conspicuously absent from the tropical parts of Afiica,
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though the genus Gammarus is I'ecorded from, the north and
south of the continent. Why such types are wanting it would
be idle to speculate, but the fact is also emphasised by Stuhlmann
in more than one place (181, p. 1268 : 182, p. 652). It is strange
too, that among the intestinal parasites of the fresh-water fish

there appear to be no species of Echiitorhynchus, although they
are common in the fish of European rivers, Daday, it is true,

has described a larval form from a species of Ostracod taken in a

small East African lake (76, p. 55). Thus, while Asellus and
Gammarus are commonly the intermediate liosts, it is evident

that the absence of these genera does not form a complete
barrier to the distribution of Echinorliynclius^ and Daday con-

siders that it will yet prove common in Africa. At present,

however, the adult form is entirely unknown.
Concerning the numerical distribution of species in the lakes,

there is one point which calls for further notice. From a study
of the lists of forms found in each lake, Moore believed that a

definite relation existed between numbers and size. After
reviewing the facts then at his disposal, he writes :— It is thus
obvious that from some cause or other the number of specific

forms in an African lake is roughly proportional to the size of the

lake itself" (137, p. 146). This does not mean that the smaller

lakes are less well stocked with animals, but simply that the

number of species they contain is less. The matter has already

been referred to in the systematic section, and it has moreover
been shown that the principle appears capable of extension to the

number of genera and even families (pp. 535, 548). With the

tofcal figures for the six lakes now available, it is possible to test

the correctness of this conception on a more extended basis.

The totals for species and genera are therefore given in tabular

form, with the lakes (apart from Tanganyika) arranged in order

of size.

Taiigan- Victoria
-j^ ^^^^^

Albert Edward
YJvsVi

yika. Nyanza, Nyanza. Nyanza,

Number of Species 402 289 361 67 54 23

Genera 168 139 178 48 35 13

Tanganyika, which heads the list, is in every sense to be

regarded as a case apart, but the figures for the remaining lakes

should accord with this law—if such it be. A descending series

is seen to exist : Nyasa it is true constitutes an exception, but,

as already explained, its totals have been artificially swollen in

certain directions (p. 595). Nyasa conforms to the rule in the

case of the Pisces and MoUusca—it is the addition of many types

of Hotifera and Protozoa which chiefly accounts for the large

total figure for the lake.
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A very similar result is arrived at on comparing the number of

groups representetl in the difierent lakes. From Victoria Nyanza
downwards the decrease in size is accompanied by a deci-ease in

the number of groups present. The figures (including Tangan-
yika for comparison) are found to he as follows :—Tanganyika
26 (groups), Victoria 25, Nyasa 24, Albert 15, Edward 14, and
Kivu 6. It is possible, however, that the low totals for the

smaller lakes are, in part, a result of less complete investigation.

Enough has been said to show that Moore's contention is

substantially correct as far as these African lakes are concerned.

It would be interesting to discover whether a similai- relation

between size and number of specific forms can be made out for

other groups of lakes or even if it is a principle of general appli-

cation. Moore makes a comparison, which woidd seem to be
justified, between this phenomenon and that exlii))ited by the

flora of oceanic islands, where the smaller the island,—although
it may be as thickly covered with vegetatiou as any other area,

—

the fewer the species of plants which inhabit it.

The last matter to be considered is the undoul^ted affinity

which exists between certain African aiid Indian fresh-water
types—an affinity which has been noticed already, when re-

viewing the groups in which it is most pronounced. This inter-

relationship is exhibited in many groups of animals, and extends
not merely to forms from the Indian Peninsula itself, but from
the whole of that part of Asia, including the Malay Archipelago.

An interesting account of these affinities is given by Annandale
in a paper entitled " The African Element in the Freshwater
Fauna of British India " (10). So far as the present treatise is

concerned, consideration is limited to those animals which are

known to occur in one or other of the big African lakes. Briefly

enumerating the cases, the Cyprinidfe and Mastacembelidfie among
the fishes indicate this affinity in a marked degree. The Polyzoa
afford striking evidence, since the genus Arachiioidea is known
from Tanganyika and East Indian seas, while in the case of

Plumatella { Afrindella) tanganyikce the actual species has been
found in an Indian lake as well as in Tanganyika. Caricliiia

nilotica with its varietal forms occurs in several of the African
lakes, while it is widely distributed in Indian and Malay regions

and extends still further east into Australia. Among the

Ccelenterata a medusa has now been found in India which is

generically identical with that from Tanganyika and Victoria

Nyanza, while finally among the sponges Spongilla carteri from
Lake Victoria is known in India and Java.

This is not the place to discuss the geological evidence for a
former land-connection between these areas, but the views

commonly held can be stated in a few words. During the

Carboniferous period, and persisting subsequently through the

Permian and Ti-iassic, there appears to have existed a vast

tropical continent which extended from Brazil to Australia,

embracing of course Africa and India. This continent is known
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as Gondvvanalancl. In the ensuing period—tlie Jurassic—Gond-
wanaland began to break up, but there is some evidence that in

late Cretaceous or even early Tertiary times a land-bridge still

existed between East Africa and the Indo-Malayan region, by
way of the Seychelles and Maldives. The geological record

is thus quite in keeping with the facts of distribution to which
reference has been made.

In bringing this study to a conclusion, it must be admitted
that in many directions information is very limited. There is no
doubt that the discovery of additional species is to be expected

whenever a re-examination of any of the lakes occurs, but there

are other points of considerable interest on which knowledge is

much to be desired.

Despite the investigations of Moore in Nyasa and Tanganyika,
very little is really known concerning the deeper regions of any
of the lakes, and the existence of a distinct abyssal fauna is

uncertain. In a paper dealing with the distribution of the

molluscs, Moore speaks of obtaining certain tlialassoid forms in

Tanganyika at a depth of 800-1200 feet (244-366 metres)

(129, p. 171). He I'egarded these particulai- Gasteropods as a

deep-water assemblage, but a more thorough examination may
well reveal other animals which permanently inhabit the bottom
muds. There is little doubt from an analogy with other deep

lakes that the deeper waters of these African lakes are almost, if

not quite, devoid of life. At the same time, further investigation

may indicate a definite association of abyssal forms not only in

Tanganyika, but in the other lakes under review.—Associated

likewise with the distribution of organisms within the limits of

the lakes are questions such as the vertical distribution of

plankton forms, as ascertained by tow -nettings. During the

Third Tanganyika Expedition my operations were practically

confined to surface tow-nettings, but special tow-nets worked
from suitable craft would afford the necessary information.

—

Again, the seasonal variations of plankton organisms are almost

unknown, although I was able to detect a marked decrease in the

quantity of material during the rainy season. Detailed know-
ledge of this kind can only be gained by the aid of large collections

extending over many months.—The distribution of local forms or

varieties within the limits of a single lake was discussed by
Moore in his book. He considered that certain well-marked
varieties or even species were confined to particular areas in the

greater African lakes (137, p. 149). My own observations lead

to a dififerent conclusion, and the matter undoubtedly merits

further investigation.

Lastly, there are some outstanding physical matters which are

of importance on account of their relation to biological pheno-

mena. Very little is known concerning the chemical impurities

of the w^ater in these lakes, and even the depth and general

nature of the basin is imperfectly known save for Tanganyika,
Victoria and Nyasa. Further knowledge is likewise desirable as
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to water temperatares, seiches, and the possible occurrence of

temperature seiches.

It is clear, nevertheless, that from the facts already established,

a reasonably true conception maybe formed both as to the nature

of the lakes themselves and that of the organisms which they

contain. It has been the aim of this work to supply a connected

account of these facts, based on the most recent particulars.

Considering the difficulties which beset the investigator in a

tropical climate far from civilisation, the amount of information

available is not discreditable to those concerned.

5. SUMMARY.

The special interest attaching to this comparative study of

African lakes is due to the remarkable nature of the fauna of

Tanganyika. That lake was discovered in 1858 by Burton and
Speke, the latter bringing back with him shells considered to have
a distinctly marine appearance. Su)jse(]uent collections emphasised
this point, and interest was further increased by the discovery of

a medusa by Bohm. A scientific expedition to investigate the

fauna was despatched in 1895 in charge of J. E. S. Moore. The
rich and unusual nature of the fauna, then collected led him to

formulate the hypothesis that Tanganyika represents an old

Jurassic sea. In order to test the validity of this hypothesis,

a second expedition, on wJiich Moore was accompanied by Fer-

gusson, left England in 1899. The result was held by Moore to

justify the theory, and he embodied his conclusions in a work
entitled "The Tanganyika Problem," }tul)lished in 1903. As the

aquatic flora had not been taken into account, a thii-d expedition

was despatched to rectify that omission and make a further

collection of animals. This left in 1904 in charge of the wiiter,

returning in 1905. More recently still, in 1912-13, the Belgian

expedition of Louis Stappers visited the lake and obtained

additional information

.

The scope of this paper includes, besides Tanganyika, the five

adjacent lakes of most interest, viz. :—Victoria Nyanza, Nyasa,

Albert Nyanza, Edward Nyanza, and Kivu. All these, with the

exception of Lake Victoria, occupy portions of the Great Bift

Valley, which has probably been formed by trough-faulting on a
stupendous scale. They lie in long narrow depiessions bounded
by escarpments rising to a. height of two or three thousand feet

above the level of the water. Nyasa and Tanganyika are very

deep, the former reaching to over 780 metres and the latter to no
less than 1435 metres. Victoria Nyanza has the largest area, but
occupies only a shallow basin bounded by low hills.

In all the lakes, but especially the largest, conditions are almost

oceanic. Climatic differences are negligible, but water tempera-
tures are uniformly high, showing an average of about 26^ C.

Analyses of the water have been made in very few instances.

The water of Tanganyika, while fresh, is unusually rich in salts
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of magnesium, and that of Kivu contains excessive quantities of

the latter as well as sodium salts. It is likely that the salinity

of Tanganyika was greater formerly, and may still be subject to

variation. Evidence exists of a considerable rise and fall in the
level of the lake, yet it seems probable that rainfall and evapora-
tion are very nearly balanced. There is reason to believe that
Tanganyi!<:a had no outlet until it received an additional water
supply from the Kivu basin, which was cut ofi'from the Nile, and
added to the drainage area of the big lake by the formation of a

volcanic dam in recent geological times. Tanganyika would thus
have been completely isolated and its waters more saline until an
outflow was established. The present effluent appears to have been
formed as an affluent, its bed being finally captured by a tributary

of the Congo. A periodic rise and fall in the lake level may
be caused by a temporary damming of the bed of the effluent,

indirectly due to irregularities in the rainfall.

As regai'ds fauna, it is probable that at the present time all

the six lakes have received fairly equal investigation. Only
strictly aquatic animals are considered in this paper, but forms
obtained from the neighbourhood of a lake are included in the

totals. Tanganyika exhibits by far the most remarkable features,

containing some 402 species of which 293 (nearly 73 per cent.)

are endemic. Nyasa has a total second in point of size, but this

has been artificially swollen by extra-lacustrine records which
are wanting for other lakes. It has only 24 per cent, of endemic
forms, while Victoria Nyanza with a smaller total has a larger

percentage of endemics, namely 38 per cent. The three smaller

lakes show a great reduction both in number of types and number
of endemics. Tanganyika is further distinguished in that 57 out

of 168 genera are peculiar to its waters, whereas Nyasa can only

muster 6 endemic genera and the other lakes fewer still.

The fishes of Tanganyika are of outstanding interest, comprising

146 species, of which 121 are endemic. The most notable feature

is the number and high degree of specialisation of the Cichlidie,

which with 27 genera (21 endemic) and 89 species (84 endemic)

is the richest Cichlid fauna in the world. A species of incrusting

gymnolsematous Polyzoon occurs, such forms being mostly marine.

There is a large molluscan fauna, and of the Gasteropods more
than two-thirds exhibit a marine-like appearance. These are

known as the thalassoid or halolimnic group and are without

exception endemic. There are no thalassoid Lamellibranchs.

Twelve species of prawns are known, typically fresh-water in

character, ))ut specialised and all peculiar to the lake. There is

an endemic genus of crabs, with 3 species. The Eucopepoda,

Branchiura, and Ostracoda are well represented, each showing a

large proportion of eademic species. The Cladocera are con-

spicuously al)sont from the lake and the Rotifera are i-elatively

few in number. This may be related to the salinity of the water.

The medusa originally described from Tanganyika has now been
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discovered in Victoria Nyanza and the Niger. There are four

endemic species of fresh-water sponges. Only 5 groups of animals

contain no endemic types.

Tanganyika is one of the most remarkable lakes in the world,

the only cases comparable being the Caspian Sea and Lake Baikal.

Recent figures are difiicult to ascertain, but while Baikal may
even surpass Tanganyika in the number of unique animal forms,

it appears that the Caspian is less striking.

There is reason to believe that the relations between marine
and fresh -water organisms are intima.te and due to a community
of descent. The barriers which prevent a change of medium are

not insurmountable. Organisms originated in the ocean, and
have attained their distribution in fresh water in various ways.

Moore regarded many of the Tanganyika types as relicts from a

former ocean.

The aquatic plants of Tanganyika are of less interest than the

animals. The higher plants show no peculiarities, but the Algae

differ from those of the remaining lakes. A. number of species

are endemic and others are usually marine or brackish in habit.

The phytoplankton is rich in species, and moi'e than 70 per cent,

of the forms do not occur in Nyasa or Victoria.

Recent discoveries do not favour Moore's hypothesis of a

marine Jurassic origin for Tanganyika. Neither his comparison
of shells from the lake with marine fossil shells, nor his views on

the primitive nature of the halolimnic Gasteropods, have been
accepted by leading experts. No members of his halolimnic group,

save the Polyzoon and the medusa, can be regarded as peculiarly

marine. Tiie Polyzoon is allied to a species still living in Indian

seas and the medusa is known from other parts of Africa. The
endemic animal types are held to be specialised rathei- than
primitive in nature. Geological evidence is not more favourable.

The extensive beds of sandstone and conglomerate which occur

in the lake regions were probably formed under fresh-water

and terrestrial conditions. They are considered by some to be

of Triassic age, but may belong to a much earlier period, i. e.

Devonian. Thus there is no support for the view that the ocean

at one time extended over the Congo basin. Further, there is

much to show that the trough in which Tanganyika lies was not

formed until Middle Tertiary times.

A comparison has been made between thalassoid shells from
Tanganyika and a fresh-water Cretaceous genus on the one hand
and fresh-water Pliocene shells on the other. Since the thalassoid

shells have been held to resemble types from such different sources,

they offer little indication as to the origin of the lake fauna.—The
quasi-oceanic conditions in Tanganyika may have produced an
effect on the organisms it contains. Germain asserts that

Gasteropods of marine aspect occur in other regions besides

Tanganyika-, and are derived from the fresh-water t^^pes of a,

former vast lake basin. On the present lakes becoming isolated,
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the conditions in Tanganyika produced a more striking series of

such forms than elsewhere. This view is not regarded as accept-

able.—It has been suggested that the salinity of the Tanganyika
water has produced marine-like forms, but further evidence is

needed.—The view that Tanganyika owes its remarkable organ-

isms to a prolonged period of isolation is regarded as the most
likely suggestion. It doae not run counter to geological

conceptions.

Tliis theory does not account for the medusa. Boulenger
suggests that it may have survived from an Eocene sea in

Northern Africa. Gravier considers, on the contrary, that it

may be a recent migrant from the ocean.

The faunas of the remaining lakes are of less interest. Victoria

Nyanza is next in importance to Tanganyika. The most con-

spicuous group is the fishes, with a large proportion of endemic
species. The Mollusca also are noteworthy. The fauna of Nyasa
is similar in character, but with fewer peculiar types. There are,

however, 5 endemic genera of fishes. The smaller lakes contain

representatives of fewer animal groups as well as fewer species.

Kivu is the extreme case, with only 23 species, of which 4 are

endemic. The poverty of its fauna may be associated with its

exceptional salinity. Albert Nynnza displays the smallest pro-

portion of endemic types, viz. 13 per cent. It is suggested that

periods of isolation would account for the peculiarities of Victoria

Nyanza and Nyasa.
Certain animal types are unexpectedly al)sent fi'om tlie African

lakes. Such are the fresh-water Crustacea Aselhi.s and Gammarus
a,nd the fish parasite Echhiorhyiichus. No explanation of this is

forthcoming.

The number of specific forms in these lakes appears to be

proportional to the size. This would seem to hold good also for

the number of genera and families and even for tlie number of

groups represented. It is possible that this principle is of

general application. It is thought to be analogous to the phe-

nomenon exhibited by the flora of oceanic islands.

The aflinity between African and Indian fresh-water types is

recognisable in several instances among the inhabitants of the

lakes. This affinity is explained by the former existence of a

continent which embraced these countries in the Carboniferous

and subsequent periods.

Little is known of the deeper regions of any of the lakes. It

remains to be discovered whether associations of abyssal animals

exist in them. Neither the vertical distribution of plankton

forms, nor their seasonal variations have yet been studied.

Further information is needed on the salts dissolved in the water,

the depth and nature of the lake basins, water temperatures, etc.

It is nevertheless possible from established facts to form a true

conception of the na,ture of the lakes and their organisms.
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33. Descriptions of the Adult, Larval, and Pupal Stages o£

a New Mosquito from Lord Howe Island, S. Pacific.

By Henry F. (Urter^ Liverpool Scliool of Tropical

Medicine*.

[Heceived September 25, 1920 : Read November 16, 1920.]

(Text-figures 1-3.)

The material from which the following descriptions weie
drawn up was collected by Mr. R. Douglas Laurie, M.A., of the

Zoological Department, Univei'sity College, Aberystwyth, in Lord
Howe Island during the summer of 1914. The adult mosquitoes,

a male and a female, were renred by him from larvae and pupse

found in a hole containing water in a fallen tree. The second

species, to which mere reference is made, was taken on the wing
in a dwelling-house at night.

OCHLEROTATUS LAUREI, sp. n.

A medium-sized, reddish-brown, mosquito with golden-coloured

lines on the thorax, and the dorsal surface of the abdomen
uniformly dark brown. Proboscis and legs blackish, some or

all of the tarsal segments with small pale bands. Male palpi

relatively short, scarcely more than half the length of the

proboscis.

Head : Integument blackish, the occipital region clothed mainly
with narrow, curved, and upright forked scales, but with small

areas of creamy-white flat scales laterally ; curved scales black

and golden, the latter forming a median line, which broadens

posteriorly, and a border (composed of a single row of scales)

round the eyes
;

upright scales long and thin, black anteriorly

and medially, dark yellowish-brown posteriorly and laterally.

Eyes black. Antennae dark brov»^n, each with the basal segment
and base of the second segment yellowish- brown. Proboscis

straight, long and slender, black ; labellae small, pointed, tes-

taceous. Palpi black ; in the female very short, each with two
narrow white rings and a white apex ; in the male slender, about

half the length of the proboscis, each with a narrow white band
at the bases of the four segments, terminal segment about two-

thirds the length of the penultimate, no distinct hair-tufts

present. Clypeus black, pruinose. lliorax : Integument reddish-

brown, clothed with dark brown and golden, narrow, curved scales
;

the golden scales are arranged in a definite manner as follows :

—

a narrow border round the anterior edge, two small more or less

circular shoulder-spots, a median line broad anteriorly and
gradually tapering to a point near the middle of the scutum, two

* Communicated by R. D. Laurie, F.Z.S,
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narrow clorso-lateral lines extending parallel from tlie scutelkim

to a, spot sliglitly beyond the centre of the scutum, then becoming
somewhat broader and curving outwards to meet the edge of the

scutum about the anterior third, two very short admedian lines

immediately before the bare space in front of the scutellum, and
lastly, a few scattered scales laterally over the roots of the wings.

Prothoracic lobes dark brown, conical, widely separated dorsalJy,

with black bristles anteriorly, and intermingled, curved, golden,

and creamy flat scales centrally and posteriorly. Scutellum

lighter in colour than the scutum, with sparsely arranged golden,

curved scales ; border bristles black. Pleurje dark brown with

patches of creamy-white flat scales. Ahdo7nen'. Integument dark

brown. Dorsal surface in the female covered with dark, almost

black, flat scales ; in the male similar, but with traces of pale

lateral basal spots (each formed of a few cream-coloured scales)

on the 5th, 6th, and 7th segments; ventral surface in both sexes

dark brown, with a pair of large creamy-white lateral basal spots

on each segment. Terminal segment of female paler brown, with

moderately long cerci. Wmgs : V'eins rather densely clothed with

dark brown scales, the lateral scales somewhat broadly linear.

Fork cells with their bases almost level, the first cell long and
narrow, about three times as long as the petiole, the second wider,

about twice as long as the petiole
;
posterior cross-vein about one

and one-half times its own length distant from the median cross-

vein. Legs: Dark brown, blackish. Fore and middle femora each

with a narrow line of cream-coloured scales on the ventral surface,

basal half of each hind femur broadly cream-coloured, apices of

femora with small, yellov/ish spots. Tibiae with inconspicuous

yellowish knee-spots. First and second tarsal segments of the

fore and middle legs with incomplete narrow, basal, whitish

bands, tarsal segments of hind legs with basal, white bands.

Ungues of female all equal and uniserrate ; of fore and middle

legs of male unequal and uniserrate, of hind legs of male small,

equal, and uniserrate.

Length : Female approximately 5'5 mm., male 5 0 mm.; length

of wings of female 5*2 mm., length of wing of male 4-5 mm.
Male ILyjwpygium (text-fig. 1).—Side-pieces long and narrow^

—

from three to four times as long as the width at the extreme
base,—with prominent basal and apical lobes. Dorsal surface of

side-piece moderately hairy, the hairs relatively short towards the

base, longer apically and laterally; ventral surface with numerous,
long, curved hairs ; outer margins with a few scales. Basal lobes

subquadrate, bearing numerous strong, short hairs
;
apical lobes

large, extending backwards to the basal lobes, with densely

arranged, short, inwardly projecting haiis. Terminal clasp-seg-

ment slender, comparatively weak, with a long terminal spine

and two short delicate hairs slightl}^ before the apex. Tenth
sternites (harpes) slender, strongly chitinised, slightly recurved at

the tips
;
connecting membrane with three small spines on each
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side towards the apex. Claspettes (harpagoiies) large, rather

more than half the length of the side-pieces, each with a conspi-

cuous, attenuated, membranous foot-like aiipendage. iEdceagus

(unci) separate distally, without serrations or teeth.

Text-figure 1.

Male li3rpopygium of Ochlerotattis Imirei, sp. n, X 120.

(Hairs of portion of right side-piece omitted.)

Larva (text-fig. 2).—Relatively stout, about 7 mm. in length.

Head rounded, slightly narrowed before the eyes ; antennae cylin-

drical, sparsely covered with minute spines and bearing four or

five longer spines at the apex; antennal tuft small, centrally

situated, composed of four simple hairs arising from a common
stem. Dorsal bairs not feathered, compcund, the anterior pair

each composed of four hairs, the small median of four and the

posterior of five or six : ante-antennal tuft formed of four to six

hairs. Mental plate triangular in shape, armed with from 12-14
teeth on each side ; the terminal tooth longer and broader than

the rest, the apical lateral teeth elongate and somewhat crowded
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Text-figure 2.

Head and anal extremity of larva of OchJerotatus lawei, sp. n.
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together, the posterior lateral teeth broader (almost triangular

near the base) and more widely separate, the last tooth small
and remote. Thorax wider than long, hairs moderate, feathered,

the stouter, multiple ones each consisting of from 8-10 hairs.

Abdomen somewhat stout. Eighth abdominal segment as shown
in text -fig. 2, the lateral comb composed of about fifty slightly

chitinised scales arranged to form a triangular area; each comb-
scale is somewhat elongate and is armed apically with a fringe of

spinules. Air-tube about twice as long as broad: pecten com-
posed of some 16 evenly spaced teeth— each pointed and with
one or two lateral projections,—the most distal tooth situated

about half-way along the tube. Hair-tuft of the air-tube arising

immediately beyond the last spine of the pechen and composed of

four or five feathered liairs. Anal segment as long as its greatest
width, the chitinous plate rather small, not completely encircling

the segment
;
upper pair of papillae large, about twice the length

of the anal segment, lower pair smaller, scarcely exceeding the
length of the segment. Dorsal hairs four in number, the upper
pair compound composed of 3-4 hairs each, the lower pair longer
and apparently single ; ventral brush well developed, composed
of 14 or 15 compound hairs.

Text-figure 3.

a. Air-trumpet (X 80), and b. Paddle (X 45) of pupa of OcJilerotatus

laiirei, sp. n.

Pupa : Anterior region (cephalo-thoracic mass) elongate, sub-

pyriform, compressed ventrally and posteriorly
;

respiratory

trumpets (text- fig. 3 a) conical, their apices obliquely truncate.

Abdomen relatively stout with weak hairs; dorsal, admedian,

pair of multiple hairs of the first segment each composed of about

ten short, branched, hairs ; second segment with a pair of smaller

and less complex multiple, admedian, lateral hairs, and also a

pair of longer, single or double, dorso-hairs. Remaining segments

with similar dorso-lateral hairs, the seventh and eighth segments,
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in addition, with a short compound hair (that on tlie eighth

segment formed of 10-12 simple liairs) arising from each of the

dorso-antero-lateral angles. Paddles (text-fig. 3 b) large, ovoid,

each with a short terminal hair.

Mr. Laurie supplied the following data regarding this mos-

quito :
—" Mosquito larvae and pupse from a hollow in a fallen

tree-trunk. Sea-level. The hollow was about 12 ins. x 4 ins.

and 4 ins. deep, and contained w^ater. The larva3 and pupae were
removed and kept in captivity (7. 14), and two adults emerged
(a male on 18. 7. 14 and a female on 21. 7. 14) before we left the

Island."

This species, wdiich I have much pleasure in dedicating to its

collector, is a member of the genus Ochlerotatus in the most
restricted sense ; it resem.bles 0. eatoni Edw. from the Madeira
Is., in regard to the length of the male palpi. In general facies

it somewhat resembles 0. japonicus Theo., and apparently is

i-elated to the Asiatic group of species formed by the last-named

mosquito, 0. macfarlanei Edw., 0. 2mlcriventer GileS; 0. oreopkilus

Edw., etc.

Five examples of a second and probably undescribed species of

Ochlerotatus were also captured by Mr. Laurie in a dwelling-house

on the island. This species is dull brown in colour, and, with

the exception of yellowish lateral abdominal spots, is devoid of

ornamentation. Unfortunately, the specimens obtained were all

females, and therefore until more material is available it is

advisable to refrain from attempting an exact diagnosis.

Beferences.

Edwards, F. W.—" Eight new Mosquitoes in the British Museum
Collection." Bull. Ent. Res. vi. p. 357 (1915-
1916) .

,, ,,
" Notes on Culicidie, with descriptions of new

Species." Bull. Ent. Res. vii. p. 201 (1916-
1917) .

Liverpool, Julj^ 1917.
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34. The liiee-Historj and Habits of the Yellow Dung-Fly

(ScatopJiaga stercoraria) ; a possible Biow-Fly (;heck.

By G. 8. CoTTERELL. With a pL-eface by Prof. Max-
well Lefkoy, F.Z.S.*

(Text-figures 1-14.)

[Received October 19, 1920 : Read October 19, 1920.]

Preface.

This paper is an account of work undertaken to complete an
inquiry into Blow-ii}^ control, of which a partial account has
already been published by Mr. A . M. Altson in the Proceedings of

the Zoological Society, 1920, p. 195. Of the three important
controls of Blow-By in England, Mr. Altson has already dealt with
the two common parasites : the present paper deals with what we
believe to be the most important direct enemy of the adult fly,

a check which appears to be very eftective in tliis country. The
Yellow Dung-fly tirst showed itself in oui- work at the Zoological

Society in 1915 in connection with methods of trapping flies: it

came in numbers, persistently eating the adult Blow-flies, and
seriously interfered with experiments out of doors. My observa-

tions since show that while the fly preys on a large variety of

Diptera, ib specially attacks Calli2)hora and Miisca. It is a
constant and general feeder on the common species of Blow-fly in

England throughout the season.

The author of this paper undertook the investigation, and
submitted this paper as a thesis for the Diploma of the Imperial

College : he also investigated the best means of transporting this

species to countries where Blow-fly is a serious pest to sheep, in

the hope that it might be possible to utilise it as a check on
Blow-fly. This has not been possible as yet, but the species

seems to have much value in this connection, and its habits as a
maggot and an adult are so harmless that it is to be hoped it

will eventual]|r be made use of.—H. M. Lefroy.

Introduction.

The study oF the life-history and habits of the Yellow Dung-
fly was first commenced in October 1919, at a time when the

Blow-fly problem was receiving a great deal of attention and
the discovery of an eflicient control was sought for.

In conjunction with other methods of control then under
investigation, that of the Y'ellow Dung-fly, as a predator on the

Blow-fly, was also studied.

The adult fly was identified for me by Mr. Edwards, of the

Natural History Museum, South Kensington, as Scatophaga

* Communicated by Prof. Maxwell Lefeoy, F.Z S.
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stercoraria L., belonging to the family Cordyluridse of the

Acalyptrate Diptera.

A description of the species is given in a monograph by
Becker, which is at present the standard work on the classilication

of the family Cordyliirida^.

Both sexes vary from very large and robust flies to small

varieties. The largest measures 15 mm. in length and the

smallest 8 mm. The span of the wings is over double the length.

The head is globular ; the eyes oval, brown, and separated in

both sexes by an area equal to half the width of the head. The
frontal stripe is rich yellowish brown in the male, dull yellow in

the feniale. The frontal margins of the orbits, cheeks, and face

are yellow. The facial bristles are strong ; antenna black, and
the arista bare except for the upper third, which is feathered.

The thorax of the male is marked with longitudinal stripes on

the dorsal surface. There is a bunch of light yellow hairs under

each wing. The thcrax of the female is coloured darker, the

stripes more marked, and the hairs below the wings are absent.

Both sexes have more than two rows of acrostical bristles, and
well-marked scutellar bristles.

The wings are slightly yellow ; anterior cross-veins very

distinct, with a smoky coloration round them.
The femora are covered with long yellow hair in the male,

especially the anterior pair; other parts yellow but not hairy,

in the female the femora are dark and clothed with a few dark

hairs.

The abdomen of the male is yellow and very hairy. In the

female yellow-green and not haii-y. The male abdomen is

cylindrical, terminating bluntly. There is a dark area on the

ventral surface of the fifth segment marking the entrance to the

male genital atrium. In the female it is short, broad at the base

and conical, becoming more or less oval when gravid.

The female is smaller than the male and darker, owing to the

absence of the yellow hairs. The legs of both sexes are bristly

and the pulvilli well developed.

The sexes are distinguished by the size, difierence in colour,

shape of the abdomen, and the black area on the ventral surface of

the abdomen of the male.

There are nineteen British species of the genus, but I have

never observed any other breeding in dung.

S. merdaria is the nearest related species, but is distinguished

by both sexes being dirty green in colour and bv there being only

two rows of dorso-central bristles on the thorax.

>S'. scyhalaria is distinguished by the colour of the third antennal

joint, which is reddish brown.
Scato'pliaga stercoraria is widely distributed. It occurs as far

north as Nova Zembla, and Siberia, and as far south as JSTorth

and South Africa and the Canary Islands. It is common
throughout Eiiiope and is found in Asia Minor. I have seen no

mention of it occurring in India or Australia.

It is evidently both a temperate and sub-tropical species.
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Adult Feeding.

Both sexes of the adult fly are predaceoiis on other Diptera.

The prey is never caught on the wing, but usually at the moment
of settling. The captured fly is grasped firmly by the middle and
hind legs, the bristles of the legs helping to make a firmer grip.

The prey is caught in such a fashion as to bring both flies in an
upright position and the heads one above the other. In this

position the wings of the victim are useless, its legs being the

only active part. The proboscis is then pressed against the neck
and a puncture made through both sides. Attacked flies may all

Text-figure 1.

Scatophaga stercoraria, $ ,
attacking llusca domestica.

be seen to have the neck stretched and a distinct hole right
through it. In this way the nerve-cord is either cut or damnged,
causing a partial paral3^sis. The contents of the thorax are then
sucked out, at the junction of the neck, as far as the proboscis
will reach. A large amount of saliva is secreted during these
operations, probably acting as a solvent. The head is then turned
round by means of the f I'ont legs, bringing the oral margin upper-
most, Another puncture is made inside the oral margin, and the
contents of the head, including the eye-pigment, are also' sucked
out. Access to the other parts of the thorax is obtained through

1
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the thinly-chitinisecl membranes between the coxae and thorax.

The fly is then turned completely round, bringing the ventral

surface of the abdomen uppermost and the head in a posterior

position. The contents of the abdomen are then sucked out

through punctures between the sternites.

This order of feeding is invariably carried out, but, when food

is abundant, the parts are only partially sucked out, the abdomen
often not being touched.

Attraction for more food from one victim apparently ceases

when struggling has ceased.

Both sexes are very strong in flight and are capable of flying

short distances, grasping flies as large as themselves.

Adult Mouth-jKirts.

On account of its predaceous habits the mouth-parts are

modified accordingly.

Externally the proboscis is of the Muscid type, i. e. the ordinary

labella consisting of the fused inner lobes of the labium, the

pseudo-trachese, the labrum-epipharynx, hypopharynx, and maxil-

lary palpi. These structures are identical with those found in

Jlusca domestlca or Callij^hora erythrocejjhcda^ in which the pro-

boscis is adapted for licking. The only modiflcations due to its

predaceous habit are found in the internal chitinised structures

of the labellum, or oral disc, and haustellum.

Tiie structure of the rostrum, or proximal portion of the

proboscis, is identical with that of C. erytlirocGiihcda as described

by Lowne. The main chitinised structure is the fulcrum (text-

fig. 2,«) enclosing the phaiynx. This has been compared by
Kraepelin to a Spanish stirrup-iron with a double foot-plate, the

foot-plate being posterior and the toe at the lower end. The
whole structure of the rostrum resembles that of a truncated

cone with the apex downwards.
The haustellum or arm of the proboscis is cylindrical in shape.

Proximally it is attached to the lower end of the rostrum, and
distally to the oral disc. It is enclosed on its lateral and
ventral sides by a convex sclerite, the theca (text-fig. 2, J). This

articulates proximally with the fulcrum and distally with the

furca (text-fig. 2,(/), a tri-radiate sclerite forming the chief

internal skeletal structure of the oral disc.

The labrum-epipharynx (text-fig. 2, d) and hypopharynx (text-

fig. 2, e), enclosing the salivary duct, lie over the dorsal portion of

the haustellum as in the House-fly.

The oral disc consists of two lobes united posteriorly by a ball-

and-socket joint, each grooved on its oral surface by a number of

pseudotrachepe (text-fig. 2, h). The oral aperture is situated

between the lobes at their point of junction. A space below the

mouth is kept open by a pair of sclerites, the discal sclerites

(text-fig. 2, A), deeply embedded in the oral disc. These sclerites
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a-re united posteriorly, forming a U-shaped structure. This space

is the oral pit, and the common trunks of the pseudotrache^e

open into this.

Up to this point the structure, except for minor details, is

identical with that of the Blow-fly or House-fly. In addition,

however, the haustellum is strengthened by a pair of long,

chitinised rods (text-fig. 2,/), articulating proximally with the
fulcrum and distally with the discal sclerites. These occur also

in the House-fly and Blow-fly, but are only very slender rods.

Text-figure 2.

Mouth-parts of adult:—«, fulcrum; d, labrum-epipharynx
;

e, hypopharynx

;

/, rods ; furca
; 7«, discal sclerite ;

i, teetli
; j, tlieca ;

Tc, pseudotracheae.

They play an important part in the articulation of the oral

disc. In this case the oral disc is extremely mobile and used for

rasping as well as sucking, therefore the rods are more strongly

developed. These rods are called paraphyses by Lowne in his

description of the Blow-fly.

The paraphyses articulate distally with the discal sclerite: thus,

there are two articulation points between the haustellum and

oral disc—the first between the theca and furca, and the second

between the paraphyses and the discal sclerite.

To each arm of the discal sclerite a set of teeth is attached

Proc. Zool. Soc—1920, No. XLII, 42
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(text-fig. 2,i). Each set consists of five teeth, the middle one

being the most prominent. They are placed on each side of the

oral aperture between the two lobes of the oral disc. They pro-

bably correspond to the teeth in the House-fly, forming the lateral

edges of the gutters or continuations of the common trunks of

the united pseudotrachese described by Graham-Smith. There
are three rows on each side of the oral pit in the House-fly, but

only one pair on each in Scatophaga. They function to a very

small extent for rasping in the House-fly, and in Scatophaga they

exist essentially for rasping. If this point is correct, the mouth-
parts are identical with those of the sucking Muscids, except for

certain modifications of the chitinised structures, particularly of

the paraphyses and teeth, in accordance with its predaceous habits.

The method of sucking is similar to tliat of the Blow-fly or

House-fly. The liquid food is sucked up through the pseudo-

ti-acheas into the oral pit and so into the mouth.
By the alternate upward and downward movement of the

paraphyses the oral disc is worked in a backward and forward
direction, and, consequently, a rasping is caused by the teeth on
any surface they are in contact with. In this manner the

thinly-chitinised parts of other Diptera are easily punctured.

The internal tissues are broken down by further rasping, and
apparently partially dissolved by the large amount of saliva

secreted. The liquid food is then sucked up through the pseudo-

trachepe.

The theca serves not only as an external skeleton to the

haustellum, but also protects it from whatever damage it migiit

incur from coming in contact with the jagged edges of chitin

when inserted in a hole in its victim.

Breeding Media.

The breeding media consist entirely of excrement providing a

sufficient consistency for the larva to complete its life without it

becoming dry. This includes human excrement, poultry, sheep
and cattle excrement, and horse excrement. The last-mentioned

is very rarely used for oviposition. Sheep and cattle excrement
is preferred chiefly on account of its viscosity and the amount
obtainable in pastures. Cattle excrement was used in the

breeding-jars in the laboratory.

(At the Boyal Naval Cordite Factory at Hoiton Heath a large

mass of sludge accumulated from septic sewage tanks : this sludge

was in the open, and was about the consistency of fresh cow-dung;
it contained an enormous number of this fly in all stages of

development, and formed a very suitable breeding medium.
I believed that the marked absence of House-flies and Blow-flies

at Holton Heath was in part due to this, but I had no direct

evidence.—H. M. L.)
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Female Genitalia and Method of Oviposition.

As seen externally, the apex of the abdomen of the female ends
in two setiferous lobes (text-fig. 3, a), between which the anus
opens. Below this again is the retractile ovipositor (text-fig. 3, h).

This consists of a pair of chitinised blades attached, proximally,

to a membranous tube. The whole of this can be retracted within
the abdomen. The blades are pointed and, when placed together,

form a groove. The common oviduct, which is very large, opens
into it.

When oviposition is about to take place, the abdomen is

stretched out horizontally Avith the ovipositor extruded. In this

position an egg is passed down into the groove formed by the
juxtaposition of the two blades of the ovipositor. Ovipositor

and egg are tlien pressed down into the dung obliquely. The
blades are pulled apart a.nd the egg released.

Text-figure 3.

y^^^'^s^—

Abcioraen of female S. stercoraria, witli genitalia extended.

The eggs are more or less scattered over the surface of the

dung, but ten or fifteen or more may be deposited in one small

area, particularl}^ where there is a crack or a crevice where the

softer parts of the dung are exposed.
Fresh dung is preferred by the females for oviposition, but

occasionally eggs are laid in dung a week or more old. In this

case the crust on the surface of the duug is too hard for the ovi-

positor to be inserted deeply, and eggs are often seen only half

buried. This does not prevent the egg from hatching, but the

larva usually has difiiculty in getting through the hardened crust

of the dung.
Oviposition occasionally takes place with the male in situ, in

which case the male removes his abdomen from that of the

female, and, instead of clasping her with his two front pairs of

legs, drops back clasping her only with the front pair. The
female then can manipulate her abdomen freely whilst the male
follows her about.

When a female is gravid, the abdomen is so distended as to

make her practically incapable of flight. The abdomen is re-

duced to nearly a fourth its size when oviposition has taken

place.

42*
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The Egcj.

The egg is creamy-white when first laid, becoming darker as
the incubation period increases. It measures from 2 to 3 mm.
in length and is slightly curved.

It is especially characteristic in having two wing-like exten-
sions of the chorion at its anterior end (text-figs. 4 & 5, a).

These are covered with extremely short setje on their under
surfaces, and serve as a support in the dung. The egg is laid
obliquely at an angle of from 15° to 25° with the surface of the
dung, so that the two extensions lie flat on the surface. The
micropyle (text-figs. 4 & 5, c) is situated between the ex-
tensions, and is drawn out into a short crest (text-figs. 4 & 5, ^)
at the anterior end between the two extensions. Its surface is

finely sculptured. The two extensions and the micropyle are all

Text-figure 4. Text-figure 5.

Text-fig. 4.—Egg of S. stercoraria, showing supporting wings.

Text-fig, 5.—Hatched egg of S. stercoraria.

exposed on the surface. The wall at the base of the egg (text-

fig. 5, e) is thickened, giving greater strength, as this is the part
of the egg which first comes into contact with the dung when
oviposition is taking place. The egg is broken by means of a
transverse split behind the micropyle (text-fig. 5).

In summer the whole surface of a deposit of cow-dung may
be seen covered with the wing-like extensions of the eggs. The
incubation period varies from one to two days according to tem-
perature. This period is much more constant than other periods
in the life-history, as temperature is the only governing factor.

The newly-hatched larva breaks the egg behind the micropyle,
crawls out on to the surface of the dung, and seeks a convenient
crack by which to gain access to the softer parts of the dung.
This may take some considerable time if the dung has been de-

posited for some time, and consequently become dry on the surface.
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A number of newly hatched larvae perish through not getting in

before they starve.

The Larva.—First Instar.

The larva immediately after hatching measures from 2 to

3 mm. in length. The body is cylindrical, composed of twelve
segments, and generally tapers to a point at the anterior end.

The posterior end is truncate, forming the anal plate. In this

stage the larva is metapneustic, the two spiracles being placed
side by side on the anal j^late. Each consists of a chitinised ring,

situated on a pair of short projections from the anal plate, en-
closing two slit-like apertures. The anal plnte is bordered by a
number of tubercles, the position of which will be described in

a later instar.

The first four segments are devoid of spines. Yery delica.te

spines occur on the anterior border of each segment from the
fifth posteriorly. The area covered on each segment increases

proceeding posteriorly, the whole surface of the last two segments
being uniformly covered.

Text-figure 6.

Larva of S. stercoraria. 1st instar.

The first segment is divided dorso-ventrally by a cleft forming
the two oral lobes (text-fig. 6, /*). Each lobe carries a pair of

sense tubercles (text-fig, 6, i). In addition, the ventral surface

of the first segment is provided with a transverse row of strong

backwardly-curved spines (text-fig. 6, e). These are locomotory

in function. Keilin mentions them as being present in the

first instar larv'a of Musca assimilis. Below the spines there are

two channels running more or less parallel with each other. They
originate at the mouth, and run out laterally over the ventral

surface of the first segment. They are fringed with hair, and
direct the liquid food towards the mouth (text-fig. 6,/).
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Tlie chitinised mouth -parts are slender. Commencing pos-

teriorly there are a pair of U-shaped sclerites (text-fig. 6, a) with
the arms directed backwards. The anterior end of each is ex-

tended (text-fig. 6, b) for articulation with a large median sclerite

(text-fig. 6, c). The posterior sclerites, which correspond to the

lateral pharyngeal sclerites of the full-grown larva, are united

dorso-laterally by a chitinised band (text-fig. 6, g). A pair of

sclerites are also found embedded in the first segment (text-

fig. 6, d). These probably correspond to the buccal sclerites or

hooks of the full-grown larva. They articulate at their bases

with the median sclerite and give rigidity to the oral lobes.

The hooks of the second instar appear behind those of the first

a few hours before ecdysis, and become functional as locomotory

organs (text-fig. 7).

Text-figure 7.

Larva of S. stercoraria. 1st and 2nd instars.

The anterior and posterior spiracles and the remainder of the

mouth-parts of the second instar do not appear until just before

the moult. An entirely new set of mouth-parts can be seen in a

preparation made an hour or so before the moult.

Ecdysis takes place on the first or second day after hatching,

the instar lasting from one to two days.

During this instar the larva is very active. In the jars used in

the laboratory, occasionally the larvae hatched out into too liquid

dung to allow of a sufficient supply of air below the surface.

They were observed to be hanging on to the surface-film with

their posterior spiracles exposed, disappearing on being disturbed,

reappearing later in the same place. On one occasion the dung
remained sufficiently moist to necessitate this during the first two
instars. It was only when the third instar was reached that a

sufficient air-supply was obtainable below the surface. Probably
under natural conditions, where the dung is exposed to wind and
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other drying factors, it would dry up to a sufficient consistency

for the larva to commence living a normal existence buried in the

dung itself.

The Larva.—Second Instar.

After the first ecdysis the larva increased considerably in size.

It measures from four to six millimetres in length. The general

shape of the body and the number of segments remain constant
throughout larval life. It is now amphipneustic, being provided

with an anterior pair of spiracles (text-fig. 8, j) in addition to

the posterior pair. The anterior spirncles are situated at the

junction of the second and third segments, and will be described

in detail in the following instar. The posterior pair are identical

with those described in the preceding instar.

Text-figure 8.

Larva of S. stercoraria . 2nd instar.

The locomotory spines on the first segment in the previous

instar have now disappeared. Spines similar to those of the first

instar but proportionately larger occur on each segment behind

the fourth. They are concentrated on the anterior border of the

fifth, sixth, and seventh segments, but the area covered increases

posteriorly. The last few segments are uniformly covered.

The first segment is similar to that described previously, but

the locomotory spines are absent. Also the two parallel channels

converging into the mouth are now replaced by a number of

channels radiating from the mouth over the ventral surface of the

oral lobes (text-fig. 8, /).

The chitinised mouth-parts have no similarity with those
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described previously, except for the striictare of the lateral

pharyngeal plates (text-fig. 8, a). These are similar in structure,

but are more strongly cbitinised and longer in proportion to their

breadth. They are united dorsally by a chitinised band, and ven-

trally by a thinly-chitinised membrane forming the floor of the

pharynx (text-fig. 8, I). The median piece is replaced by a pair

of chitinised rods, the intermediary sclerites (text-fig. 8, 6), which
are united transversely by a bar of chitin. Dorsal to each inter-

mediary sclerite and lying close up to each there is a slender

chitinised rod.

The buccal sclerites are elongate and spoon-shaped (text-

fig. 8, cl & text-fig. 9). The exterior lateral edge of each bears four

teeth. Ventrally, and at the base of the hooks, there are a pair of

short chitinised rods (text-fig. 8, m) which support the oral

opening.

The buccal sclerites of the third instar appear dorsally to

those of the second instar two days before ecdysis, becoming fully

chitinised and functional one day before ecdysis. The remainder
of the mouth-parts do not become fully chitinised until a few
hours before ecdysis. A complete second set of mouth-parts was
never definitely observed at this moult, but as all the mouth-parts
of the first instar are thrown off, the same may be taken for

granted to occur here. The new anterior and posterior spiracles

can also be seen underlying those of the present instar.

The second ecdysis takes place on the third and fourth day of

larval life, this period lasting from 36 hours to 3 days.

The Larva.—Third Instar.

In the third and final larval instar the larva increases greatly

in size, measuring, when full-grown and fully-extended, from one

to one and a half centimetres in lengtli. The general external

shape is similar to that described in the preceding instars.

The anal plate (text-fig. 11) is surrounded by twelve tubercles.

The two largest are situated further forward than the rest on the

ventral surface of the last segment immediately behind the anus.

The remainder are situated on the border of the anal plate, eight

laterally (four on each side) and two dorsally. In addition, there

are three situated on the anal plate itself below the spiracles.

Spines (text-fig. 12) occur on each segment from the fifth seg-

ment posteriorly, concentrated on the anterior border. The last

few segments are uniformly covered. A belt of spines also occurs

round the middle of the fourth segment. The anterior borders

of the four anterior segments bear a number of small projecting

plates (text-fig. 13) arranged in a number of concentric rings round
the segment. Each plate lies against the side of the body, but

is hinged anteriorly and can be pushed away from the body.

These help to give the first segments a grip when pushed into

the dung, but they can also be pulled in against the side of the

body if the larva wishes to withdraw its anterior segments. They
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are to be contrasted with the spines covering the remainder of

the body, which also help to give the segments a grip on the sides

of the larval burrow, but, being fixed, prevent a backward move-
ment. If the anterior segments were covered with these, the

Text-figure 9.

Larva of S. sterc.^raria. 3rd instar.

Text-figure 10.

Posterior spiracles. 3rd instar.

larva, once having pushed its head in one direction, would be

obliged to continue whether it wanted to or not. The hinged

plates give it a chance to make a second investigation in another

direction provided that it has not gone too far.
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The first segment is divided into two oral lobes with radiating

food-channels on their ventral surfaces as in the preceding instar.

The chitinised mouth -parts are similar in general structure to

those of the second instar, but are proportionately stronger. The
lateral pharyngeal sclerites are longer and more deeply cleft

(text-fig. 9, a). The intermediary sclerites are much thickened

and shortened. The buccal sclerites (text-fig. 9, d) have no
similarity with those of the second instar. They have lost the

spoon-shaped structure, and are now a pair of stout ventrally

curved hooks. They are pointed anteriorly and thickened wdiere

they articulate with the intermediary sclerites. They project

externally over the oral opening.

The anterior spiracles (text-fig. 9) are situated laterally at the

junction of the second and third segments. They consist of a

short chitinised trunk, projecting forwards and externally from
the junction of the segments. The trunk divides into two lobes,

each lobe bearing usually eight papillse, making sixteen in all.

Each papilla is pierced by a small lumen for the ingress of air.

The number of papillae varies from sixteen to eighteen in diflferent

larvae.

The posterior spiracles (text-fig. 10) are situated side by side in

the middle of the anal plate. Each consists of a chitinised ring,

situated on a short projection, enclosing three slit-like apertures.

The apertures are bordered by inwardly projecting filaments

serving as a sieve for the incoming air. These spiracles are the

most necessary to the larva, being those it keeps above the surface-

film when living in very liquid dung. The respective anterior

and posterior spiracles are connected by two lateral longitudinal

tracheal trunks. The lateral trunks are connected, soon after

their origins from the posterior spiracles, by a transverse trunk.

In addition the longitudinal trunks give off small branches in

each segment.

The anus is situated on the triangular plate on the ventral

surface of the last segment. This plate is devoid of spines, and
appears to be glandular in structure.

The third instar period takes from 6 to 9 days, pupation

taking place on the ninth to twelth day of larval life.

The larva is active only during the first two days of this instar,

after which it seeks the drier parts of the dung or the soil,

preferably the latter. During the inactive period it changes

from a more or less transparent appearance to an opaque one,

due to the great development of the fat-body.

Great difficulty was experienced in determining whether the

whole of the chitinised mouth-parts were thrown off at ecdysis.

Owing to the thin epidermis and the impossibility of finding cast

skins in the dung, a set of old mouth-parts was never found.

Theoretically the complete set should be thrown off, and recently

I had the good fortune to mount a preparation within an hour
or so of the first moult showing a complete second set outside

the old set. Up to this time I had proof that the buccal and
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Text-figure 11.

Schematic drawing of anal plate.

Text-figure 12.

Spines of fifth and later segments.

Text-figure 13.

Modified spines of anterior four segments.
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intermediary sclerites were thrown off, but it seemed impossible

that the larva could be capable of throwing off the large lateral

pharyngeal plates. No conclusive proof was obtained of the

complete throwing-off of the second instar mouth-parts at the

second moult, but this may be taken for granted as occurring as

well as at the first moult.

The total larval life takes from 9 to 12 days. The minimum
time observed was 8 days and the maximum 14 days. Eleven
days is the usual length of time under laboratory conditions.

The total larval life and the ultimate size of the larva, and
therefoi-e the puparium, are controlled to a very large extent by
the tempera.ture and condition of the breeding medium. Lack of

moisture is a very important factor. This explains the variety

in size of the adults.

The Puparimn.

At pupation the two anterior segments of the larva are with-

drawn, bringing the anterior spiracles in a forward position. In
this position the larval skin slowly changes to the brick-red

colour characteristic of the puparium (text-fig. 14). The colour

changes to black as the pupal period advances. It is more or

less cigar-shaped ; the anterior end is slightly flattened dorso-

ventrally. The anterior spiracles can be seen as two dark
projections at the anterior end. It measures from 6 mm. to over

a centimetre in length. The size varies according to the con-

ditions governing the life of the larva, mentioned earlier.

From larvae bred in the laboratory a large percentage pupated
in the hardened upper crust of the dung. This was probably due
to the soil being too moist in the jars, as there was no outlet

to allow the excess moisture to get away. Under ordinary

conditions the soil is preferred, as in field observations very few
puparia were observed in dung.
The pupal period takes from 10 to 17 days. The minimum

time observed was 6 days and the maximum 18 days.

The following data give the comparative larval and pupal
periods for a number of batches bred :

—

Oviposition. I. instar II. instar. III. instar.

1

Pupa.
:

Total. Emergence.

Jan. otli. 48-54 hrs. 36 hrs. 36-60 hrs. 6-7 (lays. 6 days. 17-19 days. Jan. 22-24.

Feb. 17th. 20-24 hrs. 36 hrs. 60 hrs. 6 d^ys. l.S-14 days. 24-25 days. Mar. 12-13.

Mar. 1st. 36-42 hrs. 36 hrs. 36 hrs. 6-7 days. 9-10 days. 19-21 days. Mar. 20-22.

Mar. ISth. 48 hrs. 36 lirs. 36 hrs. 9 days. 16-17 days. 30-31 days. Apr. 17-18

May 7th. 48 hrs. 36 hrs. 48 hrs. 7-8 days. 16 days. 28-30 days. June 4-6.
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The minim«m time from adult to adult observed was 17 days
and the maximum 31 days. The average time from the table

given above is 24 days, but this time, as stated earlier, is governed
by temperature and the consistency of breeding media.

In one batch of larvse bred in dry dung the larvae were
observed to have collected in one spot where the only moisture
was. These did not reach the third instar until after a week of

larval life. They w^ere transferred to fresh dung later, so that

the total larval life was not observed. Under similar conditions

the larval life may take as much as three times as long as the
maximum observed.

Text-figure 14.

Pupavium.

Sexual maturity is not reached until after 21 days of adult life.

During this time the males have no attraction towards the
females, and, owing to the male being the more robust, the latter

are liable to be attacked unless a sufficient supply of food is

maintained.

Copulation takes place about two days before oviposition. The
life of the male is considerably longer than that of the female.

No definite results were obtained on the life of the female. No
females were observed to lay more than 120 eggs. It is pro-
bable that one female is ca^mble of laying from 100 to 150
eggs and then dies. Eggs are laid in one batch of from 40 to 80
and afterwards, 10 or 20 at a time at intervals.

The total life-cycle from egg to egg takes from six to seven
weeks. »
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Breeding takes place regularly from April to
,
October, and

there are probably five broods a year.

No definite results were obtained on hibernation, but evidently

a large number hibernate as adults. A number of pupse were
exposed to cold weather during December, but the adults all

emerged without exception. This implies that hibernation does

not take place in the pupal stage, but it may be that the process

of histogenesis had proceeded beyond a certain point before being

placed in the cold, and the breaking down and building up of

tissues in the pupje were carried on. A large amount of adults

are seen about on warm sunny days in winter, but 90 per cent,

are males. I think that probably the majority hibernate as

adults, but that only those females survive that failed to ovi-

posit before the cold weather set in. This would a.ccount for the

difterence in proportion of the sexes. Probably a few survive

the winter as puparia and the larger proportion as adults.

Investigations extended over another winter would prove this

point. Graham-Smith remarks that S. stercoraria hibernates as

a resting larva or pupa in the soil, a few surviving the winter

as adults.

A number of files were placed in a glass-house heated by two
electric radiators. During one night the temperature rose to

over 90° F., with the result that they were all found dead the

following morning. It appears from this that the fly is not

capable of withstanding high temperatures. The fly is, however,

a subtropical one as well as a temperate one, and should there-

fore be able to stand this temperature. The sudden change from

a mild temperature to a hot one and the lack of ventilation were

probably the cause. It must also be remarked that the flies

were of a very large variety. The largest and smallest varieties

are not so resistant to unfavourable conditions as the average

sized varieties.

The food of the adults is very varied, but confined to other

Diptera. The small Borborid fly (Borhorus equinus) appears to

be the chief article of diet in the field, chiefly as it breeds

abundantly in horse excrement and as it passes the winter as an

adult. Larger flies, however, are preyed upon, such as Calliphora,

Lucilia, M. domestica, etc. Probably all species of Diptera are

preyed upon, with the exception of those of fast flight, such as

Syrphidse and Stratiomyidie. I observed, on one occasion, a

large male attempt to capture a small dung-beetle (Geotrupes)

as the latter was settling. At the Zoological Gardens in 1915

Professor Lefroy's experiments with fly-traps were interfered

with by the abundance of the adult JS. ste?xoraria that fed on the

trapped flies, chiefly blow-flies of the genus Calliphora.

In summer the adults may be seen on plants and flowers far

away from pastures waiting for other flies to settle in the vicinity.

M. domestica was used as food almost entirely in the laboratory,

each fly sucking out as many as a dozen a day.
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Natural Enemies.

Natural enemies were not observed. Tlie Scarabeid and
Staphylinid beetles and their larvie, wliicli breed in dung, do not

appear to attack the larv?e of Scatophaga.

One Ichneumonid parasite was bred out from pupse, but, having
failed to reach the surface of the soil, was in too bad a state of

preservation to be identified.

A large numl)er of birds are mentioned by Newstead as feeding

on Scarabeid beetles and Muscid larvje breeding in dung, so that

they veiy probably are a considerable check on the spread of

Scatophaga.

A number of larvje are probably destroyed by natural con-

ditions such as the too rapid drying up of the dung or owing to

the dung being trodden on and spread about by cattle.
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35. Remarks on the Respiratory Movements oE JS^ect urns and

Cryptohranclais. By A. WiLLEY, M.A., D.Sc, F.li.S.,

F.Z.S.

[Received October 25, 1920 : Read Novenil)er 2, 1920.]

Id a former paper certain facts were publislied showing that,

nnder the conditions of ol)servation, jSectarus, the " Mnd Pnppy "

or " Gilled SaUiinander," is normally a water-breather, not an
air-breather*. Shortly afterwards I had the opportnnity (May
24 and 25, 1918) of observing Xecturus under the conditions

presented to it in the New York Aquarium, and of comparing its

behaviour with tliat of the liellliender,"' CryptohrancJius

^—Menopoma\
Between 11 a m, and noon on May 24, after watchiug for ten

minutes, I saw one Cryptohrcmclms yawn slowly to the full

extent of its gape nnder water at the bottom of the deep
aquarium. Two others afterwards went through the same
performance, i. e. yawning under water. There wei-e more than

a dozen individuals, all resting at the bottom of the aquarium
during my forty-minute vigil. One of them gave two rather

copior.s emissions of air from the mouth, and a bubble was seen to

i-ise from the right gill-pore. Noue visited the surface. While
at the bottom they have a. way of swaying gently from side to

side, whereby the longitudinal lateral cutaneous flap waves up
and down.
At the same hour on tlie following day I found the hellbenders

actively engaged in ascending to the surface, lemaining for some
minntes just below the surface suspended in the water with
arched back, retaining that attitude whilst sinking to the bottom,

or else deliberatel}^ swimming to the bottom. They protruded

their muzzles above the surface without opening the mouth, and
in one case a deep inspiration through the nostrils w^ns effected by
the dilatation of the hyobranchial apparatus. The air thus taken

in may be expelled quickly from the mouth in a continuous

stream of bubbles, perhaps indicating that it had been used for

oropharyngeal respiration

.

Giant Salamandei'S {C. maximiis), in a neiglibouring tank,

])ehaved like the hellbenders. On May 24 they were resting at

the bottom of the deep aquarium ; one of them emitted some air

through the mouth; none visited the surface. But on the

following day they were restless, ascending to the surface. I saw^

one of them, after pushing its muzzle above the surface, take a

slow and deep inspiration through the nostrils by the dilatation,

to full capacity, of the hyobranchial apparatus. The latter

* A. Willey :
" Brancliiodenna and Brancliiotreraa." Trans. RoJ^ Hoc. Canada,

3rd ser. vol. xii. sect. iv. (May 1918), pp. 95-104. Ottawa, 1919.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1920, No. XLIII. 43
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bulges conspicuously downwards and backwards so that the

greatest convexity lies behind, at the base of the throat.

Presumably, in this act of dilation, the glottis is opened
;

and, in

fact, CryptohrancJms seems to show some increase of girth after

inhalation.

Inhalation through the nostrils was observed by G. B. Wilder
in a Japanese CryptohrancJms, 2| feet long, which he kept in

shallow water sufficient to cover it *. The downward protrusion

of the floor of the mouth in narial inspiration, the arching of the

back, and the swaying movement at the bottom have been
described by A. M. JR-eese t, who adds that the hellbender wdll

survive more than a week's exposure out of water without

suffering any permanent diminution of vitality. The longest time
that any individual was observed by him to remain under water

was 43 minutes. B. G. Smith t confirmed the observation that

the arching of the back is a sign that air has entered the lungs.

No w^riter seems to have reported the extraordinary yawning
under water to which I have alluded.

Anotlier equally deep tank held at least a dozen examples of

Xecturus. On both occasions they remained undisturbed at the

bottom of the aquarium without betraying any signs of unusual
activity such as would attend recent or approaching visits to the

surface. Some of them had lived for three years in the aquarium
;

their bodies were sleek, firmly rounded, and fully extended.

There is a point concerning the vascvdar system which requires

slisht emendation. All tiie blood that leaves the heart of

Necturus passes through the afferent branchial arteries to the

external gills. J. E.^Y. Boas (Morph. Jahrb. vii. 1882) had
described an external carotid artery arising from the first afferent

artery on each side, between the heart and the base of the first

gill. I have satisfied myself by injection that this artery does

not exist in the position claimed for it by Boas. It arises from
the first efferent artery as described and figured by W. S. Miller §.

Unfortunately, two papers by H. L. Bruner had escaped my
notice earlier \\. In these regular oscillations cf the floor of the

mouth in aquatic respiration are attributed to Necturus, and,

under certain experimental conditions, of which temperature is

one of the factors, pulmonary respiration is stated to occur at in-

tervals. Bruner's analysis of the respiratory movements observed

* Burt G. Wilder : "On the habits of Cryptohranclius.'" Amer.Nat. xvi. pp. 816-

817, 1882.

t Albert M. Reese: "The habits of the Giant Salamander." Pop. Science

Monthly, vol. Ixii. pp. 526-531. New Yorlc, 1903.

"1; Uertrain G. Smith : "The life-history and habits of Cn/ptohrancJnts aUeglieni-

ensisr l?iol. Bull. xiii. pp. 5-39, 1907.

§ W. S. Miller :
" The vascular system of Necturus inacnlafns.'" Contributions

from the Anatomical Laboratory of the University of Wisconsin, Bull. Univ.

Wisconsin, No. 33, Science Series, vol. ii. No. 3, pp. 211-226, pis. ix.-xi. Madison,
Wisconsin, 1900.

II
H. L. Bruner: 1. "The Mechanism of Pulmonary Respiration in Amphibians

with Gill-Clefts." Movph. Jahrb. xlviii. pp. 63-82, 1914. 2. " Jacobson's Organ and
the Respiratory Mechanism of Amphibians/' Ibid. pp. 157-165.
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by him in Nectarus does not include the gross flap[)ing of the ex-

ternal gills. There is, therefore, an apparent textual discrepancy

between his account and mine, which will doubtless be cleared by
further independent observations. Bruner fortifies his statements

concerning the " biicco-pharyngeal mechanism " by a careful

description of the choanal valve of NectnTiis\ and he seems to

assign a preponderating role to the gill-clefts in the branchial

respiration of this genus. It is not altogether inconceivable that

in difterent parts of its climatic range, as well as under diverse

laboratory conditions, the several components of the respiratory

tract may vary in the relative frequency of their turns. The
behaviour of Cryptohranclius informs us that not every yawn is

an act of breathing. No contrast could be more realistic than

that between the restless, air-craving CryjytohrancJius and the

listless, gill-waving Neciv/nis when viewed at the right biological

moment in the splendidly appointed tanks of the New York
Aquarium.

McGill University, Montreal,
October 10, 1920.
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EXHIBITIONS AND NOTICES.

October 19th, 1920.

Prof. E. W. MacBride, F.R.S., F.Z.S., Vice-Pi esident,

in tlie Cliair.

The Secretary read the following Report on the Additions
to the Society's Menagerie dnring the months of June, July,

August, and September, 1920,

June.

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the

month of June were 495 in number. Of these 267 were acquired

by presentation, 32 were deposited, 155 were purchased, 12 were
received in exchange, and 29 were born in the Menagerie.
The following may be specially mentioned :

—

Mammalia.

1 Amei-ican Bison [Bison americanus), S , born in the Mena-
gerie on June 1st.

1 Duke of Bedford's Deer (Oei'vus xantJwpygms) , $ , from Man-
churia, deposited by H.G. The Duke of Bedford, K.G., Pres. Z.S.,

on June 2nd.

1 Hippopotamus {Hqypojmtamus amphibius), 2 1 i^i'om the

Upper Nile, purchtased on June 9th.

1 Oak-Dormouse [Dyroniys nitidula)^ from Kedos, Anatolia,

presented by Capt. G. Noel Rogers on June 5th. New to

the Collection.

A ves.

1 Grey-cheeked Thrush {Hylocichla alicice), from N. America
;

1 Red-eyed Vireo ( Vireo olivacea), from N. America ; 2 Cali-

fornian Ground- Finches [Fi2^ilo crissalis), from N. America
;

2 Texas Coliris [Colinus texanus), from Texas ; 4 Mexican Gold-

fiuches {Chrysomltris mexicanits), from Mexico ; 4 Pine-Siskins

(Spiniis pi)ius), from N. America ; 2 Rufous-winged Tyrants

[Pitanyas riifipennis), from Colombia ;^ 1 San-blas Jn.y (Oissolopha

saublasiana), from Mexico; 2 Inca Doves [Scardafella meet), from
Central America ; 1 Venezuelan Motmofc [Momotus veneziielce),

from Venezuela ; 2 Red-winged Doves [Chammpelia rujipeiinis),

from Central America ; 2 Mexican Ground-Doves [Ghamctipelia

'pallescens) , from Mexico ; 1 Northern Guaii [Ortalis maccalli),

from S. Texas ; 1 Western GnW (Larits occidentalis), from Pacific

Coast of N. America ; 1 Pacihc Gull (Gahianus paclficiis). All

presented by the Zoological Society of New York on July 9th,

and all new to the Collection.
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3 Bui'ciiell's Glossy Starlings (^Lamprocolius australis), from
8. Africa, received in exchange on June 17tli. ISTew to the

Collection.

Reptilia.

1 Night Tree-Snake {Dipsadomoiyhus deudrophilus), from
Malay Peninsula, purchased June 4tli. New to the Collection.

July.

The registered additions to the Society's Menngerie during the

month of July were 413 in number. Of these 71 were acquired

by presentation, 24 were deposited, 231 were purchased, and 87

were born in the Menagerie.

The following may be specially mentioned :

—

Mammalia.

2 Tigers [Felis tigtHs), from India, presented by The Maharajah
of Ratlam on July 16th.

1 Indian Elephant [Elephas maxinms), from India, presented

by The Maharajah of Cooch Behar, K.C.S.I.

Aves.

2 Yellow-collared Macaws (Ara auricapilla), from Eastern
Bolivia, presented by Walter Goodfellow, F.Z.S., on July 23rd.

New to the Collection.

5 Northern Boatbills (Cancroma zeledoni), from Mexico, pur-
chased on July 9th.

Reptilia, Batrackia, Pisces.

2 Indian Cobras (JVaia t7-ipitdians), 1 Hamadryad {N^aia hiin-

garus), 2 Russell's Vipers {Vipera russelli), and 1 Banded Krait

[Bungarus fasciatus)^ from India; purchased on July 16th.

August.

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during

the month of August were 144 in number. Of these 37 were
acquired by presentation, 73 were deposited, 24 were purchased,

8 were received in exchange, and 2 were born in the Menagerie.
The following may be specially mentioned :

—

2 Black-and-White Guerezas (Colobus ahijssinicus), from the

Lotuka District, Mongalla Province, S. Soudan, presented by
Capt. W. R. Barker on August 1st.

2 Leopards (Felis pai^dus) and 1 Baboon (Fapio anithis), from
Southern Nigeria, presented by A. E. F. Murray on August 19th.

2 Boddaert's Squirrels (Callosciiirus notatus), from Java,

purcliased on August 12th.
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2 Collared Sunbirds (Anthotht^eptes collaris), new to the Collec-

tion, from Natal, presented by Harold Millar on August 2nd.

2 Brazilian Cariaraas {Cariama a^istata), from Morro Yellio,

Brazil, presented by (xeorge Chalmers, C.M.Z.S.

2 Daudin's Vipers
(
Vlpera lehetina)^ new to the Collection, from

Algeria, deposited on August 19th.

September.

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during

the month of September were 158 in number. Of these 105

we'^re acquired by presentation, 28 were deposited, 9 were pur-

chased, 4 were received in exchange, and 12 were born in the

Menagerie.
The following may be speciall}^ mentioned :

—
3 Polar Bears {Thalarctos maritimus), $ $ , from Greenland,

purchased on September 1st.

1 Bosnian's Potto (Perodicticus potto), from Ashanti, presented

by Mrs. Beddington on September 22nd.

1 Kaffir Mongoose [Jlongos caffer), from Ikirun, S. Nigeria,

new to the Collection, presented by K, H. Lapage, Esq.

1 Banded Squirrel {Callosciurus vUtatns), irom N. Borneo, new
to the Collection, deposited on September 23rd.

1 Greeii-headed Amazon [Chrj/sotis virenticeps)^ from Central

America, received in exchange on September 30th. New to the

Collection.

Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell, F.R.S., F.Z.S., exhibited a

Double-tailed Lizard, and illustrated his remarks with a series of

radiographs and lantern-slides.

November 2nd, 1920.

Sir Sidney F. Harmer, K.B.E., F.R.S., Vice President,

in the Chair.

Mr. R. I. PococK, F.R.S., F.Z.S., exhibited, on behalf of Mr.
E. Gerrard, the skin of the groin of an example of Tragelaphus
huxtoni, proving the presence of inguinal glands in that Antelope.

Mr. E. G. Boulenger, F.Z.S., exhibited, and made remarks
upon, living specimens of Xecturus, presented to the Society by
Dr. A. Willey, F.R.S., F.Z.S.
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Mr. T. A. Barns, F.Z.S., gave an account of his recent

expedition tlirougli the forests of Africa in search of Gorilla and
Okapi, illustrating his remarks with a fine series of cinematograph
films.

November 16th, 1920.

Prof. eT. P. Hill, D.Sc, F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following Report on the Additions

to the tSociety's Menagerie during the month of October, 1920 :

—

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during
the month of October were 273 in number. Of these 80 were
acquired by presentation, 37 were deposited, 151 were purchased,

1 was received in exchange, and 4 wei e born in the Menagerie.
The following may be specially mentioned :

—

1 Maned Wolf (C'anis jabatiis) and a Crab-eating Dog {Cants
thoiis), from Morro Velho, Brazil : presented by Mr. George
Chalmers, C.M.Z.8.. on October 18th.

2 Bay Duikers (Cephalophits dorsalis) and 1 Maxwell's Duiker
(C. maxwelli). fi-om Togoland

;
presented by Dr. Malcolm B. Hay

on October 7th.

A collection of mammals and ])irds from the East, purchased
on October 13th, containing 2 De Brun's Wallabies {Macrojms
hrunii), from Aru ; 1 Drsine Tree- Kangaroo {Dendrolagiis

nrsinns), from Northern New Guinea, and the following birds

which are new to the Collection : 1 Hula Island Calornis {Lam-
])rocorax sidaetisis) ; 1 Black-headed Butcher-Crow {Cracticus

cassicus), from Aru ; 1 Rosenberg's Lorikeet {Trichoglossus

rosenbergi), from Mysore ; 1 Mueller's Imperial Fruit-Pigeon
{Carpophagti muelleri), from Am ; 1 Pinon Imperial Fruit-Pigeon

^Carpo2^haga pinon) and 2 Finsclrs Imperial Fruit-Pigeons

{Carpophaga finscJd), from New Ireland.

Mr. J. T. Cunningham, M.A., F.Z.S., exhibited, and made
reujarks upon, a specimen of the Leech Trocheta, recently found
in the Society's Gardens.

Mr. F. Martin Duncan, F.Z.S., exhibited, and made remarks
upon, a series of cinematograph films, which he had taken of

animals in the Society's Gardens.
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Acanthocephala, 410.

AcaiUhochcvlonema diacantha, 494.

gracile, 496.

Aciagrion borueense, 336.

Adalia bipunctata, 475=

^^sch)iid(B, 312.

yEscJmince, 312.

JEtheriidcB, 552.

Mthriamanta gracilis, 325.

Agriocnem is femina , 336.

ntbescens, 336.

Agrion, Legion, 335.

Agriouoptera insignis, 321.

scxUncata, 321.

AlluroididcB, 574.

Alopecopsis atavus, gen. et sp, nov.,

347.

Alysicb manducator, 199.

Ammotmgiis lervia (z. s. l.), 437.

AmphicBschna griibaucri, 314.

• perampla, 314.

Amphicnemis loiiiscB^ 336.

madelenoB, 336.

martini, 336.

remiger, 336.

wcdlacei, 336.

Ampidlariidce, 543.

Ajiabantidcs, 529.

! Anacicsschnajaspidea , 316.

I Anastillorhina augur^ 230.

^waa' gitttatiis, 316.

AncylidcB, 545.

Ancyracafithus, 305.

Anisoptera, 312.

auricapilla (z. s. l.), 654.

Argiilus incisis, 564.

Arthrolepfis miinihis, 414.

stoiodactyliis, 414.

imhlhcrgii, 414.

iL'hgtii, 414.

Anthropopitliccas troglodytes (z. s.

437.

Aitthrothreptes collaris (z. s. i..), 654.

Ascaris splmrocephala, 271.

Aty idee, bbb.

A^uma aiistrails, 31'^.

vittigera, 318.

Bdelloida, 580.

Bison aniericaiiiis (z. s. l.), 653.

BosminidcB, 568.

Boidengerina stormsi, 520.

Brachydiplax chalyhea chalyoea, 32

Brachygonia oculata, 322.

-— - Ophelia, 322.
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Brachyum, 556.

Bmnchiodrilus hortensis, 463.

Brcmchiopoda, 571.

Branchiura, 563.

B)'cvice2)s mossamblcus, 420.

Bubo carens, 420.

lacteiis (z. a. l.), 437.

^Myb regularis, 420.

stomaticios, 441

.

Bungarus fasciaius (z. s. l.), 654.

Burmago7nplms vermiculat us, 317.

Caconeura collaris, 339.

dorsalis, 339.

gracillima, 340.

Aose/, 339.

hyperythra, 339.

interrupta, 339.

lansbergi, 339.

mo'idtoni, 340.

pcramoi'iia, 339.

• verticalis, 339.

Calliphora erythrocephala, 196, 198,

230.

vomitoria, 1 98.

Callo&ciiirus notcdiis (z. s. l.), 654.

viitatus (z. s. l.), 655.

Calopterygina, 325.

Caniacinia harterti, 325.

Cancroma zeledofii (z. s. l.), 654.

Canis jiibatus (z. s. l.), 656.

(!'^oz«s (z. s. L.), 656.

Ca}'iama cristata (z, s. l.), 655.

Carpophaga finschi (z. s. l,), 656.

miteUen (z. s. l.), 656.

2nnon (z. s. l.), 656.

Cassina senegalensis, 419.

CeiitropagidcB, 559.

Cephalophus dorsalis (z. s. l.), 656.

maxwelli (z. s. l.), 656.

Ccriagrion bellona, 335.

cerinorid>elluni, 335.

Cervus xanthopygius (z. s. l.), 653.

Ccstoda, 408, 585.

Chcetonot us J'ormosus, 582.

jnisillus, 582.

Chamcep)elia pallescciis (z. s. l.), 653.

I

Chamapelia rufipennis (z. s, l.), 653.

CliaracivyidcB, 524.

GhiruntcDitis petersii, 413.

xcrampclina, 413.

Chlorogomphince, 312.

Chonopeltis incnnis, 564.

Chrysomia maceUaria, 230.

j

Chrysomiiris vicxicanus (z. s. l.), 653.

' Clirysotis vircnticeps (z. s. l.), 655.

^

Citydoridee, 568.

i

Cichlidce, 526.

:

CV/m^«, 590.

j

Cissolopha sanblasiana (z. s. l.), 653.

j

Ckidoccra, 567.

j

Clarotes laticeps, 438.

j

Clupeidce, 524.

Coccinelki variabilis, 487.

j

Coel&ntcrata, 585.

j

Coeliccia borveerisis, 334.

j

campioni, 333.

i Jlauoslriata, 33S.

j
Jiiacrostigiiia, 333.

I

membranipes, 333.

!

• nigroliamata, 333.

octogesima, 333.

Coliyius texanus (z. s. l.), 653.

C'olobus abyssiiticus (z. s. l.), 654.

Connochceies albojubatus, 437.

Copera atomaria, 334.

C'ordaliince, 317..

Cracticus cassicus (z. s. l,), 656.

Cratilia lineata, 321.

metallica, 321.

Crioceris asparogi, 486.

Crocodilus calaphraclus, 519.

niloticus, 519.

siaiiioisis (z. s. l.), 439.

Crocothemis servilia., 323.

Gryptobranchus, 649.

Cycloderma frenatum, 521

.

Cyclopidce, 560.

Cyimlunis jubatus (z. s. l.). 438.

Cynoiiiyia cadaverinia, 230.

Cypridce, 565.

Cyprinidce, 525.

Cyprinodontidce, 526.

CyrenidcB, 551.

Cythcridce, 565.
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Daphnidce. 567.

Bcndrolagus ursiaus (z. s. L.j, 056.

Devadatta argyroides, 332.

Dicheiloiicmcc horridum, 490.

JJvplacodcs trivially, 323.

Diplotrisena diucae, sp. n., 501.

flabellata, 502.

tricus2^i>>, 490.

Bipsado/iwrjjhiis dc/idrophilus (z. s. L.j,

654.

Bisparoneiira analis, 340.

aurantiaca, 340.

Dolops ranarum, 564.

Dorylaimus macrolai/iiiis, 577.

Drepanodicta rufosfigma, 340.

Dyromys nitidula (z. s. l.), 653.

Dysphcea limbata, 327.

lugens, 327.

Echi)iocephalus, 273, 275.

multidentatus, sp. n., 285,

288, 289.

southwelli, sp. n., 283, 285, 288.

hpinosissimus, 277, 283j 288.

striatus, 289.

intcinatus, 275, 277, 288.

E'/a^^/^ ocephal us, 306.

Elephas niaximua (z. s. l.), 654.

EpallagincB, 326.

Ergasilidie, 560.

Eucopcpoda, 559.

i^6'//8 ?'/(7r/s (z. s. L.), 654.

Filaria aramidis, sp. d., 503.

• siihcutanca, 492.

Plying-Fisbes, 4(')7.

Francolinus spilogaatcr (z. s. l.), 439.

Gahiaiius ptacificus (z. s. l.), 653.

Gastrotriclia ,581.

Glosso6Colecid(S, 574.

Glypholycus hicolor, 520.

Gimthostoma, 291, 292.

acclpitri, 305.

^;m77c, 300, 301, 303, 304.

hispidicvi, 298, 300, 303, 304.

I

Gnathoatoma horridum, 300, 303,

I

304.

pelccani, 301.

shipleyi, 301.

Hpinigerum, 293, 298, 302, 304.

iurgidum, 301, 303, 304.

Gnathostomid(e, 245.

Gnatliostomince, 255, 256.

GoiKpJiidia karschi, 317.

maclachkmi, 317.

GompliiiicB, 317.

Gossea pauciaeta, 582.

Grayia ornata, 520.

r thoUoni, 520.

GymnolcBmata, 539.

Gynacantha basigiiitata, 315.

bayadera, 316.

demeter, 315.

dohrni, 315.

hyalina, 316.

machlachlani, 316.

Gyrator hcrmaphrodUiis, 584.

RarpacticidcE, 559.

Heli(B6chua cras6a. 313.

/(^c<?, 313.

dmplicia, 314.

iDiinervidata, 314.

Hemicordulia assimilis, 317.

Hemistoma (Alaria) alatiim, 438.

Heminus marmoratitm, 420.

Hcrpeton tentacidatum (z.s. L.), 439.

Hctcrogomplius icterops, 317.

-—- siimatranus, 317.

Hippopotamus amplnbius (z. s.l.), 653.

Hirudinea, bib.

Hydrachnida, b72.

Hydrobasileus croceus, 324.

Hydrobiida, 543.

Hydrochoerus hydrochmrus (z.s. l.), 438.

Hydrop]iantid(P, b1'2.

HygrobatidcB, 572.

HylcBothemis dementia, 320.

HylanJiates bocagii, 419.

jolmstoni, 420.

Hylobaics lar (z. s. l.), 437.

Hylocichla alicice (z. s.l.), 653.

Hypotceuidia striata (z. s. l.), 437.
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IchthycUum mo.criirum, 582.

Ictidosuchus longiceps, sp.

343.

Icii)nis acuius, 317.

decoratils, 317.

mela;)iO'ps, 317.

Idionyx dohnii, 319.

Jagoria hiihri, 313.

modiglianii^ 312,

2)(Xciloptera, 313.

Lamprocolius australis (z. s. l.), 653.

Lamprocorox sulaeJisis (z. s. l.), 656.

Larus occidentalis {?.. s. ^..), 653.

Lathrecista asiatica, 321.

Lcpidoderma hystrix, 582.

squamatmn, 582.

LepidosirenidcB, 524.

Lcptogomphiis sempcri, 317.

williamsoni, 317.

LemcBidcB, 560.

Xcs/cs wcdlacei, 340.

LihellagincB, 328.

LihcUidid(B, 317.

LibellidhKB, 319.

LimnmdxB, 545.

Linceschna polli, 312.

Lucdia ccst^^nr, 198, 230.

scrica^a, 198, 2.30.

Lybias torquatus (z. s. L.), 439.

Lyriothemis biappendicuiafa., 320.

tVe/s, 320.

Mabaia quinquetmniata (z. s. L.), 437.

Macrogomphus albardce, 317.

chelifer, 317.

decemlineaiiis, 317.

q^uadratus, 317.

Macromia borneeiisis, 318.

eincta, 318.

cingiUata, 318.

cuterpe, 318.

gerstcBckcri, 318.

westwoodi, 318.

Macromidiafulva, 319.

Macropus brunii (z. s. l.), 656.

MeterothricidcB, 568.

INDEX.

!

Macrura, 554.

n.,
j

MastacembelidcB , 529.

I

Mastigophora, 589.

Matronoides cyancipmnis, 326.

Megalixcdus loveridgii, 418.

Megapodagrion, Legion, 332.

Megascolecidte , 574.

iV/e^es, 423, 433.

Melittobia acasta, 231.

I

Mefaphya micans, 319.

j

Micromerus aurantiactis, 331.

I

hyalinus, 332.

I semiopacus, 331.

; sticticus, 332.

Momotus Venezuela (z. s. l.), 653.

Mangos, coffer (z. s. l.), 655.

j

Monhystera fulleborni, 477.

I

similis, 577.

vulgaris, bll.

Mononchis macrostoina, bl7.

temds, b'll.

Mo7iostoma piimilo, 438.

MormyridcB, 524.

Moropus elatns, Sbl, 359.

' Moscliorhinus kitchingi, gen. el

I sp. nov., 351.

!
Musca domestica, 198, 230.

j

Mutelidce, 552.

^ iVam bimgarus (z. s. l.). 654.

tripudicois (z. s. l.), 654.

Naidomorpha^ 574.

iVflis pectinafa var. inceqml'u, 458.

! Nannophya pygmcea, 322.

Nasonia brevicoi'iiis, 216.

Kectiirus, 649.

! Nemathelmia, 405.

Nematoda, 408, 576.

Nesoxeiiia lineata, 320.

Neurobasis chinetisis, 325.

Neurotkemis disparilis, 323.

^
—— • fluctuans, 323.

j

terminata, 323.

j

0<^a dohrni, 320.

Oligochceta, 573.

Oiiychargia atrocycaia, 335.
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Onychothermis culminicola celehensis,

324.

culminicola culminicola, 324.

Orchiihemis pruinans, 320.

palcherrima, 320.

xanthosoma, 320.

Orogo77iphiis dyaJx, 312.

siolendidiis, 312.

Ortalis maccalli (z. s. l.), 653.

Orfhcfn'.m chrysis, 322.

glaucum, 321.

pruinosum clelia, 321.

sabina, 321.

testaceum, 322.

0/'_?/.r leucoryx (z. s. l.), 438.

Ostracoda, 564.

Palcsmonida, 555.

Pantala flavescens, 325.

Papio anuhis (z. s. l.), 654.

Pelomedusa galeata, 521.

Pentastomida, 571.

Pericneinis sticiica, 337.

Pcripatoides gilesii, 367.— leuclcarti var. uccidentalis, 367.

occidentali^, 367.

woodward i, 367.

Peripafus, 367.

Pcrodicticus potto (z. s. l.), 655.

Phormia groenlandica, 198.

regina, 230.

Phrynobatrachus boulevgeri, 413.

natalensis, 413.

ra,noides, 413.

Phrynomantis bifasciata, 420.

PhylactolcBmata, 539.

Phyllotillon naricus, 357.

Pipilo crissalis (z. s. L.), 653.

Pitangus rufipennis (z. s. l.), 653.

Planaria tanganyika, 583.

PlanorbidcB, 545.

Platycnemis, Legion, 333.

Platyhelmia, 405.

Platysticta, Legion, 340.

Ploima, 578.

Podolcstes chrysopus, 332.

• oricntalis, 332.

PoUenia stygia, 230.

Polypterid(B, 524.

Porifera, 586.
'

Pornothemis serrata, 320.

Potamarcha obscura, 321.

Poiamonidce, 557.

Proleptns scillicola, 449.

Protoneum, Legion, 338.

Protosticta Jcinabaluensis, 340,

versicolor, 340.

Protozoa, 588, 589.

Pseudagrion microcephalum, 335.

pruinosum, 335.

Pseudagrionoptera diotima, 323.

Pseudophcea basalis, 326.

imjjar inaquipar, 327.

subcostalis, 326.

subnodalis, 326.

tricolor, 326.

Pycnosoma rufifacies, 230.

varipes, 230.

Physaloptera constricfa, 272.

7?«?2rt delalandii, 412.

Ao/.s7/, 42]

.

mascareniensis, 412.

i
412.

ornata, 413.

oxyrhynchus, 412.

Raphisma inermis, 323.

j

Bappia argns, 417.

I

cinctiventriSy 417.

I

fnli'ovittata, 417.

gramdata, 415.

marmorata, 417.

platyrhinus, sp. n., 416.

puncticulata, 415.

Rhinagrion borneense, 332.

elopurcs, 333.

7i/^ra americana (z. s. l.), 439.

i

BJiinochatus Jubatus (z. s. l.), 439.

I

Rhinoneura viUosipes, 331.

I

Rhizopoda, 589.

I Rhizota, 680.

I

Rhyothemis aterrima, 324.

• obsolescens, 325.

jo^^^mfsa, 324,

jyhyllis phyllis, 324.

r^c/a, 323.

triangularis, 325.

Rhinocypka biseriata, 328.
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Bhinoci/pha cucuUata, 329.

eximia, 329.

humeralis, 329.

Jcarschi, 328.

moulfoni, 328.

st7/gia, 328.

, sp. A, 329.

, sp. B, 330.

Botifera, 578.

Sarcophaga mirifrons, 230.

Scardofella inca (z. s. l.), 653.

Scatophaga stercoraria, 629.

Sclnlhc onystus, 438.

Schizotherium pilgrimi, sp, n ., 362,

Sci/lliiim canicula, 449.

8erranid(B, 526.

SididcB, 567.

Sieboldius japonicus, 317.

Silarid(B, 525.

Spe/erjjesfusciis, 437.

Sph(sriid(S, 551.

Spimis pinus (z. s. l.), 653.

Spiroxyinoe, subfam. n., 247.

^yjiro.r//.s, 248.

contorta, 249, 251.

gangetica, sp. n., 251, 253.

Spongillkhp, 587.

Stenagrion duhiion, 338.

Sfenos/oma gilvicm, 583.

leucops, 583.

stuhlmanni, 583.

Stcruoihao'us dcrhianus, 521.

nigricans, 521.

simtatus, 521.

Struthio molyhdoplianes (z. s. l.), 439.

256, 258.

anomcda, 268.

diadema, 268, 271.

259, 264.

Tardigrada, 573.

Taxidea, 423, 433.

Tcinohasis Jcirhyi, 337.

rrya/i, 338.

r^rgt^o, 392.

onannii, 395.

navalis, 392.

norvagica, 394.

j

Tetracanthctgyna hrnnnea, 315.

degorsi, 315.

plagiata, 314.

waterliousei, 315.

Tetrathemis flavescens, 319.

irregiilaris hyalina, 319.

Thalarctos maritimus (z. s. l.), 655.

Tholymis tillarga, 325.

TiaridcB, 544.

Tilapia niloiica, 438.

TiphohiidcB, 544.

Tramea limhata, 324.

Trematoda, 407, 584.

I

Trichoglossiis roseahergi (z. s. l.), 656.

: Trilohns graciloides, 577.

Tritheimis aurora, 323.

I
/fs^/iw, 324.

1 Trochefa, 656.

I

Tropidonotus olivacens, 520.

! TurbcUaria, 583.

j

Turtur dccipiens (z. s. l.), 439.

' isahellina (z. s. l.), 439.

j
rose/'grisciis (z. s. l.), 439.

1 Tyriohapfa kiilcenthali, 322.

i laidlaivi, 322.

j

?'o/T/f/«, 322.

j

Unionidcs, 551.

I

TJrolcsies melaiioleucus (z. s. l.), 439.

j

Urothemis signata insignata, 325.

Vestalis amcena, 326.

I

326.

j

Vipera lebetina (z. s. i..), 655.

I

russelli (z. s. l.), 654.

/7rgo oUvocea (z. s. l.), 653.

Viviparidce, 543.

Vorte.v qiiadridens, 584,

miaitsia platyccps, 354.

Xenopus. Icevis, 522.

muelleri, 522.

Xylotrya, 397.

australis, sp. n., 397,

capensis, sp. n., 402.

Zygonyx iris, 324.

Zygoptera, 325.

Zyxornina petiulakim,^2b.
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